Jerome O’Brien Collection

This collection contains O’Brien’s personal and professional papers. The professional papers relate to the oil and gas industries and his career in West Texas and for the nation.
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Biographical Sketch

Jerome O’Brien

Jerome Joseph O’Brien, or “Jerry”, was born in Spalding, Nebraska on October 6, 1906. He moved to California to attend U.C.L.A. and received a master’s degree in Geology as well as Petroleum Engineering. The rest became history as he went from Signal Hill and Huntington Beach fields in California into Texas working for Sunset Oil Company. He returned to California where he founded Shamrock Drilling Company and partnered in McCarthy and O’Brien Drilling Company. In 1946 he went back to San Antonio as the Executive Vice President of Jergins Oil Company. From there he became President of Monterey Oil Company in San Antonio. He moved the company offices to the oil patch in Midland, Texas in 1955. When Monterey was purchased by Humble Oil, he became Executive Vice President of Humble. When Humble folded into Standard Oil of New Jersey, now known as Exxon, he became the Executive Vice President of Jergins Oil Company. In 1960 Washington, D.C. and his Nation called. He became the first oilman to become director of the Interior Department’s Office of Oil and Gas for the United States. He was appointed by President Kennedy and was the only Republican in the Kennedy cabinet. After Kennedy was assassinated in 1963, Jerome moved from Washington back to California again where he became the Vice President of Union Bank. He then became Chairman of the Board and President of Jade Oil Company and later President of McFarland Energy. Early in the 1970s Jerry returned to San Antonio, Texas. He purchased Colonial Production Company and later became President of McFarland Energy. Jerome was also founder and the first president of C.I.P.A. in California and sixth president of T.I.P.R.O. He was also a world traveler, sportsman, and philanthropist. Jerome was married to Mary Heno in 1939 and was father to Thomas Michael O’Brien. He died on September 18, 2006 from complications of a stroke just three weeks prior his 100th birthday.
Scope and Content
From Jerome O’Brien’s office, this collection consists of personal papers and items, including personal diaries/calendars. However, it mainly consists of professional papers relating to O’Brien’s involvement in the oil and gas industries in West Texas and in the United States. In particular, the O’Brien collection contains speech transcripts; organization papers (including Phi Kappa Psi, country clubs, petroleum clubs, etc.); correspondence; company papers; leases, deeds, and grants related to the oil business; personal biographies, articles, and photographs.

Restrictions

Restrictions regarding access
Library and Archive materials must be used in the library reading room. Prior appointment is preferred but not absolutely necessary.

Open for Research - *Some Collections will be restricted*
No materials within the collection are to be withheld from researchers.
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- **Folder: Biography; Jerome J. O’Brien (A)**
  - Document: May 1, 1961; Jerome J. O’Brien biography
  - Document: n.d.; Jerome J. O’Brien biography; draft
  - Document: n.d.; Jerome J. O’Brien biography; unedited; (x2)
  - Document: n.d.; “Island Adventure”; description of film prepared by Monterey Oil Company; (x10)
  - Document: Jul. 8, 1965; Biography of Jerome J. O’Brien
  - Document: n.d.; Biography of Jerome J. O’Brien; (x2)
  - Document: n.d.; Biography of Jerome J. O’Brien; (x2)
  - Article Clipping: n.d.; unknown source; regarding Ray Dudley Cashman; obituary
  - Article Clipping: 1980; TIPRO Reporter; “Jerry O’Brien Mr. TIPRO 1980”; (x4)
  - Document: May 27, 1980; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Texas Independent Producers and Royalty Owners Association; —MrTipro” 1980
  - Article Clipping: Oct. 3, 1991; The North San Antonio Times; “Oil Patch Veteran Continues to Blaze New Trails” by Bonnie Sue Jacobs; (x3)
  - Letter: Jul. 25, 1996; to Jerome [O’Brien]; from Charlotte O’Brien; regarding articles about family museum
    - Article Clipping: n.d.; unknown source; “Albion Area ‘Village‘ Turns Back Time with Buildings: June 15-16 Open House Will Showcase Working Engines” by Carla Kaufman; (x2)
    - Article Clipping: Jun. 16, 1996; Sunday World-Herald; “Collector Has Big Plans for Father’s Day”; (x2)
    - Article Clipping: n.d.; unknown source; “Family Opens Private Museum to Public” by Heather Hooper; (x2)
  - Article Clipping: n.d.; unknown source; Irish Books and Media; “The Incredible Story of the O’Briens [sic]”

3
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- Periodical: 1980; TIPRO Reporter; Vol. 32, No. 2
- Diagram: Jan. 7, 1961; Humble Oil and Refining Company; Monterey Division; Mid-Continent Area – Organization Chart
- **Folder: Biography; Jerome J. O’Brien (B); *includes photographs***
  - Document: Jul. 6, 1992; Jerome J. O’Brien biography – taped; 49 pages; in two parts
  - Print: 1986; Rodney J. Pfeifer; Mary Ellen’s son
  - Print: Aug. 22, 1990; Trans Alaska Pipeline near Fairbanks; 48” – 800 miles from Prudhoe Bay to Valdez
  - Print: Aug. 22, 1990; Trans Alaska Pipeline near Fairbanks; 48” – 800 miles from Prudhoe Bay to Valdez; looking North
  - Print: 1935; Jerome J. O’Brien; Huntington Beach, Calif; leaning against Sunset Oil Company vehicle; (x3)
  - Print: 1986; Jerome J. O’Brien
  - Print: Nov. 23, 1988; portrait of Jerome J. O’Brien
  - Print: Sep. 21, 1991; image of George Farenthold and Jerry O’Brien
  - Document: n.d.; copied political cartoon of Jerome J. O’Brien as president of TIPRO
  - Article Clipping: Oct. 14, 1957; San Antonio Light; –CC to Hear S.A. Oilman”;
    Article Clipping: Dec. 12, 1956; San Antonio Express; –U.S. Oil Seen Preventing War”
  - Article Clipping: n.d.; multiple copied images with captions of Jerome J. O’Brien; TIPRO
  - Article Clipping: Jul. 16, 1957; San Angelo Times; –TIPRO Meet Set Near Hunt July 26-27”;
    Article Clipping: n.d.; unknown source; –Oilman Speaks to Luncheon of C. of C.; Article Clipping: n.d.;
    image of Mid-Continent Supply Company-World Wide with caption
  - Article Clipping: June 1957; TIPRO Reporter; –‘Quoting’ the President: The MER of Independence”
  - Article Clipping: August 1957; TIPRO Reporter; –‘Quoting’ the President: Still Your Move, Uncle”
  - Article Clipping: [1957]; TIPRO Reporter; –‘Quoting’ the President: On Making the Temporary Permanent”
  - Article Clipping: April 1958; TIPRO Reporter; –‘Quoting’ the President: Imports, Independents and the Stiff Upper Lip”
  - Article Clipping: February 1958; –‘Quoting’ the President: Keeping the Issues Clear”
  - Article Clipping: [1957]; –‘Quoting’ the President: On Progress, Blood and Oil”
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- Article Clipping: n.d.; unknown source; “Center Pledges Reach $15,570”; Article Clipping: Jun. 13, 1957; San Antonio Express; “Ike Withdrawal Commended”; Article Clipping: Jan. 28, 1953; San Antonio Express; “Jerry O’Brien Heads New Monterey Firm for Mid-Continent Activity”

- Article Clipping: n.d.; unknown source; “Phone Executive New Chamber Head”; Article Clipping: Feb. 28, 1957; San Antonio Express; “Express Oil Editor Among Five from S.A. Receiving Awards”


- Article Clipping: Oct. 10, 1957; San Antonian; “O’Brien Keynotes C.C. Salute to Oil Progress Week Oct. 15”; Article Clipping: Oct. 13, 1957; San Antonio Light; “Oil on the Waters is Talk Subject”

- Article Clipping: Oct. 16, 1957; San Antonio Light; “Oilman Flays Imports, Low Allowable”; Article Clipping: Oct. 12, 1957; San Antonio News; “Texas Oil Leaders to Give Talks Here”

- Article Clipping: n.d.; unknown source; “Humble Gubbels, Three Other Edwards Tries Set” by Nancy Heard; Article Clipping: Oct. 8, 1957; San Antonio Express; “O’Brien, Murray Make Oil Talks”; Article Clipping: Oct. 14, 1957; The Light; “Oil Progress Week”

- Article Clipping: May 31, 1957; Petroleum Week; “Jerome J. O’Brien”; Article Clipping: November 1957; The Gusher; clipping of Robert Tisdale, Randle Hanks and Jerry O’Brien with caption; Article Clipping: June 1957; California Oil World; “Interior Secretary Seaton Appoints Halliburton’s Kilgore”

- Article Clipping: Nov. 6, 1957; The Houston Post; “TIPRO Leaders, Speaker”; Article Clipping: Nov. 5, 1957; The Houston Post; “Independents Call for Firm Imports Policy” by Billy G. Thompson; Article Clipping: n.d.; unknown source; “TIPRO to Resurvey Position Here Today” by Billy G. Thompson

- Article Clipping: Sep. 22, 1957; San Antonio Express and News; “Laymen Join Independents in Oil Fight” by Nancy Heard; Article Clipping: Nov. 19, 1957; The Oil Daily; “Line Expansion Lauded by TIPRO”

- Article Clipping: Jun. 26, 1957; San Angelo Standard-Times; “Bigger Depletion Allowance: TIPRO Head Says Economy Brought Oil Drilling Slump” by Mack Owens


- Article Clipping: Jul. 12, 1957; The Oil Daily; “TIPRO Asks for Graduated Imports Tariff”; Article Clipping: Oct. 28, 1957; unknown source; “TIPRO Ready
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to Bury Hatchet”; Article Clipping: Jul. 12, 1957; San Angelo Standard-Times; —Thompson Asks Fast Oil Import Club”; Article Clipping: Jul. 12, 1957; San Antonio Express; —Oil Tariff Plan Heard”

- Document: n.d.; —Federal Bar Association Committee Panels to Discuss Oil Imports, Atomic Power” Natural Resources Law Committee; William R. Connole, Chairman Federal Bar Association; immediate release
- Article Clipping: Sep. 23, 1957; The Oil Daily; —Carson Sees “Quota’ Plan Succeeding”; Article Clipping: Sep. 9, 1957; The Oil Daily; —Feature Carson as Oil Imports Issue Speaker”; Article Clipping: Sep. 22, 1957; San Angelo Standard-Times; —TIPRO Chief for Import Tariff”
- Article Clipping: Oct. 16, 1957; The Oil Daily; —Texas Hints Possible Action to Curb Imports of Foreign Oil”; Article Clipping: Dec. 16, 1957; unknown source; —FIPRO Urges Carson to Probe Tri-State Cut; Article Clipping: Dec. 27, 1957; The Oil Daily; —FIRPO Hails Voluntary Oil Imports Program on West Coast”
- Article Clipping: n.d.; unknown source; —Record Cut Trims [Stop] Flow of [Oil]; Article Clipping: Jun. 20, 1957; unknown source; —Fill _ErUp’ Heard Often”
- Article Clipping: Jul. 31, 1957; San Antonio Express; —Import Action: Stronger Action Needed, They Say” by Nancy Heard; Article Clipping: Sep. 16, 1957; The Oil and Gas Journal; —Attorneys to Hear Imports Discussion”
- Certificate: n.d.; to Jerome Joseph O’Brien; from U.S. Naval Training Center; appointed an Honorary Alumnus; copy
- Letter: Jun. 4, 1958; to Mr. O’Brien; from A.C. Burrows, Captain, U.S. Navy Commander, Naval Training Center; regarding enclosed —Honorary Alumnus” certificate; thanks for visit
- Document: n.d.; image of multiple men; Homecoming United States Naval Training Center
- Article Clipping: Jun. 30, 1957; San Antonio Light; —The Don’s Austin Report”
- Article Clipping: n.d.; unknown source; —Of Cabbage and Kings: San Antonio Q’backs Please Their Fans” by Morris Frank; Article Clipping: Sep. 14, 1957; unknown source; —On Resources: Culberson Vows State Controls” by Allen Duckworth
- Article Clipping: Nov. 18, 1957; The Albuquerque Tribune; —Importance of Oil Industry Stressed” by Sam Johnson
- Article Clipping: n.d.; unknown source; —FIPRO Eyes Import Effect of Trade Pact”; Article Clipping: Nov. 19, 1957; Albuquerque Tribune; —Oilmen Favor Pipeline; Tighter Import Curbs”; Article Clipping: Nov. 18, 1957; Albuquerque Journal; —Oilmen May Ask Stiffer Curbs”
o Article Clipping: Dec. 2, 1957; The Oil and Gas Journal; –TIPRO’s Pipeline Petition”; copy of program for First Annual Meeting TIPRO; Nov. 18, 1957
o Certificate: n.d.; to J.J. O’Brien; from Woodlawn Optimist Club; guest speaker; copy
o Article Clipping: Jan. 22, 1958; San Antonio Light; –Bexar Facts” by Morris Wilson; Article Clipping: Jan. 10, 1958; The Oil Daily; –Effect of West Coast Import Quota on Canada and Venezuela Minimized”; Article Clipping: Jan. 21, 1958; The San Antonio Optimist; announcement of speaker: Jerome J. O’Brien
o Article Clipping: Jan. 8, 1958; San Antonio News; –Domestic Oil Sources Held Important”; Article Clipping: Jan. 12, 1958; Valley Evening Monitor; –San Antonio Oil Man to Address Desk, Derrick”; Article Clipping: Jan. 26, 1958; Valley Evening Monitor; –San Antonio Oil Man is Desk and Derrick Guest”

o Article Clipping: Feb. 12, 1958; unknown source; –TIPRO Speaker Here Urges Tariff to Restrict Imports”; Article Clipping: Feb. 6, 1958; San Angelo Standard-Times; –TIPRO Chief Due Tuesday for Talk”

o Article Clipping: Mar. 23, 1953; Wichita Falls Times; –Club Will Hear TIPRO President”

o Article Clipping: May 24, 1958; Wichita Falls Record News; –State Convention of Bankers Opens”; copy of program: Ninth Annual Spring Conference, Texas Chapter, Robert Morris Associates, May 23-24

o Article Clipping: Jan. 25, 1958; San Angelo Standard-Times; –President of TIPRO Due to Speak in Angelo Feb. 11”

o Article Clipping: Jan. 31, 1958; The Tulsa Tribune; –Independents Wrestle with Problems of Oil Imports vs. Domestic Industry” by Marion Cracraft; Article Clipping: n.d.; unknown source; –Most Independents Optimistic Over ‘58, Says TIPRO Leader” by Billy G. Thompson

o Article Clipping: February 1958; IPAA Monthly; –Associations Endorse Principle of Mandatory Import Controls”

o Article Clipping: Mar. 9, 1958; unknown source; –Imports Under _Control_ Gain 9.9 Per Cent” by Nancy Heard

o Article Clipping: Mar. 5, 1958; San Antonio Light; –Oilman Urges Import Law”; Article Clipping: February 1958; IPAA Monthly; –West Coast Quota Action Upheld by J.J. O’Brien”

o Article Clipping: Apr. 30, 1958; The Amarillo Daily News; –O’Brien and Simpson to be Here for PPROA Meeting”; Article Clipping: Mar. 4, 1958; San Antonio Light; –Texans Ask Limit on Oil Imports”

o Document: c.a. 1958; copy of program; unknown event
Certificate: Apr. 29-30, 1958; certificate of appointment; designated Jerome J. O’Brien as National Councilor; TIPRO; copy

Certificate: 1957; to J.J. O’Brien; from American Petroleum Institute; award for meritorious service

Document: 1957-1958; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from San Antonio Chamber of Commerce; presidential appointment; member of oil and gas committee

Document: n.d.; copy of program cover for TIPRO’s 12th Annual Meeting

Article Clipping: May 13, 1958; San Antonio Light; “Restrictions, Imports Irk Oilmen”


Article Clipping: n.d.; unknown source; various images and captions from The President’s Reception


Letter: May 20, 1976; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from McFarland Energy, Inc.; agreement regarding employment

- Document: Dec. 31, 1979; McFarland Energy, Inc, Savings and Stock Ownership Plan; Quarterly Statement


Print: 1961; portrait of Jerome J. O’Brien; (x3)

Document: n.d.; Biography of Jerome J. O’Brien; (x2)

Article Clipping: Oct. 3, 1991; San Antonio Times; unknown source; “Social Notes: Oil Patch Veteran Continues to Blaze New Trails” by Bonnie Sue Jacobs; (x2)

Manuscript: n.d.; 1991 list of dates with events

Manuscript: n.d.; 1990 list of dates with events

Manuscript: n.d.; 1988 and 1989; list of dates with events

Manuscript: n.d.; 1986 and 1987; list of dates with events

Manuscript: n.d.; 1984 and 1985; list of dates with events

Manuscript: n.d.; 1982 and 1983; list of dates with events

Manuscript: n.d.; 1981 list of dates with events

Manuscript: n.d.; 1980-continued list of dates with events

Manuscript: n.d.; 1979 and 1980 list of dates with events

Manuscript: n.d.; 1977 and 1978 list of dates with events

Manuscript: n.d.; 1975 and 1976 list of dates with events

Manuscript: n.d.; 1973 and 1974 list of dates with events
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- Manuscript: n.d.; 1971 and 1972 list of dates with events
- Manuscript: n.d.; 1969 and 1970 list of dates with events
- Manuscript: n.d.; 1967 and 1968 list of dates with events
- Manuscript: n.d.; 1965 and 1966 list of dates with events
- Print: February 1993; Stanley Price-UCLA →7” Jerome J. O’Brien UCLA →2”
- Article Clipping: Sep. 6, 1961; San Antonio Express; “Former S.A. Man Heads Federal Oil Gas, Office”; Article Clipping: Sep. 7, 196[?]; “Midlander to Assume Interior Post Monday” by Frank Davis; Article Clipping: Sep. 6, 1961; Fort Worth Star-Telegram; “J. O’Brien Named Oil and Gas Director”
- Print: Dec. 23, 1985; Mary and Jerry O’Brien
- Print: 1975; portrait of Jerome J. O’Brien
- Article Clipping: 1980; unknown source; “Profile: Jerry O’Brien Mr. TIPRO 1980
- Certificate: Oct. 3, 1982; to Jerome O’Brien; from The UCLA Alumni Association; for Golden Year Bruin
- Document: n.d.; United States Department of the Interior Office of Oil and Gas
- News Release: Sep. 5, 1961; Jerome J. O’Brien Named Director of Department’s Office of Oil and Gas; Department of the Interior Information Service
- Article Clipping: Sep. 10, 1961; San Antonio Express and News; “Oil, Gas Director O’Brien Really Knows His Field”
- Article Clipping: Sep. 5, 1961; The Odessa American; “In Interior Department—O’Brien Named to Oil, Gas Post”
- Article Clipping: Sep. 6, 1961; San Antonio News; “Texan Head of U.S. Oil, Gas Office”; Article Clipping: Sep. 6, 1961; San Antonio Light; “Ex-S.A. Man Heads U.S. Oil Division
- Article Clipping: Sep. 4, 1961; The Oil and Gas Journal; “O’Brien Will Head Office of Oil and Gas”
- Print: 1952; portrait of Jerome J O’Brien; Continental Photo Service
- Print: Oct. 5, 1961; image of Mathew Carson handing the leadership of the Office of Oil and Gas over to the new Director Jerome J. O’Brien; Washington, D.C.
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- Print: February 1967; portrait of Jerome J. O’Brien; Thelner Hoover Photographic Artist
- Letter: Apr. 13, 1995; to Mr. O’Brien; from Wendy Soderburg, UCLA Magazine; regarding enclosed copy of UCLA Magazine with story about J.J. O’Brien; regarding returned photos and Xeroxes
- Document: n.d.; copied image of Frank Bogart Mayor of Palm Springs awarding Honorary Citizen Award to Jerome J. O’Brien
- Document: 1936; copied portrait of [Jerome J. O’Brien]; profile
- Article Clipping: June 1957; Texas Oil Journal; “Jerome J. O’Brien Heads Texas Organization of Independents”
- Document: 1952; copied portrait of Jerome J. O’Brien

**Folder: Biography; J.J. O’Brien; Clippings; 1954-1967**
- Print: 1958; Jerome J. O’Brien
- Article Clipping: May 22, 1957; San Antonio Express; –TIPRO Elects Jerry O’Brien as President
- Article Clipping: May 21, 1957; San Antonio News; –Independents Pick O’Brien”
- Article Clipping: Jan. 31 [no year given]; The Tulsa Tribune; –Independents Wrestle with Problems of Oil Imports vs. Domestic Industry” by Marion Cracraft, Tribune Oil Editor
- Article Clipping: May 14, 1953; Alamo Heights News; –Monterey Exploration Company Does Oil Exploration and Production Work” (x3)
- Article Clipping: Jan. 28, 1953; San Antonio Express; –Jerry O’Brien Heads New Monterey Firm for Mid-Continent Activity”
- Article Clipping: Feb. 2, 1953; The Oil and Gas Journal; –Jerome J. O’Brien”
- Article Clipping: Apr. 12, 1954; San Antonio Express —Local Seen-ery: Board Members Gather at Guadalupe Center”
- Note: Jul. 20, 1957; Office Mail; for J.J. O’Brien; from Jack; regarding received note from Charlie Doh regarding picture
  - Article Clipping: n.d.; unknown source; image of Mary and Jerry O’Brien at Association’s Calypso party and fish fry at Stewart Beach, Galveston during the Eleventh Annual Meeting
  - Letter: Jul. 9, 1957; to J.M.; from C. Doh; regarding attached picture and Jerry O’Brien
- Article Clipping: Jan. 26, 1958; San Angelo Standard-Times; –President of TIPRO due to Speak in Angelo Feb. 11”
- Article Clipping: Feb. 17, 1957; San Antonio Light; –Living Room Made to be Lived In”
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- Article Clipping: May 8, 1953; San Antonio Express; "Center Pledges Reach $15,570"
- Article Clipping: Jan. 30, 1953; The Wall Street Journal; "Who's News: Management-Personnel Notes: Ex-Treasury Head Snyder Elected Willys Vice President"
- Document: Oct. 15, 1957; Address of Jerome J. O'Brien, President of Texas Independent Producers and Royalty Owners Association, before the San Antonio Chamber of Commerce; Oil on the Waters
- Document: Oct. 7, 1957; Address of Jerome J. O'Brien before the American Petroleum Institute, Southwest Texas Chapter; San Antonio, Texas
- Document: Sep. 20, 1957; Address of Jerome J. O'Brien, President of Texas Independent Producers and Royalty Owners Association, to the Federal Bar Association; Washington, D.C.; Oil on the Waters
- Article Clipping: Jul. 29, 1957; The Oil and Gas Journal; "In Monterey's Jerry O'Brien: TIPRO Has Another Fighter"; negative copy
- Document: Sep. 13, 1957; Speech delivered at the Testimonial Dinner for Olin Culberson – Baker Hotel – Dallas, Texas
- Document: n.d.; In Appreciation to Jerome J. O'Brien
- Document: Sep. 20, 1957; biography of Jerome J. O'Brien; (x2)
- Article Clipping: Jan. 21, 1958; The San Antonio Optimist; "Speaker Jerome J. O'Brien, Vice President and Manager, Mid-Continent Operations, Monterey Oil Company 'Island Adventure' Color Film" (x2)
- Document: Jun. 12, 1957; A Little Bit Independent
- Letter: Mar. 24, 1958; to Jerome J. O'Brien; cc: Clarel Mapes; from Charles E. Simons; to advise designation as Director of the General Mid-Continent representing the Texas Division; regarding meeting in near future
- Article Clipping: n.d.; [TIPRO Reporter]; "Quoting the President: Still Your Move, Uncle"
- Document: n.d.; The Definition of a Landman to the Non-Oil Public
- Document: 1956; Seventy Years of Oil Celebration; San Antonio; speech
- Manuscript: n.d.; Statement
- Document: Sep. 1, 1966; Biography of Jerome J. O'Brien
- Letter: Aug. 3, 1965; to Henry Volk; from Secretary of the Interior (Stew?); thanks for making available the services of Jerome J. O'Brien who is now stepping down from director of Office of Oil and Gas
- Letter: Aug. 3, 1965; to Jerome J. O'Brien; from Secretary of the Interior; thanks for services to department and United States

Folder: O'Brien – Family –Will
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- Document: Mar. 24, 2001; Last Will and Testament of Mary Heno O’Brien
  - Certificate: Apr. 5, 2001; Certificate of Death; Mary Olga O’Brien; State of Texas: San Antonio Metropolitan Health District
- Document: n.d.; Estate Information; Mary Heno O’Brien
- Document: Jun. 23, 1960; statement regarding Mary Heno O’Brien
  - Manuscript: n.d.; family tree; (x2)
  - Document: n.d.; The O’Brien Family
  - Letter: Aug. 5, 1998; to Mary H. O’Brien; from Social Security Administration; regarding enclosed application for a social security number
  - Document: n.d.; Application for a Social Security Card; Social Security Administration
- Print: Jun. 25, 1989; Spalding, Nebraska; at Jim O’Brien; image of Ed Cockrill; Michael-son-in-law; Struebing-son-in-law; Mike O’Brien-Dallas; Jim O’Brien; Mark O’Brien and grandson-Struebing
- Print: Jun. 26, 1989; Spalding, Nebraska; part of Cockrill, Pheifer and Aushenbach families – at Cockrill residence
- Print: Jun. 26, 1989; Spalding, Nebraska; [part of Cockrill, Pheifer and Auskenbach families – at Cockrill residence]
- Print: Jun. 26, 1989; Spalding, Nebraska; Bill and Marry Ellen Pheifer
- Print: Jun. 26, 1989; Spalding, Nebraska; Patricia and Harry Cockrill
- Print: Jun. 26, 1989; Spalding, Nebraska; Harry Cockrill and Steve Auchenbach
- Print: Jun. 26, 1989; Spalding, Nebraska; Ed’s Oldest Daughter; Patricia Edwards?
- Print: Jun. 26, 1989; Spalding, Nebraska; Ed’s daughter Patricia Edwards and Norma Jean Smith
- Print: Jun. 25, 1989; Spalding, Nebraska; at Jim O’Brien’s Farm – Loraine O’Brien – Mark’s wife; Charlene O’Brien; Carrie Pieper and daughter; Tammy Struebing; Kim Michael and daughter; Charlotte O’Brien - mother
- Print: Jun. 25, 1989; Spalding, Nebraska; Jim and Charlotte O’Brien’s daughters; Charlene O’Brien, Tammy Struebing and Kim Michael
- Print: Jun. 25, 1989; Spalding, Nebraska; Charlene O’Brien, Carrie Pieper and daughter, Tammy Struebing, Kim Michael and daughter
- Print: Jun. 25, 1989; St. Bernard on old home farm now farmed by Tim O’Brien and wife Ammy
- Print: Jun. 25, 1989; Spalding, Nebraska; the garage on old farm home; Tim O’Brien’s wife Ammy and son
- Print: Jun. 25, 1989; Spalding, Nebraska; the old home – built 1917
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- Print: 1892; Alice and Michael O’Brien
- Print: 1918; Lucile and Jerry O’Brien
- Print: 1918; Lucile and Jerry O’Brien
- Letter: Apr. 26, 2004; to Jerry O’Brien; from Bill Campbell, Managing Editor, The American Oil and Gas Reporter; regarding enclosed story to be reviewed for accuracy and appropriateness
  - Document: c.a. 2004; Jerry O’Brien’s Feature; by Brian Schaible
- Article Clipping: Mar. 10, 1988; Spalding Enterprise; “Obituary of Margaret Murphy”
- Article Clipping: 1980; The TIPRO Reporter; “Profile: Jerry O’Brien Mr TIPRO 1980”;—“Vision, Experience, Statesmanship Characterize Ninth TIPRO President”
- Certificate: Dec. 18, 1941 [filed]; Certificate of Delayed Birth Registration; Nebraska State Department of Health, Division of Vital Statistics, Lincoln, Nebraska; original
- Certificate: Dec. 18, 1941 [filed]; Certificate of Delayed Birth Registration; Nebraska State Department of Health, Division of Vital Statistics, Lincoln, Nebraska; copy
- Document: n.d.; O’Brien Families and Relations in Nebraska
  - Document: n.d.; The Family of my Oldest Sister Margaret
- Article Clipping: n.d.; unknown source; Irish Books and Media; “The Incredible Story of the O’Brien’s” by Patrick Campbell
- Document: n.d.; Paternal and Maternal brief history
  - Document: n.d.; The O’Brien Family; signed by Kathleen O’Brien DeLisle
  - Manuscript: n.d.; family tree
- Form: Aug. 17, 1998; Application for a Social Security Card; Social Security Administration; filled out by Mary Heno O’Brien

- **Folder: Photographs (A)**
  - Print: October 1960; 2100 Oaklawn Midland, Texas; residential home; panoramic image taped together
  - Print: April 1931; UCLA Senior Geologists; Death Valley, Calif.; image of six (6) men; (x2)
  - Print: July 1932; Yosemite National Park; Jones, O’Brien and Atkins; 1932 Ford V-8; (x2)
  - Print: Dec. 14, 1928; image of Jerome J. O’Brien standing in front of bus; traveling Yellow Way Bus from Spalding NE, to Los Angeles, CA to enroll at UCLA
Print: 1989; portrait of Jerome J. O’Brien
Print: 1924; Discovery Well; Osage Nation; image of drilling rig and various people
Print: Dec. 20, 1946; image of party celebrating the discovery of East Orlando Pool, Payne County, Okla – Lyter #1; Oklahoma City; image of Norman Hamilton, Jerry O’Brien, Norma Bruce, Allen Jergins, Alfred Morrison and George Bruse
Print: 1950; portrait of Jerome J. O’Brien
Print: 1948; Corpus Christi Geological Soc. Costume Ball; Jerry O’Brien – Ferg Davis of Atlantic and the girls
Print: Jun. 10, 1959; portrait of Jerome J. O’Brien; V.P. Monterey Oil Co.; Lande Studio, San Antonio, Texas
Print: June 1937; Bakersfield Calif.; low bid contractor coreing for Santa Margarita
Print: July 1955; two day catch on Great Slave Lake, Yellow Knife. N.W. T. Canada (x3)
Print: July 1955; Fishing trip to Great Slave Lake, Yellow Knife N.W. T. Canada (x2)
Print: Oct. 31, 1962; Traci and Terri; image of two young girls
Print: Apr. 27, 1963; Terri and Traci O’Brien; image of two young girls
Print: Oct. 31, 1962; Traci O’Brien; image of young girl
Print: 1949; image of O’Brien Brothers – Mark, Ed, Harold, Jerome
Print: 1965; image of Jerome J. O’Brien; Washington, D.C.
Print: Apr. 5, 1970; Coronado Bridge, Coronado Calif.; image of Ed, Patricia, Marcella, Norma Jean
Print: Apr. 5, 1970; Coronado Calif.; Norma Jean, Marcella, Patricia, Ed
Print: Apr. 5, 1970; Coronado Calif.; Marcella, Ed, Patricia, Norma Jean
Print: Apr. 5, 1970; Coronado Hotel, Calif.; Jerry, Marcella, Ed
Print: [1980]; Father Jim Mu[rphy]; Camarillo, Calif
Print: 1980; Fr. Jim Murphy, Cletus Murphy, Jerry O’Brien, Kathleen DeLisle, Lucile Williams and Margaret Murphy; Camarillo, Calif.
Print: 1980; The Murphy Family; Camarillo Calif.
Print: 1980; Sisters – Kathleen DeLisle, Margaret Murphy, Lucile Williams; Camarillo Calif.
Print: 1980; Sisters Kathleen and Margaret; Camarillo Calif.
Print: 1980; Father Jim Murphy; Camarillo, Calif.
Print: 1980; Aukenboch’s; Camarillo Calif.
Print: c.a. 1905; Thomas and Katherine Carraher; my mother’s parents; Pat Carey 6 mos.; print of negative listed below
Negative: [c.a. 1905]; Grandpa Carraher; negative of print listed above
Print: 1946; Tom and Mary; Linderaxa Drive – Alhambra
Print: 1935; my office at Coxcomb Tunnel-Riverside Co. Calif; Metropolitan Water Dist.
Print: June 1937; Patricia McManan
Print: 1931; J.J. O’Brien; 123 Bowling Green Los Angeles Calif.
Print: 1932; J.J. O’Brien; Jack Sanford
Print: n.d.; my 1927 Ford Model ―T"
Print: Aug. 6, 1971; Myron and Mildred Anderson and Kim O’Brien; Pet. Associates – Moss #5; Ector Co. Texas
Print: Aug. 6, 1971; JJOB, Myron Anderson; Petroleum Associates Moss #5; Ector Co. Texas
Print: 1932; my friend at Mine; 29 Palms Area- Riverside Co.
Print: 1940; Our new home 530 Milton Drive San Gabriel
Print: 1949; The O’Brien Family at Marcella’s; Spalding Nebr.
Print: November 1949; Michael O’Brien grave; Spalding Nebr.
Print: 1931; Bob Blake and JJOB
Print: 1937; while drilling Dorr #1; Pecos County; Discovery of Payton Pool
Print: 1925; my cow pony –Spot”; Nebraska
Print: 1948; Flying –L” Ranch; Bandera Texas; Mary and Jerry O’Brien, Al Morrison
Print: 1930; Herman Diers and Kathleen OB; Grand Canyon; driving Packard –8” back to Iowa for Kappa Customer at Westwood Station
Print: 1929; Antelope Valley
Print: 1931; Geological Field Trip, UCLA; Panamint Mts – Inyo Co.; Johnson, Scott, Miller, LaGasse
Print: 1948; Mary at Flying –L”; Ranch – Bandera Tex.
Print: Apr. 15, 1939; Nueces Co. Texas; Jay Simmons #4 Harrell; 5 hrs. after well blew out from 1290’
Print: Aug. 5, 1952; image of Lowell Stanley – Monterey, Torrey Webb – Texaco, Howard C. Pyle – Monterey; Seal Beach – Island Construction; Photograph by The Inman Co. Long Beach, Calif.
Print: Aug. 5, 1952; Seal Beach Calif.; Island Construction; photograph by the Inman Co. Long Beach, Calif.
Print: Aug. 5, 1952; driving first pile on Drilling Island, Seal Beach Calif.; J.J. O’Brien – V.P. Monterey and J.H. Abramson; photograph by The Inman Co. Long Beach, Calif.; (x2); photograph by the Inman Co. Long Beach, Calif.
Print: Aug. 5, 1952; Dedication of Drilling Island Seal Beach Calif.; photograph by the Inman Co. Long Beach, Calif.
Print: Aug. 5, 1952; Seal Beach Island; photograph by the Inman Co. Long Beach, Calif.
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- Print: 1953; Iberville Parish LA; Bayou Bullion; Monterey Exploration Company; Long’s Studio
- Print: 1953; Bayou Bullion; Monterey Exploration Company; Long’s Studio
- Print: 1953; Bayou Bullion, LA; Monterey Exploration Company; Long’s Studio
- Print: 1953; Bayou Bullion, LA; Monterey Exploration Company; Long’s Studio
- Print: May 1954; Bayou Bullion; Iberville Parish, LA; Monterey Exploration Company; Long’s Studio
- Print: May 1954; Iberville Parish, LA; Monterey Exploration Company; Long’s Studio
- Print: Aug. 25, 1953; State 2025 #2; St. Martin Parish LA; Monterey Exploration Company; Long’s Studio
- Print: 1953; Bayou Bullion; Iberville Parish, LA; Monterey Exploration Company; Long’s Studio
- Print: December 1953; Monterey Oil Co.; McElroy Lease – Upton Co. Tex.
- Print: February 1954; R.P. Phillips – Lafayette LA; image of male in wedding dress
- Negative: n.d.; various images (x6)
- Negative: n.d.; Tom and some cowboys
- Print: n.d.; portrait of Jerome O’Brien
- Print: May 1, 1978; image of Lennie Bergdahl, Jerry O’Brien, Trotter and one unidentified male at 1978 UCLA Invitational; inserted in card
- Print: Dec. 4, 1980; image of Ed Shannon, Chas. Schwartz and Jerry O’Brien; Vanguard Photography W93-65
- Print: Dec. 1981; image of Jerome O’Brien, Galen Shirley (Santa Fe Energy) and Ed Schuler (Getty); WOGA’ Vanguard Photography Y290-3
- Print: Dec. 8, 1977; Frank Bradley-Chevron, Jack Coffee-WOGA, Steve DeLamater-AGA and Jerome O’Brien; Jerome O’Brien speaking at podium; Vanguard Photography B311-25a
- Print: December 1979; Chas DiBona-A.P.I. Pres., Jerome O’Brien and Arthur Spaulding-WOGA V.P.; Vanguard Photography (T795-24)
- Print: Mar. 9, 1979; image of Jerome O’Brien
- Print: Dec. 8, 1983; image of John R. McMillan and Jerome J. O’Brien; Vanguard Photography 488A75
- Print: n.d.; Jim and Leilani Watt, former Sec. of Interior; note written on image from Watt
- Print: June 1978 [signed]; portrait of U.S. Senator S.I. Hayakawa; signed with note to Jerome O’Brien; letter attached to back: Jun. 23, 1978; to Members, U.S> Senator S.I. Hayakawa’s Energy Advisory Committee; from Walter Smith, Chairman, Hayakawa Advisory Committees; regarding update; regarding thanks
for contribution to committee; request for major points of studies for submission; request for input on Natural Gas Bill; regarding enclosed photograph

- Print: n.d.; portrait of George Washington
- Print: Jul. 7, 1986; image of Lt.Col. Oliver North sworn in before giving his nationally televised inspiring and patriotic testimony to the House-Senate Iran-Contra Committee
- Print: n.d.; image of Lincoln Memorial; The Lincoln Institute for Research and Education
- Print: n.d.; image of Supreme Court Building; history of Supreme Court given on backside
- Print: n.d.; image of Independence Hall; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
- Print: n.d.; image of Texas Capitol Building; Austin, Texas; history of building given on back
- Print: Jul. 19, 1990; image of President Ronald Reagan, Richard Nixon, George Bush and Gerald Ford gathered in maid lobby before touring the Library and Birthplace on Dedication Day; The Richard Nixon Library and Birthplace Yorba Linda, California USA; (x2)

- **Folder: Photographs (B)**
  - Print: May 12, 1958; image of Jerome J. O'Brien speaking at TIPRO’s 12th Annual Meeting; San Antonio
  - Print: 1956; Kaltyre, O'Brien; Chicago; Tex-N.D. Football Game; print in “Chez Paree” folder
  - Print: 1959; portrait of Jerome J. O'Brien
    - Negative: 1959; portrait of Jerome J. O'Brien
  - Print: n.d.; passport photograph; (x5)
  - Print: Jun. 5, 1979; portraits of Jerome J. O’Brien; Felicia's Studio; (x3)
  - Print: November 1992; Mildred Anderson, Mary O'Brien
  - Print: 1965; portrait of Jerome J. O'Brien; Curtis Studios; Neg. No. 54838-4
  - Print: February 1967; portrait of Jerome J. O'Brien; Thelner Hoover Photographic Artist; (x7)
  - Print: 1952; portrait of Jerome J. O'Brien; San Antonio, Texas
  - Print: Oct. 5, 1961; Solicitor – Frank J. Barry, Secty of Interior – Stewart Udall, Director Office Oil and Gas – O’Brien
  - Print: Oct. 5, 1961; O’Brien – Director Office Oil and Gas, Wilson – Chm- Stand. Oil New Jersey
  - Print: June 1972; low bid contractor; SOCO I-C lease Coalinga Calif.; Jerome J. O’Brien
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- Print: November 1992; Mildred Anderson, Jerry and Mary O’Brien
- Print: December 1992; Thomas M. O’Brien
- Print: n.d.; image of male playing golf
- Print: Jul. 3, 1977; The Swaps Stakes; J.O. Tobin; image of horse and several people at Hollywood Park; note written on print from: “Shoe” to: “my Buddy Tom”
- Print: Apr. 16-17, 1985; Halliburton Services, A Halliburton Company; Customer Group to Duncan – San Antonio, TX; image of fifteen males; names listed on back of print
- Envelope: n.d.; TIPRO Reporter; Media Information
  - Memo: n.d.; to TIPRO members; from TIPRO Information Service; regarding “The Next Energy Crisis” slide presentation and recommendations in presenting
    - News Release: n.d.; draft of news release to be published after presentation; Oil Import Fee Needed to Step Trend Toward Growing Dependence on Foreign Supplies
  - Letter: Sep. 17, 1986; to Jerry O’Brien; from Larry D. Springer, Director of Communications, TIPRO; regarding enclosed slide presentation
  - Document: November 1986; The Next Energy Crisis; script; Texas Independent Producers and Royalty Owners Association
  - Slides: c.a. 1986; TIPRO “The Next Energy Crisis” slide presentation; 29 slides
  - Business card: n.d.; Marilyn Kelso, Communications Specialist, Advertising Sales, TIPRO
- Print: Oct. 29, 1957; image of Nevil Penrose, Hugh Stewart and J. J. O’Brien at IPAA Meeting Dallas; inserted in card from General Manager of Sales, Mid-Continent Supply Co. (rehouse in ‘photographs’ folder)
- Polaroid Print: May 3-5, 1981; image of Jerome J. O’Brien; inserted in card with text: “Memories of San Francisco IPAA Midyear Meeting” (rehouse in ‘photographs’ folder)

- Folder: Photographs; 1961-62; Jerome J. O’Brien
  - Print: Sep. 20, 1961; [Jerome J. O’Brien being sworn in as Director of Office of Oil and Gas of the Interior Department]; (x3)
  - Print: 1962; NATO Meet[ing]; Geneva, Switz[erland]; (x18)
  - Print: 1962; NATO Meet[ing]; Geneva, Switz[erland]; (x18)
  - Print: 1961; portrait of Jerome J. O’Brien; (x29)
  - Print: 1961; portrait of Jerome J. O’Brien
  - Print: 1961; portrait of Jerome J. O’Brien' (x4)
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- Print: 1961; image of Jerome J. O’Brien shaking hand of gentlemen; additional male in background; (x3)
- Print: 1961; image of Jerome J O’Brien shaking hand of gentlemen
- Print: Oct. 2, 1961; image of Jerome O’Brien shaking hands with Capt. Matthew Carson
- Print: Oct. 2, 1961; image of Frank Berry-Attorney General, Stewart Udall-Secretary Interior and Jerome O’Brien
- Print: [1961]; image of Charles S. Joanedis, Refining Specialist; Jerome J. O’Brien, Director, Office of Oil and Gas; Mr. James A. Ransford-local representative for Tidewater Oil Co.
- Print: 1961; image of Charles S. Joanedis, Refining Specialist; Jerome J. O’Brien, Director, Office of Oil and Gas; Mr. James A. Ransford-local representative for Tidewater Oil Co.
- Letter: Oct. 11, 1962; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Donald C. O’Hara, National Petroleum Refiners Association; regarding enclosed photograph of luncheon at the Shoreham Hotel on September 20

- **Folder: Articles 1960-1961**
  - Article Clipping: Dec. 5 [1963]; unknown source; –O’Brien Will Quit Oil, Gas Post Dec. 31”
  - Article Clipping: Jan. 12, 1964; unknown source; –Jerome J. O’Brien”
  - Article Clipping: Jan. 9, 1964; unknown source; –Et Cetera: Random Curiosities, Facts and Rumors from Today's Business World”
  - Article Clipping: Jan. 12, 1964; unknown source; –Jerome J. O’Brien”
  - Article Clipping: n.d.; unknown source; –1966Balance Sheet”
  - Article Clipping: October 1961; TIPRO Reporter; political cartoon
  - Article Clipping: Jan. 16, 1964; unknown source; –Expert Joins Union Bank”
  - Article Clipping: February 1964; Independent Petroleum Monthly; –O’Brien Named Vice President of Union Bank in Los Angeles”
  - Article Clipping: Sep. 6, 1961; Houston Post; –Interior Post Goes to O’Brien”
  - Article Clipping: Mar. 30, 1961; Midland Reporter-Telegram; –Humble Units Absorb Monterey Personnel”
  - Article Clipping: Sep. 28, 1961; The Spalding Enterprise; –O’Brien Will Head Office of Oil and Gas: Former TIPRO President Chosen for Interior Post Which Has Been Open for Months. New Director’s a Strong Backer of Oil-Import-Control Program”; article reprinted from Oil and Gas Journal, Sept. 4, 1961
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- Article Clipping: Sep. 14, 1961; Spalding Enterprise; “Native of Spalding Fills Oil and Gas Post”
- Article Clipping: May 4, 1960; The Midland Reporter-Telegram; “TIPRO Selects Midlanders to Direct Major Committees; printed on plastic
- Article Clipping: n.d.; Midland Reporter-Telegram; “Security Seminar Set to Open Monday”
- Article Clipping: n.d.; unknown source; “Midland Official”; image of Jerry O’Brien with Frank Ikard
- Article Clipping: October 1959; IPAA Monthly; “Died”; Andrew T. Jergins
- Brochure: n.d.; “What is Percentage Depletion Anyway?”; prepared by American Petroleum Institute
- Article Clipping: n.d.; unknown source; “Senator Asks Firing of Oil Policy Maker” by the Associated Press
- Article Clipping: September 1961; Compact Comments; Vol. 16, No. 9; “Appointments”; published by The Interstate Oil Compact Commission
- Article Clipping: Sep. 8, 1961; The Midland Reporter-Telegram; Vol. 33, No. 157; “Raps O’Brien Appointment – Senator Says Oil Influence Smears JFK Administration” (x5)
- Article Clipping: Sep. 10, 1964; The Midland Reporter-Telegram; “Midlander is Honored” (x5)
- Article Clipping: Sep. 10, 1961; San Angelo Standard-Times; “Oilmen Under Proxmire Fire”; (x2)
- Article Clipping: Sep. 8, 1961; The Evening Star; “Proxmire Scores ‘Oil Influence’ in Appointments” by the Associated Press; (x2)
- Article Clipping: September 1961; I.P.A.A.; “Texan Appointed Chief of Office of Oil, Gas”; (x2)
- Article Clipping: Sep. 5, 1961; New York Times; “Interior Post Filled: Texan is Appointed Director of Oil and Gas Office”; (x2)
- Article Clipping: Sep. 4, 1961; The Oil and Gas Journal; “O’Brien Will Head Office of Oil and Gas: Former TIPRO President Chosen for Interior Post Which Has Been Open for Months. New Director’s a Strong Backer of Oil-Import-Control Programs” (x4)
- Article Clipping: Sep. 6, 1961; The Houston Post; “Interior Post Goes to O’Brien”
- Article Clipping: Sep. 6, 1961; San Antonio Express; “Former S.A. Man Heads Federal Oil, Gas Office” (x2)
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- Article Clipping: Sep. 10, 1961; San Antonio Express and News; "Oil, Gas Director O’Brien Really Knows His Field” by Nancy Heard, Express Oil Editor; (x2)
- Article Clipping: Sep. 7, 1961; The Midland Reporter-Telegram; "Midlander to Assume Interior Post Monday” by Frank Davis; (x4)
- Article Clipping: Sep. 6, 1961; Fort Worth Star-Telegram; "J.J. O’Brien Named Oil and Gas Director”
- Article Clipping: n.d.; The Odessa American; "O’Brien, Kelly, O’Conner – 3 Independent Oil Men Hold Key Posts in Oil, Gas Control”
- Article Clipping: Sep. 10, 1961; San Antonio Express and News; "Oil, Gas Director O’Brien Really Knows His Field” by Nancy Heard, Express Oil Editor
- Article Clipping: Jun. 21, 1947; unknown source; "Oil Industry, Field News” by E.C. Lloyd, Oil Editor
- Article Clipping: Sep. 20 [no year given]; Congressional Record – Senate; "Jerome J. O’Brien, Head of Office of Oil and Gas” (x3)
- Article Clipping: Sep. 4, 1961; The Oil and Gas Journal; "O’Brien Will Head Office of Oil and Gas: Former TIPRO President Chosen for Interior Post Which Has Been Open for Months. New Director’s a Strong Backer of Oil-Import-Control Program”; negative copy; (x2)
- Article Clipping: Sep. 6, 1961; San Antonio Express; "Former S.A. Man Heads Federal Oil Gas, Office”; negative copy
- Article Clipping: Sep. 6, 1961; Fort Worth Star-Telegram; "J.J. O’Brien Named Oil and Gas Director”; negative copy
- Article Clipping: Sep. 7, 1961; The Midland Reporter-Telegram; "Midlander to Assume Interior Post Monday”
- Article Clipping: Sep. 10, 1961; San Angelo Standard-Times; "Oilmen Under Proxmire Fire”
- Article Clipping: May 19, 1963; Washington Post; "Oil Issue Can Create a Political Gusher” by Laurence Stern; (x2)
- Article Clipping: May 19, 1963; The Washington Post; "Oil Issue Can Create Political Gusher”; by Laurence Stern
- Article Clipping: 1958; unknown source (The Oil…?); "Too Little‘ As Well As ‘Too Much’” by Keith Fanshier; "Offering 200,000 Shares TGT Stock”; "Pemex Will Drill Near Lobos Island”
- Article Clipping: Dec. 23, 1961; unknown source; "Petty's Oil Letter”; POL No. 1, 131; by Milburn Petty and James M. Collins
- Article: Jan. 28, 1963; "Department of Justice Office of the Attorney General Memorandum Regarding Conflict of Interest Provisions of Public Law 87-849” by Robert F. Kennedy, Attorney General; "Memorandum re the Conflict of

- Article Clipping: Apr. 19, 1963; Houston Post; “O’Brien Supported for Railroad Commissioner”
- Article Clipping: Oct. 2, 1961; unknown source; “Attacks on Petroleum leader Appointments Hit by Majewski”; reprinted from Oil Daily
- Article Clipping: Mar. 7, 1963; New Orleans States-Item; “Aid Cash Not Serving Purpose, Oil Meet Told” by Dave Snyder
- Article Clipping: Mar. 7, 1963; The Times-Picayune; “Oil and Gas Industry News: Cut in Allowance is Opposed”
- Article Clipping: n.d.; The TIPRO Reporter; “exTIPROaneous”
- Article Clipping: Sep. 8 [no year given]; Congressional Record – Senate; “Protest Humble Oil Vice president Appointment to Head Office of Oil and Gas”
- Article Clipping: Dec. 13 [no year given]; Congressional Record-Senate; “Oil Depletion Allowance”; “Oil Millionaires Who Pay Little or no Taxes – Correction of the Record”
- Article Clipping: Mar. 14, 1963; Platt’s OILGRAM News Service; Vol. 41, No. 51; “Kelly Denies ‘Stacking’ Charges in IOCC Study Group on ‘Efficiency’”
- Publication: Mar. 15, 1963; Congressional Record: Proceedings and Debates of the 88th Congress, First Session; Vol. 109, No. 41;
- Article Clipping: Apr. 19, 1944; Santa Barbara News-Press; no title given
- Article Clipping: Apr. 19, 1944; Los Angeles Times; “Drilling Company Gets Stock Permit”
- Article Clipping: Apr. 18, 1944; Examiner; “Oil Industry, Field Notes” by E.C. Lloyd, Oil Editor
- Article Clipping: Apr. 18, 1944; unknown source; “Oil Industry, Field Notes” by E.C. Lloyd, Oil Editor
- Article Clipping: Mar. 17, 1945; L.A. Examiner; “Oil Industry, Field Notes” by E.C. Lloyd, Oil Editor (x2)
- Article Clipping: n.d; unknown source; “Certificate of Business: Fictitious Firm Name”
- Article Clipping: May 18, 1944; National Oil Derrick; “Drilling Contractors”
- Article Clipping: Apr. 13, 1944; Oil and Gas Journal; “Among the Drilling Contractors”
- Article Clipping: Dec. 18, 1943; Los Angeles Herald-Express; “Doheny Kin Bring in First Oil Well” (x2)
- Article Clipping: April 1944; California Oil World; “Two out of Two”
- Article Clipping: Sep. 20 [no year given]; Congressional Record-Senate; “Jerome J. O’Brien, Head of Office of Oil and Gas”

- Folder: Certificates, Articles, Etc.
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- Certificate: November 1965; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from American Arbitration Association; member of National Panel of Arbitrators
- Print: Jan. 20, 1981; image of Ronald Reagan’s first inauguration; First Inaugural Address text attached to back
- Certificate: Oct. 3, 1982; to Jerome O’Brien; from The UCLA Alumni Association; Golden Year Bruin certificate
- Certificate: 1983; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from the National Republican Congressional Committee; certificate of recognition
- Certificate: 1985; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from members of the National Republican Congressional Committee; certificate of recognition
- Certificate: Apr. 25, 1986; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Republican Presidential Task Force; presidential commission
- Certificate: May 16, 1989; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from The Ronald Reagan Presidential Foundation; certificate of sustaining sponsor
- Print: Nov. 4, 1991; Official photo of the Ronald Reagan Presidential Library dedication, Ventura County, California; image of former President Gerald Ford, former President Richard Nixon, President George Bush, former President Ronald Reagan, former President Jimmy Carter
- Certificate: 1992; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from The Heritage Foundation; certificate of membership
- Certificate: 1992; to Jerome O’Brien; from The National Congressional Club; certificate of membership
- Certificate: Jun. 19, 1992; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Republican Party of the United States of America; commission to serve on 1992 Presidential Trust as a delegate from the state of Texas
- Certificate: 1993; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from the Heritage Foundation; Certificate of Membership
- Letter: Jan. 5, 1993; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from George Bush; regarding thanks for support for presidency and administration; regarding accomplishments of administration
- Certificate: Jan. 18, 1993; to Jerome O’Brien; from Republican National Committee; Sustaining Member
- Certificate: Feb. 5, 1993; to Jerome O’Brien; from Republican Leaders of the United States Congress; Congressional Certificate of Appreciation
- Certificate: 1994; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Haley Barbour, Chairman of the Republican National Committee; Certificate of Appreciation
Certificate: 1994; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from The Heritage Foundation; certificate of membership

Award: Jan. 21, 1994; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Republican Presidential Task Force; Republican Presidential Award

Award: Sep. 12, 1994; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Order of Michael the Arch Angel Police Legion; Good Samaritan Award

Certificate: Sep. 30, 1994; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from AARP Andrus Foundation; Certificate of Sponsorship


Certificate: Feb. 17, 1995; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Republican Presidential Task Force, Commemorative Election Registry; officially inducted into Republican Presidential Task Force Registry

Certificate: May 31, 1995; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Citizens‘ Tax Reform Committee; serve as an Honorary Advisor

Document: Aug. 31, 1995; Official Membership Charter establishing Mr. Jerome J. O’Brien as a recognized member of the Chairman’s Advisory Board of the Republican National Committee

Award: Sep. 28, 1995; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from The National Association of Chiefs of Police; Gold Seal Award

Certificate: Sep. 30, 1995; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from The American Institute of Professional Geologists; Emeritus Membership


Certificate: 1996; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from The Heritage Foundation; certificate of membership


Certificate: Jun. 24, 1996; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from National Republican Senatorial Committee; Order of Merit

Certificate: 1997; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from The Heritage Foundation; Certificate of Membership

Certificate: Jan. 17, 1997; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Republican National Committee; inclusion in the Chairman’s Honor Roll

Award: Aug. 6, 1997; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Executive Committee and Officers of the Republican National Committee; 1997 Capital Award

Certificate: Mar. 17, 2000; –This Texas Flag was Flown over the Alamo on March 17, 2000 St. Patrick’s Day for Jerome J. O’Brien; from Alamo Committee Chairman, Daughters of the Republic of Texas
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- Certificate: 2003; to Jerome J. O’Brien, CPG-611 Charter/Emeritus Member; from American Institute of Professional Geologists; in appreciation for forty (40) years of active support
- Certificate: 2006; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Heritage Foundation; certify as an active sponsor of the Heritage Foundation for the Year 2006
- Certificate: n.d.; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from National Republican Senatorial Committee; accepted membership into Republican Presidential Task Force
- Print: n.d.; image of Bob Dole and wife (?); note to Jerome J. O’Brien
- Print: n.d.; portrait of seven (7) men from Republican Presidential Task Force; signatures of all; note thanking Jerome J. O’Brien for support and work
- Certificate: n.d.; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from South Texas Geological Society; member in good standing
- Certificate: n.d.; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Chairman and Executive Committee of the National Republican Senatorial Committee; presidential order or merit
- Certificate: Jun. 24, 1988; to Jerome O’Brien; from Ronald Reagan, President of the United States; in recognition of generous support given to Republican National Committee and the 1988 Presidential Campaign
- Certificate: n.d.; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Chairman and Executive Committee of the Republican Presidential Task Force; for life membership
- Certificate: 2003; to Jerome Joseph O’Brien; from American Association of Petroleum Geologists; sixty-five years membership; in recognition and appreciation of your loyalty to AAPG
- Certificate: 2004; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Republican Presidential Task Force; platinum member status

- Folder: IPAMS
  - Document: n.d.; Hotel Registration; filled out by Jerome J. O’Brien
  - Document; n.d.; IPAMS Annual Cabrito Barbecue
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- Document: n.d.; IPAMS 1992 Golf Tournament; Registration; filled out by Jerome O’Brien
- Brochure: n.d.; IPAMS: Property & Liability Insurance Program
- Document: n.d.; SIPES Members; list of names, addresses and phone numbers

**Folder: Liaison Comm**
- Document: Oct. 1993; Minutes: Liaison Committee of Cooperating Oil and Gas Associations; Las Colinas, Texas August 28, 1992
- Document: Aug. 28, 1992; Liaison Committee of Cooperating Oil and Gas Associations Liaison Annual Report; Las Colinas, Texas
- Document: n.d.; Liaison Committee of Cooperating Oil and Gas Associations
- Document: n.d.; Liaison Committee of Cooperating Oil and Gas Associations
- Document: n.d.; Liaison Committee of Cooperating Oil and Gas Associations
- Document: Oct. 22, 1990; Minutes: Liaison Committee of Cooperating Oil and Gas Association. Dallas, TX

**Folder: Annual Meetings 79**
- Document: n.d.; Points to Touch On-Annual Meeting
- Brochure: Apr. 10, 1979; Notice of Annual Meeting of Stockholders to be held May 10, 1979; by J.C. “Mac” McFarland, Secretary
- Document: Apr. 10, 1979; Notice of Annual Meeting of Stockholders to be held May 10, 1979; McFarland Energy, Inc.; preliminary copy
- Document: May 10, 1979; McFarland Energy, Inc. Agenda; Annual Shareholders’ Meeting; Presiding: Jerome J. O’Brien, Chairman of the Board of Directors
- Document: May, 10, 1979; Statement to Shareholders of McFarland Energy, Inc; by Jerome J. O’Brien – Chairman
- Document: May 10, 1979; Minutes of the Annual Meeting of Stockholders of McFarland Energy, Inc.
- Document: May 10, 1979; McFarland Energy, Inc. Agenda, Annual Shareholders’ Meeting; various hand written names on back
- Document: May 29, 1984; McFarland Energy, Inc. Shareholders Meet[ing]; [speech]
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- Document: May 21, 1985; McFarland Energy, Inc. Shareholders Meeting; [speech draft] (x2)
- Document: May 29, 1986; McFarland Shareholders Meeting; [speech]
- Document: May 29, 1986; Lee C. McFarland; Annual Meeting Speech
- Manuscript: n.d.; various notes
- Document: May 29, 1986; McFarland Shareholders Meeting; [speech]
- Document: Sep. 30, 1987; McFarland Energy, Inc.: Shareholders Meeting [speech]
- Document: Sep. 30, 1987; McFarland Energy, Inc.: Agenda; Annual Shareholders’ Meeting
- Manuscript: May 25, 1988; Jerome J. O’Brien; [speech]; McFarland Shareholders
- Document: May 25, 1988; McFarland Energy, Inc: Agenda; Annual Shareholders’ Meeting
- Report: May 24, 1989; McFarland Energy, Inc.: Shareholders Annual Meeting; Santa Fe Springs, Calif; draft attached
- Document: May 24, 1989; McFarland Energy, Inc: Agenda; Annual Shareholders’ Meeting
- Document: May 24, 1989; McFarland Energy Inc.: Shareholders Annual Meeting; [speech]
- Document: May 24, 1989; McFarland Energy Inc.: Shareholders Annual Meeting; [speech draft]
- Letter: Aug. 26, 1991; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Lawrence M. Hirst, Vice President and General Counsel; request to review files all make available documents relation to Petrominerals for Litigation documents
- Letter: Oct. 23, 1991; to Jerry; from Elliott B. McConnell, Jr.; regarding analysis of McFarland operations and need to make changes; includes Oil & Gas Operations numerical chart
- Letter: Oct. 29, 1991; to J.C. McFarland; from Elliott B. McConnell; regarding enclosed analysis of MCFE’s operating efficiencies; recommendation to inform board of trends and plans to “remedy the problem”
- Document: Oct. 26, 1991; McFarland Energy, Inc Oil and Gas Operations Only; numerical charts
- Chart: n.d.; McFarland Energy, Inc.: Loes, D&D and G&A As Percentage of Oil and Gas Revenues
- Chart: n.d.; McFarland Energy Inc.: Operating Efficiency
- Chart: n.d.; McFarland Energy Inc.: Operating Efficiency
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- Document: September 1994; news release regarding punitive damages awarded to McFarland Energy, Inc. on Sep. 6, 1994; news from The Foristall Company
- Document: September 1994; news release regarding favorable jury verdict received on Sep. 2, 1994 by McFarland Energy, Inc.; news from The Foristall Company
- Article Clippings: Sep. 7, 1994; Wall Street Journal; McFarland Energy Inc.: Damages of $47.3 Million Awarded Against Chevron; Los Angeles Times; Jury Orders Chevron to Pay $30.9 Million
- Article Clipping: Sep. 8, 1994; Whittier Daily News/SJV; Litigation section; Oil Firm Wins Suit Against Chevron"
- Document: Jan. 16, 1995; news release regarding McFarland Energy, Inc. announces $25.7 Million Settlement of Lawsuit
- Letter: Jan. 16, 1995; to Craig MacLeod; from [McFarland Energy, Inc.]
- Letter: Oct. 28, 1996; to McFarland Energy, Inc; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding files with data about old Seaboard deals to be placed in history files; regarding upcoming IPAA meeting

- Folder: Oak Hills Country Club, Bel-Air Country Club, Bel-Air Bay Club
  - Letter: [200] to members Oak Hills Country Club; from Board of Governors and Executive Staff; regarding request of members to vote on issues at Club’s Annual Meeting on Oct. 24, 2000; request to review issues listed in letter; includes meeting agenda
  - Letter: May 26, 2000; to members of Oak Hills Country Club; regarding increase in dues; attached small dues increase prepared by Board of Governors and Budget Committee
  - Document: n.d.; various photographs and small biographies of five (5) men and one (1) woman
  - Letter: May 7, 1999; to Oak Hills members; from Oaks Hills Board of Governors; regarding increase in budget for operational expenses
  - Document: n.d.; information from the membership office
DO NOT CITE

- Letter: May 5, 1997; to members of Oak Hills Country Club; from Everett Caughey, President, 1997-1998 Board of Governors; regarding “important” information on Master Plan, 1997 & Beyond
- Letter: Jul. 1, 1997; to stockholder; from Mr. Everett Caughey, President, OHCC Board of Governors; regarding poll results for Master Plan
- Letter: Jul. 1, 1997; to Oak Hills members; from Joseph J.J. Wagner, CCM, General Manager; regarding update on project assessments and membership; regarding billing statement for month
- Letter: May 29, 1997; to fellow member of Oak Hills Country Club; from Everett Caughey, President, OHCC Board of Governors; regarding membership and financials
- Letter: May 7, 1997; to fellow members Oak Hills Country Club; from Everett Caughey, President, 1997-1998 Board of Governors; regarding Master Plan, 1997 and Beyond
- Document: May 7, 1997; Oak Hills Country Club Ballot; Proposition
- Document: Dec. 17, 1996; to Oak Hills Senior Member; from William K. Monier, President, OHCC Board of Governors; regarding senior members and new restrictions for golf course
- Document: Jan. 26, 1996; to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry O’Brein; from Joseph J.J. Wagner, CCM, General Manager, Oak Hills Country Club; regarding information from 50th Anniversary Meeting
- Document: Jan. 17, 1996; Fiftieth Anniversary Committee
- Letter: Jan. 11, 1996; to Wilson Noble; from Joseph J.J. Wagner, CCM, General Manager; regarding Oak Hill’s 50th Anniversary gala and request for past presidents to serve as greeters
- Letter: Jan. 19, 1996; from Joseph J.J. Wagner, CCM, General Manager; announcement of 50th Anniversary Gala
- Document: n.d.; Fiftieth Anniversary Gala expenses (based on 250)
- Document: n.d.; Fiftieth Anniversary Gala expenses (based on 500)
- Letter: Apr. 28, 1994; to OHCC Member; from Joseph J. Wagner; regarding approval of new membership program
- Document: May 1994; Oak Hills Country Club New Membership Program
- Letter: May 21, 1993; to Member; from Richard Alterman, President, Board of Governors; regarding survey to be filled out for PKF Consultants regarding long range plan for club
- Letter: Oct. 23, 1989; to Oak Hills members; from Jack E. Harden, President, Oak Hills Country Club; regarding resolutions approved in stockholder member ballot
- Document: November 1988; Oak Hills Country Club Membership Categories
- Document: n.d.; Oak Hills Country Club Membership Application
- Brochure: n.d.; Oak Hills Country Club
DO NOT CITE

- Brochure: Jan. 1, 1976 (effective); Handicap Differential Chart
- Letter: Jan. 22, 1988; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Ralph G. Langley; congratulations for becoming a Senior Member
- Letter: Jan. 6, 1988; to Board of Governors, Oak Hills Country Club; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding decision to become Senior Member
- Letter: Jan. 20, 1981; to Jerome O’Brien; from Cosmo F. Guido, President, Board of Governors; regarding new membership
- Letter: Dec. 29, 1980; to Cosmo F. Guido, President, Oak Hills Country Club; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding check for payment as stockholding membership
- Letter: Dec. 3, 1980; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Cosmo F. Guido; regarding approval of stockholding membership application and request for payment
- Document: Sep. 24, 1980; Oak Hills Country Club membership application
- Invoice: Aug. 12, 1980; Bel-Air Country Club; No. 208-00; $10,000 membership sold
- Letter: Aug.15, 1980; to Bel-Air Country Club, Attn: Accounting Dept.; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding incorrect charge of $150 for Food and Beverages
- Letter: Aug. 29, 1980; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Abra Lynn Wyatt, Accounts Receivable, Bel-Air Country Club; regarding charges to account; replied to letter listed above
- Letter: Jul. 14, 1980; to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry O’Brien; from Emily and Bob Collins; regarding membership to Bel-Air Country Club
- Letter: Jun. 19, 1980; to Members of Bel-Air Country Club; from Craig D. Crockwell; regarding increase in membership dues; includes document: Jun. 19, 1980; Notice to All Members of Bel-Air Country Club; from W. James Saul
- Letter: Jul. 7, 1980; to Membership of Bel-Air Country Club; from Membership Committee; regarding applications of prospective members and individuals elected to membership
- Letter: May 28, 1980; to Membership of Bel-Air Country Club; from the Membership Committee; regarding applications of prospective members and individuals elected to membership
- Letter: Mar. 28, 1980; to membership of Bel-Air Country Club; from The Membership Committee; regarding applications of prospective members and individuals elected to membership
- Letter: Mar. 27, 1980; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Pam Quider; regarding selling of membership
DO NOT CITE

- Letter: Mar. 24, 1980; to Bel-Air Country Club, Attn: Board of Directors; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding request for reply of letter announcing intent to sell membership and resign from club
- Letter: Dec. 28, 1979; to Bel-Air Country Club; from Jerome J. O’Brien; request to sell membership and resign from club due to relocation to San Antonio, TX
- Letter: Oct. 26, 1977; to fellow members Bel-Air Country Club; from Robert L. MacCallum, Jr., President; regarding decision to require refundable accounts receivable deposit from each club member in light of effects of inflation
- Letter: Dec. 7, 1979; to Bel-Air Country Club; from Jerome J. O’Brien; request to submit name Robert H. Collins as an applicant for regular membership
- Letter: Dec. 22, 1977; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Ed Merrins; welcoming to Bel-Air country club
- Letter: Aug. 20, 1979; to the Honorable Alan Sieroty; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding opinion of legislation contained in ACA 28
- Letter: 1979; to members Bel-Air Country Club; from Board of Directors; regarding correction on bulletin dated March 23, 1979 regarding food and beverages minimums
- Document: Oct. 21, 1976; Membership Classifications
- Letter: Oct. 21, 1977; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Maggi Wright, Membership Secretary, Bel-Air Country Club; announcement of acceptance of membership; regarding enclosed documents/materials
- Document: Aug. 18, 1977; Bel-Air Country Club Application for Membership
- Letter: Aug. 30, 1977; to Bel-Air Country Club; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding submitted application for membership
- Document: Sep. 6, 1977; questions to recommend prospective member; filled out by Mr. Corwin Denney about Jerome J. O’Brien
- Letter: Sep. 13, 1977; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Maggi Wright, Membership Secretary, Bel-Air Country Club; regarding submitted application and guest membership for 30 days
- Document: n.d.; Bel-Air Country Club Personnel List
- Document: Jul 1, 1976 (effective); Bel-Air Country Club Dues Structure
- Letter: Aug. 11, 1977; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Maggi Wright, Bel-Air Country Club; regarding enclosed membership application at request of Mike Witte
- Invoice: Oct. 21, 1977; membership, transfer fees, pro-rata dues and deposit; balance due: $8562.50
- Document: Aug. 18, 1977; Bel-Air Country Club Application for Membership; filled out by Jerome Joseph O’Brien (x2)
Document: n.d.; Bel-Air Country Club; Request for Membership Application Blank

Letter: Jan. 31, 1977; to Bel Air Bay Club; from Jerome J. O'Brien; regarding certificate of membership endorsed and signed for cancellation

Letter: Jan. 11, 1977; to Bel-Air Bay Club; from Jerome J. O'Brien; request to discontinue membership

Letter: Dec. 31, 1970; to members of the Bel-Air Bay Club; from Board of Directors; regarding statements for year ended Sep. 30, 1970

Document: Dec. 21, 1970; Bel-Air Bay Club, Ltd; regarding list of submitted applicants for membership and new regular members

Letter: Jul. 7, 1965; to Bel-Air Bay Club; from Jerome J. O'Brien; regarding enclosed check for monthly statement for June and dues for July; regarding discrepancy in bill

Letter: Jun. 22, 1965; to Jerome J. O'Brien; from J.J. Kearn, Manager, Bel-Air Bay Club; regarding certificate of membership in the Bel-Air Bay Club

Letter: Jun. 14, 1965; to Bel-Air Bay Club; from Jerome J. O'Brien; regarding attached executed copy of signature card

Letter: Mar. 2, 1965; to Eugene S. Henry; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed application and check for membership in Bel-Air Bay Club

Letter: Feb. 26, 1965; to Jerry; from Eugene S. Henry; handwritten letter regarding application

Document: Mar. 1, 1965; Bel-Air Bay Club, Ltd. Application for Regular Membership

Folder: Phi Kappa Psi

Article Clipping: September 1981; The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi; “Honor Roll of Contributors”

Letter: Oct. 8, 1981; to brothers [Jerome O’Brien]; from Wixon Stevens; regarding upcoming “get-together” and request to send reservations cards; includes copy of reservation card

Letter: Nov. 5, 1981; to brother [Jerome O’Brien]; from Sidney Gilmore, Milo Bekins and Lynn D. Compton; regarding alumni news and fraternity news; regarding membership application

Document: Dec. 31, 1981; Phi Kappa Psi Alumni Charter Members

Letter: Mar. 1, 1983; to Cal Ep Alumni; from Douglas Marshall, Alumni Relations Chairman, Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity; regarding plans for alumni newsletter; request for information and advice

Letter: [1982]; to [Jerome O’Brien]; from Bill Brainerd; regarding upcoming Phi Psi Reunion at Erawan Garden Hotel; “Epsilon at the Erawan”
DO NOT CITE

- Letter: May 20, 1982; to Jerome J. O'Brien; from Gary B. Angstadt, Executive Director, Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity; regarding recent gift to Alumni Support Program
- Letter: Jun. 23, 1982; to William Brainerd; from Jerome J. O'Brien; regarding check as deposit for Phi Psi meeting
- Document: July 1982; Phi Kappa Psi Alumni – California Epsilon Chapter: Charter Members
- Print: August 1982; image of Robert J. Blake and Patricia
- Letter: Sep. 1, 1983; to Edward H. Collins; from Jerome J. O'Brien; request to play golf came at Pebble Beach
- Document: n.d.; announcement regarding golf information
- Document: n.d.; Carmel Valley Golf and Country Club; Men's Score Card
- Letter: Oct. 1, 1983; to [Jerome O'Brien]; from Willis I. Morrison, Alumni Relations, Phi Kappa Psi; regarding upcoming party at Pickfair after UCLA-Cal game; request for attendance; includes list of Phi Kappa Psi Alumni 1983 membership list
- Letter: Oct. 29, 1983; to John R. Mason; from Jerome J. O'Brien; request for amount owed for tab from reunion
- Letter: Nov. 3, 1983; to Jerry; from John R. Mason; thanks for coming to reunion; regarding amount due for tab
- Document: 1984; Phi Kappa Psi Alumni – California Epsilon Chapter: 1984 Membership List
- Letter: Aug. 4, 1984; to brother Phi Psi [Jerome O'Brien]; from Richard B. Bardwil, Treasurer, Phi Kappa Psi Alumni; thanks for contributions to fraternity and general news
- Print: 1984; Phi Kappa Psi-UCLA Feb. 19, 1931-1984 Cal Ep Continues; Spring Formal; image of fraternity members in tuxes
- Letter: Mar. 29, 1984; to Jerry; from Joe O'Connor; regarding change in location of meeting to Rancho Bernardo
- Letter: Apr. 3, 1984; to Rancho Bernardo Inn; xc: Joe O'Conner; from Jerome J. O'Brien; regarding reservations for Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity group
- Letter: Jun. 4, 1984; to Phi Psi; from Joe O'Connor; regarding upcoming reunion and reservation received; regarding instructions for golf time; includes form for golf time reservations
- Letter: Jun. 11, 1984; to Jerry; from Verne Graves; regarding possible visit; regarding appreciation for recent conversation; hand written
- Document: 1985; Phi Kappa Psi Alumni- California Epsilon Chapter: 1985 Contributors
- Document: Jan. 16, 1985; Sunriver Resort: Meeting Agreement
DO NOT CITE

- Certificate: Feb. 5, 1985; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity; certificate of appreciation
- Document: Spring 1985; The Brothers That Helped to Support our Program Last Year: 1984 Membership List
- Article Clipping: Spring 1985; The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi; “In Chapter Eternal”
- Letter: May 21, 1985; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Gary B. Angstadt, Executive Director, Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity; regarding recent gift to Alumni Support Program; recognizing gifts received between Mar. 1, 1985 and Feb. 38, 1986
- Letter: Jun. 24, 1985; to Brothers; from Ed Knox; regarding upcoming event; request to make reservations soon; regarding general information
- Letter: Nov. 28, 1986; to California Epsilon Chapter, Phi Kappa Psi; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed article about member of Texas Alpha Chapter death
- Memo: Feb. 23, 1987; to Jerry and Mary; from “Chief” Ralph; regarding information about Phi Psi get together
- Memo: Jul 18, 1987; to Jerry; from Ralph J. Cunningham; regarding registration form to be filled out for hotel room; regarding decision to not invite four women as guests because of valid comments from other brothers
- Brochure: n.d.; Rancho San Joaquin Golf Course
- Letter: Oct. 26, 1987; to “Chief”; from Jerry; regarding appreciation for reunion and for sending wife’s glasses
- Letter: Oct. 21, [1987]; to Jerry; from “Chief”; regarding amount due per couple; regarding glasses mailed
- Newsletter: Summer 1988; The UCLA-PKP; California Epsilon Chapter of Phi Kappa Psi
- Letter: Oct. 23, 1989; to brother of Phi Kappa Psi; from Tom Rigamonti, Jr., Phi Kappa Psi, Texas Alpha Chapter; regarding news about chapter and plans for future; regarding proposal to be allowed back on campus
- Document: 1990; California Epsilon: Phi Kappa Psi House Corporation: 1990 Fund Raising Campaign
- Newsletter: Winter 1990; The UCLA-PKP; California Epsilon Chapter of Phi Kappa Psi
- Document: Jun. 20, 1990; First Wave Pledges: Donor Honor Roll; House Corporation Fund Raising Campaign
DO NOT CITE

- Jun. 24, 1990; to Jerry; from John Wickham; regarding materials to be used in upcoming newsletter; regarding death of Andy Davis and money he left to fraternity; regarding meeting with Debb Hanson
- Letter: July 1990; to brother [Jerome O’Brien]; from Jack Howard, Bob Alshuler, Dick Woodard; regarding donations for funds to rebuild Phi Psi fraternity; requests for pledges
- Document: n.d.; Cal Epsilon House Corporation Building Fund
- Document: Jul. 19, 1990; Cal Epsilon: House Corporation Building Fund
- Letter: Aug. 13, 1990; to Jerome O’Brien; from John Wickham; thanks for donation to restoration of fraternity house
- Letter: Dec. 4, 1990; to [Jerome O’Brien]; from John Wickham, Building Committee Chairman, Phi Kappa Psi Alumni-California Epsilon Chapter; regarding plans for major renovation of the Chapter House; request for additional donations
- Letter: Feb. 15, 1991; to Jerome O’Brien; from House Corporation of California Epsilon of Phi Kappa Psi; regarding installment payment for renovation of Cal Ep chapter; request for additional installment of pledge; hand written note “Pd Ck # 5214 3-4-91”
- Letter: Sep. 11, 1991; to California Epsilon Phi Psi’s; from John T. Wasley; regarding explanation of status of chapter and plans to rectify the problems and request for assistance
- Document: 1993; Phi Psi Meeting; October 3-October 6 ‘93; includes letter: Jan. 20, 1993; regarding Phi Psi Alert; information about weekend meeting; request for interest
- Letter: Sep. 26, 1993; to Jerome O’Brien; from Christopher J. Gleiter, Secretary, California Epsilon Phi Kappa Psi House Corporation; regarding plans to fix fraternity house and request for contributions to fund
- Letter: [1994]; to [Jerome O’Brien]; from Sinclair; regarding Phi Kappa Psi cruise; handwritten note attached with revised instructions (Jul. 8, 1994)
- Letter: Jul. 15, 1994; to Jerry; from Jeanice; handwritten; apology for incorrect addressing of cruise material envelope
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Letter: Apr. 4, 1995; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Jerry Nelson; thanks for contribution to Phi Kappa Psi endowment fund

Letter: Apr. 12, 1995; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Terrence G. Harper; regarding recent gift to endowment; recognizing gifts received between Jan. 1 and Dec. 31, 1995

Letter: Jan. 11, 1996; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Terrence G. Harper; regarding recent gift to endowment; recognizing gifts received between Jan. 1 and Dec. 31, 1995

Letter: Apr. 30, 1996; to Tony Glocker, Alumni Relations; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding inability to attend May Barbeque

Letter: n.d.; to Jerome O’Brien; from Tony H. Glocker, Alumni Relations, Phi Kappa Psi; regarding upcoming alumni barbeque and request for RSVP

Newsletter: Summer 1996; The UCLA-PKP; highlighted article: "Alumnus Profile: Jerry O’Brien, ’31-60"

Letter: Aug. 27, 1996; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Terrence G. Harper; regarding recent gift to endowment; recognizing gifts received between Jan. 1 and Dec. 31, 1996

Letter: Mar. 10, 1997; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Terrence G. Harper; regarding recent gift to endowment fund; recognizing gifts received between Jan. 1 and Dec. 31, 1997

Letter: July 1997; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Jerry Nelson; regarding news about California Epsilon; request to donate to endowment

Letter: Jul. 21, 1997; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Jerry Nelson; regarding recent gift to endowment fund

Letter: Aug. 18, 1997; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Terrence G. Harper; regarding recent gift to endowment fund; recognizing total gifts received between Jan. 1 and Dec. 31, 1997

Letter: Apr. 22, 1998; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Terrence G. Harper, Executive Director, The Endowment Fund of Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity; regarding recent gift to endowment fund; recognizing total gifts received between Jan. 1 and Dec. 31, 1998

Letter: Jun. 29, 1998; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Jerry Nelson; regarding news article received regarding Jerome O’Brien’s 90th birthday event

Letter: June 1998; to esteemed brother”; from Craig Weisman, Ty Miller and Jerry Nelson; regarding endowment fund and request for donations

Newsletter: Spring 1998; California Epsilon Alumni Newsletter; Issue 1

Letter: Apr. 19, 1999; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Tom C. Pennington, Director of Development, The Endowment Fund of the Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity; regarding recent gift to Endowment; recognizing gifts.

Letter: Jul 2, 1999; to Jerome & Mary O’Brien; from Tom C. Pennington; regarding received gift; recognizing gifts received January 1 through December 31, 1999.

Letter: Sep. 17, 1999; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Wayne W. Wilson, Chairman, Trustees, The Endowment Fund of the Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity; regarding recent Woodrow Wilson Leadership School in Atlanta; regarding request to donate to Endowment Fund.

Letter: October 1999; to brother; from Jerry Nelson, House Corporation Member and Endowment Fund Trustee; regarding fraternity news and growth; regarding endowment fund and request to donate.

Letter: Nov. 8, 1999; to Jerome & Mary O’Brien; from Tom C. Pennington, Director of Development; regarding thanks for contribution to Endowment Fund of fraternity; regarding total life time gifts of $1,420; recognizing gifts received January 1 through December 31, 1999.

Letter: Nov. 12, 1999; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Jerry Nelson; regarding thanks for contribution to the Phi Kappa Psi Endowment Fund.

Letter: Nov. 12, 1999; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Jerry Nelson; thanks for contribution to the Phi Kappa Psi Endowment Fund.

Newsletter: Fall 1999; The 613 Scribe; Issue 2; Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity.

Letter: Fall 2000; to brother; from Jerry Nelson; regarding thanks for contributions and request to encourage fellow members to give as well.

Document: 2001; Cal Ep Chapter Fund Contributor List 2001 (x2).

Letter: January 2001; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Jerry Nelson; regarding thanks for financial support.

Letter: Fall 2001; to brother; from Jerry Nelson; regarding thanks for contributions and request to encourage fellow members to give as well.

Letter: Fall 2001; to brother; from Frank Sandelman, Ty Miller, Kevin Jan and Jerry Nelson; regarding annual request to support California Epsilon Chapter Fund and other news.

Letter: Apr. 9, 2002; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Jerry Nelson; regarding thanks for contribution to the Cal Ep Scholarship Fund.

Letter: Oct. 22, 2002; to brother; from Jerry Nelson; regarding list of contributors.

Letter: Fall 2002; to brother; from Frank Sandelman, Ty Miller, Kevin Jan and Jerry Nelson; regarding Cal Ep Scholarship Fund and request to give funds.

Newsletter: Fall 2002; California Epsilon of Phi Kappa Psi Alumni Newsletter; Issue 6.
Document: n.d.; California Epsilon Chapter of Phi Kappa Psi Charter Fund Contributor List
Letter: Nov. 24, 2003; to brothers; from Jerry Nelson and [two eligible names]; regarding news about California Epsilon Chapter
Letter: Feb. 5, 2004; to brothers; from Jerry Nelson; regarding gratitude for contributions to California Epsilon Chapter Scholarship Fund
Note: Mar. 16 [no year given]; regarding phone call from Kym regarding fraternity
Letter: n.d.; to brother; from Frank Sandelman, Ty Miller, Kevin Jan and Jerry Nelson; regarding annual request to support California Epsilon Chapter Fund and other news
Document: n.d.; Phi Kappa Psi Chapter Fund Contributor List
Letter: n.d.; to Jerome O’Brien 31; from Terry Harper, Executive Director, Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity; regarding 14th edition of Grand Catalogue and request for current contact information; request to participate in Career Networking Program
Letter: n.d.; to [Jerome O’Brien]; from Michael L. Johnson, GP, Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity; request for current contact information for membership directory to be published; request for voluntary donations for producing directory
Print: n.d.; image of Phi Kappa Psi Cal Epsilon Chapter members “Happy Holidays”
Article Clipping: n.d.; Pacific Oil World; Ted Lemcke Dies”
Document: n.d.; Phi Psi Reunion Mailing List; name attached
Letter: n.d.; to [Jerome O’Brien]; from John R. Mason; regarding Phi Psi reunion
Response card: n.d.; donation/response card for California Epsilon Building Fund; includes envelope addressed to Doug Marshall
Letter: n.d.; to Cal Epsilon Brother; from Board of Directors; regarding news for fraternity and plans for new house; requesting membership and membership dues
Map: n.d.; map to Rancho Bernardo Inn
Letter: n.d.; to [Jerome O’Brien]; from John R. Mason; regarding Phi Psi Reunion
Brochure: n.d.; Rancho Bernardo Inn
Letter: n.d.; to [Jerome O’Brien]; from Lynn D. Compton; regarding recent contribution to fraternity; includes Phi Kappa Psi 1983 Membership List
Letter: n.d.; to [Jerome O’Brien]; from John R. Mason; regarding Phi Psi Reunion; includes brochure for Quail Lodge
Letter: n.d.; to fellow Cal Ep [Jerome O’Brien]; from Milo Bekins; regarding news about Phi Psi; request for members to renew pledges and solicit new members for 1983
Letter: n.d.; to [Jerome O’Brien]; from Milo W. Bekins, President, Phi Kappa Psi Alumni; congratulations for becoming a charter member; regarding news of fraternity; includes Phi Kappa Psi Alumni current mailing list
DO NOT CITE

- Letter: n.d.; to [Jerome O'Brien]; from Milo W. Bekins; regarding congratulations for becoming charter member; regarding upcoming event
- Letter: n.d.; to brother [Jerome O'Brien]; from Phi Kappa Psi Alumni; regarding 1st annual alumni stag party
- Document: n.d.; Fund Raising Campaign Picking up Steam: First Wave Pledges Nearing Quarter Million Mark
- Document: n.d.; Orange County Establishes Fund Raising Campaign HQ: Terry Brigham to Direct Area Donor Program
- Document: n.d.; News Note: Andy Davis Leaves Bequeath to California Epsilon
- Article Clipping: n.d.; unknown source; The Phi Kappa Psi Creed
- Certificate: Aug. 2, 1977; to Jerome J. O'Brien; from Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity; Order of the Red and Green; presented during the 125th Anniversary Year of the Fraternity (place in Phi Kappa Psi folder)
- Certificate: Apr. 2, 1990; to Jerome J. O'Brien; from Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity; certificate of appreciation (place in Phi Kappa Psi folder)

- **Folder: Petroleum Evaluation Engrs.**
  - Document: n.d.; The Society of Petroleum Evaluation Engineers: By Laws: Central Texas Chapter

- **Folder: Petroleum Club**
  - Newsletter: March 1981; San Antonio Petroleum Club, Inc.: Update
  - Letter: May 27, 1981; to Jerome J. O'Brien; from Richard Vormelker, Chairman, Membership Committee; welcome as member of club
  - Letter: Sep. 18, 1981; to member; from Stanley L. Perkins, President, San Antonio Petroleum Club, Inc.; regarding news on development of club
  - Letter: Nov. 13, 1981; to member; from Stanley L. Perkins, President, San Antonio Petroleum Club, Inc.; regarding club news
  - Letter: Apr. 6, 1982; to Member; from Stanley L. Perkins, President, The Petroleum Club of San Antonio; regarding final design and décor plan for club; regarding construction projects; regarding inviting new members
  - Letter: Aug. 8, 1985; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Lee M. Seeger, CCM, Secretary-General Manager, The Petroleum Club of Los Angeles; regarding resignation from club
  - Letter: Jun. 14, 1993; to member; from Cecilia P. Barr, Office Manager; regarding new membership program
  - Letter: Nov. 2, 1993; to member; from Board of Governors; regarding deductibility of club dues; regarding board approval of two new membership categories
DO NOT CITE

- Letter: Jan. 19, 1994; to Industry Member; from Board of Governors, The Petroleum Club; regarding membership dividend for industry members only; request for membership dividend certificate to be given to another Industry person; includes certificate: The Petroleum Club Certificate of Membership (blank); includes Petroleum Club membership application
- Letter: Dec. 15, 1994; to member; from John H. Poerner; regarding membership dues increase
- Letter: Jan. 26, 1996; to member; from Louis H. Haring, Jr., President; regarding change of tax status; includes Notice of Special Meeting of Members of San Antonio Petroleum Club, Inc. (Jan. 26, 1996)
- Letter: Mar. 2, 1998; to all members; from Walter Buzzini, III and John Long; notice of the annual meeting for the members of San Antonio Petroleum Club
- Memo: Mar. 13, 1998; to Focus Group and Survey Participants; from Larry Franks, LLF&A, Inc.; regarding club survey and plans; includes survey results
- Letter: Aug. 16, 1999; to Industry Member; from Bruce Gates, Chairman, Membership Committee, The Petroleum Club of San Antonio; announcement of first Industry Member/Guest Reception
- Letter: Feb. 22, 2000; to Jerome O’Brien; from The Nominating Committee, San Antonio Petroleum Club: Don McGregor, Mitch Brownlee, Billy Barnes, Charlie Kosarek and Barney Dishron; regarding enclosed copy of by-laws and request to read; regarding annual meeting and election of new Board Members
- Document: n.d.; San Antonio Petroleum Club By-Laws
- Memo: Jun. 8, 2000; to the Board of Governors, House Committee, Finance Committee, Membership Committee and Advisory and Planning Committee; from the Petroleum Club; regarding monthly reports
- Document: Jul. 25, 2000; San Antonio Petroleum Club House Committee Meeting; reports and charts
- Letter: Sep. 21, 2000; to Jerry O’Brien; from Mitch Brownlee, Treasurer; regarding approval to move $30,000 investment from Pioneer Growth Fund to MFS Growth Stock Fund
- Document: Oct. 16, 2001; San Antonio Petroleum Club: Proposed Amendment to Bylaws
- Letter: Nov. 1, 2000; to member; from James Little, Chairman, Membership Committee, The Petroleum Club; regarding participation in sponsorship of new members
- Memo: Sep. 13, 2001; to Board of Governors, San Antonio Petroleum Club; from Michael L. McReynolds; regarding synopsis of Employment Agreement with Peter Muller
- Letter: Mar. 1, 2002; to members; from Peter Muller, General Manager, The Petroleum Club of San Antonio
Letter: Mar. 4, 2002; to Board of Directors, The Petroleum Club; from Anita M. Kegley, President, Kegley, Inc.; thanks for letting Kegley, Inc. contract recent renovation to the Petroleum Club

Letter: Mar. 5, 2002; to all members; from John Long and Dominick Labruzzo; regarding annual meeting of members information

Certificate: n.d.; The Petroleum Club of San Antonio Dividend Certificate for Membership; not filled out

Letter: n.d.; to Industry Member; from Larry Rymal, Chairman, Membership Committee, The Petroleum Club of San Antonio; regarding goal to attain moderate net growth; instructions for enclosed Dividend Certificate for Membership

Application: n.d.; San Antonio Petroleum Club: Application for Membership; blank form (x2)

Letter: n.d.; to [Jerome O’Brien]; from Stanley L. Perkins; regarding formal invitations for new membership for limited time

Postcard: n.d.; Petroleum Club: Nomination for Membership

Letter: n.d.; to members; from unknown; regarding approval of membership programs listed in letter

Letter: n.d.; to member; from Cecilia P. Barr, Office Manager, The Petroleum Club of San Antonio; regarding decision to “Close the Membership”; regarding exceptions to decision; regarding change in Industry-membership price

Letter: n.d.; to members of the Petroleum Club; from William W. Dunn, President, The Petroleum Club of San Antonio; regarding Alcoholic Beverage Policy; includes Alcoholic Beverages Policy

Application: n.d.; San Antonio Petroleum Club, Inc.: Application for Membership (x2)

Document: n.d.; The Petroleum Club of San Antonio Industry Category Club Membership Campaign

Document: 2000/2001; San Antonio Petroleum Club Board of Governors Meeting Dates
  - Document: Mar. 16, 1999; Minutes of Annual Meeting of Members of San Antonio Petroleum Club
  - Letter: Feb. 19, 1999; to San Antonio Petroleum Club, Jennifer Samples, Manager; from James F. Cahalan, CIC, President, Texas National Agency, Inc.; regarding directors and officers liability and employment practices liability insurance

Folder: Correspondence – 98
  - Publication: 1964; Plain Facts about Oil; United States Department of the Interior
Letter: Nov. 16, 1998; to Jerome O'Brien; from Barbara Widawski, Production Editor, UCLA Earth & Space Sciences Newsletter; regarding thanks for helping with Earth & Spaces Sciences Newsletter

Letter: Nov. 7, 1998; to Pop [Jerome O'Brien]; from “Tom” [Thomas O'Brien]; letter from son regarding injury of family member and business information

Letter: Oct. 24, 1998; to Pop [Jerome O'Brien]; from Tom [Thomas O'Brien]; regarding oil report on the West Texas Oil Show; regarding “Wee”’s condition

Letter: Sep. 28, 1998; to Pop [Jerome O'Brien]; from Tom [Thomas O'Brien]; regarding the busy month; regarding family

Letter: Aug. 30, 1998; to Pop [Jerome O'Brien]; from Tom [Thomas O'Brien]; regarding “Wee”’s diagnosis; regarding birthday plans for Jerome and Mary O’Brien

Letter: August 1998; to Pop [Jerome O'Brien]; from Tom [Thomas O'Brien]; regarding personal information about life and plans for birthday in future

Letter: Aug. 1, 1998; to Pop [Jerome O'Brien]; from Tom [Thomas O'Brien]; regarding gas production to be sold by “Frank”; regarding condition of “Wee”

Letter: Jul. 29, 1998; to MND Services, Inc.; from Jerome J. O’Brien; request for copy of How Mitchell Energy

Letter: Jul. 7, 1998; to Pop [Jerome O'Brien]; from Tom [Thomas O'Brien]; regarding economy and stock market, etc.

Letter: Jul 6, 1998; to Pop [Jerome O'Brien]; from Tom [Thomas O'Brien]; regarding Wall Street Journal article about Midland; regarding trip to Vegas; regarding Wee; regarding upcoming trip to Del Mar

Itinerary: n.d.; regarding flight numbers, dates and times

Letter: Jul. 1, 1998; to Jerome O’Brien; from Allan F. Smith; regarding enclosed check for rent and request to have lunch

Letter: Jun. 22, 1998; to Pop [Jerome O'Brien]; from Tom [Thomas O'Brien]; regarding repairs on television; regarding discussion with man about property [?]

Letter: Jun. 26, 1998; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from George W. Bush; thanks for contribution to re-election campaign

Letter: Jun. 24, 1999; to friends and parishioners; from Father Bill Collins, M.S.C., Pastor, St. Anthony De Pauada; regarding plans for church building

Letter: May 26, 1998; to Pop [Jerome O'Brien]; from Tom [Thomas O’Brien]; thanks for new television; regarding mother’s health; regarding trip

Letter: May 19, 1998; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Allan F. Smith; thanks for lunch at Petroleum Club; regarding conversations from lunch

Article Clipping: n.d.; Oak Hills Golf News; “Fairway Feats” (x2)

DO NOT CITE

- Newsletter: 1998; Spalding Public School Alumni
- Letter: Mar. 9, 1998; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Gene Ames, Jr., Chairman & Chief Executive Officer; invitation for breakfast for new president of American Petroleum Institute; news regarding climate change debate
- Letter: May 2, 1998; to Pop [Jerome O’Brien]; from T [Thomas O’Brien]; regarding business
- Letter: Apr. 12, 1998; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Rex H. White, Jr.; regarding opening of new office; regarding business news
- Letter: n.d.; to Pop [Jerome O’Brien]; from Thomas [Thomas O’Brien]; regarding business; regarding conversation from Easter Day
- Card: 1998: to Mr. and Mrs. Tod Bear; from Mary and Jerry O’Brien]; unopened, returned to sender (incorrect address), holiday greeting card
- Card: n.d.; to [Jerome O’Brien]; from Thomas [Thomas O’Brien; Father’s Day greeting card
- Letter: [1997]; to [Jerome O’Brien]; from Barb and Pat Pfeifer; holiday greeting letter with various updates from the year
- Document: 1997; Mailing List
- Letter: Aug. 18, 1998; to [Jerome O’Brien]; from Alva [?] M. Dutton; regarding Del Mar trip; regarding photographs; beginning of letter missing

**Folder: Independent Petroleum Association of America: Washington, D.C.**

- Document: Oct. 20, 1990; Report of the IPAA Crude Oil Committee
- Document: Oct. 21, 1990; Report of the IPAA Natural Gas Committee
- Document: Oct. 21, 1990; Report of the IPAA Economic Policy Committee
- Document: Oct. 21-23, 1990; Report of the Nominating Committee; Independent Petroleum Association of America Annual Membership Meeting
- Letter: Nov. 5, 1990; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from John Y. Ames, Southwest Texas, Regional Vice President, Venus Oil Company; regarding Southwest Region meeting in San Antonio
- Letter: Nov. 7, 1990; to IPAA member; from John K. Drisdale, Chairman, Operating Cost Subcommittee; regarding operating cost subcommittee; regarding feasibility study of compiling annual per well direct costs for oil and gas wells
- Letter: Apr. 3, 1992; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Gene Ames, Jr.; regarding IPAA momentum in Washington; regarding campaign to obtain recognition of crisis in industry; regarding response from Bush Administration about collapse of industry; regarding Organizational Excellence Fund
- Letter: Apr. 20, 1992; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Eugene L. Ames, Jr, Chairman of the Board, Independent Petroleum Association of America; regarding renewed
membership; regarding members designated under Roustabout Club membership; includes Member List for Mr. Jerome J. O’Brien, Colonial Production Company

- Memo: Sep. 17, 1992; to IPAA Key Members; from Roy Willis, Treasurer, Wildcatters Fund; regarding IPAA PAC Solicitation
- Letter: Sep. 17, 1992; to ~6~; from Denise A. Bode, President, Independent Petroleum Association of America; regarding IPAA news; regarding Wildcatters Fund
- Letter: Aug. 20, 1993; to Roustabout Club member [Jerome O’Brien]; from Gene Ames, Jr., IPAA; regarding invitation to IPAA’s 64th annual meeting in New Orleans
- Letter: Aug. 31, 1993; to IPAA Meeting Attendee [Jerome O’Brien]; from Tina R. Lormand; regarding resubmission of hotel reservation with arrival and departure dates
- Letter: Dec. 6, 1993; to George Alcorn, Chairman, IPAA; from Jerome J. O’Brien; authorizing IPAA to include Colonial Production CO. among organizations joining as petitioner seeking and adjustment of imports of cured oil and refined petroleum products under Section 232 of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962
- Letter: Nov. 30, 1994; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Denise A. Bode; regarding contribution to IPAA Wildcatters Fund
- Letter: Apr. 5, 1996; to Jerome J. O’Brien cc: Regional Governors, Committee Chairman, all members of the Crude Oil Policy Committee and Steering Committee; from Braden C. Despot; regarding meeting at Leadership and Legislative Conference; request for input on Crude Oil Policy issues
- Document: Apr. 5, 1996; Committee List
- Letter: Jun. 30, 1997; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Denise A. Bode; regarding submission of resignation as IPAA president
- Letter: Aug. 19, 1998; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Eugene L. Ames, Jr., Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, IPAA Wildcatters Fund; regarding goals to have a pro-business Congress; request to follow attached guidelines and send contribution to fund; attached: Letter: to IPAA Wildcatters Fund Contributors; from Cindy Grisso, PAC Treasurer; regarding guidelines for contributions; includes IPAA Wildcatters Fund Contributor Form; includes 1998 Authorization Form to Solicit Members
- Document: n.d.; IPAA Meeting Registration Form (for IPAA Meeting Nov. 4-7, 1993)
- Document: n.d.; Hotel Reservation Form (for IPAA 1993 Annual Meeting Nov. 4-7)

- Folder: Wagner Oil Raymondville I.S.D.
  - Receipt: 2005; Statement 6199; Property: .011719 RI Wagner Oil Company
Folder: Deals – 1980 – Dijon
- Letter: Mar. 12, 1980; to O’Brien Exploration Fund, Inc., Attn: Jerome J. O’Brien; from Frank L. Hufsmith, District Landman, Exxon Company, USA; regarding clarification for request for lease on mineral fee no. 44138 Yates Ranch Duval County, TX (x3)
- Letter: Mar. 25, 1980; to Frank L. Hufsmith, District Landman, Exxon Company; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Exxon mineral Fee No. 44138 Yates Ranch, Duval Co., Texas (x3) includes carbon copy
- Letter: May 23, 1980; to O’Brien Exploration Fund, Inc.; from Frank L. Hufsmith; regarding request for farmout Exxon Mineral Fee No. 44138 Duval County, Texas; regarding no interest in making another farmout on the subject fee; regarding Davis Oil plan to drill a Wilcox test to south of acreage requested
- Map: n.d.; Farmers Life – Kreis Field Area; Duval County, Texas
- Map: n.d; county map [Texas?]
- Graph: n.d.; Farmers Life Ins. Co.; Gorman Drilfg Co. (?) ineligible (x5)
- Map: n.d.; unidentified geologic map (x2)
- Map: n.d.; Farmers Life – Kreis Field Area; Duval County, Texas
- Memo: n.d.; Memorandum of Agreement
- Map: n.d.; unidentified county map

Folder: Lea Co. New Mexico
- Letter: Nov. 3, 1967; to Jerry O’Brien; from P.J. Fazio, Vice President, Manager, Exploration and Operations, McCulloch Oil Corporation of California
- Document: n.d.; North Knowles Prospect; Lea Co., New Mexico; report
- Map: n.d.; unidentified contour map
- Report: May 27, 1968; East Kemnitz Prospect; Lea County New Mexico for Elk Oil Company
- Document: n.d.; Hudson Exploration Company; Maljamar – Baish Abo – Wolfcamp Area Lea County, New Mexico; includes map; Maljamar – Baish Abo – Wolfcamp Area; Lea County, New Mexico
- Chart: n.d.; Maljamar Grayburg- San Andres
- Chart: n.d.; Maljamar ABO
- Chart: n.d.; Maljamar ABO-Baish Wolfcamp
- Chart: n.d.; Maljamar ABO Sec. 15, T-17-S, R-32-E, Lea County, New Mexico (x3)
- Chart: n.d.; Maljamar ABO Sec. 15, T-17-S, R-32-E, Lea County, New Mexico (x3)
DO NOT CITE

- Chart: January 1970; Section 15 Township 17-S Range 32E C Lea County NM [in two parts] (x3)

- Folder: Los Angeles Units
  - Map: Nov. 1, 1967; section of contour map; Salt Lake Oil Field West Los Angeles, California; Jade Oil & Gas Company; Contours Top –€” Zone Sand; by A.F. Woodward
  - Map: n.d.; unidentified section of street map
  - Map: n.d.; unidentified section of street map
  - Map: n.d.; unidentified section of street map
  - Map: n.d.; unidentified section of map; three pages taped together
  - Map: n.d.; unidentified section of street map
  - Map: n.d.; West Salt Lake Area; section of mapped, area colored in yellow; three pages taped together
  - Map: n.d.; unidentified section of street map; three pages taped together
  - Map: n.d.; unidentified section of street map; four pages taped together
  - Chart: n.d.; Dorothy Hay; Diagramatic Cross – Section
  - News Release; Sep. 20, 1966; news release regarding Jade Oil & Gas Co. announcement of substantial participation in Wilshire District oil field
  - Article Clipping: Sep. 15, 1966; Los Angeles Herald – Examiner; –They Sit on $300 Million in Oil”
  - Article Clipping: Sep. 14, 1966; Los Angeles Times; –Big Oil Pool Found in Wilshire District: Resources Placed at 100 Million Barrels in „Conservative Guess””
  - Map: n.d.; Present – Drilling Districts and Proposed Drill Sites; Broadway Area; Standard Oil Co. of California
  - Negative: n.d.; image of map; Micro – Master 105mm; Westwood Blue Print Company
  - Map/Blue Print: n.d.; Plat Showing Jade Oil & Gas Co. Drilling Districts and Outside Lease Holdings; Los Angeles – Units
  - Map: n.d.; unidentified map with three sections highlighted (Jade U-93, Jade U-55, Jade U-20)
  - Map: n.d.; unidentified map [Los Angeles, CA]
  - Map: n.d.; unidentified map [Los Angeles, CA]
  - Map: n.d.; unidentified map [Los Angeles, CA]

- Folder: McFarland Energy
  - Article Clipping: Jul. 20, 1979; Los Angeles Times; –National Over – the – Counter”; NASD Quotations for Thursday, July 19, 1979
  - Brochure: 1976; Third Quarter Report 1976; McFarland Energy, Inc. (x2)
DO NOT CITE

- Document: n.d.; To All Employees of McFarland Energy, Inc. and Seaboard Oil & Gas Company
- Document: Feb. 15, 1977; to holders of Seaboard Oil & Gas Company (formerly Jade Oil & Gas Company) warrants; from Tore Hedberg, Manager, Corporate Development, McFarland Energy, Inc.; regarding Warrants; regarding stocks
- Letter: Apr. 9, 1977; to stockholders of McFarland Energy, Inc; from George J. Eckert, Secretary, McFarland Energy, Inc.; regarding notice of annual Meeting of Stockholders; includes Proxy Statement
- Document: Sep. 20, 1977; McFarland Energy, Inc.; report; charts and mathematical figures (x2)
- Document: Oct. 27, 1976; Fact Sheet – Luncheon October 27, 1976; McFarland Energy, Inc. (x3)
- Document: Sep. 20, 1977; McFarland Energy Inc. report (x3)

**Folder: Speech Material 1975**

- Document: May 7, 1971; The Economics of Ecology on our Energy Supply; Comments of Jerome J. O’Brien; Long Beach Petroleum Club
- Letter: Feb. 25, 1972; to Price Commission, Attn: C. Jackson Grayson, Jr., Chairman; from Glenn C. Ferguson, President, Independent Oil and Gas Producers of California and C.C. Albright, President, California Independent Producers Association; regarding crude oil prices in California, etc.; includes hand written notes: (Pet. Landmen 3-2-72)
- Letter: Feb. 28, 1972; to C.C. Albright; cc: Jerome J. O’Brien and Lyle Snow; from Maurice Mac Goodstein, Jackson, Goodstein, Kumler, Copes, Croskey and Smith Lawyers; regarding comments on proposed legislations
- Document: Apr. 21, 1972; You Ain’t Seen Nothin’ Yet; Address of Jerome J. O’Brien; Wilmington Chamber of Commerce
- Document: Feb. 26, 1973; Testimony of Jerome J. O’Brien before California Legislature, Joint Committee on Public Domain – Kenneth Cory, Chairman; Sacramento, California; includes chart
- Document: Apr. 24, 1973; The Peril Point; Address of Jerome J. O’Brien before the Trailers Coach Association; Anaheim, California
DO NOT CITE

- Document: May 30, 1973; The Peril Point; Address of Jerome J. O'Brien before the Conservation Committee of California Oil Producers; Los Angeles, California
- Document: Oct. 2, 1973; The Peril Point; Address of Jerome J. O’Brien before the Santa Barbara City College Continuing Education Division; Santa Barbara, California; hand written notes attached
- Document: Jun. 7, 1975; You Ain’t Seen Nothing Yet; Address of Jerome J. O’Brien before the International Association of Financial Planners; Palo Alto, California; hand written notes attached
- Document: Dec. 4, 1975; Our Energy Supply: Self-Sufficiency or Bureaucratese; Address of Jerome J. O’Brien before the Century City Lions Club Los Angeles, CA; various hand written notes attached
- Document: Oct. 25, 1979; Windfalls – Profits, Taxes or Politics; Address of Jerome J. O’Brien Chairman of Board – McFarland Energy, Inc. at the Santa Barbara City College
- Article Clipping: n.d.; →Watching Washington with John H. Jennrich: All Downhill Since Truman”
- Article Clipping: February 1980; Journal of Petroleum Technology; →A Method to Organize and Manage the Evaluation of Petroleum Company Acquisition Candidates”; by Philip C. Crouse and Jeff A. Smyth
- Document: Jun. 19, 1980; Our Energy Supply: A Time for Reflection; Address of Jerome J. O’Brien before the San Antonio Desk and Derrick Club; work copy (hand written); various hand written notes
- Document: Jul. 3, 1980; Our Energy Supply: A Time for Reflection; Address of Jerome J. O’Brien before the Alamo Kiwanis Club; work copy (hand written); various hand written notes on back
- Periodical/Report: Jul. 31, 1980; The Thursday Letter; →One Down, One to Go”; Dean Witter Reynolds Inc.
- Article Clipping: May 28, 1981; The Wall Street Journal; →Oil Pricing Blunders Now Have Saudis in a Jam” by S. Fred Singer

**Speech Reference Material**
- Article Clipping: Mar. 8, 1965; The Oil and Gas Journal; Editorial; →Now Let's Get a Real National Oil Policy”
- Article Clipping: Mar. 7, 1966; The Oil and Gas Journal; Editorial; →Time for Breakthrough in Oil Finding is at Hand”
- Article Clipping: Jan. 12, 1967; Los Angeles Times; →Johnson Portrait” by Art Buchwald
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- Article Clipping: Feb. 13, 1976; The Oil Daily; No. 6,082; “Capital Correspondence” by Sandra Cannon
- Article Clipping: November 1976; World Oil; “What’s Happening in the U.S.: The Little Man is Getting Bigger”
- Article Clipping: Dec. 29, 1976; The Oil Daily; “Economic Comments: Saudi’s OPEC Stance Lifts Oil Price ‘Siege’” by Eliot Janeway
- Article Clipping: February 1977; The Monogram; “Underground Injection Control Regulations”
- Article Clipping: Feb. 8, 1977; Capitol News Service; “Brown Administration Finally Discovers State Has Problems” by Fred W. Kline and Jerry Goldberg
- Article Clipping: Feb. 9, 1977; The Oil Daily; “Here We Go Again” by Keith Fanshier
- Article Clipping: Feb. 14, 1977; Oil Daily; “Wst Coast Report” by Bill Gregg
- Letter: Mar. 8, 1977; to [Jerome O’Brien]; from Henry F. Lippitt; request to write letter to legislator of choice with copy sent to senator Ray Johnson in support of legislation to be introduced in California legislature
- Article Clipping: Mar. 15, 1977; The Oil Daily; Commentary and Features; “Congress Attempts to Continue ‘Fiction’” “The Energy Crisis – A Five Year Old Look”
- Article Clipping: Mar. 16, 1977; The Oil Daily; “Energy Use Increases” “Zarb Urges Replacement Prices, ‘Creative’ Tax” by Jim Drummond
- Article Clipping: Mar 17, 1977; The Oil Daily; Commentary and Features; “Some Observations About the Future”
- Business card: Mar. 28, 1977; Lee R. Figgins
- Article Clipping: Mar. 28, 1977; The Oil Daily; “Traumatic Change in Lifestyles Coming During Energy Transition” by Riley M. Epps; “Small Independents Face Future with Apprehension” by Malcolm McDuffie, President, Independent Refiners’ Association of California
- Article Clipping: Apr. 5, 1977; The Oil Daily; “U.S. ‘Hooked’ on Cheap Energy, Gas Deregulation Backer Says” by Anne Dingus
- Article Clipping: Apr. 11, 1977; The Oil Daily; “Reserves Declining: Crude Oil Natural Gas”
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- Article Clipping: Apr. 11, 1977; U.S. News and World Report; “People of the Week: Energy Squeeze Coming for All Americans”
- Article Clipping: May 23, 1977; The Oil Daily; “Energy Problems Solvable: McKelvey” by Keith Fanshier
- Article Clipping: Jul. 1, 1977; The Oil Daily; “Two Kinds of Higher Costs” by Keith Fanshier
- Article Clipping: Jul. 4, 1977; The Oil and Gas Journal; “Journally Speaking: $10.6 Billion? They Can’t be Serious!” by John L. Kennedy, Engineering Editor
- Article Clipping: Jul. 22, 1977; The Oil Daily “The Technology: Where the Answer Lies” by Keith Fanshier
- Article Clipping: Jul. 25, 1977; The Oil Daily; “$256 Billion Cost for Oilmen Seen Under Carter Energy Plan” by Marvin Murphy
- Article Clipping: Sept. 14, 1977; The Wall Street Journal; Review and Outlook; “20 Million Years of Energy”
- Article Clipping: May 1979; World Oil; “History Lesson: An Editorial” by R.W. Scott
- Article Clipping: July-August 1979; First Monday; Vol. 9, No. 5; “Abolish Energy Department” by Bill Brock
- Article Clipping: Aug. 15, 1979; The Oil Daily; “4,900 Cases in Arrears – in Just 1 District” by Keith Fanshier
- Article Clipping: Aug. 17, 1979; The Oil Daily; “Schlesinger Touts Coal, Nuclear” and “Stable Supply Picture Belies Questions”
- Article Clipping: April 1980; Energy Report; “Oil Industry Profitability”; Crocker Bank Natural Resource Department
- Article Clipping: May 1980; unknown source; Commentary; “Phillips Chairman Emphasizes Reality of Nation’s Energy Problem” by Chairman W.F. Martin
- Brochure: May 5, 1980; Remarks by J. Hugh Liedtke, Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive Officer, Pennzoil Company, before the Annual Meeting of Shareholders
- Article Clipping: June 1980; World Oil; “The Movement; Government-
DO NOT CITE

- Article Clipping: Aug. 14, 1981; The Dallas Morning News; Editorials; "Natural Gas: Away All Controls"
- Article Clipping: Aug. 21, 1981; The Wall Street Journal; Review and Outlook Section; "Sp on the Gas"
- Article Clipping: Aug. 31, 1981; BusinessWeek; "Gas Decontrol Looks More Like a Winner"
- Article Clipping: n.d.; unknown source; "Silver and Oil"
- funded Activism: Hiding Behind Public Interest” by Dr. H. Peter Metzger
- Brochure/Map: n.d.; Gettysburg National Park; hand written notes
- Note: n.d.; various hand written notes; various quotes
- Note: n.d.; quote about President Carter’s energy program
- Manuscript: n.d.; untitled poem regarding geology
- Article clipping: n.d.; unknown source; "A Quietly Acquiescent People” by Willard F. Rockwell, Board Chairman
- Manuscript: n.d.; "The Morning After – Wife Speaking”; poem (x2)
- Manuscript: n.d.; poem; "The Wildcat” by H.H. Adams, Consulting Geologist; Abilene, Texas
- Article Clipping: n.d.; unknown source; "On Seeing Eye to Eye”
- Article Clipping: [1960 ?]; unknown source; "196 Balance Sheet”
- Article Clipping: n.d.; [The Wall Street Journal]; "Bureaucrat Wants Award of ‘the Bird’, Not Even its Winners: Honor Goes to Those Officials Who Nitpick and Obfuscate; When in Trouble, Delegate” by Ronald G. Shafer
- Note: n.d.; regarding employment in crude petroleum and natural-gas industry; regarding refineries
- Article Clipping: n.d.; unknown source; "Oil Country Hot Line: Gas Production More Important; includes article clipping: "Government Regulations Costly”;
  includes hand written notes
- Article Clipping: n.d.; unknown source; "Some Excerpts from Past Issues of "The Ruff Times”
- Article Clipping: n.d.; unknown source; "Bits and Pieces” by Bill Hunter
- Note: n.d.; various notes regarding fuel consumption by autos
- Document: n.d.; Goldman Sachs Research
- Note: n.d.; various mathematical figures

**Folder: CIPA – Speeches Articles (A)**
- Document: Sep. 20, 1957; Oil on the Waters; remarks by Jerome J. O’Brien, President of Texas Independent Producers and Royalty Owners Association, at a panel discussion presented by the Natural Resources Law Committee of the Federal Bar Association, Washington, D.C.
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- **Folder: CIPA – Speeches Articles (B)**
  - Document: Jul. 28, 1977; Address by Jerome J. O’Brien, President of California Independent Producers Association and Chairman of the Board, McFarland Energy, Inc; before the Oilwell Service Contractors; Long Beach, California; includes various hand written notes
  - Document: Aug. 8, 1977; Impact of Alaskan Crude Oil Deliveries on California Domestic Crude Oil Production; testimony by Jerome J. O’Brien, President, California Independent Producers Association; presented before Subcommittee on Special Investigations of the House Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs; San Francisco
  - Document: Sep. 1, 1977; Energy Independence – Fact or Fantasy; Address by Jerome J. O’Brien President, California Independent Producers Association and Chairman of the Board, McFarland Energy, Inc. before the Sherman Oaks Rotary Club; various hand written notes attached
  - Document: Sep. 14, 1977; Energy Independence – Fact or Fantasy; Address by Jerome J. O’Brien, President, California Independent Producers Association and Chairman of the Board, McFarland Energy, Inc. before the Venice Marina Lions Club Marina del Rey, California
  - Document: Oct. 20, 1977; Critique of the Carter Energy Plan; Address by Jerome J. O’Brien, President, California Independent Producers Association and Chairman of the Board, McFarland Energy, Inc; before the Westwood Rotary Club; Los Angeles, California
  - Letter: Nov. 14, 1977; to Jerry O’Brien; cc: W. Van Dusen; from Matthew P. Lynch, Chairman, SFVBPFA; regarding recent presentation of “Energy Crisis – Fact or Fiction”; expressed appreciation for work done on presentation and request from members to hear again
  - Document: Nov. 17, 1977; Critique of the Carter Energy Plan; address by Jerome J. O’Brien, President, California Independent Producers Association and Chairman of the Board, McFarland Energy, Inc. before the Public Awareness League
  - Document: Nov. 30, 1977; Critique of the Carter Energy Plan; Address of Jerome J. O’Brien, President, California Independent Producers Association and
Chairman of the Board, McFarland Energy, Inc before the Conservation Committee of California Oil Producers; Los Angeles; hand written notes on back

- Document: Jan. 17, 1978; Testimony Before Kern County Board of Supervisors; by Jerome J. O’Brien, President, California Independent Producers Association
- Document: Feb. 9, 1978; Remarks of Jerome J. O’Brien; Annual Meeting CIPA; Newport Beach, California
- Document: Mar. 2, 1978; Address of Jerome J. O’Brien before Los Angeles Petroleum Landmen; work copy; various hand written notes on back
- Document: Mar. 2, 1978; Address of Jerome J. O’Brien before Los Angeles Petroleum Landmen; original
- Document: 1979; Special to Oil Daily; Address by Jerome J. O’Brien, President, California Independent Producers Association and Chairman of the Board, McFarland Energy, Inc.
- Document: Oct. 25, 1979; Windfalls – Profits, Taxes or Politics; Address of Jerome J. O’Brien, Chairman of Board – McFarland Energy, Inc at the Santa Barbara City College
- Document: Oct. 25, 1979; Windfalls – Profits, Taxes or Politics; address of Jerome J. O’Brien Chairman of Board – McFarland Energy, Inc. at the Santa Barbara City College; edited copy; various hand written notes on back
- Document: Sep. 12, 1980; Decade of Destiny; by Edmund G. Brown, Jr., Governor; delivered at the Host Breakfast, Sacramento, California
- Article Clipping: October 1980; Pacific Oil World; “Imports May Decline, Says Forecast”
- Newsletter: Winter 1980-1981; Issue No. 2; The Bruin Pioneer
DO NOT CITE

- Article Clipping: September 1985; World Oil; Editorial Comment: Yes/No/Maybe” by R.W. Scott, Editorial Director
- Article Clipping: October 1985; World Oil; “What’s Happening in Production” by Thomas R. Wright, Jr., editor
- Letter: Oct. 7, 1985; to Jerome O’Brien; George M. Keller, Chevron Corporation; regarding congress debate on tax reform; request to join in writing congressional leaders
- Letter: n.d.; to friend [Jerome O’Brien]; from Major Mickey R. Conroy, United States Marine Corps (ret); regarding California War Veterans of Justice has filed suit to have Tom Hayden thrown out of California State Assembly; includes copy of front page of lawsuit filed (Oct. 31, 1984)

- **Folder: Speeches by Jerome J. O’Brien (A) 1959-1966**
  - Document: Mar. 5, 1959; The Texas Petroleum Industry Enters its Fourth Regulatory Era; Address of Jerome J. O’Brien before the American Petroleum Institute Southwestern District Meeting; Midland, Texas
  - Document: May 18, 1961; Regulation and Conservation; Address of Jerome J. O’Brien before the Annual Desk and Derrick Club – Industry Appreciation Meeting; Midland, Texas; various hand written notes on back
    - Newspaper clipping attached: image of Lee Bolin, president of Midland Desk and Derrick Club and J.J. O’Brien at Industry Appreciation night
  - Document: Sep. 26, 1961; United States Department of the Interior; Remarks by John M. Kelly, Assistant Secretary of the Department of the Interior, before the New Mexico Landmen’s Association; Roswell, New Mexico
  - Document: Oct. 20, 1961; United States Department of the Interior; Coordination of Government and Industry; Address of Jerome J. O’Brien, Director, Office of Oil and Gas, United States Department of the Interior, before the 16th Annual Convention of the Rocky Mountain Oil and Gas Association; Denver, Colorado
  - Document: Mar. 31, 1962; United States Department of the Interior; The Interdependence of Free World Nations on Their Petroleum Supply; Address of Jerome J. O’Brien, Director, Office of Oil and Gas, United States Department of
the Interior, before the North Texas Oil and Gas Association, Thirty-Second Annual Meeting; Wichita Falls, Texas


- Document: Oct. 16, 1962; United States Department of the Interior; Address of Jerome J. O'Brien, Director, Office of Oil and Gas, Department of the Interior, before the Permian Basin Section of the Society of Petroleum Engineers, American Institute of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers; Midland, Texas

- Document: Oct. 29, 1962; United States Department of the Interior; Address of Jerome J. O'Brien, Director, Office of Oil and Gas, Department of the Interior, before the Annual Meeting of the Independent Petroleum Association of America; Dallas, Texas

- Document: Mar. 7, 1963; United States Department of the Interior; Our Underground Inventory to Have or to Hold; Address of Jerome J. O'Brien, Director, Office of Oil and Gas, Department of the Interior, before the Annual Meeting of the Production Division, Southern District, American Petroleum Institute; New Orleans, Louisiana


- Document: May 9, 1963; United States Department of the Interior; Address of Jerome J. O'Brien, Director, Office of Oil and Gas, Department of the Interior, before the Annual Meeting of the Panhandle Producers and Royalty Owners Association; Pampa, Texas

- Document: Jul. 31, 1963; Statement of Jerome J. O'Brien, Director, Office of Oil and Gas Department of the Interior, before the Public Lands Subcommittee, Committee on the Interior and Insular Affairs, United States Senate

- Document: May 15, 1964; Natural Gas – An Expanding or Receding Frontier; Address of Jerome J. O'Brien, Vice President, Union Bank, Los Angeles before the Natural Gas Processors Association; Odessa, Texas

- Document: May 18, 1964; Natural Gas – An Expanding or Receding Frontier; Address of Jerome J. O’Brien, Vice President, Union Bank, Los Angeles before the West Central Texas Oil and Gas Association; Abilene, Texas
DO NOT CITE

- Document: Jun. 29, 1964; The Petroleum Industry, Its Capital Demands and Methods of Financing; Jerome J. O’Brien, Vice President, Union Bank, Los Angeles; address before Union Bank Staff, Mid-Wilshire Office
- Document: Sep. 9, 1965; The Role of the Federal Government in the Petroleum Industry; Address of Jerome J. O’Brien, Vice President, Union Bank, Los Angeles before the Wyoming Section of the Society of Petroleum Engineers; Casper, Wyoming
- Document: Sep. 24, 1965; The Role of the Federal Government in the Petroleum Industry; Address of Jerome J. O’Brien, Vice President, Union Bank, Los Angeles before the Petroleum Accountants Society of Los Angeles; Los Angeles, California
- Document: Oct. 25, 1965; The Role of the Federal Government in the Petroleum Industry; Address of Jerome J. O’Brien, Vice President, Union Bank, Los Angeles before the Mid-Continent Section of the Society of Petroleum Engineers; Tulsa, Oklahoma
- Document: Oct. 26, 1965; The Role of the Federal Government in the Petroleum Industry; Address of Jerome J. O’Brien, Vice President, Union Bank, Los Angeles before the Dallas Section of the Society of Petroleum Engineers; Dallas, Texas
- Document: Oct. 28, 1965; The Role of the Federal Government in the Petroleum Industry; Address of Jerome J. O’Brien, Vice President, Union Bank, Los Angeles before the North Texas Section of the Society of Petroleum Engineers; Wichita Falls, Texas
- Document: Dec. 9, 1965; The Role of the Federal Government in the Petroleum Industry; Address of Jerome J. O’Brien, Vice President, Union Bank, Los Angeles before the Four Corners Section of the Society of Petroleum Engineers; Farmington, New Mexico
- Document: Jan. 18, 1966; The Role of the Federal Government in the Petroleum Industry; Address of Jerome J. O’Brien, Vice President, Union Bank, Los Angeles before the Trans-Pecos Section of the Society of Petroleum Engineers; Monahans, Texas
- Document: Jan. 19, 1966; The Role of the Federal Government in the Petroleum Industry; Address of Jerome J. O’Brien, Vice President, Union Bank, Los Angeles, California before the West Central Texas Section of the Society of Petroleum Engineers; Abilene, Texas
- Document: Jan. 20, 1966; The Role of the Federal Government in the Petroleum Industry; Address of Jerome J. O’Brien, Vice President, Union Bank, Los Angeles before the South Plains Section of the Society of Petroleum Engineers; Lubbock, Texas
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- Document: Apr. 24, 1973; The Peril Point; Address of Jerome J. O'Brien before the Trailer Coach Association; Anaheim, California; edited
- Letter: May 9, 1973; to Jim Stewart; from Jerome J. O'Brien; regarding attached biography and title of speech; includes "Inter-Office" Memo; May 8, 1973; to J.J. O'Brien; from Rita Schwab; regarding phone message from Jim Stewart of Shell Oil Company; needs title of speech and biography
- Document: May 30, 1973; The Peril Point; Address of Jerome J. O'Brien before the Conservation Committee of California Oil Producers; Los Angeles, California; various hand written notes on back
- Letter: Jun. 26, 1973; to Dr. Joseph A. Bagnall, Assistant Dean, Continuing Education Division, Santa Barbara City College; from Jerome J. O'Brien; regarding agreement to speak to group on Oct. 2; regarding title of address: "The Peril Point"; regarding enclosed biography and a glossy photograph
- Document: Sep. 18, 1973; The Peril Point; Address of Jerome J. O'Brien before the Calplans Oil and Gas Program Forum; Oakland, California
- Document: Jan. 29, 1974; The Energy Crisis in Perspective; Address of Jerome J. O'Brien before the UCLA Engineering Executive Program Session; various hand written notes on back
- Document: Nov. 21, 1974; Address of Jerome J. O'Brien before the Whittier Exchange Club; note attached: "original"; various hand written notes attached

**Folder: Speeches by Jerome J. O'Brien (C) 1975-1977, 1994**

- Document: Jan. 20, 1975; Address of Jerome J. O'Brien before the UCLA Engineering Executive Program Session
- Document: Apr. 3, 1975; You Ain't Seen Nothing Yet; Address of Jerome J. O'Brien before the Stanford Business School Association Graduate School of Business Stanford University; San Francisco, California
- Manuscript: n.d.; hand written notes for speech/presentation/introduction
- Manuscript: n.d.; hand written manuscript of speech/introduction of Dr. Kenneth McFarland, Dean of American Speakers; regarding recording of speech
- Notes: n.d.; hand written notes regarding names and positions
- Letter: Jun. 3, 1975; to Robert E. Miller c/o Miller Drilling Company; John P. Shields, Past President, Arkoma Basin Independent Gas Producers Association; regarding election of officers at ABIGPA meeting
- Note: n.d.; various names
- Document: Jun. 7, 1975; You Ain't Seen Nothing Yet; Address of Jerome J. O'Brien before the International Association of Financial Planners; Palo Alto, California; note attached: "original"
- Document: Dec. 4, 1975; Our Energy Supply: Self-Sufficiency or Bureaucratese; Address of Jerome J. O'Brien before the Century City Lions Club; Los Angeles, California
DO NOT CITE

- Manuscript: Jul. 27, 1957; [speech]; Exect. Meeting; Hunt, Texas
- Manuscript: Jul. 27, 1957; [speech]; Ex. Comm
- Letter: Aug. 5, 1957; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Carter Wheelock; suggestion for titles of speeches for gas and imports; regarding question for TIPRO reporter and “Quoting the President”
- Letter: Aug. 28, 1957; to Mr. O’Brien; from William R. Connole, Commissioner, Federal Power Commission; regarding panel discussion on oil imports problem; regarding name of speaker (George Kinsman, Vice President of Florida Power and Light Company) for point of view of those who argue for unlimited imports; regarding details; request for short bio
- Letter: Sep. 4, 1957; to Mr. O’Brien; from William R. Connole, Commissioner, Federal Power Commission; regarding enclosed program for meeting of the Natural Resources Law Committee
- Letter: Sep. 11, 1957; to J.J. O’Brien; from W.E. Turner, TIPRO; regarding attached issue of the Reporter with thins about the Judge; regarding speaking at testimonial dinner
- Graph: Sep. 12, 1957; Annual Average Prices of Residual Fuel Oil and Crude Oil Compared with Wholesale Prices Index 1935-39=100
- Manuscript: Sep. 13, 1957; [speech]; delivered: Baker Hotel, Dallas
- Document: Sep. 13, 1957; Speech delivered at the Testimonial Dinner for Olin Culberson – Baker Hotel; Dallas, Texas
- Document: Sep. 20, 1957; Program 1957 Meeting; Natural Resources Law Committee; Federal Bar Association; Hotel Statler, Washington D.C.
- Letter: Sep. 26, 1957; to Jerome J. O’Brien, President, TIPRO; from Earl W. Kintner, President, The Federal Bar Association; thanks for contribution to program at 37th annual convention
- Document: Oct. 7, 1957; Address of Jerome J. O’Brien before the American Petroleum Institute; Southwest Texas Chapter, San Antonio, Texas
- Document: Oct. 15, 1957; Oil on the Water; Address of Jerome J. O’Brien, President of TIPRO, before the San Antonio Chamber of Commerce
- Letter: Oct. 15, 1957; to J.J. O’Brien; from Bob Ross, Manager, The Driskill Hotel; request to provide services of reservations, plan meetings or conventions or catering; regarding teletype services for prompt confirmation
  - Article clipping: [1957]; unknown source; “Oil on the Waters is Talk Subject”
Letter: Oct. 18, 1957; to Jerome J. O’Brien, Monterey Oil Company; from Elmer A. Dittmar, Dittmar and Company, Inc.; thanks for copies of Chamber of Commerce speech; regarding praise for speech

Letter: Oct. 18, 1957; to Jerome J. O’Brien, Monterey Oil Company; from H.H. Dewar; thanks for copy of speech

Letter: Oct. 19, 1957; to Jerome J. O’Brien, Vice President, San Antonio Chamber of Commerce; from Norman Knight; regarding recent speech given at Chamber meeting; expressing praise; regarding plans to Congress on behalf of Oil Industry; plans for meeting of San Antonio Traffic and Transportation Committee

Letter: Oct. 21, 1957; to Jerome J. O’Brien, Vice President, Monterey Oil Company; from T.C. Storer, Secretary-Treasurer, Southwest Texas Section, AIME; regarding speech about on the import problem; request for speech notes for reference

Document: Oct. 21, 1957; Oil on the Waters; address of Jerome J. O’Brien, President of TIPRO, before the San Antonio Landman’s Association (one page)

Document: Oct. 21, 1957; The Definition of a Landman to the Non-Oil Public; Address by Jerome J. O’Brien before the South Texas Landman Association; Petroleum Club; San Antonio, Texas

Letter: Oct. 22, 1957; to T.G. Storer, Secretary-Treasurer, Southwest Texas Section, AIME; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding recent address in Corpus Christi; appreciation for positive remarks; regarding enclosed requested copies of speech

Letter: Oct. 22, 1957; to Norman Knight; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding appreciation for praised received for speech at Chamber of Commerce luncheon

Letter: Nov. 6, 1957; to Jerome J. O’Brien, President, Monterey Oil Company; from S.E. Duerr, Program Chairman, Southwest Texas Section; thanks for being guest speaker at Oct. 16th meeting; regrets not meeting

Document: Nov. 18, 1957; The Price of Independence; remarks by Jerome J. O’Brien, president of TIPRO, to the Independent Producers and Royalty Owners Association of New Mexico; Albuquerque

Letter: Nov. 19, 1957; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from J.F. West; praise for speech to New Mexico Association


Document: Jan. 16, 1958; Address of Jerome J. O’Brien before the McAllen Desk and Derrick Club; McAllen, Texas

Letter: Jan. 27, 1958; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Louise Kleitches, Vice President, Desk and Derrick Club of San Angelo; regarding reception/cocktail
party held in O’Brien’s honor; request for people to be invited; regarding invitations to be sent; request for Mrs. O’Brien to attend

- Document: February 1958; Reporter; quoting the President
- Letter: Feb. 3, 1958; to Jerry; from M.D. Bryant; regarding social hour in honor of Jerry; regarding Jerry as guest speaker for Desk and Derrick girls on Feb. 11th
- Manuscript: Feb. 6, 1958; Kenneth E. Hill; speech
- Document: Feb. 11, 1958; Food for Thought; Address of Jerome J. O’Brien before the San Angelo Desk and Derrick Club; San Angelo, Texas
- Letter: Feb. 11, 1958; to Jack Woodward; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed copy of address to be given in San Angelo to Desk and Derrick Club; permission to use material for talk to Jaycee’s
- Document: Feb. 20, 1958; Statement by Jerome J. O’Brien, President TIPRO, before the Texas Railroad Commission
- Document: Feb. 26, 1958; Food for Thought; Address of Jerome J. O’Brien before the San Antonio Geological Society Auxiliary; San Antonio, Texas
- Document: Mar. 11, 1958; Food for Thought; Address of Jerome J. O’Brien before the San Antonio Bar Association; San Antonio, Texas
- Document: Mar. 27, 1958; [speech?]; regarding administrations action on imports
- Document: Mar. 29, 1958; Food for Thought; Address for Jerome J. O’Brien before the Wichita Falls Desk and Derrick Club; Wichita Falls, Texas
- Document: Apr. 1, 1958; Food for Thought; Address of Jerome J. O’Brien before the Gonzales Rotary Club; Gonzales, Texas
- Document: Apr. 25, 1958; Testimony of Jerome J. O’Brien, president, TIPRO, before Texas Import Study Commission; Corpus Christi, Texas
- Manuscript: May 1, 1958; Speech before Panhandle Producers and Royalty Owners Association; Amarillo, Texas
- Flyer: [May 1, 1958]; Panhandle Producers and Royalty Owners Association
- Manuscript: May 14, 1958; Departure Speech – TIPRO; San Antonio
- Document: May 24, 1958; Food for Thought; Address of Jerome J. O’Brien before Robert Morris Association of Bankers; Wichita Falls, Texas
- Manuscript: May 13, 1959; [speech]; James S. Lauderdale
- Letter: Oct. 7, 1959; to J.J. O’Brien; from Mrs. Virginia Black, Desk and Derrick Club of Big Spring; regarding upcoming Industry Appreciation Night Dinner; request for photograph, title of talk
- Letter: Oct. 9, 1959; to Mrs. Virginia Black; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding requested picture, biography and synopsis of film to be shown at Industry Appreciation Night; request for advice on presentation options
- Document: May 18, 1961; Regulation and Conservation; Address of Jerome J. O’Brien before the Annual Desk and Derrick Club – Industry Appreciation Meeting; Midland, Texas
DO NOT CITE

- Manuscript: Nov. 5, 1961; [speech]; Swearing in Ceremony – Office of Oil and Gas – Dept. of Interior
- Manuscript: Dec. 19, 1961; [speech]; Office Oil and Gas – Xmas Party
- Document: Aug. 9, 1962; Partial Listing of Technical and Statistical Material Available for Public Use in U.S.A.; United States Department of the Interior, Office of Oil and Gas
- Card: Sep. 12, 1962; to Mr. Kennedy; from Keith Boyd, President, Desk and Derrick Club of Washington, D.C.; regarding copy of “Patriarch in Oil” available for presentation to Mr. O’Brien
- Note: Sep. 13, 1962; to Jerry; from Harold; regarding Desk and Derrick girls
- Manuscript: Jul. 16, 1963; [speech]; NPC Meeting
- Article Clipping: Nov. 23, 1964; The Oil and Gas Journal; News; “Merger Prospects Harder to Find: Good Properties are being Sought but Fewer are Available Now. Antitrusters have put a Damper on Some Possibilities” by Gene T. Kinney

  - Document: 1965; The Role of the Federal Government in the Petroleum Industry; Address of Jerome J. O’Brien, Vice President, Union Bank, Los Angeles; various hand written notes on back
  - Letter: Jan. 13, 1966; to [not given]; from Andrew G. Alpha, Program Chairman, Pacific Section of the American Association of Petroleum Geologists; regarding requested material provide by Gordon Atwater in conjunction with distinguished lecture “The Effect of Decrease in Porosity Water Depth”; includes four pages of diagrams and graphs
  - Letter: Jan. 14, 1966; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Lowell Redwine, Richfield Oil Corporation; regarding copy of Atwater’s illustrations requested
  - Document: Mar. 16, 1966; The Role of the Federal Government in the Petroleum Industry; Address of Jerome J. O’Brien, Vice President, Union Bank, Los Angeles, before the Chicago Petroleum Section of the Society of Petroleum Engineers; Chicago, Illinois
  - Document: May 3, 1970; Response by Jerome J. O’Brien to Senate Bill 967 as Amended
Letter: Jun. 15, 1970; to Hoyt B. Leisure, Chairman, U.C.L.A. Foundation; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding recent events on UCLA campus; decline of invitation to be a Charter Member of the Franklin D. Murphy Associations of the UCLA Foundation

- Document: n.d.; Regulation into Extinction; Statement of Jerome J. O’Brien; Los Angeles, California; for immediate release
- Document: May 1, 1970; Statement by Jerome J. O’Brien; Los Angeles, California

Article Clipping: Sep. 11, 1970; The Oil Daily; “Oil Bankers’ Views on Financing Authorities Attempt to Restrict Loans in Three Areas”

Document: Oct. 15, 1970; Regulation into Extinction; Statement of Jerome J. O’Brien; Los Angeles, California

Article Clipping: Jan. 8, 1971; The Oil Daily; “West Coast Oilman Finds Nixon’s Policy Changes Shake Up Investors”; Jerome J. O’Brien quoted in article

Document: Mar. 16, 1971; Imports and Regulations – Their Impact on the Domestic Producer; Address of Jerome J. O’Brien, Petroleum Consultant before the Los Angeles Desk and Derrick Club; various hand written notes on back

Document: May 7, 1971; The Economics of Ecology on our Energy Supply; Comments on Jerome J. O’Brien; Long Beach Petroleum Club

Article Clipping: May 10, 1971; The Oil Daily; “Cal Oil Panelists Take Crisis Story to Long Beach Unit” by Bill Gregg; Jerome J. O’Brien mentioned in article

Article Clipping: May 28, 1971; The Oil Daily; “Keith Fanshier: The 61 Agencies”

Article Clipping: n.d.; “West Coast Independents Must Focus on Survival” by Jerome J. O’Brien (x2)

Letter: n.d.; to [not given]; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding possible changes in taxing regulations for Independent Oil and Gas Producers

Document: n.d.; Petroleum Industry Committee

Document: n.d.; Regulation into Extinction; Statement of Jerome J. O’Brien; Los Angeles, California

Document: n.d.; Regulation into Extinction; for immediate release; statement of Jerome J. O’Brien; Los Angeles, California

Document: n.d.; Report on The Significance of United States Oil Import Controls (draft); Office of Oil and Gas

Document: n.d.; Comments on Jim Collins on Office of Oil and Gas and Personal Manuscript: n.d.; Hotel Scharbauer stationary; hand written notes; speech before Dist. 8 TIPRO; Midland C. Club June. 27, 1957

Document: Dec. 22 [no year given]; for Houston Post; by Jerome J. O’Brien, President, Texas Independent Producers and Royalty Owners Association; article
DO NOT CITE

- Document: n.d.; December reporter quoting the president; on making the temporary permanent; three pages of text
- Manuscript: n.d.; prepared for Chamber of Commerce (not delivered)
- Manuscript: n.d.; [speech]; Monument dedication
- Manuscript: n.d.; [speech]; Performance Award
- Document: n.d.; Voluntary Oil Import Program; United States Department of the Interior, Office of the Secretary; Administrator, Voluntary Oil Import Program
- Document: n.d.; Principal Provision of Defense Amendment as Modified by the Senate Finance Committee
- Document: n.d.; [speech?]; regarding limiting oil imports; four (4) pages of text
- Document: Sep. 9 – Oct. 21 [no year given]; Jerome J. O’Brien – Itinerary; travel schedule from Sep 9 to Oct. 21
- News Release: Oct. 21 [no year given]; TIPRO Information Service; regarding Harris gas bill; regarding quotes from J.J. O’Brien
- Letter: (n.d.) to Mr. O’Brien; from William R. Connole, Commissioner, Federal Power Commission; regarding enclosed copy of program for meeting of the Natural Resources Law Committee; regarding press release and details of convention
- Document: n.d.; [speech]; A Little Bit Independent

- Folder: Speech Material – Quotations; HB 496
  - Document: Jun. 8-9, 1976; Public Testimony of Morris S. Frankel, Chairman of the Board and President Argo Petroleum Corporation before the Federal Energy Administration; Regional Public Hearing regarding the Third State of Implementation of the Energy Policy and Conservation Act; Los Angeles, California
  - Article Clipping: n.d.; unknown source; ―Washington Workday” by Russell Baker and “Can Science Prolong our Useful Years” by Albert Q. Maisel
  - Letter: Feb. 4, 1964; to John K. Evans, Executive Director, Independent Fuel Oil Marketers of America, Inc.; from W.E. Turner, Tipro; reply to letter of criticism
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- Note: n.d.; hand written notes regarding introduction; [possibly given as short intro speech]
- Program: May 18, 1961; Midland Desk and Derrick Club presents "Hats Off to the Boss"
- Letter: January 1978; to all employees; from Fred L. Hartley, Chairman and President, Union Oil Company of California; regarding information on oil industry and company news
- Document: 1969; California Independents Look to the Seventies; by Jerome J. O’Brien
- Letter: n.d.; to unknown; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding possible change in tax regulations for independent oil and gas producers; regarding disapproval of changes
- Document: Oct. 16, 1962; Petroleum’s Paradox; Address of Jerome J. O’Brien before the Permian Basin Section of the Society of Petroleum Engineers, American Institute of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers; Midland, TX
- Article Clipping: n.d.; Oil and Gas Journal; "Open Letter"; to: The U.S. Voter; regarding oil taxes
- Article: n.d.; unknown source; "An Affluent Society or an Acquiescent Society?" by Willard F. Rockwell, Board Chairman
- Article: January 1962; Flow Line; "Free Enterprise Versus Fabian Theories" by Willard F. Rockwell, Board Chairman, Rockwell Manufacturing Company
- Article Clipping: n.d.; unknown source; "Tax Reform Hits Smalls, Glances Off Bigs-Turner"
- Chart: 1955-1965; U.S. Geological Survey Conservation Division; Oil and Gas Divisions 1955 through 1965
  - Chart: 1950-1965; Competitive Oil and Gas Lease Sales on Federal Lands and the Outer Continental Shelf through June 30, 1965
  - Chart: Jan. 1-Dec. 31, 1964; United States Department of the Interior; Geological Survey Conservation Division; Production, Production Value and Royalty Value all Lands-Petroleum and Petroleum Products
- Chart: 1950-1963; Total Exploratory Wells Drilled in the United States
- Document: Apr. 24, 1973; The Peril Point; address of Jerome J. O’Brien before the Trailer Coach Association; Anaheim, CA
- Article Clipping: n.d.; unknown source; "Washington Workday"; by Russell Baker; note attached: hand written quotations
- Manuscript: n.d.; Our Vanishing Independent
- Manuscript: n.d.; regarding Tom Terry; possible introduction speech
- Manuscript: n.d.; Quotations
- Manuscript: n.d.; list of various topics with corresponding quote/joke
DO NOT CITE

- Article Clipping: May 5, 1961; Petroleum Week –As the Editors See It: A Farewell from Petroleum Week”
- Manuscript: n.d.; Taxes
- Article Clipping: Sep. 8, 1961; Congressional Record Vol. 107, No. 157; 87th Congress, First Session, P. 17508; –Protest Humble Oil Vice President Appointment to Head Office of Oil and Gas”
- Manuscript: Oct. 31, 1957; T.H. Terry Sr. Retirement; San Antonio
- Document: n.d.; A Reasonable Man; regarding letter sent to editor from Tom Berry regarding position on whiskey
- Document: Nov. 11, 1963; The Role of Engineering in the Useful Development of Natural Resources; delivered at the 7th Annual Convention of the Association of State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges, Engineering Division by Dr. John D. Calhoun, Jr., Assistant and Science Adviser to the Secretary of the Interior; Chicago, Illinois
- Document: n.d.; Chronological Events Leading to the Construction of the Offshore Drilling Site, Seal Beach, California, by Monterey Oil Company
- Document: n.d.; Island Adventure
- Manuscript: Mar. 17, 1961; delivered at Monterey Demis Party; Midland, TX
- Manuscript: n.d.; Stories for Speeches
- Manuscript: May 1, 1959; Odessa Desk and Derrick Club; Industry Appreciation Night; Odessa Athletic Club
- Manuscript: Mar. 11, 1959; Midland D&D
- Manuscript: Nov. 3, 1959; Big Spring D&D
- Manuscript: n.d.; San Angelo D&D
- Document: Oct. 28, 1958; Retreat from Abundance; address of Jerome J. O’Brien before the Eight Annual Meeting of Gulf Coast Association of Geological Societies; Corpus Christi, TX
- Letter: n.d.; to “Dad”; from Jerry [O’Brien]; regarding relationship
- Manuscript: Feb. 17, 1970; regarding Ed Potter; possibly introduction speech
- Manuscript: n.d.; regarding United States west coast
- Letter: Dec. 18, 1956; to Nancy Heard; from Jerome J. O’Brien, Monterey Oil Company; regarding appreciation for work performed in publicity of event; regarding attached gift
- Manuscript: May 18, 1961; Midland D&D Bosses Night
- Manuscript: Jun. 25, 1963; Staff Meeting of OOG
- Article Clipping: Oct. 1, 1960; Forbes Vol. 86, No. 7; –Thoughts on the Business of Life”
- Document: n.d.; The Wildcat
- Article: October 1960; UCLA Chancellor’s Desk Vol. 2, No. 4
Letter: May 14, 1951; to fellow traveler; from your fellow traveler; regarding joke about raising money for statue of Harry Truman in the Hall of Fame at Washington.

Letter: [1951]; to fellow traveler; from your fellow traveler; regarding joke about raising money for statue of Harry Truman in the Hall of Fame at Washington; similar to letter listed above.


Article Clipping: n.d.; unknown source; “Two Socialist Labor Parties” by Willard F. Rockwell, Board Chairman.


Article Clipping: Jan. 22, 1961; Family Weekly; “General MacArthur.”

Article Clipping: Aug. 5, 1960; The Oil Daily No. 2256; “Incentives-Ours and Russia’s” by Keith Fanshier.


Article Clipping: March 1961; Drilling; “Knowledge Box: Big Profit Makers Keeping the Faith?” by Ted W. Mayborn, Publisher.

Article Clipping: January 29, 1961; Fort Worth Star Telegram; “Dear Grandchildren” by Howard B. Sprague, M.D.

Article Clipping: January 1961; The Shield (Phi Kappa Psi) Vol. 81, No. 3; no title given.

Article Clipping: January 1961; The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi; Fraternity and Opportunity.”

Publication: Mar. 3, 1960; Congressional Record: Proceedings and Debates of the 86th Congress, Second Session; “Uncertain Trumpets”; speech by Hon. Donald L. Jackson of California in the House of Representatives.

Article Clipping: Jan-Feb 1961; unknown source; “Association Functions Part 1: Legislation and Administrative Law” by James E. Danheim, Executive Secretary.

Article Clipping: n.d.; unknown source; “Mandatory Imports Controls Not Good Enough” Editorials section.


Article Clipping: May 1959; The Petroleum Engineer Vol. 31, No. 5; “The Course of Oil: Competition is in Incentives.”

Article Clipping: Mar. 31, 1961; Petroleum Week; “As the Editors See It: This is Everybody’s Fight Now.”

Article Clipping: n.d.; unknown source; “The Status Quo-The State Department” by Willard F. Rockwell, Board Chairman.
• **Folder: Speeches (Miscellaneous)**
  o Brochure: n.d.; United States Department of the Interior Office of Oil and Gas
  o Publication: Mar. 15, 1963; Congressional Record: Proceedings and Debates of the 88th Congress, First Session; Vol. 109, No. 41; “Oil Stacks Presidential Survey”
  o Document: Sep. 20, 1963; Address of Jerome J. O’Brien, director, Office of Oil and Gas, Department of the Interior, before the Canadian Association of Oilwell Drilling Contractors; Calgary, Alberta, Canada; North American Security and Oil
  o Document: Feb. 19, 1962; for release to PM’s; Address of Jerome J. O’Brien, director, Office of Oil and Gas, Department of the Interior before the Society of Petroleum Engineers of A.I.M.E.; New York City; The Interdependence of Free World Nations on their Petroleum Supply
  o Document: Oct. 28, 1963; Address of Jerome J. O’Brien, Director of Oil and Gas, Department of the Interior, before the National Security seminar of the Industrial College of the Armed Forces; Odessa, Texas; The World-Wide Petroleum Supply
  o Document: Mar. 7, 1963; for release to PM’s; Address of Jerome J. O’Brien, director, Office of Oil and Gas, Department of the Interior, before the Annual Meeting of the Production Division, Southern District, American Petroleum Institute; New Orleans, Louisiana; Our Underground Inventory to Have or to Hold
  o Document: Sep. 29, 1963; Address of Jerome J. O’Brien, director, Office of Oil and Gas, Department of the Interior before the Annual Meeting of the Texas Independent Producers and Royalty Owners Association’s Executive Committee; San Antonio, Texas; hand written note attached
  o Document: Apr. 9, 1962; Remarks of Jerome J. O’Brien, director, Office of Oil and Gas, Department of the Interior, before the Annual Convention of the Texas Investment Bankers Association; San Antonio; The Interdependence of Free World Nations on Their Petroleum Supply
  o Document: Sep. 20, 1963; People at Head Table Canadian Association of Oilwell Drilling Contractors; Calgary, Alberta, Canada
Document: Oct. 20, 1961; for release to PM’s; address of Jerome J. O’Brien, director, Office of Oil and Gas, United States Department of the Interior, before the 16th Annual Convention of the Rocky Mountain Oil and Gas Association; Denver, Colorado; Coordination of Government and Industry

- Folder: UCLA; Class of 32
  - Article Clipping: 1982; Pioneer Newsletter; “And ‘32 Schedules Its Fiftieth” by Lewis Whitney, Reunion Chairman
  - Document: n.d.; request form; Golden Year Bruin Information; not filled out
  - Letter: n.d.; to “Golden Year Bruin”; from The UCLA Alumni Association; regarding mailing of Golden Year Bruin Certificate
  - Document: n.d.; reservation form; The UCLA Alumni Association 1982 Reunion Day
  - Document: May 4, 1977; directory list; University of California – Los Angeles; Class of ‘32
  - Name tag: n.d.; UCLA Class Reunion: President Jerome O’Brien
  - Note: n.d.; list of various names and phone numbers
  - Document: May 4, 1977; directory list; Class of 1932; University of California [in two parts]
  - Letter: Apr. 29, 1982; to Louis J. Whitney; from Jerome J. O’Brien, O’Brien Exploration Fund, Inc.; regarding enclosed, requested data about the “Class of 32” for reunion
  - Note: Jan. 18, 1978; to Jerry O’Brien; from John V. Vaughn; “your request”
  - Document: n.d.; Biographical Sketch of John V. Vaughn
  - Document: Jan. 22, 1978; Class of “32” Reunion; Agenda; opening remarks by Jerome J. O’Brien
  - Note: n.d.; Attention Class of “32” Committee; meeting time and place; from Jerome J. O’Brien (x4)
  - Letter: May 31, 1972; to Classmate, UCLA Class of 1932; from unknown; regarding 40th Reunion of the UCLA class o ‘32 (x2); includes reservation form
  - Document: n.d.; To All Members of UCLA’s Class of 1932 Announcing Our 45th Reunion; Very Special Bulletin; from Jerome O’Brien
  - Document: Jun. 25, 1972; Funds Received; list of names with amounts paid and owed; note attached: total funds; less total expenses and bank balance as of Jul. 6, 1972: $232.56

- Folder: Zapata Co. Texas;
• **Folder: Yolo County; Conway Associates; 1977**
  - Letter: Jan. 24, 1977; to various principals and agents of Conway agency agreement; from George J. Eckert, Agent; regarding enclosed copy of Agency Agreement; request to sign and return to McFarland Energy, Inc.
  - Document: n.d.; Conway Associates Agency Agreement; unsigned
  - Letter: Jan. 14, 1977; to Conway Associates, McFarland Energy, Inc.; from Nahama and Weagant, Inc.; agreement; regarding East Conway Prospect; signed by Frank E. Weagant and Conway Associates; confirmed on Jan 18, 1977; includes map; includes leasehold schedule; Nov. 19, 1976; Prospect: East Conway; Yolo County 9N/3E MDB&M
  - Document: n.d.; Witness the following signatures; unsigned; twelve names listed; agents and principals
  - Manuscript: n.d.; Conway Associates; Yolo Co.; list of various data and numbers

• **Folder: Wattenberg Gas Field; Weld Co. Colorado**
  - Letter: Sep. 16, 1971; to Jerome J. O'Brien; from Reed Gilmore, Antelope Gas Products Company; regarding forwarded map that shows Wattenberg Gas Field Area leases and recently completed gas wells; regarding Panhandle Eastern offer; offer to discuss direction to take
  - Map: 1961; Wattenberg Gas Field Area; Weld and Carimer Cos., Colorado; Colorado Development Map CB-4A; wells posted to 9-1-71

• **Folder: Ward Co. Texas**
  - Map: n.d.; Ward Co. Texas
  - Log: Jul. 20, 1956; Microlaterolog; Company: W.H. Hunt; Well: Holladay #1; Field: Wildcat; Location: Sec. 35, Blk. 4 H & TC Survey; County: Ward, Texas
  - Map: n.d.; Ward Co. Texas
Letter: Mar. 31, 1969; to R.L. Bauman; from Leonard C. Thomas; regarding attached report, map and logs for evaluation of prospects for finding commercial production of oil and gas at depths less than 3000 feet and in vicinity of Section 35, Block 4, H & TC RR Survey Ward County, Texas; regarding opinion that prospects are good; attached: report and map (Mar. 31, 1969)


- Report: February 1967; Report for Wind River Drilling Company on Waterflooding the Newcastle Sand Reservoir Mush Creek Extension Field; Weston County, Wyoming; prepared by Automated Professional Secretary, Casper, Wyoming
- Document: n.d.; Recap of Future Gross and Net Incoming on Enclosed Properties; Mush Creek Extension Area, Dyer Properties, North Skull Creek
- Letter: May 2, 1967; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from J. Spencer Winn, Fusselman & Winn; regarding attached individual well performance on wells in the Dyer Properties and monthly production for wells in the Mush Creek Extension Field
- Document: January 1966-March 1967; Mush Creek Production Summary; chart
- Letter: Apr. 15, 1967; to Vern J. Huff, President; from Phillip H. McCary, Jr.; regarding Wind River Drilling Co., 32-6 Federal; SW/4 NE/4 Section 6; T. 44N, R. 62W; Weston County, Wyoming; includes data
- Map: Jan. 9, 1967; Mush Creek Extension; Weston County, Wyoming; Wind River Drilling Company; Map No. 3
- Document: n.d.; chart; Projected Cash Flow Mush Creek Extension Unit; Weston County, Wyoming
- Letter: Jun. 3, 1967; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Arden G. Grover, Grover, MacCurdy and Hoffacker; regarding completed examination of Wind River Drilling Company properties; regarding final conclusions; request thanks to Vern Huff for opportunity to look at deal; regarding same second opinion of H. Atnipp; request for anything new on Canadian deal
- Letter: Jun. 2, 1967; to Leland Redline; from Arden G. Grover; regarding inability to pay price of $500,000 for property package; thanks for cooperation of office in furnishing all materials; regards to Mr. Winn and Mr. Huff; request to see any future deals
- Manuscript: 1966-1967; Summary of Evaluations; various numerical figures
- Letter: May 9, 1967; to Arden Grover c/o Fusselman and Winn; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding data on Wind River Drilling Company properties in Newcastle sand area, Weston County, Wyoming consisting of three separate tracts
- Document: n.d.; chart; Pro Forma Schedule of Wind River Drilling Company; Cash Flow Projection from Producing Wells in Mush Creek Extension Area, Skull Creek Areas (1) (2)
Chart: n.d.; Mush Creek Extension Field; Weston Co., Wyo. – Wind River Drlg Co.

- **Report:** Bailey Lease; Lion Mountain Field; Ventura County, California; black folder; includes: Geological Report of the Lion Mountain Field; Ventura County, California; new well program; Lease Map; Production Records; Geologic Map and Cross-section; Type Log

**Folder: Ventura Co.**

- **Document:** Jun. 2, 1967; Pacific Section; American Association of Petroleum Geologists; Spring Field Trip, Morning Section; Geology of the Big Mountain Oil Field and the nearby area including notes on the trip from Piru to Big Mountain; Ventura County, California; Field Trip Organization; E.A. Hall, J.M. Saunders, J.H. Durrie; includes multiple documents
- **Map:** n.d.; Sespe Field; Ventura County Cal.
- **Map:** Aug. 1, 1966; Map of Sespe Field; Ventura County, California; Department of Conservation Division of Oil And Gas; E.R. Murray-Arron, State Oil and Gas Supervisor

**Folder: Van Zandt Co. Texas**

- **Document:** Sep. 1, 1967; Synopsis; SE Canton Prospect Area; Van Zandt County, Texas
- **Letter:** Aug. 2, 1967; to R.J. Caraway; from James W. Harrison; regarding Southeast Canton area, Van Zandt County, Texas; regarding enclosed geological maps; regarding to primary objective of Smackover; regarding multi-play possibilities on prospect
- **Map:** May 1966; Seismic Review: Southeast Canton Prospect; Van Zandt County, Texas; Near Top Smackover for R.J. Caraway and Lloyd H. Smith, Inc. by Brewer And Company (map in two parts)

**Folder: Victoria Co.**

- **Document:** May 2006; Universal, County-Wide, Sale, Conveyance and Assignment of Mineral and Royalty Interests; Notice of Appraised Value; John Haliburton, RPA, Chief Appraiser
- **Document:** Feb. 19, 2005; Universal, County-Wide, Sale, Conveyance and Assignment of Mineral and Royalty Interests; signed by Jerome J. O’Brien;
- **Document:** 2004; Tax Statement; Jerome J. O’Brien; $12.82
- **Receipt:** Nov. 4, 2004; Tax Receipt; Jerome J. O’Brien; $18.82; Receipt # 4597899
- **Receipt:** Nov. 8, 2004; Tax Receipt; Jerome J. O’Brien; $-6.00; Receipt # 4603042
- **Check:** Nov. 5, 2004; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from County of Victoria; $6.00

**Folder: Bridger Rim Prospect; Sweetwater Co., Wyoming**
Report: Bridger Rim Prospect; Sweetwater County, Wyoming; Ts. 14 & 15 N., Rs. 95, 96, & 97 W.; Barlow & Huan, Inc. Geologists; includes various maps

Document: n.d.; Bridger Rim Prospect; T. 14, 15 N., R. 96, 97 W.; Sweetwater County, Wyoming

Article Clipping: 1965; The Mountain Geologists, Vol. 2, No. 3, p. 115-121; Petroleum Geology of the Greater Red Wash Area, Uintah County, Utah” by John Chatfield; California Oil Company, Denver, Colorado

Article Clipping: 1961; Oil and Gas Fields of Utah, A Symposium; Red Wash Field Uintah County, Utah” by R.T. Brace; includes map of Red Wash Field

**Folder: Collins Ranch; Sterling Co., Tex.**
- Map: n.d.; [Sterling Co., TX]
- Map: n.d.; Collins Ranch Prospect; Sterling County, Texas (x4)

**Folder: Rio Arriba County; San Juan Co.**
- Article: Mar. 7, 1983; Oil and Gas Journal; The San Juan Basin Contains Large Reserves of Nonassociated Gas” by Dudley D. Rice and Charles N. Threlkeld, USGS Denver
- Map: 1964; Piceance Basin, Colorado; R. & A. _64
- Map: 1964; Paradox Basin; Utah-Colorado; Arizona-New Mexico; R. & A. _64
- Map: 1964; Green River Basin; Wyoming-Utah; R.&A. _64
- Map: 1964; San Juan Basin and Vicinity; New Mexico-Colorado; R&A. _64
- Map: 1964; Great Divide, Washakie & Sand Wash Basins; Wyoming-Colorado; R. & A. _64
- Diagram: n.d.; cross section of Upper Cretaceous
- Diagram: n.d.; Typical Log: San Juan Basin, N.M.
- Diagram: n.d.; Diagrammatic Cross Section of the San Juan Basin N.M.; Figure 11
- Diagram: n.d.; Generalized Geologic Column of the San Juan Basin; Figure 6
- Diagram: n.d.; Time-Stratigraphic Nomenclature Chart (San Juan Basin); Figure 5
- Article: December 1981; The American Association of Petroleum Geologists Bulletin; Vol. 65, No. 12; p. 2546-2570, 25 Figs., 1 Table; Exploration for Oil Accumulations in Entrada Sandstone, San Juan Basin, New Mexico” by Richard R. Vincelette and William E. Chittum

**Folder: Rio Arriba Co.**
- Log: Aug. 5 1967; copy; Induction-Electric Log; Company: John E. Schalk; Well: Cinco Diablos #6; Field: undesignated; Rio Arriba County, New Mexico
- Log: Feb. 22, 1967; copy; Electrical Log; Company: John E. Schalk; Well: Cinco Diablos #4; Rio [Arriba] County, New Mexico
- Log: Aug. 3, 1972; copy; Induction-Electrical Log; copy; Company: Chace Oil Company; Well: Jicarilla No. 1-9; Field: Wildeat; Rio Arriba County, New Mexico
DO NOT CITE

- Log: Oct. 22, 1966; Electrolog; Company: Petroleum Associates Inc.; Well: Florance #7; Field: Ballard P.C. 1; Rio Arriba County, New Mexico
- Log: Oct. 18, 1966; Electrolog; Company: Petroleum Associates Inc.; Well: Jicarilla-Florance #5; Field: Ballard Pictured Cliffs; Rio Arriba County, New Mexico
- Log: Oct. 27, 1966; Electrolog; Company: Petroleum Associates Inc; Well: Jicarilla Florance #8; Field: Ballard Pictured Cliffs; Rio Arriba County, New Mexico
- Log: Oct. 18, 1966; Electrolog; Company: Petroleum Associates Inc.; Well: Jicarilla-Florance #5; Field: Ballard Pictured Cliffs; Rio Arriba County, New Mexico
- Log: May 22, 1966; Electrolog; Company: Florence and Florence; Well: Florence D-4; Field: Ballard Pictured Cliffs; Rio Arriba County, New Mexico
- Log: May 17, 1966; Electrolog; Company: Florence and Florence; Well: Florence D-2; Field: Ballard Pictured Cliffs; Rio Arriba County, New Mexico
- Log: Mar. 4, 1965; copy; Electrolog; Company: Sentinel Petroleum Corp.; Well: Jicarilla Abel No. 2; Field: South Blanco; Rio Arriba County, New Mexico
- Log: Oct. 10, 1959; copy; Electrical Log; Company: Sherman Wagenseller; Well: Arizona Jicarilla –P” #2; Field: Undesignated; Location: Sec. 18-23N-4W; Sandoval County, New Mexico
- Log: Mar. 2, 1967; field print; Electrical Log; Company: John Schalk; Well: Cinco Diablos #5; Field: Ballard; Rio Arriba County, N. Mex
- Log: May 17, 1966; Electrolog; Company: Florence and Florence; Well: Florence D-2; Field: Ballard Pictured Cliffs; Rio Arriba County, New Mexico
- Log: May 22, 1966; Electrolog; Company: Florence and Florence; Well: Florence D-4; Field: Ballard Pictured Cliffs; Rio Arriba County, New Mexico
- Log: Feb. 27, 1965; Electrolog; Company: Sentinel Petroleum Corp.; Well: Jicarilla Abel No. 3; Field: South Blanco; Rio Arriba County, New Mexico
o Manuscript: n.d.; chart; list of wells (?) with various data
o Manuscript: 1979-1981; Skelly "D" 2; list of letters and numbers
o Log: Jun. 28, 1955; Electrical Log; Company: Skelly Oil Co.; Well: #1-D Jicarilla; Field: Wildcat; Location NE SW SW 6-23N-4W; Rio Arriba County, New Mexico
o Log: Feb. 19, 1954; Electrical Log; Company: San Juan Drlg. Well: Vanderslice #1; Field: Wildcat; Location: NE SW SW 21-23N-4W; Sandoval County, New Mexico
o Log: Jan. 9, 1958; copy; Log; Company: Skelly Oil Company; Well: Jicarilla D #2; Field: Wildcat; Rio Arriba County, New Mexico

**Folder: Payne Co. Geological File (Orlando)**

o Log: Sep. 29, 1967; Induction Electric Log; Company: Pelican Production Company; Well: Watkins #1; Field: S. Perry; Payne County, Oklahoma
o Log: Dec. 16-17, 1946/ Jan. 19, 1955; Electrical Log; Company: Aladdin Petr. Corporation; Well: Lyter No. 1; Field: E. Orlando; Location: Sec. 9-19N-1W NW NW; Payne County, Oklahoma
o Log: n.d.; excerpt from log; Aladdin Petroleum Corp. Lyter No. 2 Payne Co.
o Log: Dec. 16-17, 1946; Company: Aladdin Petroleum Corporation; Well: Lyter #1; Run No.: One; Field: Semi-Wildcat; Location: NW NW NW Sec. 9-10N-1W; Payne County, Oklahoma
o Log: Feb. 8, 1955; Radioactivity Log; Company: Aladdin Petroleum Corporation; Well: Lyter No. A-1 Salt Water Disposal; Field: E. Orlando; Payne County, Oklahoma; Location: NW NW NW Sec. 9-19N-1W
o Log: Apr. 21-23, 1947; Company: Aladdin Petroleum Corporation; Well: Watkins #1; Run No. One; Field: E. Orlando; Location: NE NE NE Sec. 8-19N-1W; Payne County, Oklahoma
o Log: Jun. 30-Jul. 1, 1947; Company: Aladdin-Morrison; Well: Henke #1; Run No. One; Field E. Orlando SE SW SW Sec. 4-19N-1W; Payne County, Oklahoma
o Log: Apr. 21-23, 1947; Company: Aladdin Petroleum Corporation; Well: Watkins #1; Run No. One; Field E. Orlando; Location: NE NE Sec. 8-19N-1W; Payne County, Oklahoma
o Log: Sep. 27, 1954; Electric Well Log; Company: Aladdin Petroleum Corp; Well: Greathouse #1; Field: Wildcat; Payne County, Oklahoma; Sec. 4 Twp. 19N Rge. 1W

Note: [1955?]; to gentlemen; from Loda Knowles, Geological Secretary, Aladdin Petroleum Corporation; regarding corrections to 3-9-55 card

o Report: Sep. 29, 1954; Geologic Report of the Aladdin Petroleum Corporation; Wichita, Kansas; Greathouse #1 Sec. 4, T. 19N., R.1W.; Payne County, Oklahoma; by J.L. Stratton, Consultant Geologist
• **Folder: Esperanza Field; Orange Co. Calif.**
  - Negative: May 1960; negative image of map of Esperanza Oil Field Orange County, California showing Contours on Top of Kraemer Zone
  - Map: May 1960; Map of Esperanza Oil Field Orange County, California showing Contours on Top of Kraemer Zone
  - Map: May 1960; Map of Esperanza Oil Field Orange County, California showing Contours on Top of Kraemer Zone
  - Map: n.d.; unidentified location; [Esperanza]
  - Map: n.d.; Map B Esperanza
  - Document: n.d.; Geology and Evaluation of a Portion of the Esperanza Oil Field (x4); Jerome J. O’Brien
  - Document: n.d.; Geology and Evaluation of a Portion of The Esperanza Oil Field; Jerome J. O’Brien; same information as above but extended
  - Document: Jan. 6, 1972; page four and five of document by Jerome J. O’Brien; Chart with dates and figures; —Conclusion”
  - Diagram: n.d.; Esperanza Field: Average Daily Production; Plate IV
  - Report: Jan. 5, 1972; The Geology and Oil and Gas Prospects NE ¼ Sec. 24, T3S R9W Orange County, Calif; by Jerome J. O’Brien (x2)
    - Map: May 1960; Map of Esperanza Oil Field Orange County, California showing Contours on Top of Kraemer Zone
  - Receipt: Jan. 5, 1972; Century City Blueprint; Jerome J. O’Brien; $3.30
  - Map: n.d.; Esperanza Oil Field; Oil and Gas Leases; Orange Co. Calif; Plate V
  - Map: n.d.; Esperanza Oil Field; Oil and Gas Leases; Orange Co. Calif; Plate V
  - Map: n.d.; Esperanza Oil Field Orange County, California; Oil and Gas Leases
  - Map: n.d.; Esperanza; Orange County; W 1-3 (x2)
  - Map: n.d.; Esperanza (x2)
  - Map: n.d.; Esperanza
  - Map: May 1960; Map of Esperanza Oil Field Orange County, California showing Contours on Top of Kraemer Zone; Plate II; accompanying report by Verne F. Gaede Division of Oil and Gas
  - Map: n.d.; Esperanza Oilfield Orange County, California; Oil and Gas Leases; Plate V (x6)
  - Map: May 1960; Map of Esperanza Oil Field Orange County, California showing Contours on Top of Kraemer Zone; part of text covered with —write-out”
  - Diagram: May 1960; Cross Section A-B Esperanza Oil Field; Orange County, California
  - Article Clipping: [May 1960]; unknown source; —Esperanza Oil Field” by Verne F. Gaede
• Folder: Santa Monica Mts-Geology
  o Print: n.d.; silver toned print; map (?); ineligible
  o Map: n.d.; Topango-Malibu
  o Print: n.d.; silver toned print; chart/cross-section
  o Map: n.d.; unidentified
  o Document: n.d.; part of article (title cut-off) and cross section diagrams
  o Map: Marcy 1953; Geology by Thomas L. Bailey; California coast
  o Map: 1956; Castaic Valley, Castaic Reservoir; mapped, edited and published by the Geological Survey
  o Diagram: n.d.; Cross Sections through Santa Monica Mountains
  o Diagram: n.d.; Cross Section through the Santa Monica Mountain

• Folder: Taxes – 1993 Colonial
  o Document: 1993; tax form 1099-MISC; Miscellaneous Income; Payer: Gary-Williams Energy Corp.; Recipient: Colonial Production Company; royalties: $1763.83
  o Letter: n.d.; to Colonial Production Company, −Revenue Participant"; from Gary-Williams Energy Corp.; regarding enclosed Form 1099-Misc by State, Form 1099-Misc Cumulative, Utah Form TC-675R, Colorado Form DR21W and 1993 Revenue Distribution Recap; attached: Gary Williams Corp. Form 1099-Misc-Attachment
  o Booklet: July 1991; Federal Tax Deposit Coupon Book; to Colonial Production Company; Department of the Treasury, Internal Revenue Service; OMB No. 1545-0257
  o Document: [1993]; Colonial Production Co.; Instructions for Filing U.S. Corporation Income Tax Return; Taxpayer’s Copy; from Boland and Company, Certified Public Accountants; includes Tax Form 7004, Form 1120, Form 2220, Form 4562, Form 4797, Colonial Production Company Depletion Schedule FYE 5-31-93, Colonial Production Company Tentative Percentage Depletion FYE 5-31-93, Colonial Production Company Supporting Schedule FYE 5-31-93
  o Letter: n.d.; to Mr. O’Brien; from Diane T. Boland, Boland and Company; confirmation of arrangements for accounting services; request to sign and date agreement
  o Document: [1993]; Memo for Filing Payroll Tax Reports; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Boland and Company; includes tax Form 942
  o Document: [1993]; Instructions for Filing State of New Mexico Profit Corporate Report; to Colonial Production Company; from Boland and Company; includes
tax form 7004 and Profit Corporate Report to the State Corporation Commission of New Mexico

- Document: 1992; Tax Form 1099-Misc; Miscellaneous Income; Payer: Robert L. Bayless; Recipient: Colonial Production Co.; $1728.74
- Document: 1989; Tax Form 941; Employer Quarterly Federal Tax Return
- Manuscript: n.d.; handwritten list of numerical figures; Smith Production Serv.; includes second page of months and various numerical
- Document: Jan. 7, 1993; Tax Form 1096; Annual Summary and Transmittal of U.S. Information Returns; attached: Form 1099-Misc; Payer: Colonial Production Company, Recipient: Smith Production Services; $0.00; Form 1099-Misc; Payer: Colonial Production Company, Recipient: Ameritrust Texas N.A., $18,228.10 (x2); Form 1099-Misc; Payer: Colonial Production Company, Recipient: Willard B. Winn, $2,252.92 (x2); Form 1099-Misc; Payer: Colonial Production Company, Recipient: Roy C. Bolt, Executor Maurice Jones, Jr., $2,252.92 (x2); Form 1099-Misc; Payer: Colonial Production Company, Recipient: Madrienne K. Florance, $8,781.01 (x2); Form 1099-Misc; Payer: Colonial Production Company, Recipient: Joseph B. Gould, $700.17 (x2); Form 1099-Misc; Payer: Colonial Production Company, Recipient: Mark L. Rothman, $3,813.62 (x2)
  - Form: 1992; 1099-Misc; Payer: Gary-Williams Energy Corp, Recipient: Colonial Production Company, $2,163.07 (x2)
  - Document: 1992; Gary-Williams Energy Corp Form 1099-Misc-Attachment
- Document: [1992/1993]; Instructions for Filing U.S. Corporation Income Tax Return; to Colonial Production Company; from Boland and Company
- Document: [1993]; Instructions for Filing New Mexico Corporate Income Tax Return and Franchise Tax Return; to Colonial Production Company; from Boland and Company; includes: Tax Form 7004, CIT-1 New Mexico Corporate Income and Franchise Tax Return, CIT-A New Mexico Apportioned Income for Multistate Corporations, CIT-B Allocated Income, Form 1120
- Document: [1993]; Instructions for Filing State of Texas Corporation Franchise Tax Report; to Colonial Production Co.; from Boland and Company; includes: Texas Corporation Franchise Tax Report and Texas Franchise Tax Public Information Report
- Document: May 1993; Special Report and Tax Bulletin; CT System; New Mexico Income Tax Declarations and Payments of Estimated Income Tax-Imposition of Surtax; to Colonial Production Company
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- **Folder: Upton Co. (Bell) Royalty-Texas; Jacobs Livestock Prospects (A)**
  - Letter: Jul. 25, 2006; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Clifford Hair, Cl—d (?) Minerals and Royalty LLC; regarding offer to purchase all interest in referenced Lease and Lands ―property” for $600; request for reply
  - Note: n.d.; from Jerome J. O’Brien; Statements Paid; list of figures; additional note stating miscalculation
  - Document: May 12, 2006; Tax Receipt; Upton County Appraisal District; Payer: Jerome J. O’Brien
  - Letter: Feb. 17, 1997; to all Royalty Interest Owners; cc: Mr. P.D. Herschler; from Bessie E. Bales; regarding Heluma Waterflood Unit; regarding enclosed Certificate of Effectiveness and request to execute and return requested information; includes Certificate of Effectiveness (Dec. 31, 1996); recorded in Instrument No. 118697, Volume 656, Page 184 of the Official Public Records, Upton County, Texas
  - Letter: Jun. 25, 2000; to Royalty Owner; from Miles Boldrick, Partner, Statewide Minerals Co.; regarding offer to purchase Mineral or Royalty Interest listed on Exhibit ―A” in Upton County, Texas; attached: Exhibit ―A”; list of mineral and royalty interest and offer amounts
  - Letter: Jul. 18, 2001; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Al Koehler, Royalty Clearinghouse; regarding offer to purchase oil and gas interest in Upton County Records
  - Map: n.d.; Jacobs Livestock Prospect; Upton County, Texas (Royalty)
  - Letter: May 24, 2004; to taxpayer; from Sheri Stephens, Chief Appraiser, Upton County Appraisal District; regarding appraised property for the 2004 year
  - Document: 2004; Notice of Appraisal Value; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Upton Co Appraisal District; Owner ID: N5253000; four (4) pages; includes Property Tax-Notice of Protest document (no filled out)
  - Letter: May 23, 2003; to taxpayer; from Sheri Stephens, Chief Appraiser, Upton County Appraisal District; regarding appraised property for the 2003 year
DO NOT CITE

- Document: 2003; Notice of Appraised Value; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Upton Co Appraisal District; Owner ID: N5253000
- Document: n.d.; Certificate of Service; list of names
- Document: Jun. 12, 1997; Railroad Commission of Texas Office of General Counsel; regarding Conservation and Prevention of Waste of Crude Petroleum and Natural Gas in the State of Texas; Oil and Gas Docket No. 7C-0215900; Notice of Hearing on the Application of Enserch Exploration, Inc. to Consider Unitization and Secondary Recovery Authority for the Heluma (CISCO) Unit; Heluma (CISCO) Field; Upton County, TX
- Document: Jun. 12, 1997; Certificate of Service; Sonia L. O’Neal, Office of General Counsel, Railroad Commission of Texas
- Document: 2002; Tax Statement; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Upton Co Appraisal District; Owner ID: N5253000
- Document: 2001; Tax Statement; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Upton Co Appraisal District; Owner ID: N5253000
- Document: 2000; Notice of Appraised Value; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Upton Co Appraisal District; Owner ID: N5253000
- Document: Sep. 30, 2000; Tax Receipt; from Upton County Appraisal District
- Document: 1999; Notice of Appraisal Value; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Upton Co Appraisal District; Owner ID: N5253000
- Document: Oct. 10, 1996; Tax Receipt; Owner ID: N525300
- Document: 1996; Tax Statement; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Upton Co Appraisal Dist; Owner ID: N525300
- Document: May 30, 1995; Tax Receipt; to Jerome J. O’Brien; Owner ID: N5253000
- Document: Oct. 11, 1995; Tax Receipt; to Jerome J. O’Brien; Owner ID: N5253000
- Document: 1995; Notice of Appraised Value; from Upton Co Appraisal District; to Jerome J. O’Brien; Owner ID: N5253000
- Document: Nov. 8, 1994; Tax Receipt; to Jerome J. O’Brien; Owner ID: N5253000
- Document: 1994; Tax Statement (Corrected Notice); to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Upton Co Appraisal Dist; Owner ID: N5253000
- Document: 1994; Notice of Appraised Value; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Upton Co Appraisal District; Owner ID: N5253000
- Document: Nov. 16, 1993; Tax Receipt; to Jerome J. O’Brien; Owner ID: N5253000
o Document: Oct. 21, 1992; Tax Receipt; to Jerome J. O'Brien; Owner ID: N5253000

o Document: Oct. 25, 1991; Tax Receipt; to Jerome J. O'Brien; Owner ID: N5253000


o Letter: Apr. 18, 1958; to fifty-two (52) individual/businesses; from Gene Wilson, Lone Star Producing Company; regarding Land Dept-LP-T-ML-#5729; regarding purchase of casinghead gas from lease; regarding submission of division order; request to execute and return copy; Well No. B-1


o Letter: Apr. 18, 1958; to fifty-two (52) individual/businesses; from Gene Wilson, Lone Star Producing Company; regarding Land Dept-LP-T-ML-#5729; regarding purchase of casinghead gas from lease; regarding submission of division order; request to execute and return copy; Well No. B-1

o Receipt: Dec. 16, 1957; State and County Tax Receipt for 1957; to Jerome J. O'Brien; Compt. No. V59795; Receipt No. 4795

o Receipt: Nov. 1, 1957; McCamey Independent School District; Tax Receipt; to Jerome J. O'Brien; No. 2353

o Letter: Oct. 25, 1957; to Jerome J. O'Brien; from G.C. Pauley, Tax Collector; regarding enclosed tax statement for interest in Wilshire Oil Co. lease; regarding ownership list on property; request for prompt payment

o Receipt: Oct. 25, 1957; McCamey Independent School District; to Jerome J. O'Brien; Tax Receipt No. 2094

o Receipt: Oct. 15, 1957; State and County Tax Receipt for 1957; to Jerome J. O'Brien; No. 3832

o Letter: Sep 3, 1957; to Texas Pacific Coal and Oil Company, Attn: Title and Rental Department; from Jerome J. O'Brien; regarding 5624, Accts. Nos. 1 and 2; regarding attached executed division orders

o Letter: Aug. 12, 1957; to owners of interest; from E.J. Robbins, Manager, T. and R. Dept., Texas Pacific Coal and Oil Company; regarding 5624-Jacobs Livestock Company, Acct. No. 2 Upton County, Texas; regarding attached duplicate copies of division order for gas produced from 5624 lease; request to executive and return copy

o Letter: Aug. 12, 1957; to owners of interest; from E.J. Robbins, Manager, T. and R. Dept., Texas Pacific Coal and Oil Company; regarding 5624-Jacobs Livestock Company, Acct. No. 2 Upton County, Texas; regarding attached duplicate copies of division order for gas produced from 5624 lease; request to executive and return copy
Company, Acct. No. 1 Upton County, Texas; regarding attached duplicate copies of division order for gas produced from 5624 lease; request to executive and return copy

- Document: Aug. 12, 1957; Division Order-Gas; 5624, Acct. No. 1; S/2 of SW/4 of N/2 of Section 98, William Patterson Survey, Certificate No. 324, Abstract No. 1270; attached: Exhibit –A‖; Division of Interest; 5624-Jacobs Livestock Company, Acct No. 1

- Document: Aug. 12, 1957; Division Order-Gas; 5624, Acct. No. 2; N/2 of NE/4 of S/2 of Section 98, William Patterson Survey, Certificate No. 324, Abstract No. 1270; attached: Exhibit –A‖; Division of Interest; 5624-Jacobs Livestock Company, Acct. No. 2

- Letter: Apr. 29, 1957; to Lone Star Producing Company, Attn: Gene Wilson; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding land Dept-LP-T-ML-#5729; regarding returned executed copy of division order for two tracts of land

- Note: n.d.; to Margaret; from “Jerry” [?]; regarding instructions to witness signature and return one copy with letter transmittal

- Letter: Apr. 26, 1957; to forty-three (43) individuals/businesses; regarding Lands Dept-LP-T-ML-#5729; regarding division order and instructions to execute and return

- Letter: Apr. 26, 1957; to forty-nine (49) individuals/businesses; regarding Lands Dept-LP-T-ML-#5729; regarding division order and instructions to execute and return

- Letter: Mar. 7, 1957; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Clyde N. Stone, Wilshire Oil Company of Texas; regarding enclosed division order and request to execute and sign with two witnesses and return

- Letter: Feb. 25, 1957; to H.L. Hunt; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding D/O G17-1714 Lone Star Producing Co. Jacobs Livestock –A” Lease; regarding enclosed executed copy of division order

- Letter: Feb. 20, 1957; to interest owner; from Robert H. Russell, H.L. Hunt; regarding G17-1714 Lone Star Producing Company’s Jacobs Livestock –A” Lease; regarding enclosed division order to be executed and returned

- Letter: Jan. 9, 1957; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Ford M. Graham; regarding original deeds Hudson sold to John J. Graham; request for next step to take in order to put them in order

- Letter: Jan. 3, 1957; to J.J. O’Brien; cc: Ford Graham; from Joe B. Hudson; regarding Section 98 Royalty, Upton County, Texas; regarding incorrect interest numbers on royalty; request to straighten out problems

- Article Clipping: n.d.; unknown source; “Upton Project Flows Heavily in Ellenburger”
DO NOT CITE

- Article Clipping: Sep. 18, 1956; unknown source; "2nd Well Finaled in Upton Field"
- Article Clipping: n.d.; unknown source; "Devonian Is Third Pay for Upton Field"
- Article Clipping: n.d.; unknown source; no title
- Article Clipping: Feb. 20, 1956; The Oil and Gas Journal; "Texas Test Hits: Flush Production from Ellenburger Assured in Upton County Well"
- Map: n.d.; Ira Rinehart’s Oil and Gas Digest; Wilshire
- Letter: Dec. 17, 1956; to H.L. Hunt; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Division Order, G17-1717 Heluma Field, Upton County, Texas; regarding enclosed, executed division order
- Letter: Dec. 11, 1956; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Clyde N. Stone, Wilshire Oil Company of Texas; regarding enclosed division order covering crude oil sale from Jacobs Livestock Well #34-98; request to execute and return one copy with witnessed signature
- Letter: Sep. 13, 1956; to Gulf Oil Corporation, Attn: C.V. Gauntt; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Texas-Pacific Coal and Oil Co.-Jacob’s Livestock Lease #2, Upton County, Texas; regarding enclosed, executed division orders
- Letter: Aug. 31, 1956; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from C.V. Gauntt, Gulf Oil Corporation; regarding Texas Pacific Coal and Oil Co.-Jacobs Livestock Company Lease, Account No. 2 Upton County, Texas; regarding enclosed division order and request to execute, sign with witness and return if satisfactory
- Letter: Jul. 26, 1956; to Gulf Oil Corporation, Attn: C.V. Gauntt; cc: Messers. Cerf, Hudson and McMillan; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Texas Pacific Coal and Oil Co.-Jacobs Livestock Co. Lease, Account No. 1 Upton County, Texas; regarding two attached executed copies of division orders; information of the mailing address of parties on division order
- Letter: Jul. 24, 1956; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from C.V. Gauntt, Gulf Oil Corporation; regarding Texas Pacific Coal and Oil Co.-Jacobs Livestock Company Lease, Account No. 1 Upton County, Texas; regarding enclosed division order and request to execute, sign with witness and return if satisfactory
- Letter: Mar. 1, 1956; to J.J. O’Brien; from Colman G. Casey; regarding enclosed Estimation of Reserves for Texas Pacific Coal and Oil Company #1 Jacobs Livestock Company; regarding reserve figures
- Letter: Feb. 28, 1956; to Mr. F. Cooper; from R.M. Leibrock, Leibrock and Landreth; regarding estimation of reserves for Texas Pacific Coal and Oil Company No. 1 Jacobs Livestock Company, Section [28], Block 2, G.W. Paterson Survey, Upton County, Texas; regarding examination requested for reservoir data
- Letter: Feb. 13, 1956; to J.J. O’Brien; cc: H.B. Parker; from Robert E. Tisdale; regarding Royalty #501, Upton County; regarding completed sale and assignment
to employees of 40 royalty acres; request to ascertain that procedure is in accordance with royalty plan provisions

- Letter: Jan. 17, 1956; to H. Bryce Parker, Monterey Oil Company; from John, Monterey Oil Company; regarding two enclosed royalty deeds; request to record both deeds

- Letter: Jan. 13, 1956; to J.J. O’Brien; from Bryce Parker; regarding attached Assignment of eighteen royalty deeds in Upton County, Texas to be sold to Ralph Lea for $1,000.00 per acre; regarding additional six acres to be sold to Ralph Lea; regarding Ralph Lea’s name inserted as Grantee in original conveyances

- Letter: Feb. 19, 1955; to J.J. O’Brien; from John R. McMillan; regarding attached check ($33.33) for share of expense of having Turpin, Kerr and Smith examine title on Ralph Lea Royalty

- Invoice: Dec. 13, 1955; to J.R. McMillan and Joe B. Hudson; title examination on Ralph Lea Royalty Turpin Kerr and Smith; $100.00

- Letter: Oct. 28, 1955; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Bryce Parker; regarding Royalty #501-Upton-Texas; regarding prepared conveyance and request for approval; regarding leaving grantee space blank

- Invoice: October 1955; charges to J.J. O’Brien Account; Pd Ck# 1452

- Letter: Nov. 2, 1955; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Bryce Parker; regarding enclosed royalty conveyances from O’Brien to Joe B. Hudson and John R. McMillan for approval

- Letter: Nov. 3, 1955; to Joe Hudson; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Royalty purchase, Sec. 98, Abstract 1270 Upton County, Texas; regarding statement of accounts covering purchase of royalty interests

- Note: n.d.; J.J. O’Brien Portion of Upton Royalty; Pd Ck # 1437

- Note: n.d.; various notes regarding title examination regarding Turpin Kerr and Smith

- Letter: Oct. 26, 1955; to C. J. Cerf; cc: Jerome J. O’Brien and Joe B. Hudson; from Bryce Parker; regarding Royalty Purchase, Upton County, Texas; regarding requested, enclosed check of Jerome J. O’Brien for $3,250 made payable to Ralph Lea

- Letter: Oct. 25, 1955; to Bryce Parker; from Charles J. Cerf; regarding Royalty Purchase-Upton County; request for check in sum of $3250 payable to Ralph Lea

- Letter: Oct. 28, 1955; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Bryce Parker; regarding request for approval of royalty conveyances; regarding enclosed royalty conveyance and instructions on inserting grantee name

- Receipt: Nov. 7, 1955; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Post Office Department; receipt for received article No. 5284
o Invoice: Nov. 12, 1955; from Jerome J. O’Brien; to Mrs. Nancy K. Daugherty, County and District Clerk, Dr.; instrument: RD; from: Ralph lea; to: Jerome J. O’Brien; fee: $1.50; Pd Ck #1446

o Letter: Nov. 3, 1955; to John R. McMillan; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding royalty purchase, Sec. 98, Abstract 1270 Upton County, Texas; itemized statement of accounts covering purchase of royalty interest

o Letter: Nov. 3, 1955; to Joe D. Hudson; cc: John R. McMillan and Jerome J. O’Brien; from Bryce Parker; regarding instruments in connection with N/2 and E/2 of S/2 of Section 98. Abst. 1270, Upton County, Texas; regarding attached Photostat; regarding various information about Upton County Royalty

o Letter: Oct. 31, 1955; to J.J. O’Brien; from Charles J. Cerf; regarding Royalty Purchase-Upton County, Texas; regarding enclosed royalty deed from Ralph Lea and various information

o Letter: Sep. 20, 1955; to Jerry O’Brien; from Joe B. Hudson; regarding enclosed personal check for $2,000 in payment of part of West Texas royalty acquisition

o Letter: Oct. 26, 1955; to C.F. Cerf, Charlie; cc: Jerome J. O’Brien and Joe B. Hudson; from Bryce Parker; regarding enclosed personal check from Jerome J. O’Brien for $3,250.00

- Folder: Upton Co. (Bell) Royalty-Texas; Jacobs Livestock Prospects (B)
  o Document: Jul. 7, 2006; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Cyndi Reyes, Senior Analysis, JDMI; regarding offer to purchase all of interest in oil, gas and mineral royalties from any and all lands located in Upton County, Texas, owned by your or standing in your name
  o Document: Jul. 11, 2006; Universal, County-Wide, Sale, Conveyance and Assignment of Mineral and Royalty Interests; signed by Jerome J. O’Brien; see deed/grant for land details
  o Document: n.d.; Instructions to All Interest Owners; Oryx Energy Company
  o Document: Nov. 12, 1993; Oil and Gas Division Order; Oil Property Number: 563741-00000; Gas Property Number: 563741-00000; Property Name: Jacobs Livestock D #2; Oryx Energy Company
  o Letter: Feb. 1, 1993; to Texas Oil Interest Owner; from Liddy A. Kimmel, Division Order and Contracts, Marathon Oil Company; regarding request to execute document if in agreement with division order;
  o Document: n.d.; Instructions for Division Orders
  o Document: Jan. 29, 1993; Basic Division Order; Property Name: Jacobs Livestock C 01; signed
  o Document: Jan. 29, 1993; Basic Division Order; Property Name: Jacobs Livestock A-1; signed
  o Document: n.d.; Instructions for Completion of Division Order-Please Read Carefully; GPM Gas Corporation
DO NOT CITE

- Document: Feb. 5, 1993; Gas Division Order; Lease Name: Jacobs Livestock –C” #1; signed
- Document: Feb. 4, 1993; Gas Division Order; Lease Name: Jacobs Livestock C #2; signed
- Document: Jan. 29, 1993; Basic Division Order; Property Name: Jacobs Livestock C 02; signed
- Letter: Feb. 1, 1993; to Texas Oil Interest Owner; from Liddy A. Kimmel, Division Order and Contracts, Marathon Oil Company; regarding H173405; regarding division order to be executed and returned
- Document: n.d.; Instructions for Division Orders
- Document: Jan. 29, 1993; Basic Division Order; Property Name: Jacobs Livestock; signed
- Document: n.d.; Instructions to All Interest Owners; Sun [Refining] and Marketing Company
- Document: Oct. 6, 1986; Division Order; Wilshire Oil Co. of Texas-Livestock 1-D; signed
- Letter: Jan. 9, 1986; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Mary F. Villarreal, Associate Division Order, Title Analyst, Enserch Exploration Inc.; regarding EE-T-ML-#5729 Jacobs Livestock #1 (Sunniland) Upton County, Texas; regarding incorrect property description on captioned well on division order dated Dec. 30, 1985; changed to N/2 NW/4 S/2 of Section 98 William Patterson Survey
- Letter: Nov. 27, 1985; to interest owner; from Mary F. Villarreal, Assoc. Division Order Title Analyst, Enserch Exploration Inc.; regarding EE-T-ML-#5729 Jacobs Livestock #1 Upton Co., Texas Prop. No. 865729-11-08; regarding enclosed division order to be executed and returned; regarding instructions for executing division order
- Document: Nov. 22, 1985; Division Order; File No. EE-T-ML-#5729; EP Operating Co.’s-Jacob’s Livestock No.1; signed
- Document: Dec. 27, 1990; Division Order Contract; Property No. 404977-00000; Property Name: Jacobs Livestock 1B; signed
- Letter: Feb. 14, 1985; to all interest owners; from B.W. Williams, PPG Division Orders, Phillips Petroleum Company; regarding 10362 Phillips Lease #12561 Livestock –B” #1 Upton County, Texas; regarding request to execute division order and return; regarding instructions for executing division order
- Document: Feb. 14, 1985; Revised Division Order; Lease Name: Livestock –B” #1; signed
- Letter: Apr. 15, 1984; to royalty owner; from Sun Exploration and Production Company; regarding Form 6783 for exemption from Windfall Profit Tax; regarding instructions to complete form
o Document: Apr. 2, 1984; Oil and Gas Division Order No. 563735; Jacobs Livestock B" #2; signed

o Letter: Feb. 15, 1984; to interest owner; from Lance Riley, Division Order Department, Sun Exploration and Production Company; regarding property number 602278 Sun E & P Company-Jacobs Livestock B Upton County, Texas; regarding two enclosed division orders to be executed and returned; request for addresses of additional owners

o Letter: n.d.; to royalty owner; from Sun Exploration and Production Company; regarding Form 6783 for exemption from Windfall Profit Tax; regarding instructions to complete form

o Document: Feb. 15, 1984; Oil and Gas Division Order No. 602278; Jacobs Livestock B"; signed

o Letter: Dec. 30, 1985; to interest owner; from Mary F. Villarreal, Assoc. Division Order Title Analyst, Enserch Exploration Inc.; regarding EE-T-ML-#5729 Jacobs Livestock #1 (Sunniland) Upton Co., Texas Prop. No. 865729-02-09; regarding enclosed division order to be executed and returned; regarding instructions for executing division order

o Document: Dec. 30, 1985; Division Order; File No.: EE-T-ML-#5729; Prop. No. 865729-02-09; EP Operating Co.'s-Jacob's Livestock #1 (Sunniland); signed

o Letter: May 2, 1984; to Stubbeman, McRae, Sealy, Laughlin and Browder Inc., Attn: James E. Haas; cc: Jerome J. O'Brien and B.W. Williams; from John R. McMillan; regarding 103602 Phillips OL#12561 Livestock B" #1 Upton County, TX; various information regarding property; various hand written notes on back

o Map/Diagram: October 1956; Ira Rinehart's Oil and Gas Digest; Plat Source: Southwest Mapping Company; LCG Source: West Texas Electrical Log Serv.; Upton County, Heluma Fld. New Oil Pay; Kelly Grid: 37S-22W

o Letter: Oct. 5, 1982; to Interest Owner; from Michael L. Johnson, Division Order Department, Sun Exploration and Production Company; regarding division order 563734 Jacobs Livestock C; request for division order to be executed and returned

o Document: Oct. 5, 1982; Oil and Gas Division Order No. 563734; Jacobs Livestock C; Upton County, Texas; N/2 SE/4 S/2 Section 98, William Patterson Survey A-1270; signed

o Letter: Jun. 3, 1981; to Interest Owner; from Heloyce Hayden, Sr. Division Order Title Analyst, Enserch Exploration; regarding EE-T-ML #5729 Jacob Livestock B  No. 1; Upton County, Texas; regarding instructions for executing division order

o Document: Jun. 2, 1981; Division Order; File No. EE-T-ML-#5729; 005729-10; signed
Letter: Aug. 29, 1980; to gentlemen; from R.E. Heitz, Koch Oil Company; regarding H.L. Hunt Pipeline System Upton County, TX; request to execute and return division order

Document: Aug. 29, 1980; Division Order; Koch Oil Company; Jacobs Livestock #1-D Kease 46313; S/2 SE/4 of N/2 Section 98, Certificate 324, A-1270, William Patterson Original Grantee; signed

Letter: Aug. 29, 1980; to Gentlemen; from R.E. Heitz; regarding H.L. Hunt Pipeline System Upton County, TX; regarding enclosed division order to be signed and returned

Document: Aug. 29, 1980; Division Order; Koch Oil Company; Jacobs Livestock #1-D Kease 46313; S/2 SE/4 of N/2 Section 98, Certificate 324, A-1270, William Patterson Original Grantee

Letter: Sep. 8, 1955; to Gentlemen; from Robert M. Turpin, Turpin, Kerr and Smith; regarding Cody Bell 1/24 of 1/8 Royalty N/2 and E/2 of S/2 of Section 98, Abstract 1270, Certificate 324 William C. Patterson, Grantee, Upton County, Texas; negative image

Document: Sept. 1, 1955; The State of Texas, County of Upton; 26012 legal document; signed by Cody M. Bell

Document: Sept. 1, 1955; The State of Texas, County of Upton; 26013; legal document; signed by John D. H. Tester, trustee

Deed: Oct. 20, 1955; Royalty Deed; grantor: Ralph Lea; grantees: Jerome J. O’Brien; Upton County, Texas; S ½ of Section 98, William G. Patterson, Original Grantee, Certificate 324, Abstract 1270, containing 640 acres, more or less; negative image

Deed: Nov. 3, 1955; Royalty Deed; grantor: Jerome J. O’Brien; grantee: Joe B. Hudson; Upton County, Texas; S ½ of Section 98, William G. Patterson original grantee, Certificate 324, Abstract 1270, containing 640 acres, more or less

Deed: Nov. 3, 1955; Royalty Deed; grantor: Jerome J. O’Brien; grantees: John R. McMillan; Upton County, Texas; S ½ of Section 98, William G. Patterson original grantee, Certificate 324, Abstract 1270, containing 640 acres, more or less

Deed: Oct. 20, 1955; Royalty Deed; grantor: Ralph Lea; grantees: Jerome J. O’Brien; Upton County, Texas; S ½ of Section 98, William G. Patterson, Original Grantee, Certificate 324, Abstract 1270, containing 640 acres, more or less

Deed: Oct. 20, 1955; Royalty Deed; grantor: Ralph Lea; grantees: Jerome J. O’Brien; Upton County, Texas; S ½ of Section 98, William G. Patterson, Original Grantee, Certificate 324, Abstract 1270, containing 640 acres, more or less

Deed: Nov. 3, 1955; Royalty Deed; grantor: Jerome J. O’Brien; grantee: Joe B. Hudson; Upton County, Texas; S ½ of Section 98, William G. Patterson original
grantee, Certificate 324, Abstract 1270, containing 640 acres, more or less; negative image

- Document: Oct. 29, 1955; The State of Texas, County of Upton; signed by Jerome J. O’Brien, Joe B. Hudson, and John R. McMillan; negative image
- Document: Oct. 29, 1955; The State of Texas, County of Upton; signed by Jerome J. O’Brien; negative image; small size
- Deed: Nov. 3, 1955; Royalty Deed; grantor: Jerome J. O’Brien; grantee: John R. McMillan; Upton County, Texas; S ½ of Section 98, William G. Patterson original grantee, Certificate 324, Abstract 1270, containing 640 acres, more or less; negative image; small size
- Document: n.d.; The State of Texas, County of Upton; unsigned
- Document: Oct. 27, 1955; The State of Texas, County of Upton; signed by Jerome J. O’Brien
- Document: n.d.; The State of Texas, County of Upton; unsigned
- Document: n.d.; The State of Texas, County of Upton; unsigned
- Document: Oct. 29, 1955; The State of Texas, County of Upton; signed by Jerome J. O’Brien
- Document: n.d.; The State of Texas, County of Upton; unsigned
- Document: Oct. 29, 1955; The State of Texas, County of Upton; signed by Jerome J. O’Brien
- Document: n.d.; The State of Texas, County of Upton; unsigned
- Document: Oct. 29, 1955; The State of Texas, County of Upton; signed by Jerome J. O’Brien
- Document: n.d.; The State of Texas, County of Upton; unsigned
- Document: Sept. 1, 1955; The State of Texas, County of Upton; No. 26013; signed by John D. H. Tester, Trustee

- **Folder: Statistics-California**
  - Document: 1960; Income Statement-Producing Operations
  - Document: n.d.; Significant Statistics; California Fields and Pools
  - Memo: Apr. 27, 1966; to Conservation Committee; from Wm. R. Wardner; regarding brief summary and statistical notes-California Petroleum Situation
  - Report: Jul. 22, 1966; Publisher's Letter on the Oil Outlook: A Special Midyear Report from World Oil
  - Chart: 1946; Comparative Value of 1946 Wildcat Discoveries in South Texas

- **Folder: Programs**
  - Document: January 1967; schedule; Activities and Projects
  - Document: January 1967; schedule; Activities and Projects; includes descriptions of “Activities in Progress”, “Prado-Corona Field” and “Union Bank Property; Torrance Field, Kleinmeyer Lease
  - Document: December 1966; schedule; Activities and Projects
  - Document: November 1966; schedule; Activities and Projects

- **Folder: Colonial Production Company; Corporate Data**
DO NOT CITE

- Document: Feb. 25, 1972; Amended Statement and Designation by Foreign Corporation (x4)
- Check: 1980 (ineligible); to Secretary of State of Texas; from Colonial Production Company; No. 022758; $10.00
- Envelope: n.d.; addressed to Bob Bullock, Comptroller of Public Accounts
- Letter: 1989; to [Jerome O'Brien]; from Jack M. Rains, Secretary of State; regarding attached form to be filled out for change of name or address of registered agent; regarding fees to be paid
- Letter: Aug. 1, 2003; to Colonial Production Co.; cc: Registered Agent; from Ann Echols, Bureau Chief, New Mexico Public Regulation Commission; regarding enclosed Certificate of Cancellation of corporation’s corporate status
- Document: May 12, 1989; Statement of Change of Registered Office or Registered Agent or Both by a Profit Corporation; signed by Jerome J. O’Brien
- Document: 1980; Statement of Change of Registered Office or Registered Agent, or Both, by a Texas Domestic Corporation; signed by J.J. O’Brien (x2)
- Document: 1984; Franchise Tax Public Information Report
- Certificate: Mar. 3, 1982; State of California, Office of the Secretary of State; certification that annexed transcript is full, true and correct; signed by March Fong Eu, Secretary of State
- Document: Feb. 22, 1982; Certificate of Surrender of Right to Transact Intrastate Business; filed and endorsed
- Document: n.d.; Texas – Schedule of Reports and Taxes; CT Corporation System
- Document: Nov. 5, 1971; Railroad Commission of Texas, Oil and Gas Division; Organization Report
- Document: n.d.; Railroad Commission of Texas, Oil and Gas Division; Organization Report; blank form
- Letter: Apr. 23, 1976; to C.T. Corporation System; from Jerome J. O’Brien, Colonial Production Company; request to engage C.T. Corporation as registered agent for the state of Texas
- Document: May 21, 1976; Form Promulgated by Secretary of State; Statement of Change of Registered Office of Registered Agent, or Both, by a Texas Domestic Corporation (x3)
- Letter: May 10, 1976; to Jerome J. O’Brien, President; cc: Stubbeman, McRae, Sealy, Laughlin and Browder, Attn: W.F. Pennebaker; from Louis A. Lotorto, Assistant Vice President, C T Corporation System; regarding request for representation service in Texas; request to represent in California as well
- Letter: May 20, 1976; to C.T. Corporation; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed check and executed forms; decline for representation in California
- Invoice: n.d.; to Stubbeman McRae Sealy Laughlin and Browder; from C T Corporation System; regarding Colonial Production Company (Tex.)
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- Letter: June 18, 1976; to W.F. Pennebaker, Messrs. Stubbeman, McRae, Sealy, Laughlin and Browder; from Betty White, Service Division, C T Corporation System; regarding Certificate of Change of Registered Office and Agent being filed in State of Texas
- Letter: Jun. 8, 1976; to Betty White; from Mark White, Secretary of State; regarding record of change or registered agent; payment acknowledged
- Document: May 21, 1976; Form Promulgated by Secretary of State; Statement of Change of Registered Office or Registered Agent, or Both, by a Texas Domestic Corporation
- Letter: Nov. 4, 1971; to Jerome J. O’Brien c/o Colonial Production Company; from Charles J. Cerf; thanks for appointment to serve on the Board of Directors of Colonial Production Company; regarding details of appointment; regarding correct address of John Hostetler
- Letter: Nov. 5, 1971; to Charles J. Cerf; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding letter received with decision to join board; regarding enclosed data on Colonial; regarding enclosing letterheads
- Document: May 9, 1969; Annual Stockholders’ Meeting; signed
- Letter: Apr. 14, 1969; to The Corporation Company; from Albert P. Benavides, Director, State Corporation Commission, Franchise Tax Department; regarding Colonial Production Company and franchise tax amount due
- Letter: Dec. 12, 1968; to Janet Withers, Nevada Corporation Agency Co.; from Thomas M. O’Brien; regarding enclosed Certificate No. 1981 through 1989 in amount of 90,000 shares of Twentieth Century Oil Company’s stock; request to reissue shares
- Receipt: Jul. 1, 1968/69; Workmen’s Compensation; State of New Mexico; $64.00
- Receipt: Jul. 1, 1968/69; General Liability Non-Owned Automobiles; $113.00
- Letter: Dec. 12, 1968; to Eugene Gregg; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding application for qualification of Colonial Production Company; enclosed documents
- Letter: Apr. 12, 1966; to Kellis Dibrell, Dibrell, Gardner, Dotson and Coulter; from John L. Hill, Secretary of State and Ivon Lee, III, Legal Counsel; regarding record of Articles of Incorporation filed; regarding future annual franchise tax return and fees
- Document: n.d.; Statement and Designation by Foreign Corporation; signed
- Certificate: Mar. 28, 1968; Certificate of Authority of Colonial Production Company; State of New Mexico
Certificate: Apr. 7, 1966; Certificate of Incorporation of Colonial Production Company Charter No. 223264

Note: n.d.; to Mr. O’Brien; from Kathy; regarding previously obtained federal id no. for Colonial Production Company, 75-1246725

Letter: Mar. 25, 1968; to Willard B. Winn; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed executed copies of letter agreement relative to individual liability on the UCB $75,000

Letter: Mar. 21, 1968; to Willard B. Winn and Jerome J. O’Brien; from Maurice Jones, Jr.; regarding purchase of interesting in oil and gas leasehold estate; regarding various agreements among parties; signed

Letter: Mar. 18, 1968; to C T Corporation System; from W.F. Pennebaker; regarding enclosed copies of executed documents for qualification of Colonial Production Company in state of New Mexico; enclosed Colonial check

Letter: Mar. 26, 1968; to W.F. Pennebaker c/o Stubbeman, McRae, Sealy and Laughlin; cc: Myron Anderson; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed photocopy of Charter of subject Corporation

Letter: Mar. 25, 1968; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Kathy, secretary to Mr. Anderson; regarding Mr. Pennebaker’s request for photocopy of charters as filed with the Secretary of State of Texas

Letter: Mar. 27, 1968; to Petroleum Associates, Inc., Attn: Myron Anderson, President; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed check for final payment for Petroleum Associates interest in the Jicarilla-Apache leases; regarding visit to complete unfinished transactions; request for Pennebaker to record assignment in Rio Arriba County and draft BLM assignment approval papers (x2)


Letter: Mar. 11, 1968; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from John H. Warren; request for copy of current financial statement

Letter: Mar. 14, 1968; to W.F. Pennebaker; cc: Myron Anderson; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed copies of documents for Qualification of Colonial in New Mexico; regarding enclosed check

Letter: Feb. 29, 1968; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Kathy, secretary to Mr. Anderson; regarding enclosed documents for qualification of Colonial Production Company in New Mexico; regarding “real estate development” phrase marked out and request to do same on item 6 of application, franchise tax return and annual report

Invoice: Feb. 23, 1968; to Messrs. Stubbeman, McRae, Sealy and Laughlin; from CT Corporation System; regarding Colonial Production Company $140.00

Letter: Feb. 23, 1968; to W.F. Pennebaker, Messrs. Stubbeman, McRae, Sealy and Laughlin; from C.D. Colston, CT Corporation System; regarding enclosed
DO NOT CITE

necessary documents for qualification of company; enclosed estimate of qualification disbursements and charges

- Document: 1968; Annual Report to the State Corporation Commission of New Mexico
- Document: Mar. 12, 1968; Application for Certificate of Authority
- Letter: Feb. 8, 1968; to Messers. Schneeman, Rees, Hayes, Jones, Foester, Foster, Jr., O’Brien and Anderson; from Louis Rochester, Odessa Office Park; regarding updates on Odessa Office Park; includes document about Odessa Office Park, Co.
- Invoice: Jun. 2, 1966; to J.J. O’Brien; from Law offices of Dibrell, Gardner, Dotson and Coulter; $169.84
- Invoice: Nov. 14, 1966; to Dibrell, Gardner, Dotson and Coulter; from The Clegg Company; Invoice No. 106640; $8.67
- Invoice: Nov. 22, 1965; to Dibrell, Gardner, Dotson and Coulter; from (?) Anderson Company; Invoice No. A 267510; $9.69
- Letter: Oct. 4, 1966; to Colonial Production Company, Attn: Jerome J. O’Brien; from W.T. Wright, Unemployment Tax Supervisor, Texas Employment Commission; regarding request for Form C-1 to be filled out if any employees in state of Texas for Texas Unemployment Compensation Act
- Letter: Aug. 24, 1966; to Myron Anderson; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed signature cards executed
- Letter: Aug. 19, 1966; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Kathryn S. Foster, secretary to Mr. Anderson, Myron Anderson and Co.; regarding request for signature on signature cards of Midland National Bank; enclosed Authority to Procure Loans from Midland National Bank
- Letter: n.d.; to [Jerome O’Brien]; from W.T. Wright, Unemployment Tax Supervisor, Texas Employment Commission; regarding information about unemployment taxes because corporation recently chartered with Secretary of State
- Document: n.d.; Texas Employment Commission, Austin Texas 78701: Instructions for Preparation of Status Report, Form C-1
- Document: n.d.; Texas Employment Commission, Austin Texas; Status Report
- Document: n.d.; Texas Employment Commission, Austin, Texas; Status Report; employer's copy
- Letter: May 9, 1966; to T. Kellis Dibrell; from Jerome J. O’Brien; request to forward the Seal Minute Book and Stock Book to address; regarding telephone conversation with Bill Rhame
Letter: May 26, 1966; to Texas Employment Commission; cc: Myron Anderson; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding corporation having no present employees


Document: Apr. 4, 1966; Articles of Incorporation of Colonial Production Company

Certificate: Feb. 4, 1966; Certificate of Reservation of Corporate Name of Colonial Production Company; The State of Texas Office of the Secretary of State

Document: n.d.; Colonial Production Company: History and Business

Document: n.d.; Colonial Production Company: Officers and Directors

Document: n.d.; Colonial Production Company: History and Business (x2)

Invoice: Jul. 1, 1969; to Gene Gregg; from The Corporation Trust Company; Colonial Production Company Inv. #89087; $17.00

Invoice: Mar. 1, 1969; to Colonial Production Company; from The Corporation Trust Company; New Mexico $50.00

Letter: n.d.; to our customers; from The Corporation Trust Company; regarding increase in charges

Form: Jan. 23, 1969; regarding Colonial Production Company and $13,619.00; faxed copy

Form: Jan. 22, 1969; regarding Colonial Production Company and $5,000.00; faxed copy

Form: Jul. 15, 1967; borrower name: Colonial Production Company; $6700.00

Form: Mar. 2, 1968; regarding Colonial Production Company and $10,000

Form: Mar. 4, 1968; regarding Colonial Production Company and $5000.00

Form: Jul. 15, 1967; borrower name: Colonial Production Company; $6700.00

Form: Apr. 15, 1968; borrower name: Colonial Production Company; $3500.00

Letter: n.d.; to customer; from John T. Stanley, The Midland National Bank; regarding information about importance of signature cards and request to sign and return signature card for bank‘s files

Invoice: Aug. 31, 1967; to Colonial Production Company; from Anderson, Robb and Co.; $25.00

Letter: Jul. 19, 1967; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Myron Anderson; regarding various expenditures and enclosed note

Letter: Jul. 24, 1967; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Kathy, secretary to Mr. Anderson; regarding enclosed note from Colonial Production Company; regarding blank checks from bank

Invoice: Jul. 19, 1967; to Colonial Production Company; from Myron Anderson and Co.; $25.00
Letter: Jul. 20, 1967; to Myron Anderson; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding financial transactions and executed check for fees covering Franchise Tax preparation
Letter: Jul. 7, 1967; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Myron Anderson; regarding prepared and filed franchise tax return
Letter: Mar. 31, 1966; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Kellis Dibrell, Law Offices of Dibrell, Gardner, Dotson and Coulter; regarding application for new charter; request to take care of details of obtaining stock book, minute book and seal
Letter: Mar. 23, 1966; to T. Kellis Dibrell; from Jerome J. O’Brien; request to prepare corporation papers to set up Colonial Production Company
Letter: Mar. 11, 1966; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Kathryn S. Foster, secretary to Mr. Anderson; regarding enclosed Certificate of Reservation of Corporate name of Colonial Production Company

Folder: Colonial Petroleum
- Document: 2004; Tax Statement; Account Number 90306-640-5500
- Invoice: Oct. 31 (no year given); $103.58; corrected invoice
- Letter: Apr. 25, 2002; to Colonial Production Co.; from Vince Maloney; regarding appraisal of property
- Receipt: November 1965; $2,148.19
- Invoice: Dec. 17, 1965 (?); Ashland Oil and Refining Company; $1,874.10
- Invoice: November 1965; Humble Oil and Refining Company; $6.73
- Invoice: November 1965; Pan American Petroleum Corporation; $158.93
- Invoice: October 1965; Tenneco Oil Company; $38.47
- Invoice: Sep/Oct 1965; Texas Oil and Gas Corp.; $18.20; No. 22072
- Invoice: October 1965; Tenneco Oil and Gas Corp; $26.38
- Invoice: August 1965; Ashland Oil and Refining Company; $2,188.34
- Map: n.d.; South Karnes County; East Burnell Area
- Receipt: October 1965; $1175.63
- Invoice: October 1965; Humble; $6.92
- Invoice: October 1965; Pan American; $179.37
- Invoice: September 1965; La Gloria Oil and Gas Company; $21.51
- Invoice: September 1965; Tenneco Oil Company; $48.49
- Invoice: September 1965; Tenneco Oil Company; $6.63
- Invoice: October 1965; Ashland Oil and Refining Company; $2,188.34
- Map: n.d.; Colorado City
- Invoice: August 1965; Ashland Oil and Refining Company; $2009.41; Invoice: May-July 1965; Tenneco Oil Company; $39.02; Invoice: July 1965; La Gloria Oil and Gas Company; $5.13
o Invoice: August 1965; Pan American Petroleum Corporation; $196.73; Invoice: July 1965; Tenneco Oil Company; $49.94
o Invoice: June 1965; Tenneco Oil Company; $48.28; Invoice: Mar-Apr 1965; George Mitchell and Associates, Inc; $3.70; Invoice: July 1965; Pan American Petroleum Corporation; $203.88
o Invoice: January 1966; Pan American Petroleum Corporation $177.98; Invoice: January 1966; Tenneco Oil Company; $6.60; Invoice: January 1966; Humble Oil and Refining Company; $6.15
o Invoice: January 1966; Ashland Oil and Refining Company; $2,213.24; Invoice: Nov-Dec. 1965; La Gloria Oil and Gas Company; $13.49; Invoice: December 1965; Texas Oil and Gas Corp. $14.35; Invoice: n.d.; Tenneco Oil Company; $34.18
o Invoice: June 1965; Pan American Petroleum Corporation; $167.65; Invoice: May 1965; Tenneco Oil Company; $19.56; Invoice: May 1965; Tenneco Oil Company; $48.91
o Invoice: June 1965; Ashland Oil and Refining Company; $1,839.58; Invoice: May 1965; La Gloria Oil and Gas Company; $10.21; Invoice: June 1965; Humble Oil and Refining Company; $6.87
o Invoice: June 1965; La Gloria Oil and Gas Company; $5.09; Invoice: July 1965; Ashland Oil and Refining Company; $1,848.58; Invoice: Jul 1965; Humble Oil and Refining Company; $5.98
o Invoice: February 1966; Pan American Petroleum Corporation; $158.05; Invoice: February 1966; La Gloria Oil and Gas Company; $21.86; Invoice: February 1966; Tenneco Oil Company; $29.88; Invoice: February 1966; Texas Oil and Gas Corp.; $19.84
o Map: n.d.; Payne County, Noble County and Logan County
o Receipt: December 1965; $2,471.35
o Invoice: December 1965; Ashland Oil and Refining Company; $2197.99
o Invoice: November 1965; Tenneco Oil Company; $34.30
o Invoice: November 1965; Tenneco Oil Company; $13.10
o Invoice: December 1965; Tenneco Oil Company; $19.88
o Invoice: November 1965; Texas Oil and Gas Corp.; $12.38
o Invoice: November 1965; La Gloria Oil and Gas Company; $20.53
o Invoice: December 1965; Pan American Petroleum Corporation; $173.17
o Receipt: October 1965; $2,676.44
o Invoice: September 1965; Ashland Oil and Refining Company; $2,193.31
o Invoice: August 1965; Tenneco Oil Company; $50.64
o Invoice: September 1965; Pan American Petroleum Corporation; $179.82
o Invoice: May-August 1965; Texas Oil and Gas Corp; $17.94
o Invoice: August 1965; Tenneco Oil Company; $19.56
- **Folder: Railroad Comm. Of Texas**
  - Document: Railroad Commission of Texas; Oil and Gas Division; Notice; Action by Legislature Results in Form P-5 Refiling Changes
  - Memo: n.d.; to [Colonial Production Co.]; from James C. Bouldin, Railroad Commission of Texas Oil and Gas Division; regarding Form P-5 to be filled out, signed and returned
  - Form: Jan. 23, 1985; Railroad Commission of Texas Oil and Gas Division; Organization Report; Form P-5; Colonial Production Company
  - Memo: n.d.; to [Colonial Production Co.]; from James C. Bouldin, Division Director, Railroad Commission of Texas Oil and Gas Division; regarding Form P-5 to be filled out, signed and returned; includes Organization Report/Form P-5 (Jan. 20, 1984)
  - Memo: n.d.; to [Colonial Production Co.]; from James C. Bouldin, Division Director, Railroad Commission of Texas Oil and Gas Division; regarding Form P-5 to be filled out, signed and returned; includes Organization Report/Form P-5 (Jan. 24, 1982)
DO NOT CITE

- Memo: n.d.; to [Colonial Production Co.]; from James C. Bouldin, Division Director, Railroad Commission of Texas, Oil and Gas Division; regarding Form P-5 to be filled out, signed and returned
- Form: Jan. 22, 1982; Railroad Commission of Texas Oil and Gas Division; Organization Report; Form P-5; Colonial Production Co.
- Form: n.d.; Railroad Commission of Texas Oil and Gas Division; Organization Report; not filled out (x10)
- Memo: n.d.; to [Colonial Production Co.]; cc: District Officers Field Operations Jim Morrow; from James C. Bouldin, Director Production and Proration, Railroad Commission of Texas Oil and Gas Division; regarding changes made in Form W-3 Plugging Report
- Letter: Dec. 1, 1979; to Colonial Production Co.; from James C. Bouldin, Directory Production-Proration, Railroad Commission of Texas Oil and Gas Division; regarding required annual refiling form P-5, organization report due Jan. 15, 1980; regarding prompt attention of desire to continue organization
- Form: Dec. 26, 1979; Railroad Commission of Texas Oil and Gas Division; Organization Report; Form No. P-5; filled out by Jerome J. O’Brien
- Form: n.d.; Railroad Commission of Texas Oil and Gas Division; Organization Report; Form No. P-5
- Form: Nov. 5, 1971; Railroad Commission of Texas Oil and Gas Division; Organization Report; Form No. P-5; filled out by Jerome J. O’Brien
- Letter: Dec. 1, 1976; to Colonial Production Co.; from James C. Bouldin, Directory Production-Proration, Railroad Commission of Texas Oil and Gas Division; regarding required annual refiling form P-5, organization report due Jan. 15, 1977; regarding prompt attention of desire to continue organization
- Letter: Dec. 8, 1975; to Colonial Production Co.; from James C. Bouldin, Directory Production-Proration, Railroad Commission of Texas Oil and Gas Division; regarding required annual refiling form P-5, organization report due Jan. 15, 1976; regarding prompt attention of desire to continue organization
- Letter: Dec. 6, 1974; to Colonial Production Co.; from James C. Bouldin, Directory Production-Proration, Railroad Commission of Texas Oil and Gas Division; regarding required annual refiling form P-5, organization report due Jan. 15, 1975; regarding prompt attention of desire to continue organization
- Letter: Nov. 30, 1973; to Colonial Production Co.; from James C. Bouldin, Directory Production-Proration, Railroad Commission of Texas Oil and Gas Division; regarding required annual refiling form P-5, organization report due Jan. 15, 1974; regarding prompt attention of desire to continue organization
- Document: n.d.; Situations Which Involve the Proper Filing of Forms Where a Lease has Been Sold or Where All the Wells on the Lease have Been Plugged
Letter: Nov. 29, 1971; to Colonial Production Co.; from James C. Bouldin, Director of Production and Proration, Railroad Commission of Texas, Oil and Gas Division; regarding request to refile by Jan. 15, 1972 and new form if changes are made in organization data

Form: n.d.; Railroad Commission of Texas Oil and Gas Division; Organization Report; Form No. P-5; filled out

Folder: Jicarilla-Permits

Letter: Sep. 24, 2004; to Lessees/Operators; cc: Jicarilla Apache Tribe (Fred P. Vigil), Jicarilla BIA (Annette Torivio), NMOCD (Aztec), NMOCD (Santa FE); from Steve Henke, Field Manager, United States Department of the Interior, Bureau of Land Management; regarding change of office to handle all oil and gas operations

Document: Jan. 20, 1984; Jicarilla Apache Tribe; Ordinance of the Tribal Council; Environmental Protection Ordinance; Ordinance No. 84-O-235

Document: Jan. 20, 1984; Ordinance of the Tribal Council; Jicarilla Apache Tribe; Oil and Gas Operating Permits; Ordinance No. 84-R-236

Letter: Nov. 5, 1993; to Colonial Production Company; xc: Permit File; from Olivia J. Wells Oil and Gas Secretary, Oil and Gas Administration; regarding enclosed renewal sticker and rules for permit on Jicarilla Apache Reservation

Form: October 1993; Application for Jicarilla Apache Oil and Gas Operating Permit; Pursuant to Ordinance No. 84-R-236; includes invoice from The Talbert Corporation ($375.00)

Letter: Nov. 6, 1992; to Colonial Production Company; from Rhonda Vicenti, Operating Permits Clerk, Oil and Gas Administration; regarding renewal of operating permit no. 0008

Letter: Oct. 23, 1991; to Colonial Production Company, Attn: Jerome J. O’Brien; from Thurman Velarde, Oil and Gas Administrator, Oil and Gas Administration; regarding renewal of operating permit no. 0008

Invoice: Nov. 9, 1992; Receipt; from Jicarilla Apache Tribe; Budget Operating Account; to Colonial Production Company; $100.00; No. 12603

Form: October 1992; Commercial Lines Policy Declarations

Form: Nov. 28, 1992; Jicarilla Apache Tribe Oil and Gas Operating Permit Application; Pursuant to Ordinance No. 84-R-236

Check: Nov. 4, 1992; to Jicarilla Apache Tribe; from Colonial Production Company; #1247; $100.00

Document: Nov. 4, 1993; Permit Renewal Notice; from Thurman Velarde, Oil and Gas Administrator, Oil and Gas Administration

Letter: Nov. 6, 1992; to Colonial Production Company; from Rhonda Vicenti, Operating Permits Clerk, Oil and Gas Administration; regarding renewal of operating permit no. 0008

Letter: Oct. 23, 1991; to Colonial Production Company, Attn: Jerome J. O’Brien; from Thurman Velarde, Oil and Gas Administrator, Oil and Gas Administration; regarding enclosed renewal sticker for Oil and Gas Operating Permit No. 0008
Document: Oct. 15, 1991; Permit Renewal Notice; from Thurman Velarde, Oil and Gas Administrator

Letter: Dec. 3, 1990; to Colonial Production Company, Attn: Jerome J. O’Brien; x: Permit File; from Thurman Velarde, Oil and Gas Administrator, Oil and Gas Administration; regarding enclosed renewal sticker for Oil and Gas Operating Permit No. 0008

Letter: Nov. 13, 1990; to Jicarilla Apache Tribe, Attn: Coy Antonio; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding operating permit; regarding attached letter policy regarding to subject permit of Colonial Production Company for operations on the Jicarilla Reservation

Document: Oct. 17, 1990; Permit Renewal Notice; from Thurman Velarde, Oil and Gas Administrator, Oil and Gas Administration

Invoice: Oct. 25, 1989; from Jicarilla Apache Tribe; to Colonial Production Company; Oil and Gas operating Permit; $100.00

Letter: Oct. 16, 1989; to all Permittees; from Thurman Velarde, Oil and Gas Administrator, Oil and Gas Administration; regarding enclosed application for renewal of Jicarilla Apache Oil and Gas Operating Permit; request to include certificate of insurance and check for $100.00

Form: November 1990; Jicarilla Apache Tribe Oil and Gas Operating Permit Application; Pursuant to Ordinance No. 84-R-236

Letter: Nov. 10, 1988; to Colonial Production Company, Attn: Jerome J. O’Brien; x: Permit File; from Thurman Velarde, Oil and Gas Administrator, Oil and Gas Administration; regarding enclosed renewal sticker for Oil and Gas Operating Permit No. 0008

Letter: Oct. 18, 1988; to all permittees; from Thurman Velarde, Oil and Gas Administrator; request to update enclosed application for renewal of Jicarilla Apache Oil and Gas Operating Permit; request to include certificate of insurance and check for $100.00

Invoice: Oct. 27, 1987; from Jicarilla Apache Tribe; to Colonial Production Company; Oil and Gas Operating Permit; $100.00

Letter: Oct. 28, 1987; to all permittees; from Thurman Velarde, Oil and Gas Administrator, Oil and Gas Administration; regarding enclosed renewal sticker for Oil and Gas Operating Permit No. 0008

Letter: Oct. 19, 1987; to all permittees; from Thurman Velarde, Oil and Gas Administrator, Oil and Gas Administration; request to update enclosed application for renewal of Jicarilla Apache Oil and Gas Operating Permit
  - Form: n.d.; Application for Jicarilla Apache Oil and Gas Operating Permit; Pursuant to Ordinance No. 84-R-236
DO NOT CITE

- Letter: Oct. 30, 1986; to all permittees; from Thurman Velarde, Oil and Gas Administrator, Oil and Gas Administration; regarding enclosed renewal sticker for Oil and Gas Operating Permit No. 0008
- Letter: Oct. 20, 1986; to all permittees; from Thurman Velarde, Oil and Gas Administrator, Oil and Gas Administration; request to update enclosed application for Jicarilla Apache Oil and Gas Operating Permit; request for Certificate of Insurance and check for $100.00
  - Form: n.d.; Application for Jicarilla Apache Oil and Gas Operating Permit; Pursuant to Ordinance No. 84-R-236
- Letter: Dec. 19, 1985; to James J. Florance; cc: Douglas E. Florance; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Jicarilla Operating permit
- Document: Nov. 15, 1985; Designation of Operator
- Letter: Nov. 19, 1984; to Oil and Gas Administration, Jicarilla Apache Tribe; from Jerome J. O’Brien, Colonial Production Company; regarding enclosed check and application for Oil and Gas Operating Permits
- Form: Nov. 28, 1984; Oil and Gas Operating Permit
- Letter: Dec. 20, 1985; to all permittees; from Thurman Velarde, Oil and Gas Administrator, Oil and Gas Administration; regarding enclosed renewal sticker for Oil and Gas Operating Permit No. 0008
- Form: n.d.; Application for Jicarilla Apache Oil and Gas Operating Permit; Pursuant to Ordinance No. 84-R-236
- Letter: Nov. 2, 1984; to Colonial Production Company, Attn: Jerome J. O’Brien; cc: Vice-President, Dale Vigil; Raleigh Tafoya, Chief of Police; Edwin Sandoval, Director-Game and Fish; Thurman Velarde, Oil and Gas Administrator; Dixon Sandoval, Assistant, Oil and Gas Admin; David Wong, Oil and Gas Account; Harold Tecube, B.I.A. Realty; B. Reid Haltom, Esq.; from Leonard Atole, President, The Jicarilla Apache Tribe; regarding passing of Ordinance No. 84-R-236 requiring permit to conduct oil and gas operations within boundaries of the Jicarilla Apache Reservation
- Document: Jan. 20, 1984; Ordinance of the Tribal Council; Jicarilla Apache Tribe; Oil and Gas Operating Permits; Ordinance No. 84-R-236
- Document Jan. 20, 1984; Jicarilla Apache Tribe; Ordinance of the Tribal Council; Environmental Protection Ordinance; Ordinance No. 84-O-235
- Document: n.d.; Notice; to all oil and gas lessees, operators and purchasing companies doing business on the Jicarilla Apache Reservation; from Jicarilla Apache Tribe; regarding enclosed Oil and Gas Privilege Tax Ordinance No. 85-O-434; regarding privilege tax of 5% of value of production produced and sold or transported off reservation
- Document: Mar. 8, 1985; Jicarilla Apache Tribe; Ordinance of the Tribal Council; Oil and Gas Privilege Tax; Ordinance No. 85-O-434
DO NOT CITE

- Memo: Apr. 12, 1985; to Superintendent, Jicarilla Agency; from Area Directory; regarding Jicarilla Apache Tribal Ordinance No. 85-O-434;
- Form: n.d.; Application for Jicarilla Apache Oil and Gas Operating Permit
  - Letter: Nov. 26, 1985; to all permittees; from Thurman Velarde, Oil and Gas Administrator, Oil and Gas Administration; request to update enclosed application for renewal of Jicarilla Apache Oil and Gas Operating Permit; request for Certificate of Insurance and $100.00

**Folder: Jicarilla – Maps**
- Map: n.d.; Colonial Production Company; Ballard Pictured Cliff Field; Rio Arriba, Co. New Mex.
- Map: n.d.; Jicarilla Apache Leases; Rio Arriba, Co. New Mex.
- Map: n.d.; Colonial Production Company; Ballard Pictured Cliff Field; Rio Arriba, Co. New Mex.
- Map: n.d.; Jicarilla Apache Leases; Rio Arriba, Co. New Mex.
- Map: n.d.; Jicarilla Apache Leases; Rio Arriba, Co. New Mex.
- Map: n.d.; Jicarilla Apache Leases; Rio Arriba, Co. New Mex.
- Map: n.d.; T23N.R4W Rio Arriba Co. New Mexico
- Manuscript: Jan. 1, 1987; Evaluation Summary; list of leases
  - Map: n.d.; Jicarilla Apache Leases; Rio Arriba Co. New Mexico
  - Map: n.d.; [Jicarilla]; R-4-W
  - Map: n.d.; unknown location [Jicarilla]
  - Map: n.d.; unknown location [Jicarilla]
- Map: n.d.; Jicarilla; note attached: “Keese and Thomas Chacon-Jicarilla; NE NE 23-23N-3W; J.D. 7683 Dakota 7315-7325 7338-7345; I.P. 95 B/D and 55 MCF
- Map: n.d.; Jicarilla Apache Leases; Rio Arriba County, New Mexico; T 23 N, R 4 W
- Map: n.d.; unknown location; [Jicarilla]
- Map: n.d.; unknown location; [Jicarilla]
- Map: n.d.; unknown location [Jicarilla]
- Map: n.d.; unknown location [Jicarilla]

**Folder: Publicity Job 92**
- Article Clipping: May 2004; The American Oil and Gas Reporter; –Jerry O’Brien: Oilman Leaves Unique Mark on History” by Brian Schaible, Special Correspondent
- Article Clipping: n.d.; Oak Hills Golf News; –Fairway Feats”
- Article Clipping: Oct. 6, 1996; San Antonio Express-News; –O’Brien Taps a Gusher of Greetings” by Susan Yerkes (x5)
- Article Clipping: [1990]; San Antonio Petroleum Club News; –Happy 90th Birthday Mr. Jerome J. O’Brien” (x2)
DO NOT CITE

- Article Clipping: Winter 1995; UCLA Magazine; –Texas Oiler: Jerry O’Brien „32” by Wendy Soderburg (x4)
- Article Clipping: Nov. 7, 1996; The Times Newspaper; –Collector’s Gallery Opens at McNay” (x2)

**Folder: Old Soldier Mining (513)**

- Receipt: September 1993; Check No. 93784; $25.65; includes Form: Aug. 30, 1993; NYE County, Nevada; Vendor Claim Form; J.J. O’Brien
- Note: Aug. 24, 1993; to J.J. O’Brien; from Nye County Assessor; regarding enclosed vendor claim form #68523
  - Letter: Aug. 13, 1993; to Rena Bailey; cc: Nye County Assessor; from Dino DiCianno, Supervisor, Centrally Assessed Properties, State of Nevada Department of Taxation; request to refund J.J. O’Brien $25.62
  - Document: Aug. 4, 1993; Refund Analysis
- Envelope: Jul. 15, 1993; to Bruce Farrow; from Jerome J. O’Brien; unopened envelope; returned to sender (forwarding order expired)
- Letter: Aug. 6, 1993; to J. J. O’Brien; from Dino DiCianno, Supervisor, Centrally Assessed Properties, State of Nevada, Department of Taxation; regarding request for refund; regarding meeting statutory requirements of NRS 362.115
- Note: Jul. 28, 1993; to Jerry; from Mervin C. Brown; hand written letter regarding move and new address
- Letter: Jul. 15, 1993; to Participants in the Over-riding Royalty Interest in Old Soldier Mine; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding turning over operation of mine to Standard LaFarge Mining and abandonment of project; regarding end of interest held on property; regarding total amount received from interest
- Letter: Dec. 1, 1981; to Mervin C. Brown; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding attached check for interest in Barite sales for 1981; regarding attached tabulation of distribution of interests with checks to be distributed
- Letter: Dec. 1, 1981; to Bruce Farrow; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding attached check for payment of interest in Barite sales for 1981; regarding visit at Rancho SantaFe
- Note: n.d.; hand written address
- Document: 1981; Barite Sales-Old Soldier Mine; Nye Co., Nevada 1981; hand written (x2)
- Document: 1981; Barite Sales-Old Soldier Mine; Nye Co., Nevada 1981; hand written
- Document: 1980; Barite Sales-Old Soldier Mine; Nye Co. Nevada 1980; hand written
DO NOT CITE

- Document: 1980; Barite Sales-Old Soldier Mine; Nye Co. Nevada; 1980
- Letter: Mar. 2, 1981; to Universal Barite Corporation, Attn: Deborah D. Powers, Secretary; from Mervin C. Brown; request for information regarding shares in common stock of Old Soldier Mining Company/Universal Barite Corporation; attached Note: Apr. 16, 1981; to Jerry; from Mervin; hand written note regarding attached letter; request for advice for further action
- Document: Dec. 22, 1980; Net Proceeds of Mines, Royalties Received; Old Soldier Mine; Nye County, Nevada; signed by Jerome J. O’Brien
- Letter: Dec. 24, 1980; to Jerry; from Mervin C. Brown; regarding missing reunion; regarding information on stock and loans to Old Soldier; request for any information on topic
- Letter: Dec. 15, 1980; to Mervin C. Brown; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding dispersing of funds from Standard Slag Co. from sales of Barite from Old Soldier Mine; regarding checks for names on dispersing tabulation to be distributed
- Note: Aug. 19, 1980; to Jerry; from Mervin C. Brown; request for information on company or anything on stocks and loans
- Letter: Aug. 21, 1980; to Deborah D. Powers, Secty; from Jerome J. O’Brien; request for information regarding company name change and status of 25,000 shares of Old Soldier stock
- Document: Aug. 15, 1980; Net Proceeds of Mines; Mine: Old Soldier; Nye County, NV; attached Receipt: Dec. 31, 1980; J.J. O’Brien; No. 1106; $52.55
- Letter: Aug. 8, 1980; to Bernie Merlino; from Jerome J. O’Brien; request for information on estimated tax and payment thereof for Nevada Department of Taxation form 0-325
- Letter: Jul. 23, 1980; to J.J. O’Brien; from Roy E. Nickson, Executive Director, State of Nevada Department of Taxation; regarding net proceeds of mines; late filing penalty; regarding penalty of $17.61 for late filing of net proceeds of mines report for calendar year 1979; regarding NRS 362.230 from Net Proceeds of Mines Law
- Document: Aug. 15, 1980; Net Proceeds of Mines; Mine: Old Soldier; Nye County, NV
- Letter: Aug. 8, 1980; to Bernie Merlino; from Jerome J. O’Brien; request for information on estimated tax and payment thereof for Nevada Department of Taxation form 0-325; includes response with tax rate and instructions
  - Document: Aug. 15, 1980; Net Proceeds of Mines; Mine: Old Soldier; Nye County, NV
Document: Jun. 13, 1980; Universal Barite Corporation; Notice of Annual Meeting of Stockholders

Letter: Jun. 26, 1980; to Mervin C. Brown; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding change of Old Soldier to Universal Barite Corporation and failure to advise shareholders; regarding plans for action

Document: n.d.; County Assessors in the State of Nevada

Chart: Apr. 19, 1973; Old Solidor Mining Co.; Cash Invested by Stockholders through Apr. 19, 1973; note typed on bottom to Jerry; from Mervin; request for advice and information on stock and loans

Letter: Jan. 15, 1974; to Robert Sud, President, Old Soldier Mining Company; from Jerome J. O’Brien; request for proof of worth or worthlessness of interest in the ore payment; regarding action for 1973 returns

Letter: Jul. 3, 1972; to Robert Sud, President, Old Soldier Mining Company; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed check for $2500 as share of funds loaned to company in accordance to decision of company’s board of directors

Document: May 31, 1972; Old Soldier Mining Co. Total Expenditures

Folder: Professional Registrations

Form: 2000; License Renewal Form

Document: 1988; Society of Petroleum Evaluation Engineers‘ Survey; Parameters Used in Property Evaluation

Certificate; 1969; The State of Texas; State Board of Registration for Professional Engineers; Jerome J. O’Brien; small card

Certificate: 1970; State of California; Board of Registration for Civil and Professional Engineers; Jerome J. O’Brien; certificate number: P280; small card

Certificate: 1968-1970; Board of Registration for Civil and Professional Engineers; Certificate No.: P280; small card


Document: 1928-1932; Jerome Joseph O’Brien [College Transcript] (x2)

Document: n.d.; Title 16. Professional and Vocational Regulations; note attached regarding section 2008 pertaining to purchase of individual seals for registered geologists

Form: Jul. 28, 1969; State Board of Registration for Geologists; Application for Registration as a Geologist; Jerome Joseph O’Brien; form filled out

Folder: W.B. Martin-Farm Out

Document: Jul. 27, 1982; Assignment of Operating Rights; note attached: “extra pages”
Letter: Jul. 21, 1983; to W.B. Martin and Associates, Inc.; xc: James J. Florance; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding attached executed division order for wells M&M #2 and Martin-Florance #7; regarding return of unexecuted division order for Martin-Florance #8 and explanation; note attached with address, number and contacts for Great Western Resources

- Letter: Jun. 28, 1983; to Colonial Production Company; from W.B. Martin, W.B. Martin and Associates, Inc.; regarding enclosed natural gas division orders and one oil division order for M&M #2 Well, #7 Martin-Florance Well, and #8 Martin-Florance Well in Rio Arriba County, New Mexico; regarding instructions for executing division orders
- Document: Jul. 21, 1983; Natural Gas Division Order; Well No. M&M #2; signed by Jerome J. O’Brien
- Document: Jul. 21, 1983; Natural Gas Division Order; Well No. #7 Martin-Florance

Document: n.d.; revised text; regarding legal agreement

Map: 1985; Development Program Martin-Whittaker Joint Venture; Rio Arriba and Sandoval Co.’s New Mexico; W.B. Martin and Associates

Letter: Apr. 1, 1987; to W.B. Martin and Associates; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Jicarilla Apache Lease #362 Rio Arriba Co., New Mexico; regarding unfulfilled inquiry for an accounting for the Overriding Royalty Interests on lease

Letter: Sep. 27, 1985; to W.B. Martin and Associates; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Jicarilla Apache Lease #362 Rio Arriba, Co. New Mexico; regarding request for accounting for over-riding interesting on multiple wells

Letter: Aug. 19, 1983; to Colonial Production Company; from W.B. Martin, W.B. Martin and Associates, Inc.; request to execute Natural Gas Division Order and Oil Division Order for #13 Martin-Florance Well, Rio Arriba County, New Mexico; instructions for execution

Letter: Nov. 5, 1982; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Maurice Jones, Jr.; regarding completion of documents to be signed and mailed on to W.S. Martin and Associates

Letter: Oct. 13, 1982; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Maurice Jones, Jr.; regarding Jicarilla Lease #398; regarding signing of documents and mailed to Bill Winn

Letter: Aug. 5, 1983; to Colonial Production Company; from W.B. Martin, W.B. Martin and Associates, Inc.; regarding completion of Natural Gas and Oil division orders for #9 Martin-Florance Well and #11 Martin-Florance Well, Rio Arriba County, New Mexico; regarding instructions for execution

DO NOT CITE

- Letter: Jan. 5, 1983; to Colonial Production Company; from W.B. Martin, Sr.; regarding enclosed, signed copy of Farmout Agreement and Assignment of Operating Rights for Jicarilla Tribal Contract No. 362
- Letter: Sep. 2, 1982; to James J. Florance; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Jicarilla Lease #398; regarding enclosed documents on lease; regarding revisions to page two
  - Document: n.d.; page two or Jicarilla Tribal Contract
  - Letter: Mar. 30, 1982; to W.B. Martin and Associates; Jicarilla Tribal Contract No. 398; page two revised
  - Document: Jul. 27, 1982; Assignment of Operating Rights
- Letter: Aug. 31, 1982; to James J. Florance; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding documents for Jicarilla lease #362 and request for execution and forward to Doug and then Maurice Jones, Jr.; regarding changes to be made to lease #398
- Document: Aug. 20, 1982; Assignment of Operating Rights
- Letter: Jun. 16, 1982; to W.B. Martin and Associates; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed documents for Jicarilla Apache #398
- Letter: Feb. 18, 1982; to Jerry; from Elliott A. Riggs; regarding “AFE’s”
  - Document: n.d.; charts for formations (x4)
- Letter: Apr. 23, 1982; to District Supervisor, Department of Minerals Management, Department of Interior; xc: W.B. Martin; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding updates for Jicarilla Apache Lease #398 Rio Arriba Co. New Mexico
- Map: n.d.; unidentified location
- Letter: Apr. 7, 1982; to Douglas E. Florance c/o James Florance; cc: Jerome J. O’Brien and Billy Martin; from James W. Shelton for Gene F. Daniel, Deputy Minerals Manager, Oil and Gas; regarding instructions pertaining to diligent development terms of the lease; request for action within ninety (90) days
- Letter: Feb. 19, 1982; to Jerome J. O’Brien; cc: Douglas E. Florance c/o James Florance; from Gene F. Daniel, Deputy Minerals Manager, Oil and Gas, United States Department of the Interior; regarding inquiry for instructions if no plan to drill the lessee of record
- Letter: Mar. 17, 1982; to Mr. O’Brien; from Billy Martin, W.B. Martin and Associates; regarding enclosed Designation of Operator forms to be signed and returned
DO NOT CITE

- Document: Mar. 19, 1982; Designation of Operator; Jicarilla Contract #398
- Document: n.d.; Designation of Operator; Jicarilla Contract #362
- Document: Apr. 6, 1982; Designation of Operator; Jicarilla Contact #362
- Document: n.d.; Designation of Operator; Jicarilla Contract #362
- Document: n.d.; Designation of Operator; Jicarilla Contract #362

- **Folder: Bond – Oil and Gas Lease**
  - Letter: Mar. 28, 1994; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from David B. Tentler, Owner Operator, Billco Energy; regarding Florance Properties; regarding request to assist in requesting that Billco Energy be put on bond as an additional operator
    - Document: Aug. 10, 1993; Designation of Operator; Jicarilla Contract 44
    - Document: Aug. 10, 1993; Designation of Operator; Jicarilla Contract 398
  - Letter: Apr. 8, 1994; to Billco Energy, Attn: David B. Tentler; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed copy of Bond Statement
  - Document: n.d.; Permit Renewal Notice; from Thurman Velarde, Oil and Gas Administrator, Jicarilla Apache Tribe
  - Invoice: Mar. 8, 1993; to D.E. Florance c/o Colonial Production Co.; from The Talbert Corporation; $375.00; Invoice No. 12378
  - Letter: Mar. 8, 1993; to D.E. Florance c/o Colonial Production Co.; from Tod Ashby, Miscellaneous Bond Specialist, The Talbert Corporation; regarding renewal billing for 1993-1996 bond period for Bond No. 918A729-O Collective Oil and Gas lease bond to the U.S.A., Bureau of Indian Affairs, Jicarilla Apache Reservation, New Mexico
  - Letter: Mar. 29, 1993; to The Talbert Corporation; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding policy # 918A729-0; regarding designation of Colonial Production Company as name of the insured
  - Letter: Mar. 24, 1993; to Billco Energy; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding renewed copy of Jicarilla Bond for Collective Oil and Gas Operations
  - Invoice: Apr. 16, 1990; to Colonial Production Co.; from The Talbert Corporation; $375.00; Invoice No. 4667
  - Document: May 2, 1966; United States Department of the Interior Bureau of Indian Affairs; Collective Bond
    - Letter: Aug. 16, 1988; to The Talbert Corporation; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Collective oil and gas lease bond 918A729-0; request for copy of policy
    - Invoice: Mar. 17, 1987; to D.E. Florance c/o Colonial Production Co.; from The Talbert Corporation; $375.00; Invoice No. 81420
  - Invoice: Mar. 17, 1987; to D.E. Florance c/o Colonial Production Co.; from the Talbert Corporation; $375.00; Invoice No. 81420
DO NOT CITE

- Invoice: May 18, 1981; to D.E. Florance c/o Colonial Production Company; from The Talbert Corporation; $150.00; Cust. No. 30501-N
- Letter: Aug. 15, 1988; to Jicarilla Apache Tribe; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding copies of Collective Oil and Gas Lease Bond Invoice and Liability Policy covering operations on lease in Rio Arriba county, New Mexico
- Letter: Aug. 16, 1988; to The Talbert Corporation; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Collective oil and gas lease bond 918A729-0; request for copy of policy
- Letter: Mar. 13, 1987; to Douglas E. Florance; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding bond issue for oil and gas lease bond in Jicarillas
- Letter: Mar 11, 1987; to D.E. Florance c/o Colonial Production Co.; from Sheryll Piecrantonio, Account Assistant; regarding renewal of Bond No. 918A729-0; request for current financial statement
- Letter: Aug. 2, 1988; to Colonial Production Company, Attn: Jerome J. O’Brien; cc: Company file; from Thurman Velarde, Oil and Gas Administrator, Jicarilla Apache Tribe; request for current insurance certificate and copy of Collective Oil and Gas Lease Bond #198A729-0
- Invoice: Apr. 13, 1971; to Colonial Production Company; from G.A. Talbert, Inc.; $150.00; Invoice No. 24823
- Invoice: Apr. 8, 1980; to D.E. Florance c/o Colonial Production Company; $150.00; Cust. No. 30501
- Invoice: May 1, 1975; to D.E. Florance c/o Colonial Production Company; $150.00; Cust. No. 30501

- Folder: Gary-Williams Energy; Jicarilla Apache
  - Letter: Dec. 11, 1989; to Gary-Williams Energy Corporation; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding executed division orders
  - Document: n.d.; Instructions to All Interest Owners
  - Document: Dec. 5, 1989; Supplemental Indemnifying Oil Division Order; Lease No. 35022-0
  - Document: Dec. 5, 1989; Supplemental Indemnifying Oil Division Order; Lease No. 35023-0
  - Document: Dec. 5, 1989; Supplemental Indemnifying Oil Division Order; Lease No. 35024-0
  - Document: Dec. 5, 1989; Supplemental Indemnifying Oil Division Order; Lease No. 35025-0
  - Document: Dec. 5, 1989; Supplemental Indemnifying Oil Division Order; Lease No. 35026-0
  - Document: Dec. 5, 1989; Supplemental Indemnifying Oil Division Order; Lease No. 35027-0
  - Document: Dec. 5, 1989; Supplemental Indemnifying Oil Division Order; Lease No. 35028-0
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Document: Dec. 5, 1989; Supplemental Indemnifying Oil Division Order; Lease No. 35029-0
Document: Dec. 5, 1989; Supplemental Indemnifying Oil Division Order; Lease No. 35030-0
Document: Dec. 5, 1989; Supplemental Indemnifying Oil Division Order; Lease No. 35033-0
Document: Dec. 5, 1989; Supplemental Indemnifying Oil Division Order; Lease No. 35040-0

Folder: Great Western Onshore, Inc.; Jicarilla Apache
- Note: n.d.; various notes regarding John Toles and Great Western Resources
- Letter: Dec. 14, 1989; to Colonial Production Company; from Maryann Morgan, Division Order Analyst, Great Western Onshore Inc.; regarding attached Amended Gas division order to be executed and returned
- Letter: Dec. 18, 1989; to Great Western Onshore Inc.; xc: Willard B. Winn; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding executed division order; regarding returned unexecuted division order because no interest held in section
- Document: Dec. 14, 1989; Amended Gas Division Order; well name: Martin-Whittaker #15
- Document: Dec. 14, 1989; Amended Gas Division Order; well name: Martin-Whittaker #17
- Document: Dec. 14, 1989; Amended Gas Division Order; well name: Martin-Whittaker #18
- Document: Dec. 14, 1989; Amended Gas Division Order; well name: Martin-Whittaker #20
- Document: Dec. 14, 1989; Amended Gas Division Order; well name: Martin-Whittaker #21
- Document: Dec. 14, 1989; Amended Gas Division Order; well name: Martin-Whittaker #22
- Document: Dec. 14, 1989; Amended Gas Division Order; well name: Martin-Whittaker #23
- Document: Dec. 14, 1989; Amended Gas Division Order; well name: Martin-Whittaker #24
- Document: Dec. 14, 1989; Amended Gas Division Order; well name: Martin-Whittaker #25
- Document: Dec. 14, 1989; Amended Gas Division Order; well name: Martin-Whittaker #28
DO NOT CITE

- **Folder: Gas Purchasers**
  - **Letter:** Oct. 7, 1992; to Colonial Production Company; from Larry D. Kelly, President, New Mexico Natural Gas, Inc.; regarding interest in purchasing natural gas production in San Juan Basin of New Mexico
  - **Letter:** Oct. 5, 1992; to Land Manager, Colonial Production Co.; from G.R. (Bob) Miller, McDaniel Baty and Nicholson Attorneys at Law; regarding information as new oil and gas attorney in the San Juan Basin; regarding credentials and services offered
    - **Document:** n.d.; resume; G.R. (Bob) Miller; business card attached
    - **Letter:** Aug. 18, 1992; to Thomas O’Brien; from Andrew G. Elliott, Market Development, Vesta Energy Company; regarding description of company; regarding request for Vesta Energy Company to be placed on approved purchaser list; regarding search for long-term transactions related to market based pricing; business card attached
      - **Brochure:** n.d.; Vesta Energy Company; “A Reputation for Quality and Dependability”
      - **Brochure:** n.d.; Vesta: Vesta Energy Company

- **Folder: Federal Energy Administration**
  - **Document:** May 9, 1988; Federal Energy Regulatory Commission; Annual Bill for Jurisdictional Determinations; Bill No. MISCJ80101; Colonial Production Co.
  - **Document:** n.d.; Information Sheet
  - **Letter:** n.d.; to “Who it may Concern”; from Howard Kilchrist, Director, Division of Producer Audits and Pricing, Federal Energy Regulatory Commission; regarding Order No. 362 (Docket No. RM83-50) regarding Commission’s procedures for acknowledging receipt of well category determinations under the Natural Gas Policy Act of 1978; regarding description of new policies; regarding Order No. 394 (Docket No. RM82-30) regarding established fee for Commission review of well category determinations by jurisdictional agencies; regarding description of fee
    - **Document:** n.d.; United States of America Federal Energy Regulation Commission; NGPA Notices of Determination by Jurisdictional Agencies
  - **Document:** Dec. 30, 1974; [Federal] Energy Administration; Oil and Gas Reserves Survey; filled out by Jerome J. O’Brien

- **Folder: Federal Leases**
  - **Form:** December 1968; United States Department of the Interior Bureau of Land Management; Equal Opportunity Compliance Report Certification; not filled out
DO NOT CITE

- Form: November 1966; United States Department of the Interior Bureau of Land Management; Equal Opportunity Compliance Report Certification; not filled out (x3)
- Form: October 1967; United States Department of the Interior Bureau of Land Management; Equal Opportunity Compliance Report Certification; not filled out (x4)
- Form: December 1957; Designation of Operator; not filled out (x3)
- Article: January 1962; “Federal Oil Leases”
- Card: May 1964; United States Department of the Interior Bureau of Land Management; Simultaneous Oil and Gas Drawing Entry Card; Form 4-1664; No. 194-1762
- Letter: Jul. 5, 1966; to Bureau of Land Management; Department of the Interior, Attn: Michael Sloan, Chief, Division of Land and Minerals; from Thomas M. O’Brien. O’Brien Realty; request for copy of current list describing land parcels becoming available in month and several Offer to Lease forms
- Document: n.d.; Federal Oil and Gas Leasing; United States Department of the Interior Bureau of Land Management; Division of Lands and Minerals Program Management and Land Office
- Envelope: n.d.; to Thomas M. O’Brien; from United States Department of the Interior; Bureau of Land Management
- Publication: Apr. 27, 1964; Regulations for Oil and Gas Leases on Federal Public Lands; Parts 3000, 3100, and 3120, Title 43, Code of Federal Regulations; Department of the Interior; Bureau of Land Management; Circular 2139
- Document: n.d.; Geological Survey; Conservation Division Southern Rocky Mountain Area; United States Department of the Interior
- Article Clipping: May 22, 1973; Federal Register; Vol. 38, No. 98; Rules and Regulations: Title 40-Protection of the Environment; Chapter 1-Environmental Protection Agency; Subchapter D-Water Programs; Part 125-National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System”

- Folder: USGS-Regulations
  - Document: Mar. 1, 1979; Notice to Lessees and Operators of Onshore Federal and Indian Oil and Gas Leases (NTL-3A); Reporting of Undesirable Events; United States Department of the Interior; Geological Survey Conservation Division
  - Document: Jun. 1, 1976; Notice to Lessees and Operators of Federal and Indian Onshore Oil and Gas Leases (NTL-6); Approval of Operations; Department of the Interior; Geological Survey Conservation Division
Document: Jun. 1, 1976; Notice to Lessees and Operators of Federal and Indian Onshore Oil and Gas Leases (NTL-6); Approval or Operations; Department of the Interior; Geological Survey Conservation Division

- **Folder: Sagewood Invest., LTD**
  - Letter: Jul. 21, 1986; to Sagewood Investments Ltd., Attn: Doris Kothman; xc: M. Bank Dallas, James J. Florance; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding request for all transactions on lease 362 and 362-1 to be mailed directly; request for documents in order to fulfill request
  - Letter: Jul. 24 [1986]; to Mr. O’Brien; from Doris Rothman, Sagewood Inv. Ltd.; regarding request for direct revenue distribution to Sagewood Investments, Ltd.; regarding thanks for prompt reply; hand written
  - Letter: Jul. 15, 1986; to Jerry O’Brien; from Doris Rothman, General Partner, Sagewood Inv. Ltd.; request and authorization to send checks for leases to Sagewood Investments Ltd.
  - Document: Feb. 19, 1985; Assignment; Doris Rothman

- **Folder: Skelly Oil Com. O.R.R. Lease #44 NE ¼ Sec 5, T23N, 4W; Correspondence**
  - Receipt: Jan. 1, 1970; Outside Interest Summary; Colonial Production Company; Jicarilla-Apache #44
  - Receipt: Dec. 1, 1969; Outside Interest Summary; Colonial Production Company; Jicarilla-Apache #44
  - Receipt: Nov. 1, 1969; Outside Interest Summary; Colonial Production Company; Jicarilla-Apache #44
  - Receipt: Oct. 1, 1969; Outside Interest Summary; Colonial Production Company; Jicarilla-Apache #44
  - Receipt: Sep. 1, 1969; Outside Interest Summary; Colonial Production Company; Jicarilla-Apache #44
  - Receipt: Aug. 1, 1969; Outside Interest Summary; Colonial Production Company; Jicarilla-Apache #44
  - Receipt: Jul. 1, 1969; Outside Interest Summary; Colonial Production Company; Jicarilla-Apache #44
  - Receipt: Jun. 1, 1969; Outside Interest Summary; Colonial Production Company; Jicarilla-Apache #44
  - Receipt: May 1, 1969; Outside Interest Summary; Colonial Production Company; Jicarilla-Apache #44
  - Receipt: Apr. 1, 1969; Outside Interest Summary; Colonial Production Company; Jicarilla-Apache #44
  - Receipt: Mar. 3, 1969; Outside Interest Summary; Colonial Production Company; Jicarilla-Apache #44
  - Receipt: Feb. 3, 1969; Outside Interest Summary; Colonial Production Company; Jicarilla-Apache #44
o Receipt: Jan. 1, 1969; Outside Interest Summary; Colonial Production Company; Jicarilla-Apache #44
o Receipt: Dec. 1, 1968; Outside Interest Summary; Colonial Production Company; Jicarilla-Apache #44
o Receipt: Nov. 1, 1968; Outside Interest Summary; Colonial Production Company; Jicarilla-Apache #44
o Receipt: Oct. 1, 1968; Outside Interest Summary; Colonial Production Company; Jicarilla-Apache #44
o Receipt: Sep. 1, 1968; Outside Interest Summary; Colonial Production Company; Jicarilla-Apache #44
o Receipt: Aug. 1, 1968; Outside Interest Summary; Colonial Production Company; Jicarilla-Apache #44
o Receipt: June 1968; Paso Natural Gas Company; Well Name: Florance Skelly #2
o Receipt: Jun. 25, 1968; Outside Interest Summary; Jicarilla-Apache #44
o Receipt: Jun. 4, 1968; Outside Interest Summary; Colonial Production Company; Jicarilla-Apache #44
o Letter: Jun. 14, 1968; to Colonial Production Company; cc: Crude Oil and Gas Accounting Section-Gas; from William T. Joyce, Lease Records Division, Skelly Oil Company; by Michael A. Cullinan; regarding division order USL #44 covering lease no. 01441 Skelly-Florance #2
  ▪ Document: Mar. 1, 1968; Division Order; Lease No. USL #44 Skelly #01441
o Letter: May 23, 1968; to Skelly Oil Company; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding lease 01441 Skelly-Florance #2; regarding payment of 10% of 8/8
o Receipt: May 23, 1968; Outside Interest Summary; Colonial Production Company; USL lease #44 Skelly #01441-Skelly-Florance #2 (x2)
o Receipt: March 1968; El Paso Natural Gas Company; Well name: Florance Skelly #2
o Letter: May 21, 1968; to Colonial Production Company; from E.R. Cheadle, Supervisor, Owner Settlement and Gas Sales United, Crude Oil and Gas Acctg. Section, Skelly Oil Company; regarding lease no. 01441 Skelly-Florance No. 2; regarding check received and outside interest summary; regarding 10% of gross income after taxes to be received
  ▪ Receipt: May 7, 1968; Outside Interest Summary; Colonial Production Company; Lease No. Cont. 44 Well-Skelly-Florance D-2
o Letter: May 17, 1968; to Colonial Production Company; from William T. Joyce; by Michael A. Cullinan; regarding lease no. 01441 Skelly-Florance #2; regarding information about when to receive division order covering interest in production; regarding agreement reservation for 10% of 8/8
DO NOT CITE

- Receipt: May 7, 1968; Outside Interest Summary; Colonial Production Company; Lease No. Cont. 44 Well-Skelly-Florange D-2

**Folder: Sunshine Energy**
- Document: March 5, 1990; Exhibit B
  - Letter: Jan. 8, 1990; to Colonial Production Company, Attn: Jerry O’Brien; from Shelly Morrison, Secretary to Gregory C. Hall, Sunrise Energy Company; regarding copies of gas purchase agreement to be executed by Colonial Production Company; request to return executed copy
  - Document: Jan. 1, 1990; Gas Purchase Agreement; Colonial Production Company “As Seller” and Sunrise Energy Company “As Buyer”
- Letter: Feb. 3, 1987; to Colonial Production Company; from Betsy J. McMahon, Manager, Gas Contracts, Sunshine Energy Company; regarding gas purchase agreement; regarding one copy of executed copy of subject agreement for purchase of gas off El Paso Natural Gas Company’s system
  - Document: n.d.; Gas Purchase Agreement; Colonial Production Company “As Seller” and Sunshine Energy Company “As Buyer”
- Letter: Oct. 3, 1991; to Colonial Production Company, Attn: Jerry O’Brien; from Susan Brunettin, Executive Assistant, Sunrise Energy Company; regarding exhibit B to gas purchase agreement; request to return one copy exhibit B signed
  - Document: Oct. 5, 1991; Exhibit B
- Letter: Feb. 24, 1987; to Colonial Production Company; from James R. Wales, Vice President, Sunshine Energy Company; regarding gas purchase agreement; request to nominated purchase of up to 200 MMBtu per day; request to execute copy of letter and return if in agreement
- Letter: Dec. 29, 1986; to Sunshine Energy, Inc.; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding request to market gas on “Spot Market” access; wells listed
- Letter: Feb. 25, 1987; to “Gentlemen”; from Charles R. Jack, Vice President, El Paso Natural Gas Company; regarding all gas purchase agreements with El Paso Natural Gas Company which contains a “market-out” clause exercisable at any time
- Letter: Dec. 23, 1986; to “Gentlemen”; from Charles R. Jack, Vice President, El Paso Natural Gas Company; regarding all gas purchase agreements with El Paso Natural Gas company which contains a “market-out” clause exercisable at any time
- Letter: Dec. 17, 1986; to “Gentlemen”; from R.G. McCubbin, Director, Systems Gas Control, El Paso Natural Gas Company; regarding different procedures of El Paso Natural Gas pipeline system under open access transportation
Letter: Jan. 19, 1987; to Colonial Production Company; from James R. Wales, Vice President, Sunshine Energy Company; regarding business procedures; regarding discontinued buying of El Paso released gas for resale to El Paso’s traditional customers on the west coast

Letter: Mar. 9, 1987; to All Sunshine Energy Company contracted producers connected to El Paso Natural Gas Company; from Betsy J. McMahon, Manager, Gas Contracts, Sunshine Energy Company; regarding over and under delivery penalties

Letter: Mar. 19, 1987; to D.E. Florance; from G.P. (Pat) Crossley, President, Natural Gas Services; regarding services for marketing gas; request to call if interested; business card attached

Folder: Sunrise Energy 93-94

Invoice: January 1994; to Colonial Production Company; from Sunrise Energy Company; Invoice No. 9831193; $2,998.70

Invoice: November 1993; to Colonial Production Company; from Sunrise Energy Company; Invoice No. 9831093; $3,015.37

Invoice: October 1993; to Colonial Production Company; from Sunrise Energy Company; Invoice No. 9830993; $2,160.42

Invoice: September 1993; to Colonial Production Company; from Sunrise Energy Company; Invoice No. 9830793; $2,352.07

Invoice: August 1993; to Colonial Production Company; from Sunrise Energy Company; Invoice No. 9830593; $3,343.08

Invoice: July 1993; to Colonial Production Company; from Sunrise Energy Company; Invoice No. 9830693; $2,301.17

Invoice: June 1993; to Colonial Production Company; from Sunrise Energy Company; Invoice No. 9830593; $3,138.16

Invoice: May 1993; to Colonial Production Company; from Sunrise Energy Company; Invoice No. 9830193R; $3310.70

Invoice: May 1993; to Colonial Production Company; from Sunrise Energy Company; Invoice No. 9830493; $2,526.00

Invoice: April 1993; to Colonial Production Company; from Sunrise Energy Company; Invoice No. 0393; $2,198.31

Document: March 1993; El Paso Natural Gas Company; Customer Accounting; Statement of Gas Balance-Transport; Wellhead Received Activity Detail

Document: Mar. 16, 1993; El Paso Natural Gas Company; Customer Accounting System; Transportation Meter Charges Detail

Invoice: March 1993; to Colonial Production Company; from Sunrise Energy Company; Invoice No. 02/93; $3305.74
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- Invoice: January 1993; to Colonial Production Company; from Sunrise Energy Company; Invoice No. 01/93; $3,029.27
- Letter: Apr. 12, 1994; to Jerry O’Brien; from J.B. Bell, Sr. Vice President of Supply and Logistics, Sunrise Energy Marketing Company; regarding resignation of Mark J. Goss, manager of Gas Supply for Western Division
- Letter: Dec. 10, 1993; to Colonial Production Company, Attn: Jerry O’Brien; from Missy Iglesias, Contract Administrator; regarding gas purchase agreement; regarding enclosed documents and actions required
  - Document: Dec. 15, 1993; Exhibit –B”
- Letter: Oct. 6, 1993; to Jerry O’Brien, Colonial Production Company; cc: Tom Smith; from Terri L. Pooley, Administrative Assistant, Contract Administration, Sunrise Energy Company; regarding exhibit –B” pursuant to agreement dated Jan. 1, 1990; request to sign and return
  - Document: Oct. 8, 1993; Exhibit —B
- Letter: Aug. 31, 1993; to Jerry O’Brien, Colonial Production Company; cc: Tom Smith; from Terri L. Pooley, Administrative Assistant Contract Administration, Sunrise Energy Company; regarding four exhibit –B” and pursuant to agreement date Jan. 1, 1990; request to sign and return
  - Document: Sep. 3, 1993; Exhibit —B
  - Document: Sep. 3, 1993; Exhibit —B
  - Document: Sep. 3, 1993; Exhibit —B
  - Document: Sep. 3, 1993; Exhibit —B
- Letter: Apr. 16, 1993; to Colonial Production Company, Attn: Jerry O’Brien; from Alma Wyatt, Executive Assistant, Sunrise Energy Company; regarding exhibit –B” to gas purchase agreement dated Jan. 1, 1990; request to sign and return one copy
- Document: Apr. 2, 1993; Exhibit —B
- Document: n.d.; Sunrise Energy Services, Inc. Office Relocation; notification
  - Document: Apr. 22, 1993; Exhibit –B”
- Letter: Mar. 30, 1993; to Colonial Production Company, Attn: Jerry O’Brien; from Alma Wyatt, Executive Assistant, Sunrise Energy Company; regarding enclosed Exhibit —B to be executed and returned
  - Document: n.d.; Sunrise Energy Services, Inc. Office Relocation; notification
  - Document: Apr. 3, 1993; Exhibit —B
- Document: n.d.; Sunrise Energy Services, Inc. Office Relocation; notification
- Letter: Jan. 18, 1993; to Colonial Production Company, Attn: Jerry O’Brien; from Alma L. Wyatt, Executive Assistant, Sunrise Energy Company; regarding enclosed Exhibit —B to be executed and returned
- Document: Jan. 22, 1993; Exhibit –B”
DO NOT CITE

- Document: 1993; Sunrise Energy Services, Inc. Relocates Effective February 13, 1993
- Invoice: January 1993; from Sunrise Energy Company; to Colonial Production Company, Attn: Jerry O’Brien and Tom Smith

**Folder: Reports – Professional**
  - Invoice: Jul. 15, 1977; to Robert D. Fitting and Associates; from Jerome J. O’Brien; $100.00
  - Letter: Jun. 14, 1977; to Jerome J. O’Brien, c/o Seaboard Oil and Gas Co.; from Robert D. Fitting; request for update of Oil and Gas Reserve Appraisal; request to amend monthly production history of various years
  - Document: 1972-1974; Cumulative Production Record (Crude); Lease: Gilmore; Well No. Total Gilmore
  - Document: 1975-1977; Cumulative Production Record (Crude); Lease: Gilmore Totals
  - Document: 1972-1974; Cumulative Production Record (Crude); Lease: Metropolitan; Well No.: Metropolitan Total Lease
  - Document: 1975-1977; Cumulative Production Record (Crude); Lease: Metropolitan; Well No.: Total Lease
  - Document: 1971-1973; Cumulative Production Record (Crude); Lease: U-93; Well No.: Lease Total
  - Document: 1974-1976; Cumulative Production Record (Crude); Lease: U-93; Well No. Lease Totals
  - Document: 1977; Cumulative Production Record (Crude); Lease: U-93; Well No.: Lease Totals
  - Document: 1973-1975; Cumulative Production Record (Crude); Lease: U-167 (Oakwood); Well No.: Unit Total All Wells
  - Document: 1976-1977; Cumulative Production Record (Crude); Lease: U-167 (Oakwood); Well No.: Unit Totals
  - Document: 1972-1974; Cumulative Production Record (Crude); Lease: U-168; Well No. Unit Totals All Wells
  - Document: 1975-1977; Cumulative Production Record (Crude); Lease: U-168; Well No. Unit Totals All 168 Wells

**Folder: Congratulatory Letters J.J. O’Brien (A)**
- Letter: [1961]; to Mary and Jerry; from Hugo Allen; regarding previous phone conversation; regarding congratulations for appointment; regarding Karlene Beal
  - Letter: Sep. 27, 1961; to Hugo Allen; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations
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Letter: [1961]; to Jerry and Mary O'Brien; from Helen Groos; congratulations for appointment; hand written
  ▪ Letter: Oct. 6, 1961; to Helen Groos; from Jerome J. O'Brien; thanks for congratulations

Card: [1961]; to Jerry; from C.P. Meaders; congratulations for appointment; hand written
  ▪ Letter: Oct. 5, 1961; to C.P. Meaders; from Jerome J. O'Brien; thanks for congratulations

Telegram: September 1961; to Jerry O'Brien; from Sid Katz; congratulations for new assignment
  ▪ Letter: Sep. 26, 1961; to Sid Katz; from Jerome J. O'Brien; thanks for congratulations

Letter: Sep. 1, 1961; to J.J. O'Brien; from Nita Heikkila, Humble Oil and Refining Company; congratulations for appointment
  ▪ Letter: Sep. 26, 1961; to Nita Heikkila; from Jerome J. O'Brien; thanks for congratulations

Letter: Sep. 5, 1961; to Jerome J. O'Brien, Director; from F.A. Calvert, Jr., Calvert Exploration Company; congratulations for appointment
  ▪ Letter: Sep. 29, 1961; to F.A. Calvert, Jr.; from Jerome J. O'Brien; thanks for congratulations

Letter: Sep. 5, 1961; to Jerome J. O'Brien; from Donald J. Connelly; congratulations for appointment
  ▪ Letter: Sep. 29, 1961; to Donald L. Connelly; from Jerome J. O'Brien; thanks for congratulations

Letter: Sep. 5, 1961; to Jerome J. O'Brien; from Ernestine Adams, Management Editor, the Petroleum Engineer Publishing Company; congratulations to Office of Oil and Gas
  ▪ Letter: Sep. 28, 1961; to Ernestine Adams; from Jerome J. O'Brien; thanks for congratulations

Letter: Sep. 5, 1961; to Jerome J. O'Brien; from E.G. Durrett, Vice President, Delta Drilling Company; congratulations for appointment
  ▪ Letter: Sep. 29, 1961; to E.G. Durrett; from Jerome J. O'Brien; thanks for congratulations

Letter: Sep. 5, 1961; to Jerome J. O'Brien; from Vance Foster, Senior Vice President, First National Bank in Dallas; congratulations on election as director of Oil and Gas Department
  ▪ Letter: Sep. 28, 1961; to Vance Foster; from Jerome J. O'Brien; thanks for congratulations

Letter: Sep. 5, 1961; to Jerome J. O'Brien; from Jake L. Hamon; congratulations on appointment
Letter: Sep. 28, 1961; to Jake L. Hamon; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations

Letter: Sep. 5, 1961; to Hon. Jerome J. O’Brien; from Edward S. Martin, Chairman, Liaison Committee of Cooperating Oil and Gas Associations; congratulations for appointment and offer to assist

Letter: Sep. 29, 1961; to Edward S. Martin; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations

Letter: Sep. 5, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from John H. Matkin; congratulations for appointment

Letter: Sep. 27, 1961; to John H. Matkin; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations


Letter: Sep. 28, 1961; to Earle B. Mayfield, Jr.; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations

Telegram: Sep. 5, 1961; to Jerry O’Brien; from Bill Quesenbury; congratulations for appointment

Letter: Sep. 27, 1961; to William Quesenbury; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations

Letter: Sep. 5, 1961; to [Jerome] O’Brien; from M.L. Stone; congratulations for appointment; hand written

Letter: Sep. 28, 1961; to M.L. Stone; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations


Letter: Sep. 6, 1961; to Jerry [O’Brien]; from Albert W. Gentry; congratulations for appointment as Director of the Office of Oil and Gas; hand written

Letter: Sep. 27, 1961; to Albert W. Gentry; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations

Letter: Sep. 6, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from George E. Farenthold; congratulations for appointment as director of the Office of Oil and Gas; request for governmental position

Letter: Sep. 27, 1961; to George E. Farenthold; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations; regarding consideration of possible employment in department as requested

Letter: Sep. 6, [1961]; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Jerome A. Brown; congratulations for appointment
Letter: Sep. 28, 1961; to Jerome A. Brown; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations

Letter: Sep. 6, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien c/o Humble Oil Company; from Lon D. Cartwright, Jr., Cyprus Oil Company; congratulations for appointment
  ▪ Letter: Sep. 28, 1961; to Lon D. Cartwright, Jr.; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations

Letter: Sep. 6, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from C.J. Kelly; congratulations for appointment as director of Oil and Gas Division of Department of the Interior
  ▪ Letter: Oct. 6, 1961; to C.J. Kelly, Executive Vice President, The First National Bank of Midland, Texas; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations

Telegram: Sep. 6, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Horace Ayres; congratulations on new assignment
  ▪ Letter: Sep. 27, 1961; to Horace Ayres; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations

Letter: Sep. 6, 1961; to Jerry; from Eugene L. Ames; congratulations for appointment
  ▪ Letter: Sep. 27, 1961; to Eugene L. Ames; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations

Letter: Sep. 6, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from L. Smiley White, Chairman, Executive Committee, Frost National Bank; congratulations for appointment as Director of Office of Oil and Gas
  ▪ Letter: Sep. 27, 1961; to L. Smiley White; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations

Telegram: Sep. 6, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Bryan D. Beck Jr, Vice President, T.I.P.R.O.; congratulations for appointment as Interior Department Oil and Gas director
  ▪ Letter: Sep. 27, 1961; to Bryan D. Beck, Jr.; from Jerome J O’Brien; thanks for congratulations

Letter: Sep. 6, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien c/o Monterey Oil Company; from Rupert Cox; congratulations for appointment
  ▪ Letter: Sep. 27, 1961; to Rupert Cox; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations

Letter: Sep. 6, 1961; to Hon. Jerome J. O’Brien; from Walter S. Hallanan, Chairman, National Petroleum Council; congratulations for appointment as Director of Oil and Gas of the Department of the Interior
  ▪ Letter: Sep. 29, 1961; to Walter S. Hallanan; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations
Letter: Sep. 6, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Harry A. Jackson, President, American Petrofina, Inc.; congratulations for appointment as Director of the Oil and Gas Department
  ▪  Letter: Sep. 29, 1961; to Harry A. Jackson; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations

Letter: Sep. 6, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Jesse S. Jones, Vice President, Bexar County National Bank; congratulations for appointment; regarding personal news
  ▪  Letter: Sep. 27, 1961; to Jesse S. Jones; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations; regarding personal news

Letter: Sep. 6, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Melvin F. Jones; congratulations for appointment
  ▪  Letter: Sep. 28, 1961; to Melvin F. Jones; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations

Letter: Sep. 6, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from J.E. Kendall, Blanco Oil Co.; congratulations for new appointment
  ▪  Letter: Sep. 27, 1961; to J.E. Kendall; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations

Letter: Sep. 6, 1961; to J.J. O’Brien; from Robert J. Leonard, President, Leonard Oil Co.; congratulations for appointment
  ▪  Letter: Sep. 29, 1961; to Robert J. Leonard; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations

Letter: Sep. 6, 1961; to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry O’Brien; from Mrs. R.C. Lipscomb; congratulations for appointment; regarding personal updates
  ▪  Letter: Sep. 26, 1961; to Mrs. R.C. Lipscomb; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations

Letter: Sep. 6, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Frank Loe, Vice President, Magnet Cove Barium Corporation; congratulations for appointment
  ▪  Letter: Sep. 29, 1961; to Frank Loe; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations

Letter: Sep. 6, 1961; to Jerry; from John J. Metzger, Jr.; congratulations for appointment
  ▪  Letter: Sep. 26, 1961; to John J. Metzger, Jr.; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations

Letter: Sep. 6, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from J.M. –Skip‖ Montgomery; congratulations for appointment
  ▪  Letter: Sep. 27, 1961; to J.M. –Skip‖ Montgomery; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations
Letter: Sep. 6, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Paul J. Moore; congratulations for appointment; regarding personal business updates; solicit support for lieutenants’ position
  ▪ Letter: Sep. 27, 1961; to Paul J. Moore; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations; regarding future plans to inquire for possible employment in department
Letter: Sep. 6, 1961; to J.J. O’Brien; from Maston Nixon, Southern Minerals Corporation; congratulations for appointment
  ▪ Letter: Sep. 29, 1961; to Maston Nixon; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations
Letter: Sep. 6, 1961; to Jerry; from B.F. Pitman, Jr.; congratulations for appointment; hand written
  ▪ Article Clipping: [1961]; unknown source; “Texas Named to Federal Post”
  ▪ Letter: Sep. 28, 1961; to B.F. Pitman, Jr.; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations
Letter: Sep. 6, 1961; to Hon. Jerome J. O’Brien; from Herman P. Pressler; congratulations for appointment
  ▪ Letter: Sep. 29, 1961; to Herman P. Pressler; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations
Telegram: Sep. 6, 1961; to Mr. and Mrs. Jerome J. O’Brien; from Mrs. N.J. Vela and Rose Vela; congratulations for appointment
  ▪ Letter: Sep. 26, 1961; to Mrs. N.J. Vela; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations
Telegram: Sep. 6, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from John L. Weiler, Vice President, Southwest Gas Gathering Co.; congratulations for appointment
  ▪ Letter: Sep. 27, 1961; to John L. Weiler; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations
Telegram: Sep. 6, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Corky Sledge; congratulations for appointment
  ▪ Letter: Sep. 27, 1961; to Corky and Ellanore Sledge; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations
Letter: Sep. 6, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from William T. Rhame, President, The Texstar Corporation; congratulations for appointment; regarding enclosed clipping
  ▪ Letter: Sep. 27, 1961; to William T. Rhame; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations
Letter: Sep. 6, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Carl E. Reistle, Jr., President, Humble Oil and Refining Company; congratulations for appointment
Letter: Sep. 29, 1961; to Carl E. Reistle, Jr.; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations

Letter: Sep. 6, 1961; to J.J. O’Brien; from W.E. “Bill” Robertson; congratulations for appointment
  Letter: Sep. 28, 1961; to W.E. “Bill” Robertson; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations

Letter: Sep. 7, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Charlton Havard Lyons; congratulations for appointment
  Letter: Sep. 29, 1961; to Charlton Havard Lyons; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations

Letter: Sep. 7, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Arthur C. Martin; congratulations for appointment
  Letter: Sep. 29, 1961; to Arthur C. Martin; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations

Letter: Sep. 7, 1961; to J.J. O’Brien; from Mortimer A. Kline; congratulations for appointment
  Letter: Sep. 29, 1961; to Mortimer Kline; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations

Letter: Sep. 7, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Kenneth E. Hill; congratulations for appointment
  Letter: Sep. 29, 1961; to Kenneth E. Hill; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations

Letter: Sep. 7, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from T.C. Huddle; congratulations for appointment
  Letter: Oct. 10, 1961; to T.C. Huddle; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations

Letter: Sep. 7, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from John C. Jacobs, Jr., Vice President, Texas Eastern Transmission Corporation; congratulations for appointment to the office of Director of the Office of Oil and Gas of the Interior Department
  Letter: Oct. 4, 1961; to John C. Jacobs, Jr.; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations

Letter: Sep. 7, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from R.E. Foss, Senior Vice President, Sunray Mid-Continent Oil Company; congratulations on appointment as Director of the Department of the Interior’s Office of Oil and Gas
  Letter: Oct. 10, 1961; to R.E. Foss; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations

Letter: Sep. 7, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Ralph H. Cummins; congratulations for appointment as Director of the Oil and Gas division of the Interior Department
DO NOT CITE

- Letter: Sep. 28, 1961; to Ralph H. Cummins; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations
  - Letter: Sep. 7, 1961; to Jerry O’Brien; from Collie Falk; congratulations for new appointment; regarding prospect with Union of California
    - Letter: Sep. 29, 1961; to Collie Falk; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations
  - Letter: Sep. 7, 1961; to J.J. O’Brien; from D.G. Cook, District Manager, Kern County Land Company; regarding picture and clippings from local paper sent to San Francisco office; congratulations for appointment;
    - Letter: Sep. 27, 1961; to D.G. Cook; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations
  - Letter: Sep. 7, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Robert L. Begeman; congratulations for appointment as director of the office of Oil and Gas
    - Letter: Sep. 29, 1961; to Robert L. Begeman; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations
  - Letter: Sep. 7, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Jack P. Shannon, Humble Oil and Refining Company; congratulations for appointment
    - Letter: Oct. 10, 1961; to Jack P. Shannon; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations
  - Letter: Sep. 7, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Howard C. Pyle; congratulations for appointment; regarding business updates; regarding best wishes
    - Letter: Sep. 26, 1961; to Howard C. Pyle; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations
  - Letter: Sep. 7, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Ed Trapp, Halliburton Company; congratulations for appointment
    - Letter: Sep. 27, 1961; to Ed Trapp; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations
    - Letter: Oct. 5, 1961; to A.F. Simpson; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations
  - Letter: Sep. 8, 1961; to Mr. and Mrs. J.J. O’Brien; from Joe L. Stanton, Stanton Oil Co., Ltd; congratulations for appointment
    - Letter: Oct. 5, 1961; to Joe L. Stanton; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations
  - Letter: Sep. 8, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from W.M. Vaughey; congratulations for appointment; regarding Mississippi-Alabama Division of Mid-Continent Oil and Gas Association Annual Meeting and request to be guest
    - Letter: Sep. 14, 1961; to W.M. Vaughey; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations; regarding decline of invitation to attend meeting
Letter: Sep. 8, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from J.M. Linehan; congratulations for appointment and best wishes

  - Letter: Sep. 28, 1961; to J.M. Linehan, Vice President, Sunray Mid-Continent Oil Company; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations

Letter: Sep. 8, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien c/o Monterey Division; congratulations for new position


Telegram: Sep. 8, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from John A. Burleson; congratulations for appointment

  - Letter: Sep. 27, 1961; to John A. Burleson; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations

Letter: Sep. 8, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Jamie H. Clements, Foundation Director, Scott and White Memorial Hospital and Scott, Sherwood and Brindley Foundation; congratulations for appointment

  - Letter: Oct. 5, 1961; to Jamie H. Clements; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations

Letter: Sep. 8, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from S.O. Beren, Mountain Iron and Supply Company; congratulations for appointment as director of the department of Interior’s Oil and Gas office

  - Letter: Sep. 29, 1961; to S.O. Beren; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations

Letter: Sep. 8, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from J.S. Boldrick; regarding best of luck in new endeavor

  - Letter: to J.S. Boldrick; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations

Letter: Sep. 8, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Gerald McGrew, Vice President, Cities Service Petroleum Company; congratulations for appointment

  - Letter: Sep. 28, 1961; to Gerald McGrew; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations

Letter: Sep. 8, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from LeRoy Menzing, Manager-Press Division, Public Relations Department, Gulf Oil Corporation; congratulations for appointment as Director of the Office of Oil and Gas

  - Letter: Sep. 29, 1961; to LeRoy Menzing; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations

Letter: Sep. 8, 1961; to Jerry; from E.B. Noble, E.B. Noble and Associates; congratulations for appointment; hand written

  - Letter: Sep. 28, 1961; to E.B. Noble; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations
DO NOT CITE

- Letter: Sep. 9, 1961; to Jerry; from Vernon F. Taylor; congratulations for appointment
  - Letter: Oct. 17, 1961; to Vernon F. Taylor; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations
- Letter: Sep. 9, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Walter R. Farrell; congratulations for appointment
  - Article Clipping: Sep. 6, [1961]; unknown source; “U.S. Interior Dept. Names New Director”
  - Letter: Oct. 4, 1961; to Walter R. Farrell; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations; regarding reasons to take position; regarding search for living quarters
- Letter: Sep. 9, 1961; to Jerry; from Teddy Hayes; congratulations for appointment
  - Letter: Sep. 28, 1961; to Teddy Hayes; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations
- Letter: Sep. 11, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from William T. Rhome, President, The Texstar Corporation; regarding enclosed article by Nancy Heard pertaining to appointment
- Letter: Sep. 11, 1961; to J.J. O’Brien; from Charles E. Simons, Texas Mid-Continent Oil and Gas Association; congratulations for appointment
- Letter: Sep. 11, 1961; to Reese Cleveland; from A.S. Mile Monroney, United States Senate Committee on Appropriations; regarding Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding plans to become acquainted with O’Brien
- Letter: Sep. 11, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; cc: John B. Merritt; from A.M. Birnie, Vice President, BJ Service, Inc.; congratulations for appointment as Director of Office of Oil and Gas
  - Letter: Oct. 17, 1961; to A.M. Birnie; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations
- Letter: Sep. 11, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from M.D. Bryant; regarding editorial clipping appearing in San Angelo newspaper
  - Letter: Oct. 17, 1961; to M.D. Bryant; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations
- Letter: Sep. 11, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Stark Fox; congratulations for appointment
  - Letter: Oct. 16, 1961; to Stark Fox; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations

- Folder: Congratulatory Letters J.J. O’Brien (B)
  - Letter: Sep. 12, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from H.B. Parker; congratulations for appointment
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Letter: Oct. 10, 1961; to H.B. Parker; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations

Letter: Sep. 12, 1961; to Jerry; from Robert E. Tisdale; congratulations for appointment; hand written

Letter: Oct. 6, 1961; to Robert E. Tisdale; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations

Letter: Sep. 12, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from James M. Gaines, Southland Industries, Inc; congratulations for appointment

Letter: Oct. 10, 1961; to James M. Gaines; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations; regarding visit to San Antonio and hopes to meet up

Letter: Sep. 12, 1961; to J.J. O’Brien; from R.E. Bounds; congratulations for appointment as Director of the Interior Department’s office of oil and gas

Letter: Oct. 10, 1961; to R.E. Bounds; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations

Letter: Sep. 12, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from James V. Brown; congratulations for appointment as Director of the Department of Interior’s Office of Oil and Gas

Letter: Sep. 28, 1961; to James V. Brown; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations

Letter: Sep. 12, 1961; to J.J. O’Brien; from W.L. Ginther; congratulations for appointment

Letter: Oct. 10, 1961; to Wilbur L. Ginther; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations

Letter: Sep. 12, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Bernard Shanker, H&H Supply Co.; regarding receiving Abstracts on Crittenden lease; congratulations for appointment

Letter: Oct. 5, 1961; to Bernard Shanker; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations

Letter: Sep. 13, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Albert Gregersen, Gulf Oil Corporation; congratulations for appointment as Director of the Division of Oil and Gas

Letter: Oct. 5, 1961; to Albert Gregersen; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations

Letter: Sep. 13, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Marshall Brown, Vice President, Monterey Pipeline Company; congratulations for appointment; regarding business updates


Letter: Sep. 14, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Edwin L. Cox; congratulations for appointment as Director of the Interior Department’s oil and gas office
Letter: Oct. 10, 1961; to Edwin L. Cox; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations

Letter: Sep. 14, 1961; to Jerry O’Brien; from Jack Gibson; congratulations for appointment; thanks for previously offering position with Monterey in New Orleans

  • Letter: Oct. 10, 1961; to John F. Lynch; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations

  • Letter: Oct. 10, 1961; to Harold S. Skinner; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations

Letter: Sep. 15, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Morgan J. Davis; congratulations for appointment
  • Letter: Oct. 6, 1961; to Morgan J. Davis; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations

Letter: Sep. 15, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Frank Storm, Jr.; congratulations for appointment
  • Letter: Oct. 10, 1961; to Frank Storm, Jr.; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations

Letter: Sep. 16, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from John E. Elliott; congratulations for appointment; regarding recommendation of Julie Anne Jaekel for assistant director of the office of oil and gas position
  • Letter: Oct. 10, 1961; to John E. Elliott; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations; regarding interview with Julie Anne Jaekel but no job openings

Letter: Sep. 16, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from John S. Kelly; congratulations for appointment; request for recommendations
  • Letter: Oct. 16, 1961; to John S. Kelly; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations; regarding inquiry for positions in U.S. Geological Survey

Letter: Sep. 18, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Bruce K. Brown; regarding confidential letter written to Assistant Secretary Kelly on subject of MPAB
  • Letter: May 19, 1961; to Hon. John M. Kelly, Assistant Secretary of the Interior (Mineral Resources; from Bruce K. Brown; regarding Military Petroleum Advisory Board; ten (10) pages
  • Document: Apr. 5, 1961; Comments of Bruce K. Brown on the Mobilization Pattern for Petroleum Used During World War II and during
the Korean War; delivered before the NATO petroleum group at its
Washington, D.C. meeting
 Document: Sep. 1, 1963) Staff of the Office of Oil and Gas U.S.
Department of the Interior
 Document: n.d.; Working Subcommittee of the National Petroleum
Council’s Committee on the Impact of Oil Exports from the Soviet Bloc
(1963); note attached
 Document: Sep. 20, 1963; Membership Petroleum Security Subcommittee
of Foreign Petroleum Supply Committee
 Document: January 1963; Department of the Interior Office of Oil and
Gas; Emergency Advisory Committee for Natural Gas Officers
absence at Culberson Testimonial Dinner; congratulations for appointment
 Letter: Oct. 5, 1961; to R.L. Foree; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for
congratulations
o Letter: Sep. 21, 1961; to J.J. O’Brien; from Alvin C. Hope, President,
Independent Petroleum Association of America; congratulations for appointment; regarding recent visit
 Letter: Oct. 6, 1961; to Alvin C. Hope; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for
congratulations
o Letter: Sep. 22, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Albert E. Meckel, Senior Vice
President, National Bank of Commerce of San Antonio; congratulations for appointment
 Letter: Oct. 12, 1961; to Albert E. Meckel; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for
congratulations
o Letter: Sep. 25, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Harold Decker, President,
Highland Oil Company; congratulations for appointment as Director of the Office
of Oil and Gas; regarding business update and personal nominated for presidency
of the I.P.A.A.
 Letter: Oct. 6, 1961; to Harold Decker; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for
congratulations
o Letter: Sep. 25, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien c/o Humble Oil and Refining
Company; congratulations for appointment
 Letter: Oct. 12, 1961; to Royal W. King, Jr.; from Jerome J. O’Brien;
thanks for congratulations
o Letter: Sep. 25, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; Tolbert A. Rice, Petroleum Center;
congratulations for appointment and invitation to visit Club as a guest when in
San Antonio
 Letter: Oct. 6, 1961; to Tolbert A. Rice; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for
congratulations; regarding new home
Letter: Sep. 26, 1961; to Jerry; from George H. McCarthy; congratulations for appointment; regarding civil service investigator; regarding personal updates and regards
  ▪ Letter: Oct. 10, 1961; to George H. McCarthy; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations; regarding personal updates and regards; regarding business updates

Letter: Sep. 28, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from A.A. Jergins; congratulations for appointment; various advice; regarding personal updates
  ▪ Letter: Oct. 10, 1961; to Al Jergins; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations; regarding personal plans for near future; regarding best wishes

Letter: Sep. 28, 1961; to [Jerome] O’Brien; from Ernest L. Parks; congratulations for appointment
  ▪ Letter: Oct. 6, 1961; to Ernest K. Parks; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations

Letter: Oct. 5, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from J.J. Simmons, III, Regional Defense Oil and Gas Representatives; congratulations for appointment to Office of Oil and Gas

Letter: Oct. 5, 1961; to Charles J. Serf; from Jerome J. O’Brien; request to pick up television at house in Midland and ship air express to Fairfax Hotel; regarding being officially sworn in

Letter: Oct. 9, 1961; to Rufus Bynam; from Jerome J. O’Brien; request for address change for monthly diaries
  ▪ Letter: Oct. 18, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from R.S. Bynum, Jr., Division Manager; regarding change of address; congratulations for appointment

Letter: Oct. 9, 1961; to Jerome O’Brien; from Ford M. Graham; congratulations for appointment
  ▪ Letter: Oct. 16, 1961; to Ford M. Graham; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations

Letter: Oct. 9, 1961; to Hon. Jerome J. O’Brien; from Ira M. Korst, Executive Vice President, Ohio Oil and Gas Association; congratulations for appointment
  ▪ Letter: Oct. 16, 1961; to Ira M. Korst; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations

Letter: Oct. 9, 1961; to J.J. O’Brien; from Hartman McCall; congratulations for appointment and best wishes
  ▪ Letter: Oct. 16, 1961; to Hartman McCall; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations

Letter: Oct. 9, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Fred W. Shield; congratulations for appointment
DO NOT CITE

- Letter: Oct. 16, 1961; to Fred W. Shield; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations; regarding business and personal updates
    - Letter: Oct. 16, 1961; to E. David Philley; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations
  - Letter: Oct. 12, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Homer Litzenberg, Lt Gen, USMC (Ret.) Vice President, Birely and Company; congratulations for appointment; regarding enclosed report on Commonwealth Oil Refining Company
  - Letter: Oct. 16, 1961; to John and Bill (Newman Brothers); from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations; regarding personal and business news
  - Letter: Oct. 22, 1961; to Jerry; from Lowell Stanley; congratulations for appointment; hand written
    - Letter: Nov. 17, 1961; to Lowell Stanley; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations
  - Letter: Nov. 2, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from C.W. Alcorn; congratulations for appointment as Oil and Gas Director
    - Letter: Nov. 17, 1961; to C.W. Alcorn; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations
  - Letter: Oct. 26, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Tom Sealy; congratulations for appointment; regarding leaving dinner early
    - Letter: Nov. 6, 1961; to Tom Sealy; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations; regarding regret for no formal visit in Midland; regarding personal updates
  - Letter: Nov. 2, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from John W. Wagner, Public Relations Director, Texas Mid-Continent Oil and Gas Association; regarding flight from Amarillo; regarding attached summary of operations in an oil producing province
    - Letter: Nov. 3, 1961; to John W. Wagner; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding receiving publication and plans with publication
  - Letter: Nov. 8, 1961; to Gerome [sic] J. O’Brien; from C.W. Alcorn; congratulations for appointment as Oil and Gas Director
    - Letter: Nov. 17, 1961; to C.W. Alcorn; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations
  - Letter: Nov. 8, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from E.C. Brown; congratulations for new appointment
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Letter: Nov. 17, 1961; to E.C. Brown; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations
- Letter: Nov. 13, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Joe S. Sheldon; congratulations for appointment
  - Letter: Nov. 17, 1961; to Joe S. Sheldon; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations
- Letter: Dec. 5, 1963; to Hon. Jerome J. O’Brien; from Jack Hart, Humble Oil and Refining Company; regarding announced resignation; thanks for contribution to country
- Letter: Dec. 6, 1963; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Eugene W. Tynes; congratulations for service in Washington in Department of the Interior
- Letter: Dec. 11, 1963; to Jerry; from W. Dow Hamm, The Atlantic Refining Company; thanks for service in Washington
- Letter: Dec. 11, [1963]; from Marshall Brown; regarding resignation and various personal and business information; hand written
  - Article Clipping: Dec. 10, 1963; unknown source; “Udall Seeking Oil, Gas Chief”
- Letter: Dec. 12, 1963; to Jerry; from Wayne E. Glenn, Hudson’s Bay Oil and Gas Company Limited; regarding regrets of resignation
- Letter: Dec. 13, 1963; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from W.B. Quesenbury, District Superintendent, Humble Oil and Refining Company; regarding resignation from Director of the Department of Interior Office of Oil and Gas
- Letter: Dec. 13, 1963; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Donald L. Connelly; thanks for service in Oil and Gas Department
- Letter: Jan. 15, 1964; to Jerry; from J. Marston Linehan; congratulations for new position at Union Bank
- Letter: Jan. 16, 1964; to Jerry; from William J. Carthaus; congratulations for election as Vice President and Manager of Petroleum Department for Union Bank
- Letter: Jan. 27, 1964; to Jerry; from Jno. P. Butler, Chairman of the Board, The First National Bank of Midland, Texas; regarding enclosed announcement and congratulations for new job
DO NOT CITE

- Article Clipping: Jan. 27, 1964; [Midland Reporter Telegram; –O’Brien Assumes Financial Post”
  - Letter: Jan. 28, 1964; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from C.J. Kelly, President, First National Bank Midland, Texas; congratulations for election as vice president and manager of Union’s Petroleum Department
  - Letter: Jan. 29, 1964; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from R. Makin, President, Makin Management Company; congratulations for resignation from Interior Department and appointment as Vice President and Manager of Petroleum Department of Union Bank
  - Letter: Jan. 29, 1964; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Fred W. Shield; regarding new position in Los Angeles; regarding future partnership in wildcatting in Texas
    - Article Clipping: Jan. 28, 1964; San Angelo Standard Times; –J.J. O’Brien to California Banking Post”
  - Letter: Jan. 29, 1964; to J.J. O’Brien; from Michel T. Halbouty; regarding welcome to banking business; offering of help if needed
    - Article Clipping: Jan. 28, 1964; San Angelo Standard-Times; –J.J. O’Brien to California Banking Post”
  - Letter: Mar. 3, 1964; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from G. Don Sullivan; congratulations for election to Vice Presidency of Union Bank
    - Letter: Oct. 6, 1961; to Jack Gibson; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for congratulations

- Guidebook: May 26, 1971; 33 Club Field Trip; San Fernando Earthquake Area and Castaic Dam Site (x4)

- Folder: American Mining Co.
  - Map: n.d.; Utah; Phillips Petroleum Company; travel map
  - Periodical: Fall 1966; Utah Geological and Mineralogical Survey; Quarterly Review: Geologic Investigation in the State of Utah; Vol. 1, No. 10
  - Article Clipping: Mar. 12, 1967; The Washington Post: Business and Finance;
    –Government Calls Gap „Disturbing”: Critical Metal Use Exceeds Supply” by Paul G. Edwards; –Economic Impact…An Open Letter to President Johnson” by Hobart Rowen; –Tight Copper Supply May be Easing”; –Personnel Changes in the D.C. Area”
  - Letter: Aug. 2, 1967; to M.M. Witte, Executive Vice President and General Manager McCulloch Oil Corporation of California; from Harry C. Bullock, President, Bullock Engineering, Inc.; regarding review of American Mining Company’s Operations at Milford, Utah
  - Document: May 24, 1967; American Mining Company ; Paul Bogdanich;
    Statement of Net Worth
Letter: Jun. 9, 1967; to American Mining Company, Attn: Anthony Bogdanich, Vice President; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding agreement for action to take on American Mining Company Loan Application (x2)

Letter: Jun. 9, 1967; to Anthony Bogdanich; from Jerome J. O’Brien; request for acknowledgment of understanding before extensive work is done

Letter: Jun. 9, 1967; to Bob Ross; cc: Anthony Bogdanich; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding discontinuation of pending merger negotiations between American Mining Company and Jade Oil and Gas; request to reactivate application in name of American Mining Company

Letter: Jun. 12, 1967; to Jerome J O’Brien; from Bob Ross, Director, Operational Planning Division, General Services Administration; response to request for status of loan application of the American Mining Company under the Copper Production Expansion Program; regarding enclosed letter to Anthony Bogdanich answering request

Letter: Jun. 12, 1967; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Julian W. Feiss; regarding notification upon application from GSA

Letter: May 12, 1967; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Julian W. Feiss; regarding forward of letter to Frank Johnson; regarding following up on communication in next week

Letter: May 5, 1967; to Anthony Bogdanich; from Bob Ross, Director, Operational Planning Division; request for additional data on possible acquisition of the American Mining Company by Jade Oil and Gas Company

Letter: May 10, 1967; to Julian W. Feiss, Staff Geologists, Office of the Secretary, United States Department of the Interior; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding application for American Mining Co.; request to contact GSA for status of application

Letter: May 10, 1967; to Bob Ross, General Services Administration; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding application for American Mining Co.; request for updates on status of application

Letter: Mar. 31, 1967; to Jade Oil and Gas Co., Attn: C.E. Christie, Vice President; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding agreement for action to take on American Mining Company Loan Application; (x2); one copy signed

Letter: Mar. 17, 1967; to Jade Oil and Gas Co.; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding American Mining CO. loan application to G.S.A. and U.S.G.S.; (x5); one copy of page two (2)

Letter: Mar. 24, 1967; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Julian W. Feiss; regarding change in status of reserve a the Maria Ore body; regarding San Francisco mining district area; (x2)

Letter: Mar. 22, 1967; to Julian Feiss; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Rocky Range Mining District and proposal to Bob Ross of G.S.A.
DO NOT CITE

- Document: 1966; American Mining Company; Financial Statement; article attached from World Mining; —ORCO Proves Commercial Copper Segregation”; December 1966
- Letter: Mar. 22, 1967; to Bob Ross, General Services Administration; from Jerome J. O’Brien; thanks for meeting
- Letter: Mar. 2, 1967; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Allen O. Taylor, American Mining Co.; regarding loan application and various instructions and information for General Services Administration, Defense Materials Service, Copper Production Expansion Program
- Manuscript: 1966; various notes regarding expenses
- Manuscript: n.d.; Balance Sheet
- Letter: Nov. 11, 1966; to Jade Oil and Gas Co.; from American Mining Company; Option Agreement, American Mining Company – Jade Oil and Gas Co.; signed

  - Chart: n.d.; Ballard-Pictured Cliff Field; Rio Arriba County, New Mexico; one original; one copy
  - Document: n.d.; Outside Interest Summary forms; to debtor: Ameritrust Texas N.A. and Madrienne K. Florance; two per page; one original; one copy
  - Document: n.d.; Colonial Production Company Operating Statement; blank
  - Form: n.d.; Outside Interest Summary; Colonial Production Company
  - Form: n.d.; Outside Interest Summary; blank
  - Form: n.d.; notary public form; three per page
  - Chart: 1961; Oil and Gas Sales
  - Form: n.d.; Outside Interest Summary; to debtor: Hark L. Rothman
  - Form: n.d.; Outside Interest Summary; proportion of joint interest operations on Jicarilla Apache #398
  - Form: n.d.; Outside Interest Summary; to debtor: Joseph B. Gould; (x2)
  - Chart: n.d.; Oil and Gas Sales
  - Manuscript: n.d.; Barite Sales-Oil Soldier Mine; Nye Co. Nevada
  - Manuscript: n.d.; Barite Sales-Old Soldier Mine; Nye Co. Nevada
  - Chart: n.d.; chart with months of the year; Colonial Production Company stamped on chart
  - Chart: n.d.; Real Estate Operating Statement
  - Form: n.d.; payment form/agreement
  - Form: n.d.; payment form/agreement; United California Bank
  - Chart: n.d.; Travel Expense
• Folder: Casing Program; Deep S. Texas Wells
  - Report: Jan. 25, 1984; Killam Oil Company; No. 1 Bruni; Webb County, Texas; Program and Prognosis; prepared by Ernest B. Rubsamen, Jr. and Associates, Inc.

• Folder: Annual Report; Seaboard; 1974
  - Brochure: Jun. 19, 1975; President's Report; Seaboard Oil and Gas Co., A Natural Resources Company; by Jerome J. O'Brien, President; (x2)
  - Document: May 1974; Seaboard Oil and Gas Co.; Fact Sheet
  - Brochure: Jun. 30, 1975; Seaboard Oil and Gas Co., A Natural Resources Company; Six Month Report
  - News Release: Aug. 26, 1975; announcement in change of earlier proposed merger between Seaboard Oil and Gas Co. and McFarland Energy, Inc.; Seaboard will merge into McFarland as the surviving corporation
  - Letter: Feb. 26, 1976; to “Shareholder”; from unknown; regarding highlights of 1975 accomplishments; regarding merger
  - Document: May 3, 1977; Statement to Shareholders; McFarland Energy, Inc; by Jerome J. O'Brien
  - Document: Apr. 13, 1977; Meeting of Shareholders; May 3, 1977; Agenda
  - Brochure: May 8, 1975; Seaboard Oil and Gas Co.; Notice of Annual Meeting of Stockholders; (x2)
  - Report: 1974; Seaboard Oil and Gas Co.; Annual Report
  - Report: Nov. 14, 1972; Seaboard Oil and Gas Co.; President’s Report; by Jerome J. O’Brien
  - Report: Jul. 25, 1973; Seaboard Oil and Gas Co.; President’s Report; by Jerome J. O’Brien
  - Report: May 30, 1974; Seaboard Oil and Gas Co.; President’s Report; by Jerome J. O’Brien
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• Folder: American Arbitration Association
  - Form: Apr. 29, 1987; American Arbitration Association: Construction Panel Data Sheet; filled out by Jerome J. O’Brien
  - Form: Sep. 15, 1980; American Arbitration Association: Construction Panel Data Sheet
  - Letter September 1980; to arbitrator; from Evelyn Duffy, Administrator, Panels Department, American Arbitration Association; request to completed Panel data sheet and return to office in order to have current record of activities
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Letter: Jun. 25, 1971; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Ellen C. Grant, Awards Clerk, American Arbitration Association; regarding original and five enclosed copies of Award in case; request to sign and return in provided envelope

Document: [1970-1971?]; American Arbitration Association; Commercial Arbitration Tribunal; Award of Arbitrator; Case No. 7210003371

Letter: Jun. 29, 1971; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Anne Regan; regarding enclosed copy of Award rendered by Pool Offshore, Inc. and Armstrong Petroleum Corporation matter; thanks for services

Document: Jun. 29, 1971; American Arbitration Association; Commercial Arbitration Tribunal; Award of Arbitrator


Chart: 1970; Pool Offshore Co.; Armstrong #1 Newport (Redrill)

Document: Jun. 2, 1971; Second Postponed First; Notice of Hearing; Pool Offshore, Inc. and Armstrong Petroleum Corporation

Document: Feb. 19, 1971; American Arbitration Association; Administer; Commercial Arbitration Rules; Demand for Arbitration

Manuscript: Jun. 10, 1971; Tribunal Administrator; Bill Welden; Case No. 10-0033-71

Document: n.d.; Notice of Appointment; regarding case 7210003371 Pool Offshore, Inc. and Armstrong Petroleum Corporation

Document: Mar. 24, 1971; American Arbitration Association; Notice of Hearing

Letter: Sep. 16, 1968; to Arbitrator; from Donald B. Straus, President, American Arbitration Association; regarding enclosed plague as token of gratitude for services as arbitrator


Document: Jun. 4, 1968; American Arbitration Association; Application of Respondent for Correction of Award

Document: Jun. 7, 1968; American Arbitration Association; Objects to Application of Respondent for Correction of Award

Form: May 9, 1968; American Arbitration Association; Request for Fee Payment of Commercial or Accidental Arbitrator

DO NOT CITE

- Document: May 23, 1968; American Arbitration Association; Award of Arbitrator; Case No. 7210001068
  - Document: n.d.; American Arbitration Association; Award of Arbitrator; Case No. 7210001068
  - Letter: May 16, 1968; to William E. Fisher, Esq., John McEwen, Jerome J. O'Brien; from William Allender, Tribunal Administrator, American Arbitration Association; regarding enclosed original and five copies of Award in Connolly-Pacific Co. and Thums Long Beach Company
  - Letter: Feb. 21, 1968; to Jerome J. O'Brien; from Cyrus Marden, Tribunal Administrator, American Arbitration Association; regarding membership in Association's National Panel of Arbitrators; regarding instructions for Notice of Hearing and Notice of Appointment; regarding Connolly-Pacific Company and Thums Long Beach Company
  - Document: Feb. 6, 1968; American Arbitration Association; Notice of Hearing; Connolly-Pacific Co. and Thums Long Beach Company
  - Document: May 3, 1968; American Arbitration Association; Second Notice of Hearing; Connolly-Pacific Co. and Thums Long Beach Company
  - Document: May 6, 1968; American Arbitration Association; Fourth Notice of Hearing; Connolly-Pacific Company and Thums Long Beach Company
  - Document: May 4, 1968; American Arbitration Association; Stipulation
    - Diagram: May 3, 1968; Island — A”
    - Diagram: May 3, 1968; Island — B”
    - Diagram: May 3, 1968; Island — C”
    - Diagram: May 3, 1968; Island — D”
  - Manuscript: n.d.; various notes and outlines regarding arbitration case
    - Document: Connolly-Pacific Co. Contractors; chart with numerical information on — Rock” and — Dredge Material”
  - Document: Dec. 21, 1967; American Arbitration Association; Demand for Arbitration; to Thums Long Beach Company; Claimant: Connolly-Pacific Co.
  - Document: May 23, 1968; American Arbitration Association; Award of Arbitrator; Case No. 7210001068
DO NOT CITE

- Periodical: 1966; Arbitration News; American Arbitration Association; No. 3
- Letter: Dec. 16, 1965; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Donald B. Straus, President, American Arbitration Association; regarding Data Sheet for membership on National Panel and confirmation of appointment
- Document: Dec. 6, 1965; American Arbitration Association; Regional Offices; list of names, addresses and numbers
- Letter: Nov. 5, 1965; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Robert Coulson, Executive Vice President, American Arbitration Association; regarding nomination to National Panel; request to fill out and return enclosed Data Sheet to accept appointment
- **Folder: Consultants**
  - Article Clipping: Jan. 31, 1979; The Oil Daily; “Proposed SEC Procedure Would Intensify Shortage of Petroleum Engineers in U.S.”; by Gene Wilburn; (x2)
  - Letter: Jan. 31, 1979; to Colonial Production Co.; from L. Freund, President, North Star Consultants; regarding wishes to expand business to include United States; regarding future visit to Los Angeles area
    - Business Card: n.d.; North Star Consultants; Leo Freund
  - Drawing: n.d.; comical drawing of tree with swing with varying differences
- **Folder: A.P.I.**
  - Document: 1968; Nominees for 1968 Institute Officers
  - Form: Jan. 30, 1967; Order Form; American Petroleum Institute; *API Guide to Better Supervision, RP46: Recommended Practice for Testing Foam Agents for Mist Drilling, RP31: Recommended Practice and Standard Form for Electrical Logs, Third Biennial Symposium on Microbiology*
  - Document: Feb. 1, 1967; American Petroleum Institute; Third Biennial Symposium on Microbiology
- **Folder: A.I.P.G.**
  - Letter: Sep. 22, 1967; to David M. Evans, Chairman, Geologic Hazards Steering Committee, American Institute of Professional Geologists; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding attached suggestions for draft; regarding meeting on Oct. 6th in Houston
    - Document: n.d.; The Geologic Hazards Committee of the American Institute of Professional Geologists; (x 2 of page one)
    - Letter: Sep. 6, 1967; to Geologic Hazards Steering Committee; cc: Messers. A.C. Tester, Martin Van Couvering, A.F. Brunton, Richard W. Lemke, Gordon B. Oakeshott, Jerome J. O’Brien, Neilson Rudd and Henry H. Neel; from David M. Evans, Chairman, American Institute of Professional Geologists; regarding letter of July 31st and request for
suggestions on draft of proposed reorganization of the Geologic Hazards Committee

- Letter: Jul. 31, 1967; to Geologic Hazards Steering Committee; cc: A.C. Tester, Martin Van Couvering, A.F. Brunton, Richard W. Lemke, Gordon B. Oakeshott, Jerome J. O’Brien, Neilson Rudd and Henry H. Neel; from David M. Evans, Chairman; regarding rough draft for permanent Geologic Hazards Committee of the A.I.P.G.; request for comments and suggestions
  - Document: Jul. 31, 1967; The Geologic Hazards Committee of the American Institute of Professional Geologists
  - Letter: Sep. 21, 1970; to members of the California Section American Institute of Professional Geologists; cc: Editor, Incoming Officers, 1969-70 Executive Committee; from Morton Polugar and Louis F. Vilanueva; regarding list of newly elected officers of the California Section for 1970-71
  - Letter: Apr. 25, 1967; to “Friends”; cc: A.C. Tester, A.F. Brunton, A.O. Spaulding and P.S. Justus; from Martin Van Couvering; regarding steering committee to outline form of organization under which main committee and collaborators could work to best advantage; regarding appointed committee
  - Manual: 1968; American Institute of Professional Geologists; California Section; Code of Ethics Constitution and By-Laws

- Folder: Evaluations
  - Manuscript: n.d.; various notes regarding K.L. Kellogg and Sons [sic] Job
  - Manuscript: October 1969; various notes
  - Chart: n.d.; Shale Ridge Lease
  - Chart: October 1969; Shell Oil Co. Estimated Future Production; from Oct – 1969
  - Chart: n.d.; Estimated Future
  - Chart: 1968-1969; Shell Oil Co.; Sespe Field; Arundell Lease – Basal Sespe
  - Chart: 1967-1968; Shell Oil Co.; Orcutt Lease
  - Chart: 1965-1969; Shell Oil Co. Red Rock Lease
  - Chart: 1965-1969; Shell Oil Co. Shale Ridge Lease
  - Chart: 1966-1969; Shell Oil Co. Witmer Lease
  - Chart: 1965-1967; Shell Oil Co. Topa-Topa Lease
  - Chart: 1965-1967; Shell; Anza-Mohawk Lease; Sec 29 S N 19W
  - Graph: 1967-1969; Shell Oil Co.; Orcutt Lease
  - Graph: 1965-1969; Shell Oil Co. Topa-Topa Lease
  - Graph: 1965-1969; Shell Oil Co.; Shale Ridge Lease
  - Graph: 1965-1970; Shell Oil Co.; Red Rock Lease
  - Graph: 1966-1969; Shell Oil Co.; Whitmer [sic] Lease

- Folder: Ecology
  - News Release: Apr. 7, 1971; Department of the Interior; remarks by the Honorable Hollis M. Dole, Assistant Secretary—Mineral Resources, before the
Pacific Northwest Metals and Minerals Conference, Portland, Oregon; Energy, Environment, and the Economy

- Article Clipping: June 1970; Western Oil Reporter; Vol. 27, No. 6; “It’s in the Big” by Lincoln Dante
- Article Clipping: Feb. 1, 1971; Los Angeles Times; “The Public Speaks Out: Times Editorials on Oil Drilling Miss the Point”
- Article Clipping: Dec. 30, 1971; The Oil Daily; “Petty’s Oil Letter” by James M Collins
- Article Clipping: Nov. 19, 1971; Federal Register; Vol. 36, No. 224; “Geological Survey: Federal Mining, Oil and Gas, and Geothermal Lessees: Delay in Approval of Applications for Permits to Drill Wells and Mining Plans”
- Article Clipping: January 1971; Pacific Oil World; Vol. 64, No.1; “Remarks of Dr. Wilson M. Laird, Director, Office of Oil and Gas, Department of the Interior Before the Governors Conference on Environmental Systems, Des Moines, Iowa, December 10, 1970”
- Article Clipping: n.d.; unknown source; “Ecology will ‘suffer’ without energy”
- Article Clipping: n.d.; The Oil and Gas Journal; “Editorial: More Drilling is Still Key to Solving Energy Crisis”
- Article Clipping: n.d.; The Oil Daily; “Oil Industry Spending $1.5 Million Per Day in Fight Against Pollution”
- Article Clipping: Jan. 18, 1971; The Oil Daily; No. 4,916; “West Coast Report: ‘Enviromaniacs’ Spurn Energy Need, Economy” by Bill Gregg
- Article Clipping: n.d.; unknown source; “U-boat as a Polluter”
- Article Clipping: Aug. 23, 1971; The Oil and Gas Journal; “Oil-Spill Control” and “The Disaster Lobby-more”
- Article Clipping: Dec. 31, 1971; unknown source; “Petty’s Oil Letter” by James M. Collins
- Article Clipping: Dec. 15, 1971; The Oil Daily; “Cal Gov Regan Sizes Up American Scene Today”

**Folder: Geologists-Guidelines**

- Letter: n.d.; to licensee; from James E. Slosson, President, State Board of Registration for Geologists and Geophysicists, Department of Consumer Affairs; regarding enclosed policy statement on adequacy of professional geological work as represented by the guidelines for practice issued by California Division of Mines and Geology
- Document: 1975; Guidelines for Standards of Practice of Geology in California
Certificate: Sep. 17, 1986; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from The American Institute of Professional Geologists; certified professional geologists and Emeritus membership

**Folder: Obituaries**
- Article Clipping: Jan. 7, 1974; The Oil Daily; “The Haman Touch” by Keith Fanshier; obituary of Rex Blazer
- Letter: Mar. 21, 1979; to Mrs. Jake Brendlinger; from Jerome J. O’Brien; condolences for death of Jake Brendlinger
- Letter: May 24, 1979; to James Kelly; from Jerome J. O’Brien; condolences for Peggy
- Letter: May 23, 1979; to Mrs. Clary T. Kline; from Jerome J. O’Brien; condolences for death of Clary T. Kline
- Article Clipping: May 14, 1980; San Antonio Express; “Funeral Slated Today for Jesse S. Jones”
- Letter: Jun. 5, 1980; to Mrs. Howard Pyle; from Jerry [O’Brien]; condolences for death of Howard C. Pyle
- Letter: May 7, 1984; to Mrs. Martin Erck; from Jerome J. O’Brien; condolences for death of Martin Erck
- Letter: May 7, 1984; to Mrs. John Ricca; from Jerome J. O’Brien; condolences for death of John Ricca; (x2)
- Letter: Dec. 16, 1985; to Mrs. LaVerne Graves; from Jerome J. O’Brien; condolences for death of LaVerne Graves
DO NOT CITE

- Letter: Dec. 17, 1985; to Mrs. Hays Hertford; from Jerome J. O'Brien; condolences for death of Hays Hertford
- Letter: Jul. 23, 1987; to Mrs. Hubert E. Menger; from Jerome J. O'Brien; condolences for death of Hubert E. Menger
- Letter: Mar. 21, 1988; to Eugene Murphy, Cletus Murphy, Michael Murphy, Fr. James Murphy, Alice McCarthy and Noreen Kearns; from Jerome J. O'Brien; condolences for death of Margaret Murphy; mailed to each recipient separately; (x2)
- Letter: Jun. 8, 1988; to John R. McMillan; from Jerome J. O'Brien; condolences for death of Eleanore
- Letter: Jan. 7, 1992; to Martin Casey and Family; from Jerome J. O'Brien; condolences for death of Dorthy
- Letter: Mar. 9, 1993; to Linda J. Bozung; from Jerome J. O'Brien; condolences for death of John R. McMillan
- Letter: Mar. 9, 1993; to Mrs. Rhett Dodson; from Jerome J. O'Brien; condolences for death of John R. McMillan
- Letter: May 18, 1993; to Florence A. Florance; from Jerome J. O'Brien; condolences for death of Douglas E. Florance
- Letter: Aug. 24, 1994; to Mrs. Carlton Beal; from Jerome J. O'Brien; condolences for death of Carlton Beal; (x2)
- Letter: Dec. 14, 1994; to J.C. McFarland and Staff; from Jerome J. O'Brien; condolences for death of Lee C. McFarland
- Letter: Dec. 14, 1994; to Ruth McFarland; from Jerome J. O'Brien; condolences for death of Lee C. McFarland; (x2)
- Letter: Nov. 4, 1996; to Mark DeLisle, from Jerome J. O'Brien; condolences for death of Kathleen DeLisle
- Letter: May 24, 1997; to Daniel F. Kramer, C.I.P.A.; from Jerome J. O'Brien; regarding Glen C. Ferguson
- Manuscript: n.d.; Death Condolences; various texts for condolences
- Manuscript: n.d.; Obituary; text for condolences

- **Folder: Quotations**
  - Article Clipping: n.d.; unknown source; no title shown; regarding American civilization
DO NOT CITE

- Article Clipping: n.d.; unknown source; “That’s How Consultants are Born” by Bud Ogle; Santa Barbara, Calif.; (x9)
- Article Clipping: August 1998; Business S.A.; “Quote Me”
- Article Clipping: n.d.; unknown source; “Thoughts on the Business of Life”
- Document: n.d.; unknown source; “A Little History Lesson”
- Document: n.d.; “Bridge Builder” by Will Promgoole; poem; (x2)
- Note: 1994; to [Mary and Jerry O’Brien]; from Thomas [O’Brien]; regarding Christmas and Anniversary present
- Note: n.d.; various hand written quotes
- Note: n.d.; various hand written quotes
- Note: n.d.; to unknown; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding newspaper bio and birthday; (x3)
- Document: n.d.; For All Those Born Prior to 1940; (x2)
- Document: n.d.; Donkey Racing in Texas
- Document: n.d.; RMA: Right Mental Attitude
- Document: n.d.; Judy's Unique Apparel: Chain Letter for Women”
- Document: n.d.; regarding the engineer’s hunch; quotation
- Document: [1972]; joke regarding 12 days of Christmas; (x3)
- Note: n.d.; various hand written notes regarding Spanish names; written on empty envelope
- Document: November 1982; “How Old is Over the Hill?”; Theme Paper; Wilbur Lee Matthews II; 10 years of age; (x8)
- Document: n.d.; “A Day Off”; (x3)
- Manuscript: n.d.; regarding bureaucracy
- Form: n.d.; “Quickie Questionnaire”; (x5)
- Document: n.d.; “[A Little Mixed Up”]; Christmas
- Document: Feb. 27, 1985; “Memo” to: all employees; subject: Special High Intensity Training; comical memo
- Card: n.d.; to unknown; from The Rehabilitation Board, Delinquent Girls Division
- Article Clipping: n.d.; “In Memoriam”
- Document: n.d.; contains two quotations; (x3)
- Article Clipping: Jun. 17, 1985; [Texas Energy Week]; “Texas Energy Week Comments on T.I.P.R.O. Meeting in Austin June 2-4, 1985”; (x3)
- Document: n.d.; 1981 U.S. Federal Income Tax Return (Simplified); (x2)
DO NOT CITE

- Document: n.d.; regarding joke about priest racing donkey
- Document: n.d.; The Young Aggie Priest
- Document: n.d.; How to Know You’re Growing Older; (x2)
- Document: n.d.; The Independents Creed; Jerome J. O’Brien; (x2)
- Article Clipping: n.d.; “Partying Pleasant Past Your Price”
- Article Clipping: n.d.; “Of Speeches and Seersucker Suits” by Zan Thompson
- Article Clipping: Jun. 20, 1980; The Week in Review Western Oil and Gas Association; Vol. 48, No. 25; “Editor’s Note” – USGS Increases Its Estimates of Southern California OCS Reserves” – DOE Expected to Seek $103 Billion from Congress Shortly for ‘Pre-Implementation’ Work on Complex Administration Gasoline Rationing Plan”
- Note: n.d.; regarding numerical figures
- Note: n.d.; quotation regarding communication
- Note: n.d.; regarding joke about The Park Commission
- Document: n.d.; regarding national politicians
- Document: n.d.; regarding old age; (x2)
- Document: n.d.; “Why I Fired My Secretary”; (x3)
- Document: Dec. 11, 1984; John T. Isberg; speech
- Article Clipping: 1984; The Petroleum Club News; “Tribute to Dick Sneddon” by Sid Hayes, Pacific World Oil
- Document: n.d.; two quotations regarding petroleum independents and oil industry
- Note: May 26, 1980; various hand written notes regarding Earl Turner (?)
- Article Clipping: n.d.; “Carey McWilliams Remembered”
- Document: n.d.; quotation regarding oil
- Note: n.d.; hand written quotation
- Article Clipping: 1979; “Definition of Geophysicist?”
- Note: n.d.; An Irish Blessing
- Article Clipping: Jul. 19, 1980; Los Angeles Times; “It’s Like the Fourth of July Without Any Fireworks” by Jim Murray
- Article Clipping: Sep. 23, 1980; “Levenson Sayings Show His Warmth, Humor” by Marilyn and Hy Gardner
- Article Clipping: n.d.; unknown source; “—Thinking Out Loud: A Day for Americanism” by Lynn Landrum
DO NOT CITE

- Note: n.d.; various hand written notes
- Article Clipping: n.d; unknown source ―Laughing Matter”
- Article Clipping: n.d; unknown source; ―Mts of Smiles”
- Document: n.d.; ―And in the Beginning…” by U.S. Congressman Andrew Hinshaw
- Card: n.d.; to [Jerome J. O’Brien]; from Fred Owen
- Note: n.d.; hand written quotations
- Article Clipping: 1979; unknown source; ―The Best of Will Rogers”
- Article Clipping: Apr. 15, 1976; Forbes; ―Don't Blame the Oil Companies: Blame the State Department”, ―How the West Was Won”
- Article Clipping: Nov. 8, 1976; The Oil and Gas Journal; ―How to Understand – and Explain – the Economics of U.S. Petroleum” by Richard J. Gonzales
- Article Clipping: Jun. 12, 1961; Congressional Record: Proceedings and Debates of the 87th Congress, First Session; ―Adress by Hon. James A. Farley
- Article: 1965; Paine, Webber, Jackson and Curtis; Weekly Stock Market Letter (The Technical Situation)
- Note: 1961; various hand written notes and quotations
- Article Clipping: n.d.; unknown source; ―A Thought for Washington’s Birthday”
- Article Clipping: 1966; Weekly Stock Market Letter; ―History Repeats”
- Note: n.d.; various hand written notes
- Article Clipping: n.d.; unknown source; ―What is a Petroleum Engineer”
- Note: n.d.; hand written notes for speech
- Article Clipping: Nov. 8, 1969; ―Pett’y’s Oil Letter” by James M. Collins
- Article Clipping: n.d.; unknown source; ―Oil Independents Fade: Merger Trend Among Small Concerns is Closely Watched by Wall Street” by Clyde H. Farnsworth
- Article Clipping: Sep. 14, 1962; New York Times; ―Foreign Investment by Britons Registered Drop of 12% in ‘61”
- Manuscript: Sep. 5, 1962; Total Well Completions U.S. from 1859
- Manuscript: 1960; 1960 Drilling Data
- Manuscript: n.d.; Soviet Oil
DO NOT CITE

- Manuscript: n.d.; hand written text
- Article Clipping: n.d.; unknown source; “Seen and Heard: Engineering with Dirty Fingernails” by Lards G. Soderholm, Midwest Editor
- Note: n.d. handwritten notes regarding Albright and Ferguson
- Document: n.d.; National Geographic Society quotations
- Note: n.d.; hand written quotation
- Note: n.d.; quotation from Lincoln and notes regarding petroleum industry
- Note: n.d.; notes regarding Bill Gregg
- Manuscript: Jul. 26, 1980; MC TIPRO Convention; San Antonio
- Manuscript: n.d; various hand written notes
- Manuscript: May 26, 1980; Earl Turner – Roast; San Antonio, Tex
- Article Clipping: n.d.; unknown source; quotation by Longfellow
- Note: n.d.; various hand written notes
- Note: n.d.; various hand written notes
- Note: Jan. 10, 1980; WOGA-CIPA Reception; Bev. Wilshire Hotel
- Article Clipping: n.d.; unknown source; “Washington Workday”; (x2)
- Article Clipping: n.d; unknown source; “Irish Man of the Year” by Jim Murray
- Article Clipping: Dec. 31, 1978; Los Angeles Times; “Morning Briefing: Bear, Lou, Ali, Yogi, Et Al Made it One Quotable Year”
- Article Clipping: Sep. 8, 1961; Congressional Record; Vol. 107, No. 157 – 87th Congress, First Session, P. 17508; “Protest Humble Oil Vice President Appointment to Head Office of Oil and Gas”; (x2)
- Document: n.d.; “An Adopted Creed”; (x4)
- Document: n.d.; “Notice to All Employees”; joke about alcohol; (x3)
- Note: n.d; quotation
- Article Clipping: n.d.; unknown source; quotation
- Note: Dec. 24, 1960; Monterey Oil Co. to office force; hand written
- Letter: May 24, 1979; to Fred Hartley, President, Union Oil Company of California; from Jerome J. O’Brien; complements for recent interview on television
- Letter: Mar. 17, 1952; to “Cousin”; from “Timothy”; comical, fake letter; (x3)
- Document: n.d.; quotation by Willie Vercellino; (x2)
- Manuscript: Feb. 2, 1979; Bill Gregg
- Note: n.d.; hand written note
- Document: n.d.; quotations; “Ω Little Town of Bethlehem”; “An Irish Blessing”
- Article Clipping: n.d.; “Fower Says Entitlements Plan Encourages Imports”
- Document: n.d.; “To All Employees”
DO NOT CITE

- Document: n.d.; Application for Cabinet Position; comical
- Article Clipping: 1985; unknown source; "With Apologies to Clement C. Moore: In Hope This Will Not Become the 1985 Version of The Night Before Christmas"; copy
- Article Clipping: 1985; unknown source; "With Apologies to Clement C. Moore: In Hope This Will Not Become the 1985 Version of The Night Before Christmas"
- Article Clipping: n.d.; unknown source; "Thoughts for the New Year"
- Article Clipping: n.d.; unknown source; "Ode to a Geologist: Rocks in Their Heads"
- Document: n.d.; poem; unknown title or author; regarding "home"; (x3)
- Drawing: [May 16, 1959]; regarding Annual Monterey Picnic; (x3)
- Article Clipping: Apr. 3, 1949; San Antonio Express; "Saves Life by Leap…Blazing Residence"; copy; (x2)
- Article Clipping: Apr. 2, 1949; [San Antonio] Evening News; "Youth Saved From Fire"; (copy); (x2)
- Article Clipping: Apr. 2, 1949; [San Antonio] Light; "$12,000 Blaze Hits S.A. Home"; (copy); (x2)

- Folder: U.C.L.A. Alumni Association
  - Letter: Oct. 23, 1967; to unknown; from Fred F. Harris; regarding UGLA 35th Reunion; various names with contact information attached
  - Letter: Mar. 10, 1966; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from June Smith, Program Assistant; regarding discussed list of suggested Washington committee members for Internship Program; regarding postponement of Washington meeting
    - Document: n.d.; Washington Internship Program – Suggested Committee Names
  - Receipt: Jul. 28, 1967; deposit slip for Union Bank; Account No. 10570-0003 Jerome J. O’Brien; deposit amount: $2,235.40
  - Receipt: Aug. 8, 1967; deposit slip for Union Bank; Account No. 10570-0003 Jerome J. O’Brien; deposit amount: $694.63

- Letter: Sep. 29, 1965; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Douglas K. Kinsey, Executive Director, Alumni Association UCLA; request to send in reservation for Alumni House Party At Ojai
  - Letter: Oct. 4, 1965; to Douglas K. Kinsey; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding not being able to attend Ojai House Party
DO NOT CITE

- Letter: Aug. 25, 1965; to Jerome O’Brien; from H.R. Haldeman, President Alumni Association; request to serve as Chairman of the Charter Day Committee
- Letter: May 20, 1965; to Jerome O’Brien; from Roger C. Pettitt, Chairman, UCLA Progress Funds; regarding names for Chancellor’s Honor Roll to be printed in upcoming issue of the UCLA Alumni Magazine
- Letter: Mar. 29, 1965; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Roger C. Pettitt; invitation to event as guest of UCLA Progress Fund Board of Trustees and Alumni Association Board of Directors; request to contact five potential donors
  - Brochure: March 1963; Federal Employee Facts: Political Activity
  - Brochure: June 1963; Federal Employee Facts: The Civil Service Retirement System
  - Form: Oct. 2, 1961; Notification of Personnel Action; Jerome J. O’Brien; Position Title: Director, Office of Oil and Gas
  - Form: May 13, 1954; Position Description
    - Form: Oct. 12, 1959; Position Classification Amendment
  - Letter: Aug. 31, 1961; to Milburn Petty, Oil Daily; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding additional copies of requested biography
  - Letter: Aug. 31, 1961; to Clyde LaMotte; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding additional copies of request biography
  - Letter: Jul. 20, 1961; to J.J. O’Brien; from J.C. Posgate; response to question of mineral ownership; request for list of all mineral interests for record
  - Letter: Apr. 4, 1961; to all employees; from Morgan J. Davis; regarding company policy; (x2)
  - Letter: Dec. 6, 1963; to Mr. Follis; from Stewart L. Udall, Secretary of the Interior, United States Department of the Interior; acceptance of Jerome J. O’Brien’s resignation; request to select successor; (x5)
  - Form: Dec. 20, 1963; Agency Certification of Insurance Status; Federal Employees’ Group Life Insurance Act; includes duplicate
  - Form: Dec. 17, 1963; Notification of Personnel Action
DO NOT CITE

- Form: Dec. 20, 1963; Notice of Change in Health Benefits Enrollment
- Document: n.d.; Notice to Federal Employee About Unemployment Compensation
  - Negative: n.d.; portrait of Jerome J. O'Brien
- Document: n.d.; Department Officials Home Addresses and Telephone Numbers
- Certificate: Nov. 28, 1962; to Jerome T. [sic] O'Brien; from Department of State of the United States of America; designated United States Representative to the Ninth Session of the Committee on Gas of the Economic Commission for Europe to be convened at Geneva, Switzerland, November 28, 1962
- Document: Nov. 28, 1962; United States Delegation to the Ninth Session of the Committee on Gas of the Economic Commission for Europe
- Document: n.d.; United States Department of the Interior: Performance Rating Information for Employees

**Folder: Monterey Oil**
- Periodical: Aug. 31 1953; Monterey Oil Company Annual Report
- Periodical: 1954; Monterey Oil Company Annual Report

**Folder: Luling Oil and Gas Company, Inc.**
- Letter: Mar. 23, 1983; to all directors of Luling Oil and Gas Company, Inc.; from T. Noah Smith, Jr., Luling Oil and Gas Company, Inc.; announcement of meeting and request for attendance
- Letter: May 27, 1981; to Jerome J. O'Brien; from T. Noah Smith, Jr., President, Luling Oil and Gas Company, Inc.; welcome to company family
- Letter: Dec. 27, 1983; to T. Noah Smith, Jr.; from Jerome J. O'Brien; regarding announcement of resignation as director of company
DO NOT CITE

- Chart: 1965; Luling Oil and Gas Company, Inc.; Net Oil Sales in Barrels – 1965 to Present
- Note: Mar. 29, 1983; various hand written notes
- Note: n.d.; various hand written notes
- Letter: Oct. 1, 1982; to director; B.N. Newman; regarding notice of special meeting of the Board of Directors of Luling Oil and Gas Company, Inc.
- Letter: Sep. 1, 1982; to Leigh Ratiner; from Grady E. Means, President, Sage Associates, Inc.; analysis of potential market growth and profitability in Calico Scallop fishing in the South Atlantic; (x2)
- Document: Jun. 30, 1982; Rysco Shipyard, Inc. Balance Sheet (unaudited)
- Document: Jun. 30, 1982; Rockport Yacht and Supply Co., Inc. Balance Sheet (unaudited)
- Letter: May 3, 1982; to T. Noah Smith, Pres, Luling Oil and Gas Company; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding conflicting schedule with shareholder’s meeting of McFarland Energy, Inc. and Annual Meeting
- Manuscript: Oct. 26, 1981; various hand written notes
- Document: Oct. 22, 1981; from B.N. Jacoby; Notice of Special Meeting of Directors

- **Folder: Petroleum Financing; A**
  - Manuscript: n.d.; various hand written notes
  - Chart: 1964-1973; Cash Throw and Loan Payout A-B-C Oil Co.
  - Chart: n.d.; Cash Throw and Loan Payout A-B-C Oil Co.
  - Document: n.d.; Payout Calculation Factors
  - Document: n.d.; Petroleum Financing; (x9)
  - Document: 1966; Application of the Petroleum Engineer’s Report to Financing; by C.R. Dodson, Member AIME, United California Bank, Los Angeles, Calif.; paper number: SPE 1492
  - Document: 1966; “Causes of Problems and Losses in Petroleum Loans”; by Robert S. Ryan, Member AIME, First National City Bank, New York, N.Y.; paper number: SPE 1491; (x2)
  - Document: 1966; Tax and Financial Aspects of Oil and Gas Production Payments; by Robert W. Sandison, Arthur Andersen and Co., Los Angeles, Calif.; paper number: SPE 1652
Document: n.d.; Continental Illinois National Bank and Trust Company of Chicago; Payout Calculations Factors

Document: n.d.; Agreement; R.L. Bauman and Atlantic Richfield Company

Document: November 1968; Exploratory Core Hole Drilling Agreement; (x2)

Letter: Jul. 27, 1967; to The 934; from Dean C. Whaley, Interstate Mortgage Company; regarding refinancing and apartment ownership


Document: n.d.; Appendix D; Sample Copies of Documents for ABC Transaction

Article: Feb. 6, 1967; The Oil and Gas Journal; “Selling Oil Properties? Production Decline Curve Method Widely Used in Evaluation of Production” by John Griesbach

Publication: July 1962; “Bank Financing of Oil and Gas Production Payments” by Wallace W. Wilson; a thesis presented to the faculty of the Southwestern Graduate School of Banking; (x2)

**Folder: Petroleum Financing; B**


Deed: Mar. 26, 1962; Deed of Trust; Eddy County; (x2)

Document: Mar. 26, 1962; Note; Forth Worth, Texas; (x2)

Document: Mar. 16, 1962; Division Order Title of Opinion; New Mexico, Eddy County, Federal Lease; Gerald Fitz-Gerald


Document: Nov. 7, 1961; Assignment of Oil Payment No. 87

Document: n.d.; Exhibit "A"

Document: Aug. 23, 1965; Assignment of Production

Document: n.d.; John F. Bricker and Lewis T. Lohman Royalty Purchasing Program

Form: n.d.; Rental Agreement; not filled out

Document: n.d.; Sample Copies of Documents for ABC Transaction

Chart: n.d.; no title (x15)

Chart: n.d; no title

Note: n.d.; Jerome J. O’Brien; instruments involved in Assignment of Production type development loan
  - Document: Mar. 16, 1962; Division Order Title Opinion; Gerald Fitz-Gerald
  - Deed: n.d.; Mortgage and Deed of Trust
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- Deed: Mar. 26, 1962; Deed of Trust
- Document: n.d.; Assignment of Oil Payment No. 87
- Document: Mar. 26, 1962; Note
  - Document: n.d.; Assignment of Production Payment
  - Document: Oct. 23, 1972; Limited Partnership Agreement
  - Document: Sep. 29, 1971; Cost Estimate – Drilling or Production Project
  - Form: n.d.; Proof of Worthlessness of Mineral Rights; not filled out; (x12)
  - Document: n.d.; Cost Estimate; Colonial Production Company
- **Folder: Forms – Land Department**
  - Form: n.d.; Note: Blank Payee: Interest in Instalments [sic] or at Maturity
  - Form: n.d.; promise to pay
  - Form: n.d; Union Bank promise form
  - Form: n.d.; promise form
  - Deed: n.d.; Grant Deed; Oil Payment Purchasing Co.
  - Form: n.d.; Personal or Direct Modernization Note
  - Form: n.d.; Affidavit to Any Fact
  - Document: Mar. 17, 1971; Lease and Agreement
  - Publication: Sep. 9, 1958; Subsurface Oil and Gas Lease; Union Oil Company of California: Land Department
  - Form: n.d.; Request for Full Reconveyance
  - Form: n.d.; Note Secured by Deed of Trust (Installment – Interest Extra)
  - Deed: n.d.; Corporation Joint Tenancy Grant Deed
  - Document: n.d.; Reconveyance of Mortgage of Chattles
  - Letter: Mar. 1, 1972; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Jade Oil and Gas Co.; agreement for employment
  - Letter: Jul. 1, 1972; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Jade Oil and Gas Co.; agreement for employment
  - Form: n.d.; various pages of Form No. P.A.S.
  - Form: n.d.; Bill of Sale; not filled out
  - Form: n.d.; Reconveyance of Assignment of Production Payment
  - Document: n.d.; Operating Agreement
  - Document: January 1969; Exploratory Core Hole Drilling Agreement
  - Document: n.d.; page two or unknown document
- **Folder: Forms (Misc)**
  - Deed: n.d.; Royalty Deed; The State of Texas
DO NOT CITE

- Deed: n.d.; Grant Deed
- Form: n.d.; Addendum; blank
- Document: Dec. 12, 1972; Turnkey Drilling Contract
- Lease: n.d.; AAPL Form 670 Oil and Gas Lease; Oklahoma – Shut In Royalty, Pooling; blank; (x2)
- Document: n.d.; Operating Agreement; note attached: “sample”
- Form: n.d.; Annual Report of Property Presumed Abandoned
- Form: n.d.; Annual Report of Property Presumed Abandoned
- Form: n.d.; Joint Venture Operating Statement; Joint Interest Statement; blank; (x54)

- Folder: Jicarilla – Florance
  - Form: Jun. 13, 1966; New Mexico Oil Conservation Commission; Multi-point Back Pressure Test for Gas Well; Lease: Jicarilla Florance –D”; Well No. 3; Company: Florance and Florance; Agent and Title: Wayne B. Smith, P.E.
  - Form: Jun. 13, 1966; New Mexico Oil Conservation Commission; Multi-point Back Pressure Test for Gas Well; Lease: Jicarilla Florance –D”; Well No. 4; Company: Florance and Florance; Agent and Title: Wayne B. Smith, P.E.
  - Form: Jun. 13, 1966; New Mexico Oil Conservation Commission; Multi-point Back Pressure Test for Gas Well; Lease: Jicarilla Florance –D”; Well No. 2; Company: Florance and Florance; Agent and Title: Wayne B. Smith, P.E.
  - Form: May 11, 1966; New Mexico Oil Conservation Commission; Well Location and Acreage Dedication Plat; Lease: Jicarilla Florance –D”; Well No. 2 Certificate No. 1463
  - Form: May 11, 1966; New Mexico Oil Conservation Commission; Well Location and Acreage Dedication Plat; Lease: Jicarilla Florance –D”; Well No. 3 Certificate No. 1463
  - Form: May 11, 1966; New Mexico Oil Conservation Commission; Well Location and Acreage Dedication Plat; Lease: Jicarilla Florance –D”; Well No. 4 Certificate No. 1463

- Folder: Jicarilla – Florance Correspondence
  - Letter: Oct. 3, 1966; to Douglas E. Florance; cc: J.J. O’Brien; from Myron []; regarding Jicarilla Tribal Farmout Contract No. 362; regarding executed operating agreement previously requested
  - Form: Sep. 28, 1966; Application for Permit to Drill, Deepen, or Plug Back; United States Department of the Interior; Geological Survey
    - Form: Sep. 29, 1966; Well Location and Acreage Dedication Plat; New Mexico Oil Conservation Commission; Lease: Florance D; Well No. 6
DO NOT CITE

- Form: Sep. 29, 1966; Well Location and Acreage Dedication Plat; New Mexico Oil Conservation Commission; Lease: Florance D; Well No.: 6
  - Document: Sep. 29, 1966; Dedication of Operator; (x2)
  - Letter: Nov. 9, 1966; to George H. Hunker, Jr.; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed check for work on Florance agreement; regarding forwarded revised copy of Exhibit —A as requested
  - Document: n.d.; Exhibit —A
  - Letter: Jun. 28, 1974; to Hubert Velarde, President, Jicarilla Apache Tribe; from J. Harry Snodgrass, President, Western Oil and Minerals Corp.; regarding contracts and payments
  - Form: n.d.; Designation of Operator; blank
  - Letter: Dec. 19, 1985; to James J. Florance; xc: Douglas E. Florance; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Jicarilla Operating Permit
  - Letter: Jul. 29, 1974; to Hubert Valarde [sic], President, Jicarilla Apache Tribe; xc: Nordhaus, Moses and Dunn; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding royalty payments on properties operated by Colonial on Jicarilla lands
  - Memo: Jun. 18, 1974; to lessees, oil and gas mining leases, Jicarilla Apache reservation; from Hubert Velarde, President, Jicarilla Apache Tribe; regarding monthly statements to be furnished to the Oil and Gas Supervisor, United States Geological Survey; envelope attached
  - Letter: Sep. 8, 1969; to G.A. Talbert, Inc.; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding D.E. Florance Oil and Gas Drilling Bond #1303708; regarding attached check #377 for $150.00 for renewal of bond
  - Chart: n.d.; Jicarilla – Florance – Pictured Cliff – Ballard Field; Rio Arriba County, New Mexico
  - Letter: Apr. 3, 1968; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Myron Anderson; explanation of invoice
  - Letter: Mar. 6, 1968; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Myron Anderson; regarding portion to be sent for down payment; regarding enclosed invoices
- Chart: ca. 1967; Petroleum Associates Inc.; Jicarilla Florance D-9; Summary of Income Received
- Chart: ca. 1968; Petroleum Associates Inc.; Skelly Florance #2; Summary of Income Received
  - Map: n.d.; T23 N, R4W; Rio Arriba Co. New Mexico; Contours on Pictured Cliff; J.J. O’Brien
  - Chart: n.d.; Jicarilla – Florance – Pictured Cliff – Ballard Field; Rio Arriba County, New Mexico
  - Form: May 11, 1966; Application for Permit to Drill, Deepen, or Plug Back; United States Department of the Interior, Geological Survey
    - Form: Jun. 22, 1966; Sundry Notices and Reports on Wells; United States Department of the Interior, Geological Survey
    - Form: Jun. 22, 1966; Well Completion or Recompletion Report and Log; United States Department of the Interior, Geological Survey
  - Form: May 11, 1966; Application for Permit to Drill, Deepen, or Plug Back; United States Department of the Interior, Geological Survey
    - Form: Jun. 22, 1966; Sundry Notices and Reports on Wells; United States Department of the Interior, Geological Survey
    - Form: Jun. 22, 1966; Well Completion or Recompletion Report and Log; United States Department of the Interior, Geological Survey
  - Form: May 11, 1966; Application for Permit to Drill, Deepen, or Plug Back; United States Department of the Interior, Geological Survey
    - Form: Jun. 22, 1966; Sundry Notices and Reports on Wells; United States Department of the Interior, Geological Survey
    - Form: Jun. 22, 1966; Well Completion or Recompletion Report and Log; United States Department of the Interior, Geological Survey
  - Document: n.d.; Assignment
  - Document: n.d.; Exhibit A

- **Folder: License – Engr.**
  - Form: ca. May 2003; Professional Engineer License Renewal Form
  - Form: ca. May 2003; License Renewal Form

- **Folder: El Paso Gas Contract**
  - Document: 1994; Tax Statement
  - Document: Nov. 10, 1988; Agreement
  - Document: Nov. 10, 1988; various pages of agreement
  - Document: Nov. 1, 1988; Agreement
  - Document: Nov. 10, 1988; Agreement
  - Document: Nov. 10, 1988; various pages of agreement
  - Document: Nov. 10, 1988; various pages of agreement
  - Note: n.d.; “El Paso 7305 Extra Copies”
o Note: n.d.; El Paso Contract 7369 Extra Copies
o Document: Nov. 10, 1988; last page of agreement
o Document: Dec. 7, 1988; last page of agreement
o Document: Nov. 1, 1988; Agreement
o Letter: Jan. 21, 1992; to El Paso Natural Gas Company, Attn: Hugh A. Shaffer; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed executed copy of “Bill of Sale” for underground drips on various leases in Jicarilla leases
o Letter: Jan. 8, 1992; to Colonial Production Co.; from Hugh A. Shaffer, Director, Farmington Division, El Paso Natural Gas Company; regarding offer to take over operation and ownership of underground drip assemblies
o Divider: n.d.; blank with →1” tab
o Diagram: November 1991; Location Drip Assembly (Proposed Transfer to Operator)
o Divider: n.d.; blank with →2” tab
o Document: n.d.; Exhibit A; Location Underground Drip Assemblies on Wells Operated by: Colonial Production Co.
o Divider: n.d.; blank with →3” tab
o Document: Jan. 20, 1992; Bill of Sale; between El Paso Natural Gas Company and Colonial Production Company
o Resume: Jan. 20, 2004; Mandi Michelle Moncrief
  ▪ Letter: Jan. 16, 2004; to Human Resources Department, Colonial Production Company; from Mandi Moncrief; inquiry for position as engineer with Colonial Production Co.
  ▪ Letter: Mar. 4, 1987; to Hon. Rick Tulley; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed files on the EL Paso contracts covering gas sales form Jicarilla wells
  ▪ Letter: Feb. 11, 1983; to W.B. Martin, Sr.; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding executed El Paso Division Order
  ▪ Letter: Feb. 8, 1983; to W.B. Martin, Sr.; cc: Colonial Production Company, Willard B. Winn and Jane E. Winn, Maurice Jones, Jr. and Velma G. Jones; from David W. Tuchenhagen, Administrator, Ownership Determination, Contract Administration Department, El Paso Natural Gas Company; regarding enclosed transfer order no. 4502; request to send pertinent recording information for assignment
    ▪ Document: Feb. 8, 1983; Transfer Order; order No. 4502
    ▪ Document: n.d.; Exhibit →A”; El Paso Natural Gas Company
    ▪ Document: n.d.; Exhibit →B”; El Paso Natural Gas Company
Letter: Jul. 1, 1980; to all interested parties; from El Paso Natural Gas Company; request that all correspondence for contractual matters be sent to particular address

Letter: Jul. 23, 1975; to Colonial Production Company; from B.D. Adams, Manager, Measurement Field Operations, El Paso Natural Gas Company; regarding gas measurement El Paso wellhead purchase meters

Letter: Mar. 7, 1972; to Jerome J. O’Brien c/o Colonial Production Company; from Maurice Jones, Jr. of Stephens, Jones, LA Fever and Smith; regarding contracts

Letter: Nov. 26, 1971; to Colonial Production Company, et al; from R.E. Johnson; regarding El Paso’s San Juan Basin, gas purchase agreement, renegotiation program
  ▪ Letter: Nov. 26, 1971; from V.M. Plummer, Vice President, El Paso Natural Gas Company; regarding El Paso’s San Juan Basin, gas purchase agreement and renegotiation program; notice

Letter: Oct. 7, 1971; to Jerome J. O’Brien; cc: W.B. Winn; from Maurice Jones, Jr. of Stephens, Jones, La Fever and Smith; regarding signed copy of Amendatory Agreement

Document: Mar. 13, 1972; Amendatory Agreement


Document: Oct. 18, 1971; Amendatory Agreement; Lease – 398

Document: Oct. 18, 1971; Amendatory Agreement; Lease 44; Lease 362

Letter: Mar. 17, 1972; to Colonial Production Company, et al; from A.M. Derrick, Asst. Vice President; regarding El Paso’s San Juan Basin, gas purchase agreement and renegotiation program

Letter: Sep. 23, 1971; to Colonial Production Company, et al; from R.E. Johnson; regarding initiation of program for renegotiation

Letter: Oct. 11, 1971; to El Paso Natural Gas Company; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding PC-66-221 and PC-67-228; regarding executed copies of Amendatory Agreement on subject contracts

Document: Oct. 18, 1971; Amendatory Agreement; PC 66-221; PC 67-228

Letter: Aug. 11, 1969; to El Paso Natural Gas Company; cc: Wayne B. Smith; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Colonial Production Company gas purchase contract date Jun. 16, 1967 PC 67-228 Jicarilla #10; regarding Colonial install its own line and facilities to deliver gas to system
  ▪ Letter: Aug. 21, 1969; to Jerome J. O’Brien; cc: Lowell M. Parrish, Jr. and Wayne B. Smith; from R.L. Ahrens, Chief Division Engineer; regarding
letter of Aug. 11, 1969; regarding policies and gas purchase contract PC 67-228 Jicarilla #10

- Letter: Jul. 8, 1969; to Colonial Production Company; cc: Lowell M. Parrish, Jr.; from R.L. Ahrens, Chief Division Engineer; regarding gas purchase agreement PC 67-228 and Article VIII – “Economic Connection” specifications
  - Letter: Oct. 9, 1968; to Petroleum Associates, Inc.; from R.E. Johnson; regarding returned executed files for Gas Chromatography Gas Well; Gas Purchase Contract Amendment
  - Document: Oct. 3, 1968; Amendatory Agreement; PC 67-228
  - Document: Jun. 6, 1966; Gas Purchase Agreement

- Folder: Consultants
  - Letter: May 4, 1996; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Dr. L.K. (Les) Nemeth, P.E.; regarding new career and request for business
  - Letter: Sep. 18, 1992; to Colonial Production Company; from Jackie L. Schneider; regarding proposed letter agreement; business card attached
    - Document: Sep. 18, 1992; to Colonial Production Company, Attn: Jerome J. O’Brien; from Jackie L. Schneider; Letter Agreement
  - Document: Jul. 15, 1992; Rate Schedule; Little Oil and Gas, Inc.
    - Letter: Aug. 19, 1992; to D.E. Florance; from Becca Bryci-Ambert, Gas Marketing, Little Oil and Gas, Inc.; request for business; information about company
  - Letter: Jan. 14, 1985; to all members; from Barry K. Van Sandt, President, Society of Petroleum Evaluation Engineers; regarding SPEE reserve definitions and by-law changes
    - Document: Dec. 11, 1984; Society of Petroleum Evaluation Engineers Reserve Definitions
  - Letter: Jun. 16, 1970; to O’Brien Exploration Fund, Inc; from N. Bert Smith, Jr.; regarding services and request for business

- Folder: Consultants
  - Letter: n.d.; to gentlemen [Jerome O’Brien]; from Emmett Johnson; regarding introduction of geological well sitting services and request for business
  - Note: n.d.; regarding brochure; Keplinger and Associates, Inc.
  - Brochure: n.d.; Coordinated Geological Services for the Petroleum and Mineral Industries; Philip A. Chenovweth and Associates; business card attached
  - Letter: Jun. 16, 1970; to O’Brien Exploration Fund, Inc; from N. Bert Smith, Jr.; regarding services and request for business
DO NOT CITE

- Document: n.d.; Suggested Lease Brokers
- Letter: Jun. 4, 1992; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Kent A. Madenwald, SJV Consultants; regarding information about company and request for business
  - Document: n.d.; resume; Kent A. Madenwald

- **Folder: El Paso Natural Gas**
  - Letter: Jan. 6, 2004; to lessee/operator; from Steven W. Anderson, Assistant Field Manager, Multi-Resources Division, United States Department of the Interior, Bureau of Land Management; regarding notice of Oil and Gas Staff locating in Albuquerque field offices and Cuba field station
  - Document: Aug. 9, 1996; Chromatographic Gas Analysis Report; El Paso Natural Gas Company Volume Accounting Department, Measurement Division
  - Document: Oct. 8, 1995; Chromatographic Gas Analysis Report; El Paso Natural Gas Company Volume Accounting Department; Measurement Division
  - Document: May 17, 1995; Statement of Gas Balance – Exchange/Offsystem; El Paso Natural Gas Company
  - Document: Apr. 18, 1995; Statement of Gas Balance – Exchange/Offsystem; El Paso Natural Gas Company
  - Document: Mar. 17, 1995; Statement of Gas Balance – Exchange/Offsystem; El Paso Natural Gas Company
  - Document: Feb. 15, 1995; Statement of Unauthorized Gas Account Balances Recap and Reconciliation; El Paso Natural Gas Company
  - Document: Jan. 17, 1995; Statement of Gas Balance – Exchange/Offsystem; El Paso Natural Gas Company
DO NOT CITE

- Document: Nov. 18, 1994; Statement of Gas Balance – Exchange/Offsystem; El Paso Natural Gas Company
- Document: Sep. 16, 1994; Statement of Gas Balance – Exchange/Offsystem; El Paso Natural Gas Company
- Document: Oct. 18, 1994; Statement of Gas Balance – Exchange/Offsystem; El Paso Natural Gas Company
  - Document: Aug. 15, 1994; Purchase Accounting Statement; El Paso Gas Marketing Company
  - Document: Aug. 13, 1994; Statement of Unauthorized Gas Account Balances: Recap and Reconciliation; El Paso Natural Gas Company
- Document: Jul. 18, 1994; Statement of Gas Balance – Exchange/Offsystem; El Paso Natural Gas Company
- Letter: Jul. 11, 1994; to volume statement recipient [Jerome J. O’Brien]; from John Mottinger, Administrator, El Paso Natural Gas Company
  - Document: Jul. 9, 1994; Monthly Gas Volume Statement – Wellhead; El Paso Natural Gas
  - Document: Jun. 15, 1994; Statement of Gas Balance-UGAS for May 1994; Cumulative Agreement Imbalance; El Paso Natural Gas Company
  - Document: Jun. 15, 1994; Statement of Gas Balance – UGAS for May, 1994; Receipt/Delivery Transaction Activity
  - Document: Jun. 15, 1994; Statement of Gas Balance – UGAS for May, 1994; Adjustment Comments
  - Document: Jun. 14, 1994; Statement of Unauthorized Gas Account Balances Recap and Reconciliation
  - Document: Jun. 14, 1994; Statement of Unauthorized Gas Account Balances; Account Activity
DO NOT CITE

  - Document: Jun. 9, 1994; Monthly Gas Volume Statement – Wellhead; El Paso Natural Gas
  - Invoice: May 23, 1994; El Paso Marketing Company; Invoice No. CKREQ940519
  - Document: May 14, 1994; Statement of Gas Balance – U-Gas for April, 1994; El Paso Natural Gas Company
    - Document: May 14, 1994; Statement of Unauthorized Gas Account Balances Recap and Reconciliation; El Paso Natural Gas Company
    - Document: May 14, 1994; Statement of Gas Balance – UGAS for April, 1994; Cumulative Agreement Imbalance; El Paso Natural Gas Company
    - Document: May 17, 1994; Statement of Gas Balance – Exchange/Offsystem; El Paso Natural Gas Company
  - Document: May 17, 1994; Purchase Accounting Statement Production Date: 94/04; El Paso Gas Marketing Company
  - Document: May 8, 1994; Monthly Gas Volume Statement – Wellhead; El Paso Natural Gas
  - Document: Apr. 9, 1994; Monthly Gas Volume Statement – Wellhead; El Paso Natural Gas
  - Document: Apr. 19, 1994; Statement of Gas Balance – Exchange/Offsystem; El Paso Natural Gas Company
  - Document: Mar. 13, 1994; Statement of Unauthorized Gas Account Balances Recap and Reconciliation; El Paso Natural Gas Company
  - Document: Mar. 17, 1994; Statement of Gas Balance – Exchange/Offsystem; El Paso Natural Gas Company
    - Document: Apr. 15, 1994; Statement of Unauthorized Gas Account Balances Recap and Reconciliation; El Paso Natural Gas Company
    - Document: Apr. 15, 1994; Statement of Gas Balances – UGAS for March, 1994; El Paso Natural Gas Company
DO NOT CITE

- Document: Feb. 14, 1994; Statement of Unauthorized Gas Account Balances Recap and Reconciliation; El Paso Natural Gas Company
    - Document: Jan. 13, 1994; Statement of Gas Balance – UGAS for December, 1993; Cumulative Agreement Imbalance; El Paso Natural Gas Company
    - Document: Jan. 13, 1994; Statement of Gas Balance – UGAS for December, 1993; Cumulative Agreement Imbalance; El Paso Natural Gas Company
    - Document: Jan. 13, 1994; Statement of Unauthorized Gas Account Balances Recap and Reconciliation; El Paso Natural Gas Company
    - Document: Jan. 13, 1994; Statement of Unauthorized Gas Account Balances Recap and Reconciliation; El Paso Natural Gas Company
  - Document: Feb. 9, 1994; Monthly Gas Volume Statement – Wellhead; El Paso Natural Gas
  - Document: Mar. 9, 1994; Monthly Gas Volume Statement – Wellhead; El Paso Natural Gas
  - Jan. 9, 1994; Monthly Gas Volume Statement – Wellhead; El Paso Natural Gas
  - Letter: Aug. 10, 1994; to El Paso Natural Gas, Measurement Division; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding meter station 03120; regarding property being assigned to Billco Energy
  - Form: June 1994; Orifice Meter Station Inspection/Repair; El Paso Natural Gas Company
  - Form: June 1994; Orifice Meter Station Inspection/Repair; El Paso Natural Gas Company
  - Form: June 1994; Orifice Meter Station Inspection/Repair; El Paso Natural Gas Company
  - Form: June 1994; Orifice Meter Station Inspection/Repair; El Paso Natural Gas Company
  - Document: Jan. 12, 1994; various information regarding guidelines for wells; El Paso Natural Gas Co.
DO NOT CITE

- Form: n.d.; Orifice Meter Station Inspection/Repair; El Paso Natural Gas Company
- Form: n.d.; Orifice Meter Station Inspection/Repair; El Paso Natural Gas Company
- Form: n.d.; Orifice Meter Station Inspection/Repair; El Paso Natural Gas Company
- Form: n.d.; Orifice Meter Station Inspection/Repair; El Paso Natural Gas Company
- Letter: Feb. 16, 1993; to producer; from Thomas G. Jessup, Senior Analyst, Tax and Royalty Section, Volume Accounting Department, El Paso Natural Gas Company; regarding disclosure, in confidence, of Settlement Agreement Information to the Minerals Management Service; Deputy Associate Director for Audit
  - Letter: Jan. 14, 1993; to El Paso Natural Gas Company; from Jimmy W. Mayberry, Deputy Associate Director for Audit, United States Department of the Interior; regarding contract settlement agreements; request to complete and return enclosed form
  - Form: n.d.; Contract Settlements Special Report

- Folder: CT Corporation System
  - Invoice: Mar. 1, 1995; to Colonial Production Company; from CT Corporation System; renewal invoice; note regarding cancellation of account
  - Bulletin: December 1994; Special Bulletin; CT Corporation System
  - Document: December 1994; CT System; to Colonial Production Company; unknown document
  - Invoice: Mar. 1, 1994; to Colonial Production Company; from CT System; renewal invoice; $153.87
  - Invoice: Mar. 1, 1993; to Colonial Production Company; from CT System; renewal invoice; $153.87
  - Document: Feb. 25, 1994; Notice Prior to Revocation of Certificate of Authority
  - Invoice: Mar. 1, 1990; to Colonial Production Company; from CT Corporation System; $112.00
  - Bulletin: Nov. 17, 1992; Report and Tax Bulletin; CT System
  - Bulletin: Nov. 17, 1992; Report and Tax Bulletin; CT System
  - Letter: May 20, 1989; to Jack M. Rains, Secretary of State, Statutory Filings Division; from Jerome J. O'Brien; regarding Colonial Production Company's registered agent and office address
    - Document: May 18, 1989; Office of Secretary of State: Colonial Production Company; survey for change
    - Document: n.d.; Statement of Change of Registered Office or Registered Agent or Both by a Profit Corporation
o Invoice: Mar. 1, 1991; to Colonial Production Company; from CT Corporation System; $120.00
o Invoice: Mar. 1, 1992; to Colonial Production Company; from CT Corporation System; $130.00
o Invoice: Mar. 1, 1989; to Colonial Production Company; from CT Corporation System; $105.00
o Invoice: Mar. 1, 1988; to Colonial Production Company; from CT Corporation System; $100.00
o Invoice: Mar. 1, 1987; to Colonial Production Company; from CT Corporation System; $90.00
o Invoice: Mar. 1, 1986; to Colonial Production Company; from CT Corporation System; $94.00
o Invoice: Mar. 1, 1985; to Colonial Production Company; from CT Corporation System; $94.00
o Invoice: Mar. 1, 1983; to Colonial Production Company; from CT Corporation System; $87.00
o Invoice: Mar. 1, 1981; to Colonial Production Company; from CT Corporation System; $76.00
o Invoice: Mar. 1, 1982; to Colonial Production Company; from CT Corporation; $81.00
o Letter: Aug. 18, 1980; to Colonial Production Company; cc: Dibrell and Dibrell, Attn: T. Kellis Dibrell; from Mary G. Murray, Assistant Secretary, CT Corporation System; regarding resignation by CT Corporation System as Registered Agent for Service of Process in Texas
o Letter: May 14, 1980; to CT Corporation System; xc: T. Kellis Dibrell; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding return of “Representation Questionnaire”; regarding change in legal counsel
  ▪ Form: ca. 1980; Representation Questionnaire; CT Corporation System
o Letter: May 6, 1980; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Scott Snodgrass, CT Corporation System; regarding representation and reasons to continue service
o Invoice: Mar. 1, 1980; to Colonial Production Company; from CT Corporation System; $198.00
  ▪ Letter: Mar. 11, 1980; to CT Corporation Systems; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding attached check for service in New Mexico
o Invoice: Mar. 1, 1979; to Colonial Production Company; from CT Corporation System; $190.00
o Invoice: Mar. 1, 1978; to Colonial Production Company; from CT Corporation System; $175.00

• Folder: Colonial Production Co. Correspondence
DO NOT CITE

- Letter: Feb. 12, 1968; to Douglas E. Florance; from Myron Anderson; regarding agreement to sell interest in Jicarilla Pictured Cliff leases to Jerome J. O’Brien and others
- Letter: Apr. 9, 1968; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Myron Anderson; regarding payment for equipment on Jicarilla No. 9 and questions regarding payment
- Letter: Apr. 11, 1968; to Douglas E. Florance c/o Glenn Cliff Hotel; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding advance rental payment
- Document: Apr. 17, 1968; Amendment to Operating Agreement; note attached: these forms sent to Anderson 5-9-68
- Letter: Apr. 22, 1968; to Myron Anderson; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding attached check for expenses; questions regarding cost of drafting assignments and trust deeds for UCB
- Letter: Apr. 29, 1968; to Douglas E. Florance; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding set up of royalty schedule on joint lease #362 and request for exact amount owned for advance rental
- Invoice: Apr. 30, 1968; to D.E. Florance; from Baggett and Grover, Attorneys at Law; balance: $172.68
- Letter: May 6, 1968; to Ross-Martin; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding shipment of form 841 and misunderstanding
- Letter: May 13, 1968; to Douglas E. Florance; cc: Jerome J. O’Brien; from Myron Anderson; regarding amendment to operating agreement covering the Jicarilla properties to eliminate the preferential right of purchase
- Letter: Jun. 13, 1968; to Myron Anderson; from D.E. Florence; request for execution of Amendment to the Operating Agreement; regarding enclosed report for the F.P.C. and request to pay bill and various payments
- Letter: Jun. 17, 1968; to D.E. Florance; cc: Jerome J. O’Brien; from Myron Anderson; regarding Amendment to Operating Agreement; regarding invoices
- Letter: Jun. 20, 1968; to Douglas E. Florance; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding attached notices to the Federal Power Commission to be executed and returned
- Letter: Jun. 20, 1968; to Douglas E. Florance; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding payments to be made and request for more information
- Letter: Jun. 22, 1968; to Doug; from Jerry; regarding request for information in order to file FPC report on gas deliveries
- Letter: Jul. 1, 1968; to Jerry O’Brien c/o Colonial Production Company; from Maurice Jones, Jr.; regarding misunderstanding with invoice and amount owed
DO NOT CITE

- Letter: Jul. 1, 1968; to Lee Durrell; cc: Petroleum Associates, Inc.; from Jerome J. O’Brien; request for to cover properties with liability insurance
- Letter: Jul. 2, 1968; to Douglas Florance; cc: James J. Florance; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding need for previously requested signed notices and information regarding wells
- Letter: Jul. 5, 1968; to Colonial Production Company, Attn: Jerome J. O’Brien; from Lee Durrell; request for additional information; request for any leases in other states; request for any owned automobiles of the corporation
- Letter: Jul. 9, 1968; to Lee Durrell, Rahlfs and McFadden Insurance; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding need for insurance
- Letter: Jul. 23, 1968; to Colonial Production Company; from J.A. Powell, Credit Representative, Standard Oil Company of California, Western Operations, Inc.; regarding application for Chevron National Credit Cards and request for current operating statement and balance sheet; request for list of financially interested parties
- Letter: Feb. 19, 1969; to New Mexico Oil Conservation Commission; from Jerome J. O’Brien; request for proration schedule for San Juan Basin
- Letter: Feb. 26, 1969; to John P. Castleman; from Lysle Snow; inquiry about selling units for exploration fund
- Letter: Mar. 21, 1969; to Fred Davis, California Investment Co.; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding company information and requested documents and information
- Letter: Mar. 21, 1969; to Fred Davis, California Investment Co.; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding company information and requested documents and information
- Letter: Apr. 14, 1969; to Midcontinent Supply Co., Attn: Jerry Brannen, Credit Manager; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed latest Financial Statement of company; request to establish line of credit with company
- Letter: Apr. 14, 1969; to Jerry O’Brien; from Ewell N. Walsh, P.E., President, Walsh Engineering and Production Corporation; regarding information about firm
- Document: n.d.; Walsh Engineering and Production Corporation; information sheet
  - Document: n.d.; Resume of Experience: Ewell N. Walsh, P.E., President
- Letter: Apr. 15, 1969; to Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Printing Office; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding attached check for $32.50 as payment for copies of “Plain Facts About Oil”
DO NOT CITE

- Letter: Jun. 12, 1969; to Michael T. Solan, Chief, Division of Lands and Minerals Program Management and Land Office; from Lysle Snow; request to forward information concerning the competitive oil and gas leasing sale
  - Article Clipping: n.d.; unknown source; “Leases and Drilling Blocks” and “Legal”
- Letter: Jun. 19, 1969; to Manger, District Land Office; from Lysle Snow, Colonial Production Company; request for additional information concerning the competitive oil and gas lease sale set for Jul. 30, 1969
  - Article Clipping: n.d.; unknown source; “Legal”
- Letter: Jun. 26, 1969; to J.J. O’Brien; from A.J. Manulik; regarding attached data sheets
- Letter: Jul. 15, 1969; to Ewell Walsh; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding request for comments on forwarded letter from El Paso Natural Gas; regarding enclosed plat
  - Document: Aug. 21, 1969; to Benz Engineering, Inc, Attn: Bob Smith; Quotation; No. 1821; Southern Engine and Pump Company
- Letter: Nov. 17, 1971; to Midland Map Company; from Jerome J. O’Brien; request for December Permian Basin Wildcat Map
- Letter: Apr. 15, 1981; to Exxon Company; from Jerome J. O’Brien; request for additional credit cards
- Letter: May 28, 2003; to Colonial Production Company; from Alice M. Montoya, Tax Examiner, Collector, Revenue Agent, New Mexico Public Regulation Commission; regarding enclosed requirements for filing of the certificate of withdrawal
  - Document: n.d.; Requirements for withdrawal of a foreign profit corporation
  - Form: n.d.; Public Regulation Commission; Application for Tax Clearance for Dissolution/Withdrawal
  - Form: n.d.; Tax Clearance Request; State of New Mexico Taxation and Revenue Department
  - Document: n.d.; Instructions for Completing Form FPR-WD (Application for Certificate of Withdrawal)
  - Form: October 2002; Foreign Profit Corporation Application for Certificate of Withdrawal; (x2)
- Memo: n.d.; to unknown; from unknown; regarding the O’Brien Fund and Colonial Production Company agreements
  - Letter: n.d.; to Tom; from Chuck; regarding memo and agreement
Brochure: n.d.; Worthington Gas-Field Compressors; Worthington
Document: n.d.; Alexander J. Manulik data sheet

**Folder: Credit Report**
- Letter: to Jerome J. O’Brien; from American Express; new credit card letter

**Folder: Contracts – Colonial**
- Letter: Aug. 23, 1983; to Smith Production Service; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding written agreement for servicing of Jicarilla wells; request to execute rates modified and return
- Document: Sep. 1, 1983; Well Servicing Agreement; between Colonial Production Company and Smith Production Service
- Document: Jan. 10, 1970; Well Servicing Agreement
- Document: Nov. 14, 1966; Model Form Operating Agreement – 1956; Operating Agreement

**Folder: Compressor Installation Jicarilla #9**
- Print: Mar. 31, 1981; J.A. Compressor; front end; Jicarilla Apache Lease; Rio Arriba Co. New Mexico
- Print: Mar. 31, 1981; J.A. Compressor and white engine – Jicarilla Apache; left side; Rio Arriba Co. New Mex.
- Print: Mar. 31, 1981; Jicarilla Apache #9 Well; Blackfield service man Tom Smith and J.A. Compressor; Rio Arriba Co. New Mexico
- Print: March 1981; Compressor unit for Jicarilla Apache #398, Rio Arriba Co. New Mex.
- Print: March 1981; Compressor unit for Jicarilla #398; Rio Arriba Co. New Mex.
- Map: n.d.; Ballard Pictured Cliff Field; Rio Arriba, Co., New Mexico
- Map: n.d.; unidentified location
- Letter: Jul. 24, 1981; to all participants [James J. Florance, Maurice Jones, Jr., Willard B. Winn and Joseph B. Gould]; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Jicarilla Apache Lease #398; request for signatures to agree with costs to tie No. 10 well into the compressor recently installed on lease; signed by Colonial Production Company (Jerome J. O’Brien)
- Letter: Jul. 24, 1981; to all participants [James J. Florance, Maurice Jones, Jr., Willard B. Winn and Joseph B. Gould]; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Jicarilla Apache Lease #398; request for signatures to agree with costs to tie No. 10 well into the compressor recently installed on lease; signed by Colonial Production Company (Jerome J. O’Brien) and Maurice Jones, Jr.
Letter: Jul. 24, 1981; to all participants [James J. Florance, Maurice Jones, Jr., Willard B. Winn and Joseph B. Gould]; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Jicarilla Apache Lease #398; request for signatures to agree with costs to tie No. 10 well into the compressor recently installed on lease; signed by Colonial Production Company (Jerome J. O’Brien) and James J. Florance

Letter: Jul. 24, 1981; to all participants [James J. Florance, Maurice Jones, Jr., Willard B. Winn and Joseph B. Gould]; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Jicarilla Apache Lease #398; request for signatures to agree with costs to tie No. 10 well into the compressor recently installed on lease; signed by Colonial Production Company (Jerome J. O’Brien) and Willard B. Winn


Invoice: Dec. 10, 1980; to James J. Florance; from Colonial Production Company; purchase and installation of 1 J.A. Gas Compressor; $15,416.42

Invoice: Dec. 10, 1980; to Willard B. Winn; from Colonial Production Company; purchase and installation of 1 J.A. Gas Compressor; $5,394.60

Invoice: Dec. 10, 1980; to Maurice Jones, Jr.; from Colonial Production Company; purchase and installation of 1 J.A. Gas Compressor; $5,394.60

Letter: Dec. 10, 1980; to Jim; from Jerry (O’Brien); regarding installation of compressor and invoice

Letter: Oct. 1, 1980; to James J. Florance; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding joint venture owners Jicarilla Apache #398 and compressor installation at well #9; signed for approval of compressor installation

Letter: Oct. 1, 1980; to Willard B. Winn; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding joint venture owners Jicarilla Apache #398 and compressor installation at well #9; signed for approval of compressor installation

Letter: Oct. 1, 1980; to Maurice Jones, Jr. ;from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding joint venture owners Jicarilla Apache #398 and compressor installation at well #9; signed for approval of compressor installation

Letter: Oct. 1, 1980; to Joseph B. Gould; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding joint venture owners Jicarilla Apache #398 and compressor installation at well #9; signed for non-approval

Letter: Oct. 1, 1980; to [not given]; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding joint venture owners Jicarilla Apache #398 and compressor installation a well #9

Letter: Sep. 1, 1980; to Earl Starkey, President, Black Gold Leasing and Service Co.; xc: Tom Smith; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding possible installation of compressor and test ran on well
DO NOT CITE

- Form: Aug. 24, 1980; Point and One Point Back Pressure Test for Gas Well; Oil Conservation Division; Lease Name: Jicarilla Apache
- Letter: Sep. 17, 1980; to Colonial Production Co.; from Tom Smith, Smith Production Service; regarding details of installing compressor and necessary parts needed; regarding enclosed letter to El Paso stating intentions
- Form: Aug. 30, 1980; to Smith Production Service; from Jerry; regarding compressor and request to check with El Paso to figure out requirements; condolences for mother's health
- Letter: Oct. 3, 1980; to Colonial Production Company; from Earl B. Starkey, President, Black Gold Leasing and Service Co., Inc.; regarding agreement to make compressor
- Letter: Sep. 17, 1980; to L.M. Parrish, El Paso Natural Gas Company; cc: Colonial Production Com; from Tom Smith, Contract Lease Supervisor, Colonial Production Company; request to install compressor at Colonial Production Company's Jicarilla Apache #9 in A-15-T23N-R4W
- Letter: Oct. 12, 1980; to Black Gold Leasing and Service Co., Attn: Earl B. Starkey, President; from Jerome J. O'Brien; acceptance of proposal for purchase and installation of J.A. Compressor
- Map: n.d.; Ballard Pictured Cliff Pool; Rio Arriba Co. New Mexico
- Manuscript: n.d.; list of numerical figures
- Invoice: Mar. 11, 1981; to Colonial Production Company; from Black Gold Leasing and Service Co.; No. 4093; JA Compressor; $40,594.67
- Invoice: Mar. 25, 1981; to Colonial Production Company; from Black Gold Leasing and Servicing Co.; No. 4402; credit memo issued against Inv. #4093 on JA Compressor Package as per bid; $-1000.00
- Article Clipping: Jul. 13, 1981; Oil and Gas Journal; “Exploration: Seismic Mapping Key to Paradox Basin”
- Orifce Computer: n.d.; The Sonney Orifce Computer
- Computer: August 1945; The Willsonn Pipe Line Computer
- Program: Nov. 2, 2000; The Second Annual “Wildcatter of the Year Gala” Honoring Jerome J. O'Brien; San Antonio Petroleum Club
- Program: Nov. 1, 2001; The Third Annual Wildcatter of the Year Gala honoring Al Perkins; San Antonio Petroleum Club
- Letter: Dec. 13, 1979; to Jerry; from Jim; request to review script and call CIPA by Tuesday with questions or comments
  - Script: Dec. 10, 1979; Proposed Second Drafted Script for the Film: California Crude: A History of Oil Men and Major Discoveries
- Folder: Colonial-Purchase
  - Report: Jan. 23, 1961; Evaluation: Colonial Petroleum Company Royalty Interest: Bee, DeWitt and Brazoria Counties, Texas
DO NOT CITE

- Document: Feb. 16, 1961; Conveyance of Oil and Gas Properties and Agreement; Colonial Petroleum Company and Myron Anderson and Jerome J. O’Brien

**Folder: Acquisitions**

- Letter: Aug. 25, 1998; to Colonial Production Company; from James E. Kuhlman, Acquisitions, Bettis, Boyle and Stovall; regarding producing properties operated or non-operated
- Letter: Jan. 8, 1993; to Colonial Production Company; from Betty J. Dieter, District Manager, Western Region, Hallwood Petroleum, Inc.; regarding interest in buying producing properties and undeveloped Fruitland Coal leases
- Letter: Oct. 7, 1992; to D.E. Florance; from Larry D. Kelly, President, New Mexico Natural Gas Inc.; regarding search for producing natural gas properties for sale in San Juan Basin of New Mexico
- Letter: September 1992; to gentlemen; from Larry L. Jones, RLM Energy Company, Inc.; regarding interest in acquiring re-entry and re-work prospects in the Gulf Coast Region
- Letter: Sep. 15, 1992; to Jerome J, O’Brien, Colonial Production Company; from Bill Haskins, First City Bancorporation of Texas; information about First City Energy Financial Advisors, request for information about business activities and interest communication
  - Document: n.d.; First City, Texas Energy Financial Advisors
  - Document: n.d.; First City Energy Financial Advisors
  - Document: n.d; First City Energy Financial Advisors Survey Form
- Letter: Jan. 22, 1992; to Jerry O’Brien; from Tom Gose, President, Spectrum Resources Inc.; regarding opening of natural gas marketing division; request for business
- Letter: Jun. 27, 1989; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Wayne L. Rea, President, Tejas-Luciana Exploration Company; regarding interest in acquiring producing oil and gas properties and/or E. & P. Companies with oil and gas reserves
- Letter: Feb. 18, 1992; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Gary J. Lamb, The Packard Fund; offer to purchase West Welch Unit Royalty Interest in Dawson County, Texas
DO NOT CITE

- Letter: Dec. 20, 1991; to D.E. Florance; from Norman L. Gilbreath, President, Caprock Energy Company; regarding request to purchase oil and gas properties; attached: business card
- Letter: Feb. 17, 1992; to Ladies and Gentlemen; from Buddy Gieb, Permian Basin Acquisition Fund; regarding all undivided net mineral/royalty interest in West Welch Unit-Dawson County, Texas; offer to purchase
- Letter: Jan. 13, 1993; to Ladies and Gentlemen; from Buddy Gieb; regarding all undivided net mineral/royalty interest in West Welch Unit in Dawson County, Texas; offer to purchase

- **Folder: Voting Trust**
  - Note: n.d.; various hand written notes regarding J. Mitchell and numerical figures
  - Document: Oct. 15, 1975; Seaboard Shareholders as of 10-15-75; Division of Ownership
  - Letter: Apr. 6, 1976; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Gene E. Gregg; regarding letter of Henry Lippitt’s request for resignation as member of Proxy Committee
    - Letter: Apr. 6, 1976; to Henry Lippitt, II, Esq.; from Gene E. Gregg; regarding resignation
    - Letter: n.d.; to Board of Directors, Seaboard Oil and Gas Co.; from unknown; regarding voting agreement
  - Letter: Apr. 13, 1976; to Board of Directors, Seaboard Oil and Gas Co.; from Stroudo [?]; regarding voting agreement
  - Manuscript: Nov. 30, 1975; Voting Trust Stock Outstanding
  - Letter: Dec. 19, 1975; to Gene E. Gregg, Esq.; cc: J.J. O’Brien and Peggy West; from E. Artaza, Vice President, U.S. Stock Transfer Corporation
  - Manuscript: Apr. 1, 1975; J. Mitchell Stock
  - Letter: Aug. 4, 1975; to E. Artaza, Vice President, U.S. Stock Transfer Corporation; cc: J.J. O’Brien; from Peggy West, Administrative Assistant to Johnny Mitchell
    - Document: n.d.; Seaboard Oil and Gas Co. Common Stock Shares Owned by Johnny Mitchell
  - Document: Nov. 8, 1961; regarding original issue under para. #3 P/F 107139 LA<Rec. No.’s LA 225595 and LA 227064
    - Document: Apr. 26, 1962; regarding original issue para. 3, P/F 107139 LA, Rec. No.’s LA 225594 and LA 227064
  - Letter: Jul. 2, 1975; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Enrique Artaza, Vice President, U.S. Stock Transfer Corporation; regarding shares held by shareholders as of Jun. 30, 1975

179
DO NOT CITE

- Letter: Mar. 10, 1975; to Johnny Mitchell; from C.F. Wilmsmeier, Secretary Treasurer, Seaboard Oil and Gas Co.; request for number of shares of all classes of Seaboard Oil and Gas Co. stock held by Johnny Mitchell
- Letter: Nov. 20, 1973; to Harry M. Frank, Frank Investment Company; xc: Jerome J. O’Brien; from C.F. Wilmsmeier, Secretary-Treasurer, Seaboard Oil and Gas Co.; regarding request for high and low bids on Seaboard stock during specific periods
- Document: Apr. 1, 1973; Seaboard Oil and Gas Co. Voting Agreement
- Document: Apr. 1, 1975; Stock Held by Former Officers and Directors Subject to Voting Trust as of April 1, 1975; (x2)
- Letter: Apr. 10, 1975; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from E. Artaza; regarding details of number of shares held by stockholders as of April 1, 1975
- Letter: Apr. 4, 1974; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from E. Artaza; regarding detail of amount of shares owned by shareholders as of Apr. 1, 1974
- Document: Apr. 1, 1974; Stock Held by Former Officers and Directors and Subject to the Voting Trust
- Letter: Dec. 28, 1973; to Joseph M. Ford, Esq.; cc: Seaboard Oil and Gas Co.; from Gene E. Gregg; regarding copies of Application for Modification of Amended Plan of Reorganization and Voting Agreement
- Document: May 15, 1973; United States District Court Central District of California; Application for Modification of Amended Plan of Reorganization and Order
- Document: Apr. 1, 1973; Seaboard Oil and Gas Co. Voting Agreement
- Document: n.d.; list of contact persons
- Letter: Aug. 1, 1973; to Donald L. Colvin; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding return of certificates nos. L 68376 and L 68377 for 100 and 26 shares
- Letter: Jul. 19, 1973; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Gene E. Gregg; regarding voting agreement
- Letter: Jul. 20, 1973; to Royal M. Galvin, Esq.; cc: Seaboard Oil and Gas Co.; from Gene E. Gregg; regarding requirement of legend restriction on shares
- Manuscript: n.d.; list of names and companies with various numerical data
- Manuscript: n.d.; list of various numerical information; receipt attached
- Document: Jul. 10, 1973; Stocks Subject to Voting Trust and Stamped; Seaboard Oil and Gas Co.
- Document: Jun. 12, 1973; Johnny Mitchell; Jade Oil and Gas Co. Stock Pledged
DO NOT CITE

- Document: n.d.; List of Certificates – Jade; receipt attached
  - Manuscript: Jun. 12, 1973; hand written agreement to acknowledge receipt of Seaboard Oil and Gas Co. certificate # LB 1302
- Document: June 1973; Jade Oil and Gas Co. Stock Certificates held by Johnny Mitchell as of June 73
- Letter: Jun. 26, 1973; to J.J. O’Brien; cc: Johnny Mitchell; from Joe M. Peddy, Vice President, Long Point National Bank
- Letter: Jun. 19, 1973; to Jerry O’Brien; from H.L. Leach, Sr., Partner, H&I Investments, LTD; regarding attached shares of Jade Oil and Gas Co. for voting endorsement
- Letter: May 21, 1973; to Johnny Mitchell; from Gene E. Gregg; regarding enclosed Application for Modification of Amended Plan of Reorganization and Order
- Letter: May 21, 1973; to Donald L. Colvin; from Gene E. Gregg; regarding enclosed modification order by the Court; request to sign and return
- Letter: May 21, 1973; to Atlas Building Products; from Gene E. Gregg; regarding enclosed Application for Modification of Amended Plan of Reorganization and Order of the US District Court
- Letter: May 21, 1973; to Harry M. Frank c/o Frank Investment Co.; from Gene E. Gregg; regarding enclosed Application for Modification of Amended Plan of Reorganization and Order of the US District Court
- Letter: May 21, 1973; to Fred S. Thomson; from Gene E. Gregg; regarding enclosed Application for Modification of Amended Plan of Reorganization and Order of the US District Court
- Letter: May 21, 1973; to J.F. Harrison; from Gene E. Gregg; regarding enclosed Application for Modification of Amended Plan of Reorganization and Order of the US District Court
- Letter: May 21, 1973; to H & I Investments c/o H.L. Leach; from Gene E. Gregg; regarding enclosed Application for Modification of Amended Plan of Reorganization and Order of the US District Court
- Letter: May 21, 1973; to C.E. Christie, Jr.; from Gene E. Gregg; regarding enclosed Application for Modification of Amended Plan of Reorganization and Order of the US District Court
- Letter: Apr. 23, 1973; to Johnny Mitchell; cc: Jerome J. O’Brien; from Gene E. Gregg; regarding enclosed Voting Agreement to be executed and returned
- Letter: May 9, 1973; to Gene E. Gregg, Esquire; from Rita Schwab, Seaboard Oil and Gas Co.; regarding enclosed Application for Modification of Amended Plan of Reorganization and Order; regarding enclosed preliminary copy of Proxy Statement and Notice of Annual Meeting of Stockholders
182

DO NOT CITE

- Letter: May 2, 1973; to Jerome J. O’Brien; cc: K.R. Jewett; from Gene E. Gregg; regarding original of application pertaining to Voting Trust to be signed
- Letter: May 2, 1973; to Allen F. Corotto, Esq.; from Gene E. Gregg; request for approval of modification
- Document: n.d.; United States District Court Central District of California; Application for Modification of Amended Plan of Reorganization and Order
- Document: Apr. 13, 1973; Seaboard Oil and Gas Co. Voting Agreement

**Folder: Rich Tully P.A.**

  - Letter: Mar. 15, 1991; to W.B. Martin and Associates; cc: Bureau of Indian Affairs; from John L. Keller for Ron Fellows, Area Manager; regarding Jicarilla lease contract 362
  - Letter: Mar. 15, 1991; to W.B. Martin and Associates; cc: Bureau of Indian Affairs; from John L. Keller for Ron Fellows for Area Manager; regarding Jicarilla lease contract 362
  - Letter: Mar. 15, 1991; to W.B. Martin and Associates; cc: Bureau of Indian Affairs; from John L. Keller for Ron Fellows; regarding Jicarilla Contract 362
- Letter: Jul. 3, 1991; to W.B. Martin and Associates; cc: Douglas E. Florance; from John Phillips, Acting Area Manager; regarding Jicarilla Contract 362 and well No. 2 M & M
- Letter: Jul. 3, 1991; to W.B. Martin and Associates; cc: Douglas E. Florance; from John Phillips; regarding Jicarilla Contract 362 and well No. 7 Martin-Florance
DO NOT CITE

- Letter: Jul. 3, 1991; to W.B. Martin and Associates; cc: Douglas E. Florance; from John Phillips; regarding Jicarilla Contract 362 and Well No. 8 Martin-Florance
  - Letter: Aug. 7, 1991; to Douglas E. Florance; cc: Robert L. Bayless, Great Western Onshore Inc. and Colonial Production Co.; from John Phillips; regarding Jicarilla contract 362
  - Document: Aug. 12, 1991; Facsimile Transmittal Cover Sheet
- Document: Feb. 27, 1990; Statement; Client Code: 4885
  - Document: Feb. 27, 1990; Statement; Client Code: 4885-3
- Document: Sep. 6, 1991; Statement; Client Code: 4885-5
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- **Folder: Press Releases CIPA**
  - Article Clipping: Oct. 6, 1996; San Antonio Express-News; “O’Brien Taps a Gusher of Greetings”
  - Article Clipping: n.d.; Oak Hills Golf News; “Fairway Feats”
  - Article Clipping: n.d.; San Antonio Petroleum Club News; “Happy 90th Birthday Mr. Jerome J. O’Brien”
  - Article Clipping: Aug. 12, 1976; Long Beach Star Telegram; “Independent Oil Producers Form, Start Political Unit” by Ralph Hinman, Jr.
  - Article Clipping: Nov-Dec 1976; “Two Groups of Independents Merge” by Jerome J. O’Brien, President, California Independent Producers Association (CIPA)
  - Article Clipping: Nov-Dec 1978; Pacific Oil World; “CIPA Shows the Way: Unlikely Trio Starts New Organization on Right Track” by Sid Hayes
  - Article Clipping: February 1978; The American Oil and Gas Reporter; “From the President: California Independent Producers Association
  - Article Clipping: Sep. 4, 1961; The Oil and Gas Journal; “O’Brien Will Head Office of Oil and Gas”
  - Article Clipping: Mar. 1, 1978; The Oil Daily; “In Industry’s View: California Independents Need Regulatory Policy Changes” by Jerome J. O’Brien; (x2)
DO NOT CITE

- Article Clipping: Aug. 28, 1977; Los Angeles Times Outlook; “Alaskan Oil to Overflow West: Bounty Already Bit of Burden to Local Producers” by John Getze
- Document: Aug. 22 [no year given]; KNBC Editorial
- Print: Jan. 13, 1977; San Francisco Calif.; Albright, Ferguson, Corey, O’Brien; note attached from Jim Woods
- Article Clipping: Aug. 11, 1977; The Oil Daily; “Californians Fear Alaskan Oil Will Displace State Production” by Bill Gregg
- Document: Jan. 1-Jun. 30, 1977; Midyear Budget Comparison; California Independent Producers Association
  - Document: 1977; Budget by Month; California Independent Producers Association
- Article Clipping: May 9, 1977; The Oil Daily; “Only Expansion in Carter’s Program is Another Layer of Bureaucracy” by Jerome J. O’Brien
- Article Clipping: Aug. 1, 1977; The Oil Daily; “Carter Energy Policy ‘Blueprint for Disaster’
- Article Clipping: Aug. 11, 1977; The Oil Daily; “Californians Fear Alaskan Oil Will Displace State Production” by Bill Gregg
- Article Clipping: May 9, 1977; The Oil Daily; “Only Expansion in Carter’s Program is Another Layer of Bureaucracy” by Jerome J. O’Brien
- Document: n.d.; Comments on the President’s Energy Program; Material for Bill Gregg’s West Coast Report; by Jerome J. O’Brien
- Article Clipping: Apr. 22, 1977; reprinted from The Oil Daily; “Transcript of Carter’s Energy Speech”
- Article Clipping: April 28, 1977; The Wall Street Journal; “IRS Revenue Ruling May Discourage Some of Oil, Gas Drilling”
- Article Clipping: Feb. 9, 1977; The Sacramento Bee; “Independent Oil, Gas Drillers Decry Bond Law” by Wayne Wilson
  - Article Clipping: Jan. 16, 1977; The Oil Daily; “Hannaford Asks Carter’s Help on California Oil Price Rules”; Article Clipping: Jan. 14, 1977; The Oil Daily; “Curbs on Gas Prices Lashed by Californians”
  - Article Clipping: Feb. 15, 1977; Los Angeles Times; “Independent Gas Group Seeks OK to Hike State Production: Association Also Requests
Voiding of Order Related to PUC Control, Support for Bill to Cut Costs of Bonding

- Article Clipping: Oct. 11, 1976; The Oil And Gas Journal; –Price Relief Backed for California Crude
- Article Clipping: n.d.; unknown source; –West Coast Report” by Stark Fox
- Article Clipping: Feb. 26, 1977; Independent, Press-Telegram: –Oil, Gas Bond Requirements May Go; Aid to Independents” by Dick Howland
  - Article Clipping: April 1977; California; –The Story of O: Update on California’s Expansive Petroleum Industry” by Norman Sklarewitz
  - Article Clipping: April 1977; –Business Limelight: Politicians Snag Oil Flow” by Gene Wekall
  - Article Clipping: Mar. 18, 1977; Los Angeles Times; –Producing, Not Conserving, Called Energy Crisis Key”
  - Article Clipping: Mar. 18, 1977; Los Angeles Times; –FEA Moves to Hike State Oil Production: Action Could Boost Consumer Gasoline Cost” by Ellen Hume
  - Article Clipping: n.d.; unknown source; –Producing, Not Conserving, Called Energy Crisis Key”
  - Letter: Nov. 18, 1975; to Seaboard Oil and Gas Company, Attn: Jerome O’Brien; from Jack D. Schafer, Schafer Engineering, Inc.; regarding estimate of future reserves of non-associated gas, condensate, oil and casinghead gas to be produced from certain properties of Seaboard Oil and Gas Company in Louisiana and Texas; article taped to back: Mar. 18, 1977; Los Angeles Times; –FEA Moves to Hike State Oil Production: Action Could Boost Consumer Gasoline Cost” by Ellen Hume
  - Article Clipping: n.d.; The Wall Street Journal; –Alaska Oil’s Wellhead Price Being Studied by the FEA to Ensure its Competiveness” by Les Gapay
  - Article Clipping: Jul. 19, 1976; The Oil Daily; –California Groups Combined”
  - Document: Feb. 8, 1977; Brown Administration Finally Discovers State Has Problems; by Fred W. Line and Jerry Goldberg; Capitol News Service
  - Article Clipping: n.d.; unknown source; –West Coast Report” by Bill Gregg
  - Document: n.d.; Testimony before the California Air Resources Board; presented by Jerome J. O’Brien, President, California Independent Producers Association
    - Document: n.d.; Questionnaire Results
DO NOT CITE

- Article Clipping: Sep. 20, 1976; Evening Outlook; -Consultants View: Price Controls Seen Hindering Oil Search” by David L. Jonta
- Article Clipping: Jan. 1, 1969; photograph of pre-Rose Bowl party held at James E. West Alumni; Jerome J. O’Brien in photograph
- Article Clipping: Jul. 29, 1957; The Oil and Gas Journal; -In Monterey‘s Jerry O’Brien: TIPRO Has Another Fighter”
- Article Clipping: Nov. 5, 1977; Los Angeles Times; -Energy Debate: Mystery Jargon Explained” by Paul E. Steiger
- Article Clipping: Oct. 24, 1977; The Oil Daily; -Carter Program Called ‘‘Serious Step Backward’’ by Jerome J. O’Brien
- Article Clipping: Oct. 21, 1977; The Oil Daily; -Royalties at Record $1.2 Billion”
- Article Clipping: Oct. 25, 1977; The Oil Daily; -AGA Finds Carter’s Program More Costly”
- Article Clipping: Oct. 24, 1977; The Oil Daily; -Carter Program Called ‘‘Serious Step Backward’’ by Jerome J. O’Brien

- **Folder: Nursery Prospect; Victoria, Co. Tex.**
  - Log: Jan. 12, 1989; Induction-Electric Log; Well: William Reid Heirs No. 1
  - Map: n.d.; North Victoria Prospect; Victoria County, Texas; Subsurface Structure Map Oakville Zone; W.C. Miller
  - Map: n.d.; South Nursery Field
  - Document: Jan. 12, 1988; Preliminary Report; -A” Core Company, Inc.; Well: William Reid Heirs #1
  - Document: n.d.; William Reid Heirs No. 1 Victoria County, Texas; C. Miller Operating Company

- **Folder: O&G Accounting Div. New Mexico**
  - Form: n.d.; Application for Permit to Drill, Re-Enter, Deepen, Plug back, or Add A Zone; State of New Mexico; blank
  - Form: n.d.; Well Location and Acreage Dedication Plat; State of New Mexico; blank
  - Form: n.d.; Request for Allowable and Authorization to Transport; State of New Mexico; blank
  - Document: May 24, 1994; Notice; to all Oil and Gas Reporting Companies, all Coal, Uranium and Geothermal Energy Companies; regarding advance payment statutory requirement for oil and gas taxes
    - Document: n.d.; Oil and Gas Advance Payment Declaration; Tax Advance Payment Schedule; State of New Mexico Taxation and Revenue Department
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DO NOT CITE

- Memo: Jun. 25, 1994; to Oil and Gas Tax Fliers; from New Mexico Taxation and Revenue Department; regarding Ongard-Oil and Gas Reporting Identification Assignment
- Document: n.d.; Ogrid Assignment
- Document: Aug. 8, 1994; 1994 Advalorem Equipment Tax Value Verification Notice
- Letter: Jul. 18, 1994; to Oil and Gas Accounting Division; from Jerome J. O'Brien; regarding Jicarilla Apache Lease #362; regarding last report made on property by Colonial Production Company because assigned to Billco Energy Co.
- Document: Jul. 12, 1994; Operator's Remittance Report
  - Document: May 20, 1994; Operator's Remittance Report
  - Document: Mar. 15, 1994; Operator's Remittance Report
  - Document: Jan. 12, 1994; Operator's Remittance Report
- Folder: Natrona Co. Wyo.
  - Letter: May 4, 1999; to Jerome J. O'Brien; from Jon Nicolaysen, President, Pegasus, Inc.; regarding Cole Creek Oil Field; regarding acceptance of offered and enclosed check for $1,000.00; request to sign deed and return
  - Deed: Jun. 23, 1999; Mineral Deed and Overriding Royalty Assignment
  - Letter: Aug. 8, 1997; to Jerome J. O’Brien; to Mr. O’Brien; from Michelle E. Morris, Lease Ownership Support, Lease Ownership Department; regarding lease number 035458 Federal 41-9; regarding authorization forms and request to sign and return
    - Document: Aug. 8, 1997; Authorization to Receive Oil and Direction for Payment
  - Letter: Oct. 3, 1995; to Interest Owner; cc: Kachina Exploration Inc.; from Janice M. O’Neal, Division Order Department, Scurlock Permian Corporation; regarding property No. 01053006 and division order to be executed and returned
    - Letter: Oct. 3, 1995; to Interest Owner; cc: Kachina Exploration Inc.; from Janice M. O’Neal, Division Order Department, Scurlock Permian Corporation; regarding property No. 01015493 and division order to be executed and returned
    - Document: n.d.; Instructions to all Interest Owners
    - Document: Oct-Sep 1995; Division Order; Property: Federal Tract 17 Natrona County, Wyoming
    - Document: Oct-Sep 1995; Division Order; Property: Dakota A Unit Track 40 Natrona County, Wyoming
DO NOT CITE

- Document: Oct-Sep 1995; Division Order; Property: Federal Tract #15 Natrona County, Wyoming
- Document: September 1995; Division Order; Property: Federal 41-9 Natrona County, Wyoming
- Document: September 1995; Division Order; Property: Dakota-Lakota Unit Track #40 Natrona County, Wyoming
- Document: September 1995; Division Order; Property: Federal Tract 17A Natrona County, Wyoming
- Document: September 1995; Division Order; Property: Seven Cross Federal 21-9 Natrona County, Wyoming
- Document: September 1995; Division Order: Property: Federal Tract #14 Natrona County, Wyoming
- Letter: May 15, 1992; to Interest Owner; from Patricia Warnick, Division Order Analyst, Title Department, Northern and Western Region, Texaco Trading and Transportation Inc.; regarding enclosed Authorization to Receive Oil and request to sign and return
  - Document: May 13, 1992; Authorization to Receive Oil and Direction for Payment
- Letter: Mar. 25, 1994; to Interest Owner; from Chris C. Pennels, CDOA, Division Order Analyst, Title Department – Region II, Texaco Trading and Transportation Inc.; regarding lease no. 36836-21-9 Seven Cross Fed and Authorization Document to be signed and returned
  - Document: Mar. 21, 1994; Authorization to Receive Oil and Direction for Payment
- Letter: n.d.; to all interest owners; from Eighty Eight Oil Co.; regarding enclosed division order to be signed and returned
- Document: Jul. 27, 1995; Oil Division Order; Lease: Dakota Lakota Area Tract 14
- Document: Jul. 27, 1995; Oil Division Order; Lease: Dakota Lakota Area Tract 15
- Document: Jul. 27, 1995; Oil Division Order; Lease: Seven Cross Federal 21-9
- Document: Jul. 27, 1995; Oil Division Order; Lease: Federal 41-9
- Document: Jul. 27, 1995; Oil Division Order; Lease: Dakota Area Tract 40
- Document: Aug. 1, 1995; Oil Division Order; Lease: Dakota Area Tract 17
- Document: Aug. 1, 1995; Oil Division Order; Lease: Dakota Area Tract 40
- Document: Aug. 1, 1995; Oil Division Order; Lease: Dakota Area Tract 17A

- Folder: W.B. Martin Completion Reports
DO NOT CITE

- Diagram: October 1984; Cross Section #3 Semilla Comparison: Porosity Log and Martin Computation Data; W.B. Martin and Associates; Geologist: C. Harraden
- Document: Aug. 20, 1982; Assignment of Operating Rights
- Map: n.d.; unidentified location; Jicarilla Apache [lease]
- Diagram: October 1984; Cross Section #1 Lower Gallup Comparison Porosity Log Data; W.B. Martin and Associates; Geologist: C. Harraden
- Document: Sep. 20, 1984; Production Report for M & M #2; W.B. Martin and Associates, Inc.; by Andrew A. Bates
- Letter: Jun. 28, 1984; to W.B. Martin and Associates, Inc.; from Jerome J. O’Brien; request for copies of form 9-330” Well Completion or Recompletion Report on all wells drilled subsequent to #13
- Letter: Oct. 4, 1983; to Colonial Production Company; from Sheri Bradshaw, W.B. Martin and Associates, Inc.; regarding attached copies of Well Completion Reports for #13 Martin-Florance well; regarding completion report for Mancos formation and Gallup-Dakota formation
- Form: Sep. 1, 1983; Well Completion or Recompletion Report and Log; Lease: Contract #362 Well No. 13; United States Department of the Interior Geological Survey
  - Document: n.d.; Instructions
• Form: Sep. 10, 1983; Sundry Notices and Reports on Wells; Lease: Martin-Florance Well No. 13; United States Department of the Interior Geological Survey
• Form: Sep. 27, 1983; Well Completion or Recompletion Report and Log; Lease: Contract #363 Well No. 13; United States Department of the Interior Geological Survey
  • Document: Sep. 27, 1983; Explanation for Item #32 of Form 9-330 Gallup-Dakota Completion Report
• Form: Aug. 18, 1983; Well Completion or Recompletion Report and Log; Lease: Contract #362; Well No. 11; United States Department of the Interior Geological Society
  • Document: n.d.; Instructions
  • Document: Aug. 18, 1983; Explanation for Items #31 and #32 of Form 9-330 #11 Martin-Florance Section 5 T23N or R4W
• Form: Jun. 3, 1983; Well Completion or Recompletion Report and Log; Lease: #362 Well No. 9; United States Department of the Interior Geological Survey
  • Document: May 17, 1983; Hole Deviation Survey; W.B. Martin and Associates, Inc.
• Form: Jun. 1, 1983; Well Completion or Recompletion Report and Log; Lease: Contract #362 Well No. 8 Martin-Florance; United States Department of the Interior Geological Survey
  • Document: n.d.; Instructions
• Form: Sep. 10, 1982; Well Completion or Recompletion Report and Log; Lease: Contract #361 Well No. 2 M&M
  • Document: n.d.; Instructions
• Form: Feb. 14, 1983; Well Completion or Recompletion Report and Log; Lease: Contract #362 Well No. #7 Martin-Florance; United States Department of the Interior Geological Survey
  • Document: n.d.; Instructions
• Form: Jun. 16, 1982; Well Completion or Recompletion Report and Log; Lease: Jicarilla Contract 398; Well No. #1 M&M
  • Document: n.d.; various hand written notes
• **Folder: McFarland**
  - Letter: Oct. 5, 1976; to shareholders; from L.C. McFarland, President, McFarland Energy, Inc.; regarding various news about company’s progress
  - Report: Jun. 23, 1997; Offer to Purchase for Cash all Outstanding Shares of Common Stock of McFarland Energy, Inc. at $18.55 Net per Share by Monterey Acquisition Corporation
  - Letter: c.a. 1997; to Jerome J. O’Brien (and others); from Monterey Acquisition Corporation; regarding letter of transmittal to tender shares of common stock of McFarland Energy, Inc. pursuant to the offer to purchase dated Jun. 23, 1997 by Monterey Acquisition Corporation
  - Document: n.d.; Guidelines for Certification of Taxpayer Identification Number on Substitute Form W-9
  - Letter: Jun. 23, 1997; to Stockholder; from J.C. McFarland, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, McFarland Energy, Inc.; regarding approval of Monterey offer and merger; attached: copy of McFarland’s Solicitation/Recommendation Statement on Schedule 14D-9

• **Folder: Stock-O’Brien McFarland**
  - Brochure: Sep. 20, 1991; InterCapital Quality Municipal Investment Trust; 17,000,000 Common Shares of Beneficial Interest; Prospectus; Dean Witter Reynolds Inc.
  - Receipt: Sep. 20, 1991; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Dean Witter Reynolds Inc.; $9,000;
  - Form: n.d.; Form 4: Table II Puts, Calls, Options and Other Rights or Obligations; blank
  - Form: n.d.; Form 3: Initial Statement of Beneficial Ownership of Securities; Securities and Exchange Commission; blank
  - Letter: Apr. 24, 1981; to shareholders; from L.C. McFarland, President, McFarland Energy, Inc.; regarding enclosed certificate in payment of the 10% stock dividend on shares owned
  - Form: n.d.; Form 4: Statement of Changes in Beneficial Ownership of Securities; Securities and Exchange Commission; blank
  - Form: n.d.; Form 5: Statement of Changes in Beneficial Ownership of Securities; General Instructions; Securities and Exchange Commission; blank
  - Form: n.d.; Form 3: Initial Statement of Beneficial Ownership of Securities; General Instructions; blank
  - Register: n.d.; Investment Register
  • Document: n.d.; Section 5: Filing Sec Reports


Form: November 1978; Statement of Changes in Beneficial Ownership of Securities; title of security: Common Stock McFarland Energy, Inc.;


Document: March 1976; Letter of Transmittal; signed by Jerome J. O’Brien
  • Document: n.d.; Instructions to Letter of Transmittal

Document: Mar. 11, 1976; Letter of Transmittal; signed by Mary H. O’Brien


Lease: May 10, 1974; Executive Car Leasing Company; lessor: Executive Car Leasing Company; lessee: Thomas O’Brien

Letter: Jan. 13, 1975; to Peat, Marwick, Mitchell and Co.; from E. Artaza, Vice President, U.S. Stock Transfer Corporation; certifying information in records


Receipt: May 1, 1975; Jerome J. O’Brien; Signal Companies Inc. unsolicited hold securities; $3401.20

Document: Jan. 8, 1976; Letter of Transmittal; CT 67364
Receipt: Jul. 3, 1974; United California Bank; Jerome J. O’Brien; 402221; $28,843.50
  Receipt: Jul. 3, 1974; United California Bank; Jerome J. O’Brien; 402221; $28,843.50
Certificate: Sep. 10, 1975; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from CF Braun and Co.; one hundred shares; Certificate of Stock; copy
Certificate: Jul. 25 1975; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Western Pacific Industries, Inc.; one hundred shares; Certificate of Stock; copy
Certificate: Jun. 30, 1975; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Jade Oil and Gas Co. (Seaboard Oil and Gas); one hundred shares; Certificate of Stock; copy
Certificate: Jan. 20, 1975; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Seaboard Oil and Gas Co.; one thousand shares; Certificate of Stock; copy
Certificate: May 20, 1975; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from The Signal Companies, Inc.; one hundred shares; Certificate of Stock; copy
Certificate: Apr. 2, 1975; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Tom Brown, Inc.; one hundred shares; Certificate of Stock; copy
Certificate: Apr. 7, 1975; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Falcon Seaboard Inc.; two hundred shares; certificate of stock; copy
Certificate: Apr. 14, 1975; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Texaco Inc.; one hundred shares; certificate of stock; copy
Certificate: May 31, 1974; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Reserve Oil and Gas Company; one hundred shares; certificate of stock; copy
Certificate: May 21, 1974; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Standard Oil Company of California; one hundred shares; certificate of stock; copy
Certificate: May 30, 1974; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Tom Brown, Inc.; one hundred shares; certificate of stock; copy
Certificate: [date ineligible]; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Falcon Seaboard Inc.; one hundred shares; certificate of stock; copy
Certificate: Dec. 20, 1973; to Mary H. O’Brien; from The Signal Companies, Inc.; four shares; certificate of stock; copy
Certificate: Jan. 29, 1974; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Mitchell Energy and Development Corp.; one hundred shares; certificate of stock; copy
Certificate: Jan. 2, 1974; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Standard Oil Company of California; one hundred shares; certificate of stock; copy
Certificate: Jan. 2, 1974; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Standard Oil Company of California; one hundred shares; certificate of stock; copy
Certificate: Nov. 9, 1973; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Standard Oil Company of California; one hundred shares; certificate of stock; copy
Certificate: Sep. 13, 1973; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Jade Oil and Gas Co.; one thousand shares; certificate of stock; copy
DO NOT CITE

- Certificate: Sep. 13, 1973; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Jade Oil and Gas Co.; three thousand shares; certificate of stock; copy
- Certificate: Jun. 15, 1973; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Reserve Oil and Gas Company; one hundred shares; certificate of stock; copy
- Certificate: May 23, 1973; to Jerome O’Brien; from Reserve Oil and Gas Company; one hundred shares; certificate of stock; copy
- Certificate: Mar. 9, 1972; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Jade Oil and Gas Co.; one thousand shares; certificate of stock; copy
- Certificate: Jan. 16, 1973; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Health Corporation of America; ten thousand shares; certificate of stock; copy
- Letter: n.d.; to shareholders of Health Corporation of America; from Joseph R. Cusumano, President, Health Corporation of America; regarding news of company
- Certificate: Feb. 7, 1973; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Seaboard Oil and Gas Co.; five thousand shares; certificate of stock; copy
- Letter: Apr. 5, 1972; to J. O’Brien; from Michael Hoffman; request to sign and return enclosed certificates
- Document: Feb. 28, 1972; U.S. Stock Transfer Corporation; 1000 shares
- Document: n.d.; Tax and Analysis of Forms and Agreements
- Certificate: Jan. 8, 1973; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Jade Oil and Gas Co.; one hundred shares; certificate of stock; copy
- Letter: Mar. 3, 1972; to Continental Energy Corporation, Attn: Mr. Ross, President; from Gene E. Gregg; request for advice on liquidation of Jerome J. O’Brien’s 500 shares
- Letter: Mar. 9, 1972; to Gene E. Gregg, Esq.; cc: Norman Frank; from William M. Pfeiffer, Pfeiffer and Murray; regarding Continental Energy Corporation’s policies for freeing up investment stock
- Letter: Mar. 8, 1972; to gentlemen; from Peter W. Kleinhomer, III, Capital Resources Corporation; regarding enclosed transfer stock certificate and three copies of investment letter
  - Letter: Mar. 8, 1972; to Capital Resources Industries, Inc.; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding acquiring of 10,000 shares; agreements regarding sale
  - Form: n.d.; Form 3: Initial Statement of Beneficial Ownership of Securities; Securities and Exchange Commission
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Letter: Mar. 1, 1982; to Securities and Exchange Commission; from Jerome J. O'Brien; regarding enclosed copies of SEC Form 4 Statement of Changes in Ownership of Securities

Form: n.d.; Transmittal Form


Letter: May 7, 1981; to Securities and Exchange Commission; from Jerome J. O'Brien; regarding enclosed copies of SEC Form 4 Statement of Changes in Ownership of Securities


Letter: Dec. 11, 1978; to National Association of Securities Dealers; from Jerome J. O'Brien; regarding enclosed copy of SEC Form 4 Statement of Changes in Beneficial Ownership of Securities

Letter: May 4, 1978; to Securities and Exchange Commission; from Jerome J. O'Brien; regarding enclosed copies of SEC Form 4 Statement of Changes in Ownership of Securities

Letter: May 4, 1978; to National Association of Securities Dealers; from Jerome J. O'Brien; regarding enclosed copy of SEC Form 4 Statement of Changes in Beneficial Ownership of Securities


Letter: Mar. 6, 1978; to National Association of Securities Dealers; from Jerome J. O'Brien; regarding enclosed copy of SEC Form 4 Statement of Changes in Beneficial Ownership of Securities
  - Letter: Mar. 6, 1978; to Securities and Exchange Commission; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed copies of SEC Form 4 Statement of Changes in Ownership of Securities


Form: February 1976; Form 4: Statement of Changes in Beneficial Ownership of Securities; title of security: Seaboard Oil and Gas Class A, B, Common


Letter: Mar. 10, 1975; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from C.F. Wilmsmeier, Secretary Treasurer, Seaboard Oil and Gas Co.; request for number of shares of all classes of Seaboard Oil and Gas Co. stock held

Form: April 1975; Form 4: Statement of Changes in Beneficial Ownership of Securities; title of security: Seaboard Oil and Gas Co. Class —A

Letter: Aug. 16, 1974; to Securities and Exchange Commission; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed copies of SEC Form 4 Statement of Changes in Ownership of Securities

Form: December 1974; Form 4: Statement of Changes in Beneficial Ownership of Securities; title of security: Seaboard Oil and Gas Co. Common

Form: December 1974; Form 4: Statement of Changes in Beneficial Ownership of Securities; title of security: Seaboard Oil and Gas Co. Common

Form: March 1974; Form 4: Statement of Changes in Beneficial Ownership of Securities; title of security: Seaboard Oil and Gas Co. Class —A

Letter: Mar. 19, 1974; to John Stein, President, U.S. Stock Transfer Corporation; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed common stock certificates to be transferred to Jerome J. O’Brien

Letter: Feb. 26, 1974; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Wilson A. Butler, Chief, Branch of Ownership and Examinations, Securities and Exchange Commission; regarding corrections to Form 4 report dated 1/24/74

Letter: Mar. 19, 1974; to Wilson A. Butler, Chief, Branch and Ownership and Examinations, Securities and Exchange Commission, Attn: Sheila D. Muse; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed modified Form 4 covering ownership in Seaboard Oil and Gas Co. stock
DO NOT CITE

- Form: March 1974; Form 4: Statement of Changes in Beneficial Ownership of Securities; title of security: Seaboard Oil and Gas Co. Class —B
- Form: August 1974; Form 4: Statement of Changes in Beneficial Ownership of Securities; title of security: Seaboard Oil and Gas Co. Common
- Letter: Jan. 22, 1974; to M. Frederic Conley; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed forms for each of three classes of stock and 1600 shares acquired by wife
- Form: January 1974; Form 4: Statement of Changes in Beneficial Ownership of Securities; title of security: Seaboard Oil and Gas Co. Class —A
- Form: January 1974; Form 4: Statement of Changes in Beneficial Ownership of Securities; title of security: Seaboard Oil and Gas Co. Class —B
- Form: March 1974; Form 4: Statement of Changes in Beneficial Ownership of Securities; title of security: Seaboard Oil and Gas Co. Common
- Letter: Jan. 2, 1974; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from M. Frederic Conley, Ownership Specialist, Securities and Exchange Commission; request for an amended report to Form 4
- Form: September 1973; Form 4: Statement of Changes in Beneficial Ownership of Securities; title of security: Seaboard Oil and Gas Class —A”, Common, Class —B”
- Letter: Nov. 21, 1973; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Wilson A. Butler, Chief, Branch of Ownership and Examination, Securities and Exchange Commission
- Letter: Dec. 6, 1973; to Securities and Exchange Commission, Wilson A. Butler, Chief, Branch of Ownership and Examination; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding form 4 and discrepancies mentioned
- Form: July 1973; Form 4: Statement of Changes in Beneficial Ownership of Securities; title of security: Seaboard Oil and Gas Class —A”, Common, Class —B”
- Letter: Jul. 24, 1973; to Arnold Brager, Priestly and Pace; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding previous phone conversation and enclosed Proxy Statement and Quarterly Report
- Note: Jul. 9, 1973; Attn: John Stein, President, U.S. Stock Transfer Corporation; receipt for J.J. O’Brien; copy for attn: John Stein; regarding common stock certificates from Jerome J. O’Brien
- Note: Jul. 9, 1973; Attn: John Stein, President, U.S. Stock Transfer Corporation; receipt for J.J. O’Brien; copy for attn: John Stein; regarding common stock certificates from Jerome J. O’Brien; different signature from note listed above
- Certificate: May 20, 1973; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Union Oil Company of California; one hundred shares; certificate of stock; copy
- Certificate: Apr. 10, 1973; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Jade Oil and Gas Co.; five thousand shares; certificate of stock; copy
Certificate: Apr. 27, 1973; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Jade Oil and Gas Co.; five thousand shares; certificate of stock; copy

Letter: Apr. 27, 1973; to Priestly and Pace, Attn: Arnold Brager; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed certificate no. 00732 of Health Corporation of America; regarding desire to sell 5,000 shares of stock at $2.00

Certificate: Nov. 28, 1972; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Paraho Development Corporation; five hundred shares; certificate of stock; copy

Form: April 1973; Form 4: Statement of Changes in Beneficial Ownership of Securities; title of security: Seaboard Oil and Gas Co. Class A (1), Class B (2), Common

Note: c.a. 1972; regarding change of offices; U.S. Stock Transfer Corporation

Letter: Jan. 2, 1973; to U.S. Stock Transfer Corporation; from Jerome J. O’Brien; request for transfer of 10 certificates of 100 shares

Form: December 1972; Form 4: Statement of Changes in Beneficial Ownership of Securities

Form: Mar. 15, 1972; Form 3: Initial Statement of Beneficial Ownership of Securities

Folder: Appraisal-Jicarilla Prop.

Map: n.d.; Ballard Pictured Cliffs Pool; Rio Arriba County, New Mex.; Colonial Production Company

Map: n.d.; Ballard Pictured Cliffs Pool; Rio Arriba County, New Mex.; Colonial Production Company

Document: n.d.; Evaluation Summary

Letter: Dec. 22, 1986; to Douglas E. Florance; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding request for evaluation of estimated future reserves and estimated present worth of future net income

Document: Dec. 30, 1986; Evaluation Report for Douglas E. Florance et al Concerning the Gas Reserves on Jicarilla Apache Lease 44-NE ¼ Sec. 5, T23N, R4W; Jicarilla Apache Lease 362-NW ¼ Sec. 5, N ½ Sec. 6, T23N, R4W; Jicarilla Apache Lease 362-1-S ½ Sec. 5, NE ¼ Sec. 8, T23N, R4W; Jicarilla Apache Lease 398 – N ½ Sec. 15, T23N, R4W

Document: n.d.; Evaluation Summary

Chart: 1987-1993; Jicarilla Apache Lease 44 Well #2; Estimate or Reserves and Present Worth of Net Income
● Chart: 1987-1996; Jicarilla Apache Lease 362 Wells 2, 3, and 4; Estimate of Reserves and Present Worth of Net Income

● Chart: 1987-1990; Jicarilla Apache Lease 362-1 Wells 5, 7, and 8; Estimate of Reserves and Present Worth of Net Income

● Chart: 1987-1995; Jicarilla Apache Lease 398 Wells 9 & 10; Estimate of Reserves and Present Worth of Net Income


● Diagram: 1966-1996; Jicarilla Apache Lease 362 Wells 2, 3 and 4

● Diagram: 1967-1991; Jicarilla Apache Lease 362-1 Wells 5, 7 and 8

● Diagram: 1967-1994; Jicarilla Apache Lease 398 Wells Nos. 9 and 10

○ Diagram: 1967-1994; Jicarilla Apache Lease-398 Wells Nos. 9 and 10

○ Diagram: 1966-1996; Jicarilla Apache Lease 362 Wells 2, 3 and 4

○ Diagram: 1967-1991; Jicarilla Apache Lease 362-7 Wells 5, 7 and 8


○ Diagram: 1966-1996; Jicarilla Apache Lease 362 Wells 2, 3 and 4

○ Diagram: 1967-1991; Jicarilla Apache Lease 362-1 Wells 5, 7 and 8

○ Diagram: 1967-1994; Jicarilla Apache Lease 398 Wells Nos. 9 and 10

○ Chart: 1987-1990; Jicarilla Apache Lease 362-1 Wells 5, 7 and 8; Estimate of Reserves and Present Worth of Net Income

○ Chart: 1987-1995; Jicarilla Apache Lease 398 Wells 9 and 10; Estimate of Reserves and Present Worth of Net Income

○ Chart: 1987-1996; Jicarilla Apache Lease 362 Wells 2, 3 and 4; Estimate of Reserves and Present Worth of Net Income

○ Chart: 1987-1993; Jicarilla Apache Lease 44 Well #2; Estimate of Reserves and Present Worth of Net Income

○ Letter: Dec. 22, 1986; to Douglas E. Florance; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding request for evaluation of estimated future reserves and estimated present worth of future net income


○ Diagram: 1966-1996; Jicarilla Apache Lease 362 Wells 2, 3 and 4

○ Diagram: 1967-1991; Jicarilla Apache Lease 362-1 Wells 5, 7 and 8

○ Diagram: 1967-1994; Jicarilla Apache Lease 398 Wells Nos. 9 and 10


○ Letter: May 1, 1987; to Estate of James Florance c/o Trust Department; from Jack D. Schafer, Schafer Engineering, Inc.; regarding estimate of future reserves of oil and gas to be produced on properties of Estate of James Florance

● Document: [1987]; Estimation of Reserves
Chart: Nov. 13, 1986; Summary of Estimated Gross Reserves; Total PDR-Certain Prop. Of the Estate of James Florance
Chart: Nov. 13, 1986; Summary; Economic Analysis of Predicted Future Performance

- **Folder: Giant Refining Co. Jicarilla Apache**
  - Business card: n.d.; Frances G. Howard, Division Order Analyst, Giant Refining Co.
  - Letter: Nov. 7, 1989; to Giant Refining Company, Attn: Frances Howard; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed document “Correction Stipulation of Interest and Cross Conveyance” covering Jicarilla Apache lease #362
    - Letter: Jan. 25, 1989; to Frances Howard, Division Order Analyst, Giant Refining Company; from Richard T.C. Tully; request for information on why oil and gas production from wells has not be paid to parties and entities
  - Letter: Aug. 21, 1989; to Giant Refining Company, Attn: Frances Howard, Senior Division Order Analyst; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed page one of seven page document
  - Letter: Dec. 27, 1988; to Roy C. Bolt, Executor; from Jerome J. O’Brien; request for signature on agreement on Jicarilla Lease #362
  - Letter: Dec. 15, 1988; to Giant Refining Company; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding correction stipulation on Colonial et al, Jicarilla Apache Leases
  - Letter: Dec. 2, 1988; to Mrs. James J. Florance; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed correction of interesting in Jicarilla Apache Lease #362
  - Letter: Aug. 29, 1988; to Giant Refining Company, Attn: Frances Howard; xc: Florance A. Florance; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed executed division orders; request for corrections
  - Letter: Sep. 12, 1988; to Giant Refining Co., Attn: Frances Howard; xc: W.B. Martin and Associates, Willard B. Winn, Estate of Maurice Jones, Florence A. Florance, Mrs. James J. Florance; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding lease #60-3319 and 60-03327; regarding enclosed executed copies of division orders
Letter: Aug. 31, 1988; to Colonial Production Company, Attn: Jerome J. O’Brien; cc: W.B. Martin and Assoc.; from Frances Howard, Senior Division Order Analyst; regarding enclosed amended division orders

Letter: Aug. 31, 1988; to Willard B. Winn and Jane E. Winn; cc: W.B. Martin and Assoc. and Jerome J. O’Brien; from Frances Howard, Senior Division Order Analyst, Giant Refining Co.; regarding enclosed amended division orders to be executed and returned

Letter: Aug. 31, 1988; to estate of James J. Florance; cc: W.B. Martin and Jerome J. O’Brien; from Frances Howard, Senior Division Order Analyst, Giant Refining Company; regarding enclosed amended division orders to be executed and returned

Letter: Aug. 31, 1988; to Estate of Maurice Jones, Jr.; cc: W.B. Martin and Jerome J. O’Brien; from Frances Howard, Senior Division Order Analyst, Giant Refining Company; regarding enclosed amended division orders to be executed and returned

Letter: Aug. 31, 1988; to Florence A. Florance; cc: W.B. Martin and Jerome J. O’Brien; from Frances Howard, Senior Division Order Analyst, Giant Refining Company; regarding enclosed amended division orders to be executed and returned

Letter: n.d.; to oil division interest holder; from Frances Howard, Division Order Analyst, Giant Refining Co.; division order execution instructions

Form: n.d.; Qualified Royalty Owner's Exemption Certificate; blank

Document: Aug. 31, 1988; Oil Division Order; Lease No. 00060-03327; Giant Refining Co.

Document: Aug. 31, 1988; Oil Division Order; Lease No. 00060-03319; Giant Refining Co.

Letter: Jan. 12, 1988; to Colonial Production Company, Attn: Jerome J. O’Brien; cc: Willard Winn, estate of Maurice Jones, Jr., Florence A. Florance, estate of James J. Florance, Sagewood Investments, Ltd.; from Frances Howard, Senior Division Order Analyst, Giant Refining Co.; regarding received Stipulation of Interest and Cross Conveyance and plans for legal department to review

Letter: Jul. 1, 1988; to Giant Refining Company, Attn: Ms. Howard; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Jicarilla Apache Lease #362; request to return executed division order

Letter: Jun. 10, 1988; to Giant Refining Company, Attn: Frances Howard; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Jicarilla Apache Tribal Lease #362; regarding enclosed copy of Richard Tully’s Stipulation of Interests under lease

Letter: Jul. 17, 1987; to Giant Refining Company, Attn: Frances Howard; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Jicarilla Apache Lease #362; regarding enclosed division orders and letters
DO NOT CITE

- Letter: Jul. 20, 1987; to W.B. Martin and Associates; from Jerome J. O'Brien; regarding Jicarilla Apache #362; regarding 5% payment on over-ride
- Letter: n.d.; to Oil Division Interest Holder; from Giant Industries, Inc.; request to sign and returned enclosed division order
- Document: Feb. 9, 1984; Oil Division Order; Lease No. 00073-08501; Giant Refining Company
- Document: Feb. 9, 1984; Oil Division Order; Lease No. 00073-08502; Giant Refining Company
- Document: Feb. 9, 1984; Oil Division Order; Lease No. 00073-08500; Giant Refining Company
- Letter: Sep. 12, 1988; to Giant Refining Co., Attn: Frances Howard; cc: W.B. Martin and Associates, Willard B. Winn, estate of Maurice Jones, Florence A. Florance and James J. Florance; from Jerome J. O'Brien; request for correction on executed copies of division orders covering leases # 60-3319 and 60-03327
- Letter: Nov. 30, 1988; to Colonial Production Company, Attn: Jerome J. O'Brien; cc: Florance A. Florence; from Frances Howard, Senior Division Order Analyst, Giant Refining Co.; regarding correct stipulation of interest and cross-conveyance covering the contract #362 leases
  - Letter: n.d.; to Oil Division Interest Holder; from Frances Howard, Division Order Analyst; instructions for division order execution
- Document: Aug. 23, 1988; Oil Division Order; Lease No. 00060-03304; Giant Refining Co.
- Document: Aug. 23, 1988; Oil Division Order; Lease No. 00060-03305; Giant Refining Co.
- Document: Aug. 23, 1988; Oil Division Order; Lease No. 00060-03306; Giant Refining Co.
- Document: Aug. 23, 1988; Oil Division Order; Lease No. 00060-03309; Giant Refining Co.
- Document: Aug. 23, 1988; Oil Division Order; Lease No. 00060-03307; Giant Refining Co.
Document: Aug. 23, 1988; Oil Division Order; Lease No. 00060-03311; Giant Refining Co.

Document: Aug. 23, 1988; Oil Division Order; Lease No. 00060-03312; Giant Refining Co.

Document: Aug. 23, 1988; Oil Division Order; Lease No. 00060-03313; Giant Refining Co.

Document: Aug. 23, 1988; Oil Division Order; Lease No. 00060-03310; Giant Refining Co.

Receipt: Dec. 20, 1985; Lease No. 08502; to Colonial Production Company; from Giant Refining Company; $21.50

Receipt: Dec. 20, 1984; Lease No. 08500 and 08501; to Colonial Production Company; from Giant Refining Company; $113.17

Receipt: Nov. 20, 1984; Lease No. 08500, 08501, 08502; to Colonial Production Company; from Giant Refining Company; $208.69

Receipt: Oct. 20, 1984; Lease No. 08500 and 08501; to Colonial Production Company; from Giant Refining Company; $109.95

Receipt: Sep. 20, 1984; Lease No. 08500, 08501, 08502; to Colonial Production Company; from Giant Refining Company; $173.12

Receipt: Aug. 20, 1984; Lease No. 08500, 08501, 08502; to Colonial Production Company; from Giant Refining Company; $273.68

Receipt: Jul. 20, 1984; Lease No. 08500, 08501 and 08502; to Colonial Production Company; from Giant Refining Company; $166.73

Receipt: Jun. 20, 1984; Lease No. 08500 and 085002; to Colonial Production Company; from Giant Refining Company; $223.38

Receipt: May 21, 1984; Lease No. 08500 and 08502; to Colonial Production Company; from Giant Refining Company; $112.83

Receipt: Apr. 23, 1984; Lease No. 08502; to Colonial Production Company; from Giant Refining Company; $109.05

Receipt: Mar. 20, 1984; Lease No. 08500, 08500, 08501, 08501 and 08502; to Colonial Production Company; from Giant Refining Company; $406.96

Folder: Juan L. Garza – Hidalgo Co.

Memo: Nov. 3, 1988; to Jerry O'Brien; from Walter Dibrell; regarding computation of royalty which should have been paid from an offset well on the Garza property from the time a reasonably prudent operator would have recognized the possibility of drainage

Map: n.d.; unidentified location; [Hidalgo Co.]


Manuscript: n.d.; Present Worth of Net Royalty Income @ 6% Interest
DO NOT CITE

- Manuscript: n.d.; 80 Acre Drainage for Well; 160 Acre Drainage for Well
- Map: n.d.; Jeffress East Field (Vicksburg) Hidalgo County Texas
- Map: n.d.; Jeffress East Field (Vicksburg) Hidalgo County, Texas
- Letter: Apr. 23, 1990; to Jerry O’Brien; from Walter Dibrell; request for copy of “The Optimization of Wells Spacing and Fracture Length and Low Permeability Reservoirs” by Steve Holditch, James Jennings, Stephen Neuse and Richard Wyman; request for authors’ addresses and information
- Map: Jul. 25, 1983; Proration Plat; George Coates –A” Well No. 7; Jeffress E. (Vicksburg T) Field Hidalgo County, Texas; Border Exploration Company
- Map: n.d.; Jeffress East Field (Vicksburg); Hidalgo County, Texas
- Document: May 28, 1982; Notice of Hearing on the Application of Border Exploration Company for Proper Reservoir Designation or Separate Field Classification and Field Rules for Wells in the Jeffress, E. (Vicksburg T) Field Area; Hidalgo County, Texas
- Document: Jul. 18, 1983; Final Order Adopting a New Field Designation Of Jeffress, NE. (Vicksburg T) Field Hidalgo County, Texas…[see document for additional information]
- Diagram: n.d.; 20 Year Simulated Gas Production History
  - Map: n.d; Jeffress Hidalgo
  - Map: n.d; Jeffress Hidalgo
- Map: n.d.; unidentified location; [Hidalgo County]
- Map: n.d.; unidentified location; [Hidalgo County]
- Map: n.d.; East Jeffress; Hidalgo County
- Document: November 1980; Wave Migration; South Jeffress; Border Exploration Co.
- Map: n.d.; Line of Section Map
- Diagram: n.d.; unidentified
- Diagram: n.d.; unidentified
- Diagram: n.d.; East [Jeffress]
- Diagram: c.a. 1982; East Jeffress Field Area; Hidalgo County, Texas; Structural Cross Section C-C‘
- Chart: c.a. 1970s -1980s; see chart for details
- Chart: n.d.; East Jeffress Field; Hidalgo County, Texas
- Map: c.a. 1982; Location Map; East Jeffress Field Area; Hidalgo County, Texas
- Document: n.d.; Geologic Summary: E. Jeffress Field, Hidalgo County; Kirkbridge Prospect #02-458, (TGS 02-5007) CSGPC #1 Miguel Salinas et al
  - Document: n.d.; Authority For Expenditure; Cost Estimate; Gas and Oil Properties
- Letter: Dec. 13, 1979; to Pat McCarley, Coastal States Gas Producing Company; cc: Adobe Oil and Gas, Macdonald Properties, Hanover Petroleum Corp.; from
DO NOT CITE

Fred L. Oliver, President, Greenbrier Operating Co.; regarding Coates A-4 Well, East Jeffress Field, Hidalgo County, Texas; desire to not drill A-4 well and potential development of A-2 area

- Letter: Jan. 17, 1980; to E.A. Morton, Coastal States Gas Producing Company; from Fred L. Oliver, Greenbrier Operating Co.; regarding Coates A-2 Area Lease; regarding option to drill additional well on lease
- Document: n.d.; Data on East Jeffress Wells
- Chart: Feb. 1971-May 1982; East Jeffress Field, Hidalgo County, Texas
- Diagram: n.d.; Coastal Coates #A-2 and Border Coates #A-5
- Diagram: n.d.; Coates A-2
- Diagram: 1971-1982; Coates A-2 Effective Drainage Area vs. Time from Simulation x Field Pressure Used
- Diagram: n.d.; Coates A-2

- Note: n.d.; hand written contact information for Gary Palmer and Harvey Ashford

- Folder: Garza – Hidalgo Co.
  - Note: n.d.; various numerical figures
  - Manuscript: n.d.; Distance Sand Frac will Penetrate
  - Manuscript: n.d.; 70% of No. A-2 Gas Sales @ $1.50; various numerical figures
  - Manuscript: n.d.; 80 Acre Drainage for Well and 160 Acre Drainage for Well
  - Chart: Jan. 28, 1983; East Jeffres Area Well Tests and Stimulation
  - Map: Jun. 16, 1982; East Jeffress Field Area; Hidalgo County, Texas; Location Map; Border Exploration Co.
  - Letter: Dec. 14, 1989; to C. Mitchell Brownlee, Jr., Escoba Royalty Corporation; cc: W.L. Parchman, Jr. and Craig Bourgeois; from Linda J. Bainum, Manager of Land, Oryx; regarding farmout request McFaddin —A” Lease; Victoria Co., Texas; regarding inability to complete request
  - Document: n.d.; Data on East Jeffress Wells
  - Letter: Mar. 28, 1990; to Jerry O’Brien; from Walter Dibrell; regarding Garza Energy Trust Lawsuit; request for explanation of document
  - Memo: Nov. 3, 1988; to Jerry O’Brien; from Walter Dibrell; regarding measure of damages for drainage on the Juan Garza lease, being 108 acres, more or less, in Hidalgo County, Texas
  - Map: n.d.; Jeffress East Field (Vicksburg) Hidalgo County, Texas
  - Map: n.d.; Jeffress East Field; Hidalgo County, Texas
  - Map: Jul. 15, 1987; Plat of 108.263 Acs. Out of Share 15 of the Revised Map of Schunior’s Subdivision or Porciones 73, 74 and 75 Hidalgo County, Texas; certified by Howard W. Gaddis
DO NOT CITE

- Document: Jul. 15, 1987; Exhibit A
- Chart: 1990-2000; Estimated Production Garza #1 – Hidalgo Co.
- Map: n.d.; unidentified location
- Map: n.d.; East Jeffress Field; Hidalgo County, Texas; TRC Standard Guidelines; Greenbrier Operating Co.
- Diagram: May 14, 1973; Simulated Extended Pressure Build Up x Field Observations
- Diagram: 1980-2000; Coastal O&G Coates A-2 Decline Curve
- Document: 1980-1989; Average Taxable Value and Wellhead Price
- Map: n.d.; unidentified location
- Letter: May 1, 1990; to Jerry O’Brien; from Walter Dibrell; regarding Garza Energy Trust vs. Coastal Oil and Gas Corporation, et al
- Letter: Mar. 15, 1990; to Jerry O’Brien; cc: Juan Lino Garza, Jr., Garza Energy Trust; from Walter Dibrell; regarding Garza Energy Trust lawsuit
  - Map: n.d.; East Jeffress Field; Hidalgo County, Texas; TRC Standard Guidelines
- Chart: n.d.; regarding Coastal Oil and Gas Corp; Well: Coates, George -A-; see document for additional information
- Chart: n.d.; regarding Coastal Oil and Gas Corp; Well: Coates B; Coates, George -A- and Coates; see document for additional information
- Chart: n.d.; regarding Coastal Oil and Gas Corp; Well: Jeffress, J.D.; see document for additional information
- Chart: n.d.; regarding Coastal Oil and Gas Corp; Well: Coates, George –A-; Salinas, B. Gas Unit; see document for additional information
- Chart: n.d.; regarding Coastal Oil and Gas Corp; Well: Pennzoil Fee; Salinas, M.; see document for additional information
- Document: Dec. 11, 1974; George Coates A-2 Driller's Log; Willis Drilling Co., Inc.; certified by Frank R. Zurovetz, General Manager
  - Map: n.d.; Jeffress, E. (Vicksburg); Hidalgo County, Texas
  - Map: n.d.; Location Plat; George Coates -A- Lease, Well No. A-2; Jeffress (E. Vicksburg T.) Field
  - Map: n.d.; unidentified location
  - Map: May 1980; Jeffress Field Plat; Hidalgo County, Texas; Proration Unit Plat; George Coates 528.0 Acre Lease; Geo. Coates Well No. A-2; Coastal Oil and Gas Corporation
DO NOT CITE

- Map: Jun. 6, 1974; Plat Showing Proposed Location; Coates A-2 Kirkbride Prospect; Hidalgo County, Texas; Coastal States Gas Producing Co.
- Document: Dec. 29, 1976; Gas Well Classification Report; Field Name: Jeffress, E. (Vicksburg T); Lease Name: George Coates –A”
- Document: Apr. 2, 1975; George Coates A-3 Driller's Log; Willis Drilling Co., Inc.; certified by Frank R. Zurovetz, General Manager
- Map: n.d.; unidentified location
- Map: n.d.; Location Plat; George Coates -A- Lease, Well No. A-3; Jeffress (E. Vicksburg T.) Field; Hidalgo County, Texas; Coastal States Gas Producing Company
- Map: n.d.; Location Plat; George Coates -A- Lease, Well No. 3; Jeffress (E. Vicksburg T.) Field; Hidalgo County, Texas; Coastal States Gas Producing Co.
- Form: Jan. 10, 1975; Application for Permit to Drill, Deepen or Plug Back; Railroad Commission of Texas; Oil and Gas Division
- Document: n.d.; Instructions
- Map: Jan. 6, 1975; Plat Showing Proposed Location; Coastal States Gas Producing Company; Coates A-3 Hidalgo County, Texas
- Form: Nov. 15, 1977; Gas Well Classification Report
- Document: n.d.; unidentified document; lease terms
- Invoice: Dec. 2, 1988; to Dibrell, Dotson, Dibrell, Dibrell and Dibrell; from Jerome J. O’Brien; $1,110.00
  - Document: Nov. 17, 1988; Statement; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Arvin F. Scott
- Invoice: May 8, 1990; to Juan L. Garza; from Jerome J. O’Brien; $520.00
- **Folder: El Paso Contracts – Amendment**
- Document: n.d.; Exhibit –A”; Lease: Jicarilla Apache #44
  - Letter: Nov. 11, 1988; to Florence A. Florance; Mrs. James J. Florance; Mrs. Doris Rothman, Sagewood Investments, Inc.; Willard B. Winn; Roy C. Bolt, executor, Maurice Jones Est. [mailed individually]; request to authorize Colonial Production Company to collect for each participant their interest in past due sales
  - Letter: Nov. 25, 1988; to Mrs. Florence A. Florance; from Jerome J. O’Brien; request for signature to be notarized on El Paso Contract no. 7305
Colonial Production Company to act as agent for participating working Interest owners

- Document: Nov. 1, 1988; Agreement; 7369
- Document: Nov. 1, 1988; Agreement; 7305
- Letter: Jan. 27, 1986; to Working Interest Owners; from Lee R. Pucher, Director, Gas Settlement Department, El Paso Natural Gas Company; announcement of new types of settlement statements instead of check details report and old settlement statements
    - Document: March 1987; Attachment A; Spot Market Release Program for March, 1987 of El Paso Natural Gas Company; El Paso Natural Gas – San Juan
  - Document: January 1986 [revised]; Definitions of Information Items on Basic Statements, Working Interests; example of statement: El Paso Natural Gas Company Settlement Statement; Definitions of Information Items on Basic Statements, Royalty Interest
- Brochure: November 1985; Working Interest Owner's Guide to Settlement Statements; El Paso Natural Gas Company
  - Note: Mar. 25, 1987; to Richard T.C. Tulley; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding response to letter of March 16th
    - Letter: Mar. 19, 1987; to Colonial Production Company, Attn: Jerome J. O’Brien; from William H. Wood, Administrator, Contract Compliance, El Paso Natural Gas Company; regarding received letter and plans to examine claims and contact upon completion
- Document: Mar. 31, 1989; Settlement Agreement and Release
- Letter: May 26, 1989; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Richard T.C. Tulley; regarding enclosed documents for review and approval
- Letter: May 23, 1989; to Richard T.C. Tulley, P.A.; from Jeffrey C. Fawcett, Senior Gas Contract Negotiator; regarding enclosed settlement
agreement and release with changes proposed; request to execute and return

- Document: Mar. 31, 1989; Settlement Agreement and Release
- Document: Mar. 31, 1989; Settlement Agreement and Release
- Document: Mar. 31, 1989; Settlement Agreement and Release; (x3)
  - Letter: Nov. 30, 1987; to El Paso Natural Gas Company; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding notice to shippers re Order 500; regarding enclosed executed agreement regarding the implementing of Order 500/500B
    - Document: Nov. 24, 1987; Notice to Shippers, Producers and Marketers; from Thomas J. Mulkey, Vice President
    - Document: n.d.; Policy and Procedures Implementing Order 500/500B; El Paso Natural Gas Company
  - Letter: Sep. 14, 1989; to Willard B. Winn and Wife, Jane E. Winn c/o Colonial Production Company; from John Paul Jones, Manager, Gas Supply Services, El Paso Natural Gas Company; regarding enclosed offer of credits given to El Paso Natural Gas Company in compliance with Federal Energy Commission Order No. 500
    - Document: Aug. 21, 1989; Offer of Credits
  - Letter: Sep. 12, 1989; to all producers suppliers; from John M. Craig; request for agreement to amend the Measurement Article in Gas Purchase Agreement
    - Letter: Sep. 12, 1989; to gentlemen; from John M. Craig, Senior Vice President, El Paso Natural Gas Company; agreement to amend the Measure Article of each Agreement

- Folder: El Paso Gas Market
  - Card: n.d.; El Paso Gas Marketing Company contact information
  - Letter: Apr. 15, 1994; to Colonial Production Company; from Gil [Cordons], Project Representative, Mainline Transportation and Customer Services Department; regarding letter agreement for purchase by El Paso of Unauthorized Gas (U-Gas) Balances
    - Document: Feb. 28, 1994; Imbalances; El Paso Natural Gas Company, Mainline Transportation and Customer Services Department; Colonial Production Company
  - Letter: Apr. 27, 1994; to El Paso Natural Gas Company; cc: Phil Tibbets, EP Gas Marketing and Colonial Production Services; fax to: Phil Tibbets and Dan Sawyer; from Thomas J. Smith; regarding U-Gas Authorization for Phil Tibbets as agent to clear account #UY-59
DO NOT CITE

- Letter: Mar. 10, 1994; to Colonial Production Company; from Phil E. Tibbets, Principal Gas Contract Negotiator, Long-Term Gas Marketing Department; regarding San Juan Basin UY-53 Account Gas; regarding return of executed original of Exhibit —A; signed by Carmen Z. Rodriguez
- Document: c.a. 1994; Exhibit —A” attached to Gas Purchase and Sales Contract dated Dec. 1, 1993
- Letter: Feb. 25, 1994; to Colonial Production Company, Attn: Jerome J. O’Brien; from Phil E. Tibbets, Principal Gas Contract Negotiator, Long-Term Gas Marketing Department, El Paso Gas Marketing Company; regarding enclosed Exhibit —A for consideration; regarding San Juan Basin UY-53 Account Gas
- Document: Dec. 1, 1993; Gas Purchase and Sales Contract
- Letter: Nov. 16, 1993; to El Paso Natural Gas Company, Barry B. McHalek; xc: El Paso Gas Marketing Company, Attn: Phil E. Tibbets; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding appointing representative of the Production Scheduling Group of El Paso Gas Marketing Company as attorney-in-fact; (x2)
  - Document: Nov. 16, 1993; Transmission Report; 15:15
- Note: n.d.; various numerical information
- Letter: Sep. 36, 1994; to operators; John R. Maillie, Manager, Technical Services, Field Services Division-San Juan, El Paso Natural Gas Company; regarding unlined pits at well sites
DO NOT CITE

- Document: Jun. 30, 1994; Statement; El Paso Gas Marketing Company; $4,917.18
  - Chart: Jul. 16, 1994; Purchase Accounting Statement; Production Date: 94/06
- Document: Jul. 14, 1994; Statement; El Paso Natural Gas Company; $767.23
- Document: Jul. 14, 1994; Statement; El Paso Natural Gas Company; $45.68
- Document: Jul. 30, 1994; Statement; El Paso Natural Gas Company; $4,917.18
- Document: Jul. 30, 1994; Statement; El Paso Natural Gas Company; $209.24
  - Chart: Jun. 16, 1994; Purchase Accounting Statement Production Date: 94/05
  - Chart: n.d.; unidentified; payee total: 2,856.75
- Document: Jun. 16, 1994; Statement; Customer Accounting System; Statement of Gas Balance – Exchange/Offsystem
- Document: May 18, 1994; Transmission Report; 13:51
- Document: May 5, 1994; Statement; El Paso Natural Gas Company; $5,795.20
- Document: Feb. 25, 1994; Statement; El Paso Natural Gas Company; $3,719.52
- Document: Feb. 25, 1994; Statement; El Paso Natural Gas Company; $4,294.59
- Letter: Jan. 28, 1994; to El Paso Natural Gas Company; cc: Phil Tibbetts, EP Gas Marketing, Colonial Production Service and D.E. Florance; from Thomas J. (Tom) Smith; regarding payback imbalance volume

- Folder: Carl O. & G.
  - Document: n.d.; Table of Contents: McFarland Energy Board Meeting Packet
  - Letter: Sep. 29, 1989; to Patricia M. Soldano, Barry L. Evans, David Greene, and Bryce W. Rhodes; cc: William E. Carl and J.C. McFarland; from Joseph T. Lewis, Vice President, Chief Operating Officer, Carl Oil and Gas Co.; regarding Carl-Cymric-Whittier Joint Venture Program September Status Report
  - Chart: Sep. 26, 1989; Carl Oil and Gas Co. Committed Projects
    - Chart: Sep. 26, 1989; Carl Oil and Gas Co. Pending Projects
  - Chart: Sep. 29, 1989; Joe Precup Activity – Upper Texas Coast
  - Chart: Sep. 29, 1989; Charles Plant Activity – South and Upper Texas Coast
  - Chart: Sep. 29, 1989; Theron Crockett Activity – Southeast Mississippi Smackover – Morphlet Play
  - Chart: Sep. 29, 1989; Theron Crockett Activity – Southeast Mississippi Smackover – Morphlet Play
  - Chart: Chart: Sep. 29, 1989; Bob Whitney Activity – Trafalgar (Hardy) Joint Venture – Acadia and Jeff Davis PHS., Louisiana
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- Chart: Sep. 29, 1989; Leo Bader Activity – Delta Area of Louisiana
- Chart: n.d.; unidentified
- Chart: Oct. 16, 1989; Production Statistics; nine (9) pages
- Document: n.d.; New Exploration Prospects

- **Folder: Bolivia**
  - Letter: Dec. 19, 1977; to Lee McFarland, McFarland Energy, Inc.; from Johnny Mitchell; regarding venture and amount of money to be made
  - Document: n.d.; copied prints of field and people; see images for details and captions; five pages
  - Report: October 1977; The Farellones Tin Concessions; La Paz, Bolivia; Interamerican Mining Consultants Limited

- **Folder: Stanmar Valley Arizona**
  - Memo: Jun. 8, 1987; to StanMar Valley Consortium; from Jim Chalmers and Brian Lipkin; regarding preliminary thoughts on land value
  - Print: Apr. 13, 1987; image of map; Conceptual Land Use Study: Southeast Valley Area Plan; prepared for: Red River Consortium; prepared by: A. Wayne Smith and Associates, Planners, Landscape Architects
  - Report: Jun. 8, 1987; Market Feasibility and Development Potential Analysis for the Stanmar Valley; Mountain West

- **Folder: Employment Contracts**
  - Document: 1972; Stock Option Incentive Plan
  - Letter: Oct. 15, 1975; to President and Board of Directors, Seaboard Oil and Gas Co.; from Jerome J. O’Brien; cancellation of stock option to acquire 30,000 shares of common stock of Seaboard Oil and Gas Co.
  - Document: May 19, 1975; Questionnaire for Officers, Directors and Shareholders Owning 10% or More of the Outstanding Stock of Seaboard Oil and Gas Co.; filled out by Jerome J. O’Brien
  - Letter: Mar. 20, 1975; to W.J. Edmund; from Jerome J. O’Brien; acceptance of resignation as Vice President of Seaboard Oil and Gas Co.
  - Document: Jan. 6, 1973; Meeting of Stock Option Committee of Seaboard Oil and Gas Co.; signed by Henry Lippitt 2nd, B.E. Coffrin, Robert Ferguson and Lysle Snow, Secretary, Pro-Term
  - Letter: Jan. 9, 1973; to Virgil C. Wheeler; from Jerome J. O’Brien, Seaboard Oil and Gas Co.; regarding information about stock option; regarding price and amount of stock available to purchase as full-time employee; regarding terms
  - Letter: Jan. 9, 1973; to W.J. Edmund; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding information about stock option; regarding price and amount of stock available to purchase as full-time employee; regarding terms
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• Folder: Assistance League Field Trip
  o Document: Mar. 11, 1975; Las Benevolas Auxiliary of the Assistance League of Southern California Spring Field Trip; Geological Seminar of the Santa Monica Mountains San Fernando Earthquake Area and Castaic Dam-Site; includes instructions and maps
  o Manuscript: n.d.; San Fernando Valley History
  o Document: Mar. 11, 1975; Las Benevolas Auxiliary of the Assistance League of Southern California Spring Field Trip; Geological Seminar of the Santa Monica Mountains, San Fernando Earthquake Area and Castaic Dam-Site
  o Map: 1967; The California State Water Project: 1967; State of California, The Resources Agency; Department of Water Resources

• Folder: Kenworthy – Mines
  o Note: Apr. 19, 1977; to Jerry O’Brien; from L.C. McFarland; regarding mining
    ▪ Form: Feb. 5, 1977; Analytical Report; DH #5B 1-24
    ▪ Form: Dec. 15, 1976; Analytical Report; DH #35-A composite
    ▪ Form: Feb. 5, 1977; Analytical Report; DH #35D 1-15
    ▪ Form: Feb. 5, 1977; Analytical Report; DH #35C 1-8
    ▪ Form: Feb. 5, 1977; Analytical Report; DH #35E 1-18
    ▪ Form: Feb. 18, 1977; Analytical Report; DH #35F
    ▪ Form: Feb. 18, 1977; Analytical Report; DH #35G
    ▪ Form: Feb. 18, 1977; Analytical Report; DH #35H
    ▪ Form: Feb. 18, 1977; Analytical Report; DH #35I
    ▪ Document Feb. 15, 1977; Hilltop Mine; cost report; from Frank E. Jenkins, President
• Report: Jan. 25, 1977; prepared for Frank Jenkins; Job No. 11933; from H. Dwight Fisher, PhD, Vice President-Technical Director

• Folder: Juri Vs. Seaboard
  o Document: Jun. 8, 1977; Supplemental Memorandum of Points and Authorities in Support of Demurrer and Motion to Strike; No. C 192977
  o Map: n.d.; Jicarilla Apache Lease #398; Rio Arriba County, New Mexico
  o Map: n.d.; Jicarilla Apache Leases; Rio Arriba Co. New Mexico

• Folder: Wolfetours
  o Map: n.d.; Paris
  o Brochure: n.d.; Luxury Cruise to Burgundy on Board; –Le Sancerre”
  o Brochure: n.d.; Schliersee
  o Business Card: n.d.; La Bourgogone Peniche Hotel
  o Business Card: n.d.; Nos Ancetres Les Gaulois
  o Map: n.d.; Galerie Dr. Buhler; Munchen
  o Document: n.d.; menu; La Bourgogone Peniche Hotel
  o Article Clipping: n.d.; Nations of the World —Argentina”
  o Article Clipping: n.d.; Nations of the World; –Bolivia”
  o Article Clipping: n.d.; Nations of the World; –Brazil”
  o Article Clipping: n.d.; Nations of the World; –Paraguay” and –Peru”
  o Article Clipping: n.d.; Earth; –Highest Mountains”
  o Map: n.d.; South America
  o Document: Jul. 14, 1984; El Group; Wolfetours, Inc.; Itinerary for trip to Egypt
  o Document: 1979; Springtime in China; by Ernie Wolfe; Wolfetours, Inc.
  o Brochure: 1980; Olympics 1980 Moscow
  o Note: n.d.; Itinerary May 13 to June 4
  o Letter: May 5, 1980; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from RTB-Olympic Travel, LTD; regarding verification and accuracy of payment records
    • Document: Apr. 24, 1980; Notice to All Persons who Contracted and Deposited Funds with Russian Travel Bureau Inc., or RTB-Olympic Travel, Ltd., for Transportation and Accommodations in Connection with the 1980 Moscow Olympics and Have Not Received Refunds
  o Letter: May 14, 1980; to National Union Fire Insurance Company; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Moscow Olympic insurance I.D. 2572; request for insurance policy cancelation and refund of premium payment
Letter: Mar. 7, 1980; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Anne Marie Tringali, Travel Services Division, National Union Fire Insurance Company; regarding inability to refund money for Olympics unless cause is death, injury or illness

Letter: Mar. 5, 1980; to John M. Phair, Vice President, American International Underwriters; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding boycott of Olympics and request for refund of pre-payments and deposits

Letter: Feb. 13, 1980; to J&M O’Brien; from RTB-Olympic Travel, LTD; regarding request to cancel trip to 1980 Summer Olympics and receive refund; request to wait till boycott issue is resolved; note attached regarding insurance
  ▪ Letter: Jan. 19, 1980; to Olympic Depositor; from E. Wallace Lawrence, RTB-Olympic Travel, Ltd.; regarding boycott issue and 1980 Moscow Summer Olympics; policies and instructions

Document: n.d.; list of background publications for traveling to Russia

Letter: Feb. 8, 1980; to RTB Olympic Travel, Ltd.; from Jerome J. O’Brien; request to cancel reservations and previous arrangements to attend the Moscow Olympics

Letter: n.d.; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from RTB-Olympic Travel, Ltd.; confirmation letter regarding tickets for 1980 Moscow Olympics

Letter: Jan. 3, 1980; to Honorable James E. Carter, President of the United States; from Robert J. Kane, President and F. Don Miller, Executive Director; regarding boycott of 1980 Moscow Olympics

Card: c.a. 1980; 1980 Moscow Olympiad; Schedule of the Events in the USSR

Letter: c.a. 1979; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from RTB-Olympic Travel, Ltd.; regarding installment payment due

Letter: c.a. 1979; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from RTB-Olympic Travel, Ltd.; regarding installment payment due

Letter: Oct. 30, 1979; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from RTB-Olympic Travel, Ltd.; regarding delay in mailing of ticket catalog

Receipt: n.d.; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from RTB-Olympic Travel, Ltd.; regarding travel I.D. number

Letter: c.a. 1979; to Olympic depositor; from Ernest T. Cragg, Maj. Gen. USAF, Director, RTB-Olympic Travel, Ltd.; request to fill out Survey Chart for event preferences

Letter: c.a. 1979; to traveler and depositor; from E. Wallace Lawrence III, President, RTB-Olympic Travel, Ltd.; regarding insurance program for Moscow Olympic Games

Letter: c.a. 1979; to Olympics 1980 Traveler; from RTB-Olympic Travel, Ltd.; regarding installment payment due
DO NOT CITE

- Letter: n.d.; to Olympic Depositor; from Ernest T. Cragg, Maj. Gen. USAF, Director, RTB-Olympic Travel, Ltd.; regarding changes in the 1980 Moscow Olympic Tour Agreement
  - Document: Dec. 13, 1978 [signed]; 1980 Moscow Olympics Agreement, Page 2; Supplemental Terms and Agreements
  - Note: Dec. 8, 1978; to Moscow Olympic Games Group; from Ernie Wolfe Jr.; regarding additional information not included in memo; regarding contracts to be signed and returned
  - Document: n.d.; Participant Preference Survey
  - Newsletter: Nov-Dec 1978; Olympic 1980; Russian Travel Bureau Inc.
  - Memo: Dec. 7, 1978; to “those depositing for the Olympics” [see memo for specific names]; from Ernie, Wolfetours, Inc.; regarding received deposits; regarding enclosed information and contracts to be signed
    - Document: Jun. 16, 1977; Programme of Moscow Olympic Games of 1980
    - Newsletter: Nov/Dec 1978; Olympic 1980 Newsletter; Russian Travel Bureau, Inc.
    - Document: c.a. 1978-1980; 1980 Moscow Olympics Agreement, Page 2; Supplemental Terms and Agreements
    - Document: c.a. 1980; 1980 Moscow Olympic Agreement
    - Document: c.a. 1980; Participant Preference Survey
    - Document: c.a. 1980; Olympic Games Period
  - Letter: Mar. 31, 1979; regarding confusion in communications with Russian Travel Bureau; note attached to Jerry and Mary; from [Ernie Wolfe]
  - Letter: November 1978; to [Jerome O’Brien and others]; from Ernie Wolfe, Wolfetours, Inc.; regarding deposit and deadline
  - Letter: Jun. 7, 1982; to X Olympiad El Grupo; from Ernie, Wolfetours, Inc.; regarding recent trip to Munich; regarding “coming-up” events
  - Letter: Apr. 20, 1983; to El Grupo South; from [Ernie Wolfe]; regarding enclosed passports, itinerary, and copies of hotel mailing list and baggage tags; regarding instructions for Yellow Fever shot
  - Letter: Feb. 12, 1982; to El Grupo-X Olympiad; from Ernie [Wolfe], Wolfetours, Inc.; regarding updates for trip to X Olympiad
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- Invoice: Feb 17, 1982; to Jerome O’Brien; from Wolfetours, Inc.; X Olympiad, El Group to Munich; $4,658
- Invoice: Feb. 12, 1982; to Jerome O’Brien; from Wolfetours, Inc.; Airfares for X Olympiad; $1,750.00
- Letter: Feb. 5, 1982; to [Jerome O’Brien and others]; from Ernie [Wolfe], Wolfetours, Inc.; regarding fare increase
- Letter: Apr. 6, 1982; to El Grupo, X Olympiad; from Ernie [Wolfe], Wolfetours, Inc.; request for tickets to be sent out in order for correction
- Invoice: Jul. 27, 1981; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Wolfetours, Inc.; X Olympiad El Grupo to Munich; $500.00; No. 1415
- Letter: Jul. 28, 1981; to [Jerome O’Brien and others]; from Ernie [Wolfe], Wolfetours, Inc.; regarding rough itinerary and various updates
- Letter: Aug. 13, 1981; to [Jerome O’Brien and others]; from Ernie [Wolfe], Wolfetours, Inc.; regarding updates on trip; regarding deposits made
- Letter: Jul. 15, 1981; to [Jerome O’Brien and others]; from Ernie [Wolfe], Wolfetours, Inc.; regarding 10th anniversary of El Grupo-Munich; regarding barge and ballooning
- Letter: Summer 1979; to Olympic Depositor; from RTB-Olympic Travel, Ltd.; regarding final stages of planning for 1980 Moscow Olympics Adventure
- Document: c.a. 1980; Olympic Event Tickets Order Form; sample
- Document: c.a. 1980; Olympic Tour Outline Itinerary; RTB-Olympic Travel, Ltd.; two pages; (x2); Jerome J. O’Brien
- Document; c.a. 1980; Olympic Event Tickets Order Form; RTB-Olympic Travel, Ltd.; two pages; Lee McFarland
- Note: Nov. 29, 1979; to Jerry; from [Ernie Wolfe], Wolfetours, Inc.; regarding misplacement of check; regarding O’Brien’s move to San Antonio
- Letter: Nov. 23, 1979; to Wolfetours, Inc.; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding discrepancy in accounts receivable
- Letter: Nov. 12, 1979; to Jerry [O’Brien]; from Ernie [Wolfe], Wolfetours, Inc.; regarding airfare mix-up; includes receipt from “adding machine”
  - Invoice: Jul. 3 [c.a. 1979]; to Mr. and Mrs. O’Brien; from Wolfetours, Inc.; $3014.00; No. 27404
- Invoice: Oct. 3, 1978; to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry O’Brien; from Wolfetours, Inc.; China Tour, International Studies; No. 526; $4698.00
Letter: 1978; to Mr. and Mrs. O’Brien; from Dr. Peter W. Kwan, Wings to China Tours; regarding tour confirmation notice for Wings to China tour; regarding enclosed itinerary and information about travelling to China
- Document: c.a. 1979; Wings to China Tour July 14th Group Members; Wings to China Tours
- Document: 1979; Itinerary; Wings to China Tours

Invoice: Oct. 3, 1978; to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry O’Brien; from Wolfetours, Inc.; deposits on China Tour; No. 328; $200

Letter: Jun. 14, 1979; to Mr. and Mrs. O’Brien; from Agnes Kwan, Wing On, Inc.; regarding enclosed visa applications for China

Invoice: Oct. 3, 1978; to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry O’Brien; from Wolfetours, Inc.; China Tour, International Studies; $4,698.00

Invoice: Oct. 3, 1978; to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry O’Brien; from Wolfetours, Inc.; China Tour, International Studies; No. 526; $4,698.00

Invoice: Jan. 5, 1979; to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry O’Brien; from Wolfetours, Inc.; El Grupo to Mazatlan; No. 413; $50.00

Letter: May 14, 1979; to [Jerome O’Brien and others]; from Ernie Wolfe, Wolfetours, Inc.; regarding trip to china and final itinerary and price

Letter: to El Grupo to Mazatlan; from Ernie [Wolfe], Wolfetours, Inc.; regarding details of trip

Letter: Feb. 23, 1979; to [Jerome O’Brien and others]; from Ernie Wolfe, Wolfetours, Inc.; regarding better offer for trip to China Letter: Dec. 20, 1978; to [Jerome O’Brien and others]; from Ernie Wolfe, Wolfetours, Inc.; regarding waitlist and limited visas issued; request for decision to be made

Letter: Dec. 29, 1978; to [Jerome O’Brien and others]; from Ernie [Wolfe], Wolfetours, Inc.; regarding recent meeting of Board of Directors; regarding travel plans for 1979; regarding 1980 plans, Olympics and Australia/New Zealand

**Folder: Speech Material**
- Document: Biography of Jerome J. O’Brien
- Letter: Mar. 24, 1986; to Honorable Phil Gramm; from Shelby D. Pitts; regarding criticism of form letter sent out regarding oil import fee; note attached: to Shelby D. Pitts; from W.E. Turner; regarding revision of letter
- Article Clipping; n.d.; –Notable and Quotable”
- Article Clipping: Mar. 15, 1986; Congressional Quarterly Weekly Report; –Phil Gramm: The Texas Tornado”; edited
- Periodical: June 1985; Exxon News
- Article Clipping: May-June 1985; The Professional Geologist; –Institute Officials Meet with Interior Secretary Hodel”
- Periodical: Jul. 1, 1985; Texas Energy Week; editor: Billy G. Thompson
Letter: Mar. 10, 1986; to Honorable Phil Gramm; from W.E. Turner; regarding Gramm's position on oil import fees; regarding desire for Gramm to reexamine position

Article Clipping: Oct. 29, 1984; Industry Week; —The Board Gored: An Irreverent Peak Behind Those Mahogany Doors”

Article Clipping: November 1985; Petroleum Engineer International; —Energy Aid’ by Rich McNally

Manuscript: n.d.; regarding international trade and various issues regarding oil industry

Newsletter: 1985; Stakeholders Report; Vol. 8, No. 5

Manuscript: n.d.; various quotations and notes

Document: Oct. 25, 1985; Trinity University; [speech?]

Document: n.d.; unidentified document; regarding tax reform

Document: Oct. 25, 1985; Trinity University; [speech?]

Article Clipping: n.d.; The Reporter, Pacific Legal Foundation; —President’s Message: Now is Not the Time for Apathy”

Folder: “Russia” 1987

Letter: n.d.; to member and travel companion [Texas Society of Professional Engineers]; from Gerhardt Schulle, Jr., Executive Director, Texas Society of Professional Engineers; regarding invitation for trip to Russia

Document: n.d.; Tapestry of History; timeline

Document: n.d.; Vantage Travel Comment Sheet; Vantage Travel Service Inc.; Vantage Travel Comment Sheet; includes —Tell-A-Friend” card (x2)

Card: n.d.; Sea-Voyage; Crimean Amaloamation of Intourist; (x2)

Card: n.d.; Hotel Leningrad; hotel room card; (x2)

Document: May 20, 1987; Group Name and Address Report

Document: Aug. 4, 1987; Russia Flight Itinerary; Departing from San Antonio; (x2)

Business Card: n.d.; Al R. Hazim, Production Superintendent; Arabian Oil Company, Ltd.

Map: 1962; Moscow, Russia

Letter: n.d.; to traveling companions; from Jennifer Miles, Supervisor Tour Directors/Customer Service, Vantage Travel Service Inc.; regarding trip to Russia; regarding various guidelines and information about Russia

Note: n.d.; hand written note regarding Russia

Brochure: 1987; Around the World with Vantage Travel Service Inc.: Russia; Answer Book All you Need to Know Before You Go!

Document: n.d.; list of names and addresses; Vantage Travel Service Inc.

DO NOT CITE

- Ticket: n.d.; opera [?]; see ticket for additional information; written in Russian language
- Document: n.d.; Priority Booking/Space Request
  - Letter: n.d.; to [Jerome O’Brien]; from Theresa Nearen, Manager, Customer Service, Vantage Travel Service Inc.; regarding instructions to begin planning process of trip
  - Document: n.d.; Questionnaire; Vantage Travel Service Inc.
  - Document: n.d.; Tour Participant Agreement; slip of paper cut off from bottom of document regarding traveling
- Map: 1986; Helsinki; Daughter of the Baltic; Finland
- Folder: n.d.; Vantage Class; tickets enclosed for your Vantage Vacation; Passenger Name: Mr. and Mrs. O’Brien
  - Ticket: O’Brien; ticket stub for flight at Dallas-Ft. Worth Intnl. Airport
  - Ticket: O’Brien; ticket stub for flight at Dallas-Ft. Worth Intnl. Airport
  - Receipt: n.d.; various figures
  - Ticket: 1987; see ticket for additional details; Russian; (x2)
  - Ticket: n.d.; see ticket for additional details; Russian
  - Ticket: Aug. 19 [no year given]; Boarding Pass; to San Antonio; from St. Louis; Flight TW 0509; TWA; (x2)
  - Ticket: Aug 18 [no year given]; Boarding Pass; to NYC/Kennedy; from London; Flight TW 0703; TWA; (x2)
  - Ticket: Aug. 19 [no year given]; Boarding Pass; to St. Louis; from NYC/Kennedy; Boarding Pass; Flight TW 0001; TWA; (x2)
- Envelope: n.d. Hotel Yalta; see envelope for additional details
- Letter: Aug. 4, 1987; to vantage traveler; from Pentti E. Rosenberg, Marketing Manager, North America, Finnair; regarding change in flight due to overbooking of flights
- Article Clipping: n.d.; Nations of the World; “Soviet Union”
- Map: n.d.; map of Russia
- Map: n.d.; Russia
- Letter: Apr. 17, 1987; to Vantage Travel Services, Inc.; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Russian travel; regarding attached documents pertaining to trip
- Letter: n.d.; to [Jerome O’Brien]; from Theresa Nearen, Manager, Customer Service, Vantage Travel Service Inc.; regarding process to obtain visa
- Document: c.a. 1987; Passenger Checklist; Passenger: Jerome J. O’Brien; Invoice- No. 4522-9; Destination: Russia; Departure Date: 8-04-87
- Brochure: n.d.; Passenger Travel Protection Program; Vantage Travel Service Inc.
- Brochure: n.d.; Automatic Common Carrier Accident Insurance Plan; Description of Coverage; AIG Life Insurance Company
• **Folder: SPE**
  o Letter: Oct. 10, 1994; to SPE Senior Member; from Roy H. Koerner, 1995 SPE President, Society of Petroleum Engineers, Inc.; regarding senior membership
  o Letter: Nov. 3, 1993; to Jerry O'Brien; from J.D. Hughes, Aggieland Salt Water Disposal Company, Inc.; regarding formation of new chapter in San Antonio/Austin area
  o Document: Oct. 25, 1993; Organizational Meeting; Austin, Texas Chapter; Society of Petroleum Evaluation Engineers
  o Letter: Nov. 9, 1993; to Paul Clevenger; cc: Spencer Youngblood and Jerry O'Brien; from J.D. Hughes; regarding application for formation of new Chapter of SPE; regarding instructions for application; regarding plans for new chapter

• **Folder: TIPRO**
  o Article Clipping; Feb. 11, 2001; Houston Chronicle; “Anderson”
  o Letter: Dec. 21, 2000; to Jerome J. O'Brien; from Roger B. Plank, TIPRO President; regarding appreciation for membership
  o Letter: Dec. 7, 2000; to Jerome O'Brien; from Sandra E. Bloodworth, Vice President Members Services, TIPRO; request for assistance in increasing membership
    ▪ Form: n.d.; Texas Independent Producers and Royalty Owners Association; Associate Member Form
    ▪ Form: n.d.; Texas Independent Producers and Royalty Owners Association; Gift Membership Form
  o Letter: Nov. 6, 2000; to Jerome J. O'Brien; from Wm. Stanton McDonald, Membership Committee Chairman, TIPRO; regarding membership expiration; requesting continued membership
  o Letter: Aug. 1, 2000; to fellow TIPRO Explorer Member; from Wm. Stanton McDonald, TIPRO Region I Vice President, Membership Committee Chairman, Stanton Mineral Development, Inc.; request to help in increasing membership
  o Document: Jun. 3, 2000; TIPRO Explorers Reception and Dinner
  o Letter: Feb. 23, 2000; to TIPRO Budget and Nominations Committee; from A. Scott Anderson, EVP; regarding Committee Meeting Notice
DO NOT CITE

- Letter: Feb. 23, 2000; to members of the TIPRO Budget and Nominations Committee; from Rex H. White, Jr., Immediate Past President, TIPRO, Chair, Budget and Nominations Committee; regarding notice for meeting of Budget and Nominations Committee
- Document: Jun. 5, 1999; TIPRO Explorers Reception and Dinner
- Document: Jun. 2, 1999; TIPRO Annual Convention Attendance List
- Letter: Mar. 18, 1999; to Mr. TIPRO Award Committee; from A. Scott Anderson; meeting notice; regarding 1999 "Mr. TIPRO” Awards
  - Document: n.d. —MrTIPRO” Selection Guidelines
  - Document: n.d.; "Mr. TIPRO” Awards
  - Letter: Mar. 18, 1999; to Budget and Nominations Committee; from Rusty Howell, President; regarding fundraising; regarding note from Austin
- Document: 1997; TIPRO Convention Attendees
- Note: Jun. 2, 1997; speech notes
- Document: n.d.; Did I Sleep Well One Week Before the 51st Annual Convention?; from Sandra E. Bloodworth, Director of Meetings, Convention and Business Affairs, TIPRO
  - Chart: 1997; Income/Expense; TIPRO 1997 Convention
  - Document: Jun. 9 1997; 1997 TIPRO Annual Convention Attendance List; Hyatt Hill Country Resort
- Manuscript: Jun. 7, 1988; speech notes
- Manuscript: n.d.; notes
- Document: n.d.; San Antonio Local Members
- Article Clipping: June 1956; “Oil and the Texas Independent” by Barbara S. Griffith
- Letter: Jul. 9, 1996; to Roger Plank, Apache Corporation; cc: TIPRO Foundation and Julian G. Martin; from John G. Hurd, Chairman, The TIPRO Foundation, Inc.; thanks for donation to purchase copies of TIPRO’s history to be distributed free of charge
- Letter: Jul. 9, 1996; to Forrest Hoglund, Enron Oil and Gas Company; cc: TIPRO Foundation and Julian G. Martin; from John G. Hurd, Chairman, The TIPRO Foundation, Inc.; thanks for donation to purchase copies of TIPRO’s history to be distributed free of charge
- Letter: Jul. 9, 1996; to L. Frank Pitts, Pitts Oil Company; cc: TIPRO Foundation and Julian G. Martin; from John G. Hurd, Chairman, The TIPRO Foundation, Inc.; thanks for donation to purchase copies of TIPRO’s history to be distributed free of charge
- Letter: Jul. 9, 1996; to Grant Billingsley, Wagner and Brown; cc: TIPRO Foundation and Julian G. Martin; from John G. Hurd, Chairman, The TIPRO
DO NOT CITE

Foundation, Inc.; thanks for donation to purchase copies of TIPRO’s history to be distributed free of charge

- Letter: Dec. 21, 1995; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Rex H. White, Jr., President and A. Scott Anderson, Executive Vice President, TIPRO; thanks for support of Association’s activities; regarding progress

- Memo: Jan. 26, 1993; to TIPRO Foundation Board Members and selected friends of the foundation; from Scott Anderson; regarding and opportunity for further service

- Memo: Feb. 13, 2004; to all Executive Committee Members; cc: Joe Abel, Rusty Howell, Roger Plank and Rex White; from Martin V. Fleming, Interim EVP; regarding proposed bylaw changes
  - Document: Feb. 6, 2004; Bylaws of Texas Independent Producers and Royalty Owners Association

- Folder: Submittals
  - Document: n.d.; Proposal to Drill for Oil; Gas Ridge-Fairfield Project
    - Chart: n.d.; Nearby Wells
  - Letter: May 22, 1980; to J.J. O’Brien; from John T. Iseberg; regarding Caesar-Wilcox Prospect
  - Letter: May 22, 1980; to J.J. O’Brien; from John T. Iseberg; regarding Northeast Runge Area, Karnes County, Texas

- Folder: Allied Van Lines
  - Invoice: Apr. 28, 1980; to James [Jerome] O’Brien; from Beverly Hills Transfer and Storage Co.; packing material and packing labor; $75.00
    - Form: n.d.; Allied Van Lines, Inc., I.C.C.-MC 15735; Registration Number: 5396810001
    - Letter: c.a. 1980 [?]; to Jerome O’Brien; from Henk Smith, Beverly Hills Transfer and Storage CO.; regarding error if refunding packing charges due
  - Letter: Mar. 26, 1980; to Jerome O’Brien; cc: Booking Agent 0123-0 Bevtas, Origin Agent, Destination Agent, Hauling Agent; from Michael E. Dombroski, Supervisor, Bill of Lading Audit, Allied Van Lines; regarding enclosed refund check for amount paid in excess of total transportation charges
    - Invoice: Apr. 1, 1980; from Allied Van Lines, Inc.; Invoice No. 539681012228; $344.98
  - Letter: Mar. 24, 1980; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Diane Guy, Consumer Affairs, Allied Van Lines; regarding request for refund and actions to be taken
  - Letter: Mar. 26, 1980; to Scobey Moving and Storage; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed copies of receipts evidencing value of articles damaged
  - Document: c.a. 1980; Del Vecchio Studios; copy of check to Del Vecchio Studio from Jerome J. O’Brien; $333.90; for two white lamps and repair of one shade
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- Form: n.d.; Allied Van Lines, Inc. I.C.C.-MC 15735; Registration Number: 5386810001
  - Check: Feb. 6, 1980; to Allied Van Lines; from Jerome J. O’Brien; $837.44; check no.: 343632; cashier’s check
- Form: n.d.; Allied Van Lines, Inc. I.C.C.-MC 15735; Registration Number 539681
  - Check: Jan. 22, 1980; to Allied Van Lines; from Colonial Production Company; $3,666.93; check no.: 341049; cashier’s check
- Form: Jan. 17, 1980; Beverly Hills Transfer and Storage Co.; 049948
- Form: Feb. 22, 1980; Presentation of Loss and Damage Claim Form; Allied Van Lines
- Letter: Jan. 22, 1980; to Jerome O’Brien; from Allied Van Lines; regarding delay in shipment due to additional tonnage
- Letter: Jan. 28, 1980; to Jerome O’Brien; from Allied Van Lines Inc.; regarding delay in shipment due to mechanical breakdown
- Form: c.a. January 1980; Allied Van Lines, Inc. I.C.C.-MC 15735; Registration No.: 5396810001
- Form: Jan. 16, 1980; Allied Van Lines, Inc. I.C.C.-MC 15735; Registration No. 539681
- Form: Jan. 16, 1980; Household Goods Descriptive Inventory; Inventory No: R005809
- Form: Jan. 16, 1980; Household Goods Descriptive Inventory; Inventory No.: R005810
- Form: Jan. 16, 1980; Household Goods Descriptive Inventory; Inventory No.: R005811
- Form: Jan. 16, 1980; Household Goods Descriptive Inventory; Inventory No. R005812
- Form: Jan. 16, 1980; Household Goods Descriptive Inventory; Inventory No. R005813
- Form: Jan. 16, 1980; Household Goods Descriptive Inventory; Inventory No. R005814
- Form: Jan. 16, 1980; Household Goods Descriptive Inventory; Inventory No. R005815
Form: Jan. 16, 1980; Household Goods Descriptive Inventory; Inventory No. R005816

Form: Jan. 8, 1980; Beverly Hills Transfer and Storage Co.; Interstate Packing Order; order no. 539681

Form: Jan. 8, 1980; Order for Service; Allied Van Lines
- Form: Jan. 4, 1980; Estimated Cost of Services; Allied Van Lines
- Business card: David A. Forbes, Agent, Allied Van Lines

Form: Jan. 16, 1980; Material Pick Up/Delivery Ticket; Beverly Hills Transfer and Storage Co.

**Folder: World Affairs Council**

- Letter: Jun. 16, 1993; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Carolyn Yong Deegear, Executive Director, World Affairs Council of San Antonio; thanks for ongoing support and membership renewal
- Letter: n.d.; to member; from Marie Swartz, Executive Director; regarding creation of an International Visitors Bureau; request for volunteers to greet visitors

**Folder: Cartoons**

- Cartoon: n.d.; The Case of the Expectant Producer
- Cartoon: n.d.; image of hand gun
- Cartoon: Jun. 11, 1986; The Washington Post; image of oil derrick
- Cartoon: n.d.; series of images with tree and swing; (x2)
- Cartoon: n.d.; image of woman on island and man swimming with quotation: “You’re not a smoker, are you?”; original and copy
- Cartoon: n.d.; “Andy Cline” by Sullwold
- Cartoon: c.a.1959 [?]; image of picnic in Midland
- Cartoon: n.d.; Wall Street Journal; image of two men walking in snow away from igloo with quotation: “I don’t mind working—it’s the darned commuting that gets me”
- Cartoon: c.a. 1966; to Jerry; from Fawell [?]; note regarding x-rays
- Cartoon: n.d.; A Day in the Life of a Busy Oil Man’s Stomach; series of images of man’s stomach
- Cartoon: n.d.; The Oil and Gas Journal; image of men walking away from drilling rig with quotation: “I’m sick and tired of that ‘Oh, well, we can’t hit ‘em all’ stuff – did you ever hit one?”
- Cartoon: n.d.; The Saturday Evening Post; image of golfer in bushes with man in background standing on golfing green with quotation: “It’s out there this time, mister – out here!”
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- Article Clipping: n.d.; unknown source; Jergins Oil Co. Control Acquired for $30,000,00
- Cartoon; n.d.; image of man and woman sitting on park bench with quotation: At least, dear, we gave the Joneses a run for their money!
- Cartoon: n.d.; Wall Street Journal; image of man talking to four women playing cards with quotation: Don't worry about dinner, dear – I'll just sit in the den and get plastered
- Cartoon: n.d.; Wall Street Journal; image of men sitting against wall in Spain or Mexico with woman buying a vase across street with quotation: Oh, Clifford!
- Cartoon: n.d.; image of woman trying to wake up her husband with quotation: Early to bed and early to rise – or the boss'll promote the other guys...
- Cartoon: n.d. Wall Street Journal; image of men eating dinner at restaurant with quotation: They've closed the 300,000 dollar deal. Now they're ironing out who pays for the lunch.
- Cartoon: n.d.; Wall Street Journal; image of men talking in office with quotation: Just the other day I was reading a case identical to yours...poor devil.
- Cartoon: 1958; The Register and Tribune Syndicate; image of two men graduating law school with quotation: Enjoy this moment – we're lawyers who have never lost a case!
- Cartoon: n.d.; image of man (?) about to decapitate himself with quotation: Farewell, cruel, competitive world!
- Cartoon: n.d.; Dallas News; Not-So-Funny Comic Strip” by Bill McClanahan
- Cartoon: n.d.; image of family with multiple children with quotation: Before we were married you were in exploration – why did you have to switch to production?
- Cartoon: n.d.; image of man painting mailbox (?) with quotation: It's Your Boss on the phone – he says he's transferring you to Denver (SOB)
- Cartoon: August 1959; image of man thinking about an elephant with sign that says: think big
- Diagram: n.d.; Chart 1: Classification of Natural Gas
- Cartoon: n.d.; image of men at picnic with multiple quotations
- Cartoon: n.d.; image of golfer in forest at Gold Tournament
- Cartoon: n.d.; The Office Christmas Party
- Cartoon: n.d.; image of men working at drilling rig with quotation: No, they didn't strike oil – it's lunch time!
- Cartoon: n.d.; Annual Stag Picnic;
- Cartoon: n.d.; The UCLA Alumni Magazine; image of families meeting and Welcome Alums!” banner; with quotation: Oh...nothing much! – What’ve you been doing?”
- Cartoon: 1953; Sixth Annual Monterey Pre-Mother’s Day Blowout
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- Cartoon: n.d.; image of man asleep at desk with two men watching with quotation: "He said he didn’t want to be disturbed – he’s dreaming up a new play”
- Cartoon: n.d.; Andy Cline (in Alaska); image of three men under "fog”; by Sullwold
- Cartoon; n.d.; Wall Street Journal; image of man at desk and man lying on the floor with quotation: "Nothing personal, Ralph old boy…I just can’t get used to you with a carpet”
- Cartoon: n.d.; "Laugh it Off”
- Cartoon: n.d.; Wall Street Journal; image of woman in bed and man on phone with quotation: "You and your family just blew into WHAT town??”
- Cartoon: 1958; The Register and Tribune Syndicate; "Off the Record” by Ed Reed
- Cartoon: n.d.; Wall Street Journal; image of man at desk and man standing in front of desk with multiple people look in door with quotation: "If you don’t give me a raise I’ll tell everybody you did!”
- Cartoon: n.d.; Wall Street Journal; image of man talking to Employment Manager with quotation: "If people weren’t always changing jobs you wouldn’t have one”
- Cartoon: n.d.; Wall Street Journal; image of man standing in doorway of woman’s office with quotation: "Ay salesmen coming in around noon or will I have to buy my own lunch?”
- Cartoon: n.d.; Wall Street Journal; image of man and woman wearing coats at outside grill with quotation: "Considering the cost of having this built, I’m going to get ALL year ‘round use of it!”
- Cartoon: 1958; The Register and Tribune Syndicate; Off the Record by Ed Reed
- Cartoon; n.d.; Crisis in the Supermarket
- Cartoon: Sep. 7, 1958; This Week Magazine; image of man and woman unloading car with quotation: "I wondered what made this one so heavy”
- Cartoon: n.d.; image of two men talking at front of house and one in back with quotation: "Mind opening your back door for a minute, buddy?”
- Cartoon: n.d.; The Bullwheel
- Cartoon: n.d.; image of man and woman standing at elevator with quotation: "Why, yes, I did dress in the dark this morning…but why do you ask?”
- Cartoon: n.d.; image of three men at desk with quotation: "Whenever I check these production reports, I always have the feeling someone is looking over my shoulder”
- Cartoon: n.d.; Andy Cline by Sullwold
- Cartoon: n.d.; Spreading Fertile Thots
- Cartoon: n.d.; The Oil and Gas Journal; image of men standing outside oil company with quotation: "Whut pay? I’m just waitin’ for my girl friend to get off!”
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- Cartoon: n.d.; On the Oil Front; image of man and woman with quotation: "Just how many barrels do we have to pump to afford modern equipment?"
- Cartoon: n.d.; The Oil and Gas Journal; image of men working on drilling rig with quotation: "We come fer our one-eight interest of the oil!"
- Cartoon: n.d.; So You Know Geologic Maps: Where is It?"
- Cartoon: n.d.; The Saturday Evening Post; image of three men watching oil derrick with quotation: "Well, that's the oil business!"
- Cartoon: n.d.; Famous Last Words: "Pump a little harder, I think I see it coming!"
- Cartoon: n.d.; Famous Last Words: "Where's the illiterate _____ that labeled these samples?"
- Cartoon: n.d.; image of three men of floor of room labeled "Geologists Only" with two men watching through window with quotation: "We call this our creative thinking lab"
- Cartoon: n.d.; image of restaurant chef standing over man eating steak with quotation: "I just wanted to tell you...I love burnt steak..."
- Cartoon Clipping: 1956; The Register and Tribune Syndicate; "The Better Half"
- Cartoon: n.d.; The Wall Street Journal; image of people at auction with quotation: "Sold...to the lady whose husband's hand just went over her mouth!"
- Cartoon: n.d. image of man walking in dentist office and walking out dentist office smoking
- Cartoon: n.d.; Wall Street Journal; image of two men talking in office with quotation: "I'm willing to be reasonable Duncan, but you're asking for money!"
- Cartoon: n.d.; Wall Street Journal; image of two men shaking hands in office with quotation: "In your new position you will have much greater responsibility, much more work, much more authority, and slightly higher pay."
- Clipping: n.d.; header of the Washington Letter
- Cartoon: n.d.; "Andy Cline" by Sullwold
- Cartoon: n.d.; image of man hanging from dock with boat on feet with man watching with quotation: "Yu going out or coming in?"
- Cartoon: n.d.; image of man cutting down tree branch
- Cartoon: n.d.; image of man speaking to convention
- Cartoon: n.d.; image of doctor examining patient's x-ray
- Cartoon: n.d.; image of man getting a tattoo with quotation: "You say your boss, the chief geologist, selected this design then invited you on his hunting trip?"
- Cartoon: n.d.; "Andy Cline" by Sullwold
- Cartoon: n.d.; image of two men drinking coffee with quotation: "Sure do miss our coffee break"
- Cartoon: n.d.; image of man and woman walking away with college graduate with quotation: "The first world problem you'll have to solve is getting a job!"
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- Cartoon: n.d.; image of man and boy on hill with quotation: “Is that what you’re looking for over there, Daddy?”
- Cartoon: n.d.; image of men laying pipeline with quotation: “Because I like flowers – that’s why!”
- Cartoon: n.d.; image of man with big eyes staring to the side with quotation: “Yeah, I can see stereoscopically…why?”
- Cartoon: n.d.; image of woman opening door to man dressed up with quotation: “Florence, I’ve been a fool!”
- Cartoon: n.d.; image of oil derrick gusher with quotation: “Oh me! Here we go – automobiles, colleges, taxes!”
- Cartoon: n.d.; image of oil derrick gusher with quotation: “Tch! Tch! I do believe I left the kitchen faucet on!”
- Cartoon: n.d.; “Andy Cline” by Sullwold
- Cartoon: n.d.; image of five men studying map with one man thinking about fishing; by Sullwold
- Cartoon: n.d.; “Our Hero: Mr. Office-bound Geologist”
- Cartoon: n.d.; image of man and woman in office with quotation: “Afraid I can’t make it today, old man – up to my ears in work, you know.”
- Cartoon: n.d.; image of three men in office of Proration Div. with quotation: “Which one of you bright experts closed the entire Sholem Alechem field during Yom Kipper?”
- Cartoon: n.d.; image of two men and one woman doing work outside with quotation: “Imagine Waldo – this young man says he’s looking for oil.”
- Cartoon: n.d.; image of man with big glasses with quotation: “Yeah, I used to be a bug man…why?”, by Sullwold
- Cartoon: n.d.; image of three men working with various quotations
- Cartoon: n.d.; “Picture of a successful Business Man – at Work!”
- Cartoon: n.d.; cut-out of pink elephant
- Cartoon: n.d.; image of man on man’s property with quotation: “So you’re a UCLA boy doing a little research, eh?…well, I’m an SC man myself…d’ya wanna rassle?
- Cartoon: n.d.; image of two monkeys working on maps with quotation: “Hope the chief will listen this time!”
- Cartoon: n.d.; image of two men fighting on floor of office with man coming through door with quotation: “He’s tied up signing a lease right now!”
- Cartoon: n.d.; “sucker”; image of calf drinking out of bottle
- Cartoon: n.d.; “extra point!”; image of football going through field posts
- Cartoon: n.d.; True Magazine; image of five women on island in front of grave with quotation: “I knew he was too good to last”
DO NOT CITE

- Clipping: n.d.; poem; no title given
- Cartoon: n.d.; ‘Savings through Geology’
- Cartoon: n.d.; ‘Andy Cline’ by Sullwold
- Cartoon: n.d.; image of man on boat with sign: ‘Land Soon’
- Cartoon: n.d.; image of two Inuit men in desert with quotation: ‘Let’s face it – we’re lost’
- Cartoon: n.d.; image of man and woman with black soot on body talking to man unloading coal with quotation: ‘How did I know you’d made it into a recreation room?’
- Cartoon: n.d.; image of two Native American men watching explosion with quotation: ‘Whoever it is, he sure uses big words!’
- Cartoon: n.d.; Wall Street Journal; image of two men talking in office with quotation: ‘For the last time, Burgess, no…Workingman’s compensation does not cover the thumb you sprained pushing the water cooler button.’
- Cartoon: n.d.; image of two people watching mountains with quotation: ‘Mighty thorough – those boys from that aerial geophysical survey outfit!’
- Cartoon: n.d. The Oil and Gas Journal; image of oil derrick gusher from man’s office window with quotation: ‘Nothing much – what’s new with you, Tex?’
- Cartoon: n.d.; ‘Andy Cline’ by Sullwold
- Cartoon: n.d.; World Oil; image of two men looking at map with quotation: ‘Man, that’s what I call a structure’
- Cartoon: May 1956; World Oil; image two men working at desk and woman working on typewriter with quotation: ‘You’ll notice the prominent lines, the three-dimensional effect—the desirable features of any structure’
- Cartoon: n.d.; ‘Andy Cline’ by Sullwold
- Cartoon: n.d.; image of dresser with ‘his’ and ‘hers’ labels
- Cartoon: n.d.; image of a man asking another man with a woman with quotation: ‘Has a fellow with a plane table been by here recently?’
- Cartoon: n.d.; image of man being lowered into hole by another man with quotation: ‘Don’t worry Oswald, you’ll get full credit for this new direct direction method’
- Cartoon: n.d.; The Shell Roar, Shell Oil Co.; image of three men looking at board with quotation: ‘Our operations are so confidential that even we don’t know where our wells are.”
- Cartoon: n.d.; ‘Andy Cline’ by Sullwold
- Cartoon: n.d.; The Oil and Gas Journal; image of senate committee meeting with people at doors with quotation: ‘We’re deciding the oil bill right now!”
- Cartoon: n.d.; The Oil and Gas Journal; image of three men working on drilling rig with quotation: ‘Over this way, stupid-an’ why did you let the barber cut off so much?”
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- Cartoon: n.d.; “Andy Cline” by Sullwold
- Cartoon: n.d.; The Oil and Gas Journal; image of two men standing in office with one pointing a gun at his own head with quotation: “Holy cow, Northgate!! If it means that much to you, we’ll go along for the pipe on this wildcat!”
- Cartoon: n.d.; The Oil and Gas Journal; image of men looking at map in office with quotation: “Keep quiet, until I finish talking!! I claim this section is the hottest spot on the map!”
- Cartoon: n.d.; The Oil and Gas Journal; image of two men in office with quotation: “Maybe you better run down and see what’s what – this is the field report! I got in the morning mail!”
- Cartoon: n.d.; “Squeaks from the Bullwheel”
- Cartoon: n.d.; The Oil and Gas Journal; image of man being kicked out of office with quotation: —Wll! Is that his answer to our dry-hole money?”
- Cartoon: n.d.; “Andy Cline” by Sullwold
- Cartoon: n.d.; “Andy Cline” by Sullwold
- Cartoon: n.d.; image of man holding sign advertizing Universal Intelligence
- Legal tender note: n.d.; ten Irish shillings sterling; with note written to Jerry from Frank [Porter]
- Cartoon: n.d.; The Oil and Gas Journal; image of man in office and woman telling another man he’s there with quotation: “There’s a gentleman out here that wants an appointment with you – to step outside.”
- Cartoon: n.d.; Mid-Continent News; image of three women with quotation: “Dreadful what some women will do to attract an oil man!”
- Cartoon: n.d.; image of bald man with quotation: “I’m pretty intelligent myself, but I’ve got some stupid help!!”
- Cartoon: n.d.; image of man standing in suit with quotation: —Our Competitor”
- Cartoon: n.d.; image of man and woman on island with quotation: “I just thought of a good deed you could do…”
- Cartoon: n.d.; “How to Break your Dog”
- Cartoon: n.d.; image of man fallen over in field with cliff with quotation: “Geologist locates downthrown block of fault.”
- Cartoon: n.d.; image of two men at fences with quotation: “Have you seen a bunch of students go by here? – I’m their leader!”

- Folder: Geology of Coconino County, Arizona
  - Document: n.d.; Log of Taylor – Fuller Well No. 1
  - Map: Jan. 1, 1942; Plate No. 11 Structural Contour Map; Old Surface Kaibab Limestone; Samuel F. Reaves; blueprint
  - Map: n.d.; Location Plat: Manley King #1 State; Cochise County, Ariz.
DO NOT CITE

- Map: n.d.; Indian Reservation; Gila and alt River B&M. Coconino County, State of Arizona
- Letter: Dec. 31, 1941; to William Soltes and Samuel Reaves; from S.R. Johagan, Argo Oil Corporation; regarding A-551 Apache County, Arizona; agreement regarding bottom-hole contribution on test to be drilled in Section 23 or Southeast Quarter of Section 15, 15N-29E
- Lease: Dec. 18, 1941; Oil and Gas Lease; lessor: C.O. Bar Livestock Company; lessee: Samuel F. Reaves; see lease for land details
- Letter: Jan. 5, 1942; to William Soltes and Samuel Reaves; from S.R. Johagan; regarding purchase of Acreage, Apache County, Arizona
- Letter: Jan. 28, 1942; to George H. McCarthy, Sunset Oil Company; from Paul J. McIntyre; regarding enclosed Apache County, Arizona report and Gilbert Mueller's letter; regarding research on Apache County
- Letter: Jan. 23, 1942; to Paul J. McIntyre; from Gilbert J. Mueller; regarding A-551 Apache County, Arizona; regarding enclosed geological report on Zuni River Dome
  - Document: Jun. 2, 1934; Geological Report on Zuni River Dome; by E.S. Shaw
- Report: Dec. 12, 1941; Geological Report on the Oil and Gas Possibilities of an area (approximately 800 square miles) bounded on the east by the Little Colorado River, south of Township 30 N., north of Township 24 N. Ranges 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11 East; Gila and Salt River Base and Meridian, Coconino County, Arizona; by Samuel F. Reaves

Folder: Pinto Dome, Apache County, Arizona; Stan Beck – Crestmont
- Letter: Nov. 22, 1966; to Carl Lee; cc: George H. McCarthy; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding material furnished by George McCarthy; regarding study of prospect and conclusion of not interest to group
- Letter: Oct. 26, 1966; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from George H. McCarthy; regarding enclosed maps and papers and request to call if interested or mail materials back if not interested
- Map: n.d.; Apache Co. Arizona
- Map: n.d.; [Apache Co. Arizona]
- Map: n.d.; [Apache Co. Arizona]
- Map: n.d.; Pinto Dome; Township 19 North, Range 26 East; New Mexico Principal Meridian; Apache Co. Arizona
- Note: n.d.; various hand written notes regarding names and prospects; written on F.W. “Frosty” Barnett, Manger, Hotel Scharbauer stationary
- Report: 1970; Part I: Geological Evaluation: Steel Structure Prospect Cochise County, Arizona; Carpenter Development Incorporated
Letter: May 7, 1970; to Office of the President, O’Brien Exploration Fund, Inc.; from Gene C. Carpenter, Registered Geologist/Geophysicist, Carpenter Development Incorporated; regarding enclosed geologic-geophysical report on prime acreage in Cochise County, Arizona; request to consider block in drilling program

**Folder: Brown Co., Texas**
- Map: Feb. 12, 1960 [time-stamped]; Subsurface Structure Map of East Camp Colorado Area Coleman and Brown Counties, Texas; Datum: Top of Marble Falls LS.; Frank B. Conselman
- Map: n.d.; central Texas
- Map: Jun. 10, 1960; Subsurface Geologic Map of North Central Brown County; Datum: Top of Caddo Limestone; Frank B. Conselman
- Map: Jun. 10, 1960; Subsurface Geologic Map of North Central Brown County; Datum: Top of Ellenburger Group; Frank B. Conselman
- Map: Jun. 10, 1960; Subsurface Geologic Map of North Central Brown County; Datum: Top of Cross Cut Sand; Frank B. Conselman
- Map: Jun. 10, 1960; Subsurface Geologic Map of North Central Brown County; Datum: Thickness Cross Cut Sand; Frank B. Conselman
- Map: Jun. 10, 1960; Subsurface Geologic Map of North Central Brown County; Datum: Top of Marble Falls LS.; Frank B. Conselman
- Map: Jun. 10, 1960; Subsurface Geologic Map of North Central Brown County; Datum: Top of Jennings (“Gardner”) SD.; Frank B. Conselman

**Folder: New Mexico – Eddy County**
- Map: Sep. 10, 1957; North Bagley Prospect; Lea County, New Mexico; contoured on Devonian; by A.J. Manulik
- Map: July 1956; N.W. Baum Area Lea Co., New Mexico; contoured on Wolfcamp; by B. Hicks and E.R. Bullard; Monterey Oil Company
- Map: July 1956; N.W. Baum Area Lea Co., New Mexico; contoured on Devonian; by B. Hicks and E.R. Bullard; Monterey Oil Company
- Map: June 1958; Union Drilling Blocks; Eddy County, New Mexico
- Map: June 1958; Western Development Co. Leaseholds; Eddy County, New Mexico
- Map: Mar. 29, 1957; Northeast Lea County, New Mexico; Devonian Structure; by A.J. Manulik
- Article Clipping: Mar. 20, 1967; The Oil and Gas Journal; “New Mexico Search for San Andres Permian Oil Most Active in State”; by Patrick J.F. Gratton and William J. LeMay
Development Company et al prospect-Eddy County, New Mexico; regarding Western Developments refused to include Abo rights

- Letter: Jul. 10, 1958; to J.J. O’Brien; cc: J.R. McMillan, J.B. Hudson, N.D. Williams and A.J. Manulik; from Charles J. Cerf; regarding negotiations to obtain rights below base of San Andres from Malco
- Letter: Jun. 30, 1958; to J.J. O’Brien; cc: Messrs. J.R. McMillan, J.B. Hudson, N.D. Williams and A.J. Manulik; from Charles J. Cerf; regarding Western considering giving Monterey all rights either below 5000 feet or below a geological marker
- Letter: Jun. 27, 1958; to Charles J. Cerf; cc: John R. McMillan, Joe B. Hudson, Neal Williams and A.J. Manulik; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding provision 4 of agreement and suggestion to not embark on program unless obtain rights below San Andres
  - Letter: Jun. 25, 1958; to J.J. O’Brien; cc: Messrs. J.R. McMillan, J.B. Hudson, N.D. Williams and A.J. Manulik; from Charles J. Cerf; regarding proposition and request to consider proposal and advise on action to take
- Letter: Jun. 24, 1958; to J.J. O’Brien, C.J. Cerf and A.J. Manulik; cc: J.R. McMillan; from Joe B. Hudson; regarding Union Oil Company proposal; suggestion to conclude trade with Western Development before entering into Union proposal
- Letter: Jun. 16, 1958; to J.J. O’Brien; cc: J.B. Hudson; from Charles J. Cerf; regarding appointment with present owners of Western Development Company Acreage-Eddy County, New Mexico
- Letter: Jun. 19, 1958; to J.B. Hudson; cc: J.J. O’Brien and A.J. Manulik; from Charles J. Cerf; regarding interest earned in Union Oil Company proposal – Eddy County, New Mexico
- Letter: Jun. 16, 1958; to Joe B. Hudson; cc: J.J. O’Brien and A.J. Manulik; from Charles J. Cerf; regarding Union Oil Company’s proposal on plat of land
  - Map: Jun. 16, 1958; Union Oil Prospect; Eddy Co., New Mexico
- Letter: Jun. 12, 1958; to C.J. Cerf; cc: J.R. McMillan, J.J. O’Brien and A.J. Manulik; from Joe B. Hudson; suggestions to wait on Union Oil Company proposal until after Western Development Company acreage; request for entrance fee with Union prospect
- Letter: Jun. 10, 1958; to ”FILE”; cc: J.J. O’Brien, C.C. Casey, A.J. Manulik and J.B. Hudson; from Charles J. Cerf; regarding authorization to work out deal with Western Development Company et al; regarding suggestions for proposal


Letter: Jun. 3, 1958; to J.J. O’Brien; cc: J.B. Hudson; from Charles J. Cerf; regarding forwarded plats to certain acreage blocks in Eddy County, New Mexico; request to evaluate two propositions at earliest time

Letter: May 22, 1958; to Monterey Oil Company, Attn: J.J. O’Brien; from Al Manulik; regarding Shugart Prospect area

Letter: May 14, 1958; to A.J. Manulik; cc: J.R. McMillan, J.J. O’Brien, C.C. Casey and C.J. Cerf; from Joe B. Hudson; regarding possibility of putting together four or five section block for drilling of well on Shugart Prospect, NE Eddy County, New Mexico

Letter: Apr. 29, 1958; to Joe Hudson; cc: C.C. Casey, C.J. Cerf, J.R. McMillan, J.J. O’Brien and R.L. Rist; from A.J. Manulik; regarding information on Shugart Prospect – NE Eddy County Pennsylvanian sand prospect, New Mexico; request for ideas on prospect area


Letter: Feb. 11, 1958; to Kern County Land Company, Attn: James Walker; bcc: J.J. O’Brien, C.C. Casey and D.P. Murdy from Neal D. Williams; regarding enclosed copies of Form No. 62, Lease Purchase Authorization covering Shugart area prospect in Eddy County, New Mexico

- Document: Jan. 30, 1958; Lease Purchase Authorization; Monterey Oil Company; prospect: Shugart Area

Map: n.d.; Gravity Map; Shugart Area; Eddy County, New Mexico


Letter: Jan. 22, 1958; to J.B. Hudson; cc: C.C. Casey, C.J. Cerf, J.R. McMillan, J.J. O’Brien and R.L. Rist; from A.J. Manulik; regarding Machris lease, Shugart area; request for answer to recommendation by specific date

Map: n.d.; Gravity Map; Shugart Area Eddy County, New Mexico
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- Map: Jan. 22, 1958; Land Plat; Shugart Area Eddy County, New Mexico

- **Folder: Colonial Properties**
  - Report: Jan. 16, 1961; Valuation: Colonial Petroleum Company Royalty Interest; Kenne-Bitterly 378 Acre Unit; Meyersville Field; Dewitt County, Texas; by Robert W. Hopf; (x3)
  - Document: Dec. 19, 1962; South Texas Drilling Report, District #2
  - Document: Nov. 28, 1962; South Texas Drilling Report, District #2
  - Letter: Sep. 4, 1962; to Jerry O'Brien; from Myron Anderson; regarding enclosed transfer order covering interest reassigned to the Anciras and request to sign and return; regarding purchasing of new stock issue of Petroleum Associates, Inc.
  - Map: n.d.; Old Ocean Field; Brazoria County, Texas
  - Map: n.d.; Old Ocean Field; Brazoria County, Texas
  - Report: Jan. 23, 1961; Estimate of Reserves and Valuation of Royalty Interests Owned by the Colonial Petroleum Company in Bee, Brazoria and DeWitt Counties, Texas; by Jerome J. O'Brien
  - Report: December 1960; Valuation: Royalty Interests Theis Field, Bee County; Cottonwood Creek and Doehrman Fields; Dewitt County, Texas; by Robert W. Hopf; not complete
  - Report: December 1960; Valuation: Royalty Interests Theis Field, Bee County; Cottonwood Creek and Doehrman Fields; Dewitt County, Texas; by Robert W. Hopf; complete
  - Map: Mar. 1, 1950; Larsen Reservoir Pressure Survey
  - Letter: May 26, 1961; to Patrick A. Flynn; cc: Ernest Ancira and Jerome J. O'Brien; from Leslie Byrd; regarding opinions and information about Dreier Term Royalty; regarding advice for actions to be taken
  - Letter: May 9, 1961; to Myron Anderson; from Leslie Byrd; request for additional facts about Dreier royalty interest in DeWitt county
    - Letter: May 19, 1961; to Leslie Byrd; cc: Myron Anderson; from Jerome J. O'Brien; regarding Myron Anderson's absence from office; regarding forwarded information; regarding resume of title opinion
  - Letter: May 1, 1961; to Leslie Byrd; cc: Messrs. Myron Anderson and Jerome J. O'Brien; from Patrick A. Flynn; regarding 1/13\(^{th}\) of royalty in three tracts of land located in DeWitt County, Texas
    - Letter: Feb. 22, 1961; to Pat Flynn; from B.G. Krahn; regarding abstracts to be sent and request to be returned in three weeks
  - Agreement: Nov. 15, 1961; Myron Anderson and Jerome J. O'Brien grant land to members of Ancira family; see agreement for details
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- Map: Jul. 14, 1960; Meyersville Area; Arneckeville; Mission Valley, N; Doehrmann and Hynes Massive Fields Dewitt County; Railroad Commission of Texas Oil and Gas Division
- Map: Dec. 4, 1946 [Jan. 6, 1960]; Old Ocean Field Brazoria County; Railroad Commission of Texas Oil and Gas Division

- **Folder: Gaines County, Texas**
  - Document: n.d.; map of San Andres Producing Area; excerpt from unidentified publication
    - Document: n.d.; map of Reeves Field Contoured on Lovington Sandstone; excerpt from unidentified publication
    - Map: November 1965; GMK San Andres Field; Gaines County, Texas; San Andres Structure; drafted by Jim L. Crane; excerpt from unidentified publication
    - Document: n.d.; Oil and Gas Fields in West Texas Symposium; GMK San Andres; excerpt from unidentified publication
    - Diagram: n.d.; Typical Log G.M.L. # 3 Williams; G.M.K. Field; Gaines County, Texas; excerpt from unidentified publication
    - Chart: 1957-1964; Annual Production History; GMK San Andres; Oil and Gas Fields in West Texas Symposium
    - Map: n.d.; Seagraves Prospect; Gaines Co., Tex; Contours – San Andreas Porosity
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- **Folder: N.W. Riverdale Prospect; Fresno Co.**
  - Document: n.d.; Northwest Riverdale Prospect
  - Document: n.d.; Economics
  - Letter: Sep. 10, 1968; to Joseph L. Murphy, C.F. Braun and Co.; from Henry Walrond, Geologist, Sunland Refining Corporation; regarding Northwest Riverdale prospect; regarding terms covered in Sep. 9th discussion
  - Manuscript: n.d.; various hand written notes
  - Map: April 1969; Northwest Riverdale Prospect; Land Map; by H. Walrond
  - Map: April 1969; Northwest Riverdale Prospect; Structural Contour Map on Point in Zilch Oil Zone; by H. Walrond
  - Map: April 1969; Northwest Riverdale Prospect; Structural Contour Map on Top of Kryenhagen; by H. Walrond
  - Document: c.a. 1968; Sunland Refining Corporation North Riverdale Prospect

- **Folder: Indonesia**
DO NOT CITE

- Letter: Jan. 15, 1971; to [Dudley]; from Leon; regarding Union Pacific R.R. Co. and Maremco; regarding plans for foreign drilling plans; see letter for more details; handwritten
- Letter: Nov. 17, 1970; to Getty Oil Company, Attn: G.A. Strassel, Supply Coordinator, International Division; from John H. Wents, Jr.; memorandum to confirm conversations regarding possible sale of certain Indonesian crude oil to Getty Oil Company and confirm data outlined
- Letter: Dec. 9, 1970; to John Wents; from M. Dudley Hughes; regarding Indonesian Oil; regarding negotiations with Guan Sie, President of Amin Incorporation to obtain a specific type of Indonesian oil

- **Folder: Hawaii**
  - Program: Jul. 30-Aug. 4, 1978; Program and Abstracts of Papers; Circum – Pacific Energy and Mineral Resources Conference; Honolulu, Hawaii
  - Guidebook: July 1978; Circum – Pacific Energy and Mineral Resources Conference Field Trip; Kauai
  - Document: [July-August 1978]; Circum – Pacific Energy Conference Field Trip A; Kauai
  - Document: [July-August 1978]; Circum – Pacific Energy Conference Field Trip A; Participants List
  - Document: n.d.; the beauty of the Islands; folder
  - Map: n.d.; The Last Instant of Peace – Pearl Harbor, 7:55 A.M., 7 Dec 1941

- **Folder: Santiago Area; Kern Co.**
  - Map: November 1965; Section A’-A; W.J.M. Bazeley; Richfield Northern Division California Geological
  - Map: November 1965; B’-B; W.J.M. Bazeley; Richfield Northern Division California Geological
  - Map: n.d.; Midway Sunset (South Portion); Kern Co. Calif.
  - Letter: May 18, 1967; to R.L. Bauman; from Clint Hime, District Landman, Atlantic Richfield Company; agreement regarding contribution; Acreage GO40928, GO4-929 and GO4-10606 Leutholtz Area Kern County, California; signed by R.L. Bauman
    - Map: n.d.; [Kern County, California]
  - Log: Feb. 1, 1967; Induction – Electrical Log; Company: Occidental Petroleum Corporation; Well: ARCO-USL #1; Field: Santiago Area; Kern County, California
  - Log: Feb. 1, 1967; Induction – Electrical Log; Company: Occidental Petroleum Corporation; Well: ARCO-USL #1; Field: Santiago Area; Kern County, California
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- Log: Jun. 29, 1960; Electric Log; Company: Texaco, Inc.; Well: Western Minerals (NCT-1) No. 10 R.D.; Field: Midway Sunset; Kern County, California
- Log: July 1963; Induction - Electric Log; Company: Richfield Oil Corporation; Well: Leutholtz –A” 22 O.H. E. R.D. #2; Field: Midway Sunset; Kern County, California
- Map: Feb. 20, 1965; Map of South East Portion Midway-Sunset Oil Field; Kern County, California; Department of Conservation Division or Oil and Gas; E.R. Murray-Aaron, State Oil and Gas Supervisor
- Letter: Dec. 15, 1966; to Oil Royalty Owners; from R.L. Bauman, Mid-Town Oil Purchasing Co.; regarding advance payment of royalty interests; see letter for details; various words and names crossed out and re-written
- Note: n.d.; various hand written notes; address
- Document: [c.a. 1967?]; Agreement; between R.L. Bauman and Atlantic Richfield Company
- Map: n.d.; Santiago Area; Midway Sunset; Kern Co. Calif.
- Map: n.d.; Santiago Area
- Document: Feb. 1, 1967; Schlumberger Well Services – Dipmeter; Occidental Petroleum Corporation; Santiago Area Field; Kern County, California
- Diagram: November 1965; B’=B W.J.M. Bazeley

**Folder: Pioneer Anticline; Kern Co. Calif.**
- Map: n.d.; Pioneer Anticline Prospect; Portions of T11N, R 23 and 24; Surface Geology
- Map: n.d.; unidentified location
- Map: n.d.; Pioneer Anticline Prospect; Portions of T11N, R 23 and 24; Contours on top of “Shallow Zone”
- Diagram: n.d.; Pioneer Anticline Prospect; Kern County, Calif.
- Map: n.d.; Pioneer Anticline Prospect; Portions of T11N R23 and 24; Contours on top of Eocene; Plate IV
- Map: n.d.; Pioneer Anticline Prospect; Kern Co. Calif; Contours on Top Shallow Zone
- Map: n.d.; Pioneer Anticline Prospect; Portions of T11 N R 23 and 24; Contours on top of Eocene
- Map: n.d.; Pioneer Anticline Prospect; Portions of T11N R 23 and 24; Contours on top of “Shallow Zone”; Plate III
- Map: Mar. 6, 1961; Structure Map; Contours on Top Zemorrian Sands; Capitola Area; Kern County, California
- Map: n.d.; unidentified location
- Map: n.d.; unidentified location
- Diagram: n.d.; Pioneer Anticline Prospect; Structure Section; Plate VII
- Diagram: n.d.; Pioneer Anticline Prospect; Structure Section; Plate VI
Folder: Belgian-Midway 32-1; Kern Co. Calif.
- Report: Nov. 15, 1978; Well Summary Report
  - Document: Nov. 15, 1978; History of Oil or Gas Well; Well: Federal 32-1
  - Chart: October 1978; Bit Record; Well No.: Brea Oil Co. Federal 32-1
  - Chart: October 1978; Mud Record; Well No.: Brea Oil Co. Federal 32-1
- Document: Nov. 21, 1978; Balance Due Brea Oil Company from Investors; Belgian-Midway Federal 32-1
- Letter: Nov. 17, 1978; to investor; from W.K. Barker; regarding Belgian-Midway Prospect Federal 32-1 well
- Document: n.d.; Summary of Expenses – Federal 32-1; Brea Oil Company
- Log: Oct. 26, 1978; Microlaterolog – Microlog; Company: Brea Oil Company; Well: #32-1; Field: McKittrick; Kern County, California
- Log: Oct. 29, 1978; Micro – Seismogram Log-Cased Hole; Company: Brea Oil Company; Well: 32-1; Field: McKittrick; Kern County, California
- Log: Oct. 26, 1978; Dual Induction – Laterolog with Linear Correlation Log; Company: Brea Oil Company; Well: #32-1; Field: McKittrick; Kern County, California
  - Document: [October 1978]; Time Percentage Breakdown
  - Document: October 1978; Engineering Report
  - Chart: [October 1978]; Bit Record
  - Chart: [October 1978]; Mud Report Data
- Document: Jul. 7, 1978; Brea Oil Co.; chart
- Document: Jul. 7, 1978; Brea Oil Co.; chart
- Document: n.d.; Operating to Farmout Belgian-Midway Prospect
  - Document: n.d.; Estimated Cost of Additional Wells to Investor
- Letter: Oct. 18, 1978; to Investor; from J.D. Traxler, Brea Oil Company; regarding Belgian-Midway Prospect; regarding enclosed signature page; regarding casing and delays
  - Document: Oct. 1, 1978; Signature Page of Letter Agreement dated as of October 1, 1978 Between Brea Oil Company and Investors
- Letter: Oct. 1, 1978; to investors on signature page; from J.D. Traxler, Vice President, Brea Oil Company; regarding Belgian-Midway Prospect; agreement between Brea Oil Company and Investors
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- Document: Oct. 1, 1978; Signature Page for Letter Agreement dated as of October 1, 1978 between Brea Oil Company and Investors
- Document: n.d.; Exhibit –A”
- Map: n.d.; Exhibit B
  - Chart: n.d.; Sample Economic Analysis of 50 B/D Well on Adjacent Lease
  - Letter: Sep. 28, 1978; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from W.K. Barker, Brea Oil Company; regarding Belgian-Midway Prospect; regarding plan to build roads, location and cellar; regarding share of cost of land and drilling; request to execute enclosed agreement and return with check
  - Letter: Mar. 25, 1980; to limited partner; from W.K. Barker, Brea Oil Company; regarding Belgian Midway limited partnership; regarding delayed rentals and income tax forms; regarding attempts to generate interest of a third party in drilling 7,000 foot hole; regarding Standard Oil Company grading new location on adjacent lease; regarding enclosed announcement
  - Article Clipping: c.a. 1980; Daily Munger Oilogram
  - Publication: 1973; Sedimentary Facies Changes in Tertiary Rocks – California Transverse and Southern Coast Ranges; SEPM Trip 2; 1973 Annual Meeting AAPG-SEPM-SEGF

- **Folder: Minerals – Los Angeles Area**
  - Deed: Feb. 1, 1972; Mineral Deed; agent: Jerome J. O’Brien; Arden R. Grover; (x2)
    - Document: c.a. 1972; Exhibit —A Los Angeles County, California; (x2)
  - Letter: Jul. 28, 1967; to lessor; from Herbert S. Harry, Manger of Lands, Union Oil Company of California; regarding Las Cienegas Area; Los Angeles County, California, Drilling District No. 17; regarding change in Unit Agreement and royalty benefits
  - Manuscript: n.d.; various notes regarding Union Oil Co. Drill Dist. #17
  - Manuscript: n.d.; various notes regarding Union Oil Company Drill Dist. #17
  - Receipt: Jul. 3, 1967; Deposit Receipt; Jerome O’Brien
  - Letter: Jul. 3, 1967; to Union Oil Of California, Attn: L.M. Hernandez, Land Department; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding lease number 15756-0; Drilling District No. 17; regarding change of mailing address
  - Document: May 1, 1967; Lot Book Guarantee; Title Insurance and Trust Company
  - Letter: May 2, 1967; to Saturn Escrow Company; from Benjamin Austin; regarding modified-supplemented instructions in escrow
  - Check: May 4, 1967; to J.J. O’Brien; from Standard Oil Company of California, Western Operations, Inc.; No. 32197960; $10.00
  - Document: May 25, 1967; Lot Book Guarantee; Title Insurance and Trust Company; note attached regarding Ken Riley and various numerical figures
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Letter: Mar. 13, 1972; to Los Angeles County Recorder; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding attached conveyance of mineral interest from Jerome J. O’Brien to Arden R. Grover

Deed: Feb. 1, 1972; Mineral Deed; agent: Jerome J. O’Brien; Arden R. Grover
   - Document: n.d.; Exhibit –A”; Los Angeles County, California

Letter: Aug. 8, 1967; to Petroleum Associates, Inc.; from unknown; regarding various financial actions and information

Letter: Aug. 8, 1967; to Union Oil Company of California; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding owner no. 90480-0 Drill Dist. #8; regarding copy of deed from Charles E. Cato and Charlesetta E. Cato; request to transfer title of property

Lease: Feb. 1, 1957; Subsurface Oil and Gas Lease; lessor: Ingle Marie Luster and Ida Berryman; lessee: Signal Oil and Gas Company

Report: n.d.; Unitization of the Las Cienegas Oil and Gas Field; Los Angeles, California; Union Oil Company of California Land Department

Agreement: Dec. 1, 1960; Conformed Copy of Unit Agreement for the Las Cienegas Oil and Gas Field; Los Angeles County, California

Lease: n.d.; Subsurface Oil and Gas lease; Union Oil Company of California Land Department

Letter: Jul. 25, 1968; to L. Hernandez, Land Department, Union Oil Company of California; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Owner No. 15756 Drilling District #17

Form: Jul. 3, 1967; Escrow Instructions; escrow number: 118-4557
   - Receipt: Jul. 3, 1967; Customer’s Receipt; Jerome J. O’Brien; $6000

Letter: Oct. 24, 1967; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Dorothy E. Hackett, Escrow Officer; regarding escrow no. 118-4557 McKinney-O’Brien; regarding enclosed check no. 20366293 for funds deposited in escrow

Letter: Oct. 17, 1967; to United California Bank, Attn: Dorothy Hackett, Escrow Department; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding escrow no. 118-4557; regarding attached check to cover costs in escrow; request for return of $6,000 from escrow account

Letter: Oct. 20, 1967; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Dorothy E. Hackett, Escrow Officer, United California Bank; request to sign and return cancellation instructions for file; regarding check to cover cancellation fees before receiving $6,000

Letter: Aug. 31, 1967; to United California Bank, Attn: D. Hackett, Escrow Office; cc: Edward Davis; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding escrow no. 118-4557; notification to cancel escrow and return funds

Report: Jul. 21, 1967; Title Insurance and Trust Company; no. 1184557; report of title

Map: n.d.; Ben Austin and Rentfro Estate
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DO NOT CITE

- Map: n.d.; no specific location identified
- Document: Oct. 10, 1967; Lot Book Guarantee; Title Insurance and Trust Company
- Deed: Aug. 2, 1967; Grant Deed
- Deed: Aug. 7, 1969; Grant Deed
- Letter: Aug. 28, 1968; to Thomas A. Greene, Jr.; cc: Jerome J. O’Brien and Gerald T. Raydon; from Myron Anderson; regarding money to be recovered from Union Oil and settlement to be made
- Letter: Mar. 27, 1968; to Petroleum Associates, Inc.; cc: Jerome J. O’Brien; from Gerald T. Raydon; regarding progress in matters of royalties and mineral interests; regarding proposal to Mr. and Mrs. Greene
- Letter: Feb. 28, 1968; to Thomas A. Greene, Jr. and Saturn Escrow Company, Attn: Bertha L. Snowden; cc: Petroleum Associates, Inc. and Jerome J. O’Brien from Gerald T. Raydon; request to notify Union Company of California that all proceeds payable under terms of lease with respect to Lot 72 be released and paid to Mr. O’Brien as owner of lease and mineral rights and deliver a recordable instrument to release any claim; regarding “cloud” on Mr. O’Brien’s title
- Chart: 1966-1967; regarding district 6 and 7
- Chart: 1966-1967; Production: La Cienegas
- Manuscript: n.d.; list of names, addresses and money received and paid
- Document: Jul. 20, 1967; Lot Book Guarantee; Title Insurance and Trust Company
  - Receipt: May 1967; Lease No. 90480-0; Union Oil Company of California
- Document: Feb. 12, 1963; Assignment of Lessor’s Interest in Lease
- Document: Nov. 23, 1962; Full Reconveyance
- Deed: Nov. 2, 1962; Grant Deed
- Receipt: March 1967; Lease No. 15756-0; Union Oil Company of California
- Deed: April. 27, 1967; Grant Deed
- Deed: January 1967; Grant Deed
- Folder: Santa Monica Mts.
  - Article Clipping: n.d.; UC Audio News Service; “Is the Earth Still Evolving?” by Tom Tugend
  - Article Clipping: n.d.; unknown source; “California’s Helter-Skelter Faults”
  - Article Clipping: January 1976; The American Association of Petroleum Geologists Bulletin; V. 60, No. 1; “Santa Monica and Santa Ana Mountains – Relation to Oligocene Santa Barbara Basin” by John N. Truex
  - Article Clipping: February 1978; The American Association of Petroleum Geologists Bulletin; V. 62, No. 2; “Pliocene – Pleistocene Diastrophism of Santa Monica and San Pedro Shelves, California Continental Borderland”; by Thomas R. Nardin and Thomas L. Henyey
- Manuscript: n.d.; various notes regarding Barbara Parkhurst, geology and geography
- Report: 1930-1931; Geology of the Eastern Part of the Santa Monica Mountains Los Angeles County, California; by H.W. Hoots; United States Department of the Interior; Geological Survey Professional Paper 165-C

**Folder: Liberty Co, Texas**

- Report: Jan. 1, 1975; Evaluation of Certain Properties of the Seaboard Oil and Gas Company Eastern Division; Schafer Engineering
- Map: n.d.; Gulf Fee 42 Acres N. FLK, S. Liberty Dome; Liberty County, Texas
- Map: n.d.; G.W. Fisher Lease; Liberty County, Texas; Seaboard Oil and Gas Co.
- Letter: Aug. 30, 1979; to Jerry O’Brien; from Morris K. Womack; regarding Charles Fisher – 125.9 acre tract known as the Jade-Fisher Lease, Liberty Town Tract East, A-359, Liberty County, Texas; regarding evaluation of lease
- Map: n.d.; ACC Exploration Co.; Liberty, Texas; Cypress Creek Prospect
- Report: Jul. 28, 1984; Reserves and Economic Evaluation Review; ACC Exploration Company Gulf Crown Central Lease; South Liberty Field; Liberty County, Texas; David D. Knepper, P.E.
- Map: Jan. 22, 1981; plat showing the location Charles Fisher #12 Well; East Liberty Town League A-359, Liberty County; W.C. Hunt
- Chart: n.d.; Weekley Production Gauge Report; Bay Rock Corporation
- Chart: n.d.; Weekley Production Gauge Report; Bay Rock Corporation; wells 2-6-8-12
- Document: Nov. 9, 1977; Division Order Register; Report 3157
- Note: n.d.; phone number
- Note: n.d.; various names and numbers
- Letter: Jan. 27, 1981; to Lev Sacre; from Paul Buika; regarding Fisher Shallow Lease, Liberty CO., Texas; recommendations and geology
  - Letter: Jan. 27, 1981; to Lev Sacre; from Paul Buika; regarding Fisher Deep Lease, Liberty Co., Texas
- Letter: n.d.; to Lee McFarland, McFarland Energy, Inc.; cc: Jerry O’Brien; from Dennis R. Kittler, President, ACE Exploration Co.; regarding Jade Lease South Liberty Field; Liberty County, Texas; regarding economic model to present plan
- Map: Jan. 22, 1981; Liberty Co., Texas; Fisher Lease

**Folder: Miscellaneous (A)**

- Nametag: n.d.; Jerry: Jerry O’Brien, San Antonio, Explorer, Past President; TIPRO
- Directory: June 1996; Dijon North Condominiums Directory; singled, folded paper
Print: May 28, 1976 or 1979; The Wilmington Oil Field: California; image of Ronald Reagan speaking at podium with five males in image

Certificate: n.d.; to Jerome J O’Brien; from Mayo Foundation for Medical Education and Research; benefactor certificate

Certificate: May 22, 1998; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Americans for Hope, Growth and Opportunity”; Charter Member of Team 2000 in the state of Texas


Print: n.d.; image of President George W. Bush and Vice President Dick Cheney; “To Mr. O’Brien, With deepest appreciation for your support”; signed

Newsletter: Nov-Jan 2003; South Texas: The Newsletter Vol. 8 No. 4; article: “The Milam Building: Part II”; Petroleum Pioneers Section

Newspaper: Jul. 15, 2005; Spalding Enterprise (Spalding, Greeley County, Nebraska); Vol. 105, No. 42

Article Clipping: Jul. 15, 2005; Spalding Enterprise (Spalding, Greeley County, Nebraska)Vol. 105 No. 42; “Fr. Jim Murphy Celebrates 50th Jubilee” and “Family Reunion Held July 3-4-5 (x3)

Article Clipping: n.d.; The American Oil & Gas Reporter; “IPAA Annual Meeting: Associations Launch Access Advocacy” by Bill Campbell

Article Clipping: May 1, 2006; Monday Morning Report; CIPA


Periodical: Apr. 4, 2006; The Tipro Target; Vol. 9, No. 11; faxed to Jerome J. O’Brien Apr. 6, 2006

Periodical: Apr. 4, 2006; The Tipro Target; Vol. 9, No. 12; faxed to Jerome J. O’Brien Apr. 18, 2006

Periodical: May 2, 2006; The Tipro Target; Vol. 9, No. 13; faxed to Jerome J. O’Brien May 2, 2006

Periodical: Jun. 12, 2006; The Tipro Target; Vol. 9 No. 16; faxed to Jerome J. O’Brien 6-15-06

Periodical: June 27, 2006; The Tipro Target; Vol. 9, No. 17; faxed to Jerome J. O’Brien Jun. 28, 2006

Periodical: Jul. 11, 2006; The Tipro Target; Vol. 19, No. 18; faxed to Jerome J. O’Brien Jul. 12, 2006

Periodical: Aug. 9, 2006; The Tipro Target; Vol. 9, No. 20; faxed to Jerome J. O’Brien 8-9-06

Document: Jun. 9-12, 2005; California Independent Petroleum Association (CIPA) 29th Annual Meeting
DO NOT CITE

- Document: Jun. 8-11, 2006; CIPA’s 30th Annual Meeting
- Document: Apr. 26, 2006; Tipro’s Great Golf Giveaway
- Document: n.d.; “Sunday Morning is the Best Time to be on the Freeway in California”
- Article Clipping: n.d.; unknown source; “Old Folds Are Worth a Fortune”
- Article Clipping: n.d.; unknown source; “The Joys of Aging”

- Folder: Miscellaneous (B)
  - Diagram: n.d.; Cross Sections Through Santa Monica Mountains
  - Letter: Oct. 29, 2004; to Colonial Production Co.; from Vince Maloney, Chief Appraiser, Matagorda County Appr. Dist.; regarding appraisal of property
  - Map: 1986; Configuration of Precambrian Surface in Nebraska
  - Map: Jul 2, 1971; Martin County, Texas; prepared by Midland Map Company
  - Map: 1964; map of southwest Texas; along border of Mexico; Map No. Y-2102 Edgar Tobin Aerial Surveys
  - Document: n.d.; For Sale: Overriding Royalty – Maverick County, Texas; listed by Joe Peacock
  - Map: 1958; Warm Springs Mountain, Calif.; San Francis Quito Canyon – LA Co. [in three parts]
  - Map: n.d.; map of various tracts; [Adams to Jefferson; Arlington to Normandie]
  - Map: 1956; Realty Map & Ownership Service Co., Los Angeles
  - Map: March 1963; Soco – Packard Unit; #5-6-11-12 San Vincente-Pico; Genesse-Hauser
  - Map: Feb. 19, 1966; Map of Long Beach Oil Field; Los Angeles Co., Cal.; Department of Conservation Division of Oil and Gas; blue print (?)
  - Map: Oct. 22, 1966; State of California Department Division of Oil & Gas; Long Beach Unit; (blue print?)
  - Map: 1958; Alliance, Nebraska; South Dakota
  - Map: May 23, 1969; Dunnigan Creek Prospect; a Submittal of E.B. Towne; Yolo County; Lowell E. Garrison, Petroleum Consultant
  - Map: Dec. 1, 1968; Bethany Prospect; San Joaquin County; a Submittal of E.B. Towne; Lowell E. Garrison, Petroleum Consultant
  - Map: Jun. 19, 1969; Willow Spring Prospect; a Submittal of E.B. Towne, operator; Yolo County; Lowell E. Garrison, Petroleum Consultant
  - Chart/Graph: January 1968; Stratigraphic-Structure Section A-A’; East Ripon Field Area; San Joaquin Co., Calif; Robert D. Hoffman, Geologist
  - Document: n.d.; Assignment; agreement for joint venture involving R.L. Bauman
  - Letter: Sep. 11, 1967; to R.L. Bauman; from Clint Hime, District Landman, Atlantic Richfield Company; agreement: Contribution; Acreage West Cut Area – 0607001, Yolo County, California


Document: n.d.; Courtland Prospects: Economics; list of numerical figures

Map: n.d.; Standard Peter Cook-13 12-4N-2E 29’ KB; Standard Peter Cook-15 8-4N-3E 7’ DF; Brazos S.R. Unit 1-1 17-4 N-4E 12‘ KB

Letter: Sep. 11, 1967; to R.L. Bauman; from Clint Hime, District Landman, Atlantic Richfield Company; agreement: Contribution; Acreage West Cut Area-0607001; Yolo County, California


Map: n.d.; Courtland Prospect Yolo County, Calif.; location colored in yellow

Log: Nov. 26, 1967; Continuous Dipmeter; Company: F. George Humiston; Well: “Well” #1; Field: Merritt Island; Location: Sec. 22-6N-3E; Yolo County, California

Log: Nov. 26, 1967; Induction-Electrical Log; Company: F. George Humiston; Well: Well #1; Field: Merritt Island; Yolo County, California

Folder: Miscellaneous (C)

Guidebook: Mar. 26, 1966; A Tour of the Coastal Oil Fields of the Los Angeles Basin in and Adjacent to San Pedro Bay, California; Pacific Sections AAPG – SEG – SEPM Joint Annual Field Trip

Document: n.d.; Harrison Prospect; Sioux County, Nebraska

Document: n.d. Harrison Area Sioux County, Nebraska; report

Article: May 10, 1965; “What Lures Drillers to Wyoming”; reprint from The Oil and Gas Journal

Article Clipping: 1980 [?]; unknown source; “Profile: Jerry O’Brien Mr. Tipro 1980”

Article Clipping: Oct. 3, 1991; The North San Antonio Times; Social Notes: “Oil Patch Veteran Continues to Blaze New Trails” by Bonnie Sue Jacobs (x2)

Article Clipping: n.d.; unknown source; “Wildcatters”; image of historical marker at Yates Field

Program: December 1992; Seven Lakes Earthquake Program

Program: Nov. 1, 2002; The Fourth Annual Wildcatter of the Year Gala honoring Dr. Robert V. West, Jr.

Periodical: April 2001; Bulletin of the South Texas Geological Society; Vol. 41 No. 8; Inside this Issue: Jerry O’Brien by Debbie Dorsett

Check: February 13, 1953; to Director of Internal Revenue, Custom House; from Monterey Exploration Company; $2,502,500.00; check No. 128; attached: Voucher No. B-32; (x4)
o Card: Jan. 1, 1986; Quick Facts; National Stripper Well Association; (x7)
o Card: Jan. 1, 1987; Quick Facts; National Stripper Well Association; (x4)
o Card: Jan. 1, 1989; Quick Facts; National Stripper Well Association (x12)
o Card: Jan. 1, 1988; Quick Facts; National Stripper Well Association
o Ticket: Jan. 2, 1984; 70th Rose Bowl Game
o Brochure: n.d.; The Landman (CPL/ESA) and The Phase I Environmental Site Assessment in support of Oil and Gas Exploration and Development in the United States
o Business card: Jerome J. O’Brien; chairman of the Board; McFarland Energy, Inc.
o Business card: Jerome J. O’Brien; President, Seaboard Oil and Gas Co.
o Business card: Jerome J. O’Brien; President, Colonial Production Company
o Business card: Jerome J. O’Brien; Vice President, Petroleum Department, Union Bank
• Folder: Miscellaneous (D)
DO NOT CITE

- Report: 1965; Jade Oil and Gas Co.; Annual Report
- Report: Jun. 30, 1972; Jade Oil and Gas Co.; Sixth Month Report
- Brochure: n.d.; United States Department of the Interior
- Letter: Oct. 30, 2001; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from W. Carlton Weaver; regarding thanks for participation in permanent record of South Texas Oil History
- Address Book: n.d.; pages filled with names, numbers and addresses
- Article: August 1983; The American Association of Petroleum Geologists Bulletin; Vol. 67, No. 8; 1199-1218, 17 Figs., 4 Tables; –Relation of Natural Gas Composition to Thermal Maturity and Source Rock Type in San Juan Basin, Northwestern New Mexico and Southwestern Colorado” by Dudley D. Rice
- Invitation: n.d.; invitation to Reception and Wine Auction on the Bay Benefiting CIPAC-Federal: August 16, 2006; includes document about 2006 Capital Markets Seminar
- Card: n.d.; to [Jerome O’Brien; from seventeen (17) females; names listed on card
- Note: Dec. 10, 1962; to Jerry [O’Brien]; from Pat Wrigley; regarding enclosed additional copies of –greeting card”; includes two –greeting cards”
- Passport: Apr. 10, 1995 – Apr. 9, 2005; Jerome Joseph O’Brien
- Certificate: n.d.; International Certificates of Vaccination as approved by The World Health Organization
- Certificate: n.d.; International Certificates of Vaccination as approved by The World Organization
- Identification Card: Jun. 6, 1984; Drivers License; temporary drivers license attached
  - Document: n.d.; United States Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources
- Card: c.a. 2002; South Texas Geological Society January Meeting Notice
- Article Clipping: n.d.; –Try Smiling”; poem
- Clipping: n.d.; image of United States Capitol with quotation: –Mr. Jerome J. O’Brien Supports the Constitution of the United States”; includes first line of constitution
- Program: c.a. 1967; UCLA National Champions
- Program: Apr. 24-27, 1974; Forty-Ninth Annual Meeting Program; Pacific Sections; Sheraton Harbor Island Hotel; San Diego, California
- Report: Oct. 28, 1940; The Geology of the Westerfield Ranch Area; Chautauqua, Elk and Cowley Counties, Kansas; by J.J. O’Brien
DO NOT CITE

- Sketch: Sep. 22, 1776; depiction of Nathan Hale's death
- Sketch: n.d.; image of an oil rig and various oil machinery; "Changing Times" description on back
- Document: n.d.; Monterey Oil Company stationary; Jerome J. O'Brien, Vice President
- Document: n.d.; Sunday Morning is the Best Time to be on the Freeway in California
- Document: c.a. July 1907; copied letter; letter of instructions for the care and feeding of Jerome J. O'Brien, age 9 months from Mrs. Leo Mathews to Margaret O'Brien (sister) as she transferred custodianship after Mother's death; (x3)
- Card: Jan. 1, 1986; Quick Facts; National Stripper Well Association
- Card: January 1977; Quick Facts; National Stripper Well Association
- Program: Jun. 5-7, 1994; Destination San Antonio; TIPRO's 48th Annual Convention
- Program: Jun. 6, 1994; A Farewell Roast; Julian Martin
- Program: Jun. 6, 1994; farewell roast honoring TIPRO's Executive Vice President Julian G. Martin
- Register: n.d.; The Executive
- Map: n.d.; Pecos County
  - Diagram: Mar. 18, 1991; Gas Well Back Pressure Curve; lease: Alexander; Well No. 1; Operator: R.W. Blair
  - Map: n.d.; Reeves and Pecos Counties
  - Letter: Dec. 4, 1998; to W.G. Gathings; from Emmett Vice; regarding report on Alexander #1
  - Document: n.d.; report on unidentified prospect (x2)
  - Form: Apr. 19, 1991; Gas Well Back Pressure Test, Completion or Recompletion Report, and Log; Railroad Commission of Texas: Oil and Gas Division
  - Document: n.d.; report on Wildcat (Ellenburger)
  - Letter: Mar. 22, 1999; to customers; from Noel A. Monjure, ABB Vetco Gray; regarding introduction of new well service System (CARS: Casing Annulus Remediation System)
  - Letter: Aug. 24, 1998; to Permian Basin Acquisition Fund, attn: Buddy Gieb; from Jerome J. O'Brien; regarding west Welch unit; regarding enclosed executed copy of offer and copy of Oxy's Oil and Gas Revenue detail
• Log: Jun. 14, 1972; Compensated Neutron-Formation Density; company: Signal Oil and Gas Company; well: Alexander #1; Field: Wildcat; Pecos County, Texas

• Folder: Miscellaneous Maps & Diagrams (A)
  o Map: 1966; World Oil: International Gas and Oil Areas; published as supplement to Aug. 15, 1966, issue of World Oil
  o Map: n.d.; Los Angeles Units
  o Map: 1961; Geologic Map of the Ouachita Structural Belt in Texas and Oklahoma; Peter T. Flawn; The University of Texas Bureau of Economic Geology
  o Map: July 1946; Structural Map of Texas; The University of Texas Bureau of Economic Geology; John T. Lonsdale, Director; by E.H. Sellards and Leo Hendricks; Third Edition, revised; drawn by Sam H. Purcell Jr.
  o Map: n.d.; Pecos County; Lois Price Property Sec. 27 (highlighted)
  o Map: 1949; Prado Dam, Calif. N 3352.5-W 11737.5/7.5
  o Map: Jul. 10, 1970; Geophysical Coverage Map from STM Corporation; Southwest U.S.: Arizona, California, New Mexico
  o Map: Apr. 21, 1987; Seismic Survey; Daws-Harrington Throckmorton County, Texas representing Mississippian; for Citori, Smith, Baker, Shaw by States Geophysical Corporation
  o Map: January 1965; United States Department of the Interior Geological Survey; Conservation Division, Branch of Oil and Gas Operations Map of Oil and Gas Fields and Pipelines of Wyom
  o Map: May 19, 1960; Geologic Structure Map on Dexter Field; Marion and Walthall Co. Miss.
  o Map: 1953; Walthall County, Mississippi; Ownership and Lease Map with Well Data; Edgar Tobin Aerial Surveys
  o Map: 1961; Map of the Rocky Mountain Region; Petroleum Information; fields posted to Jan. 1965
  o Map: Sep. 16, 1967; North Knowles Prospect Lea Co., New Mexico ; contour map
  o Map: n.d.; contour map; Lea County, New Mexico
  o Map: 1955; Alliance, Nebraska; South Dakota
  o Map: n.d.; unidentified map copy; hand drawn red arrows and lines
  o Diagram: February 1966; Harrison Area Sioux County, Nebraska; Stratigraphic Cross Sections
  o Diagram: February 1966; Harrison Area Sioux County, Nebraska; Structure Cross Section; Structure Contour Map
  o Map: 1992; Geologic Map of the Topanga and Canoga Park (South ½) Quadrangles Los Angeles County, California by Thomas W. Dibblee, Jr.
Diagram: Dec. 18, 1962; Organization Chart; United States Department of the Interior Office of Oil and Gas
Diagram: Dec. 18, 1962; Broad Responsibilities of the Office of Oil and Gas; United States Department of the Interior; (x4)
Diagram: Dec. 18, 1962; Flow Diagram of Petroleum and Gas Studies; (x6)
Map: March 1965; Pecos Co. Tex

- **Folder: Miscellaneous Maps & Diagrams (B)**
  - Map: October 1977; Ten Section Oil Field; Kern County, California; Zone I Structure Contour (Upper Stevens – XA Marker); Evans, Carey and Crozier
  - Envelope: 1969; Geologic Map of California; Los Angeles; Division of Mines and Geology
    - Map: 1969; Geologic Map of California; Olaf P. Jenkins Edition; Los Angeles Sheet
    - Map: 1958; Geologic Map of the San Fernando Quadrangle, California; by Gordon B. Oakeshott
  - Map: March 1962; Cenozoic Correlation Section Across Los Angeles Basin from Beverly Hills to Newport California; published by Pacific Section American Association of Petroleum Geologists
  - Map: Nov. 1, 1967; Salt Lake Oil Field West Los Angeles, California; Contours Top – C” Zone Sand; Jade Oil and Gas Company' by A.F. Woodward
  - Map: n.d.; unidentified location
  - Map: 1966; Plat showing Jade Oil and Gas Co. Drilling Districts and Outside Lease Holdings
  - Diagram: n.d.; San Diego Freeway and Beverly Glenn
  - Diagram: n.d.; Bristol Area; Andrews County, Texas; Levin and Manulik Northeast-Southwest Cross Section
  - Diagram: n.d.; Fence Diagram of the Middle and Upper Jurassic and Lower Cretaceous Rocks in the Navajo Country, Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico and Utah; by J.W. Harshbarger, C.A. Repenning, and J.H. Irwin
  - Diagram: August 1957; Generalized Geologic Cross-Section East-West; Black Mesa Basin; by S.C. Brown and R.E. Leuth
  - Map: Jun. 30, 1966; Petroleum Exploration and Development Titles in Australia and the Territory of Papua and New Guinea
  - Map: n.d.; Reconnaissance Geologic Map and Structure Sections of Baja California, Mexico; by Carl H. Beal
  - Map: May 20, 1964; Regional Map of California – Nevada showing Oil and Gas Fields
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• Folder: Miscellaneous Maps & Diagrams (C)
  o Map: n.d.; North Stroman Prospect: Crockett Sand Structure Map; Geologist: Douglas N. Toepperwein
  o Map: n.d.; Land Map: Cheyenne and Sherman Counties, Kansas; Stelbar Oil Corporation, Inc.
  o Map: November 1959; Cross Section C-D Jasmin Oil Field to Tejon Hills Oil Field; Kern County, California
  o Map: n.d.; section of California; includes Kern County and parts of Kings and Tulare counties
  o Map: n.d.; New Oil Field; McFarland Energy
  o Map: Nov. 16, 1938; Contours on Top of Greeley Equivalent; copy
  o Map: n.d.; unidentified location
  o Map: n.d.; Plate I Ownership Map; Pioneer Anticline Area; Kern County, California
  o Map: Jul. 5, 1973; Geologic Map of the Eagle Rest Peak Quadrangle, California; compiled by T.W. Dibblee Jr.
  o Map: June 1978; Kern County, California A-A'; Brea Oil Company; Belgian-Midway
  o Map: June 1978; Kern County, California B-B'; Brea Oil Company; Belgian-Midway
  o Map: June 1978; Kern County, California C-C'; Brea Oil Company; Belgian-Midway
  o Map: June 1978; Kern County, California D-D'; Brea Oil Company; Belgian-Midway
  o Map: June 1978; Kern County, California E-E'; Brea Oil Company; Belgian-Midway
  o Diagram: Aug. 14, 1976; X-Sec. A-A'; Antelope Shale Prospect; Belgian Anticline Field
  o Map: n.d.; Exhibit B; unidentified location
  o Map: n.d.; Kern County, California; Top Points of Rocks; Brea Oil Co.; Belgian-Midway
  o Map: n.d.; Kern County, California; Top Oceanic; Brea Oil Co.; Belgian-Midway
  o Map: n.d.; Kern County, California; Top McDonald Zone Unconformable Top Miocene; Brea Oil Co.; Belgian – Midway
DO NOT CITE

- Map: n.d.; Kern County, California; Surface Geology; Brea Oil Co.; Belgian-Midway
- Map: n.d.; Kern County, California; Land Map; Brea Oil Co.; Belgian-Midway
- Map: Apr. 8, 1987; All American Pipeline (All American Pipeline with Principle Connecting Carriers)
- Map: 1972; Permian Basin Wildcat Map; Midland Map Company; Scale: 1” = 64,000’
- Map: 1972; Permian Basin Wildcat Map; Midland Map Company; Scale 1” = 64,000’
- Map: n.d.; Mideast Oil and Gas at a Glance
- Map: 1979; Mexican Oil and Gas at A glance; Oil and Gas Journal
- Map: 1971; Permian Basin Wildcat Map; Midland Map Company; Scale 1” = 64,000’
- Map: 1963; Permian Basin Wildcat Map; Midland Map Company; Scale 1” = 64,000’
- Map: 1971; Permian Basin Wildcat Map; Midland Map Company; Scale 1” = 64,000’
- Map: 1962; Natural-Gas Pipelines; The Oil and Gas Journal; The Petroleum Publishing Company
- Map: 1972; Permian Basin Field Map; Midland Map Company; Scale 1” = 64,000’

- Folder: Miscellaneous Articles
  - Article Clipping: Jun. 8, 2001; Spalding Enterprise; “Former Resident ‘Wildcatter of the Year’”
  - Article Clipping: Jul. 29, 1957; The Oil and Gas Journal; “In Monterey’s Jerry O’Brien: TIRPO Has Another”; taped to brochure from Jack Magner, Rowan Drilling Co, Inc.
  - Article Clipping: April 2001; South Texas The Newsletter; “Petroleum Pioneers: Jerry O’Brien: 70 Years in the Oil Patch”; copies in various forms; (x5)
  - Periodical: 2001; South Texas The Newsletter; Vol. 7, No. 2
  - Document: Mar. 27, 2006; Monday Morning Report; CIPA
  - Document: Aug. 14, 2006; Monday Morning Report; CIPA
  - Document: Aug. 7, 2006; Monday Morning Report; CIPA
  - Document: Jul. 24, 2006; Monday Morning Report; CIPA
  - Article Clipping: Sep. 11, 2001; San Antonio Express-News: Extra Edition; “A New Day of Infamy”
  - Article Clipping/Section: Sep. 16, 2001; San Antonio Express-News; “Tuesday: 09-11-01 A Day That Shook the World”
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- Card: n.d.; “Risk Element in Hunting for Oil: 1 Chance in 9 at an Average Cost of $90,000 Per Spin”; includes spinner; instructional tool
- Card: n.d.; “Risk Element in Hunting for Oil: 1 Chance in 9 at an Average Cost of $90,000 per Spin”; includes spinner; instructional tool; different from card listed above
- Publication: Feb. 19, 1985; “Energy, Religion, and the Economy” presented by Corwin D. Denney as the first of the Corwin D. Denney Annual Lecture Series, University of La Verne; La Verne, California
- Brochure: c.a. 1978; Pacific Oil World presents Outlook for the Energy Industry
- Brochure: 1987; 1987 Survey of Combined Fixed-Rate Overhead Charges for Oil and Gas Producers; Ernst and Whinney
- Brochure: n.d.; Geological Consulting Services; Casper, Wyoming; diagram and information
- Certificate: n.d.; to Jerome J. O'Brien; from Republican Presidential Task Force; charter member; honor roll
- Instructional Tool: 1949; The Homco Angle-Drift-Vertical Depth Indicator; Houston Oil Field Material Company, Inc.
- Planner: 2000; Jerome O'Brien
- Planner: 1990; Jerome O'Brien; Daily Reminder
- Planner: 1991; Jerome O'Brien
- Planner: 1992; Jerome O'Brien
- Planner: 1993; Jerome O'Brien
- Planner: 1995; Jerome O'Brien; Daily Reminder
- Planner: 1996; Jerome O'Brien; Standard Diary; Daily Reminder
- Planner: 2000; Jerome O'Brien; Standard Diary; Daily Reminder
- Planner: 2001; Jerome O'Brien; Standard Diary; Daily Reminder
- Planner: 2002; Jerome O'Brien; Standard Diary; Daily Reminder
- Lease Record Book: various dates; Jerome J. O'Brien
- Lease Record Book: various dates; Jerome J. O’Brien
- Handbook: n.d.; Engineers Handbook; The Western Company; C.E. Christie
- Handbook: 1949; The Pocket Handbook of Engineering Data and Tables; Tenth Edition; National Tank Company
- Log: Jun. 1, 1969; Electrolog; Company: Colonial Production Co.; Well: Jicarilla Well #10; Field: Ballard Pictured Cliffs; Rio Arriba County, New Mexico; printed on plastic, transparent paper; attached: Form: Jun. 5, 1969; Print Distribution List; Customer: Colonial Production Company; list and number of copies sent
- Register: 1967-1973; Investment Register
- Planner: January/February 1985; Core Laboratories: Core Analysis; month of February added by hand to back
- Planner: May 1985; Core Laboratories: Source-Rock Evaluation
- Planner: June 1985; Core Laboratories: Petrology
- Planner: July 1985; Core Laboratories: Production Services
- Planner: August-December 1985; Harper House PPX Pocket Planner
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- Agreement: July 1988; Carl Oil and Gas Co., a wholly owned subsidiary of McFarland Energy, Inc. and Carl Oil and Gas Co., a Texas general partnership, et al; Agreement for Plan of Reorganization and Business Combination
- Certificate: 1989; to Jerome J. O'Brien; from Society of Petroleum Engineers; distinction of senior member
- Map: Dec. 30, 1964; West Los Angeles, Calif.; Map showing Jade O & G drill site and plan view of wells as indicated by Eastman Survey, shows streets only, no lots or tracts; Job No. 14751-A; Homer R. Dulin Company
- Periodical: June 1957; The Tipro Reporter; Vol. 9, No. 3
- Periodical: Summer 1980; The Tipro Reporter; Vol. 32, No. 2
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- Register: 1986-1987; Cash Receipts
- Register: 1984-1985; Cash Receipts
- Register: 1982-1983; Cash Receipts
- Register: 1978-1981; Cash Receipts
- Register: 1992-1993; Account Book
- Planner: 1994; Jerry O’Brien; Daily Reminder
- Planner: 1997; Jerome J. O’Brien; Daily Reminder
• Planner: 1998; Jerome J. O’Brien; Daily Reminder
• Planner: 1999; Jerome J. O’Brien; Daily Reminder
• Register: 1988-1989; Cash Receipts
• Register: 1994-1995
• Register: 1990-1991; Account Book
• Register: 1996-1997
• Register: n.d.; Corporate Records; Colonial Production Company
• Planner: 1986; Jerome J. O’Brien
• Planner: 1986; Jerome J. O’Brien
• Planner: 1987; Jerome J. O’Brien
• Planner: 1988; Jerome J. O’Brien
• Planner: 1989; Jerome J. O’Brien
• Planner: 1990; Jerome J. O’Brien
• Planner; 1991; Jerome J. O’Brien
• Planner: 1992; Jerome J. O’Brien
• Planner: 1993; Jerome J. O’Brien
• Planner: 1994; Jerome J. O’Brien
• Planner: 1995; Jerome J. O’Brien
• Planner: 1996; Jerome J. O’Brien
• Planner: 1997; Jerome J. O’Brien
• Planner: 1998; Jerome J. O’Brien
• Planner: 1999; Jerome J. O’Brien
• Manual: 1945; Howco Cementing Tables
• Planner: March 1985; Core Laboratories: Engineering and Consulting
• Planner: April 1985; Core Laboratories: Mud Logging
• Credit Card: n.d.; Dillard’s; Jerome Joseph O’Brien
• Credit Card: n.d.; Neiman-Marcus; Mr./Mrs. Jerome J. O’Brien
• Credit Card: n.d.; Sears; Mary H. O’Brien
• Credit Card: n.d.; Fon: Fiber Optic Network; Colonial Production Co.
• Credit Card: c.a. 1990; Bank of America: V.I.P. Member; Jerome J. O’Brien
• Credit Card: n.d.; Hertz; Jerome J. O’Brien
• Membership Card: 1988; The Conservative Caucus, Inc.; Membership Card
• Membership Card: n.d.; Dole for President
• Membership Card: United States Senatorial Club; 1988 Preferred Member; Jerome J. O’Brien
• Membership Card: 1988; National Republican Congressional Committee; National Campaign Kickoff; Jerome J. O’Brien
• Membership Card: 1988; The Statue of Liberty Ellis Island Foundation, Inc.; Jerome J. O’Brien
• Membership Card: 1987; Republican National Committee; Sustaining Member; Jerome J. O’Brien
• Credit Card: American Airlines; AAdvantage; Jerome O. Brien [sic]
• Membership Card: n.d.; Texas Highways Travel Passport; Jerome J. O’Brien
• Membership Card: n.d.; Bruin Bench Member; UCLA Bruins; Jerome J. O’Brien
• Credit Card: n.d. AAA Texas; Jerome J. O’Brien
• Cassette Tape: n.d.; Global Struggle; Energy Food Minerals: Yesterday, Today, Tomorrow
• Cassette Tape: Apr. 20, 1977; J.J. O’Brien – Sec. Prof. Geologists; Bakersfield
• Cassette Tape: n.d.; Geo. Carmack Recording; Remember Paris
• Cassette Tape: n.d.; Citizens Against Government Waste; J. Peter Grace; Address to the National Press Club
• Cassette Tape: Aug. 11, 1976; John C. Miller – CIPA Meet; Bakersfield Calif.
• Cassette Tape: May 29, 1984/ Jun. 11, 1984; McFarland Shareholders/ M.C. TIPRO Convention
• Cassette Tape: 1975; Bicentennial! America’s Opportunity; by Dr. Kenneth McFarland; IPAA-San Francisco
• Cassette Tape: Jun. 4, 1985; Mr. TIPRO; Austin, Texas
• Cassette Tape: 1962-1963; Jerome J. O’Brien Biography
• Cassette Tape: 1978-1981; Jerome J. O’Brien Autobiography; Cassette #3
• Cassette Tape: Jim Nabors
• Cassette Tape: History of O’Brien Family
• Cassette Tape: Feb. 26, 1978; J.J. O’Brien KJOJ Interview
• Cassette Tape: n.d. Political Humor; Symphony Music
• Cassette Tape: 1981-1992; Jerome J. O’Brien Autobiography; Cassette #3
• Cassette Tape: 1906-1964; Jerome J. O’Brien Autobiography; Cassette #1
• Cassette Tape: 1964-1981; Jerome J. O’Brien Autobiography; Cassette #2
• Publication: 1974; Ethyl Digest Corporation; Two Centuries of Progress the Key: American Free Enterprise
• Large Sticker: n.d.; McFarland Energy Inc.
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• Handbook: c.a. 1993; MMS Royalty Management Program; Oil and Gas Payor Handbook Volume III; Royalty Valuation Procedures, Transportation Allowances, and
Processing Allowances (including Reporting Forms and Instructions); U.S. Department of the Interior Minerals Management Service

- Binder: n.d.; Monterey Oil Company Monthly Reports; Mr. O’Brien
- Binder: December 1964; Handbook for Executive Reservists; Emergency Petroleum and Gas Administration
- Binder: n.d.; McFarland Energy, Inc. (Seaboard Oil and Gas Co.); various information includes board notices and minutes, by-laws, financial statements, voting trust, employee contracts
- Binder: n.d.; Stock Certificates; O’Brien Exploration Fund, Inc.
- Binder: n.d.; O’Brien Exploration Fund, Inc.; various certificates, minutes, by-laws
- Binder: 1930-1956; Jerome J. O’Brien; various article clippings and photographs; scrap book; binder cover: “Monterey Oil Company: Monthly Reports”; title does not match contents
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- **Folder: Atascosa County – Royalty – Real Estate Jourdanton**
  - Statement: Oct. 15, 2004; Valuation Breakdown; Statement No. 23434
  - Document: May 13, 2004; Notice of Appraised Value
  - Document: 2001; Notice of Appraised Value
  - Receipt: 2004; Tax Receipt
  - Receipt: c.a. October 2004; Valuation Breakdown
  - Receipt: 2001; Atascosa County Tax Office
  - Receipt: 2002; City of Jourdanton
  - Receipt: 2003; Atascosa County Tax Office
  - Receipt: 2002; City of Jourdanton
  - Document: Oct. 27, 1947; chart; regarding Jourdanton, Texas
  - Receipt: 1999; Atascosa County Tax Office
  - Receipt: 1997; Atascosa County Tax Office
  - Notice: May 1996; Notice of Appraised Value
  - Receipt: 1984; Tax Receipt
  - Receipt: 1980; Tax Receipt; Jourdanton Independent School District
  - Receipt: 1996; Tax Receipt; City of Jourdanton
  - Receipt: c.a. May 1996; Tax Receipt; City of Jourdanton
  - Receipt: October 1995; Tax Receipt
  - Receipt: October 1995; Tax Receipt
  - Receipt: October 1991; Tax Receipt
  - Receipt: October 1985; Tax Receipt; City of Jourdanton
  - Receipt: 1984; Tax Receipt; The Statler, Tax Collector
  - Receipt: October 1996; Tax Receipt
• Receipt: October 1993; Tax Receipt
• Receipt: October 1991; Tax Receipt
• Receipt: October 1989; Tax Receipt
• Receipt: October 1989; Tax Receipt
• Receipt: 1988; Tax Receipt
• Receipt: 1987; Tax Receipt
• Receipt: 1986; Tax Receipt
• Receipt: 1990; Tax Receipt
• Receipt: 1992; Tax Receipt
• Receipt: 1981; Tax Receipt; various hand written notes attached
• Document: 1993; Notice of Appraised Value
• Document: 1990; Notice of Appraised Value
• Receipt: 1985; Tax Receipt
• Receipt: 1985; Tax Receipt
• Document: Feb. 29, 1984; Certificate of Redemption from the State of Texas; note attached
• Receipt: 1976; Tax Receipt
• Receipt: 1977; Tax Receipt
• Receipt: 1975; Tax Receipt
• Receipt: 1977; State and County Tax Receipt
• Receipt: Oct. 9, 1978; State and County Tax Receipt
• Document: August/September 1982; Notice of Appraised Value
• Letter: n.d.; to taxpayer; from Alamo Appraisal Company on behalf of Tax Accessor-Collector, City of Jourdanton, Texas; regarding proposed full market values of property; regarding equalizing taxable real and personal property for 1978 tax year
• Chart: Oct. 27, 1947; Jourdanton, Texas; Lots 1-3-5 Block-44
• Receipt: Oct. 8, 1976; State and County Tax Receipt; No. B56053
• Receipt: Oct. 16, 1975; State and County Tax Receipt
• Notice: c.a. 1979; meeting of Board of Equalization; County of Atascosa, Texas, Jourdanton, Texas
• Receipt: Oct. 9, 1973; Tax Receipt; Jourdanton Independent School District
• Receipt: Sep. 23, 1974; Tax Receipt; Jourdanton Ind. Sch. Dist.
• Receipt: Oct. 10, 1974; State and County Tax Receipt; Jourdanton
• Receipt: 1968; Tax Receipt; Jourdanton Independent School District
• Receipt: 1972; Tax Receipt; Jourdanton Independent School District
• Receipt: Oct. 11, 1972; State and County Tax Receipt; Jourdanton
• Receipt: Oct. 8, 1973; State and County Tax Receipt; Jourdanton
• Receipt: 1978; Tax Receipt; Jourdanton Ind. School District
• Receipt: Oct. 9, 1979; State and County Tax Receipt; Jourdanton
DO NOT CITE

- Receipt: 1982; Tax Receipt; Jourdanton Ind. School District
- Receipt: 1982; Tax Receipt; Atascosa County, Texas
- Receipt: 1983; Tax Receipt; County of Atascosa, Texas
- Letter: February 1984; to taxpayer [Jerome O'Brien]; from Law Offices of Calame, Linebarger and Graham; regarding delinquent tax payment and penalties and interest to be paid in addition
- Receipt: 1994; Tax Receipt; Atascosa County
- Receipt: 1998; Atascosa County
- Receipt: 2003; Atascosa County
- Statement: 1995; Tax Statement; City of Jourdanton
- Receipt: 1997; Tax Receipt; Atascosa County
- Document: 1999; Notice of Appraised Value
- Receipt: October 2005; Tax Receipt; City of Jourdanton
- Receipt: 2000; Receipt Copy; Atascosa County
- Receipt: 2002; Receipt Copy; Atascosa County
- Receipt: 1971; Tax Receipt; Jourdanton Independent School District
- Receipt: Oct. 6, 1971; State and County Tax Receipt; Jourdanton
- Receipt: Oct. 22, 1970; State and County Tax Receipt; Jourdanton
- Receipt: 1970; Tax Receipt; Jourdanton Independent School District
- Receipt: Oct. 9, 1969; State and County Tax Receipt; Jourdanton
- Receipt: 1969; Tax Receipt; Jourdanton Independent School District
- Receipt: Oct. 1, 1968; State and County Tax Receipt; Jourdanton
- Receipt: Oct. 26, 1967; State and County Tax Receipt; Jourdanton
- Receipt: 1980; Tax Receipt; Aransas County Ind. School Dist.
- Statement: 1967; Tax Statement; Jourdanton Independent School District
- Receipt: Oct. 10, 1966; State and County Tax Receipt; Jourdanton
- Receipt: 1966; Tax Receipt; Jourdanton Independent School District
- Receipt: 1965; Tax Receipt; Jourdanton Independent School District
- Receipt: Oct. 1, 1965; State and County Tax Receipt
- Receipt: 1964; Tax Receipt; Jourdanton Independent School District
- Receipt: Oct. 14, 1964; State and County Tax Receipt; Jourdanton
- Receipt: 1963; Tax Receipt; Jourdanton Independent School District
- Receipt: Oct. 17, 1963; State and County Tax Receipt; Jourdanton
- Receipt: 1962; Tax Receipt; Jourdanton Independent School District
- Receipt: Oct. 12, 1962; State and County Tax Receipt; Jourdanton
- Receipt: Oct. 6, 1960; State and County Tax Receipt; Jourdanton
- Receipt: 1959; Tax Receipt; Jourdanton Independent School District
- Receipt: Oct. 13, 1959; State and County Tax Receipt; Jourdanton
- Form: Oct. 1, 1958; No. 1363; Jourdanton Independent School District
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- Receipt: Oct. 1, 1957; State and County Tax Receipt; Jourdanton
- Form: 1958; Inventory of Property
- Form: Oct. 1, 1957; No. 1343; Jourdanton Independent School District
- Receipt: Oct. 11, 1956; State and County Tax Receipt; Jourdanton
- Receipt: Oct. 10, 1955; State and County Tax Receipt; Jourdanton
- Form: Oct. 5, 1956; No. 1351; Jourdanton Independent School District
- Form: Oct. 11, 1955; No. 666; Jourdanton Independent School District
- Form: 1955; Inventory of Property
- Form: Oct. 1, 1954; State and County Tax Receipt; Jourdanton
- Form: Oct. 1, 1954; No. 663; Jourdanton Independent School District
- Statement: Oct. 23, 1953; Jourdanton, Texas
- Map: n.d.; East McCoy Area; Atascosa Co. Texas
- Deed: Aug. 25, 1953; Royalty Deed
- Letter: Sep. 30, 1953; to County Clerk, Atascosa County; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed Royalty Deed; request to file record
- Form: Oct. 15, 1953; No. 1163; Jourdanton Independent School District
- Receipt: Oct. 5, 1953; State and County Tax Receipt; Jourdanton
- Receipt: Oct. 13, 1952; State and County Tax Receipt; Jourdanton
- Deed: Apr. 17, 1952; Warranty Deed
- Deed: Apr. 17, 1952; Warranty Deed

- **Folder: Bruins – Alamo**
  - Document: c.a. 1997; directions for UCLA vs. UT football game in Austin, Texas
    - Map: August 1997; Longhorn Foundation Member Parking Information
    - Map: August 1997; Map of University of Texas; eastern section
  - Letter: May 25, 1995; to [Jerome O’Brien]; from Don Graydon, President, Alamo Bruins UCLA Alumni; regarding annual business meeting; regarding instructions for location

- **Folder: Bayless – Div. Order**
  - Letter: Jul. 21, 1985; to Tommy Roberts; from Colonial Production Company; regarding Robert L. Bayless, Jicarilla 362 B #1 well Division Order
  - Document: Aug. 17, 1983; Oil Division Order; Well No. 9 Martin-Florance; now Bayless #2
  - Document: Aug. 17, 1983; Oil Division Order; Well No. 11 Martin-Florance; now Bayless #4
  - Document: Sep. 2, 1983; Natural Gas Division Order; Well No. 13 Martin-Florance; now Bayless #3
  - Document: Sep. 2, 1983; Oil Division Order; Well No. 13 Martin-Florance; now Bayless #3
  - Letter: Jul. 9, 1985; to Tommy Roberts; xc: Willard B. Winn; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Robert L. Bayless, Jicarilla Apache 362 B #1
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- Document: n.d.; Division Order
- Document: n.d.; Instructions for Execution of Division Orders
  - Document: Jul. 9, 1986; Division Order
- Document: Jan. 14, 1986; Division Order
- Document: Jan. 14, 1986; Division Order
- Letter: Jul. 21, 1985; to Tommy Roberts; xc: Willard B. Winn; from Jerome J. O’Brien, Pres., Colonial Production Company; regarding Robert L. Bayless, Jicarilla 362 B #1 Well Division Order
- Letter: Jul. 5, 1985; to Colonial Production Company and Willard B. Winn, et ux.; xc: Tommy Roberts; from Robert L. Bayless; regarding questions about division orders covering interesting in Jicarilla 362 B #1 well; regarding actions to be taken
- Letter: May 1, 1985; to Robert L. Bayless, Producer; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Division Order Jicarilla 362-B #1
- Document: n.d.; Instructions for Execution of Division Orders
- Letter: Apr. 29, 1985; to all interest owners; from Robert L. Bayless; regarding new computer system to handle royalty checks; regarding attached list of wells
- Document: n.d.; Instructions for Execution of Division Orders
  - Document: Dec. 1, 1984; Division Order
- Document: Aug. 17, 1983; Natural Gas Division Order; Well No. 9 Martin-Florance; now Bayless #2
- Document: Sep. 2, 1983; Natural Gas Division Order Well No. 13 Martin-Florance; now Bayless #3
- Document: Aug. 17, 1983; Natural Gas Division Order Well No. 11 Martin-Florance; now Bayless #4

- **Folder: Tyler Minerals Converse – Natrona Co. Wyoming**
  - Document: Oct. 25, 1999; Composite Division Order
  - Map: n.d.; Converse and Natrona Co’s. Wyoming; Tyler Minerals
  - Map: n.d.; Exhibit “A” Seven Cross Unit Area; Natrona and Converse Counties, Wyoming; E.P. Operating Company
  - Letter: May 15, 1992; to interest owner; from Patricia Warnick, Division Order Analyst, Title Department, Northern and Western Region, Texaco Trading and Transportation, Inc.; regarding lease no. 34023 Cole Creek Unit Tract #40 Converse County, Wyoming
DO NOT CITE

- Document: May 13, 1992; Authorization to Receive Oil and Direction for Payment
- Letter: May 15, 1992; to interest owner; from Patricia Warnick, Division Order Analyst, Title Department, Northern and Western Region, Texaco Trading and Transportation, Inc.; regarding lease no. 34019 Cole Creek Unit Tract No. 14 Converse County, Wyoming
- Document: May 13, 1992; Authorization to Receive Oil and Direction for Payment
  - Letter: Sep. 23, 1992; to [Jerome O'Brien]; from KOCH Oil Company; regarding change of crude oil or gas purchaser for Seven Cross Fed. 21-9 lease
  - Receipt: Jun. 23, 1992; check receipt; no. 011499
  - Form: Mar. 26, 1991; Customer's Draft; Collection Item; x4
  - Letter: Apr. 18, 1991; to Jerome J. O'Brien; cc: Douglas E. Brooks, Marathon Oil Company; from Thomas J. Noonan CPL; regarding attached instruments; regarding documents to execute; regarding Jerome J. O'Brien lease, 3 Bar C Prospect Converse and Natrona counties, Wyoming
  - Document: May 1, 1991; Ratification and Rental Division Order
  - Document: Mar. 13, 1991; Ratification and Rental Division Order
  - Document: Mar. 13, 1991; Ratification and Rental Division Order
  - Document: Mar. 13, 1991; Ratification and Rental Division Order
  - Letter: Apr. 15, 1991; to Thomas J. Noonan, CPL; from Jerome J. O'Brien; regarding enclose executed agreements for leasing of four tracts in Converse County, Wyoming
    - Business card: n.d.; Thomas J. Noonan, CPL
    - Letter: Apr. 8, 1991; to Jerome J. O'Brien; from Thomas J. Noonan, CPL; regarding enclosed instruments with descriptions
    - Letter: Dec. 4, 1990; to Jerome J. O'Brien; from Thomas J. Noonan, CPL; regarding errors in Ratification and Rental Division Order and corrected one enclosed
    - Document: Jul. 30, 1990; Ratification and Rental Division Order
    - Letter: May 9, 1990; to [Jerome O'Brien]; cc: Chuck Rhodes; from Unocal; regarding Okie Crude Company Seven Cross Federal 33-4 Natrona County, Wyoming 2-2-938-632-00
    - Letter: May 8, 1990; to [Jerome O'Brien]; cc: Chuck Rhodes; from Unocal; regarding Okie Crude Oil Company Seven Cross Federal 21-9 Natrona County, Wyoming 2-2-938-633-00
    - Document: May 9, 1990; Division Order
    - Document: May 8, 1990; Division Order
Letter: Mar. 16, 1988; to [Jerome O’Brien]; from Lisa G. Teague, Division Order Analyst, Total Petroleum, Inc.; regarding Nicolaysen – Lease Number 301842 Converse County, Wyoming

Document: Mar. 16, 1988; Division Order

Letter: Mar. 18, 1988; to [Jerome O’Brien]; from Ben Malone, Division Order Title Analyst, Enserch Exploration; regarding EE-WYO-MC #117 Seven Cross Federal #33-4 and #21-9 Prop No. 220117
  - Document: Mar. 14, 1988; Division Order

Document: Mar. 18, 1988; Division Order

Document: Mar. 7, 1972; Mineral Quitclaim Deed

Document: Sep. 9, 1974; Order; State of Wyoming County of Natrona

  - Document: n.d.; Instructions to All Interest Owners
  - Document: Apr. 9, 1987; Division Order; The Permian Corporation

Letter: Mar. 3, 1987; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from James F. Clark; regarding inquiry for oil and gas leases T-35 N, R-77W; Sec. 23: E/2NW/4, SW/4NW/4, NW/4SW/4 Converse County, Wyoming
  - Lease: Mar. 3, 1987; Oil and Gas Lease

Letter: Oct. 31, 1986; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Mary F. Villarreal, Division Order Title Analyst, Enserch Exploration, Inc.; regarding EE-Wyo-MC#117 Seven Cross Fed. 21-9 Natrona County, Wyoming

Letter: Aug. 22, 1986; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Mary F. Villarreal, Associate Division Order Title Analyst, Enserch Exploration, Inc.; regarding enclosed copies of division order for EE-WYO-MC #117 Seven Cross Federal 21-9 Natrona County, Wyoming
  - Document: Aug. 22, 1986; Division Order

Letter: Sep. 18, 1987; to [Adrienne T. Bonnet]; from Paul S. Conner, Edmundson and Associates, Inc.; regarding payment for T35N-R76W Converse County, Wyoming lease

Letter: Jan. 30, 1986; to [Jerome O’Brien]; from Paul S. Conner, Edmundson and Associates, Inc.; regarding information and documents for Seven Cross Unit Area Natrona and Converse Counties, Wyoming

  - Memo: Dec. 19, 1985; to State Director (923); cc: Operator; from Karl S. Osvald Chief, Branch of Fluid Minerals, Casper, Wyoming; regarding Seven Cross Unit Agreement Natrona and Converse Counties, Wyoming;
E.P. Operating Company – Unit Operator; regarding unit agreement and basic information

- Document: Dec. 19, 1985; Certification – Determination; contract no. WY069P56-86U929
- Document: Nov. 15, 1985; Ratification and Joinder of Unit Agreement and Unit Operating Agreement; signed by Mobil Oil Corporation
- Document: Dec. 10, 1985; Ratification and Joinder of Unit Agreement and Unit Operating Agreement; signed by Dart, Inc.
- Document: Nov. 21, 1985; Ratification and Joinder of Unit Agreement and Unit Operating Agreement; signed by True Oil Company
- Document: Dec. 23, 1985; Ratification and Joinder of Unit Agreement and Unit Operating Agreement; signed by Katherine G. Nicolaysen
- Document: n.d.; “Accept and Agree to”
- Document: n.d.; “Accept and Agree to”
- Document: Dec. 19, 1985; Ratification and Joinder of Unit Agreement and Unit Operating Agreement; signed by Mary Hester Nicolaysen
- Document: Nov. 20, 1985; Ratification and Joinder of Unit Agreement and Unit Operating Agreement; signed by G.G. Nicolaysen, Jr.
- Document: Dec. 19, 1985; Ratification and Joinder of Unit Agreement and Unit Operating Agreement; signed by Sara Tyler Potter
- Document: Dec. 28, 1985; Ratification and Joinder of Unit Agreement and Unit Operating Agreement; signed by Neal A. Tyler
- Document: Dec. 19, 1985; Ratification and Joinder of Unit Agreement and Unit Operating Agreement; signed by Jerome J. O’Brien
- Document: Dec. 19, 1985; Ratification and Joinder of Unit Agreement and Unit Operating Agreement; signed by Jon C. Nicolaysen
- Document: Dec. 18, 1985; Ratification and Joinder of Unit Agreement and Unit Operating Agreement; signed by Karen Nicolaysen Overton
- Document: Dec. 12, 1985; Ratification and Joinder of Unit Agreement and Unit Operating Agreement; signed by Champlin Petroleum Company
- Document: Dec. 10, 1985; Ratification and Joinder of Unit Agreement and Unit Operating Agreement; signed by Pennzoil Company
- Document: Nov. 25, 1985; Ratification and Joinder of Unit Agreement and Unit Operating Agreement; signed by Richard Eric Dyrud
- Document: Nov. 21, 1985; Ratification and Joinder of Unit Agreement and Unit Operating Agreement; signed by [illegible]
- Document: Nov. 21, 1985; Ratification and Joinder of Unit Agreement and Unit Operating Agreement; signed by Clark and George
Document: n.d.; Exhibit –B” Schedule Showing the Percentage and Kind of Ownership of Oil and Gas Interests; Seven Cross Unit Area; Natrona and Converse Counties, Wyoming

Document: Nov. 19, 1985; Ratification and Joinder of Unit Agreement and Unit Operating Agreement; signed by Lyle O. Lingelbach [?]

Document: Dec. 9, 1985; Ratification and Joinder of Unit Agreement and Unit Operating Agreement; signed by Joseph L. Harvey

Document: Nov. 19, 1985; Ratification and Joinder of Unit Agreement and Unit Operating Agreement; signed by Archie L. Ready

Document: Nov. 20, 1985; Ratification and Joinder of Unit Agreement and Unit Operating Agreement; signed by Evelyn A. Lauroell Baldwin

Document: Nov. 20, 1985; Ratification and Joinder of Unit Agreement and Unit Operating Agreement; signed by Carol A. Keller

Letter: Feb. 5, 1986; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Wendell L. Westfall, Senior Land Representative; regarding Seven Cross Unit Agreement and Unit Operating Agreement Natrona County, Wyoming; regarding enclosed complete set of signature pages


Document: n.d.; agreement with unit operator and working interest owner

Document: Nov. 15, 1985; Ratification and Joinder of Unit Agreement and Unit Operating Agreement; signed by Mobil Oil Corporation

Document: Dec. 10, 1985; Ratification and Joinder of Unit Agreement and Unit Operating Agreement; signed by Dart, Inc.

Document: Nov. 21, 1985; Ratification and Joinder of Unit Agreement and Unit Operating Agreement; signed by True Oil Company

Document: Dec. 12, 1985; Ratification and Joinder of Unit Agreement and Unit Operating Agreement; signed by Champlin Petroleum Company

Document: Dec. 10, 1985; Ratification and Joinder of Unit Agreement and Unit Operating Agreement; signed by Pennzoil Company

Document: Nov. 25, 1985; Ratification and Joinder of Unit Agreement and Unit Operating Agreement; signed by Richard Eric Dyrud

Document: Nov. 21, 1985; Ratification and Joinder of Unit Agreement and Unit Operating Agreement; signed by Ronald [illegible]

Document: Nov. 20, 1985; Ratification and Joinder of Unit Agreement and Unit Operating Agreement; signed by G.G. Nicolaysen, Jr.
DO NOT CITE

- Document: Nov. 21, 1985; Ratification and Joinder of Unit Agreement and Unit Operating Agreement; signed by Clark and George
- Document: Dec. 23, 1985; Ratification and Joinder of Unit Agreement and Unit Operating Agreement; signed by Katherine G. Nicolaysen
- Document: Dec. 19, 1985; Ratification and Joinder of Unit Agreement and Unit Operating Agreement; signed by Mary Hester Nicolaysen
- Document: Dec. 19, 1985; Ratification and Joinder of Unit Agreement and Unit Operating Agreement; signed by Sara Tyler Potter
- Document: Dec. 28, 1985; Ratification and Joinder of Unit Agreement and Unit Operating Agreement; signed by Neal [illegible]
- Document: Dec. 19, 1985; Ratification and Joinder of Unit Agreement and Unit Operating Agreement; signed by Jerome J. O’Brien
- Document: Dec. 18, 1985; Ratification and Joinder of Unit Agreement and Unit Operating Agreement; signed by Karen Nicolaysen Overton
- Document: Dec. 19, 1985; Ratification and Joinder of Unit Agreement and Unit Operating Agreement; signed by Jon C. Nicolaysen
- Document: Nov. 19, 1985; Ratification and Joinder of Unit Agreement and Unit Operating Agreement; signed by Lyle O. Lingelbach
- Document: Dec. 9, 1985; Ratification and Joinder of Unit Agreement and Unit Operating Agreement; signed by Joseph L. Harvey, President, Verde Exploration Inc.
- Document: Nov. 19, 1985; Ratification and Joinder of Unit Agreement and Unit Operating Agreement; signed by Archie L. Ready
- Document: Nov. 20, 1985; Ratification and Joinder of Unit Agreement and Unit Operating Agreement; signed by Evelyn A. Laurill Baldwin
- Document: Nov. 20, 1985; Ratification and Joinder of Unit Agreement and Unit Operating Agreement; signed by Carol A. Keller
  - Document: Dec. 19, 1985; Ratification and Joinder of Unit Agreement and Unit Operating Agreement; signed by Jerome J. O’Brien
  - Document: n.d.; Request for Termination; to Director, Bureau of Land Management; regarding Seven Cross Unit Area; Natrona and Converse Counties, Wyoming
  - Note: n.d.; regarding Kerr McGee and land description

- Folder: Old Ocean Unit Brazoria Co. Tex.
  - Statement: 2003; Tax Statement; Brazoria County; legal description: lease 000017 Old Ocean Unit, Hilcorp Energy, RI 0.0000245, 2685 ACS
DO NOT CITE

- Statement: 2003; Tax Statement; Brazoria County; legal description: lease 000018 Old Ocean Unit, Hilcorp Energy, RI 0.000245, 16056 ACS
- Document: May 22, 2006; Notice of Appraised Value
- Statement: 2005; Tax Statement; Bexar County; legal description: Colonial Production Co. 000900 00 Loop 410 NE Furn Fixt Eqpt Sup
- Statement: 2005; Tax Statement; Brazoria County; legal description: lease 000017 Old Ocean Unit, Hilcorp Energy, RI 0.0000245, 2685 ACS
- Statement: 2005; Tax Statement; Brazoria County; legal description: lease 000018 Old Ocean Unit, Hilcorp Energy, RI 0.0000245, 16056 ACS
- Letter: Apr. 16, 2002; to Colonial Prod Co.; from Maynard F. Ewton, III, Contract Landman, Southwest Petroleum Company; regarding Mineral and Royalty Purchase Offer and Mineral and Royalty Deed; Brazoria County
  - Deed: n.d.; Mineral and Royalty Deed
- Document: May 10, 2002; Notice of Appraised Value; property description: lease 000018 Old Ocean Unit, Hilcorp Energy, RI 0.0000245, 16056 ACS
- Document: May 10, 2002; Notice of Appraised Value; property description: lease 000016 Old Ocean Unit, Hilcorp Energy, RI 0.0000245, 1145 ACS
- Document: May 10, 2002; Notice of Appraised Value; property description: lease 000017 Old Ocean Unit, Hilcorp Energy, RI 0.0000245, 2685 ACS
- Receipt: Nov. 20, 2001; Official Tax Receipt, Brazoria County Tax Office
- Letter: Feb. 11, 2002; to Colonial Production Co.; from Buddy Gieb, Permian Basin Acquisition Fund; regarding Old Ocean Unit Brazoria and Matagorda County, Texas; offer to all unrestricted mineral interest in lands covered by Old Ocean unit
- Receipt: Nov. 1, 2000; Official Tax Receipt; Brazoria County Tax Office; legal description: lease 010820 Old Ocean Unit
- Receipt: Nov. 1, 2000; Official Tax Receipt; Brazoria County Tax Office; legal description: lease 012000 Old Ocean Unit
- Receipt: Nov. 1, 2000; Official Tax Receipt; Brazoria County Tax Office; legal description: lease 012040 Old Ocean Unit
- Receipt: Nov. 1, 2000; Official Tax Receipt; Brazoria County Tax Office; legal description: lease 010480 Old Ocean Unit
- Receipt: Nov. 1, 2000; Official Tax Receipt; Brazoria County Tax Office; legal description: lease 010840 Old Ocean Unit
- Receipt: Oct. 21, 1997; Official Tax Receipt; Brazoria County Tax Office; legal description: lease 010560 Old Ocean Unit
- Receipt: Oct. 21, 1997; Official Tax Receipt; Brazoria County Tax Office; legal description: lease 010840 Old Ocean Unit
DO NOT CITE

- Receipt: Oct. 21, 1997; Official Tax Receipt; Brazoria County Tax Office; legal description: lease 010480 Old Ocean Unit
- Receipt: Oct. 21, 1997; Official Tax Receipt; Brazoria County Tax Office; legal description: lease 010820 Old Ocean Unit
- Receipt: Oct. 21, 1997; Official Tax Receipt; Brazoria County Tax Office; legal description: lease 012000 Old Ocean Unit
- Receipt: Oct. 21, 1997; Official Tax Receipt; Brazoria County Tax Office; legal description: lease 012040 Old Ocean Unit
- Statement: 2004; Tax Statement; Brazoria County; legal description: lease 000018 Old Ocean Unit, Hilcorp Energy, RI 0.0000245, 16056 ACS
- Statement: 2004; Tax Statement; Brazoria County; legal description: lease 000017 Old Ocean Unit, Hilcorp Energy, RI 0.0000245, 2685 ACS
- Statement: 1999; Tax Statement; Brazoria County; property description: lease 012040 Old Ocean Unit 257 – CH Maxwell, Hilcorp Energy Co, RI 0.0019531, A0020 (S F Austin), 200.000 acres
- Statement: 1999; Tax Statement; Brazoria County; property description: lease 012000 Old Ocean Unit 254-C H Maxwell, Hilcorp Energy Co, RI 0.0185547, A0056 (James Cummings), 40.000 acres
- Statement: 1999; Tax Statement; Brazoria County; property description: lease 010840 Old Ocean Unit 193-C H Maxwell, Hilcorp Energy Co, RI 0.0029297, A0020 (S F Austin), 52.540 acres
- Statement: 1999; Tax Statement; Brazoria County; property description: lease 010820 Old Ocean Unit 192-C H Maxwell, Hilcorp Energy Co, RI 0.0019531, A0020 (S F Austin), 112.280 acres
- Statement: 1999; Tax Statement; Brazoria County; property description: lease 010560 Old Ocean Unit 178 – CH Maxwell/Trout, Hilcorp Energy Co, RI 0.0026040, A0020 (SF Austin), 60.000 acres
- Statement: 1999; Tax Statement; Brazoria County; property description: lease 010480 Old Ocean Unit 168-HB Vezey, Hilcorp Energy Co, RI 0.0013021, A0020 (SF Austin), 80.000 acres
- Statement: 1994; Tax Statement; Brazoria County; property description: lease 010480 Old Ocean Unit 168-HB Vezey, Amoco Production, RI 0.0013020, A0020 (SF Austin), 80.000 acre 13,020.0000 acres
- Statement: 1994; Tax Statement; Brazoria County; property description: lease 010480 Old Ocean Unit 168-H B Vezey, Amoco Production, RI 0.0013020, A0020 (SF Austin), 80.000 acr 13,020.0000 acres
- Statement: 1994; Tax Statement; Brazoria County; property description: lease 010560 Old Ocean Unit 178-C H Maxwell/Trout, Amoco Production, RI 0.0026040, A0020 (SF Austin), 26,040.0000 acres
String: o Statement: 1994; Tax Statement; Brazoria County; property description: lease 010820 Old Ocean Unit 192-CH Maxwell, Amoco Production, RI 0.0019530, A0020 (SF Austin), 112.280 AC 19,530.0000 Acres

o Statement: 1994; Tax Statement; Brazoria County; property description: lease 010840 Old Ocean Unit 193-CH Maxwell, Amoco Production, RI 0.0029290, A0020 (SF Austin), 52.540 acr 29,290.0000 acres

o Statement: 1994; Tax Statement; Brazoria County; property description: lease 012000 Old Ocean Unit 254-CH Maxwell, Amoco Production, RI 0.0185540, A0056 (James Cummings), 40.000 185,540.0000 acres

o Statement: 1994; Tax Statement; Brazoria County; property description: lease 012040 Old Ocean Unit 257-CH Maxwell, Amoco Production, RI 0.0019530, A0020 (SF Austin), 200.000 AC 19,530.0000 acres

o Statement: 1993; Tax Statement; Brazoria County; property description: Amoco Production 0.001953 RI Maxwell CH Unit 192 20 SF Austin Div 8 LT 5 Old Ocean Unit 192

o Statement: 1993; Tax Statement; Brazoria County; property description: Amoco Production 0.002929 RI Maxwell CH Unit 193 20 SF Austin Div 9 LT 14 Old Ocean Unit 193

o Statement: 1993; Tax Statement; Brazoria County; property description: Amoco Production Maxwell CH Unit 254 56 James Cummings 0.018554 RI Old Ocean Unit 254

o Statement: 1993; Tax Statement; Brazoria County; property description: Amoco Production Maxwell CH Unit 257 20 SF Austin 0.001953 RI Old Ocean Unit 257

o Statement: 1993; Tax Statement; Brazoria County; property description: Amoco Production Vezey HB Unit 168 20 SF Austin 0.001302 RI Old Ocean Unit 168

o Statement: 1993; Tax Statement; Brazoria County; property description: Amoco Production Maxwell CH/Trout Unit 178 20 SF Austin Old Ocean Lt 4 0.002604 RI

o Document: May 18, 1999; Notice of Appraised Value

o Document: May 18, 1999; Notice of Appraised Value

o Document: May 18, 1999; Notice of Appraised Value

o Document: May 18, 1999; Notice of Appraised Value

o Document: May 18, 1999; Notice of Appraised Value

o Document: May 18, 1999; Notice of Appraised Value

o Document: May 18, 1999; Notice of Appraised Value

o Document: May 16, 2000; Notice of Appraised Value

o Document: May 16, 2000; Notice of Appraised Value

o Document: May 16, 2000; Notice of Appraised Value

o Document: May 16, 2000; Notice of Appraised Value

o Document: May 16, 2000; Notice of Appraised Value

o Map: n.d.; South Portion Old Ocean Field; Brazoria County, Texas

272
Receipt: Oct. 14, 1993; Official Tax Receipt; Brazoria County Tax Office; legal description: Amoco production Maxwell CH unit 254 56 James Cummings 0.018554 Old Ocean Unit 254
Receipt: Oct. 14, 1993; Official Tax Receipt; Brazoria County Tax office; legal description: Amoco production Maxwell CH unit 257 20 SF Austin 0.001953 Old Ocean Unit 257
Receipt: Oct. 14, 1993; Official Tax Receipt; Brazoria County Tax office; legal description: Amoco Production 0.001953 Maxwell CH Unit 192 20 SF Austin Div 8 LT 5 Old Ocean Unit 192
Receipt: Oct. 14, 1993; Official Tax Receipt; Brazoria County Tax Office; legal description: Amoco Production 0.002929 Maxwell CH Unit 193 20 SF Austin Div 9 LT 14 Old Ocean Unit 193
Receipt: Oct. 14, 1993; Official Tax Receipt; Brazoria County Tax Office; legal description: Amoco Production Maxwell CH/Trout Unit 178 20 SF Austin Old Ocean LT 4 0.002604
Receipt: Oct. 14, 1993; Official Tax Receipt; Brazoria County Tax Office; legal description: Amoco Production Vezey HB unit 168 20 SF Austin 0.001302 Old Ocean Unit 168
Document: 1995; Notice of Appraised Value; (x6 for different properties)
Document: 1998; Notice of Appraised Value; (x6 for different properties)
Map: Mar. 1, 1950; Larsen Reservoir Pressure Survey; Southern Microfilm Corp.
Map: Jun. 1, 1960; Old Ocean Field; Brazoria and Matagorda Counties, Texas; Pan American Petroleum Corporation Unit Operator; Larsen Reservoir
Receipt: Oct. 9, 1995; Official Tax Receipt; Brazoria County Tax Office; (x4 for different properties)
Receipt: Oct. 15, 1999; Official Tax Receipt; Brazoria County Tax Office; (x3 for different properties)
Receipt: Oct. 15, 1999; Official Tax Receipt; Brazoria County Tax Office; (x3 for different properties)
Receipt: Nov. 5, 1998; Official Tax Receipt; Brazoria County Tax Office
Receipt: Nov. 2, 1998; Official Tax Receipt; Brazoria County Tax Office; (x5 for different properties)
Statement: 1998; Tax Statement; Brazoria County; (x6 for different properties)
Statement: 1997; Tax Statement; Brazoria County; (x6 for different properties)
Statement: 1996; Tax Statement; Brazoria County; (x6 for different properties)
Statement: 1995; Tax Statement; Brazoria County; (6 for different properties)
Document: May 15, 2001; Notice of Appraised Value; (x6 for different properties)
Receipt: 2004; Official Tax Receipt; Brazoria County; (x2 for different properties)
DO NOT CITE

- Letter: Jun. 4, 2003; to Colonial Production Co.; from Al Koehler; regarding offer to purchase oil and gas mineral interests
  - Document: Jun. 4, 2003; Royalty Clearinghouse: Exhibit A
- Receipt: Oct. 24, 2002; Official Tax Receipt; Brazoria County; (x2 for different properties)
- Receipt: Oct. 18, 2001; Official Tax Receipt; Brazoria County Tax Office; (x2 for different properties)
- Notice: 1997; Notice of Appraised Value; (x6 for different properties)
- Receipt: 2005; Official Tax Receipt; Brazoria County
- Letter: Oct. 15, 1999; to Colonial Production Co.; from Robert B. Payne, Jr.; regarding royalty/mineral purchase, Brazoria County, Texas
  - Document: n.d.; Exhibit —A: Attachment to Offer Letter Dated September 20, 1999 Brazoria County, Texas
- Letter: Aug. 30, 1999; to Colonial Production Co., Attn: Division Order Department; from Lynda C. Brown, Property Administration, Osprey Resources, Inc.; regarding change of ownership Irving Feltman Trust; Jefferson County, Texas; Hugh Long Split —A
  - Document: n.d.; Interrogatories
  - Document: Sep. 13, 1978; Notice to Class Members; from Paul Ferguson, District Judge
  - Document: Sep. 12, 1978; Order on Please in Abatement, Exceptions and Motions with Reference to Class Action; from Paul Ferguson, District Judge
- Letter: Apr. 16, 1968; to County Recorder, Brazoria County; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding attached Royalty Deed to be recorded
DO NOT CITE

- Letter: May 2, 1968; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from W.H. Jones, Pan American Petroleum Corporation; regarding L-82519 (46-667) Old Ocean Unit Tracts 168 et al Brazoria County, Texas
  - Document/Form: May 2, 1968; Stipulation of Interest; Pan American Petroleum Corporation
  - Document: n.d.; Schedule –A”

- Letter: Apr. 29, 1968; to Pan American Petroleum Corporation; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Owner # 264578 Dist #46 Lease #9905; request to prepare transfer or division order to transfer interest to new owner

- Deed: Jan. 2, 1968; Royalty Deed; see attached Schedule –A” for details

- Document: n.d.; Schedule –A”

- Deed: Jan. 2, 1968; Royalty Deed

- Letter: Mar. 29, 1966; to Pan American Petroleum Corporation; cc: J.J. O’Brien; from Secretary to Mr. Anderson; regarding Old Ocean Unit Brazoria County, Texas Lease No. L-82519, 46,9905

- Letter: Mar. 9, 1966; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from W.H. Jones; regarding L-82519, Tr. 168 et al Old Ocean Unit Brazoria County, Texas; regarding enclosed Stipulation of Interest forms and additional forms

- Chart: n.d.; Pan American Petroleum Corporation; Schedule of Adjusted Acre Feet Ownership by Tracts and Zones Old Ocean Unit

- Letter: Mar. 3, 1966; to Pan American Petroleum Corp., Attn: Division Order Department; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed release of mortgage and assignment for owner no. 450574 Lease No. 9905 Brazoria County, Texas

- Document/Form: Mar. 9, 1966; Stipulation of Interest; Pan American Petroleum Corporation

- Document: n.d.; Schedule –A”

- Document: Jan. 12, 1966; Deed of Trust; Release
  - Document: Mar. 1, 1966; Assignment

- Statement:2002; Tax Statement; Brazoria County; (x2 for different properties)

- Statement: 2001; Tax Statement; Brazoria County; (x2 for different properties)

- Statement: 2000; Tax Statement; Brazoria County; (x6 for different properties)

- Statement: 2001; Tax Statement; Brazoria County

- Receipt: 1992; Tax Receipt; Columbia-Brazoria I.S.D.; (x6 for different properties)

- Receipt: 1992; Official Tax Receipt; Brazoria County Tax Office; (x6 for different properties)

- Receipt: 1992; Tax Statement; Brazoria County; (x6 for different properties)

- Receipt: 1991; Official Tax Receipt; Brazoria County Tax Office; (x6 for different properties)
DO NOT CITE

- Receipt: 1991; Tax Receipt; Columbia-Brazoria I.S.D.; (x6 for different properties)
- Statement: 1991; Tax Statement; Brazoria County; (x6 for different properties)
- Receipt: 1990; Official Tax Receipt; Brazoria County Tax Office; (x6 for different properties)
- Receipt: 1990; Tax Receipt; Columbia-Brazoria ISD; (x6 for different properties)
- Statement: 1990; Tax Statement; Brazoria County; (x6)
- Receipt: 1968; Tax Receipt; Columbia-Brazoria Independent School District Brazoria County; (x6 for different properties)
- Receipt: 1967; Tax Receipt; Columbia-Brazoria Independent School District; (x6 for different properties)
- Receipt: 1967; Tax Receipt; Palacios Ind School District Drawer D; (x2 for different properties)
- Receipt: 1967; State and County Tax Receipt; Brazoria County; (x6 for different properties)
- Letter: Mar. 9, 1966; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from W.H. Jones, Pan American Petroleum Corporation; regarding various forms for L-82519, Tr. 168 et al Old Ocean Unit Brazoria County, Texas
- Map: n.d.; Old Ocean Filed Brazoria County, Texas

- **Folder: Kenne-Bitterly Unit DeWitt Co., Texas**
  - Form: c.a. 1958; Gas Well Production Record; Field: Doehrmann
  - Form: c.a. 1944; Gas Well Production Record; Field: Cottonwood Creek
    - Form: c.a. 1942; Gas and/or Liquid Production
    - Form: c.a. 1944; Gas Well Production Record; Field: Cottonwood Creek
    - Form: c.a. 1944; Gas Well Production Record; Field: Cottonwood Creek
    - Form: c.a. 1944; Gas Well Production Record; Field: Cottonwood Creek
  - Form: c.a. 1950; Gas Well Production Record; Filed: Cottonwood Creek
    - Form: c.a. 1950; Gas Well Production Record; Field: Cottonwood Creek
  - Chart: n.d.; Bottom Hole Pressure Decline 2nd Massive Wilcox Gas Sand; Kenne-Bitterly 378 Acre Gas Unit Meyersville Field, DeWitt County, Texas; (x2)
  - Map: n.d.; Weesatche and Enke Fields; Goliad County, Texas
  - Letter: Jul. 22, 1966; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from A.A. Jergins, Gulf Gas Co.; regarding desire for meeting of the Board of Directors to make necessary decisions
  - Chart: Jul. 1, 1964; Summary of Estimated Proved Reserves and Revenues Covering Certain Properties of the Jade Oil and Gas Company in Ontario, Louisiana, Oklahoma and Texas
  - Map: n.d.; Dreier Unit; Doehrmann Field; DeWitt County, Texas
  - Map: n.d.; Wendel Gas Unit; Doehrmann Field; DeWitt County, Texas
  - Map: n.d.; Bitterly-Kenne Unit; Meyersville Field; DeWitt County, Texas
DO NOT CITE

- Receipt: Oct. 13, 1970; State and County Tax Receipt; DeWitt County, Texas
- Receipt: Oct. 3, 1968; State and County Tax Receipt; DeWitt County, Texas
- Receipt: Oct. 10, 1969; State and County Tax Receipt; DeWitt County, Texas
- Letter: Mar. 16, 1971; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Don E. McInturff; regarding offer to purchase of producing royalty interests; request for legal description and payments stubs to identify tract
- Letter: May 8, 1968; to Mildred H. Anderson; from W.M. Scott; regarding inquiry about La Gloria D/O No. 42-410-005 J.H. Harvey —A” (Gas) San Patricio County, Texas
- Letter: Mar. 21, 1966; to Myron Anderson; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed division orders to be executed and request to forward on to respective companies
- Letter: Mar. 3, 1966; to Tenneco Oil Company, Attn: Division Order Department; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding payee no. 69922 lease nos. 57501001 and 002 DeWitt County, Texas; regarding enclosed released of Deed of Trust and Oil Payment transferring interest from Midland National Bank and Petroleum Associates, Inc. to Jerome J. O’Brien and Myron Anderson, Trustee
- Document: Jan. 12, 1966; Release
  - Document: Mar. 1, 1966; Assignment
  - Document: Feb. 17, 1966; Certificate
- Letter: Oct. 11, 1974; to Colonial Prod. Co.; from Helen R. Bulgerin, Tax A/C, County of DeWitt; regarding payment of delinquent taxes; request to clarify
  - Envelope: Oct. 11, 1974; addressed to Colonial Production Co.; from Helen R. Bulgerin
- Receipt: Feb. 12, 1975; Stub of Redemption Receipt for Taxes Paid; DeWitt County
  - Receipt: 1974; Tax Receipt; DeWitt County
- Certificate: Feb. 12, 1975; Certificate of Redemption from the State of Texas for Taxes Paid; DeWitt County
  - Envelope: Apr. 14, 1975; to Colonial Petroleum Co.; from Helen R. Bulgerin
- Receipt: Oct. 9, 1967; State and County Tax Receipt; DeWitt County, Texas
- Map: n.d.; Doebrmann Field; DeWitt County, Texas
- Map: n.d.; Doebrmann Field; DeWitt County, Texas
- Map: n.d.; Cottonwood Field; DeWitt County, Texas
- Letter: Apr. 27, 1966; to La Gloria Oil and Gas Company; cc: J.J. O’Brien; from Secretary to Mr. Anderson; regarding D/O No. 42-403-002 D/O No. 162; regarding documents to be recorded
- Letter: Apr. 26, 1966; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Kathryn S. Foster, Secretary to Mr. Anderson; regarding requested copy of Conveyance of Oil and Gas
Properties and Agreement between Colonial Petroleum Company and Myron Anderson, Trustee and Jerome J. O'Brien

- Letter: Apr. 29, 1966; to La Gloria Oil and Gas Company, Attn: W.M. Scott; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding requested photostatic copies of Assignment of Interest regarding D/O 42-403-002 D/O 162 DeWitt County, Texas

- Letter: Apr. 22, 1966; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from W.M. Scott, Land Department, Division Order Section, La Gloria Oil and Gas Company; regarding enclosed division orders not included in last letter
  - Document: Feb. 1, 1966; Transfer Order; La Gloria Oil and Gas Company; signed by Jerome J. O’Brien and witnesses
  - Letter: Apr. 25, 1966; to Myron Anderson; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding W.F. Buehrig Minerals DeWitt County, Texas; request to execute division order; regarding transfer orders to be returned to La Gloria with instrument

- Document: Feb. 16, 1961; Conveyance of Oil and Gas Properties and Agreement

- Letter: Apr. 20, 1966; to Myron Anderson, Trustee; from Jerome J. O’Brien; request to forward copy of conveyance recorded in DeWitt County from Colonial Production Company to Myron Anderson and Jerome J. O’Brien to La Gloria Oil and Gas Company
  - Letter: Apr. 20, 1966; to La Gloria Oil and Gas Co.; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding division order no. 42-403-002 W.F. Buehrig DeWitt County, Texas; regarding letter not having attachments mentioned; regarding requested copy of conveyance to be supplied

- Letter: Apr. 15, 1966; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from W.M. Scott, Land Department, Division Order Section, La Gloria Oil and Gas Company; regarding enclosed transfer orders and request for photostatic copy of conveyance recorded in DeWitt County from Colonial Petroleum Company to Myron Anderson, Trustee


- Document: Jan. 12, 1966; Release
  - Document: Feb. 10, 1966; Assignment

- Letter: Mar. 28, 1966; to Tenneco Oil Company; cc: J.J. O’Brien; from Secretary to Mr. Anderson; regarding Kenne-Bitterly Unit DeWitt County, Texas

- Letter: Mar. 9, 1966; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from W.C. Peters, Division Order Supervisor, Tenneco Oil Company; regarding enclosed transfer orders necessary to change records for interest; request for all parties to sign orders; regarding
PA-331(A)-Kenne-Bitterly Unit, PA 331(B) –Kenne-Bitterly Unit DeWitt County, Texas

- Document: Mar. 9, 1966; Oil and Gas Transfer Order no. PA-331(B)
  - Document: n.d.; Exhibit –A”
  - Manuscript: n.d.; list of oil companies

- Folder: Dawson Co. Tex.
  - Letter: Jun. 14, 2002; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Eric Boyt, Manager, Anthem Royalties; regarding producing mineral/royalty interest in West Welch Unit, Dawson County, Texas; regarding offer to purchase all interest in the Welch Unit

- Folder: Dorchester Minerals
  - Letter: Mar. 3, 2006; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Dorchester Minerals, L.P.; regarding enclosed tax reporting information and forms
  - Form: 2005; Schedule K-1 (Form 1065); tax form
  - Document: 2005; Schedule K-1 Supplemental Information
  - Form: 2005; Investor Reporting of Tax Shelter Registration Number
  - Document: 2005; 2005 Partner Tax Reporting Information

- Folder: Jergins; Frio Co. Tex.
  - Letter: May 28, 1990; to Terry Jergins; from James C. Durbin, Jr.; regarding 1/3 working interest, 240 ac. Little/Beever lease; Frio County, Texas; regarding proposal for assignment of rights in tracts in Frio County, Texas; regarding cash bonus and overriding royalty reservation
    - Document: 1990; Assignment of Oil and Gas Lease
    - Document: n.d.; Exhibit –A”
  - Check; Jun. 14, 1990; to Fidy M. Jergins; from Michael O’Neil Exploration Company; copy
  - Map: n.d.; Contours on Austin Chalk
  - Letter: Mar. 27, 1990; to Fidy M. Jergins; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding request for quit-claim leases deep rites Pearsol Field, Frio County, Texas
    - Letter: Mar. 9 [1990]; to Jerry [O’Brien]; from Terry [Jergins]; request for advice on enclosed information before signing
    - Map: n.d.; unidentified location; [Pearsol Field, Frio County, Texas]
  - Letter: Mar. 9, 1990; to Paul Barker; cc: A.F. Scott, Robert Ancira and Diane Jergins; from Fidy M. Jergins; regarding request for copy of leases and clarification of property descriptions; offer to incur minimum amount of expense to determine correct legal description
    - Letter: Dec. 12, 1989; to Allen A. Jergins, Robert Ancira and Diane B. Jergins c/o Max Turner; cc: R.F. Scott; from Paul Barker; regarding file no. 1149-89 release of oil, gas and mineral leases; request to sign release and return
Folder: Gaines Co. Tex. Welch Field
- Receipt: 1993; Tax Statement/Receipt; Gaines County
- Document: 1993; Notice of Appraised Value; Gaines County Appr. Dist.
- Receipt: 1992; Tax Statement/Receipt; Gaines County
- Receipt: 1992; Tax Statement/Receipt; Gaines County
- Receipt: 1992; Tax Statement/Receipt; Gaines County
- Document: 1991; Notice of Appraised Value; Gaines County Appr. Dist.; (x2 different properties)
- Document: 1992; Notice of Appraised Value; Gaines County Appr. Dist.
- Receipt: 1991; Tax Statement/Receipt; Gaines County; (x2 different properties)
- Document: 1990; Notice of Appraised Value; Gaines County Appr. Dist.
- Receipt: 1988; Tax Statement/Receipt; Gaines County
- Receipt: 1989; Tax Statement/Receipt; Gaines County
- Receipt: 1988; Tax Statement/Receipt; Gaines County
- Document: 1987; Notice of Appraised Value; Gaines County Appr. Dist.
- Receipt: 1982; Tax Receipt; Gaines County
- Receipt: 1993; Tax Statement/Receipt; Gaines County

Folder: Garfield Co. Okla. Cherokee Gas
- Letter: Apr. 26, 2000; to interest owner; from Dan L. Young, Senior Division Order Analyst, Cherokee Gas Processing, L.L.C.; regarding Middle Orlando Unit, Property No. 0A0888; request to sign instrument and return
  - Document: Apr. 26, 2000; Gas Division Order; lease name: Middle Orlando Unit; signed by Jerome J. O’Brien and witness

Folder: Harris County, Texas
- Document: 2003; Notice of Appraised Value; Willacy County Appraisal District
- Map: n.d.; East Central Harris Co. Texas
- Map: 1984; Zingery Map; Harris Lease
- Letter: Nov. 3, 1994; to Betty Collins Street; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Oil and Gas Lease on Abstract 330 J.T. Harrell Sur. Harris Co. Texas; regarding advice for lease
  - Map: n.d.; East Central Harris Co. Texas

Folder: Adams-Staples Jim Wells Co. Tex.
- Letter: Jul. 9, 1984; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from R.L. Crews, Vice-President, Land, Fuller Petroleum, Inc.; regarding N ½ of Blk. 5 of the Adams Staples Farm Lots Jim Wells County, Texas; Magnolia Prospect #1950000; request to sign and return attached Ratification
  - Document: n.d.; Ratification (x2)
Letter: Jul. 9, 1984; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from R.L. Crews, Vice-President, Land, Fuller Petroleum, Inc.; regarding N ½ of Blk. 5 of the Adams Staples Farm Lots Jim Wells County, Texas; Magnolia Prospect #1950000; request to sign and return attached Ratification

- Letter: Jul. 31, 1984; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from R.L. Crews, President-Land, Fuller Petroleum, Inc.; request to execute and return ratification
  - Document: Aug. 13, 1984; Ratification; signed by Jerome J. O’Brien and witness

- **Folder: Jicarilla Apache #44 Texaco O.R.R.**
  - Document: Jan. 20, 1993; Assignment of Overriding Royalty Interest; TIP 746188: D.E. Florance #2 Orri Rio Arriba County, New Mexico; Texaco to Colonial Production Company
    - Document: Jan. 20, 1993; Exhibit “A”; (x2)

- **Folder: Billco Energy – Jicarilla #44**
  - Receipt: December 1995-November 2001; Check Receipt; from Billco Energy, Inc.; to Colonial Production; (x68)
  - Document: Jun. 25, 2002; Information Notice to accompany all Bureau of Land Management (BLM) Cuba Field Station; Notice of Incidents of Noncompliance” (INCs) issued to operators
    - Form: 2003; Notice of Incidents of Noncompliance; (x2 green copy for operator)
  - Document: Jun. 25, 2002; Information Notice to accompany all Bureau of Land Management (BLM) Cuba Field Station; Notice of Incidents of Noncompliance” (INCs) issued to operators
    - Form: Form: 2003; Notice of Incidents of Noncompliance; (x2 green copy for operator)
  - Letter: Mar. 19, 1996; to Jerry O’Brien; from David B. Tentler, Owner/Operator, Billco Energy; regarding overriding royalties; regarding attached copies of preceding eleven months of overriding royalty payments
    - Receipt: n.d.; totaled numbers
    - Document: Apr. 30, 1995; Accounts Payable; Query Vendor for Generation 00; Billco Energy, Inc.
    - Document: May 31, 1995; Accounts Payable; Query Vendor for Generation 01; Billco Energy, Inc.
    - Document: Jul. 8, 1995; Accounts Payable; Query Vendor for Generation 02; Billco Energy, Inc.
    - Document: Aug. 2, 1995; Accounts Payable; Query Vendor for Generation 03; Billco Energy, Inc.
    - Document: Aug. 31, 1995; Accounts Payable; Query Vendor for Generation 04; Billco Energy, Inc.
• Document: Sep. 30, 1995; Accounts Payable; Query Vendor for Generation 05; Billco Energy, Inc.
• Document: Oct. 31, 1995; Accounts Payable; Query Vendor for Generation 06; Billco Energy, Inc.
• Document: Nov. 30, 1995; Accounts Payable; Query Vendor for Generation 07; Billco Energy, Inc.
• Document: Dec. 31, 1995; Accounts Payable; Query Vendor for Generation 08; Billco Energy, Inc.
• Document: Jan. 31, 1996; Accounts Payable; Query Vendor for Generation 09; Billco Energy, Inc.
• Document: Feb. 29, 1996; Accounts Payable; Query Vendor for Generation 10; Billco Energy, Inc.
  ◦ Letter: Aug. 18, 1994; to Billco Energy, Attn: David Tentler; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed report on Jicarilla’s and State of New Mexico; regarding El Paso and June sales
  ◦ Letter: Aug. 1, 1994; to working interest partners; from David B. Tentler, Owner/Operator, Billco Energy; regarding enclosed article clipping regarding gas; regarding gas prices
  ◦ Chart: 1992-1993; Lease 398 Sales Wells 2, 3, and 4
  ◦ Letter: Jun. 3, 1994; to Billco Energy, Attn: David Tentler; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Jicarilla Florance Lease #62 NW ¼ sec. 5 and N ½ sec. 6 T23 N R4W; regarding authorization for sale of 83.32% of subject property
  ◦ Letter: May 26, 1994; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Michael D. Merrill, CPL/ESA, Assistant Vice President, Oil and Gas Management, Texas Commerce Bank National Association; regarding Florence A. Florance (2088) Jicarilla Florance Lease #362 Rio Arriba County, New Mexico; regarding enclosed approval of sale of captioned lease
    ◦ Letter: May 19, 1994; to Madrienne K. Florance; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Jicarilla Lease #362, Wells 2,3,4 Rio Arriba, Co. New Mexico
    ◦ Letter: May 19, 1994; to Ameritrust Texas N.A., attn: Michael D. Merrill; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding offer for purchase of three producing wells; regarding Jicarilla Florance Lease #362 Rio Arriba, Co. New Mexico
  ◦ Letter: May 10, 1994; to Jerry O’Brien; from David B. Tentler, Owner/Operator, Billco Energy; regarding Florance D Wells; regarding interesting in acquiring all working interest in wells
DO NOT CITE

- Letter: May 19, 1994; to unknown; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Jicarilla Lease #362, Wells 2,3 and 4 Rio Arriba Co., New Mexico; regarding offer made on wells; request to execute copy of letter and return
- Chart: 1993; regarding numbers for Florence Florance, Madrienne Florance and Mark L. Rothman
- **Folder: Jicarilla – Possessory Tax; Assessment Tax**
  - Card: Dec. 28, 1992; return receipt; United States Postal Service
  - Letter: Nov. 21, 1994; to Jicarilla Apache Tribe, Revenue and Taxation; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed Interest Tax forms
  - Document: Nov. 21, 1994; Revenue and Taxation Instructions for Filing Tax Returns Possessory Interest Tax; Tax Year 1995
  - Form: 1995; Jicarilla Apache Revenue and Taxation Possessory Interest Tax Application for Registration; Jicarilla Apache Tribe-Form 01
  - Form: 1995; Jicarilla Apache Revenue and Taxation Possessory Interest Tax General Property Summary Tax Year 1995
  - Letter: Dec. 14, 1993; to Jicarilla Apache Tribe Revenue and Taxation; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed executed Possessory Interest Tax forms
  - Document: 1994; Revenue and Taxation Instructions for Filing Tax Returns Possessory Interest Tax; Tax Year 1994
  - Form: 1994; Jicarilla Apache Revenue and Taxation Possessory Interest Tax Application for Registration
  - Form: 1994; Jicarilla Apache Revenue and Taxation Possessory Interest Tax General Property Summary Tax Year 1994
  - Letter: Jan. 11, 1993; to Jicarilla Apache Tribe, Attn: Raymond Alucero – Oil and Gas; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding returned documents for Possessory Interest Tax forms
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- Document: 1993; Revenue and Taxation: Instructions for Filing Tax Returns; Possessory Interest Tax; Tax Year 1993
- Form: 1993; Jicarilla Apache Revenue and Taxation Possessory Interest Tax Application for Registration
  - Form: 1993; Jicarilla Apache Revenue and Taxation Possessory Interest Tax General Property Summary Tax Year 1993
  - Chart: 1993; Jicarilla Apache Revenue and Taxation Detailed Property Value Report Tax Year 1993
- Form: Jan. 6, 1992; Jicarilla Apache Revenue and Taxation Notice of Taxation Tax Assessment and Tax Due Tax Year 1992
  - Note: n.d.; fax number
- Chart: 1991; 1991 Production
- Chart: 1991; 1991 Production
- Letter: Dec. 27, 1991; to Jicarilla Apache Tribe, Attn: Revenue and Taxation, David Wong; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed last Ad-Valorem tax report and correction to payment and explanation
  - Letter: Oct. 18, 1990; to Taxation and Revenue Department; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding production unit #12686 Sec. 15 and 16 T23 N, R4W
  - Statement: 1990; Tax Statement Summary: Oil and Gas Production Equipment Ad Valorem Tax for the Calendar Year
  - Statement: 1990; Taxation and Revenue Department Tax Statement
- Document: 1992; Revenue and Taxation: Instructions for Filing Tax Returns Possessory Interest Tax
- Form: 1992; Jicarilla Apache Revenue and Taxation Possessory Interest Tax Application for Registration
- Document: 1991; Revenue and Taxation: Instructions for Filing Tax Returns Possessory Interest Tax
- Form: 1991; Jicarilla Apache Revenue and Taxation Possessory Interest Tax Application for Registration
- Form: 1991; Jicarilla Apache Revenue and Taxation Possessory Interest Tax General Property Summary
- Letter: Jan. 7, 1991; to Jicarilla Apache Tribe; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed tax return
- Document: 1990; Instructions for Filing Tax Returns Possessory Interest Tax
- Document: 1989; Instructions for Filing Tax Returns Possessory Interest Tax

- Folder: Jicarilla 398 Sale
  - Letter: Dec. 3, 1992; to Roy C. Bolt, Executor; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Jicarilla Apache Lease #398; regarding enclosed copies of Assignment, Bill of Sale and Conveyance forms
Letter: Dec. 3, 1992; to Willard B. Winn; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Jicarilla Apache Lease #398; regarding enclosed copies of Assignment, Bill of Sale and Conveyance forms

Letter: Dec. 3, 1992; to Madrienne K. Florance; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Jicarilla Apache Lease #398; regarding enclosed copies of Assignment, Bill of Sale and Conveyance forms

Letter: Dec. 2, 1992; to Ameritrust Texas N.A. c/o Oil and Gas Dept.; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Jicarilla Apache Lease #398; regarding enclosed copies of Assignment, Bill of Sale and Conveyance forms

Letter: Dec. 2, 1992; to Joseph B. Gould; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Jicarilla Apache Lease #398; regarding enclosed copies of Assignment, Bill of Sale and Conveyance forms

Document: c.a. 1993; Assignment, Bill of Sale and Conveyance

Letter: Feb. 12, 1993; to Billco Energy, Attn: David Tentler; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Jicarilla Apache Lease #398; regarding enclosed copies of Assignment, Bill of Sale and Conveyance forms

Letter: Feb. 9, 1993; to Colonial Production Company, Attn: Jerry O’Brien; from David B. Tentler, Owner/Operator, Billco Energy; regarding Jicarilla Contract Number 398; regarding copies of Assignment of Mining Lease and Evidence of Authority

Form: Feb. 12, 1993; Evidence of Authority of Officers to Execute Papers

Form: Feb. 12, 1993; Assignment of Mining Lease

Form: Feb. 12, 1993; Acknowledgement of Corporation


Letter: Dec. 29, 1992; to Willard B. Winn; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding sale of Jicarilla Apache Lease #398 Rio Arriba Co. New Mexico

Letter: Dec. 29, 1992; to Roy C. Bolt, Executor; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding sale of Jicarilla Apache Lease #398 Rio Arriba Co. New Mexico

Letter: Dec. 29, 1992; to Madrienne K. Florance; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding sale of Jicarilla Apache Lease #398 Rio Arriba Co. New Mexico


 o Letter: December 1995; to Colonial Production Company; cc: David Wong and Lydia Barder; from Gary L. Johnson, Division Chief, Dallas Compliance
Division, United States Department of the Interior, Minerals Management Service; regarding reporting on royalty-in-king leases
- Letter: Mar. 9, 1995; to Mineral Management Service, Royalty Management Program; from Jerome J. O'Brien; regarding selling of Indian or Federal lands to Billco Energy Company
- Document: Mar. 9, 1995; Statement of Colonial Production Company
  - Letter: Feb. 10, 1995; to Thomas Smith, Colonial Production Company; from Bob Armstrong, Assistant Secretary, Land and Minerals Management, United States Department of the Interior; regarding dual accounting requirements of Indian oil and gas leases
- Document: Jan. 1, 1993; Assignment, Bill of Sale and Conveyance
- Document: December 1992; two forms signed and notarized
- Document: n.d.; page four of unidentified agreement with signatures
- Document: December 1992; form signed and notarized
- Document: n.d.; page four of unidentified agreement with one signature
- Document: December 1992; form signed and notarized
- Document: n.d.; page four of unidentified agreement with one signature
- Document: December 1992; form signed and notarized
- Document: n.d.; page four of unidentified agreement with one signature
- Document: n.d.; Assignment, Bill of Sale and Conveyance
- Letter: Dec. 17, 1992; to Jerome J. O'Brien; from Michael D. Merrill, CPL, Landman/Assistant Vice President, Oil and Gas Management; regarding Florence A. Florance (2088) Jicarilla Apache Lease 398 Rio Arriba County, New Mexico; regarding enclosed executed Assignment and Bill of Sale; request to supply recorded assignment
- Letter: Dec. 21, 1992; to Billco Energy, Attn: David Tentler; from Jerome J. O'Brien; regarding Jicarilla Apache Lease #398; regarding enclosed executed copies of Assignment Bill of Sale and Conveyance
- Letter: Dec. 10, 1995; to Jerome J. O'Brien, Colonial Production Company; from Joseph B. Gould; regarding no interest in selling, assigning or conveying interest in Jicarilla lease #398
- Letter: Nov. 20, 1992; to Jerome O'Brien, Colonial Production Company; from Joseph B. Gould; regarding Jicarilla Apache Lease #398 Rio Arriba County, New Mexico; acceptance of proposal to sell Jicarilla Apache Lease #398
- Letter: Nov. 18, 1992; to Participants of Working Interests; from Jerome J. O'Brien; regarding offer made to buy Jicarilla Apache Lease #398 and request for signatures of interested parties; signed by Joseph B. Gould
Apache Contract #398 and Jicarilla Apache Wells #9 and #10; regarding enclosed copies of Assignment, Bill of Sale and Conveyance to be executed

- Letter: Nov. 18, 1992; to Participants of Working Interests; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding offer made to buy Jicarilla Apache Lease #398 and request for signatures of interested parties; signed by Roy C. Bolt, Executor

- Letter: Nov. 18, 1992; to Participants of Working Interests; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding offer made to buy Jicarilla Apache Lease #398 and request for signatures of interested parties; signed by Madrienne K. Florance

- Letter: Nov. 27, 1992; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Michael D. Merrill, CPL, Landman/Assistant Vice President, Oil and Gas Management, Ameritrust; regarding Florence A. Florance (2088) Jicarilla Apache Lease #398 Rio Arriba County, New Mexico; regarding enclosed approval of sale of captioned lease

  - Nov. 18, 1992; to Participants of Working Interests; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding offer made to buy Jicarilla Apache Lease #398 and request for signatures of interested parties; signed by Michael D. Merrill (Florence A. Florance Ameritrust Texas N.A. Trustee)

- Document Nov. 18, 1992; to Participants of Working Interests; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding offer made to buy Jicarilla Apache Lease #398 and request for signatures of interest parties; unsigned

- **Folder: Jicarilla – Severance Tax**


  - Letter: Dec. 7, 1983; to Jerome J. O’Brien; cc: Tom Smith; from Richard T.C. Tully; regarding Jicarilla Apache Severance Tax

  - Document: Apr. 1, 1983; Notice of Severance Tax Correction and/or Inquiry

    - Statement: Jul. 8, 1983; Monthly Gas Volume Statement; El Paso Natural Gas Company Measurement Department

    - Statement: Jun. 7, 1983; Monthly Gas Volume Statement; El Paso Natural Gas Company Measurement Department

    - Statement: May 6, 1983; Monthly Gas Volume Statement; El Paso Natural Gas Company Measurement Department

- **Folder: Jicarilla #398 Martin #1 SE 15-23-4**

  - Log: n.d.; Single Porosity Stratalog and RT/RO Plot

  - Form: Jun. 16, 1982; Well Completion or Recompletion Report and Log; United States Department of the Interior Geological Survey

- **Folder: Jicarilla #44 Assignment and Bill of Sale**

  - Document: Jan. 2, 1996; Instruction Memorandum No. 95-01; Unlined Surface Ordinance JATC Title 14, Chapter 3
Document: Oct. 1, 1992; Assignment and Sale Jicarilla Lease #44 Skelly-Florance #2 Well

Letter: Sep. 9, 1992; to Colonial Production Company, Attn: Jerome J. O’Brien; from David B. Tentler, Adjuster, Billco Energy; regarding Skelly #2; regarding enclosed Assignment, Bill of Sale and Conveyance; regarding sale price

Document: Oct. 1, 1992; Assignment, Bill of Sale and Conveyance

Letter: Nov. 2, 1992; to unknown; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding completion of sale of Jicarilla Apache Lease #44 Skelly Florance Well #2, Rio Arriba Co. New Mexico

Letter: Oct. 29, 1992; to Billco Energy, Attn: David Tentler; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed documents

Letter: Oct. 22, 1992; to Billco Energy, Attn: David Tentler; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed assignments on Jicarilla Lease #44

Form: Oct. 29, 1992; Evidence of Authority of Officers to Execute Papers; United States Department of the Interior

Form: Oct. 29, 1992; Assignment of Mining Lease; United States Department of the Interior

Letter: Oct. 27, 1992; to Billco Energy, Attn: David Tentler; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Jicarilla Apache Lease #44 Skelly Florance #2

Letter: Oct. 6, 1992; to Jerome O’Brien; from Michael D. Merrill, CPL, Landman/Assistant Vice President, Oil and Gas Management, Ameritrust; regarding enclosed executed Assignment and Bill of Sale concerning Florence A. Florance working interest in Jicarilla Apache Lease #44

Document: n.d.; stationary of Madrienne Florance; notarized


Letter: Sep. 28, 1992; to Ameritrust Texas, N.A., Madrienne Florance, Willard B. Winn and Roy C. Bolt, executor; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding offer for purchase of 1 well lease from Billco Energy; regarding enclosed Assignment, Bill of Sale and Conveyance for review and execute and return if in agreement

Document: n.d.; Working Interest Percentage of Ownership

Folder: Jicarilla-Apache #362 Payout Status

Chart: 1978; Lease 44-1978 Recapitulation


Chart: 1978; Lease 398 – 1978 Recapitulation
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- Map: n.d.; Ballard Pool Area; Rio Arriba County, New Mexico T23 N R 4W
- Map: n.d.; Rio Arriba County, New Mexico
- Map: n.d.; unidentified location; [Jicarilla – Apache]
- Map: n.d.; Ballard Pool Rio Arriba Co. New Mexico; T23N 4W; Contours on Pictured Cliff
- Map: n.d.; unidentified location; [Jicarilla – Apache]
- Map: n.d.; Pipeline Map
- Map: n.d.; Ballard Pictured Cliff Field; Rio Arriba, Co., New Mexico
- Map: n.d.; unidentified map; [Jicarilla-Apache]
- Map: n.d.; Ballard Pool T23N-4W; Rio Arriba Co. New Mexico; Contours on Pictured Cliff
- Map: n.d.; Ballard Pictured Cliff Pool; Rio Arriba Co. New Mexico T23 N, R4W
- Map: n.d.; Jicarilla Apache Lease #398 TWP 23 N, R4W Rio Arriba County, New Mexico
- Map: n.d.; Jicarilla Apache Lease #398 TWP 23 N, R 4W Rio Arriba County, New Mexico
- Map: n.d.; unidentified map; [Jicarilla-Apache]
- Map: n.d.; unidentified map; [Jicarilla-Apache]
- Document: August 1962; Exhibit A: Bid Sheet and Well Specifications
- Print: Jul. 30, 1991; J.J. O’Brien at compressor on Jicarilla Lease #398; (x3)
- Map: n.d.; Jicarilla Apache Leases Rio Arriba County, New Mexico T23 N, R4W;
  Tracing of Tract Survey for D.E. Florance
- Map: n.d.; Ballard Pool Area; Rio Arriba County, New Mexico T23N R4W
- Manuscript: n.d.; various notes regarding various tracts of land
- Map: n.d.; Jicarilla Apache Indian Reservation; various locations marked
- Map: n.d.; Jicarilla Apache Indian Reservation; various locations marked
- Envelope: April 1985; to Jerry O’Brien; from Doris Rothman 1000 E. Girard
  Place #202 Englewood, CO 80110
- Print: Aug. 11, 1983; W.B. Martin and Assoc. Jicarilla – Florance 7-gas well; NW
  SE Sec. 5, 723N, R4W; Rio Arriba Co. New Mex.
- Print: Aug. 11, 1983; Colonial Production Co. compressor unit lease #362 SE ¼
  Sec 5, T23N, R4W; Rio Arriba Co. New Mex.
- Print: Aug. 11, 1983; Martin and Assoc. Jicarilla #9 SE SE Sec 5, T23N R4W;
  Rio Arriba Co. New Mex.
- Print: Aug. 11, 1983; Martin and Associates M&M #1 NE SE Sec. 15 T23N,
  R4W; Rio Arriba Co. New Mex.
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Print: Aug. 11, 1983; Martin and Assoc. Jicarilla #13 NE Sec. 8, T23N, R4W; Rio Arriba Co., New Mex.

Print: Aug. 11, 1983; Martin and Assoc. M&M #2 – Gas Well SW Sec. 6, T23N, R4W; Rio Arriba Co. New Mex.

Print: Aug. 11, 1983; Martin and Assoc. Jicarilla-Florance #8 NE NW Sec. 5, T23N R4W; Rio Arriba Co. New Mex.


Negative: n.d.; – Disc Pac”; ring of negatives

Print: Oct. 3, 1979; Jicarilla Apache Lease Colonial Prod. Co. Well #10 foreground; Rio Arriba Co. New Mex. NW 15 T23N-4W


Print: Oct. 3, 1979; O’Brien at Meter House; Colonial, Jicarilla Apache #7 SE 5, T23N, R4W; Rio Arriba Co., New Mexico

Print: Oct. 3, 1979; Colonial Production Co. Jicarilla Apache #5 SW 5, T23M R4W; Rio Arriba Co. New Mexico; Tom Smith – switcher


Print: Oct. 3, 1979; Looking North over Jicarilla Apache Leases-T23N R4W Rio Arriba Co.-New Mex.; taken from NW15, 23-4; El-7300'

Print: Oct. 3, 1979; Colonial Production Co. Jicarilla Apache #7 SE 5, T23N R4W; Rio Arriba Co. New Mexico; Tom Smith – switcher


Print: Sep. 3, 1979; Colonial Production Co. Meter House-Jicarilla Apache #10 NW 15, 23N R4W; Rio Arriba Co., New Mex.; El 7220'

Print: Sep. 3, 1979; Getty Oil Co. Jicarilla Apache #2 NE 2 23N, 4W; Rio Arriba Co. New Mex.

Print: Aug. 4, 1988; Jicarilla Apache Lease 398 Well #10; Rio Arriba Co. New Mex.

Print: Aug. 4, 1988; Jicarilla Apache Lease #362 well #7; Rio Arriba Co. New Mex.

Print: Aug. 4, 1988; Jicarilla Apache Lease #362 well #7; Rio Arriba Co. New Mex.

Print: Aug. 4, 1988; Jicarilla Apache #398 compressor well #9; Rio Arriba Co. New Mex.

Print: Aug. 4, 1988; Jicarilla #398 compression well #9; Rio Arriba Co. New Mex.
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- Print: Aug. 4, 1988; Jicarilla Apache Lease 398 well #10; Rio Arriba Co. New Mex.
- Print: Aug. 4, 1988; Jicarilla Apache Lease 362 Bayless well #13; Rio Arriba Co. New Mex.
- Print: Aug. 4, 1988; Jicarilla Apache Lease 362 Bayless well #13; Rio Arriba Co. New Mex.
- Print: Aug. 4, 1988; Jicarilla Apache Lease #362 well #5; Rio Arriba Co. New Mex.
- Print: Aug. 4, 1988; Jicarilla Apache Lease #362 well #5; Rio Arriba Co., New Mex.
- Print: Aug. 4, 1988; Jicarilla Apache Lease #362 compressor at well #7; Rio Arriba Co. New Mex.
- Print: Aug. 4, 1988; Jicarilla Apache Lease #362 compressor at well #7; Rio Arriba Co. New Mex.
- Document: Nov. 19, 1993; Transmission Report
  - Document: Nov. 15, 1985; Designation of Operator
  - Note: n.d.; phone number for Richard Brant
  - Document: Nov. 15, 1985; Designation of Operator
- Map: n.d.; Ballard Pictured Cliffs Pool; Rio Arriba County, New Mex.; Colonial Production Company
- Map: Ballard Pool T23N-4W; Rio Arriba Co. New Mexico; Contours on Pictured Cliff
  - Document: 2003; Quitclaim of Interests in Jicarilla Apache Tribal Oil and Gas Leases, Wells and Production (Colonial to Sonoma)
  - Document: n.d.; Acknowledgement
  - Document: n.d.; Exhibit –A” to Quitclaim of Jicarilla Apache Tribal Oil and Gas Leases
- Map: n.d.; Ballard Pictured Cliff Pool; Rio Arriba Co. New Mexico T23N, R4W
- Chart: 1979; Lease #362 – Recapitulation 1979; payout status
- Chart: 1976; Ballard – Pictured Cliff Field; Lease 362 Recapitulation – Rio Arriba County, New Mexico – Lease 36
- Chart: 1975; Pay-out Status – Lease #362
- Chart: 1974; Pay-out Status; Ballard – Pictured Cliff Field; Rio Arriba County, New Mexico #362
- Chart: 1973; Pay-out Status; Ballard-Pictured Cliff Field; Rio Arriba County, New Mexico #362
• **Folder: Polifka Lease – Jackson County; Francitas Field**
  - Receipt: 1986; Palacios Ind. School District
  - Receipt: 1995; Laverne Ellison; Jackson County
  - Document: 1995; Notice of Appraised Value
  - Document: 1994; Notice of Appraised Value
  - Document: 1993; Notice of Appraised Value
  - Document: 1992; Notice of Appraised Value
  - Document: 1990; Notice of Appraised Value
  - Receipt: 1994; Jackson County
  - Receipt: 1993; Jackson County
  - Receipt: 1989; Tax Receipt; Jackson County
  - Receipt: 1988; Tax Receipt; Jackson County
  - Receipt: 1988; Tax Receipt; Jackson County
  - Receipt: 1987; Tax Receipt; Jackson County
  - Receipt: 1986; Tax Receipt; Jackson County/Industrial ISD
  - Receipt: 1985; Tax Receipt; Jackson County
  - Receipt: 1992; Tax Receipt; Jackson County
  - Receipt: 1990; Tax Receipt; Jackson County
  - Receipt: 1985; Palacios Ind. School District
  - Receipt: 1984; Tax Receipt; Jackson County
  - Receipt: 1983; Tax Receipt; Palacios I.S.D.
  - Receipt: 1984; Tax Receipt; Willacy County
  - Letter: Mar. 26, 2003; to Thomas Michael O’Brien; from Robert H. Nunnallee, CPL; regarding 35 acres, more or less, out of the Patrick Green League, A-25, Jackson County, Texas and being Lots 1 thru 7 of Block 6, Schwind and Maher’s first addition to Francitas farms; inquiry to lease land
    - Note: n.d.; to “Pop”; from Thomas; permission to make decisions
    - Lease: Nov. 17, 1965
    - Map: n.d.; unidentified map; Jackson county
  - Letter: May 15, 1998; to Mary H. O’Brien; from Randle V. Jessup; regarding enclosed proposed top-lease for mineral interest in Jackson County, Texas;
    - Check: May 15, 1998; to Mary H. O’Brien; from Griffith Land Services, Inc.; draft
Lease: 1998; Oil, Gas and Mineral Lease; lessor: Mary H. O’Brien; lessee: S. & A.P.A. Properties; not signed

Envelope; to Randle V. Jessup, Griffith Land Services, Inc.


Document: Mar. 24, 2001; Last Will and Testament of Mary Heno O’Brien

Lease: Oct. 6, 1997; Oil, Gas and Mineral Lease; lessor: Jerome J. O’Brien; lessee: Petroleum Company of America

Letter: Jan. 23, 1998; to Mary H. O’Brien; from Robert Burton, Vice President – Land, Texas Independent Exploration, Inc.; regarding top-lease offer of October 6, 1997; Jackson County, Texas

Letter: Dec. 5, 1997; to Mary H. O’Brien; from Kay Pavliska, Landman, Portman, Fleniken and McCall; regarding offer of an oil and gas top lease covering 35 acres of land, more or less

Letter: Dec. 5, 1997; to Mary H. O’Brien; from Martin J. Posey, CPL, Portman, Fleniken and McCall; regarding top lease offer of Oct. 6, 1997 Jackson County, Texas

Lease: Mar. 26, 2003; Oil, Gas and Mineral Lease; draft; lessor: none; lessee: William B. Nunnallee

Letter: Nov. 29, 1993; Jerome J and Mary H. O’Brien; from John M. Biancardi, Petroleum Geologist; regarding amendment to Oil, Gas and Mineral Lease lots 1 thru 7 of block 6; Schwind and Maher’s Addition to Francitas Farm; Jackson County, Texas

Document: 1993; Amendment to Oil, Gas and Mineral Lease

Receipt: 1983; Tax Receipt; Jackson County, Texas

Receipt: 1982; Tax Receipt; Palacios I.S.D.

Receipt: 1982; Tax Receipt; Jackson County, Texas

Receipt: 1981; Tax Receipt; Jackson County, Texas

Receipt: 1981; Tax Receipt; Palacios I.S.D.

Receipt: 1980; Tax Receipt; Palacios Ind. School Dist.

Receipt: 1980; Tax Receipt; Jackson County, Texas

Letter: Mar. 1, 1971; to Palacios Public Schools, Attn: R.C. Shelton, Business Manager; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding C. Polifka Unit; regarding not receiving tax notices for 1965 and 1970

Document: Feb. 24, 1971; Delinquent; Tax Notice; Palacios Independent School District

Letter: Dec. 28, 1966; to Karl L. Polifka; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding requested data; regarding explanation of data
Letter: Dec. 19, 1966; to Union Bank; from Karl Polifka; request to contact Gulf for appraisal and request for letter stating date and amount of sale for royalty interest

Letter: May 19, 1966; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from F.P. Perretta; regarding Polifka #2 Jackson County, Texas; regarding enclosed transfer order to be executed

Document: May 1, 1966; Transfer Order; The British-American Oil Producing Company

Letter: May 6, 1966; to British American Oil Producing Company; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding payee # 15161, lease #5225608; C. Polifka, Jackson County, Texas; regarding copy of quit claim deed; request for copy of transfer order

Deed: Apr. 18, 1966; Quit Claim Deed

Letter: Apr. 18, 1966; to County Clerk’s Office; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed quit claim deed to be recorded

Deed: Apr. 18, 1966; Quit Claim Deed

Letter: Dec. 28, 1965; to Jerome J. O’Brien; cc: Karl L. Polifka, Jr.; from Grace L. Laird (Mrs.), Land Department, Lavaca Production Company; regarding owner no. 201, Karl L. Polifka, Jr., Francitas Gas Unit, Jackson County, Texas; regarding prepared transfer order; request to sign and forward on

Document: Nov. 1, 1965; Transfer Order; signed by Karl L. Polifka, Jr., Jerome J. O’Brien and Mary H. O’Brien

Letter: Dec. 2, 1965; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from F.P. Perretta; regarding Polifka #2 Jackson County, Texas; regarding enclosed transfer order reflecting assignment from Karl Lewis Polifka, Jr.

Document: Aug. 1, 1965; Transfer Order; The British-American Oil Producing Company

Letter: Nov. 24, 1965; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Kellis Dibrell; regarding enclosed assignment from Karl Lewis Polifka, Jr. which has been recorded

Document: Nov. 1, 1965; Agreement; Karl Lewis Polifka, Jr. and Jerome J. and Mary H. O’Brien; (x3)

Document: June 1965; Oil Division Order

Document: March 1965; Affidavit of Heirship

Document: Nov. 1, 1961; Division Order On Unitized Substance in Francitas Cycling Unit Jackson County, Texas

Document: Jun. 4, 1941; Agreement

Document: Feb. 27, 1941; Agreement; not signed

Document: May 17, 1940; Agreement; signed

Map: July 1960; Francitas Field Area; Jackson and Matagorda Co’s, Texas

Letter: n.d.; to Lavaca Production Company; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Owner #201 Jackson County, Texas; regarding copy of transfer order
Letter: Dec. 21, 1965; to Lavaca Production Company; from Jerome J. O'Brien; regarding Karl L. Polifka, Jr. Owner #201 Lease 22 Jackson County, Texas; request for transfer order to transfer sales from interest from Karl L. Polifka, Jr. to Jerome J. and Mary O'Brien

Letter: Nov. 29, 1965; to Lavaca Production Company; from Jerome J. O'Brien; regarding enclosed Photostat copy of assignment of interest; regarding recorded document

Letter: Dec. 1, 1965; to Palacios Independent School District; from Jerome J. O'Brien; regarding enclosed check as payment for tax statement; request to change ownership of property from Karl Lewis Polifka, Jr. to Jerome J. O'Brien

Letter: Nov. 29, 1965; to British-American Oil Producing Company; from Jerome J. O'Brien; regarding Polifka #2 Lease #5225608 Jackson County, Texas; regarding enclosed Photostat copy of assignment of interest; regarding recording of document

Letter: Dec. 6, 1965; to British-American Oil Producing Company, Attn: F.P. Perretta; regarding Polifka #2 Jackson County, Texas; regarding enclosed executed copy of oil transfer order form

Letter: Nov. 11, 1965; to Wayne Myers; from Kellis Dibrell; regarding enclosed check for payment of invoice no. 8375 for recording of the Polifka assignment to Jerome J. O'Brien

Letter: Nov. 12, 1965; to Louise Milby, Tax Assessor-Collector; from Jerome J. O'Brien; regarding enclosed tax statement for 1965 taxes covering taxable property; request to changed taxing ownership to Jerome J. and Mary O'Brien

Letter: Nov. 1, 1965; to T. Kellis Dibrell; from Jerome J. O'Brien; regarding enclosed copy of Conveyance prepared and executed; request to have filed for record

Letter: Oct. 19, 1965; to Jerome J. O'Brien; from Kellis Dibrell; regarding enclosed instrument conveying all interest to Mr. Polifka; request to executed and notarized and filed for record

Letter: Oct. 26, 1965; to Union Bank, Petroleum Department, Attn: Jerome J. O'Brien; from F.P. Perretta, The British-American Oil Producing Company; regarding requested four transfer order forms; request to identify property and name of person making transfer and furnish certified copy of instrument of conveyance

Letter: Oct. 26, 1965; to Karl L. Polifka, Jr.; from F.P. Perretta; regarding suspense of interest until certified copy of instrument of conveyance received

Letter: Oct. 21, 1965; to Karl Polifka; cc: Lavaca Production Company, attn: W.E. McAndrews, Jr.; from C.W. Moulden, Francitas Gas Company; regarding Francitas Gas Unit Jackson County, Texas Francitas File 16-36
Letter: Oct. 7, 1965; to British-American Oil Producing Company; from Jerome J. O’Brien; request to forward four transfer order forms for transfer of division order
Letter: Oct. 14, 1965; to Kellis Dibrell; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Karl L. Polifka Interest Purchase; regarding enclosed documents relative to subject
Document: c.a. 1964; Payment Notice; The British-American Oil Producing Company
Letter: Oct. 13, 1965; to the British-American Oil Producing Company; from Karl L. Polifka, Jr.; regarding Karl Lewis Polifka Jr. lease code 5225608 payee code 16613 Jackson County, Texas; request to transfer all payments to Jerome J. and Mary O’Brien
Letter: Oct. 13, 1965; to Lavaca Production Company; from Karl L. Polifka, Jr.; regarding Karl F. Polifka owner #201 lease #22 Jackson County, Texas; request to transfer all payments to Jerome J. and Mary O’Brien
Letter: Oct. 11, 1965; to Kellis Dibrell; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed documents
Letter: Oct. 5, 1965; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from D.E. Edstrom, The British-American Oil Producing Company; regarding Polifka lease; Francitas Field; Jackson County, Texas; regarding information about lease
Letter: May 26, 1965; to Karl L. Polifka; cc: Lavaca Production Company, attn: John L. Minter; from C.W. Moulden, Francitas Gas Company; regarding Francitas unit, Jackson County, Texas; regarding enclosed copy of lease
Document: May 17, 1940; Agreement; lessor: Chas. Polifka and Paulina Polifka; lessee: Wynn Crosby Drilling Co.
Manuscript: n.d.; British-American – Polifka Lease; Francitas Field – Jackson Co. Texas
Folder: John W. Hailey Lease; Live Oak Co. Tex.
Receipt: 1968; State and County Tax Receipt for Live Oak County, Texas
Receipt: 1967; State and County Tax Receipt for Live Oak County, Texas
Receipt: 1968; Tax Receipt; George West Independent School District
Letter: Mar. 17, 1966; to Texas Oil and Gas Corp; cc: Jerome J. O’Brien; from secretary to Mr. Anderson; regarding John W. Hailey Lease Live Oak County, Texas; Division Order No. 350-50
Letter: Mar. 3, 1966; to Texas Oil and Gas Corp., Attn: Division Order Department; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding owner No. 6985 Lease No. 350 Live Oak County, Texas; regarding release from for authorization and records; regarding enclosed assignment from Myron Anderson on one-half interest in property
Document: Jan. 12, 1966; Release
DO NOT CITE

- Document: Feb. 3, 1966; Assignment
- Letter: Mar. 10, 1966; to Myron Anderson; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding J.W. Hailey Lease Live Oak County, Texas
- Letter: Mar. 8, 1966; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Bob Young, Texas Oil and Gas Corp.; regarding John W. Hailey lease Live Oak County, Texas; regarding enclosed transfer orders and request to execute and return
- Document: Mar. 1, 1966; Transfer Order; Texas Oil and Gas Corp.

Folder: Lyter Lease – Payne County, Oklahoma

- Letter: Mar. 25, 1976; to Continental Oil Company; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding D.O. 24395 SE SE Sec. 5 T19 NR1W Payne County, Oklahoma; regarding enclosed executed copies of Division Order #24395
- Document: Jun. 30, 1975; Oil and Gas Division Order; Continental Oil Company
- Document: Jun. 30, 1975; Oil and Gas Division Order; Continental Oil Company
- Letter: May 21, 1975; to Myron Anderson, Trustee and Mark J. O’Brien; from Southern States Oil Co.; regarding Lyter #1 Payne County, Okla.; regarding re-completion of Lyter #1; request to execute AFE and forward on if approved
- Letter: Aug. 17, 1976; to Jerry; from Ernesto; regarding enclosed papers signed and witnessed; regards to family; hand written
- Letter: Aug. 22, 1979; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Delbert R. Goodin, Landman, Darnell Drilling Inc.; regarding SE/4 Section 5-19N-1W Logan County, Oklahoma; request to sign and notarize lease and endorse draft
  - Check: Aug. 8, 1979; Customer Draft; to: Jerome J. O’Brien; from: Darnell Drilling, Inc.
- Letter: Dec. 20, 1977; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Nancy W. Barry, Baruch-Foster Corporation; regarding Wm. D. Watkins Lease No. 34-15 SE/4 Sec.5-19N-1W Payne County, Oklahoma; regarding enclosed one-year lease with draft; request to sign and notarize
  - Lease: Dec. 20, 1977; Oil and Gas Lease; lessor: Jerome J. O’Brien; lessee: Baruch-Foster Corporation
- Document: Dec. 7, 1977; Notice and Order Referring and Setting Cause Foe Hearing
- Letter: Nov. 4, 1976; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Michael A. Kojundic, Director Operations, Southern States Oil Company; regarding gram no. 1, SW/4 NW/4 Sec. 9-19N-1W Payne Co., Oklahoma Continental D/O #24989; regarding enclosed copies of division order and request to signed and returned
  - Document: Jul. 20, 1976; Oil and Gas Division Order; Continental Oil Company
Letter: Sep. 1, 1976; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from M.W. Pruitt, Associate Analyst, Mineral Lease Records, Continental Oil Company; request to execute enclosed division order as trustees of Delores Escamilla deMorales' life estate; regarding division orders not received
  ▪ Letter: Apr. 8, 1976; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from M.W. Pruitt, Associate Analyst, Mineral Lease Records, [Continental Oil Company]; regarding division orders to be executed
  ▪ Document: Jun. 30, 1975; Oil and Gas Division Order; Continental Oil Company

Letter: Jul. 12, 1976; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from M.W. Pruitt, Associate Analyst, Mineral Lease Records, Continental Oil Company; regarding division orders not yet received

Letter: Aug. 5, 1976; to Ernest Ancira; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding division order Watkins Lease Paine Co. Okla.; request for action on division order

Letter: Aug. 25, 1976; to M.W. Pruitt; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding division order #24395 Watkins Lease Payne Co. Okla.; regarding received executed division order by Dolores Escamilla de Morales
  ▪ Document: Jun. 30, 1975; Oil and Gas Division Order; Continental Oil Company

Letter: Apr. 8, 1976; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from M.W. Pruitt, Associate Analyst, Mineral Lease Records; regarding enclosed division order for Watkins No. 1 Lease

Letter: Aug. 5, 1976; to Ernest Ancira; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding division order Watkins lease Paine Co. Okla.; request for action on division order

Document: Oct. 22, 1975; Assignment of Oil and Gas Lease

Letter: Jan. 21, 1976; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Richard G. Smith, Production Manager, Baruch-Foster Corporation; regarding mineral interest SE 5-19N-1W Payne County, Oklahoma; regarding division order to be executed and return; request for address of Mark J. O’Brien

Lease: Mar. 1, 1976; Oil and Gas Lease; lessor: Jerome J. O’Brien; lessee: Baruch-Foster Corporation

Letter: Feb. 26, 1976; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Richard G. Smith, Production Manager, Baruch-Foster Corporation; regarding mineral interest (1.10 acres) SW/4 section 4-19N-1W Payne County, Oklahoma; regarding enclosed lease to be approved and executed

Letter: Feb. 24, 1976; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Richard G. Smith, Production Manager, Baruch-Foster Corporation; regarding mineral interest – SE/4 Sec. 5-19N-1W Payne County, Oklahoma; request for assistance for question on title
DO NOT CITE

- Lease: Mar. 1, 1976; Oil and Gas Lease; lessor: Jerome J. O'Brien; lessee: Baruch-Foster Corporation
- Letter: Mar. 17, 1976; to Jerome J. O'Brien; from Richard G. Smith, Production Manager, Baruch-Foster Corporation; regarding mineral interest – SE/4 Section 5-19N-1W (1/216 x 1/8 - .74 acres; ½ x 8/1152 x 1/8 - .55 acres) (reversionary – De Garcia Life Estate, ½ x 1.44 acres; Gutierrez Life Estate, ½ x 1.44 acres); regarding submitted lease for approval
  - Lease: Mar. 15, 1976; Oil and Gas Lease; lessor: Jerome J. O'Brien; lessee: Baruch-Foster Corporation
- Print: Aug. 8, 1971; Lyter Lease Payne Co. Okla.; salt water disposal tank
- Print: Aug. 6, 1971; Lyter #2 Payne Co. Okla.
- Print: n.d.; Storage Tanks; Lyter Lease – Payne Co. Okla.
- Print: Aug. 6, 1971; Lyter #1 Payne Co. Okla.
- Log: n.d.; Type Log Luciene Pool
- Log: Dec. 6, 1956; Radioactivity Log; Company: Aladdin Petroleum Corporation;
  Well: Lyter No. 2; Field: E. Orlando; Payne County, Oklahoma
- Letter: Sep. 30, 1975; to Southern States Oil Co., attn: Dean Miller; from M.L. Vance, Geologist, Deason and Vance Petroleum Consultants; regarding well recommendation – Southern States Lyter Lease section 9 19N 1W, Payne County, Oklahoma
- Map: Jan. 20, 1975; Orlando Pool Area; Payne Co., Oklahoma; for Southern States Oil Co.; by M.L. Vance; Structure – Top First Wilcox SD.
- Map: n.d.; unidentified location
- Map: Jan. 20, 1975; Orland Pool Area; Payne Co., Oklahoma; for Southern States Oil Co.; by M.L. Vance; Structure – Top Osage Layton SD.
- Chart: Aug. 1, 1974; Economic Analysis of Predicted Future Performance; Lease: Lyter; Payne County, Oklahoma
- Chart: Aug. 1, 1974; Economic Analysis of Predicted Future Performance; Lease: Lyter; Payne County, Oklahoma
- Document: Jan. 1, 1973; Oil and Gas Division Order; Continental Oil Company
- Document: Nov. 11, 1946; Agreement; Aladdin Petroleum Corporation and Alfred Morrison
- Note: n.d.; regarding Dean Miller; from the desk of Rita Schwab
- Map: Jan. 20, 1975; Orlando Pool Area; Payne Co., Oklahoma; for Southern States Oil Co. by M.L. Vance; Structure – Top Osage Layton SD
- Letter: Dec. 8, 1975; to J.J. O’Brien; from Michael A. Kojundic, Director Operations, Southern States Oil Company; regarding Lyter Lease Payne Co., Oklahoma; regarding enclosed transfer order for sale of working interest in lease
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- Document: Nov. 1, 1975; Oil and Gas Transfer Order; Continental Oil Company
- Document: Dec. 2, 1977; Application; Before the Corporation Commission of the State of Oklahoma; Cause CD No. 51824
- Letter: Dec. 5, 1975; to Mr. O’Brien; from Tom D. Berry; regarding enclosed lease to be signed, notarized and endorse draft and attach to lease and deposit in bank for collection
- Lease: Dec. 1, 1975; Oil and Gas Lease; lessor: Jerome J. O’Brien; lessee: Southern States Oil Co.
- Letter: Dec. 3, 1975; to Tom D. Berry; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding S/2 NW/4 Section 9 – 19 N- 1W Payne County, Oklahoma; regarding name correction on letter and enclosures
  - Letter: Nov. 25, 1975; to sir; from Tom D. Berry; regarding S/2 NW/4 Section 9 – 19N – 1W Payne Co., Okla.; request to execute lease and draft
- Letter: Dec. 19, 1975; to Baruch-Foster Corporation, attn: Richard G. Smith; xc: Myron Anderson; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding mineral interest SE ¼ Sec. 5-19 N-1W Payne County, Oklahoma; regarding interests held in property
- Telegram: Oct. 13, 1975; to J.J. O’Brien; from Dean M Miller, President, Southern States Oil Co.; confirmation of offer for all working interests in Lyter lease
- Document: Jun. 30, 1975; Oil and Gas Division Order; Continental Oil Company
- Letter: Dec. 29, 1975; to Richard G. Smith, Baruch-Foster Corporation; xc: Myron Anderson; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding mineral interest SE ¼ Sec. 5, T. 19N, R1W; regarding conveyance to Jerome J. O’Brien and Myron Anderson; regarding enclosed copy of conveyance
- Letter: Nov. 10, 1975; to Jerome J. O’Brien and Myron Anderson; from Richard G. Smith, Production Manager, Baruch-Foster Corporation; regarding mineral interest SE/4 Sec. 5-19N-1W Payne County, Oklahoma; request for information regarding owners
- Letter: Dec. 23, 1975; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Myron Anderson; regarding enclosed instrument requested by Baruch-Foster Corporation
- Mailgram: n.d.; to Dean Miller c/o Southern States Oil Co.; from Jerome J. O’Brien; confirmation of offer to purchase working interest in Lyter lease
- Document: Jan. 5, 1978; Report of the Commission; before the Corporation Commission of the State of Oklahoma; cause CD No. 51,824 Order No. 137044
- Letter: Dec. 7, 1977; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Nancy W. Barry, Land Department, Baruch-Foster Corporation; regarding Watkins Lease No. 34-15
SE/4 Sec. 5-19N-1W Payne County, Oklahoma; mineral interest: 2.73 acres; request to lease

- Map: Jan. 20, 1975; Orlando Pool Area; Payne Co., Oklahoma; for Southern States Oil Co.; by M.L. Vance; Structure-Top Misener SD.
- Document: Jan. 30, 1980; Application; before the corporation commission of the State of Oklahoma
- Map: n.d.; Township: 19-N; Range: 1-W; Paine County, Okla.
- Letter: May 13, 1975; to J.J. O'Brien; from Dean M. Miller, President, Southern States Oil Company; regarding enclosed AFE to rework the No. 1 Lyter; regarding re-establishing production on well
- Letter: May 17, 1968; to George H. Bruce, President, Aladdin Petroleum Corporation; from Jerome J. O'Brien; regarding recommendation of Mr. Morris Sitron; regarding paragraph “48”
- Letter: Jul. 14, 1967; to Myron Anderson; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding rental of the Watkins property; regarding remaining Lyter lease held by production; regarding analyzing proposal of Layton sand test
- Letter: Jul. 18, 1967; to Aladdin Petroleum Corp., attn: George H. Bruce; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Pelican Production Co. No. 1 Watkins, SW-NW-NE, 4-19-1; regarding recommendation
- Map: n.d.; Township: 19-N; Range: 1-W; Paine County, Oklahoma
- Report: n.d.; Geological Report Lyter #2 NE NW NW Sec. 9-19N-1W Payne County, Oklahoma
- Letter: Jun. 26, 1967; to James L. Woods, President, Pelican Production Corporation; from Harvey H. Holman; regarding recommendation for #1 Watkins; regarding Layton sand
  - Map: Jun. 25, 1967; Section Plat; Payne County, Oklahoma; Section 3,4,5,8,9 & 10; Township: 19 North Range: 1 West
- Letter: Jul. 22, 1967; to George H. Bruce, President, Aladdin Petroleum Corporation; cc: Jerome J. O’Brien; from Myron Anderson; regarding share in dry hole contribution
- Letter: May 13, 1968; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Geo. H. Bruce, Aladdin Petroleum Corporation; regarding recommendation of Mr. Sitrin; regarding joining in purchase from Ansara Brothers; request to assist in payment from Myron Anderson
- Document: Feb. 11, 1966; Transfer Order; 1245 – Henke and 1246 – Lyter
DO NOT CITE

- Letter: Feb. 17, 1966; to Myron Anderson; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding transfer order, Lyter lease Payne County, Okla.; regarding executed transfer order and request to have executed
- Letter: Feb. 11, 1966; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Ed Davis, Ashland Oil and Refining Company; regarding Henke lease 1245, Lyter lease 1246 Payne County, Oklahoma; regarding transfer order credited O’Brien and Anderson with ½ of interests in captioned lease; request to execute transfer order and return
- Document: Feb. 11, 1966; Transfer Order; 1245 Henke and 1246 Lyter
- Letter: Feb. 7, 1966; to Ashland Oil and Refining Company, attn: Division Order Department; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding farm no. 1246 owner no. 16973 Div. 40 Payne County, Okla.; regarding enclosed Photostat release by Midland National Bank of Midland; request for transfer order in order to transfer from bank to new assignees
- Document: Jan. 12, 1966; Release
- Letter: Aug. 12, 1965; to Joe S. Snider; cc: Jerome J. O’Brien; from Geo H. Bruce, Aladdin Petroleum Corporation; regarding R-143 7.1245 mineral acres SW/4 Section 4-19N-1W Payne County, Oklahoma; regarding participation in drilling of well; regarding addresses
- Letter: Jun. 10, 1963; to Myron Anderson; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed operating agreement between Petroleum Corporation and Alfred Morrison which was original agreement on Orlando field properties
- Letter: Jul. 28, 1964; to Aladdin Petroleum Company, attn: George H. Bruce; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Watkins Disposal Well NEQ, Sec. 8 T19N, R1W Payne County, Oklahoma; request for number of barrels of water Lyter lease makes per day
- Letter: Jul. 14, 1964; to Dr. Mark J. O’Brien, J. J. O’Brien and Myron Anderson, Trustee; from Geo. H. Bruce, President, Aladdin Petroleum Corporation; regarding Watkins Well NE Sec. 8-19N-1W Payne County, Oklahoma; regarding water disposal agreement with Watkins’ interests and explanation
- Chart: 1960; Lyter Lease Valuation; hand written
- Letter: Jan. 31, 1952; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Geog. H. Bruce, President, Aladdin Petroleum Corporation; regarding purchase of Jergins interests in Lyter and Henke producing leases
- Letter: Feb. 18, 1952; to Ashland Oil and Refining Company; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Ashland #1245 – Henke, Ashland #1246 – Lyter Payne County, Oklahoma; regarding enclosed photostatic copies of Assignments of subject leases with recording data, transferring interest from Aladdin Petroleum Corporation to Jerome J. O’Brien
- Document: Jan. 31, 1952; Assignment of Interest in Oil and Gas Leases
DO NOT CITE

- Letter: Feb. 7, 1952; to Harry C. Marberry, Ashland Oil and Refining Company; cc: Jergins Oil Company of Texas and Aladdin Petroleum Corporation; from Walter E. Whitt, Attorney, Ashland Oil and Refining Company; regarding Henke lease 1245, Lyter lease 1246 and Payne County, Oklahoma; regarding enclosed transfer orders
- Letter: Feb. 8, 1952; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from general counsel, Aladdin Petroleum Corporation; regarding enclosed assignments from Jergins Oil Company and letter settling transfer orders upon crude oil purchaser
- Letter: Feb. 8, 1952; to Ashland Oil and Refining Company; from general counsel, Aladdin Petroleum Corporation; regarding Aladdin – Henke lease no. 1245 and Aladdin-Lyter Lease no. 1246; regarding enclosed transfer orders; request to change records to reflect change of ownership
- Document: Jan. 28, 1952; Assignment of Interest in Oil and Gas Leases
- Receipt: Feb. 7, 1952; Return Receipt; Post Office Department
- Letter: Feb. 5, 1952; to County Clerk. Payne County; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed two assignments from Aladdin Petroleum Corporation to be recorded in Payne County, Oklahoma
- Document: Jan. 31, 1952; Assignment of Interest in Oil and Gas Leases
- Check: Feb. 1, 1952; to Union National Bank, Wichita, Kansas; from Jerome J. O’Brien
- Letter: Jan. 31, 1952; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from President, Aladdin Petroleum Corporation; regarding purchase of Jergins interest in Lyter and Henke Producing leases
- Letter: Jan. 22, 1952; to Aladdin Petroleum Corporation; from Paul H. White; title opinion: Jergins Oil Company of Texas; interest in the Lyter Lease: North half of the Northwest Quarter of Section 9, Township 19 North, Range 1 West, Payne County, Oklahoma
- Letter: Feb. 4, 1952; to Ashland Oil and Refining Company; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding transfer orders on Lyter lease and Henke lease;
- Document: Jan. 31, 1952; Transfer Order
- Folder: Matagorda County
  - Document: 2006; Notice of Appraised Value; Matagorda County Appr. Dist.
  - Statement: 2005; Tax Statement; Matagorda County Tax-Assessor-Collector
  - Statement: 2005; Tax Statement; Matagorda County Tax-Assessor-Collector
  - Receipt: 2002; Tax Receipt
DO NOT CITE

- **Folder: Montclair Apts.**
  - Statement: 2002; Tax Statement; Matagorda County Tax Assessor-Collector

- **Folder: Teppco; Natrona Co., Colorado**
  - Document: Jun. 6, 2000; Division Order; Diamond Shamrock Refining and Marketing Company; Property: Dakota-Lakota Unit TR 14
  - Document: Jun. 6, 2000; Division Order; Diamond Shamrock Refining and Marketing Company; Property: Dakota-Lakota Unit TR 15
  - Document: Jun. 7, 2000; Division Order; Diamond Shamrock Refining and Marketing Company; Property: Dakota-Lakota Unit TR 40
  - Document: n.d.; Instructions to All Interest Owners; Teppco
  - Document: Nov. 7, 2001; Oil Transfer Order and Agreement; Teppco

- **Folder: Navarro County – Royalty**
  - Draft: Sep. 11, 1967; Draft courtesy of The First National Bank; to The Devereux Corporation; from Jerome J. O’Brien
  - Notice: Sep. 14, 1967; Payor’s Notice; to The Devereux Corporation; from First National Bank
  - Map: n.d.; Navarro County
  - Letter: Sep. 14, 1967; to Jack Roach, Roach and Robertson; cc: E.E. Beatty and Jerome J. O’Brien; from J.A. Lavender, Jr.; regarding royalty interest and property; regarding check of title ownership
  - Document: Apr. 12, 1966; [Conveyance]; to The Devereux Corporation
  - Document: n.d.; Assignment of Overriding Royalty
  - Document: Mar. 5, 1966; Assignment of Overriding Royalty
  - Letter: Sep. 12, 1967; to J.J. O’Brien; from Ross Brunner; regarding enclosed copies of Assignment of Overriding Royalty from Marshall Harrell to Ross Brunner and Assignment of Overriding Royalty from Ross Brunner to The Devereux Corporation concerning Navarro and Hill Counties, Texas
  - Letter: n.d.; to Tom; from Marshall A. Harrell, Attorney-at-Law; regarding Dallas broker and royalty fee; regarding Corsicana
  - Letter: Aug. 18, 1965; to Thomas M. O’Brien; from Marshall A. Harrell; regarding rejection on submittal; regarding enclosed plat for deal/sale; regarding Ellenberger formation prospect; regarding enclosed samples of the lease form; enclosed road map of Texas show area that has been leased in this activity
  - Document: Mar. 5, 1966; Exhibit —A
  - Letter: Sep. 7, 1967; to J.J. O’Brien; from Ross Brunner; regarding information provided
DO NOT CITE

- Article Clipping: Apr. 5, 1965; The Oil and Gas Journal; "New East Texas Fever: Deep Drilling" by Robert G. Burke, Southwest Editor
- Letter: Apr. 27, 1965; to Joe B. Hudson; from James H. Montgomery; regarding section in western Navarro County play together with a discussion of possible play horizons
- Map: n.d.; Navarro County
- Lease: n.d.; Assignment of Oil and Gas Lease (Reserving Overriding Royalty Interest); not filled out
- Lease: n.d.; Oil, Gas and Mineral Lease; not filled out

- Folder: Norwood – Appraisal

- Folder: Oklahoma Royalties
  - Report: Jan. 18, 1954; Section 28-18N-4E Payne County, Oklahoma
  - Letter: Apr. 5, 1956; to W.H. Foster; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding NW/4, Sec. 24, T12N-R7E, Okfuskee County, Oklahoma; regarding decline of offer and offer to sell royalty
  - Letter: Feb. 18, 1956; to J.J. O’Brien; from W.H. Foster; regarding NW ¼ Sec, 24, TWP 12 N, R7E, Okfuskee County, Okla.; offer to buy royalty back
  - Deed: February 1956; Mineral Deed
  - Receipt: Apr. 12, 1957; received of: Jerome J. O’Brien; National Bank of Commerce
  - Postcard: Oct. 29, 1951; to: Mercury Drilling Company, Chester H. Westfall, President; Nora A. Dyche No. 1 - dry and abandoned 7005’
  - Document: Aug. 14, 1951; Assignment of Overriding Royalty Interest
  - Letter: Jun. 15, 1951; to Dr. Mark J. O’Brien; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding lease to be signed for Humphrey’s mineral interest
  - Letter: Mar. 10, 1951; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from D.N. Mitchell, Stanolind Oil and Gas Company; regarding lease no. 71119-B 80 acres being E/2 SW/4 Sec. 26-1N-4W Stephens County, Oklahoma; regarding recording in county and recorded release
  - Letter: Mar. 10, 1951; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from D.N. Mitchell, Stanolind Oil and Gas Company; regarding lease no. 71119-A 80 acres being E/2 SW/4 Sec. 26-1N-4W Stephens County, Oklahoma; regarding recording in county and recorded release
  - Letter: Oct. 11, 1950; to unknown; from M.S. Robertson; regarding payment of delay oil and gas lease rentals
Notice: Sept. 27, 1950; Notice of Oil Lease Rental Deposit; National Bank of Tulsa; to Jerome J. O’Brien; No. 8630

Letter: Feb. 5, 1980; to J.J. O’Brien; from Chris A. Wyatt; regarding enclosed lease and draft covering NW ¼ Sec. 24, township 12 N, Range 7 E; request to sign, notarize and endorse lease and draft and place in collection department of bank

Lease: Feb. 5, 1980; Oil and Gas Lease; lessor: J.J. O’Brien; lessee: Syd B. Wyatt

Map: April 1954; Plate Seismic Interpretation; Adele Prospect Payne County, Oklahoma; Kerr-Dudley and Company

Note: n.d.; various land locations; [Okfuskee County]

Letter: Apr. 9, 1957; to J. J. O’Brien; from C.A. Palmer; regarding offer for interest in tract

Lease: Apr. 2, 1957; Oil and Gas Lease; lessor: Jerome J. O’Brien; lessee: C.A. Palmer

Document: Apr. 2, 1957; Rental Division Order

Letter: Sep. 13, 1955; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Edwin H. Loosley, Production and Pipe Line Accountant, Continental Oil Company; regarding interest holdings indentified by lease code; request to verify information

Letter: Jun. 27, 1949; to Leonard R. Sayers; from Irene Dudley; regarding enclosed photostatic copy of mineral deed; regarding W/2 SW/4 Section 9, Township 12-North, Range 6-East, Lincoln County, Okla; JOC #5-B Lincoln County, Oklahoma

Deed: Jan. 10, 1949; Mineral Deed; grantor: Stanley H. Blanchard and Dorothy; grantee: Jerome J. O’Brien

Map: n.d.; Township: 12N; Range: 7E; Okfuskee County, Okla.


Document: Oct. 9, 1947; Conveyance of Overriding Royalty

Manuscript: 1947; Income 1947

Document: 1947; Assignment; not signed

- **Folder: Oklahoma – Geology of leases**
  - Diagram: n.d.; Subsurface Geologic Cross Section AB from Marion County, Kansas to Garfield County, Oklahoma
  - Diagram: n.d.; Subsurface Geologic Cross Section BC from Garfield County to Osage County, Oklahoma
  - Map: n.d.; Map of South Central Oklahoma; Oil Research Publications
  - Letter: Jan. 21, 1953; to J.J. O’Brien; from Rob’t L. Cassingham, Geologist; regarding E ½ Section 2-13N-2E Lincoln County, Oklahoma; regarding prepared subsurface structure contour maps and description
Map: Oct. 6, 1952; Section Plate; Lincoln County, Oklahoma; Section 1-2-11&12
Township: 13N Range 2E
Letter: Oct. 9, 1952; to Jerry O’Brien; Ross L. Mayo, Oil Investments; regarding
enclosed plat with interpretation; regarding agreeing on well when leased

- Folder: Correspondence 97
  - Note: n.d.; regarding name and address of Mrs. Terin O’Brien Johnston and Mrs.
    Dara Johnston; hand written
  - Letter: Aug. 27, 1997; to Pop [Jerome O’Brien]; from Thomas [O’Brien];
    regarding addresses; regarding personal information
  - Letter: n.d.; to Pop [Jerome O’Brien]; from [Thomas O’Brien]; regarding mob
    trial; regarding Marvin Rainwater; regarding various personal topics
    regarding discontinuation of fax number mailings
  - Letter: Apr. 30, 1997; to Jerry O’Brien; from Sandra E. Bloodworth, Director of
    Meetings, Convention and Business Affairs; regarding respect for TIPRO
  - Letter: Dec. 22, 1996; to my friends; from George E. Farenthold; regarding
    holiday greeting
  - Article Clipping: n.d.; San Antonio Express-News; “Lavish Meridian Rolls Out
    Red Carpet” by Patricia Konstam
  - Article Clipping: n.d.; unknown source; Terrell Hills; retail listing
  - Article Clipping: n.d.; [San Antonio Express-News]; “Bankruptcy Notice
    Infuriates Patrons of Jewelry Store: Alamo Heights Shop Owes Thousands” by
    Vicki Vaughan and Melissa Prentice
  - Document: Mar. 6, 1996; Minutes of the Argyle Annual Membership Meeting
    Oil and Charity
  - Letter: Mar. 26, 1997; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Don W. Wilson, Executive
    Director, George Bush Presidential Library Center; acknowledgement of gift
  - Card: Apr. 2, 1997; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Southwest Foundation for
    Biomedical Research; acknowledgement of gift
  - Letter: n.d.; to Southwest Airline Co., attn: Customer Relations; from Jerome J.
    O’Brien; request for reimbursement for unused tickets
  - Note: n.d.; regarding flights to Dallas and San Diego
  - Letter: Jul. 10, 1997; to Patricia; from Jerry; regarding photo of wall hanging
    Papal Blessing from 90th birthday
  - Card: c.a. 1996; to Jerome J. O’Brien; invitation to Seven Lakes Invitational
    Tournament
  - Newsletter: c.a. 1997; Spalding Public School Alumni
  - Form: 1997; The 1997 Spalding Public School Alumni Banquet Reservation
DO NOT CITE

- Letter: c.a. 1997; to Neiman Marcus; from Mary O’Brien; regarding enclosed item and receipt to be credited for; handwritten
- Letter: Jun. 7, 1997; to Jerry; from [illegible]; regarding enclosed check for airline tickets
- Announcement: c.a. 1997; Republican Leadership of the United States Senate is honored to nominate Jerome J. O’Brien to serve as representative from the state of Texas and attend 1997 Presidential Roundtable Summer Policy Forum
  - Letter: May 30, 1997; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Charlton Heston; regarding invitation to 10th Anniversary Summer Policy Forum
  - Letter: Jun. 2, 1997; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Senator Trent Lott, Majority Leader, Presidential Roundtable; invitation to become member of Presidential Roundtable 400
  - Brochure: Jun 23-25, 1997; Republican Presidential Roundtable; Membership Prospectus; 1997 Summer Policy Forum
- Letter: Jun. 11, 1997; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Don W. Wilson, Executive Director, George Bush Presidential Library Center; acknowledgment and thanks for gift
- Letter: n.d.; to Uncle Jerry; from Patricia; regarding personal family news and updates
  - Article Clipping: 1997; Queen of Hearts: 50th Anniversary: First Queen of Hearts Received Royal Treatment in 1997”
  - Article Clipping: May 1997; Albion News; Boone County Health Center May Employee of the Month – Kim Michael”
- Card: n.d.; to [Jerome O’Brien; from Thomas [O’Brien]; Father’s Day greeting card
- Letter: Jul. 3, 1997; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from George W. Bush; regarding acknowledgement for contribution
- Document: May 29, 1997; Notice of Class Action and Proposed Settlement; No. 95-08680
- Letter: Sep. 3, 1997; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Susan Combs, Combs Maravillas Ranch Post Ranch; regarding acknowledgement for contribution
- Article Clipping: 1997; unknown source; Osborn”; obituary
- Article Clipping: Dec. 10, 1996; San Antonio Express-News; Walker”; obituary
- Letter: n.d.; to Pop [Jerome O’Brien]; from Thomas [O’Brien]; regarding current events and personal updates
- Letter: Oct. 17, 1997; to Uncle Jerry; from Angela O’Brien; regarding medical history and condition; request for financial support
  - Letter: Nov. 20, 1997; to Angela O’Brien; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding response to letter; regarding small contribution
o Letter: Oct. 15, 1997; to Terrin and Dara Manus; from Grandpa & Grandma, Mary & Jerry O’Brien; congratulations on wedding; regarding enclosed check
o Document: Dec. 4, 1997; Fax Transmission; to Jerome O’Brien; from Pat Pfeifer; regarding contact information
o Letter: Dec. 18, 1997; to members of the UCLA family; from Albert Carnesale, Chancellor, University of California, Los Angeles; regarding updates and recognitions of previous year
o Letter: n.d.; to Pop [Jerome O’Brien; from Thomas [O’Brien]; regarding recent events with mother and current events
o Letter: n.d.; Jerry and Mary; from Stew Hagertad [?]; regarding personal updates and current events

- **Folder: Correspondence – 2000**
  o Letter: Jan. 16, 2001; to Jerome O’Brien; from Joseph M. Grant, Texas Capital Bancshares, Inc.; regarding regrets for not coming to Del Mar; regarding wish to meet up
  o Letter: Nov. 2, 2000; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from A. Scott Anderson, Executive Vice President, TIPRO; congratulations for being honored at –The 2nd Annual Wildcatter of the Year Gala”
  o Letter: Dec. 13, 2000; to Jerry O’Brien; from Sandra, a fan, TIPRO; regarding “a great man”
  o Letter: Nov. 3, 2000; to Jerry O’Brien; from Sandra E. Bloodworth, TIPRO Staff; regarding award; business card attached
  o Letter: Nov. 2, 2000; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from A. Scott Anderson, Executive Vice President, TIPRO; regarding congratulations on being honored at –The 2nd Annual Wildcatter of the Year Gala”
  o Card: Nov. 10, 2000; to Jerry; from Thavo; regarding thanks for evening
  o Card: Oct. 25, 2000; to Jerry; from Judy and Don Oliphant; regarding not being able to come to Wildcatter’s event; regarding congratulations
  o Document: c.a. 2000; invitation to –The 2nd Annual Wildcatter of the Year Gala”
  o Manuscript: n.d.; regarding images [?]
  o Article Clipping: n.d.; unknown source; –Engagement Announced: Walsh-Cockerill”
  o Article Clipping: Oct. 13, 2000; Spalding, Nebraska; –Cockerill-Walsh Wedding Held in Omaha
  o Card: c.a. 2000; to Jerome O’Brien; from Patricia Cockerill Family; congratulations for Board of Governors 2nd Annual Wildcatter of the Year award
  o Card: Oct. 28, 2000; to Uncle Jerry; from Patricia [Cockerill]; regarding personal updates; regarding Cockerill Roost Bed and Breakfast
DO NOT CITE

- Letter: Nov. 1, 2000; to Jerry; from J. Don McClelland; regarding thanks for contribution to San Antonio Youth for Christ Jog-A-Thon
- Letter: Oct. 24, 2000; to Jerry O'Brien; from Lysle Snow, Commander Oil Company, Ltd.; regarding congratulations for Wildcatters award
- Letter: Oct. 19, 2000; to Mr. and Mrs. Jerome J. O'Brien; from Frank F. Ledford, Jr., MD, FACS, President, Southwest Foundation for Biomedical Research; regarding acknowledgement and thanks for contribution
  - Document: Oct. 19, 2000; certification that Mr. and Mrs. Jerome J. O'Brien made a charitable donation of $1,000
- Letter: Aug. 21, 2000; to Dara; from Jerome J. O'Brien; regarding brochure received on Sidney Harbor
- Letter: Jun. 8, 2000; to Jerome O'Brien; from Keith E. Brant, Executive Director, UCLAlumni Association; regarding response to supplemental appeal
- Letter: Jul. 14, 2000; to Jerome J. O'Brien; from John D. Miller, Director of Major Gifts, UCLA Development; regarding thanks for visit; regarding information about planned giving accommodations
- Newsletter: 2000; Spalding Public School Alumni
- Letter: Apr. 2, 2000; to Jerome O'Brien; from J.C. "Mac" McFarland; regarding thanks for contribution to city council campaign
- Letter: n.d.; to Jerome O'Brien; from Elizabeth Ames Jones; regarding thanks for support in campaign for 121st District Texas Legislative seat
- Letter: Jul. 26 [no year given]; from Brooks and Kate, Crossroads at Firestone Vineyard; regarding thanks for experience at Del Mar opening day
- Card: 2000; to Mary and Jerry O'Brien; from John and Jane Hogestod; thank you greeting card
- Receipt: Jun. 1, 1999; Albertson's Pharmacy receipt
- Receipt: Jun. 1, 1999; Albertson's Pharmacy receipt
- Letter: 1999; to [Jerome O'Brien and others]; from Jerry and Patricia Williams; regarding updates and news from the last year
- Letter: Feb. 1, 2000; to Jerry O'Brien; from J.C. McFarland; request for support as candidate for Whittier City Council
- Letter: 1998; to [Jerome O'Brien and others]; from [Jerry and Patricia Williams; regarding updates and news from the last year
- Card: n.d.; to [Jerome O'Brien]; from Maria; Easter greeting card
- Letter: Jan. 11, 2000; to Parishioner; from Fr. Patrick O'Shea, M.S.C., Pastor, St. Anthony's De Padua Catholic Church; request for update of records for parish pictorial directory
- Letter: Dec. 30, 1999; to Jerome J. O'Brien; from Debbi Dorsett, South Texas Geological Society; regarding thanks for contribution for annual oil and gas industry Christmas party
DO NOT CITE

- Letter: Dec. 17, 1999; to Jerome O’Brien; from Henry Bonilla, United States Congressman, Texas; regarding thanks for contribution to campaign
- Article Clipping: n.d.; unknown source; ―Mortimer‖; obituary
- Program: 1997; In Memory of Noah Smith, Jr.

**Folder: TIPRO Memberships**
- Program: Jun. 2, 1996; “All That Glitters is Gold‘ President’s Reception and Dinner”
- Letter: Nov. 11, 1996; to Texas Independent Producers and Royalty Owners, attn: Sandra E. Bloodworth; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding thanks for letter and regarding enclosed article
- Letter: Nov. 5, 1996; to Mr. Wonderful Jerome O’Brien; from Sandra E. Bloodworth, Director of Meetings, Convention and Business Affairs, TIPRO; regarding recent newspaper article
- Letter: Oct. 12, 1996; to TIPRO, attn: Scott Anderson; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed article about 9th birthday
- Letter: May 16, 1994; to Deborah Rowell, Executive Director, Petroleum Technology Transfer Council; from A. Scott Anderson, Executive Secretary, The TIPRO Foundation, Inc.; regarding enclosed volumes for Texas Region of the PTTC
  - Report: c.a. 1994; Technical Proposal
- Chart: n.d.; Cost Sharing Worksheet (x6 for different years)
- Chart: August 1994; Chart 3: Focused Technology Workshop Cost (b)
- Chart: August 1994; Chart 4: Outreach, Referral and Producer Network Support Service (c)
- Document: Aug. 9, 1994; TIPRO Foundation/Producers Advisory Group Omni Hotel, Austin, Texas; includes various data; multiple pages
- Memo: Jul. 22, 1994; to TIPRO Foundation Board Texas Producer Advisory Group; from John G. Hurd and Thomas D. Coffman; regarding joint meeting
  - Document: Apr. 21, 1994; Producer Advisory Group Meeting PTTC – Texas Region Meeting Minutes; Draft
- Document: 1994: TIPRO Summer Policy Meeting Schedule of Events
- Letter: Jul. 13, 1994; to Executive Committee Members; from Rex H. White, Jr., TIPRO President; regarding membership committee appointments
- Document: 1975-1993; Mr. TIPRO Awards
- Document: n.d.; TIPRO Explorer Members
- Letter: Apr. 14, 1994; to 1994 TIPRO Convention Committee; from Estelle Yates Holmes, Chair; regarding final meeting
  - Map: n.d.; Key Map; Plaza San Antonio Hotel
- Letter: Jun. 24, 1994; to the Honorable Phil Gramm, United States Senate; bcc: TIPRO Foundation Board, Texas Producer Advisory Group, Rex H. White, Jr.,
E.L. Ames, Jr. and Deborah Rowell; from John G. Hurd, Hurd Enterprises, Ltd.; regarding concern about House Appropriations Committee bill

- Letter: Jun. 24, 1994; to the Honorable Kay Bailey Hutchison, United States Senate; bcc: TIPRO Foundation Board, Texas Producer Advisory Group, Rex H. White, Jr., E.L. Ames, Jr. and Deborah Rowell; from John G. Hurd, Hurd Enterprises Ltd.; regarding concern about House Appropriations Committee bill

- Memo: Apr. 19, 1994; to TIPRO Budget and Nominations Committee; from Julian G. Martin, EVP; regarding change of meeting room

- Letter: Mar. 25, 1994; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Malcolm D. Abel; regarding Roast for Julian and request to for members to submit stories

- Program: Jun. 6, 1994; A Farewell Roast Julian Martin

- Memo: Mar. 25, 1994; to San Antonio Convention Steering Committee; from Sandra E. Bloodworth; regarding 1990 San Antonio Convention Sponsors

- Letter: Mar. 15, 1994; to Beth Turner; cc: Thomas Coffman, Estelle Yates Holmes and Gayle Campbell; from Julian G. Martin, Executive Vice President, TIPRO

- Memo: Apr. 19, 1994; to Mr. TIPRO Award Committee; from Julian G. Martin, EVP, TIPRO; regarding change of meeting room

- Report: Apr. 27, 1994; Budget Nominations Committee Meeting

    - Document: Jun. 3, 1990; speech transcript, outline
    - Document: November 1989; Official Biography: Martin L. Allday
    - Document: Jun. 1, 1990; Rob Mosbacher
    - Document: 1990; Announcement Introduction
    - Document: Jun. 3, 1990; Presented with Gratitude to George P. Mitchell Mr. TIPRO 1990
    - Manuscript: n.d.; notes regarding speech points

  - Letter: Jun. 22, 1989; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Thomas D. Coffman, Chairman, TIPRO; regarding appointment to serve on TIPRO’s State Petroleum Issues Committee

  - Letter: Jun. 23, 1989; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Stacey H. Smyre, Chairman, TIPRO; regarding appointment to TIPRO’s National Energy Policy Committee

  - Letter: Apr. 24, 1989; to Jerome J. O’Brien; cc: members of the Mr. TIPRO” Selection Committee, Julian Martin; from John E. Watson, President, TIPRO; regarding enclosed “Mr. TIPRO” selection guidelines for use prior to meeting
    - Document: Apr. 24, 1989; —MrTIPRO” Selection Guidelines
    - Document: n.d.; Investments
DO NOT CITE

  - Document: n.d.; Executive Committee Nominations; multiple pages for different regions
  - Memo: Apr. 15, 1988; to TIPRO Vice President; from Shelby D. Pitts, Chairman, Budget and Nomination Committee, TIPRO; regarding May 4, 1988 meeting
  - Letter: Apr. 26, 1988; to members of committee to select Mr. TIPRO award; cc: John Watson; from R.L. Foree; regarding inability to serve on selection committee
  - Letter: Mar. 24, 1988; to Jerome J. O'Brien; cc: members of the →Mr. TIPRO” selection committee, Julian Martin; from John E. Watson, President, TIPRO; regarding methodology for selection of →Mr. TIPRO” recipient
    - Document: Mar. 24, 1988; →MrTIPRO” Selection Guidelines
    - Letter: Mar. 24, 1988; to Jerome J. O'Brien; cc: members of the →Mr. TIPRO” selection committee, Julian Martin; from John E. Watson, President, TIPRO; regarding methodology for selection of →Mr. TIPRO” recipient
  - Document: n.d.; Mr. TIPRO Awards
  - Letter: Mar. 15, 1988; to R.L. Foree, Sr.; from Johnny Mitchell; regarding Earl Turner's advice on selection of Mr. TIPRO
  - Letter: Mar. 15, 1988; to R.L. Foree; cc: John Watson, Julian Martin, Jerome J. O'Brien, Malcolm D. Abel, W. Earl Turner and Johnny Mitchell; from John G. Hurd; regarding Mr. TIPRO Award
  - Letter: Mar. 14, 1988; to Jerome J. O'Brien, John G. Hurd, Johnny Mitchell and Malcolm Abel; cc: John E. Watson; from R.L. Foree; regarding suggestion for candidate for Mr. TIPRO
    - Letter: Mar. 10, 1988; to R.L. Foree; cc: John Watson, Jerome J. O'Brien, John G. Hurd, Johnny Mitchell and Malcolm Abel; from W. Earl Turner; regarding suggestions for selecting Mr. TIPRO
  - Letter: Mar. 10, 1988; to R.L. Foree; cc: Julian Martin; from John E. Watson, President, TIPRO; regarding appointment of Mr. TIPRO selection committee
  - Letter: Oct. 12, 1987; to Jerome J. O'Brien; from Thomas D. Coffman, Membership Chairman, TIPRO; regarding thanks for maintaining explorer membership
DO NOT CITE

- Letter: Jun. 25, 1986; to TIPRO; from Jerome J. O'Brien; regarding explorer listing and correction of employment
- Memo: Sep. 3, 1986; to Tom Biery, Jim Bryant, Gary Bushell, Rex Fuller, Charles Gentry, Estelle Y. Holmes, John Hurd, Gayle Manry, Jerry O'Brien, Catherine T. Smith, John E. Watson, Marvin C. Zeid; from James W. Hunt, Chairman, National Energy Policy Committee, TIPRO; regarding subcommittee Appointment
- Letter: Sep. 12, 1986; to Jerome J. O'Brien; from Shelby D. Pitts, President, TIPRO; regarding thanks for contributions and request for more help
- Letter: May 2, 1997; to Charles Cheever; cc: Jerry O'Brien; from A. Scott Anderson, Executive Vice President, TIPRO; regarding request for sponsorship for Annual Convention
  - Document: n.d.; Founders Breakfast: Jerry O'Brien
- Letter: Jan. 6, 1986; to Jerome J. O'Brien; from Shelby D. Pitts, President, TIPRO; regarding thanks for service on Operations Advisory Committee
- Brochure: June 1984; Texas Independent Producers and Royalty Owners Association: 38th Annual Meeting Program
- Brochure: June 1985; General Announcements Directory: 39th Annual Convention
- Document: n.d.; Bylaws of Texas Independent Producers and Royalty Owners Association
- Document: n.d.; Monday Luncheon Agenda; notes attached
- Document: Jun. 11, 1984; M.C. TIPRO Luncheon
- Letter: Mar. 1, 1988; to John Watson, President, TIPRO; cc: Mr. TIPRO Selection Committee; from Johnny Mitchell
  - Letter: Mar. 1, 1988; to John Watson, President TIPRO; cc: Mr. TIPRO Selection Committee; from Johnny Mitchell; regarding awarding past presidents with Mr. TIPRO award
- Document: n.d.; Explorers Who are Delinquent or Who Have Lowered Their Dues
- Document: February 1988; TIPRO Explorers
- Document: 1988; copy of plaque and text regarding Mr. TIPRO 1988 W.J. (Bill) Murray Jr.; business card attached for Larry D. Springer, APR, Director of Communications, TIPRO
- Document: n.d.; Head Table Monday Luncheon

Manuscript: n.d.; Clayton

Manuscript: n.d.; various notes

Manuscript: n.d.; various notes

Document: n.d. Lone Star Steel; list of names

- Document: n.d.; Bill Murray Farewell Luncheon; Jerry O’Brien
  - Manuscript: Jun. 7, 1988; various notes
  - Program: June 1988; General Announcements: TIPRO 42nd Annual Convention

- Document: Jun. 6, 1994; Panel Seminar: TIPRO – Past, Present and Future; TIPRO’s Past, by Bernard Darbyshire; Annual Convention, San Antonio, Texas

- Letter: Sep. 29, 1989; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Julian G. Martin, Executive Vice President, TIPRO, regarding enclosed billing statement for dues; regarding financial changes

- Letter: Jun. 19, 1990; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Sandra E. Bloodworth, Business Mgr./Meeting Planner; regarding compliments and comments about annual convention


- Letter: Mar. 14, 1991; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Thomas D. Coffman, Thomas D. Coffman, Inc.; regarding enclosed brochure showing seismic availability


- Letter: Sep. 19, 2002; to Jerome J. O’Brien; cc: Joseph C. Abel and Stan McDonald; from A. Scott Anderson, Executive Vice President, TIPRO; regarding thanks for membership dues
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- Folder: TIPRO Foundation
  - Letter: Jul. 28, 1992; to Jerome J. O’Brien; cc: Thomas D. Coffman, Dr. Larry Goodwyn and Dr. Barbara Griffith; from John G. Hurd, Chairman, History Task Force, TIPRO; regarding financing of TIPRO history project
    - Document: 1990; Top 100 Texas Foundations Listed in Descending Order by 1989 Assets
    - Document: 1990; Top 100 Texas Foundations Listed in Descending Order by 1989 Grants
DO NOT CITE

- Document: 1990; list and description of foundations; sample of detailed description
  - Letter: Jan. 8, 1993; to Jacob Feldman, The Feldman Foundation; cc: TIPRO Foundation Board A. Scott Anderson; from John G. Hurd, Chairman, The TIPRO Foundation, Inc.; regarding request for grant and description of foundation and history project
  - Letter: Jan. 8, 1993; to Lisa K. Simmons, The Simmons Foundation, Inc.; cc: TIPRO Foundation Board, A. Scott Anderson; from John G. Hurd, Chairman, The TIPRO Foundation, Inc.; regarding request for grant and description of foundation and history project
  - Letter: Jan. 8, 1993; to The Hillcrest Foundation c/o Nations Bank – Trust Division; cc: TIPRO Foundation Board, A. Scott Anderson; from John G. Hurd, Chairman, The TIPRO Foundation, Inc.; regarding request for grant and description of foundation and history project
  - Letter: Jan. 4, 1993; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from A. Scott Anderson, Executive Secretary, The TIPRO Foundation, Inc.; regarding thanks for contribution and status report on programs
  - Letter: Sep. 21, 1992; to James R. Dougherty Jr. Foundation, The Dougherty Foundation c/o Hugh Grove, Jr.; cc: TIPRO Foundation Board; from A. Scott Anderson, Executive Secretary, The TIPRO Foundation, Inc.; regarding request for grant and description of foundation and history project
    - Document: c.a. 1992; Profiles of the Directors; The TIPRO Foundation, Inc.
    - Document: April 1992; Curriculum Vitae: Lawrence C. Goodwyn
    - Document: n.d.; Curriculum Vitae: Barbara S. Griffith
  - Letter: Jun. 10, 1992; to Dr. Don E. Carleton, Director and J.R. Parten Fellow in the Archives of American History; cc: John G. Hurd and Bennie Downing; from

- Memo: Dec. 26, 1991; to History Task Force; from Scott Anderson; regarding articles of incorporation and bylaws


- Form: Jun. 5, 1992; Consent Fixing Period of Limitation Upon Assessment of Tax Under Section 4940 of the Internal Revenue Code

- Letter: Aug. 24, 1992; to The TIPRO Foundation Inc.; from Gary O. Booth, District Director, Internal Revenue Service; regarding exemption from federal income tax under section 501 (a) of the Internal Revenue Service Code
  - Form: Jun. 5, 1992; Consent Fixing Period of Limitation Upon Assessment of Tax Under Section 4940 of the Internal Revenue Code


- Memo: Dec. 26, 1991; to History Task Force; from Scott Anderson; regarding articles of incorporation and bylaws

- Letter: Jun. 10, 1992; to Dr. Don E. Carleton, Director and J.R. Parten Fellow in the Archives of American History; cc: John G. Hurd and Bennie Downing; from
A. Scott Anderson, Executive Secretary; regarding enclosed gift to Center for American History of the University of Texas at Austin

- Letter: Jun. 22, 1992; to Jerome J. O’Brien; cc: Larry Goodwyn and Barbara Griffith; from John G. Hurd, Chairman, History Task Force, TIPRO; regarding updates on progress of history TIPRO history project
- Document: Jun. 12, 1992; Distribution: TIPRO Executive Committee
- Document: Mar. 28, 1992; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from TIPRO Foundation, Inc.; pledge to the TIPRO history project: $3,500
  - Letter: Mar. 26, 1992; to Jerome J. O’Brien; cc: Thomas D. Coffman; from John G. Hurd, Chairman, TIPRO History Task Force; regarding thanks for pledge on history project
  - Document: Feb. 7, 1992; Standard Report; list of names
- Document: n.d.; Telecopier Cover Letter; to Jerry O’Brien; from TIPRO
  - Fax: Feb. 7, 1992; to Julian G. Martin, Executive Vice President, TIPRO; from Gary Bushell, President, Corpus Christi Area Economic Development Corporation; regarding meeting with Protexa executives in San Antonio on Feb. 13th
- Letter: Jan. 6, 1992; to TIPRO Leaders and Committeemen; from Julian G. Martin, EVP; regarding a message of concern; regarding death of W. Earl Turner
  - Document: Jan. 6, 1992; to Various TIPRO Leaders; from TIPRO; Telecopier Cover Letter
  - Map: n.d.; map of part of Austin, TX; location Saint Theresa Catholic Church
- Document: December 1991; Articles of Incorporation of the TIPRO Foundation, Inc.; Under Title 32, Chapter 9, Article 1396 of the Texas Non-Profit Corporation Act
  - Document: n.d.; list of amendments to 12/26/91 bylaws
  - Document: n.d.; Bylaws of The TIPRO Foundation, Inc.
- Letter: Apr. 25, 1994; to E.L. Ames, Jr., Chairman, Management and Budget Committee, Petroleum Technology Transfer Council; cc: TIPRO Foundation Board of Directors, PTTC Board of Directors, Texas Producer Advisory Group, Ms. Deborah Rowell; from John G. Hurd, Chairman, The TIPRO Foundation, Inc.
  - Letter: Apr. 26, 1994; to E.L. Ames, Jr., Chairman, Management and Budget Committee, Petroleum Technology Transfer Council; cc: PTTC Board, TIPRO Foundation Board, Texas PAG Members, Deborah Rowell;
from Thomas D. Coffman, Chairman, Texas Producer Advisory Group; regarding report on results of April 21 meeting of Texas Producers Advisory Group

- Letter: Apr. 25, 1994; to Deborah Rowell, Executive Director, Petroleum Technology Transfer Council; cc: TIPRO Foundation Board, E.L. “Gene” Ames, Jr.; from A. Scott Anderson, Executive Secretary
  - Memo: Mar. 31, 1993; to TIPRO Foundation Board Members and Selected Friends of the Foundation; from Scott Anderson; regarding update of Foundation Fundraising Efforts
  - Report: Dec. 21, 1992; The TIPRO Foundation, Inc. Financial Statements – Cash Basis; Glass and Company, CPAs
  - Document: Apr. 18, 1946; The Charter of Texas Independent Producers and Royalty Owners Association
  - Memo: Aug. 28, 1991; to members of TIPRO’s History Task Force; from Julian G. Martin, EVP; regarding Austin meeting
  - Memo: Aug. 19, 1991; to members, TIPRO History Task Force; from John Hurd, Chairman, TIPRO; regarding informal meeting on Aug. 24th
  - Document: n.d.; Telecopier Cover Letter; to TIPRO’s History Task Force; from Chairman John Hurd
  - Memo: Aug. 12, 1991; to members, TIPRO History Task Force; from John Hurd, Chairman, TIPRO; regarding informal meeting on Aug. 24
    - Document: Aug. 23-24, 1991; Schedule
    - Document: n.d.; Transportation
    - Map: n.d.; Area Map; League City and South Shore Harbour
  - Document: n.d.; TIPRO History Task Force Resolution
  - Memo: May 31, 1991; to TIPRO History Task Force; from Julian G. Martin, EVP; regarding financing
  - Document: n.d.; Telecopier Cover Letter; to TIPRO History Task Force; from Julian Martin
  - Document: n.d.; Telecopier Cover Letter; to TIPRO History Task Force; from John Hurd, Chairman, TIPRO
  - Memo: May 29, 1991; to TIPRO History Task Force; from Chairman, John G. Hurd, TIPRO; regarding meeting notice

- Folder: Dexter Field – Walthall County, Miss. Lease #66767; Skelly Oil Company
Letter: Mar. 15, 1961; to Skelly Oil Company, attn: J.J. Farnsworth; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding lease no. 70385 Humble-Dexter Oil Unit Walthall County, Mississippi; regarding enclosed division order
  • Letter: Mar. 8, 1961; to all interest owners; from Wm. T. Joyce, Lease Records Division, Skelly Oil Company; by J.J. Farnsworth; regarding lease no. 70385 Humble-Dexter Oil Unit Walthall County, Mississippi; regarding enclosed division orders to be signed and returned

Document: Mar. 9, 1961; Division Order

Document: Jan. 24, 1962; Division Order

Letter: Jan. 19, 1962; to all interest owners; from Wm. T. Joyce, Lease Records Division, Skelly Oil Company; by J.J. Farnsworth; regarding enclosed division order for execution

Document: Jan. 19, 1962; Division Order

Document: Feb. 1, 1966; Ratification Agreement, Dexter Field Unit No. 1; Walthall County, Mississippi
  • Letter: May 16, 1966; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Carl E. Haskett, Chairman, Operators Committee, Murphy Oil Corporation; regarding proposed Dexter field unitization; Walthall County, Mississippi; regarding enclosed unit agreement, letter of explanation and copies of Ratification Agreement for consideration and execution
  • Letter: Apr. 15, 1966; to royalty owners; from Carl E. Haskett, Chairman, Operators Committee, Murphy Oil Corporation; regarding necessity and benefits to be derived from Unitization and Waterflooding of portion of Dexter field
    • Diagram: October 1965; Dexter Field Proposed Unit Area Walthall County, Mississippi; Performance Curves
  • Agreement: Feb. 1, 1966; Unit Agreement; Dexter Field Unit No. 1 Walthall County, Mississippi

Letter: Jul. 6, 1966; to working and royalty interest owners; from E.T. May, Contracts and Records, Murphy Oil Corporation; regarding Dexter Field Unit No. 1 Walthall County, Mississippi; regarding Field Unit No. 1 effective
  • Letter: May 13, 1966; to all interested parties; from Carl E. Haskett, Chairman, Operators Committee, Murphy Oil Corporation; regarding enclosed public notice which advises on hearing to be held concerning proposed Dexter Field Unit

Document: c.a. 1966; Public Notice; in the State Oil and Gas Board of Mississippi; Docket no. 107-66-119

Document: Jun. 13, 1980; Division Order

Receipt: Aug. 1, 1980; Rental Receipt; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Coquina Oil Corporation; (x3 for different properties)
DO NOT CITE

- Letter: Jun. 13, 1980; to Jerome J. O'Brien; from Henry W. Prejean, Division Order Analyst, Getty Oil Company; regarding Getty Oil Company Morris 3610 Dexter Field Walthall County, Mississippi; regarding enclosed division orders covering interest; request for addresses of different parties

- Document: n.d; Instructions to All Interest Owners; R.W. Tyson Producing Co., Inc.
  - Document: Feb. 23, 1995; Division Order

- Document: n.d; Instructions to All Interest Owners; R.W. Tyson Producing Co., Inc.
  - Document: Sep. 21, 1995; Division Order

- Letter: Oct. 31, 1961; to all interest owners; from Wm. T. Joyce, Lease Records Division, Skelly Oil Company; by J.J. Farnsworth; regarding lease no. 70683 Morris ‘B’ Unit Walthall County, Mississippi; regarding enclosed division orders to be executed and returned
  - Letter: Oct. 31, 1961; to all interest owners; from Wm. T. Joyce, Lease Records Division, Skelly Oil Company; by J.J. Farnsworth; regarding lease no. 57706 Morris ‘C’ Unit Walthall County, Mississippi; regarding enclosed division orders to be executed and returned
  - Letter: Sep. 27, 1961; to all interest owners; from Wm. T. Joyce, Lease Records Division, Skelly Oil Company; by J.J. Farnsworth; regarding lease no. 68181 Humble-Dexter Gas Unit No. 2 Walthall County, Mississippi; regarding enclosed division orders to be executed and returned
  - Letter: Sep. 25, 1961; to all interest owners; from Wm. T. Joyce, Lease Records Division, Skelly Oil Company; by J.J. Farnsworth; regarding lease no.70283 McRaney-Johnson Unit Walthall County, Mississippi

- Document: Sep. 25, 1961; Division Order

- Letter: Oct. 7, 1980; to interest owner; from Christina J. Boughman, Division Orders, Land Records Accounting, Amerada Hess Corporation; regarding 05864-0000: Pittman –D” Unit E/2 Section 1-1N-21E, and W/2 Section 6-1N-13E containing 640 acres; Walthall County, Mississippi
  - Document: Oct. 7, 1980; Gas Division Order

- Letter: Nov. 24, 1964; to Skelly Oil Company; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Humble Dexter No. 3 Unit NE 1/4 , Sec. 18, NW ¼, Sec. 17, 1N13E; regarding change of mailing address

- Letter: Nov. 12, 1964; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from L.L. Byars, Skelly Oil Company; regarding Skelly Oil Company FPC Gas Rate Schedule No. 123; Dexter Field, Mississippi Lease: Humble-Dexter No. 3 Unit NE/4 Sec. 18 and NW/4 Sec. 17-1N-13E
DO NOT CITE

- Letter: Feb. 5, 1962; to all interest owners; from J. J. Farnsworth; regarding lease no. 72667 Prisk Unit; Walthall County, Mississippi; regarding selling of gas from Prisk Unit; regarding enclosed division orders to be signed and returned
  - Document: Feb. 5, 1962; Division Order
- Letter; Jan. 24, 1962; to all interest owners; from Wm. T. Joyce, Lease Records Division, Skelly Oil Company; by J.J. Farnsworth; regarding gas being sold from Humble-Dexter No. 3 Unit; regarding enclosed division orders to be signed and returned
- Letter: Dec. 12, 1960; to Skelly Oil Company, attn: Lease Renewals Division; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding lease no. 69447 Pittman ‘B’ Walthall County, Miss.; regarding enclosed completed division order
- Letter: Dec. 13, 1960; to Skelly Oil Company; from C.R. Viscouny; regarding lease no. 69447 Pittman ‘B’ Walthall County, Miss.; regarding royalty owners not credited with 50% interest
  - Chart: n.d.; Computation of Group Royalty Interest – Pittman ‘B’ Unit
  - Letter: Dec. 9, 1960; to all interest owners; from Wm. T. Joyce, Lease Records Division, Skelly Oil Company; by J.J. Farnsworth; regarding lease no. 69447 Pittman ‘B’ Walthall County, Mississippi; regarding selling of gas from Pittman ‘B’ unit; regarding enclosed division orders
  - Document: Dec. 9, 1960; Division Order
  - Letter: Feb. 15, 1960; to Ford Graham; from Verne L. Culbertson; amount due for services
  - Letter: May 20, 1960; to Ford Graham; from Verne L. Culbertson; amount due for services
  - Letter: May 20, 1960; to Ford Graham; from Verne L. Culbertson; regarding enclosed map and report; regarding significant developments at Dexter Field
  - Document: May 20, 1960; Field and Wildcat Development since January 1960 in Dexter Field Area; by Verne L. Culbertson
Document: 1995; Notice of Appraised Value; Willacy County Appraisal District
Notice: n.d.; Notice to Royalty Owner; Skelly Oil Company
Statement: December 1959; Skelly Oil Company
Statement: December 1959; Skelly Oil Company
Statement: December 1959; Skelly Oil Company
Statement: November 1959; Skelly Oil Company
Statement: November 1959; Skelly Oil Company
Statement: October 1959; Skelly Oil Company
Statement: October 1959; Skelly Oil Company
Letter: Nov. 24, 1959; to Skelly Oil Company, attn: Division Order Department; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding lease #66767 Mr. B. Hengst Unit, Walthall County, Mississippi
Statement: September 1959; Skelly Oil Company
Statement: September 1959; Skelly Oil Company
Statement: August 1959; Skelly Oil Company
Statement: August 1959; Skelly Oil Company
Statement: July 1959; Skelly Oil Company
Statement: June 1959; Skelly Oil Company
Statement: June 1959; Skelly Oil Company
Notice: n.d.; notice to royalty owner; Skelly Oil Company
Statement: June 1959; Skelly Oil Company
Statement: May 1959; Skelly Oil Company
Statement: April 1959; Skelly Oil Company
Statement: March 1959; Skelly Oil Company
Statement: February 1959; Skelly Oil Company
Statement: January 1959; Skelly Oil Company
Statement: December 1959; Skelly Oil Company
Statement: November 1959; Skelly Oil Company
Statement: October 1959; Skelly Oil Company
Notice: n.d.; notice to royalty owner; Skelly Oil Company
Invoice: Dec. 3, 1958; Remittance Advice; Skelly Oil Company; B.L. Herring Unit
Invoice: Dec. 3, 1958; Remittance Advice; Skelly Oil Company; B.L. Herring Unit
Invoice: n.d.; Remittance Advice; Skelly Oil Company
Invoice: Remittance Advice; Skelly Oil Company; 57121 – Dexter Unit
Invoice: Remittance Advice; Skelly Oil Company; B.L. Herring Unit
Letter: Aug. 1, 1960; to Messrs. Frederick L. Ehrman, Martin N. Erck, A.W. Gentry, Ford M. Graham, Joe B. Hudson, John R. McMillan, Donlin P. Murdy,
Jerome J. O’Brien, Stafford Park, Howard C. Pyle and E.E. Pyles; from C.R. Viscounty; regarding Walthall County, Mississippi royalty

- Chart: n.d.; Computation of Group Royalty Interest – Hoover-Morris Unit-Gas
- Letter: Aug. 1, 1960; to Skelly Oil Company; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Hoover-Morris Unit lease no. 68670 SE/4 of Section 35 and SW/4 of Section 36-2N-12E Walthall County, Mississippi; regarding division order
- Letter: Jul. 26, 1960; to interest owners; from Wm. Joyce, Lease Records Division, Skelly Oil Company; regarding enclosed division orders
- Document: Jul. 25, 1960; Division Order
  - Chart: n.d.; Computation of Group Royalty Interest – Skelly H.S. Pittman Gas Unit
- Letter: May 4, 1960; to Skelly Oil Company; from Jerome J. O’Brien; lease no. 68243 H.S. Pittman Unit Walthall County, Mississippi; regarding enclosed executed copy of division order
  - Letter: Apr. 27, 1960; to all interest owners; from Wm. Joyce, Lease Records Division, Skelly Oil Company; by J.J. Farnsworth; regarding lease no. 68243 H.S. Pittman Unit Walthall County, Mississippi; regarding enclosed division order to be executed and returned
- Document: Apr. 27, 1960; Division Order
- Letter: Feb. 29, 1960; to all royalty interest owners; from L. Whitlock, Lease Records Division, Skelly Oil Company; regarding lease no. 66177 Union – Lee Unit Walthall County, Mississippi; regarding enclosed gas and condensate division order to be executed and returned
  - Chart: n.d.; Computation of Group Royalty Interest – Union Producing Lee Gas Unit
- Letter: Mar. 7, 1960; to Skelly Oil Company; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding division order lease no. 66177 Union-Lee Unit, Walthall County, Mississippi
- Document: Feb. 29, 1960; Division Order
- Letter: Jan. 28, 1960; to Messrs. Frederick L. Ehrman, Martin N. Erck, A.W. Gentry, Ford M. Graham, Joe B. Hudson, John R. McMillan, Donlin P. Murdy,
Jerome J. O’Brien, Stafford Park, Howard C. Pyle and E.E. Pyles; from C.R. Viscounty; regarding geological evaluation report and dollar evaluation for group

- Chart: n.d.; Dexter Royalty: Possible Additional Gas Units
- Chart: n.d.; Dexter Royalty: Possible Additional Gas Units
- Chart: n.d.; Dexter Royalty: Proven Additional Oil Units

- Chart: n.d.; Walthall County, Miss. Royalty; Record of Checks Received from Skelly Oil Co. (by HCP)
- Letter: Jan. 7, 1960; to Skelly Oil Company, attn: Division Order Department; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed executed division order
  - Chart: n.d.; Computation of Group Royalty Interest – Lease 62188 – Joe Pittman (Well #2)
- Document: Dec. 29, 1959; Division Order
- Letter: Dec. 29, 1959; to all interest owners; from L. Whitlock, Lease Records Division, Skelly Oil Company; by J.A. Eddington; regarding lease no. 62188 Joe Pittman (Well #2) Walthall County, Mississippi; regarding enclosed division order to be executed and returned
  - Chart: n.d.; Computation of Group Royalty Interest – Lease no. 66767 M.B. Hengst Unit
- Document: Nov. 13, 1959; Division Order
- Letter: Nov. 13, 1959; to all interest owners; from J.A. Eddington, Skelly Oil Company; regarding lease no. 66767 M.B. Hengst Walthall County, Mississippi; regarding enclosed division order to be signed and returned
DO NOT CITE

- Chart: Aug. 10, 1959; Computation of Group Royalty Interests – Lease #64692 Pittman – “A” Unit and lease # 65315 M.B. McKenzie Unit
  - Chart: October 1959; Walthall County, Mississippi Royalty
    - Chart: June 1959; Computation of Group Royalty Interest – Lease #60897 B.I. Herring Gas Unit
  - Letter: Jun. 22, 1959; to Skelly Oil Company, attn: Lease Records Division; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed executed division order
    - Letter: n.d.; to all interest owners; from L. Whitlock, Lease Records Division, Skelly Oil Company; by Wm. Joyce; regarding enclosed division order to be executed
    - Document: Jun. 12, 1959; Division Order
  - Letter: n.d.; to Skelly Oil Company, attn: lease records division; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding lease no. 64692 Pittman – “A” Unit NE/4 Sec. 7 and NW/4 Sec. 8 – 1N-13E Walthall County, Mississippi; regarding enclosed executed division order
  - Letter: Jul. 29, 1959; to all interest owners; from L. Whitlock, Lease Records Division, Skelly Oil Company; by J. A. Eddington; regarding lease no. 64692 Pittman – “A” Unit NE4 Sec. 7 & NW4 Sec. 8-1N-13E Walthall County, Mississippi; regarding enclosed division order to be executed and returned
  - Document: Jul. 23, 1959; Division Order
  - Letter: Jul. 29, 1959; to Skelly Oil Company, attn: Lease Records Division; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed executed division order
  - Letter: Jul. 27, 1959; to all interest owners; from L. Whitlock, Lease Records Division, Skelly Oil Company; by Wm. Joyce; regarding enclosed division order to be executed and returned
  - Letter: Jun. 17, 1959; to Skelly Oil Company, attn: Lease Records Division; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed executed division order
    - Letter: Jun. 10, 1959; to Skelly Oil Company, attn: Lease Records Division; from Jerome J. O’Brien; request to return executed division order accidently sent; includes note in reply
  - Letter: Jun. 10, 1959; to Skelly Oil Company, attn: Lease Records Division; from Jerome J. O’Brien; request to return executed division order accidently sent
  - Document: Jun. 1, 1959; Division Order
  - Letter: Jun. 9, 1959; to Messrs. Frederick L. Ehrman, Martin N. Erck, A.W. Gentry, Ford M. Graham, Joe B. Hudson, John R. McMillan, Donlin P. Murdy,
Jerome J. O’Brien, Stafford Park, Howard C. Pyle and E.E. Pyles; from C.R. Viscounty; regarding Walthall County, Mississippi, royalty

- Chart: Jun. 9, 1959; Computation of Group Royalty Interests – Lease #57121 Dexter Gas Unit; Lease #6005 O.C. Hart Oil Unit
  - Letter: Jun. 8, 1959; to Skelly Oil Company, attn: Lease Records Division; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed executed division order
  - Letter: Jun. 3, 1959; to interest owners; from L. Whitlock, Lease Records Division, Skelly Oil Company; regarding lease no. 57121 – Dexter Gas Unit Marion and Walthall Counties, Miss.; regarding lease no. 66005 – O.C. Hart Oil Unit Walthall County, Mississippi
  - Document: Jun. 1, 1959; Division Order

  - Chart: n.d.; Estimated Value of Walthall Royalty
  - Chart: Mar. 30, 1959; Estimated Value of Walthall Royalty


- Folder: Walthall and Marion Counties, Miss.; royalty purchase (Dexter Field)

Jerome J. O’Brien- Personal File

- Map: Nov. 16, 1956; Royalty Holdings – Curtis A. Kinard (1109.225 acres); Marion – Walthall Counties, Miss.
- Document: Jun. 2, 1998; Division Order
  - Letter: May 9, 1996; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Anna H. Landrum, Bookkeeper, J.R. Pounds, Inc.
- Statement: Oct. 10, 2002; Ad Valorem Tax Statement
- Letter: Nov. 15, 1978; to interest owners; from Robert J. Pitts; regarding C/N 3915 – Pennzoil Producing Company Prisk –C” Unit Walthall County, Mississippi; regarding enclosed division order to be executed and returned
DO NOT CITE

- Letter: Jul. 30, 1980; to Jerome J. O'Brien; from Sherry C. Taylor, Lease Records, Tideway Oil Programs, Inc.; regarding MS.067-191 North Dexter Prospect Walthall County, MS
- Letter: Mar. 19, 1974; to Skelly Oil Company; from Jerome J. O'Brien; regarding division order lease #06787 Walthall Co., Mississippi S ½ Sec 36 – 2N – 12E; N ½ Sec 1 – 1N – 12 E
- Letter: Dec. 9, 1966; to all interest owners in the Dexter Field Unit No. 1; from E.F. Whitehorne; regarding enclosed division orders to be executed and returned
- Document: Dec. 1, 1966; Division Order
- Letter: Jan. 7, 1965; to all interest owners; from L.A. Stricklin, Trans-State Oil Company; regarding enclosed division order to be executed and returned
- Document: Jan. 6, 1965; Division Order
- Invoice: Feb. 6, 1958; Remittance Advice; Skelly Oil Company
- Letter: Aug. 4, 1994; to Royalty Interest Owners; from Rita Reibling; regarding enclosed division order to be executed and returned
  - Document: Aug. 4, 1994; Division Order
- Document: Sep. 1, 1993; Division Order; (x3 for different properties)
- Letter: Oct. 12, 1993; to royalty interest owners; from Beth Sitton, Secretary, R.W. Tyson Producing Co., Inc.; regarding division order to be executed and returned
  - Document: Sep. 1, 1993; Division Order; (x2)
- Letter: Mar. 25, 1993; to royalty interest owners; from Emmett A. Eaton, Jr., Vice President, R.W. Tyson Producing Co., Inc.; regarding enclosed division orders to be executed and returned
  - Document: Mar. 20, 1993; Division Order
- Letter: Mar. 2, 1993; to Royalty Interest Owners; from Beth Sitton, Secretary, R.W. Tyson Producing Co., Inc.; regarding enclosed division orders to be executed and returned
  - Document: Mar. 2, 1993; Division Order; (x3)
- Letter: Dec. 2, 1992; to royalty interest owners; from Emmet A. Eaton, Jr., Vice President, R.W. Tyson Producing Co., Inc.; regarding enclosed division order to be executed and returned
  - Document: Jul. 10, 1992; Division Order
- Letter: Feb. 25, 1983; to interest owner; from Sam E. Gordin, Division Order Manager, Kaiser-Francis Oil Company; regarding Joe Pittman Section 31-2N-13W Walthall County, Mississippi lease no. 91227; regarding enclosed division order to be executed and returned
  - Document: n.d.; Instructions to All Interest Owners; Kaiser-Francis Oil Company
  - Document: Feb. 25, 1983; Oil and Gas Division Order
DO NOT CITE

- Letter: Jan. 17, 1985; to owner; from D.W. Maxwell, President, Maxwell Exploration, Inc.; regarding division order Thad Lowe Estate 26-1 Well No. Section 26-Township 2 North-Range 12East Knoxo Field, Walthall County, Mississippi; request to execute and return division order
  - Document: Nov. 20, 1984; Oil and Gas Division Order; Maxwell Exploration, Inc.
- Letter: Jul. 7, 1981; to interest owners; from Peggy Staggs, Basin, Inc.; regarding lease no. 204897-Coquina Oil Corporation – Joe Pittman
  - Document: n.d.; Instructions to Interest Owners
  - Document: Jul. 7, 1981; Oil, Gas and Condensate Division Order; Basin, Inc.
- Letter: Feb. 5, 1979; to interest owner; from Susan F. Ross, Division Order Analyst, Getty Oil Company; regarding C/N 3922 – Stogner 12-8 No. 1 Well Walthall County, Mississippi
  - Document: Feb. 5, 1979; Division Order
- Letter: Nov. 1, 1977; to royalty owner; from Curtis G. Pickett, Land-Lease Records Department, Pennzoil Producing Company; regarding unit no. 52794 Pittman –C” Unit (Paluxy) Dexter Field Walthall County, Mississippi; regarding enclosed division order to be executed and returned
  - Document: n.d.; Oil and Gas Division Order no. 52794; Pennzoil Producing Company
- Letter: Feb. 8, 1978; to all interest owners; from J.J. Farnsworth, Getty Oil Company; regarding lease no. 13834 – Pittman –C” Deep Unit Walthall County, Mississippi
  - Document: Feb. 8, 1978; Division Order; Getty Oil Company
- Letter: Jun. 30, 1978; to interest owner; from Thomas W. Harris; regarding C/N 3758 – Getty Oil Company Pittman –D” Unit Walthall County, Mississippi
  - Document: Jun. 29, 1978; Division Order; Getty Oil Company
- Document: Sep. 1, 1978; Division Order; Getty Oil Company
- Letter: Jul. 13, 1978; to royalty owner; from Curtis G. Pickett, Land-Lease Records Department, Pennzoil Producing Company; regarding unit no. 52893 Pittman –D-1” Paluxy Unit Dexter Field Walthall County, MS
  - Document: n.d.; Oil and Gas Division Order No. 52893; Pennzoil Producing Company
- Letter: Jul. 31, 1978; to royalty owner; from Curtis G. Pickett, Land-Lease Records Department, Pennzoil Producing Company; regarding unit no. 52720 Prisk –C-1” Unit Dexter Field; Walthall County, MS
- Document: July 1978; Oil and Gas Division Order No. 52720-00; Pennzoil Producing Company
Letter: Mar. 4, 1974; to all interest owners; from William T. Joyce, Crude Oil and Gas Accounting Section, Division Order Unit, Skelly Oil Company; regarding lease 06787 – J.N. Pittman S2 Section 36-2N-12E; N2 Section 1-1N-12E, Walthall County, Mississippi

Document: Mar. 1, 1974; Division Order; Skelly Oil Company

Letter: Oct. 5, 1966; to all interest owners; from William T. Joyce, Lease Records Divisions, Skelly Oil Company; regarding enclosed division order to be executed and returned

- Document: Oct. 3, 1966; Oil Division Order; Skelly Oil Company

Letter: Feb. 20, 1964; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from William T. Joyce, Lease Records Division, Skelly Oil Company; regarding lease no. 69447 – Pittman –B”; Lease No. 69946 – Morris Heirs; Walthall County, Mississippi

Document: Feb. 19, 1964; Supplemental Division Order; Skelly Oil Company

Document: n.d.; Quitclaim and Declaration of Interest

Letter: Nov. 28, 1966; to all interest owners; cc: Trans-State Oil Company and Union Producing Company; from William T. Joyce, Lease Records Division, Skelly Oil Company; regarding lease no. 00082 (Phase I) Lease No. 00083 (Phase II) Dexter Field Unit No. 1 Walthall County, Mississippi

Document: Feb. 19, 1964; Division Order; Skelly Oil Company


Document: n.d.; Chain of Title covering SE/4 SE/4 Section 1 and NE/4 NE/4 Section 12, Twp. 1N, Rge. 12E, Walthall County, Mississippi, reflecting the title problem and the reason that royalties are being held in suspense

Letter: Sep. 23, 1963; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from L.L. Byars, Skelly Oil Company; regarding Humble-Dexter No. 3 Unit NE/4 Sec. 18 and NW/4 Sec. 17-1N-13E

- Map: n.d.; Dexter Field

Letter: Mar. 9, 1962; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Wm. T. Joyce, Lease Records Division, Skelly Oil Company; by J.J. Farnsworth; regarding lease no. 72667 Prisk Unit Walthall County, Mississippi

Document: Mar. 9, 1962; Division Order; Skelly Oil Company

Letter: Mar. 5, 1962; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Geo. W. LeVan, Division Order Contracts and Title, Humble Oil and Refining Company

Document: Feb. 26, 1962; Gas Unit Division Order #20522; Humble Oil and Refining Company

Letter: Nov. 21, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from P.H. Madden, Jr.; regarding unit no. 10662 Morris “C” Unit Dexter Field Walthall County, Mississippi

Document: December 1961; Royalty Division Order No. 10662
Document: December 1961; Royalty Division Order no. 10912
- Letter: Nov. 21, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from P.H. Madden, Jr., Union Producing Company; regarding Unit No. 10912 Prisk Wells No. 2 and B-1 Dexter Field Walthall County, Mississippi
- Letter: Feb. 15, 1961; to Skelly Oil Company, attn: Land and Lease Department; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding lease no. 62188 – Joe Pittman Unit Marion and Walthall Counties, Mississippi; regarding enclosed executed division order
- Letter: Jan. 13, 1961; to all interest owners; from Wm. T. Joyce, Lease Records Division, Skelly Oil Company; by J.J. Farnsworth; regarding lease no. 62188 – Joe Pittman Unit Marion and Walthall Counties, Mississippi; regarding enclosed division orders to be executed and returned
- Document: Jan. 13, 1961; Division Order; Skelly Oil Company
  - Letter: Sep. 16, 1960; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from J.W. DeArman, Union Producing Company; regarding lease no. 42282 Mrs. Nettie H. Morris, et al Walthall County, Mississippi; regarding enclosed division order to be executed and returned
  - Document: 1960; Declaration of Interest
  - Document: 1960; Declaration of Interest
DO NOT CITE

  - Chart: Jan. 1959; Dexter Field – Marion and Walthall Counties, Mississippi Estimated Value of Production
- Letter: Nov. 7, 1958; to Skelly Oil Company; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding lease no. 62188 Joe N. Pittman Walthall County, Mississippi; regarding enclosed executed division order
- Document: Oct. 14, 1958; Division Order; Skelly Oil Company
- Chart: Nov. 3, 1958; Joe Pittman Lease – Walthall County, Mississippi: Computation of Group Royalty Interest
- Document: Oct. 23, 1958; Examiners’ Decision Would Authorize Sales at 20.25 cents (excl. tax) from Mississippi
- Letter: Oct. 28, 1958; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from W.R. Headstream, Skelly Oil Company; regarding lease no. 62188 Joe N. Pittman Walthall County, Mississippi; regarding enclosed division order to be executed and returned
  - Document: n.d.; Dexter Well Schedule for Dual Completion
  - Article Clipping: Jun. 20, 1958; Ira Rinehart’s Oil Report; Dexter Well Flowing Oil from Good Friday
Article Clipping: Jan. 24, 1958; Ira Rinehart’s Oil Report; –Dexter Well Flows 35 Barrels Oil Per Hour”


Letter: Dec. 3, 1957; to Skelly Oil Company, attn: Lease Department; cc: Grantees; from Martin M. Erck; regarding royalty ownerships – Walthall County and Marion County, Mississippi; regarding enclosed various instruments

Letter: Jan. 7, 1958; to unknown; from Ford M. Graham; regarding Dexter Field, Walthall County, Mississippi; regarding second and third wells in Dexter Field

Letter: Dec. 6, 1957; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Ford M. Graham; regarding Walthall County, Mississippi royalty purchase; regarding completion of second Dexter field and enclosed Photostat of Rinehart’s report

Article Clipping: Dec. 29, 1957; Rinehart’s Oil Report; –Operator’s Running Tests at Dexter Confirmation”

Letter: Jul. 24, 1957; to Frederick L. Ehrman, Howard C. Pyle, John R. McMillan, Joe B. Hudson, Ernest E. Pyles, Charles R. Viscounty, Stafford Park, Martin N. Erck, Bob Gentry and Jerome J. O’Brien; from Ford M. Graham; regarding checks deposited in reference to Walthall County, Mississippi; regarding deeds and title certificates

Letter: Jul. 12, 1957; to Frederick L. Ehrman, Howard C. Pyle, John R. McMillan, Joe B. Hudson, Ernest E. Pyles, Charles R. Viscounty, Stafford Park, Martin N. Erck, Bob Gentry and Jerome J. O’Brien; from Ford M. Graham; regarding reports on Skelly well

Article Clipping: n.d.; –Gas Field Found: South Mississippi Gets Another Deep Discovery”

Letter: Jul. 11, 1957; to Ford Graham; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed check for payment of thirty acres of royalty

Letter: Jul. 8, 1957; to J.J. O’Brien; from Joe B. Hudson, Monterey Oil Company; regarding royalty purchase – Walthall County, Mississippi; regarding checks to be sent to Ford Graham

Letter: Oct. 4, 1957; to Skelly Oil Company; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding mineral ownership – Marion and Walthall Counties, Mississippi; regarding enclosed copies of two mineral conveyances

Letter: Sep. 24, 1957; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Ford M. Graham; regarding Walthall County, Mississippi royalty purchase; regarding conclusion of trade; note attached: to Hart; from J.O.B. –Will you handle this for me”

Document: Aug. 26, 1957; Agreement
• **Folder: Cox Unit; Willacy Co. Texas**
  - Receipt: Jun. 19, 2006; Tax Receipt; Willacy Co.
  - Statement: Jun. 7, 2006; Statement of Account; Willacy County Tax Office
    - Statement: Jun. 7, 2006; Statement of Account; Willacy County Tax Office
  - Receipt: Nov. 4, 2005; Tax Receipt; Willacy County Tax Office
  - Receipt: 2005; Tax Receipt
  - Receipt: Oct. 21, 2004; Tax Receipt
  - Receipt: 2004; Tax Receipt
  - Receipt: October 2002; Tax Receipt
  - Statement: 2003; Tax Statement
  - Receipt: 2003; Tax Receipt
  - Letter: Jun. 11, 2003; to Jerome J. O'Brien; from Al Koehler; regarding offer to purchase oil and gas mineral interest
    - Document: Jun. 11, 2003; Exhibit A; Royalty Clearinghouse
  - Receipt: 2002; Tax Receipt; Willacy County Tax Office
  - Statement: 2002; Tax Statement; Willacy County Tax Office
  - Receipt: 2002; Tax Receipt
  - Statement: 2002; property tax statement; Raymondville I.S.D.
  - Receipt: 2001; Tax Receipt; Willacy County Tax Office
  - Document: 2002; Notice of Appraised Value
  - Statement: 2001; Tax Statement; Willacy County Tax Office
  - Receipt: 2001; Tax Receipt
  - Statement: 2001; Ad Valorem Tax Statement; Delta Lake Irrigation District
  - Letter: Dec. 6, 2000; to Jerome J. O'Brien; from James H. Davis, JD Minerals; regarding offer to purchase interest; includes money draft
    - Document: c.a. 2000; Mineral and Royalty Conveyance
    - Document: May 9, 2001; Oil Division Order and Agreement; Teppco
    - Document: c.a. 2000; Instructions to all Interest Owners
    - Document: c.a. 2000; Instructions to all Interest Owners
    - Document: May 15, 2001; Oil Division Order and Agreement
  - Document: 2001; Notice of Appraised Value
  - Receipt: 2000; Tax Receipt; Willacy County Tax Office
Document: 2000; Notice of Appraised Value
Receipt: 1999; Tax Receipt; Willacy County Tax Office
Receipt: 1999; Tax Receipt; Raymondville I.S.D.
Manuscript: Jan. 1, 1980; Present Net Worth; M. Anderson 0.00585935 R.I. Mitchell Energy – Cox Minerals Willacy Co. Texas
Diagram: n.d.; Estimated Future Revenue; M. Anderson 0.00585935 Interest Mitchell Energy – Cox Minerals Willacy Co. Texas
Map: Jun. 16, 1971; Proposed Location #2 Oberg Gas Unit Well La Sal Vieja Field; Willacy County, Texas
Map: n.d.; La Sal Vieja Field; Willacy County, Texas
Receipt: 1996; Tax Receipt; Willacy County Tax Office;
Receipt: 1994; Tax Receipt; Raymondville I.S.D.
Receipt: 1993; Tax Receipt; Willacy County Tax Office
Receipt: 1993; Tax Receipt; Raymondville I.S.D.
Statement: 1994; Tax Statement; Delta Lake Irrigation District
Receipt: 1973; State and County Tax Receipt; Raymondville
Receipt: 1973; Tax Receipt; Hidalgo and Willacy Counties
Receipt: 1973; Tax Receipt; Raymondville Independent School District
Receipt: 1972; State and County Tax Receipt; Raymondville
Receipt: 1971; State and County Tax Receipt; Raymondville
Receipt: 1972; Tax Receipt; Hidalgo and Willacy Counties
Receipt: 1972; Tax Receipt; Raymondville Independent School District
Receipt: 1971; Tax Receipt; Raymondville Independent School District
Receipt: 1971; Tax Receipt; Hidalgo and Willacy Counties
Receipt: 1970; Tax Receipt; Raymondville Independent School District
Receipt: 1970; Tax Receipt; Hidalgo and Willacy Counties
Receipt: 1970; State and County Tax Receipt
Receipt: 1969; Tax Receipt – Mineral and Oil Properties
Receipt: 1969; Bond Tax Receipt; Hidalgo and Willacy Counties
Receipt: 1969; Tax Receipt; Raymondville Independent School District
Receipt: 1968; Tax Receipt – Mineral and Oil Properties; Willacy County
Receipt: 1968; Tax Receipt; Raymondville Independent School District
Receipt: 1968; Bond Tax Receipt; Hidalgo and Willacy Counties
Notice: May 31, 1968; Raymondville, Texas; regarding Board of Equalization of Raymondville Independent School District, Willacy County, Texas raising assessment
Notice: Jun. 17, 1968; Raymondville, Texas; regarding Board of Equalization of Raymondville Independent School District, Willacy County, Texas raising assessment
Document: May 1953; Cox Lease; Willacy Counties, Texas; Oil Drilling, Inc.
DO NOT CITE

- Receipt: May 2, 1968; Delinquent Bond Tax Receipt
- Letter: Apr. 29, 1968; to Hidalgo and Willacy Counties; cc: Myron Anderson; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed copy of 1966 Bond Tax Statement
- Statement: Apr. 1, 1968; Delinquent Bond Tax Statement
- Letter: Apr. 24, 1968; to Myron Anderson; from Robert W. Patteson, Jr., Assistant Vice President and Petroleum Engineer, The Midland National Bank; regarding enclosed tax statements concerning mineral interest in Willacy County
- Statement: Apr. 1, 1968; Delinquent Bond Tax Statement on taxes past due; Hidalgo and Willacy Counties Water Control and Improvement District Number 1
- Receipt: 1967; Bond Tax Receipt; Hidalgo and Willacy Counties
- Receipt: 1967; Tax Receipt – Mineral and Oil Properties; Willacy County
- Statement: 1967; Bond Tax Statement and Rendition; Hidalgo and Willacy Counties Water Control and Improvement District No. 1
- Receipt: 1967; Tax Receipt; Raymondville Independent School District
  - Document: Jan. 1, 1967; Transfer Order
- Letter: Feb. 7, 1967; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from David Bumgardner, Supervisor, Division Order Section; regarding B.F. Cox Unit Willacy County, Texas
- Document: Jan. 1, 1967; Transfer Order
- Letter: Jan. 27, 1967; to George Mitchell and Assoc.; cc: Myron Anderson, Trustee; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding lease 819810 owner 67183; regarding request for transfer order
- Letter: Dec. 9, 1966; to George Mitchell and Assoc., Inc.; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding lease no. 819801 owner no. 67183; regarding enclosed assignment and request for transfer order
- Document: Nov. 23, 1966; Assignment
- Document: Nov. 23, 1966; Assignment
- Document: Nov. 23, 1966; Assignment
- Letter: Nov. 23, 1966; to County Clerk, Willacy County; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed assignment; request to record
- Map: n.d.; Portion of Willacy County, Texas
- Map: n.d.; unidentified location; [Willacy County]
- Letter: Apr. 2, 1966; to George Mitchell and Associates, Inc.; cc: J.J. O’Brien; from Secretary to Mr. Anderson; regarding returned transfer order
- Document: n.d.; Transfer Order
- Letter: Mar. 22, 1966; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from James Chambers, Lease Records Dept.; regarding 8198 – B.F. Cox Gas Unit Willacy County, Texas
  - Document: n.d.; Transfer Order
Letter: Mar. 3, 1966; to George Mitchell and Associates, Inc.; from Jerome J. O'Brien; regarding lease no. 8198010-B.F. Cox Unit and lease no. 8531010 – M.H. Joseph Unit; Willacy County, Texas; regarding enclosed records, authorization release form and assignment

Document: Jan. 12, 1966; Release

Report: Oct. 14, 1991; Exploration of Highly Prospective Gold Property; San Bernando, California; Mineral and Mining Potential of the Windy Group Project Area; San Bernardino County, California

Report: Mar. 5, 1992; Estimated Cost of Operation for an Open-Pit, Heap-Leach Mine at the Ford and Hoover Prospects, East Ord Mountains, San Bernardino, California; from Allan C. Tucker; by Robert L. Harrison, registered professional geologist

Letter: Mar. 16, 1992; to Allan; from Frank Mack; regarding mining costs for the Windy; regarding cyanide heap leaching technique

Article Clipping: Society of Mining Engineers; –Heap Leaching is Small Miner’s Golden Opportunity”; adapted from –Leaching of Small Gold and Silver Deposits” by Daniel W. Kappes, Miller-Kappes Co.

Folder: San Juan Basin

Article Clipping: Jan. 26, 1970; The Oil and Gas Journal; –Part 1: Western Paradox Basin is a Potential Oil Giant in Pennsylvanian Rocks”; by Sherman A. Wengerd, Professor of Geology, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque

Article Clipping: Apr. 29, 1967; The Dallas Morning News; –Payoff Within 4 Years: Atom Shot Oil Boost Close”

Article Clipping: Nov. 3, 1966; Albuquerque Journal; –San Juan Basin Labor Dispute Halts Drilling”

Article Clipping: Oct. 3, 1966; The Oil and Gas Journal; –On the South Flank of San Juan: Time for Rock Sleuthing Out There”

Article Clipping: Mar. 6, 1967; The Oil and Gas Journal; –San Juan Basin’s Oil-Promising South Flank Merits a Close Look” by Robert W. Scott, Chorney Oil Co.


Folder: Gragg “A” Royalty – Seminole County, Okla. E ½ SE ¼ and S ½ SW ¼ SE ¼ 13-11N-7E


DO NOT CITE

- Letter: Jul. 10, 1992; to Stanley L. Harlow and Frank Mack; from Allan C. Tucker, ACT Minerals, Inc.; regarding “Windy” Group Claims San Bernardino County, California; regarding agreement
- Report: n.d.; “Windy” Drilling Program; San Bernardino, California; “A Picture is Worth a Thousand Words”
- Document: n.d.; Participation Agreement Exploration Program – “Windy” Claims; San Bernardino, California
  - Map: n.d.; Windy Claim Location Map
  - Document: n.d.; Schedule “A”
- Document: Jun. 12, 1992; Progress Report: “Windy” Drilling Program San Bernardino County, California
- Document: May 27, 1992; Progress Report – “Windy” Drilling Program San Bernardino, California
  - Map: 1992; Drill Hole Location Map; ACT Minerals Co.; Windy Project San Bernardino California; by Frank L. Mack
- Document: May 25, 1992; Progress Report –“Windy” Drilling Program; San Bernardino, California

- Folder: Humphries Royalty – Stephens County, Okla. (Block File)
  - Document: n.d.; Instructions to All Interest Owner; Pride Energy Company
    - Document: Mar. 21, 2000; Division Order
  - Map: n.d.; Stephens County, Oklahoma; Township No. 1N Range 4W
  - Map: n.d.; Township No. 1-N Range 4W
    - Map: n.d.; Township 1N Range 4W Stephens, Oklahoma
  - Map: Feb. 21, 1958; 1N-4W Stephens County; MidContinent Maps
  - Document: Aug. 6, 1998; Instructions to all Interest Owners; Texaco Exploration and Production Inc.
  - Log: Jan. 15, 1949; Company: Goldsmith and Perkins; Well: Humphrey #1; Field: Sholem Alechem SW-SE-NW; Stephens County, Oklahoma
  - Article Clipping: Dec. 15, 1986; Oil and Gas Journal; “Profile of a Giant: Rising Again”
  - Log: 1949; Company: Stanolind Oil and Gas Company; Well: T. Humphrey #1; Field: Sholem Alechem; Location: SW SW NW Sec. 35-1N-4W
  - Document: Nov. 30, 1993; Order of the Commission
  - Document: Nov. 28, 1948; 1N-4W Stephens County, Oklahoma
  - Document: Apr. 6, 2000; Exhibit A
Sycamore and Tussy Formations S/2 NW/4 Sec. 35-1N-4W; transfer order to be executed and returned
- Document: Oct. 25, 1991; Transfer Order; Grace Petroleum Corporation
- Document: Oct. 25, 1991; Transfer Order; Grace Petroleum Corporation
- Letter: Apr. 20, 1992; to Jay D. Jones; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Humphret 1-35 SE/4 SW/4 NW/4 Section 35-1N-4W
- Deed: October 25, 1991; Grant Deed; grantor: Mark J. O’Brien; grantee: Jerome J. O’Brien
- Deed: Oct. 25, 1991; Grant Deed; grantor: Mark J. O’Brien; from Jerome J. O’Brien
- Letter: Jan. 24, 1986; to royalty owners; from Brenda Carnes, Hadson Petroleum Corporation; regarding Newman #1-26 S/2 SW/4 Section 26-1N-4W Stephens County, Oklahoma
  - Document: Jan. 24, 1986; Oil and Gas Division Order; HPC Pr. #992 Sholem Alechem – HPC Unit No. 1950
- Letter: Jan. 2, 1986; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Tom A. Laden; regarding SW/4 of Section 26-1N-4W, Stephens County, Oklahoma; regarding offer to purchase mineral interests in property
- Letter: May 14, 1984; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Brad Johnson, Armer and Wilde, Inc.; regarding oil and gas lease SW/4 26-1N-4W Stephens County, Oklahoma; regarding enclosed oil and gas lease for consideration
  - Document: May 17, 1984; Rental Division Order
  - Document: May 14, 1984; Oil and Gas Lease
- Letter: Apr. 6, 1981; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Randy C. Smith, Landman, L&K Oil Corporation; regarding enclosed oil and gas lease and request to complete task to consummate transaction
- Document: Apr. 6, 1981; Oil and Gas Lease
- Letter: Sep. 6, 1977; to interest owners; from Tommy Rutledge, Division Order Department, Cleary Petroleum Corporation; regarding Humphrey #2-35 Lease S/2 NW/4 Section 35-1N-4W Tussy Sand Stephens County, Okla.; regarding enclosed division order to be executed and returned
o Document: Sep. 6, 1977; Oil and Gas Division Order; Cleary Petroleum Corporation

o Letter: Sep. 2, 1976; to interest owner; from Tommy Rutledge, Division Order Department, Cleary Petroleum Corporation; regarding Humphrey #2-35 S/2 NW/2 Section 35-1N-4W Stephens County, Oklahoma; regarding enclosed division order to be executed and returned

o Document: Sep. 2, 1976; Oil and Gas Division Order

o Letter: Nov. 4, 1975; to Donald H. Canfield; from Jerome J. O'Brien; regarding Humphries Minerals SW ¼ Sec. 26 T 1N R 4W Stephens County, Oklahoma; regarding agreement to oil and gas lease and agreement

o Letter: Oct. 27, 1975; to Jerome J. O'Brien; from D.H. Canfield; regarding SW/4 26-1N-4W Stephens County, Oklahoma; regarding terms of offer to lease land

o Letter: Nov. 28, 1975; to Jerome J. O'Brien; cc: W.W. Allen, Southport Exploration, Inc.; from D.H. Canfield; regarding SW/4 26-1N-4W Stephens County, Oklahoma; regarding enclosed lease and money draft and request to sign and deposit in bank for collection

o Lease: Dec. 30, 1975; Oil and Gas Lease

o Letter: Mar. 30, 1973; to Jerome J. O'Brien; from Jack B. Smith, Oil Investments; regarding purchase of oil and gas lease E ½ NW ¼, Section 35, 1N-4W, Stephens County, Oklahoma

o Letter: Oct. 13, 1966; to Jerome J. O'Brien; from L. Wendell Knox, Manager, Ferguson Oil Company; regarding #1 Humphreys Stephens County, Oklahoma


o Letter: Dec. 29, 1970; to Jerome J. O'Brien; from Jack B. Smith, Oil Investments; regarding purchase of oil and gas lease SW ¼, of Section 26, 1N-4W, Stephens County, Oklahoma; regarding offer to lease land and enclosed documents

o Letter: Jan. 8, 1971; to Mark J. O'Brien; from Jack B. Smith; regarding SW/4 of Section 26, 1N-4W, Stephens County, Oklahoma; regarding returned lease, bonus receipt and draft and request for correct address of Jerome J. O'Brien

o Letter: Aug. 16, 1973; to Jerome J. O'Brien; from Jack B. Smith; regarding E ½ NW ¼, Section 35, 1N-4W, Stephens County, Oklahoma; regarding land already leased and request for return of bonus money

o Receipt: Dec. 27, 1965; money draft; to Jerome J. O'Brien; from Charles T. Jenkins; Union Bank

o Lease: Mar. 30, 1973; Oil and Gas Lease; lessor: Jerome J. O’Brien; lessee: Jack B. Smith

o Letter: Dec. 11, 1972; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Jesse W. Dye; regarding enclosed oil and gas lease and draft; regarding bonus amount and request to return and request to send draft to bank
DO NOT CITE

- Lease: Dec. 11, 1972; Oil and Gas Lease; lessor: Jerome J. O’Brien; lessee: Yale Oil Association, Inc.
- Lease: Dec. 29, 1970; Oil and Gas Lease; lessor: Jerome J. O’Brien; lessee: Jack E. Smith
- Letter: Jun. 27, 1969; to Interest Owners; from Sharon Williamson, Lease Records, Cleary Petroleum Corporation; regarding Humphrey 1-35 SW/4 NW/4 Section 35-1N-4W Stephens County, Oklahoma; regarding enclosed division order to be signed and returned
- Document: Jun. 20, 1969; Division Order; Kerr-McGee Corporation
- Letter: Oct. 3, 1968; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Charles T. Jenkins; regarding SW NW & E ½ NW NW
- Letter: Oct. 3, 1968; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Charles T. Jenkins; regarding SW NW & E ½ NW NW Sec. 35-1N-4W Stephens County, Oklahoma; regarding proposal to lease interest
- Lease: Sep. 26, 1968; Oil and Gas Lease; lessor: Jerome J. O’Brien; lessee: Charles T. Jenkins
- Letter: Oct. 4, 1966; to interest owners; from L. Wendell Knox; regarding No. 1 Humphreys Rock Island No. 46112 SW/4 Sec. 26-1N-4W Stephens County, Oklahoma; regarding enclosed division orders to be executed and returned
- Document: Oct. 3, 1966; Division Order; Rock Island Oil and Refining Co., Inc.
- Letter: Dec. 11, 1965; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from John L. Mosier; regarding 1/32 mineral int. SW/4 of Sec. 26-1N-4W Stephens County, Okla.; regarding obtaining leases
  - Letter: Dec. 6, 1965; to A.A. Jergins; from John L. Mosier; regarding request to obtain correct address for Mr. O’Brien
  - Receipt: Dec. 24, 1965; Memorandum Receipt; Union Bank; payor: Charles T. Jenkins; Jerome J. O’Brien
- Lease: Nov. 16, 1965; Oil and Gas Lease; No. 88 Producers Special
- Letter: Feb. 5, 1962; to Humble Oil and Refining Company; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding lease #15682012 Stephens County, Okla.; regarding change in depository for rentals
  - Receipt: Jan. 23, 1962; National Bank of Commerce of San Antonio; from Humble Oil and Refining Company; to Jerome J. O’Brien; annual rental
- Receipt: Dec. 6, 1954; Mercury Drilling Company; Jerome J. O’Brien; check no. 1339
o Letter: Aug. 30, 1954; to Mark J. O'Brien; from Jerome J. O'Brien; request for original lease copy to be sent to lessee for recording

o Letter: Feb. 27, 1958; to Floyd C. Corner; cc: Jerome J. O'Brien and R.E. Tisdale; from Jack Hart, Monterey Oil Company; regarding Humphries MOCO 501, Stephens County, Oklahoma; regarding enclosed leases

o Lease: Aug. 24, 1954; No. 88 Producers Oil and Gas Lease

o Receipt: Feb. 18, 1958; to Jerome J. O'Brien; National Bank of Commerce San Antonio, Texas; $500.00

o Lease: Feb. 13, 1958; Oil and Gas Lease; lessor: Jerome J. O'Brien; lessee: Floyd C. Corner
  ▪ Draft: Feb. 24, 1958; Collection Draft; to Jerome J. O'Brien; from Floyd C. Corner; $187.50

o Lease: Feb. 13, 1958; Oil and Gas Lease; lessor: Jerome J. O'Brien; lessee: Floyd C. Corner

o Lease: Feb. 13, 1958; Oil and Gas Lease; lessor: Jerome J. O'Brien; lessee: Floyd C. Corner

o Lease: Feb. 13, 1958; Oil and Gas Lease; lessor: Jerome J. O'Brien; lessee: Floyd C. Corner

o Letter: Feb. 17, 1958; to Dr. Mark J. O'Brien; from Jerome J. O'Brien; regarding SW/4 26-1 N-4W; and E/2 N/W N/W and S/W N/W, 35-1, N-4W; regarding enclosed lease to be signed if agreed

o Letter: Aug. 25, 1954; to Lundy and Shear, Oil Operators, attn: Warren Shear; from Jerome J. O'Brien; regarding mineral interest owned; regarding redrawn lease to be executed

o Lease: Aug. 24, 1954; No. 88 Producers Oil and Gas Lease; lessor: Jerome J. and Mary O'Brien; lessee: Warren Shear

o Receipt: Mar. 22, 1951; to Jerome J. O'Brien; deposited in The Okemah National Bank

o Receipt: Mar. 21, 1950; to Jerome J. O'Brien; deposit in The Okemah National Bank


o Receipt: Jan. 29, 1952; to Jerome J. O'Brien; National Bank of Commerce San Antonio, Texas

o Receipt: Jun. 27, 1951; to Jerome J. O'Brien; National Bank of Commerce of San Antonio

o Receipt: Jun. 21, 1951; to Jerome J. O'Brien; National Bank of Commerce San Antonio, Texas

o Lease: Jun. 14, 1951; No. 88 Producers Oil and Gas Lease; lessor: Jerome J. O'Brien; lessee: Mercury Drilling Company
o Lease: Jan. 21, 1952; Oil and Gas Lease; lessor: Jerome J. O’Brien; lessee: Mercury Drilling Company
o Letter: Jan. 21, 1952; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Chester H. Westfall, Mercury Drilling Company; regarding offer to lease land and enclosed lease and money draft
o Manuscript: n.d.; Stephens Co. Okla. Royalty
o Letter: May 28, 1948; to Dr. Mark J. O’Brien; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed mineral deed; regarding recording of instrument
  ▪ Deed: May 28, 1948; Mineral Deed; grantor: Jerome J. O’Brien; grantee: Mark J. O’Brien
o Map: n.d.; Township: 4N Range: 1-W Stephens County, Oklahoma; Royalty Interest – Scholem Alechem Field
  ▪ Map: n.d.; Township 1N Range 4W Stephens County, Oklahoma; Mineral Interest Stephens Co. Okla. County Line Pool
  ▪ Deed: Jun. 13, 1947; Mineral Deed; grantor: W.B. and Grace E. Davis; grantee: Jerome J. O’Brien
o Receipt: Apr. 1, 1949; to Jerome J. O’Brien; The Okemah National Bank
o Receipt: Apr. 4, 1949; to Jerome J. O’Brien; Security National Bank
o Receipt: Apr. 4, 1949; to Jerome J. O’Brien; Security National Bank
o Receipt: Apr. 4, 1949; to Jerome J. O’Brien; Security National Bank
o Receipt: Apr. 4, 1949; to Jerome J. O’Brien; Security National Bank
o Receipt: Apr. 7, 1949; to Jerome J. O’Brien
o Letter: Dec. 21, 1949; to Mr. and Mrs. Jerome J. O’Brien; from Harry G. Frederickson, Vice-President, Grayhill Drilling Company
o Document: Dec. 29, 1949; Release and Transfer of Overridding Interest in Oil and Gas Lease
o Letter: Nov. 7, 1949; to Stanolind Oil Purchasing Company; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding B-12, 802 Humphrey – Grayhill; regarding inquiry for mailing address
  ▪ Letter: Nov. 4, 1949; to Jergins Oil Company; from G.C. Getgood, Stanolind Oil Purchasing Company; regarding Humphrey (Grayhill Drilling Co.) File No. 12,802; regarding division order and request for addresses of Jerome J. O’Brien and Mark J. O’Brien
o Letter: Aug. 16, 1949; to Messrs. W.B. Davis, Harry Frederickson, Grayhill Drilling Company; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding executing of lease and information regarding process
DO NOT CITE

- Letter: Apr. 18, 1949; to Jergins Oil Company; from J.R. Walter, Cashier, The Security National Bank Duncan, Oklahoma; regarding enclosed cashier’s check
- Manuscript: n.d.; various information regarding map; hand drawn map
- Letter: Dec. 28, 1948; to Warren Shear; from Leonard R. Sayers, Jergins Oil Company; regarding drilling contract JOC #501-Stephens-Okla. E/2 NW/4 36-1N-4W; regarding lease and contract with various details
- Letter: Jan. 20, 1949; to C.D. Cund, Brown, Cund and Brown; from Leonard R. Sayers; regarding east half of northwest quarter of section 35, 1-North, 4-West, Stephens County, Oklahoma; regarding signed letter agreement
  - Letter: Jan. 10, 1949; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Perkins, Ruskins and Goldsmith; letter agreement regarding east half of northwest quarter of section 35, township 1 North, Range 4 West, Stephens County, Oklahoma
  - Letter: Jan. 14, 2003; to Mr. O’Brien; from Roger Lowery, Lowery Properties, LLC; regarding payment on royalty (Stephens County, OK)
    - Deed: Jan. 20, 2003; Mineral Deed; grantor: Jerome J. O’Brien; grantees: Lowery Properties LLC
  - Receipt: Dec. 23, 2002; Collection Item Receipt; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Michael Martinez
  - Check: n.d.; to Jerome J. O’Brien; The Oklahoma National Bank
  - Letter: Dec. 18, 2002; to Mr. O’Brien; from Roger Lowery, Lowery Properties, LLC; regarding NE/4 NE/4 Sec. 34 OR N/2 NW.4 Sec. 35-1N-4W Stephens County, Oklahoma; regarding enclosed offer
  - Deed: Dec. 20, 2002; Royalty Deed; grantor: Jerome J. O’Brien; grantees: Stephens County Royalty Holding LLC
  - Document: Nov. 18, 2002; Order of the Commission; before the Corporation Commission of the State of Oklahoma; applicants: Chesapeake Operating, Inc. and Chesapeake Exploration Limited Partnership
  - Document: Sep. 13, 2002; Notice of Continuance; before the Corporation Commission of the State of Oklahoma; applicants: Chesapeake Operating, Inc. and Chesapeake Exploration Limited Partnership
  - Document: Jun. 7, 2002; Division Order
  - Letter: n.d.; to unknown; from Chesapeake Operating, Inc.; regarding instructions for execution of division order
DO NOT CITE

- Document: Jun. 6, 2002; Notice of Continuance; before the Corporation Commission of the State of Oklahoma; applicants: Chesapeake Operating, Inc. and Chesapeake Exploration Limited Partnership
- Document: Jan. 22, 2002; Order of the Commission; before the Corporation Commission of the State of Oklahoma; applicants: Chesapeake Operating, Inc. and Chesapeake Exploration Limited Partnership
- Document: Dec. 18, 2001; Interim Order of the Commission; before the Corporation Commission of the State of Oklahoma; applicants: Chesapeake Operating, Inc. and Chesapeake Exploration Limited Partnership
- Document: Nov. 9, 2001; Notice of Hearing; before the Corporation Commission of the State of Oklahoma; applicants: Chesapeake Operating, Inc. and Chesapeake Exploration Limited Partnership
- Document: Oct. 16, 2001; Amended Notice of Hearing; before the Corporation Commission of the State of Oklahoma; applicants: Chesapeake Operating, Inc. and Chesapeake Exploration Limited Partnership
- Document: Oct. 3, 2001; Notice of Hearing; before the Corporation Commission of the State of Oklahoma; applicants: Chesapeake Operating, Inc. and Chesapeake Exploration Limited Partnership
- Document: n.d.; instructions for signing division order
  - Letter: May 12, 1999; to royalty, overriding royalty and working interest owners; from Denise Field; regarding Newman 1-26, Stephens County, OK; regarding enclosed division orders
  - Document: May 19, 1999; Oil and/or Gas Division Order
- Document: Feb. 11, 1999; Notice of Hearing of Motion to Vacate Interim Order No. 422304 and for Dismissal; before the Corporation Commission of the State of Oklahoma; applicant: Chesapeake Operating, Inc.
- Document: Mar. 17, 1999; Order Granting Motion to Vacate Interim Order No. 422304 and for Dismissal; before the Corporation Commission of the State of Oklahoma; applicant: Chesapeake Operating, Inc.
- Document: Apr. 15, 1998; Interim Order of the Commission; before the Corporation Commission of the State of Oklahoma; applicant: Chesapeake Operating, Inc.
  - Document: c.a. 1998; Application; before the Corporation Commission of the State of Oklahoma; applicant: Chesapeake Operating, Inc.
- Document: Jan. 29, 1998; Order of the Commission; before the Corporation Commission of the State of Oklahoma; applicant: Chesapeake Operating, Inc.
DO NOT CITE

- Document: Aug. 4, 1997; Interim Order of the Commission; before the Corporation Commission of the State of Oklahoma; applicant: Chesapeake Operating, Inc.
- Letter: Mar. 10, 1998; to interest owner; from Sudie Fitzgerald, Division Order Analyst, EnerWest Trading Co., L.C.; regarding Humphrey C SE/4SW/4NW/4 Section 35-1N-4W Stephens County, OK; regarding enclosed division order to be executed and returned; regarding enclosed W-9 form to be signed and returned
  - Document: Mar. 10, 1998; Division Order; Enerwest Trading Co., L.C.
  - Document: c.a. 1998; instructions for executing division order
- Document: Jun. 24, 1997; Notice of Hearing; before the Corporation Commission of the State of Oklahoma; applicant: Chesapeake Operating, Inc.
  - Document: Jun. 24, 1997; Application; before the Corporation Commission of the State of Oklahoma; applicant: Chesapeake Operating, Inc.
- Document: Jul. 30, 1998; Division of Interest Form

**Folder: Santa Cruz County, Calif. Ben Lomond Terrace**

- Postcard: n.d.; to [Jerome O’Brien]; from Gary Dybdahl, NRLL; offer to buy land for cash
- Note: n.d.; regarding NRLL
- Postcard: n.d.; Jerome O’Brien; from Mike Richards; inquiry of lot/acreage to sell for cash
- Letter: Sep. 3, 1987; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Carol Lucero, Office Manager, Continental Systems Inc.; regarding Santa Cruz County, California Property; assessor’s parcel #076-111-16; regarding appraisal; includes appraisal
- Statement: 1990; County of Santa Cruz Statement of Annual Taxes 1990-1991
- Letter: Mar. 18, 1991; to Jerry Cusick; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding parcel 076-111-16 Santa Cruz Co. Calif.; regarding selling of tract
- Letter: Mar. 15, 1991; to Jerome O’Brien; from Jerry Cusick; regarding interest in buying property
  - Form: c.a. 1991; regarding appraisals
  - Envelope: c.a. 1991; self addressed envelope; to Norco Systems Inc.
- Letter: Aug. 1, 1990; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from William P. Murphy, Tax Collector, County of Santa Cruz; regarding parcel 076-111-16 Santa Cruz County, Ca.; regarding enclosed tax bills
  - Document: n.d.; Secured Roll Collections
  - Document: Mar. 1, 1989; Tax Bill
  - Chart: n.d.; various property information; tax bills [?]; (x5)
DO NOT CITE

- Letter: Aug. 1, 1990; to County Treasurer and Tax Collector; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding parcel 076-111-16, Santa Cruz County, Cal.; regarding unsent tax notice on parcel
- Letter: n.d.; to J. O’Brien; from Carol Lucero, Office Manager, Continental Systems Inc.; regarding Santa Cruz County, California property; offer to appraise property at discount
- Letter: Oct. 15, 1987; to property owner; from Robert C. Petersen, County Assessor, County of Santa Cruz; regarding APN; regarding 1987-88 property tax bill to not be received
- Statement: 1984-1985; County of Santa Cruz Statement of Annual Taxes
- Statement: 1981; Statement of Taxes; Santa Cruz County
- Statement: 1980; Statement of Taxes; Santa Cruz County
- Statement: 1979; Statement of Taxes; Santa Cruz County
- Statement: 1978; Statement of Taxes; Santa Cruz County
- Statement: 1977-1978; Statement of Taxes; Santa Cruz County
- Statement: 1976-1977; Statement of Texas; Santa Cruz County
- Document: n.d.; Notification of Assessment; parcel no. 076-111-16; to Jerome O’Brien; County of Santa Cruz
  - Brochure: n.d.; For the Property Owner Who Wants to Know
- Map: n.d.; (Block A & 14) Ben Lomond Terrace Tr. 2
- Map: n.d.; [Santa Cruz County, California]; specific area circled
- Map: n.d.; [Santa Cruz County, California]; specific area circled
- Document: Aug. 20, 1978; Notification of Assessment; to Jerome O’Brien; from County of Santa Cruz
- Letter: Jan. 7, 1982; to Jerome O’Brien; from Alan W. Wolff, Executive Vice President, Coast County Development Company; regarding APN 076-111-16; regarding offer to purchase property
- Letter: Feb. 12, 1982; to Alan W. Wolff, Coast County Development Company; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding APN 076-111-16; regarding response to letter and request for offer
- Map: n.d.; [Santa Cruz County, California]; specific area circled
  - Map: n.d.; unidentified location; [California]
- Document: Jun. 28, 1976; Abstract of Delinquent Property Taxes and Certificate of Redemption; County of Santa Cruz; receipt # 24906
- Document: Jun. 4, 1976; Notice: Property to be Deeded to States
- Document: May 10, 1976; Notification of Assessment; parcel number: 076-111-16; to Jerome O’Brien; from County of Santa Cruz
- Statement: 1975-1976; Statement of Taxes; Santa Cruz County
- Document: n.d.; Notification of Assessment; parcel number: 076-111-16; to Jerome O’Brien; from County of Santa Cruz
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- Note: 1975-1976; Special Notice; from John A. Seidlinger
  - Document: Aug. 23, 1974; County of Santa Cruz Assessor's Office Sales Questionnaire; parcel no. 076-111-16
  - Letter: n.d.; to property owner; from John A. Seidlinger, County Assessor, County of Santa Cruz; regarding reminder to complete previously sent questionnaire
  - Letter: n.d.; to property owner; from John A. Seidlinger, County Assessor, County of Santa Cruz; regarding request for sales information
  - Letter: Nov. 8, 1973; to Jerome O'Brien; from Jack M. Lasky; regarding O'Brien v. Savant; regarding enclosed copy of deed from Dr. Savant
  - Deed: Oct. 31, 1973; Corporation Grant Deed; grantor: Bee Jay Development Co.; grantee: Jerome O'Brien
  - Letter: May 6, 1974; to Jerome J. O'Brien; from Jack M. Lasky; regarding O'Brien v. Savant; regarding check and deed
  - Deed: Apr. 2, 1974; Corporation Grant Deed; grantor: Bee Jay Development Co.; grantee: Jerome O'Brien

- Folder: Getty Oil Co. Jicarilla #44 Texaco
  - Letter: Apr. 22, 1993; to Colonial Production Company; from Michael J. Moccio, Texaco Inc.; regarding sale of D.E. Florance #2 ORRI
  - Letter: Feb. 1, 1993; to Billco Energy, attn: David Tentler; from Jerome J. O'Brien; regarding enclosed copy of assignment for Skelly-Florance #2 well
  - Letter: Jan. 27, 1993; to Jerome J. O'Brien; from Stephen J. Turner, Land Department, Texaco Exploration and Production Inc.; regarding TPI 746188: D.E. Florance #2 Well Rio Arriba County, New Mexico; sale of producing properties; regarding enclosed executed assignment
    - Document: Jan. 20, 1993; Assignment of Overriding Royalty Interest
  - Letter: Jan. 12, 1993; to Billco Energy; from Jerome J. O'Brien; regarding Jicarilla Lease #44 D.E. Florance #2 well; regarding Jicarilla Lease #44 D.E. Florance #2 Well; regarding assignment to Colonial Production Company
  - Letter: Jan. 6, 1993; to Jerome J. O'Brien; from Stephen J. Turner, Land Department, Texaco Exploration and Production Inc.; regarding TPI 746188 D.E. Florance #2 Well Rio Arriba County, New Mexico; unsolicited offer; sale of producing properties; regarding enclose assignments of overriding royalty interest; request to execute and return
Document: c.a. 1992; Assignment of Overriding Royalty Interest; assignor: Texaco Exploration and Production Inc.; assignee: Colonial Production Company
  - Check: Jan. 12, 1993; to Texaco Exploration and Production Inc.; from Colonial Production Company; $1980

Letter: Nov. 30, 1992; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from J.P. Hudock, Texaco Exploration and Production Inc.; regarding TPI 746188: D.E. Florence #2 T-23-N, R-4-W Section 5: NE/4 (ORRI, surface to base of Picture Cliffs Fm.) Rio Arriba County, NM; unsolicited offer; sale of producing properties
  - Check: Dec. 4, 1992; to Texaco Exploration and Production, Inc.; from Colonial Production Co.; $220.00

Document: n.d.; Assignment of Overriding Royalty Interest; not completed

Letter: Oct. 20, 1992; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Leon D. Cash II, Property Sales Group, Region Land Department, Texaco Exploration and Production Inc.; regarding Jicarilla Apache Lease #44 Rio Arriba County, New Mexico; unsolicited offer; regarding offer received

Chart: 1989-1992; Texaco Producing, Inc. Lease #44

Letter: Oct. 5, 1992; to El Paso Natural Gas Company, Gas Control Department; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding #75568 Skelly Florance #2


Letter: Oct. 5, 1992; to El Paso Natural Gas Company, attn: Gas Control Department; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding authorization of agent for Billco Energy to confirm and nominate meter: #75568 Skelly Florance #2

Letter: Oct. 2, 1992; to Texaco Producing, Inc., attn: Bill Stiles; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Jicarilla Apache Lease #44 NE ¼ Sec. 5, T23N, R4W Rio Arriba Co. New Mex.; regarding increase in offer to purchase interest

Letter: Sep. 10, 1992; to Texaco Producing Inc.; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Jicarilla Apache Lease #44 Rio Arriba, Co. New Mex. Well Skelly-Florance #2; offer to purchase interest

Form: Nov. 10, 1992; Outside Interest Summary; Jicarilla Apache #44 Rio Arriba Co., New Mex.


Form: Sep. 10, 1992; Outside Interest Summary; Jicarilla Apache #44 Rio Arriba Co., New Mex.

Form: Aug. 15, 1992; Outside Interest Summary; Jicarilla Apache #44 Rio Arriba Co., New Mex.

Form: Jul. 10, 1992; Outside Interest Summary; Jicarilla Apache #44 Rio Arriba Co., New Mex.
Form: June 16, 1992; Outside Interest Summary; Jicarilla Apache #44 Rio Arriba Co., New Mex.
Form: May 15, 1992; Outside Interest Summary; Jicarilla Apache #44 Rio Arriba Co., New Mex.
Form: Apr. 13, 1992; Outside Interest Summary; Jicarilla Apache #44 Rio Arriba Co., New Mex.
Form: Mar. 15, 1992; Outside Interest Summary; Jicarilla Apache #44 Rio Arriba Co., New Mex.
Letter: Jan. 11, 1989; to Colonial Production Co.; from D.F. Rainey, Texaco Inc.; regarding Producing – Crude Oil and Gas Lockbox; change of address

Folder: Billco Energy 362-1

Letter: Mar. 16, 1993; to Billco Energy, attn: David Tentler; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed files with all records for ownership and operation of leases referenced in letter
Letter: Mar. 1, 1993; to Colonial Production Company, attn: Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Skelly #2, Colonila [sic] #5, #7, #8, #9 and #10; regarding enclosed copies of assignment, bill of sale and conveyance for each lease; regarding requested information on Skelly #2
Letter: May 7, 1992; to Colonial Production Company; from David B. Tentler, Billco Energy; regarding purchase of interests Martin Florance Well 7, NW/4 SE/4 Sec. 6 T23N R4W and Martin Florance Well 8, NE/4 NW/4 Sec. 5 T23N R4W; regarding enclosed letter of interest to purchase two Gallup wells
  Letter: May 7, 1992; to Colonial Production Company; from David B. Tentler, President, Billco Energy; regarding purchase of interests Martin Florance Wells 7 & 8 Rio Arriba County, New Mexico
Letter: May 12, 1992; to interested parties; from David B. Tentler; regarding Jicarilla Apache Contract 362 Wells 7 & 8 Authority for Expenditure
  Document: c.a. 1992; Authority for Expenditure Martin Florance #7 and #8
Letter: Jul. 23, 1992; to Colonial Production Company, attn: Jerome O’Brien; from David B. Tentler, Owner/Operator, Billco Energy; regarding transfer of names into Billco Energy’s name; request to forward any proceeds; request to consider disposal of remaining properties in general vicinity of other wells
Letter: May 22, 1992; to Billco Energy; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Jicarilla Apache Lease #362-1; regarding enclosed copies of letter agreement and Exhibit —A
Letter: May 15, 1992; to Colonial Production Company, attn: Jerome O’Brien; from David B. Tentler, Owner/Operator, Billco Energy; regarding Jicarilla-
Florance Wells 5, 7 and 8 Rio Arriba County, New Mexico; Jicarilla Apache Tribe Contract 362-1; regarding enclosed copies of Assignment, Bill of Sale and Conveyance

- Letter: May 21, 1991; to all participants in Jicarilla Apache; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding lease #362-1 wells 5, 7 & 8; regarding David Tentler's proposal to take over losing lease
- Letter: Jul 14, 1992; to Eugene W. Bell; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Jicarilla Apache Lease #362; regarding enclosed documents
- Letter: Jul. 6, 1992; to Billco Energy, attn: David Tentler; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed executed interest of Willard B. Winn on lease 362, wells 5, 7 and 8
- Document: n.d.; page four of unidentified agreement
- Letter: Jun. 26, 1992; to Billco Energy, attn: David B. Tentler; regarding reference Jicarilla Apache Lease #362 wells 5, 7 and 8; regarding enclosed documents
- Letter: Jun. 15, 1992; to Billco Energy, attn: Steven Tentler; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed well logs and other lease data on Jicarilla Lease #362
- Letter: Jun. 2, 1992; to Jerome O’Brien; from Michael D. Merrill, CPL, Landman/Assistant Vice President, Oil and Gas Management, Ameritrust; regarding Florence A. Florance (2088); regarding enclosed Assignment and Bill of Sale
- Letter: May 28, 1991; to Billco Energy, attn: David B. Tentler; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed page 4 and exhibits –A” and –B” of amended Assignment
- Document: n.d.; page four of unidentified agreement
- Document: n.d.; Exhibit –B”; Division of Ownership on Wells Listed on Exhibit –A”
- Letter: Jul. 1, 1992; to Colonial Production Company, attn: Jerome J. O’Brien; from David B. Tentler, Owner/Operator, Billco Energy; regarding Jicarilla Apache Lease #362-1; regarding enclosed documents; request to sign and return copies of Assignment of Mining Lease and Evidence of Authority
- Form: Jul. 8, 1992; Evidence of Authority of Officers to Execute Papers; United States Department of the Interior: Bureau of Indian Affairs
- Form: Jul. 7, 1992; Assignment of Mining Lease; United States Department of the Interior: Bureau of Indian Affairs
DO NOT CITE

- Letter: Jul. 8, 1992; to Billco Energy, attn: David B. Tentler; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed executed copies of Assignment of Mining Lease and Evidence of Authority of Officers to Execute Papers
- Letter: Jun. 12, 1992; to Billco Energy, attn: David B. Tentler; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed copy of Assignment of Sales and Conveyance of Jicarilla Apache wells D-5, D-7 and D-8 located on Jicarilla Lease #362;
  - Document: n.d.; Assignment, Bill of Sale and Conveyance
- Letter: Dec. 21, 1992; to Billco Energy; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed copy of Jicarilla Apache Notice of Taxation
- Letter: Oct. 13, 1992; to Colonial Production Company, attn: Jerome J. O’Brien; from David B. Tentler, Billco Energy; regarding Florance Skelly #2; regarding failure to transfer meter and gas sales to Billco’s name and request to forward volume statements and payments for month of October
  - Letter: Oct. 26, 1992; to Colonial Production Company, attn: Jerry O’Brien; regarding Skelly Florance #2; regarding enclosed Assignment of Mining Leases and Evidence of Authority and check; regarding various information
  - Map: n.d.; [Jicarilla]
  - Map: n.d.; [Jicarilla]
  - Map: n.d.; [Jicarilla]
  - Receipt: Jul. 11, 1994; to Colonial Production Company; County Clerk, Rio Arriba County
  - Document: Jun. 1, 1994; Assignment of Overriding Royalty Interest
  - Letter: Jul. 6, 1994; to Rio Arriba County Recorder; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed assignment from Billco Energy to Colonial Production Company to be recorded
  - Letter: Jun. 29, 1994; to Jerry O’Brien; from David B. Tentler, Owner/Operator, Billco Energy; regarding Jicarilla Florance D Lease #362; regarding enclosed assignment overriding royalty
    - Document: Jun. 29, 1994; Assignment of Overriding Royalty Interest
- Folder: Kyle Lease – Reeves Co. Tex.
  - Report: Jan. 20, 1964; Valuation of Remaining Primary Reserves for Santana Petroleum Corporation’s Interest in the Mallard Petroleum Company Kyle Lease and Santana Petroleum Corporation Johnson Lease; Grice (Delaware) Field Loving County, Texas
  - Chart: n.d.; Santana Petroleum Corp. Kyle Lease – Reeves Co. Texas
Letter: Dec. 27, 1965; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Maurice B. Dougherty, Tidewater Oil Company; regarding enclosed check covering settlement for interest in Kyle Lease

Letter Mar. 12, 1965; to Jerry Jones; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Kyle Lease Loving County, Texas; regarding cleared up balance of payments on sale of Kyle Lease

Letter: Feb. 26, 1965; to Jerry Jones; cc: Myron Anderson; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Kyle Lease Loving County, Texas; regarding amount still owed according to run tickets

Letter: Feb. 24, 1965; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Jerry Jones; regarding Kyle Lease Loving County, Texas; request for photocopies of Sinclair oil purchase statement and Phillips’ gas purchase statement; regarding discrepancy for money

Letter: Feb. 19, 1965; to Jerry Jones; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Kyle Lease Loving County, Texas; remaining balance

Letter: Dec. 31, 1964; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Jerry Jones; regarding Kyle Lease Loving County, Texas; regarding enclosed bank money order

Letter: n.d.; to Tidewater Oil Company; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Kyle Lease Loving County, Texas; regarding four executed copies of conveyance of property

Letter: Dec. 24, 1964; to Jerome J. O’Brien, attn: Petroleum Department; from Jerry Jones; regarding Kyle Lease Loving County, Texas; regarding enclosed copies of Conveyance to be executed and returned

Document: Apr. 22, 1964; Assignment

Document: Jul. 31, 1964; Petroleum Investors, Ltd.; Statement

Document: Jun. 30, 1964; Petroleum Investors, Ltd.; Statement

Manuscript: n.d.; Trust “A”

Document: n.d.; Reservoir Data; Kyle and Johnson Leases Grice Field; Loving County, Texas

Chart: Jan. 1, 1964; Cash Flow Projection; Mallard Petroleum Corporation; Kyle Lease


Document: Mar. 25, 1964; Petroleum Investors, Ltd.; statement
DO NOT CITE

- Letter: Apr. 22, 1964; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Myron Anderson; regarding enclosed Assignment; regarding enclosed invoice
- Document: Jul. 20, 1962; Petroleum Associates, Inc.; statement

- **Folder: Pinal Co., Ariz.**
  - Document: Aug. 11, 1997; Pinal Real Estate Buyer’s Guide
  - Magnet: n.d.; Don Rietz, Realtor
  - Map: February 1987; Maricopa-Stanfield Irrigation and Drainage District; Pinal County, Arizona
  - Notice: 1995; Property Tax Notice; Hidden Valley Estates Unit 19 Lot #44 3.75AC; from Jim L. Turnbull, Pinal County Treasurer
  - Notice: 1995; Property Tax Notice; Hidden Valley Estates Unit 19 Lot #37 3.75AC; from Jim L. Turnbull, Pinal County Treasurer
  - Notice: 1995; Property Tax Notice; Hidden Valley Lot 20; from Jim L. Turnbull, Pinal County Treasurer
  - Notice: 1995; Property Tax Notice; Hidden Valley Lot 19; from Jim L. Turnbull, Pinal County Treasurer
  - Receipt: Sep. 14, 1995; Pinal County Tax Receipt
  - Receipt: Sep. 14, 1995; Pinal County Tax Receipt
  - Receipt: Sep. 14, 1995; Pinal County Tax Receipt
  - Receipt: Sep. 14, 1995; Pinal County Tax Receipt
  - Postcard: n.d.; to Mary O’Brien; from Nationwide Land Liquidators, Inc.; request to purchase land in Hidden Valley
  - Notice: Feb. 28, 1997; Residential Notice of Value; Pinal County
  - Notice: Feb. 28, 1997; Notice of Value; Pinal County
  - Notice: Feb. 28, 1997; Notice of Value; Pinal County
  - Receipt: Oct. 16, 1997; Pinal County Tax Receipt; Hidden Valley Lot 19
  - Receipt: Oct. 15, 1997; Pinal County Tax Receipt; Hidden Valley Estates Unit 19 Lot #44 3.75AC
  - Receipt: Oct. 15, 1997; Pinal County Tax Receipt; Hidden Valley Estates Unit 19 Lot #37 3.75 AC
  - Receipt: Oct. 15, 1997; Pinal County Tax Receipt; Hidden Valley Lot 20
  - Notice: 1997; Property Tax Notice; Hidden Valley Lot 19
  - Notice: 1997; Property Tax Notice; Hidden Valley Estates Unit 19 Lot #44 3.75AC
Notice: 1997; Property Tax Notice; Hidden Valley Estates Unit 19 Lot #37 3.375 AC
Notice: 1997; Property Tax Notice; Hidden Valley Lot 20
Coupon: 1997; 2nd Half Year Tax Payment Coupon (x2)
Notice: 1996; Property Tax Notice; Hidden Valley Estates Unit 19 Lot #44 3.75 AC
Notice: 1996; Property Tax Notice; Hidden Valley Lot 20
Notice: 1996; Property Tax Notice; Hidden Valley Lot 19
Receipt: Sep. 23, 1996; Pinal County Tax Receipt
Receipt: Sep. 23, 1996; Pinal County Tax Receipt
Receipt: Sep. 23, 1996; Pinal County Tax Receipt
Notice: 1997; Notice of Past Due Taxes; Hidden Valley Estates Unit 19 Lot #37 3.75 AC
Receipt: Jul. 10, 1997; Pinal County Tax Receipt
Notice: 1994; Property Tax Notice; Hidden Valley Estates Unit 19 Lot #44 3.75 AC
Notice: 1994; Property Tax Notice; Hidden Valley Estates Unit 19
Notice: 1994; Property Tax Notice; Hidden Valley Lot 20
Notice: 1994; Property Tax Notice; Hidden Valley Estates Unit 19 Lot #37 3.75 AC
Notice: Mar. 1, 1996; Residential Notice of Value
Notice: Mar. 1, 1996; Notice of Value
Notice: Mar. 1, 1996; Notice of Value
Notice: Mar. 1, 1996; Notice of Value
Letter: Sep. 5, 1997; to Don Rietz, Dan Schwartz Realty; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding decline for offer to swap lot for time-share unit
Letter: n.d.; to Jerry O’Brien; from Don Rietz, Dan Schwartz Realty; offer to swap time share unit for lot
Document: n.d.; Valley of the Sun Rea Estate Exchangors; information regarding Jackson Hole, Wyoming
Notice: n.d.; to Mary H. O’Brien; from CTLS; regarding interest in property
Deed: Jul. 11, 1991; Quit-Claim Deed; Red River Resources, Inc. and Mary H. O’Brien
Deed: Jul. 11, 1991; Quit Claim Deed; Red River Resources, Inc. and Mary H. O’Brien
Deed: Feb. 28, 1990; Treasurer’s Deed
Deed: Feb. 28, 1990; Treasurer’s Deed
Deed: Feb. 28, 1990; Treasurer’s Deed
Deed: Feb. 28, 1990; Treasurer’s Deed
Letter: Dec. 3, 1992; to Mary H. O’Brien; from Carol Lucero, Office Manager, Norco Systems Inc.; regarding Pinal County, Arizona Property; regarding offer to appraise property
Letter: n.d.; to Mary [O’Brien]; from Fred Kapp, Vice President Marketing, Resort Properties Marketing, Inc; regarding selling of property, offering of services
Letter: Mar. 13, 1996; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Carol Lucero, Office Manager, Norco Systems, Inc.; regarding Pinal County, Arizona Property; offer to appraise property
Notice: Nov. 15, 1993; Notice of Valuation

Folder: Lyter Lease

Map: n.d.; unidentified location
Map: Jan. 20, 1975; Structure – Top Misener SD.; Orlando Pool Area; Payne Co., Oklahoma for Southern States Oil Co. by M.L. Vance; in two parts
Map: Jan. 20, 1975; Structure – Top Osage Layton SD.; Orlando Pool Area Payne Co., Oklahoma for Southern States Oil Co.; by M.L. Vance
Map: Jan. 20, 1975; Structure – Top First Wilcox SD.; Orlando Pool Area Payne Co., Oklahoma for Southern States Oil Co.; by M.L. Vance
Document: c.a. 1991; Application; before the Corporation Commission of the State of Oklahoma
Letter: Mar. 29, 1989; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Robert E. (Bob) Lee, Jr.; regarding Death certificates Pilar Uribe de Garcia et al SW/4 Section 4-19N-1W Payne County, Oklahoma
Document: n.d.; Record Verification; City of Laredo Office of the City Secretary
Document: Mar. 22, 1989; Record Verification; City of Laredo; Office of the City Secretary
Form: Mar. 19, 1959; Certificate of Death; Modesto G. Gutierrez; City of Laredo
Document: Mar. 22, 1989; Record Verification; City of Laredo Office of the City Secretary
Form: Jan. 31, 1963; Death Certificate; Petra Elizondo Gutierrez; City of Laredo
Form: Mar. 11, 1951; Standard Certificate of Death; Jesus Felix Morales; City of Laredo
Document: n.d.; Estate of Pillar Uribe de Garcia, deceased; No. 6686
Document: Apr. 14, 1959; Estate of Modesto Gutierrez, deceased; No. 5198
Document: c.a. 1989; Estate of Petra E. de Gutierrez; no. 5993
DO NOT CITE

- Document: c.a. 1988; Application; before the Corporation Commission of the State of Oklahoma
- Document: Aug. 15, 1983; Gas Division Order
- Letter: Oct. 5, 1993; to Halliburton Oil Producing Company; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed executed division orders
- Letter: Sep. 30, 1993; to interest owner; from Halliburton Oil Producing Company, Division Order Department, Halliburton Oil Producing Company
- Document: May 1993; Oil and Gas Division Order; Halliburton Oil Producing Company
- Document: May 1993; Oil and Gas Division Order; Halliburton Oil Producing Company
- Draft: May 5, 1990; money draft
  - Lease: May 5, 1990; Oil and Gas Lease
- Letter: Oct. 22, 1975; to Dean Miller, President, Southern States Oil Company; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Assignment and Sight Draft and modifications made
- Document: Oct. 22, 1975; Assignment of Oil and Gas Lease
- Telegram: Oct. 13, 1975; to J.J. O’Brien; from Western Union; confirmation of offer
- Letter: Oct. 16, 1975; to J.J. O’Brien; from Dean M. Miller, President, Southern States Oil Company; regarding enclosed draft
- Letter: Oct. 15, 1975; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Western Union; confirmation of offer; mailgram
- Letter: Sep. 26, 1975; to Michael A. Kojundic; cc: Messers. M.J. O’Brien and Myron Anderson; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Lyter Lease Payne County, Oklahoma; regarding received AFE covering drilling of Lyter #3 on joint venture lease
- Document: October 1975; Assignment of Oil and Gas Lease
- Document: Jul. 15, 1988; Order of the Commission; before the Corporation Commission of the State of Oklahoma
- Lease: Feb. 2, 1981; Oil and Gas Lease
- Letter: Jan. 2, 1981; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Glenn E. Myers; regarding Lots (1) (2) & S/2NE/4; Payne County, Oklahoma; regarding enclosed lease for consideration
- Letter: Mar. 4, 1981; to Bobby J. Darnell; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding SW/SE/section 5, T19N, R1W Payne County, Okla; regarding recorded division order
DO NOT CITE

- Letter: Aug. 8, 1979; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Delbert R. Goodin, Darnell Drilling Inc.; regarding SE/4 Section 5-19N-1W Payne County, Oklahoma; regarding property ownership; regarding enclosed lease and draft
  - Lease: Aug. 8, 1979; Oil and Gas Lease; lessor: Jerome J. O’Brien; lessee: Darnell Drilling, Inc.
- Letter: Jan. 29, 1980; to Baytide Petroleum, Inc.; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding SW/4 Sec. 4-19N-1W Payne Co. Okla.; regarding return of lease forms
  - Letter: Dec. 30, 1980; to Jerome J. O’Brien and Myron Anderson, Trustee; from Stephen J. Merrill; regarding SW/4 Sec. 4-19N-1W Payne Co., Okla. Orlando Prospect; regarding offer to purchase an oil and gas lease
- Letter: Jun. 8, 1990; to Petroleum Land Management; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding NW NW 10, T 19N, R 1W Payne Co. Okla.; regarding enclosed lease and draft
- Letter: Nov. 5, 1980; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from John C. Roberts, Texoma Resources, Inc.; regarding CD No. 70162, order no. 174962 NW/4 SW/4 of Section 4-19N-1W Payne County, Oklahoma
  - Statement: Nov. 4, 1980; Texoma Resources, Inc.; $31.11
- Letter: Jun. 13, 1980; to John B. Mor--; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding SW/4 Sec. 4-19N-1W Payne Co. Okla.; regarding return of leases and draft
- Letter: Mar. 17, 1980; to Kimball and Wilson, Atty.; xc: Bobby J. Darnell; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Bobby J. Darnell SE/4, Sec. 5-19N-1W Corp. Comm. Cause # 165466; regarding changes to lease
- Letter: Feb. 14, 1980; to Delbert R. Goodin; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding SE/4 Section 5-19N-1W Payne Co., Okla.; regarding request for more money per acre
- Receipt: May 23, 1990; Checking Account Deposit Ticket; Broadway National Bank; Jerome J. O’Brien
- Letter: Jan. 22, 1980; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Delbert R. Goodin, Landman, Darnell Drilling Inc.; regarding SE/4 Section 5-19N-W Payne County, Oklahoma
- Lease: Jan. 22, 1980; Oil and Gas Lease; lessor: Jerome J. O’Brien; lessee: Darnell Drilling, Inc.
- Lease: Jan. 22, 1980; Oil and Gas Lease; lessor: Jerome J. O’Brien; lessee: Darnell Drilling, Inc.
- Document: Mar. 10, 1980; Report of the Commission; before the Corporation Commission of the State of Oklahoma
- Letter: Nov. 21, 1989; to interest owner; from Dawn Waggoner, Title Assistant, Real Property Administration; regarding Division Order No. 41858 Lyter No. 3 Payne County, Oklahoma
  - Document: n.d.; Instructions to all Interest Owners; Conoco Inc.
  - Document: Nov. 15, 1989; Oil and Gas Division Order; Conoco Inc.
DO NOT CITE

- Document: n.d.; Instructions to all Interest Owners
  - Document: n.d.; Oil and Gas Division Order
- Letter: Jun. 8, 1987; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Jill Williams, Marjo Oil Company; regarding division order Lyter #3 NW/4 Sect. 9-19N-1W Payne County, OK
  - Document: Jun. 11, 1987; Directions for Disbursement Payments Under Gas Contract
- Letter: May 5, 1990; to Colonial Production Company; from Welly M. Gibson, Jr., Petroleum Land Management, Inc.; regarding prospect #:000278 Hoot Owl Prospect; See Lease for Description; Payne County, Oklahoma; .27777780 net acres
  - Lease: May 5, 1990; Oil and Gas Lease; lessor: Colonial Production Company; from Petroleum Land Management, Inc.
- Letter: May 5, 1990; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Welly M. Gibson, Jr.; regarding prospect #:000278 Hoot Owl Prospect; see lease for description; Payne County, Oklahoma; .87962950 net acres
  - Lease: May 5, 1990; Oil and Gas Lease; lessor: Jerome J. O’Brien; lessee: Petroleum Land Management
- Letter: Apr. 28, 1988; to Colonial Production Company; from Ella M. McDonald; regarding SW/4 SW/4 Sec. 4-19N-1W.I.M. Payne Co., Ok.; regarding enclosed lease and draft
  - Lease: Apr. 27, 1988; Oil and Gas Lease; lessor: Colonial Production Company; lessee: M.B. Properties
  - Lease: Apr. 27, 1988; Oil and Gas Lease; lessor: Jerome J. O’Brien; lessee: M.B. Properties
- Letter: Apr. 24, 1990; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Ella M. McDonald, Petroleum Land Management; regarding prospect #: 000278 Hoot Owl Prospect; see lease for description; Payne County, Oklahoma; .87962950 net acres
  - Lease: Apr. 24, 1990; Oil and Gas Lease; lessor: Jerome J. O’Brien; lessee: Petroleum Land Management
- Letter: Aug. 25, 1983; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Dale Vernon, President, McVe Energy, Inc.; regarding McVe #2A Well; regarding enclosed division letter to be signed and returned
- Document: Aug. 25, 1983; Division Order; McVe Energy, Inc.
- Lease: Nov. 24, 1980; Oil and Gas Lease; lessor: Jerome J. O’Brien; lessee: Oklahoma Land Service, Inc.
- Letter: Nov. 24, 1980; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Janet Bingman; regarding lots 1 &2 and S/2 NE/4 Sec. 4-19N-1W Payne County, Oklahoma
- Lease: Jan. 2, 1981; Oil and Gas Lease; lessor: Jerome J. O’Brien; lessee: John B. Morey
DO NOT CITE

- Document: Aug. 15, 1983; Division Order; McVe Energy, Inc.
- Letter: Apr. 15, 1980; to Jerome O’Brien; from Delbert R. Goodin, Landman, Darnell Drilling Inc.; regarding oil and gas lease SE/4 Section 5-19N-1W Payne County, Oklahoma
  - Lease: Apr. 15, 1980; Oil and Gas Lease; lessor: Jerome J. O’Brien; lessee: Darnell Drilling, Inc.

  - Map: n.d.; unidentified location
  - Map: 1956; Payne County, Oklahoma 19 N-1W; Midcontinent Map Company
  - Map: n.d.; Township 19N Range 1W; Payne County, Okla.
  - Map: Jan. 20, 1975; Structure – Top First Wilcox Sd.; Orlando Pool Area; Payne Co., Oklahoma for Southern States Oil Co. by M.L. Vance
  - Letter: Dec. 30, 1991; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Debbie Roland, Senior Title Assistant, Real Property Administration, Conoco Inc.; regarding division order 05981 et al Lyter Unit Payne County, Oklahoma
    - Document: n.d.; Instructions to all Interest Owners; Conoco Inc.
    - Document: Dec. 13, 1991; Oil and Gas Transfer Order; Conoco Inc.
    - Document: Dec. 13, 1991; Oil and Gas Transfer Order; Conoco Inc.
  - Letter: Mar. 12, 1992; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Julie Darnell Webb; regarding no active or current lease files
  - Letter: May 1, 2000; to interest owner; from Dan L. Young, Cherokee Gas Processing, L.L.C.; regarding middle Orlando Unit (lower and upper Cleveland) property No. 0A0888; regarding enclosed division orders to be executed and returned
    - Document: May 1, 2000; Gas Division Order
  - Letter: Nov. 12, 1991; to Mark J. O’Brien; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed check for payment of minerals interests;
  - Letter: Nov. 21, 1991; to Phillips 66 Natural Gas Company; from Mark J. O’Brien; regarding 86 Lucien Lease #0A0939, 573 Lucien Lease # 0A0939 and 583 Lucien Lease #0A0965

360
Letter: Oct. 23, 1991; to Mark J. O’Brien; from Jerry; regarding enclosed assignments of mineral interests in Payne and Stephens Counties, Oklahoma to be signed and returned; regarding appraisal of properties

Letter: Nov. 21, 1991; to Phillips 66 Natural Gas Company; regarding 86 Lucien Lease #0A0939, 573 Lucien Lease #0A0939, 583 Lucien Lease #0A0965


Letter: Feb. 21, 1991; to Monterey Oil Company of Texas; from Carlos Elwell, Boswell Energy; regarding oil and gas lease NW/4 Sec. 10-19N-1W Payne County, Oklahoma; Hoot Owl Prospect 0.6944 net mineral acre interest
  ▪ Lease: Feb. 21, 1991; Oil and Gas Lease; lessor: Jerome J. O’Brien; lessee: Boswell Energy Corporation

Letter: Jan. 22, 1991; to Monterey Oil Company of Texas c/o Jerome J. O’Brien; from Carlos Elwell, Boswell Energy; regarding SW/4 of NW/4 of Section 10-19N-1W Payne County, Oklahoma

Document: Mar. 18, 1991; Report of the Commission Findings and Order; before the Corporation Commission of the State of Oklahoma

Document: c.a. 1991; Application; before the Corporation Commission of the State of Oklahoma

Document: Feb. 6, 1991; Notice of Hearing; before the Corporation Commission of the State of Oklahoma

Document: c.a. 1991; Application; before the Corporation Commission of the State of Oklahoma

Document: Feb. 6, 1991; Notice of Hearing; before the Corporation Commission of the State of Oklahoma

Letter: May 9, 1968; to Myron Anderson; cc: Jerome J. O’Brien; from Aladdin Petroleum Corporation; regarding sale of Aladdin interest in Lyter Lease to Mr. Morris Sitrin

Letter: May 2, 1968; to co-owners; from Aladdin Petroleum Corporation; regarding Lyter lease N/2 NW/4 Sec. 9-19N-1W Payne County, Oklahoma

Letter: May 9, 1968; to George H. Bruce, President, Aladdin Petroleum Corporation; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Lyter lease N ½, NW ¼, Sec. 9, 19N-1W Payne County, Oklahoma

Letter: May 6, 1968; to Jerome J. O’Brien; cc: George Bruce; from Myron Anderson; regarding sale of interest to Mr. Morris Sitrin
DO NOT CITE

- Letter: Jul. 12, 1967; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Myron Anderson; regarding notice of last bill and delay rental
- Manuscript: n.d.; Orlando Properties Income
- Letter: Feb. 27, 1961; to Bill Richardson; from Aladdin Petroleum Corporation; regarding Henke and Lyter Lease Payne County, Oklahoma; regarding enclosed individual well tests
- Manuscript: 1951-1954; Estimate Future Received
- Note: n.d.; Myron Anderson Trustee; various figures; hand written
- Manuscript: 1949-1951; East Orlando Field; Lyter and Henke Leases
- Letter: Jan. 3, 1952; to Lowell Stanley; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Lyter and Henke leases, East Orlando Field, Payne County, Oklahoma
  - Letter: Dec. 31, 1951; to Jerry O’Brien; from Aladdin Petroleum Corp.; regarding bid for acquisition of interest
- Invoice: Mar. 17, 1950; to Jergins Oil Co. of Texas; from Aladdin Petroleum Corporation
- Letter: Nov. 15, 1948; to Lon B. Turk; from Leonard R. Sayers, Jergins Oil Company; regarding O&GL SE/4 5-19N-1W Payne County, Oklahoma
- Letter: Nov. 11, 1948; to Leonard R. Sayers c/o Jergins Oil Company; from Lon B. Turk; regarding oil and gas lease SE ¼ Sec. 5-19N-1W Payne County, Okla.
- Letter: Nov. 3, 1948; to Lowell Stanley; from Leonard R. Sayers; regarding Aladdin-Jergins Joint Venture, Payne County, Oklahoma
- Letter: Oct. 11, 1948; to Jergins Oil Company, attn: Mr. Blount; from Aladdin Petroleum Corporation; regarding Orlando Block Payne County, Oklahoma
- Letter: Oct. 11, 1948; to Jergins Oil Company, attn: Mr. Blount; from Aladdin Petroleum Corporation; regarding Orlando Block, Payne County, Oklahoma; includes hand written notes
Letter: Oct. 6, 1948; to Paul White, Aladdin Petroleum Corporation; from Stephen W. Blount, II, Jergins Oil Company; regarding copy of title opinion for lands

Letter: Feb. 2, 1948; to Martin N. Erck; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Payne County, Oklahoma royalty
  ▪ Letter: Jan. 23, 1948; to Jerry O’Brien; from Martin N. Erck, Jergins Oil Company; regarding question about leases
  ▪ Letter: Jan. 23, 1948; to Frontier Oil Refining Corporation; cc: San Antonio Office; from Martin N. Erck, Jergins Oil Company; regarding Emily Henke Lease, SW ¼ Sec. 4, T19N, R1W, 160 acre, Payne County, Oklahoma

Letter: Nov. 15, 1947; to Warren Lore, Frontier Oil Refining Company; cc: Jergins Oil Company Long Beach and San Antonio; from Aladdin Petroleum Corporation; regarding oil run statements not received

Letter: Oct. 7, 1947; to Jergins Oil Company, attn: Martin N. Erck; from Kelso, Locke and King; regarding purchase by Jergins Oil Company from Jerome J. O’Brien under Payne County, Oklahoma leases

Letter: Sep. 17, 1947; to Jergins Oil Company, attn: Martin Erck; from Kelso, Locke and King; regarding purchase by Jergins Oil Company from Jerome J. O’Brien under Payne County, Oklahoma leases

Letter: Sep. 13, 1947; to Martin N. Erck; from Carlyle F. Lynton, Jergins Oil Company; regarding acquisition of O’Brien interest and notification

Letter: Sep. 13, 1947; to George H. Bruce, Aladdin Petroleum Corporation; cc: Martin Erck; from Carlyle F. Lynton; regarding Orlando block, Payne County, Oklahoma
  ▪ Letter: Sep. 10, 1947; to Carlyle F. Lynton, Jergins Oil Company; from Martin N. Erck, Jergins Oil Company; regarding Jerry O’Brien deal

Letter: Sep. 3, 1947; to George Bruce, Aladdin Petroleum Company; from Leonard R. Sayers, Jergins Oil Company; regarding rentals due on jointly owned leases

Letter: Aug. 29, 1947; to County Clerk; from Leonard R. Sayers, Jergins Oil Company; regarding enclosed assignments and request to place in Deed Records of Payne County, Oklahoma

Receipt: Sep. 2, 1947; Return Receipt

Letter: Aug. 29, 1947; to Lowell Stanley; from Carlyle F. Lynton, Jergins Oil Company; regarding enclosed check

Receipt: Aug. 29, 1947; Receipt for registered article no. 9692

Letter: Aug. 28, 1947; to Lowell Stanley; from Leonard R. Sayers; regarding joint operating agreement – Payne County, Oklahoma acreage
DO NOT CITE

- Letter: Jul. 31, 1947; to Jergins Oil Company, Colonial Petroleum Company, Alfred Morrison, McCarthy and O'Brien; from Aladdin Petroleum Corporation; regarding Orlando Block
- Letter: Jul. 10, 1947; to Paul Brown; cc: Don R. Knowlton, Frank M. Porter and Jergins Oil Company; from Kelso, Locke and King; request for recording data on leases
- Letter: Jun. 13, 1947; to Jergins Oil Company, attn: Lowell Stanley; cc: Al Jergins; from Aladdin Petroleum Corporation; regarding enclosed letter to Frontier Oil Refining Company
  - Letter: Jun. 13, 1947; to Frontier Oil Refining Company; cc: Lowell Stanley w/ Jergins Oil Co. from Aladdin Petroleum Corporation; regarding inquiry in Lyter lease
- Letter: Jun. 10, 1947; to Paul Brown; cc: Don R. Knowlton, Frank M. Porter and Jergins Oil Company; from Kelso, Locke and King; request for recording data on leases
- Letter: Jun. 13, 1947; to Jergins Oil Company, attn: Lowell Stanley; cc: Al Jergins; from Aladdin Petroleum Corporation; regarding enclosed letter to Frontier Oil Refining Company
  - Letter: Jun. 13, 1947; to Frontier Oil Refining Company; cc: Lowell Stanley w/ Jergins Oil Co. from Aladdin Petroleum Corporation; regarding inquiry in Lyter lease
- Letter: Jun. 9, 1947; to Allen Jergins or Mr. Carlyle Lynton; from Lowell Stanley; regarding enclosed letter copy
  - Letter: Jun. 7, 1947; to Jergins Oil Company, Al Morrison, Colonial Petroleum Company, Jerome J. O'Brien; from Aladdin Petroleum Corporation; regarding drilling Henke #1
- Letter: May 22, 1947; to George H. Bruce, Aladdin Petroleum Corporation; from Al Jergins; regarding recording daily drilling and production report; request for information
- Letter: May 14, 1947; to George H. Bruce, Aladdin Petroleum Corporation; from Al Jergins; regarding J.L. Woods interest to bid on drilling of wells on property at Orlando Payne County, Oklahoma
- Letter: May 10, 1947; to George H. Bruce; from J.J. O'Brien; regarding Fleet bid
- Letter: May 7, 1947; to Aladdin Petroleum Corporation; cc: Allen Jergins; from Jergins Oil Company; regarding enclosed check for payment of invoice for cost of drilling and completing Henke #1 well
- Letter: May 5, 1947; to Lowell Stanley; from Carlyle F. Lynton; regarding Aladdin Petroleum deal, Payne County, Oklahoma; Henke well #1
  - Letter: May 2, 1947; to Jergins Oil Company, Colonial Petroleum Company, Al Morrison and J.J. O'Brien; from George H. Bruce, Aladdin Petroleum Corporation; regarding drilling of Henke #1 well
- Letter: May 2, 1947; to George Bruce; from Jergins Oil Company; regarding agreed upon location
  - Letter/Telegram: May 2, 1947; to Jergins Oil Company; from Aladdin Petroleum Corp.; regarding drilling of Henke #1
- Letter: c.a. 1947; to Jergins Oil Co.; from J.J. O'Brien; regarding enclosed electric log on Watkins B-1, Payne Co. Okla.; hand written
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- Letter: Apr. 24, 1947; to Aladdin Petroleum Corporation; from Jergins Oil Company; request to address drilling report on joint interest tests to office in Milam Building
- Letter: Apr. 23, 1947; to Jergins Oil Company, attn: Carlyle F. Lynton; from Aladdin Petroleum Corporation; regarding Southland Lease and drilling of Watkins B #1
- Letter/Telegram: Apr. 22, 1947; to Allen Jergins; from J.J. O’Brien; regarding Wilcox status
- Letter/Telegram: n.d.; to Jerry O’Brien; from Geo H. Bruce; regarding Watkins status
- Letter/Telegram: Apr. 16, 1947; to Jerry O’Brien; from Geo H. Bruce; regarding Watkins status
- Letter/Telegram: Apr. 15, 1947; to A.A. Jergins; from J.J. O’Brien; regarding arrival time and Watkins Drilling
- Letter: Apr. 10, 1947; to Jergins Oil Company, attn: J.H. Abramson; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding response to previous letter; regarding trip to Kansas; regarding drilling depth on Watkins B-1; regarding status of Lyter No. 1
- Letter: Apr. 3, 1947; to Aladdin Petroleum Company; cc: Jergins Oil Co., Alfred Morrison and Colonial Petroleum Co.; from J.J. O’Brien, Shamrock Drilling Company; regarding recommended program for drilling of Watkins #1 well
- Letter/Telegram: Apr. 2, 1947; to A.T. Jergins; from Allen, Jergins Oil Co.; regarding status of Lyter No. 1in Payne County, Oklahoma
- Letter: Mar. 21, 1947; to Allen Jergins; from Martin, Jergins Oil Company; regarding enclosed “Waiver of Priority Right to Purchase and Consent Sale” to be signed and returned; regarding enclosed floor plan for Houston office
- Letter: Mar. 17, 1947; to Jergins Oil Company, attn: Lowell Stanley; cc: Jergins; from Aladdin Petroleum Corporation; regarding description of transaction and return of invoice and memo
- Letter: Dec. 3, 1946; to Paul H. White, Aladdin Petroleum Corporation; from Kelso, Locke and King; regarding copies and Photostats of instruments in chain of title sent to participation; request for additional copy of Photostat of oil and gas lease
- Letter: Nov. 30, 1946; to Al Jergins; from Kelso, Locke and King; regarding enclosed letter of instruction; request to sign and return
- Map: n.d.; Township 19N; Range 1W; Payne County, Oklahoma
Letter: Apr. 16, 1985; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Darrel Vanhooser, Associate Land Analyst, Mineral Lease Records; regarding division order no. 5981 Dena Lyter Lease Payne County, Oklahoma
  - Manuscript: n.d.; John McCarthy’s in Long Beach; list of numbers

Document: Dec. 8, 1988; Gas Division Offer; Phillips 66 Natural Gas Company

Letter: Jun. 18, 1976; to Robert Ancira; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed Conveyance of Colonial Petroleum properties to Myron Anderson and myself

Statement: Jan. 2, 1976; from Southern States Oil Co.; balance due Lyter Lease working interest purchase

Letter: Apr. 28, 1975; to Myron Anderson and Mark J. O’Brien; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Lyter Lease Payne Co., Oklahoma; regarding offer to purchase working interest

Letter: Sep. 26, 1975; to Michael A. Kojundic, Southern States Oil Co.; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Lyter Lease Payne County, Oklahoma; regarding agreement for drilling of well; request to review updated geology and/or cross sections and economics

Letter: Sep. 23, 1975; to J.J. O’Brien; from Michael A. Kojundic, Director Operations, Southern States Oil Company; regarding Lyter Lease Payne Co., Oklahoma; regarding enclosed copies of Authorization for Expenditure form; request to approve and return one copy

Form: Sep. 17, 1975; Authorization for Expenditure

Document: c.a. 1980; Application; before the Corporation Commission of the State of Oklahoma

Document: Dec. 30, 1980; Notice and Order Referring and Setting Cause for Hearing; before the Corporation Commission of the State of Oklahoma


Letter: May 13, 1968; to George H. Bruce; cc: Jerome J. O’Brien; from Myron Anderson; regarding meet Mr. Sitrin’s offer to purchase Lyter property; regarding unpaid balance to Myron Anderson

Letter: Apr. 6, 1962; to Myron Anderson; from Aladdin Petroleum Corporation; regarding Henke and Lyter lease property and maintenance

Letter: Jul. 25, 1962; to Geo. H. Bruce; from Leo Newlin, Production Superintendent, Aladdin Petroleum Corporation; regarding status of Lyter lease; regarding overhaul of both pumping motors
DO NOT CITE

- Letter: Jul. 25, 1962; to Myron Anderson and Jerry O'Brien; cc: Jerry O'Brien; from Geo. H. Bruce, President, Aladdin Petroleum Corporation; regarding Lyter-Henke leases; regarding enclosed report regarding contract pumper
- Letter: Mar. 7, 1962; to Ashland Oil and Refining Company; cc: Myron Anderson; from Leonard E. Rusch, Treas., Aladdin Petroleum Corporation; regarding question on oil run check not received
- Letter: Apr. 6, 1962; to Jerome J. O’Brien, Director of Oil and Gas, Department of the Interior; from Geo. H. Bruce, President, Aladdin Petroleum Corporation; regarding remarks at annual meeting of North Texas Oil and Association; regarding visit to Washington
- Letter: Mar. 30, 1962; to George H. Bruce, Pres.; from Leonard E. Rusch, Treas., Aladdin Petroleum Corporation; regarding use of outside party pump on Lyter and Henke properties
- Letter: Mar. 1, 1961; to Aladdin Petroleum Corporation, attn: George Bruce, President; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed waiver of priority rights covering Payne County properties
- Letter: Nov. 10, 1960; to Aladdin Petroleum Corp., attn: Geo. H. Bruce; from John R. McMillan, Executive Vice President, Monterey Oil Company; Joint Operating Agreements and Sublease, State of Oklahoma
- Document: 1961; Waiver of Priority Right to Purchase and Consent to Sale
- Document: 1961; Waiver of Priority Right to Purchase and Consent to Sale
- Letter: Mar. 1, 1961; to Aladdin Petroleum Corporation, attn: George Bruce, President; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed waiver of priority rights covering Payne County properties
- Document: Nov. 11, 1946; Assignment
- Document: Nov. 21, 1946; Amendment to Assignment
- Document: Aug. 1, 1947; Assignment of Interest in Oil and Gas Leases
- Document: Aug. 1, 1947; Assignment of Interest in Oil and Gas Leases
- Document: Aug. 1, 1947; Assignment of Interest in Oil and Gas Leases
- Document: Aug. 1, 1947; Assignment of Interest in Oil and Gas Leases
- Document: Aug. 1, 1947; Assignment of Interest in Oil and Gas Leases
- Document: Aug. 1, 1947; Assignment of Interest in Oil and Gas Leases
- Document: Aug. 1, 1947; Assignment of Interest in Oil and Gas Leases
- Note: Sep. 4, 1947; to Leonard R. Sayers; from Martin N. Erck; regarding joint operating agreement, Payne County, Oklahoma
- Document: February 1947; Waiver of Priority Right to Purchase and Consent to Sale
- Document: Nov. 20, 1946; Assignment of Overriding Royalty Interests

- Folder: Pinal Co. Sales
DO NOT CITE

- Notice: Mar. 23, 1998; Notice of Value; Section 113 Township 06S Range 02E Hidden Valley Lot 20
- Notice: 1993; Property Tax Notice; Hidden Valley Lot 19
- Notice: 1993; Property Tax Notice; Hidden Valley Lot 20
- Notice: 1993; Property Tax Notice; Hidden Valley Estates Unit 19 Lot #3 3.75AC
- Notice: 1993; Property Tax Notice; Hidden Valley Estates Unit 19 Lot #44 3.75AC
- Notice: Mar. 23, 1998; Residential Notice of Value; Section 113 Township 06S Range 02E Hidden Valley Lot 19
- Letter: July 2000; to Jerome O’Brien; from Patrick Weller, Executive Manager, The First National Bank; offer to purchase real estate notes
- Form: July 1997; Real Estate Agency Disclosure and Election
  - Form: February 1998; Limited Dual Representation Agreement
- Form: n.d.; Vacant Land/Lot Seller’s Property Disclosure Statement (SPDS)
- Form: February 1998; Vacant Land: Purchase Contract and Receipt for Deposit
- Form: February 1998; Vacant Land Purchase Contract and Receipt for Deposit
  - Form: February 1998; page three of form; VL SPDS
  - Form n.d.; Limited Dual Representation Agreement: Broker Represents Both Seller and Buyer or Both Landlord and Tenant
  - Form: n.d.; Real Estate Agency Disclosure and Election
- Map: n.d.; County Assessor’s Map
- Map: n.d. [ illegible ]; Hidden Valley Estates Unit 19: A subdivision of a Portion of Sec. 9, T6S-R2E, G & S.R.B. & M; Pinal County, Arizona
- Map: n.d.; unidentified location;
- Statement: Jan. 23, 1998; escrow #88-88-19969-DD; Security Title Agency
  - Letter: Jan. 26, 1998; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Dee M. Cea, Escrow Assistant, Security Title Analyst; regarding escrow no. 88-88-19969-DD
  - Statement: Jan. 24, 1998; Escrow Settlement Statement; Security Title Agency
  - Document: Dec. 12, 1997; Escrow Closing Instructions and Approval of Settlement Statement; Security Title Agency
  - Document: c.a. 1997; Schedule A; Fidelity National Title Insurance Company; Commitment for Title Insurance
  - Document: n.d.; Schedule B
  - Document: n.d.; Commitment for Title Insurance; Schedule B – Part II
  - Document: n.d.; Commitment for Title Insurance; Schedule B; Requirements
  - Map: n.d.; Hidden Valley Estates Unit 19; a sub-division of a portion of Sec. 9, T6S-R2E, G&S.R.B.&M.; Pinal County, Arizona
Form: 1986; Seller’s Certification for Compliance with Real Estate Reporting Requirements – 1986 Tax Reform Act
Document: Dec. 12, 1997; Note Secured by Deed of Trust
Form: Dec. 12, 1997; Servicing Agreement and Collection Instructions
- Map: Jan. 26, 1987; unidentified location; A Wayne Smith and Associates Planners – Landscape Architects
- Letter: n.d.; to Mary H. O’Brien; from Mark Najmi, Associate Broker; regarding parcel number 501-05-0210 Hidden Valley; regarding clients interested in purchasing property; business card attached
- Deed: c.a. 1997; Quit-Claim Deed
- Statement: Jan. 23, 1998; escrow # 88-88-19968-DD; Security Title Agency
  - Letter: Jan. 26, 1998; regarding escrow # 88-88-19968-DD
  - Statement: Jan. 24, 1998; Escrow Settlement Statement; Security Title Agency
  - Document: Dec. 12, 1997; Escrow Closing Instructions and Approval of Settlement Statement; Security Title Analyst
  - Document: n.d.; Seller’s Certification for Compliance with Real Estate Reporting Requirements – 1986 Tax Reform Act
  - Document: c.a. 1997; Schedule A; Fidelity National Title Insurance Company; Commitment for Title Insurance
  - Document: c.a.; Schedule B
  - Document: n.d.; Commitment for Title Insurance; Schedule B – Part II
  - Document: c.a. 1997; Commitment for Title Insurance Schedule B Requirements
  - Document: Dec. 12, 1997; Note Secured by Deed of Trust
  - Document: Dec. 12, 1997; Servicing Agreement and Collection Instructions
- Letter: Apr. 2, 1998; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Jim Daniels, President, Notepro, Inc.; regarding selling of deed for cash
- Map: n.d.; Hidden Valley
- Map: 1997; Hidden Valley Estates Unit 19; a subdivision of a portion of Sec. 9, T69-R2E, G&S.R.B. &M Pinal County, Arizona
- Letter: n.d.; to Jerry; from Don Rietz, Dan Schwartz Realty; regarding enclosed listings on four parcels; request to sign and return
- Letter: Jun. 29, 1996; to property owner; from Don Rietz, Dan Schwartz Realty, Inc.
- Letter: Jul. 28, 1997; to Don Reitz; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding expiration date of property at 4245 North Arabian in Maricopa County, Arizona
- Letter: Jul. 16, 1997; to Don Rietz; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed documents on Hidden Valley lots; regarding listing price
DO NOT CITE

- Letter: 1997; to Jerry; from Don Rietz; regarding disclosure statements to be completed
- Letter: May 23, 1997; to property owner; from Don Rietz; from Dan Schwartz Realty, Inc.; request to sell or trade property in Maricopa; business card attached
- Map: n.d.; Hidden Valley
- Map: n.d.; Phoenix, Arizona; parts of Tucson, Arizona
  - Document: n.d.; images of property; general property view and typical access road
  - Map: n.d.; Maricopa County, Arizona
  - Map: n.d.; unidentified location
- Deed: Dec. 12, 1997; Warranty Deed
- Document: Dec. 12, 1997; Note Secured by Deed of Trust
- Deed: Feb. 17, 1998; Quit-Claim Deed
- Deed: Feb. 17, 1998; Deed of Trust
- Letter: Mar. 18, 1998; to Mr. and Mrs. O’Brien; from Thomas G. Bagnall, Title Officer, Fidelity National Title Agency, Inc.; regarding enclosed Policy of Title Insurance regarding completion of loan transaction
  - Document: n.d.; Policy of Title Insurance; Fidelity National Title Insurance Company
  - Document: Mar. 12, 1998; Schedule A; policy no. 27-36-86-34005
  - Document: n.d.; Schedule B
  - Document: n.d.; Schedule B – Section II
  - Map: n.d.; Hidden Valley
- Statement: Dec. 20, 1997; Escrow Settlement Statement; Security Title Agency
  - Check: Dec. 23, 1997; Official Check; Wells Fargo and Co.
- Letter: Dec. 20, 1997; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Diane DeVincenzo, Branch Manager, Security Title Agency; regarding escrow no. 88-88-19968-DD & 88-19969-DD
  - Document: 1997; Commitment for Title Insurance Schedule A; Fidelity National Title Insurance Company
    - Document: n.d.; Schedule B
    - Document: n.d.; Commitment for Title Insurance; Schedule B – Part II
    - Document: 1991; Commitment for Title Insurance Schedule B Requirements
    - Map: n.d.; Hidden Valley Estates Unit 19
  - Form: 1997; Vacant Land; Purchase Contract and Receipt for Deposit
  - Form: Dec. 7, 1997; Limited Dual Representation Agreement; Broker Represents Both Seller and Buyer or Both Landlord and Tenant
DO NOT CITE

- Form: Jul. 15, 1997; Exclusive Right to Sell/Rent (Listing Contract Legal Language)
  - Document: 1997; Commitment for Title Insurance Schedule A; Fidelity National Title Insurance Company
    - Document: n.d.; Schedule B
    - Document: n.d.; Commitment for Title Insurance Schedule B Requirements
    - Map: n.d.; Hidden Valley Estates Unit 19
    - Check: Dec. 23, 1997; Official Check; Wells Fargo and Co.
      - Statement: Dec. 20, 1997; Escrow Settlement Statement; Security Title Agency
    - Form: Dec. 30, 1997; Vacant Land; Purchase Contract and Receipt for Deposit
    - Form: Jul. 15, 1997; Exclusive Right to Sell/Rent (Listing Contract Legal Language)
  - Deed: Feb. 20, 1998; Deed of Trust
  - Letter: Mar. 23, 1998; to Mr. and Mrs. O’Brien; from Thomas G. Bagnall, Title Officer, Fidelity National Title Agency, Inc.; regarding enclosed Policy of Title Insurance
    - Document: n.d.; Policy of Title Insurance; Fidelity National Title Insurance Company
    - Document: n.d.; Schedule A
    - Document: n.d.; Schedule B
    - Map: n.d.; Hidden Valley
  - Letter: Mar. 18, 1998; to Mr. and Mrs. Jerome J. O’Brien; from Dee M. Cea, Escrow Assistant, Security Title Analyst; regarding escrow no. 88-88-20102-DD
    - Statement: Mar. 12, 1998; Escrow Settlement Statement; Security Title Agency
    - Document: Feb. 20, 1998; Escrow Closing Instructions and Approval of Settlement Statement; Security Title Agency
    - Document: Feb. 20, 1998; Note Secured by Deed of Trust
    - Deed: Feb. 20, 1998; Deed of Trust
    - Document: Feb. 20, 1998; Servicing Agreement and Collection Instructions
    - Document: 1986; Seller's Certification for Compliance with Real Estate Reporting Requirements – 1986 Tax Reform Act
  - Letter: Mar. 13, 1998; to Mr. and Mrs. Jerome J. O’Brien; from Dee M. Cea, Escrow Assistant, Security Title Analyst; regarding escrow no. 88-88-20092-DD
    - Statement: Mar. 12, 1998; Escrow Settlement Statement; Security Title Agency
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- Document: Feb. 17, 1998; Escrow Closing Instructions and Approval of Settlement Statement
- Document: 1998; Commitment for Title Insurance Schedule A; Fidelity National Title Insurance Company
- Document: n.d.; Schedule B
- Map: n.d.; Hidden Valley
- Document: n.d.; Seller’s Certification for Compliance with Real Estate Reporting Requirements – 1986 Tax Reform Act
- Document: Feb. 17, 1998; Note Secured by Deed of Trust
- Document: Feb. 17, 1998; Servicing Agreement and Collection Instructions
- Deed: Feb. 17, 1998; Deed of Trust
- Deed: Feb. 20, 1998; Quit-Claim Deed
  - Note: n.d.; to Jerry; from Don Rietz; regarding lost contract; regarding contract to be signed and returned
  - Form: n.d.; Vacant Land Purchase Contract and Receipt for Deposit
  - Form: Jul. 10, 1997; Exclusive Right to Sell/Rent (Listing Contract Legal Language)
  - Form: Jul. 10, 1997; Exclusive Right to Sell/Rent (Listing Contract Legal Language)
  - Deed: Mar. 2, 1998; Deed of Release and Reconveyance
- **Folder: Rockport Lots, Aransas County, Texas**
  - Article Clipping: May 8, 1955; Corpus Christi Caller-Times; “Little Bay Shore Subdivision Opens in Rockport-Fulton Area”
  - Notice: 1996; Notice of Appraised Value; Aransas County, Tx
  - Notice: 1996; Notice of Appraised Value; Aransas County, Tx
  - Notice: 1996; Notice of Appraised Value; Aransas County, Tx
  - Notice: 1996; Notice of Appraised Value; Aransas County, Tx
  - Map: n.d.; T. Williamson Survey Certif. #35; Smith & Wood
  - Notice: May 1, 2003; Notice of Appraised Value; Aransas County
  - Letter: Nov. 4, 1997; to Rockport Fulton Real Estate, attn: John South; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed executed copies of four properties listed
    - Form: c.a. 1997; Residential Real Estate Listing Agreement Exclusive Right to Sell; Texas Association of Realtors
    - Form: c.a. 1997; Residential Real Estate Listing Agreement Exclusive Right to Sell; Texas Association of Realtors
    - Form: c.a. 1997; Residential Real Estate Listing Agreement Exclusive Right to Sell; Texas Association of Realtors
DO NOT CITE

- Form: c.a. 1997; Residential Real Estate Listing Agreement Exclusive Right to Sell; Texas Association of Realtors
- Letter: n.d.; to Mr. O’Brien; from John South, Rockport Fulton Real Estate; regarding enclosed listing agreement on properties
- Fax: Jun. 18, 1999; fax cover letter; to Jerome O’Brien; from Frank Kovach
  - Document: 1999; Unimproved Property Contract
  - Document: 1999; Seller Financing Addendum
  - Document: 1999; copied check; to Stewart Title; from Robert A. Stolzman; $500.00
- Letter: Mar. 29, 1999; to Jerome O’Brien; from Frank Kovach, Rockport Fulton Real Estate; regarding selling of property
  - Form: Mar. 29, 1999; Change Form for All Listing Types; Board of Realtors Multiple Listing Service
- Letter: Nov. 11, 1997; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Helen Casterline, Broker, Rockport Fulton Real Estate; regarding selling of property
  - Document: Nov. 11, 1997; Rockport Area Board of Realtors
  - Form: 1997; Residential Real Estate Listing Agreement Exclusive Right to Sell; Texas Association of Realtors
  - Document: Nov. 11, 1997; Rockport Area Board of Realtors
  - Form: 1997; Residential Real Estate Listing Agreement Exclusive Right to Sell; Texas Association of Realtors
  - Document: Nov. 11, 1997; Rockport Area Board of Realtors
  - Form: 1997; Residential Real Estate Listing Agreement Exclusive Right to Sell; Texas Association of Realtors
  - Document: Nov. 11, 1997; Rockport Area Board of Realtors
  - Form: 1997; Residential Real Estate Listing Agreement Exclusive Right to Sell; Texas Association of Realtors
- Letter: Sep. 3, 1993; to Roberta Byrd; from Jerome J. O’Brien, O’Brien Exploration Fund, Inc; regarding cleaning of lots
- Letter: Nov. 23, 1992; to Kay Casey; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding cleaning of property and possible sale
- Letter: Jul. 14, 1993; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from George Masters, Code Enforcement Officer, City of Rockport; regarding weeds and/or litter of lots 2, Menger; order to mow property and remove litter to bring in compliance with city ordinance
  - Form: n.d.; Affidavit of Nonownership
  - Document: n.d.; Contractors
- Letter: Aug. 5, 1992; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from George Masters, Code Enforcement Officer, City of Rockport; regarding weedy lot; order to mow property and remove litter to bring in compliance with city ordinance
DO NOT CITE

- Document: n.d.; Contractors
  - Letter: Apr. 19, 1991; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Michael Von Heuvel, Code Enforcement Official, City of Rockport; regarding overgrown lot; order to remove weeds and litter to bring in compliance with city ordinance
    - Document: n.d.; Contractors
  - Letter: n.d.; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Leona „Jean” Mashtare, Broker/Owner, ERA Paradise Realty; regarding 309 E. Laurel Street, Rockport, Texas; regarding expiration of property listing
  - Fax: Sep. 30, 1998; fax cover letter; to Jerome O’Brien; from Frank Kovach
  - Fax: Sep. 2, 1997; to unknown; from Frank K. & Linda C.; regarding Rockport property; contract, form, data
  - Print: Nov. 8, 1983; Rockport, Texas; looking at Lot 3 of Menger Subdivision at intersection of Laurel and Moline streets
  - Print: n.d.; Lot 2 before; Polaroid image
  - Print: n.d.; Lot 2 after; Polaroid image
  - Statement: 2002; Tax Statement; Property: R28495 Menger, lot 2, situs: 309 E. Laurel Street
  - Notice: 1995; Notice of Appraised Value; Aransas County; Menger, lot 2 situs: 309 W. Laurel St. Rockport
  - Notice: 1995; Notice of Appraised Value; Aransas County; Smith and Wood, block 218, lot 7 & 8, situs: 301 W. Alamito Street, Rockport
  - Notice: 1995; Notice of Appraised Value; Aransas County; Smith and Wood, block 219, lot 14 thru 16 situs 1004 N. Doughty St. Rockport
  - Notice: 1995; Notice of Appraised Value; Aransas County; Smith and Wood, block 236, lot 14 thru 16 situs 1104 N. Kossuth St. Rockport
  - Notice: 1997; Notice of Appraised Value; Aransas County; Smith and Wood, Block 236, lot 14 thru 16 situs 1104 N. Kossuth St. Rockport
  - Notice: 1997; Notice of Appraised Value; Aransas County; Smith and Wood, block 218, lot 14 thru 16 situs 1004 N. Doughty St. Rockport
  - Notice: 1997; Notice of Appraised Value; Aransas County; Smith and Wood, block 218, lot 7 & 8 situs 301 W. Alamito Street, Rockport
  - Notice: 1997; Notice of Appraisal Value; Aransas County; Smith and Wood, block 218, lot 7 & 8 situs 301 W. Alamito Street, Rockport
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Notice: Jun. 30, 1982; Notice of Appraised Value; Aransas County; S&W Blk 236 Lot 6-7-8
Notice: Jun. 30, 1982; Notice of Appraised Value; Aransas County; Menger S/D Lot 2
Notice: Jun. 30, 1982; Notice of Appraised Value; Aransas County; S&W Blk 218 Lot 7-8
Notice: Jun. 30, 1982; Notice of Appraised Value; Aransas County; S&W Blk 218 Lot 14-15-16
Notice: Jun. 30, 1982; Notice of Appraised Value; Aransas County; S&W Blk 236 Lot 14-15-16
Map: n.d.; Aransas County; Block No. 218 Thomas Green Survey Smith & wood Sub.
Receipt: 1989; Tax Receipt; Aransas County; (x4 for different properties)
Letter: March 1990; to tax payer; from Joan Doyal, Tax Assessor/Collector; regarding enclosed refund checks from Rollback Tax Election n
  - Check Stub: Apr. 15, 1990; City of Rockport; Jerome J. O’Brien
Form: 1999; Unimproved Property Contract
Notice: 1999; Apr. 30, 1999; Notice of Appraised Value 1999; (x2 for different properties)
Statement: c.a. 1998; Statement: Valuation Breakdown; (x3 for different locations)
Deed: Mar. 12, 1991; Warranty Deed
Letter: Oct. 1, 1990; to D.L. Morrison; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding minimum price to accept for any Rockport lots
Letter: Aug. 15, 1990; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from D.L. and Opal Morrison; regarding block 218 lot 14&16, block 236 lot 6,7&8 and lots 14-16; regarding desire to purchase lots; hand written
Letter: Sep. 25, 1990; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from D.L. and Opal Morrison; regarding Rockport City lots; request to buy up to six lots; hand written
Letter: Sep. 24, 1990; to D.L. and Opal Morrison; regarding Rockport city lots
  - Map: n.d.; Rockport, Texas; Aransas County
Letter: Sep. 18, 1990; to Elliott B. McConnell; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding request for opinion of lots’ value
Letter: Apr. 3, 1979; to Mr. O’Brien; from A.W. Liles; regarding lots 7&8, block 218 S&W addition, Rockport, Texas; request to buy lots and request for further information
DO NOT CITE

- Letter: Mar. 19, 1986; to First National Bank of Rockport, attn: Escrow Dept.; xc: Roy L. & Carol Pina; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed documents; regarding authorization to have Roy L. & Carol Pina issue check
- Document: mar. 19, 1986; Deed of Trust Note
  - Deed: Mar. 19, 1986; Deed of Trust; grantor: Roy L. and Carol Pina; grantee: Jerome J. O’Brien
- Letter: Feb. 1, 1977; to landowner; from Henry H. Wagner; regarding lots 7 & 8 and 14 thru 16, blk 218, S/W; lots 6 thru 8 and 14 thru 16, Blk 236, S/W; regarding offer to lease
- Document: n.d.; Additional Information; from Henry H. Wagner
- Letter: Feb. 28, 1986; to Jerome O’Brien; from Al Gembler, Little Bay Real Estate; regarding interested client to purchase lots on Doughty Street
- Letter: n.d.; to Friend/Friends; from Emory M. Spencer; regarding request to lease land to drill well
- Letter: Apr. 22, 1972; to Jerry; from H.E. Menger; regarding O&G Lease Lt. 2 Menger S/D Rockport, Tex; handwritten
- Letter: n.d.; to landowner; from Henry H. Wagner; regarding request to lease property
- Document: n.d.; Additional Information; from Henry H. Wagner
- Letter: Apr. 20, 1972; to Hubert E. Menger; from Jerome J. O’Brien; request for information about Henry H. Wagner interested in leasing tracts
- Lease: Mar. 20, 1972; Oil, Gas and Mineral Lease; lessor: Jerome J. O’Brien; lessee: Henry H. Wagner
- Letter: Mar. 24, 1984; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Shirley Oliver, Sipe Real Estate; regarding lots 7 & 8, 14-16, Blk. 218, Smith & Wood Lots 6-8, Blk. 236, Smith and Wood; regarding interest in putting property on market
- Document: Apr. 15, 1957; Stock Point List for Louisiana; Magcobar
- Certificate: Jul. 10, 1959; Certificate of Redemption from the State of Texas
- Receipt: 1959; City of Rockport Tax Receipt; No. 516
- Receipt: 1959; Tax Receipt; Aransas County Independent School District; No. 1749
- Receipt: 1959; Stub of Redemption Receipt; Aransas County, Texas
- Certificate: c.a. 1959; Certificate of Redemption; Aransas County, Texas
- Receipt: Nov. 18, 1958; State and County Tax Receipt for 1958; Aransas County, Texas
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- Receipt: c.a. 1958; Stub of Redemption Receipt; Aransas County, Texas
- Letter: 1959; to [Jerome O'Brien]; from Tax Assessor and Collector, Aransas County Independent School District, Rockport, Texas; regarding request to examined and sign list of property
- Receipt: 1958; Tax Receipt; Aransas County Independent School District
- Receipt: 1958; City of Rockport, Texas Tax Receipt
- Receipt: 1958; State and County Tax Receipt for 1958; Aransas County, Texas
- Receipt: 1958; State and County Tax Receipt for 1958; Aransas County, Texas
- Receipt: 1957; State and County Tax Receipt for 1957; Aransas County, Texas
- Receipt: 1957; City of Rockport, Texas Tax Receipt
- Receipt: Nov. 26, 1956; Delinquent Tax Receipt; No. 3792
- Receipt: 1957; Tax Receipt; Aransas County Independent School District
  - Letter: Sep. 27, 1957; to [Jerome O’Brien]; from Tax Assessor and Collector, Aransas County Independent School District, Rockport, Texas; regarding request to examined and sign list of property
- Letter: Jan. 5, 1956; to Tax Assessor-Collector; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding additional lots owned
- Receipt: 1956; Tax Receipt; City of Rockport, Texas
- Receipt: 1956; Tax Receipt; Aransas County Independent School District
- Receipt: 1956; State and County Tax Receipt for 1956
- Letter: Jan. 5, 1956; to Tax Assessor-Collector; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding additional lots owned
- Letter: Oct. 21, 1955; to County Clerk, Aransas County; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed Royalty Deed to be filed
- Statement: Nov. 1, 1955; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Jas C. Herring, County Clerk, Aransas County, Rockport, Texas
- Note: Oct. 20, 1955; to J.J. O’Brien; from Tom; regarding $150.00
- Document: n.d.; Rockport, Texas; block descriptions
- Invoice: Sep. 16, 1955; to Tom Terry Sr.; from A.B. Williams
- Deed: Sep. 10, 1955; Royalty Deed; grantor: Harry Traylor; grantee: Tom Terry, Sr.
- Deed: Jun. 10, 1954; Warranty Deed
- Deed: Oct. 18, 1955; Royalty Deed; grantor: Tom Terry, Sr.; grantee: Jerome J. O’Brien
- Receipt: 1955; City of Rockport, Texas Tax Receipt
- Receipt: 1955; Tax Receipt; Aransas County Independent School District
- Manuscript: n.d.; Royalty Purchase
- Receipt: 1954; Tax Receipt; Aransas County Independent School District
DO NOT CITE

- Letter: n.d.; to [Jerome O’Brien]; from Katherine McLester, Tax Assessor and Collector, Aransas County Independent School District Rockport, Texas; regarding; regarding request to examined and sign list of property
- Letter: Oct. 4, 1954; to Aransas County Independent School District, attn: Katherine McLester, Tax Assessor-Collector; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed tax statement; request to change ownership of property
- Statement: Sep. 7, 1954; to H.E. Menger; from Jerome J. O’Brien
- Invoice: Sep. 22, 1954; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Jas. C. Herring, County Clerk, Aransas County, Rockport, Texas
- Deed: Jul. 13, 1954; Warranty Deed
- Deed: Jul. 13, 1954; Warranty Deed

- Letter: Au. 25, 1954; to Mrs. R.B. Sipe; cc: J.J. O’Brien, C.C. Casey and T.H. Terry, Sr.; from H.E. Menger; regarding survey; regarding selling of lots
- Receipt: August 1954; Return Receipt; Post Office Department
- Document: Jul. 6, 1954; agreement; signed by R.B. Melton
- Deed: Jul. 7, 1954; Warranty Deed
- Letter: Aug. 18, 1954; to County Clerk, Aransas County; cc: J.J. O’Brien; from H.E. Menger; regarding enclosed plat to be filed
- Deed: Jul. 28, 1954; Warranty Deed
- Deed: Jul. 28, 1954; Warranty Deed
- Deed: Jul. 28, 1954; Warranty Deed
- Deed: Jul. 28, 1954; Warranty Deed
- Deed: Jul. 28, 1954; Warranty Deed
- Map: n.d.; Aransas Co.; Block No. 236; Smith & Wood Sub.; Thomas Green Surv.
- Map: n.d.; Aransas Co.; Block No. 218; Thomas Green Survey; Smith & Wood Sub.
- Map: n.d.; Aransas Co.; Block No. 236; Smith & Wood Sub.; Thomas Green Surv.
- Map: n.d.; Block 4; Smith & Wood Sub.; Rockport; Aransas Co. Texas
- Note: n.d.; regarding blocks of property; hand written
- Note: n.d.; regarding various numerical figures; hand written
- Manuscript: n.d.; various numerical figures regarding blocks
- Map: n.d.; Aransas Co.; Block No. 236; Smith & Wood Sub.; Thomas Green Surv.
- Map: n.d.; Aransas Co.; Block No. 218; Thomas Green Survey; Smith & Wood Sub.
- Map: n.d.; Block 4; Smith & Wood Sub.; Rockport; Aransas Co. Texas
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- Map: n.d.; Aransas Co.; Block No. 218; Thomas Green Survey; Smith & Wood Sub.
- Map: n.d.; Aransas Co.; Block No. 236; Smith & Wood Sub.; Thomas Green Surv.
- Map: n.d.; Block 4; Smith & Wood Sub.; Rockport; Aransas Co. Texas
- Deed: Jun. 20, 1954; Warranty Deed
- Receipt: Jul. 13, 1954; Return Receipt; Post Office Department
- Document: Jul. 6, 1954; agreement; signed by R.B. Melton
- Deed: Jul. 7, 1954; Warranty Deed
- Letter: Jul. 10, 1954; to unknown; from J. H. Cobb; regarding property
- Note: Jul. 13, 1954; to unknown; from Tom; regarding retaining of files; hand written
- Check: Jul. 6, 1954; Customer's Draft; Broadway National Bank
- Letter: n.d.; to County Clerk, Aransas County; from Tom H. Terry, Sr.; regarding request for deeds to be recorded
- Letter: Jul. 12, 1954; to County Clerk, Aransas County; from Tom H. Terry, Sr.; regarding request for certified copy of Deed

**2008-10 Jerome J. O’Brien Collection Box 13 of 16**

- **Folder: Taxes – 1974**
  - Chart: 1974; Oil and Gas Sales
  - Form: c.a. 1972; Annual Report of Property Presumed Abandoned (Summary Sheet) State of New Mexico; Bureau of Revenue
    - Form: c.a. 1972; Annual Report of Property Presumed Abandoned (Detail Sheet) State of New Mexico; Bureau of Revenue
  - Form: 1973; U.S. Corporation Income Tax Return
    - Receipt: Jul. 3, 1974; memorandum receipt for deposit of federal taxes; United California Bank
    - Form: 1973; Computation of Investment Credit
    - Document: May 31, 1974; Income and deductions applicable to New Mexico; Colonial Production Company
    - Document: May 31, 1974; Cost of Operations; Colonial Production Company
  - Document: 1973; California Corporation Franchise Tax Return
    - Document: 1973; Corporation Income Tax Return; State of New Mexico
  - Document: 1974; Business Property Appraisal Records
  - Document: 1973; Annual Tax Report of Insured Applicable to an Unauthorized or Non-Admitted Insurer
o Letter: n.d.; to gentlemen; from Albert P. Benavides, Director, State Corporation Commission of New Mexico; regarding enclosed annual corporation report forms to be filed
o Form: 1974; Corporation Franchise Tax Report; State of Texas
  ▪ Document: n.d.; Instructions for Preparation of Your Corporation Franchise Report
o Document: Jun. 30, 1973; Annual Report to the State Corporation Commission of New Mexico

  o Receipt: Feb. 17, 1973; to Colonial Production Company; from State Corporation Commission; no. 290226
  o Receipt: Jul. 3, 1973; to Colonial Production Company; from United California Bank; memorandum receipt for deposit of federal taxes
  o Statement: Jun. 29, 1973; Bank and Corporation Estimated Tax
  o Form: 1972; California Corporation Franchise Tax Return
  o Form: 1972; State of New Mexico Corporation Income Tax Return
  o Form: 1973; State of Texas Corporation Franchise Tax Report
  o Receipt: Apr. 7, 1973; Franchise Tax Fund; State Corporation Commission
  o Letter: March 1973; to Colonial Production Company; from Albert P. Benavides, Director, State of New Mexico State Corporation Commission; regarding assessment amount due
  o Document: Feb. 13, 1973; Annual Report to the State Corporation Commission of New Mexico
  o Form: 1972; U.S. Corporation Income Tax Return; Federal Tax Deposit Corporation Income Taxes stub attached

• Folder: Taxes - 1972
  o Chart: 1972; Oil and Gas Sales
  o Notice: c.a. 1971; regarding Franchise Tax Board
  o Form: 1971; tax form; comparative balance sheet
  o Receipt: 1972; Bank and Corporation Estimated Tax; California
  o Form: 1971; State of New Mexico Corporation Income Tax Return
  o Form: 1971; Corporation Franchise Tax Return; California
  o Form: 1972; State of Texas Corporation Franchise Tax Report
  o Document: n.d.; Annual Tax Report of Insured Applicable to an Unauthorized or Non-Admitted Insured
  o Statement: Sep. 3, 1971; Statement of Corporation Tax; to Colonial Production Company; from State of California
• Notice: Sep. 13, 1971; State of Texas Underpayment Notice; Franchise Tax
  o Invoice: Mar. 1, 1972; to Colonial Production Company; from CT Corporation System
  o Document: Business Personal Property Division Verification of Ownership
  o Receipt: Feb. 22, 1972; to Colonial Production Company; from Corporation Fees Fund, State Corporation Commission
  o Receipt: Mar. 7, 1972; to Colonial Production Company; from Franchise Tax Fund, State Corporation Commission
  o Letter: c.a. March 1972; to Colonial Production Company; from Albert P. Benavides, Director; State of New Mexico State Corporation Commission; regarding assessment due of franchise tax
  o Document: Feb. 24, 1972; Annual Report to the State Corporation Commission of New Mexico
  o Receipt: Jan. 25, 1971; to Colonial Production Company; from Corporation Fees Fund State Corporation Commission
  o Letter: 1971; to Colonial Production Company; from Albert P. Benavides, Director; regarding franchise tax due
  o Receipt: Feb. 1, 1971; to Colonial Production Company; from Franchise Tax Fund, State Corporation Commission
  o Document: August 1971; A Special Bulletin from CT System
    • Document: Jul. 26, 1971; Supplemental Annual Report and Statement of Change of Registered Office or Registered Agent, or Both of Colonial Production Company
  o Letter: n.d.; to friends and customers; from The Corporation Trust Company; regarding name changed
  o Statement: 1971; Tax Statement Summary; Oil and Gas Accounting Commission
  o Document: 1972; Business Property Appraisal Record
  o Form: 1971; U.S. Corporation Income Tax Return
  o Form: 1971; U.S. Corporation Income Tax Return; form 503 stub attached
    • Receipt: Memorandum receipt for deposit of federal taxes; from United California Bank
  o Invoice: Apr. 20, 1972; to Santa Fe Petroleum – General Partner; from Colonial Production Company; regarding Bristol Prospect Partnership
  o Form: n.d. Employer’s Quarterly Federal Tax Return
  o Form: 1971; Reconciliation of Income Tax Withheld and Transmittal of Tax Statements
  o Form: n.d.; Employer’s Quarterly Federal Tax Return
  o Form: Sep. 30, 1971; Employer’s Quarterly Federal Tax Return
- Statement: 1971; Tax Statement; Oil and Gas Production Equipment Ad Valorem Tax for the Calendar Year

- **Folder: 1971 – Taxes**
  - Document: n.d.; Reminder to File Your California Income Tax Return (x2)
  - Form: 1971; California Information Return; form 599 (x5)
  - Note: 1971; various notes regarding loans (?)
  - Form: 1971; Employer's Quarterly Federal Tax Return
  - Receipt: Jul. 29, 1971; memorandum receipt for deposit of federal taxes; from United California Bank
  - Form: 1970; U.S. Corporation Income Tax Return; attached stub
  - Letter: Jan. 26, 1971; to Colonial Production Company; from Lue F. McCann, Chief, Correspondence Section, Internal Revenue Service Center; regarding EIN 75-1246725; regarding tax regulations
    - Notice: December 1970; Federal Tax Deposit Withheld Income and Fica Taxes
  - Article Clipping: n.d.; Oil Daily Bureau; “Internal Revenue Rules on Drilling”
  - Form: Mar. 31, 1971; Employer's Quarterly Federal Tax Return
  - Notice: Sep. 4, 1970; Department of the Treasury Internal Revenue Service Center
  - Form: 1970; Reconciliation of Income Tax Withheld and Transmittal of Wage and Tax Statements
  - Document: n.d.; Changes in Requirements for Depositing Employment and Excise Taxes; Department of the Treasury Internal Revenue Service Center; attached stub (x2)
  - Form: Dec. 31, 1970; Employer's Quarterly Federal Tax Return
  - Chart: 1971; Oil and Gas Sales
  - Document: Aug. 3, 1971; Adjustment Notice; State of Texas Franchise Tax
  - Document: Aug. 3, 1971; Adjustment Notice; State of Texas Franchise Tax
  - Form: 1971; Bank and Corporation Declaration of Estimated Tax
  - Form: 1970; Corporation Franchise Tax Return
  - Form: 1970; Corporation Income Tax Return; State of New Mexico
  - Form: 1971; California Bank and Corporation Declaration of Estimated Tax
  - Form: Jul. 12, 1971; State of Texas Corporation Franchise Tax Report
  - Form: 1970; California Bank and Corporation Second Installment of Estimated Tax
  - Form: n.d.; Annual Report of Property Presumed Abandoned
  - Form: n.d.; Annual Report of Property Presumed Abandoned (Detail Sheet)
  - Document: Dec. 4, 1970; Final Demand Before Suspension or Forfeiture
Letter: Jan. 4, 1971; to gentlemen; from Albert P. Benavides, Director; regarding enclosed annual corporate report forms due to be filed
Form: Jan. 25, 1971; Annual Report to the State Corporation Commission of New Mexico

**Folder: 1970 – Taxes**
- Chart: 1970; Oil and Gas Sales; Colonial Production Co.
- Form: 1970; California Annual Information Return
- Form: 1970; California Information Return; (x3)
- Form: 1969; California Corporation Franchise Tax Return
- Form: 1969; State of New Mexico Corporation Income Tax Return
- Document: n.d.; Corporation Income Tax Return; Schedule A
- Document: 1969; Corporation Income Tax Return; Schedule B
- Document: n.d.; Apportionment of Business Income; Schedule B
- Form: 1970; State of Texas Corporation Franchise Tax Report
- Form: 1969; U.S. Corporation Income Tax Return
- Form: 1970; Form 1099-U.S. Information Return; Maurice Jones Jr.
- Form: 1970; Form 1099-U.S. Information Return; Willard B. Winn
- Form: 1970; Form 1099-U.S. Information Return; Joseph B. Gould
- Form: 1970; Form 1099-U.S. Information Return; Mercantile National Bank
- Form: 1970; Form 1099-U.S. Information Return; Mercantile National Bank
- Form: 1970; Form 1099-U.S. Information Return; Wayne B. Smith
- Form: 1970; U.S. Annual Information Return
- Form: Dec. 31, 1970; Employer Informational Schedule; Department of Health, Education and Welfare
- Form: Sep. 30, 1970; Employer's Quarterly Federal Tax Return; stub attached
- Document: Nov. 2, 1970; Request for Delinquent Return
- Letter: Nov. 10, 1970; to Colonial Production Company; from Department of Human Resources Development; regarding account removed from active file
- Form: Jun. 30, 1970; Employer's Quarterly Federal Tax Return
- Form: Jul. 15, 1970; Corporation Application for Tentative Refund from Carryback of Net Operating Loss or Unused Investment Credit
- Form: Mar. 31, 1970; Employer's Quarterly Federal Tax Return

**Folder: Colonial Production Company Tax Reports 1967 1969**
- Chart: 1968; Oil and Gas Sales; Colonial Production Company
- Document: 1969; Annual Tax Report of Insured Applicable to an Unauthorized or Non-admitted Insurer
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- Document: n.d.; State Board of Insurance Form F-SBIFT-1 Enclosed
- Chart: 1969; Oil and Gas Sales; Colonial Production Company
- Document: Apr. 22, 1970; Employer's Information Schedule
- Form: 1970; Contribution Return and Report of Wages under the Unemployment Insurance Code
- Receipt: Feb. 2, 1970; to Colonial Production Company; from Franchise Tax Fund State Corporation Commission
- Receipt: Jan. 28, 1970; to Colonial Production Company; from Corporation Fees Fund State Corporation Commission
- Document: 1967-1968; stubs; (x3)
- Form: 1969; California Annual Information Return
- Form: 1969; Form 599; Information Return (x3)
- Letter: Jan/Feb 1970; to Colonial Production Company; from Albert P. Benavides, Director, State of New Mexico State Corporation Commission; regarding franchise tax notice
- Form: 1969; Contribution Return and Report of Wages Under the Unemployment Insurance Code
- Form: 1969; Contribution Return and Report of Wages Under the Unemployment Insurance Code
- Letter: Jan. 2, 1970; to unknown; from Albert P. Benavides, Director, State Corporation Commission, Corporation and Franchise Tax Department; regarding enclosed forms for Annual Corporate Report to be filed
- Document: Jan. 28, 1970; Annual Report to the State Corporation Commission of New Mexico
- Document: n.d.; Annual Report to the State Corporation Commission of New Mexico
- Form: 1969; Contribution Return and Report of Wages Under the Unemployment Insurance Code
- Document: 1969; Instructions for Filing Bank and Corporation Declaration of Estimated Tax
  - Form: 1969; Bank and Corporation Declaration of Estimated Tax
- Form: n.d.; Annual Report of Property Presumed Abandoned (Detail Sheet)
  - Form: n.d.; Annual Report of Property Presumed Abandoned
  - Document: September 1969; The Corporation Trust Company
  - Document: n.d.; Report and Tax Bulletin; CT System
- Document: October 1969; regarding franchise tax
- Receipt: Jul. 14, 1969; to Colonial Production Company; from Franchise Tax Fund State Corporation Commission
- Document: 1969; Oil and Gas Well Equipment Assessment Schedule; New Mexico State Tax Commission
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Form: 1969; Corporation Franchise Tax Return; California
Form: 1968; State of New Mexico Corporation Income Tax Return
Letter: Jul. 2, 1969; to Colonial Production Company; from Albert P. Benavides, Director; regarding franchise tax past due
Receipt: Mar. 6, 1969; to Colonial Production Company; from Corporation Fees Fund State Corporation Commission
Form: 1969; State of Texas Corporation Franchise Tax Report
Letter: April 1969; to The Corporation Company; from Albert P. Benavides, Director, State of New Mexico State Corporation Commission, Franchise Tax Department; regarding notice of franchise tax
Form: 1969; State of Texas Corporation Franchise Tax Report
Letter: Mar. 3, 1969; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Myron Anderson; regarding New Mexico tax return
  - Document: December 1968; to all oil and gas well taxpayers, owners and operators in New Mexico; from New Mexico State Tax Commission; regarding forms for oil and gas well equipment
Letter: Mar. 19, 1969; to Franchise Tax Department, Corporation Commission, State of New Mexico; cc: The Corporation Company; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed annual report of Colonial Production Company
Letter: Mar. 4, 1969; to State of New Mexico; cc: The Corporation Company; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed 1969 Franchise Tax Report
Form: 1969; Tax Form; Colonial Production Company
Letter: Mar. 17, 1969; to Colonial Production Company; from Albert P. Benavides, Director, State Corporation Commission, Franchise Tax Department; regarding returned corporate annual report
Document: n.d.; Annual Report to the State Corporation Commission of New Mexico
Document: n.d.; Annual Report to the State Corporation Commission of New Mexico
Letter: Jan. 2, 1969; to Colonial Production Company; from Albert P. Benavides, Director, State of New Mexico, State Corporation Commission; regarding enclosed 1969 Annual Corporate Report to be filed
Form: 1969; tax form; Colonial Production Company
Manuscript: 1968; Income-New Mexico
Document: n.d.; Annual Report to the State Corporation Commission of New Mexico
Document: n.d.; By-Laws of Colonial Production Company
Statement: 1969; Tax Statement Summary; Oil and Gas Production Equipment Ad Valorem Tax
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- Statement: 1969; Tax Statement; Oil and Gas Production Equipment Ad Valorem Tax
- Statement: 1969; Tax Statement Summary; Oil and Gas Production Equipment Ad Valorem Tax
  - Statement: 1969; Tax Statement; Oil and Gas Production Equipment Ad Valorem Tax
- Manuscript: 1967-1968; Acquisitions; Colonial Production Company
- Statement: 1969; Wage and Tax Statement; Colonial Production Company
- Statement: 1969; Information Return; Colonial Production Company
- Form: 1969; Reconciliation of Income Tax Withheld and Transmittal of Wage and Tax Statements
- Form: 1969; Reconciliation of Income Tax Withheld and Transmittal of Wage and Tax Statements
- Form: 1969; Form 1099 – U.S. Information Return; Gene E. Gregg
- Form: 1969; Form 1099 – U.S. Information Return; Joseph B. Gould
- Form: 1969; Form 1099 – U.S. Information Return; Maurice Jones, Jr.
- Form: 1969; Form 1099 – U.S. Information Return; Mercantile National Bank
- Form: 1969; Form 1099 – U.S. Information Return; Mercantile National Bank
- Form: 1969; Form 1099 – U.S. Information Return; Wayne B. Smith
- Form: 1969; Form 1099 – U.S. Information Return; Willard B. Winn
- Form: 1969; U.S. Annual Information Return
- Form: 1970; Employer's Quarterly Federal Tax Return
- Form: 1970; Employer's Quarterly Federal Tax Return
- Form: 1969; Employer's Quarterly Federal Tax Return
- Form: 1969; Employer's Quarterly Federal Tax Return
- Form: 1968; U.S. Corporation Income Tax Return
- Form: 1968; U.S. Partnership Return of Income
- Document: c.a. 1968; regarding statement of financial condition of Colonial Production Company
  - Document: c.a. 1968; Colonial Production Company Statement of Financial Condition; draft
  - Document: c.a. 1968; Colonial Production Company Statement of Operations and Retained Earnings; draft
  - Document: c.a. 1967 and 1968; Colonial Production Company Statement of Operations and Retained Earnings; draft
  - Document: c.a. 1968; Colonial Production Company Notes to Financial Statements
- Form: 1968; U.S. Annual Information Return
  - Form: 1968; U.S. Information Return for Calendar Year; multiple copies
Note: Aug. 14, 1968; to Mr. O’Brien; from Anderson, Robb & Co.; regarding maintained file copies

- Form: 1967; U.S. Corporation Income Tax Return
- Form: 1967; State of New Mexico Corporation Income Tax Return
- Document: Jun. 6, 1968; New Mexico State Tax Commission
- Memo: May 27, 1968; to Banks, Savings and Loan Associations, Credit Unions, Corporations, Utilities, Certified Public Accountants, Registered Public Accountants, Bookkeeping Services and Attorneys; from The Bureau of Revenue, Unclaimed Property Division, State of New Mexico; regarding New Mexico uniform disposition of unclaimed property act property presumed abandoned
- Form: Jun. 17, 1968; Annual Report of Property Presumed Abandoned
- Form: 1966; U.S. Corporation Income Tax Return
- Form: May 31, 1967; Texas Corporation Franchise Tax Report
- Form: May 31, 1967; First Year Texas Corporation Franchise Tax Report
- Form: 1966; U.S. Partnership Return of Income

**Folder: Anderson, Myron**

- Manuscript: n.d.; from the desk of Myron Anderson; various notes
  - Map: n.d.; unidentified location
  - Letter: Sep. 3, 1971; to Jerome J. O’Brien; cc: Neal A. Taylor; from Myron Anderson, Oil and Gas Company; regarding Spraberry drilling prospect
    - Manuscript: n.d.; Martin County Texas
- Chart: n.d.; various information
- Letter: Aug. 9, 1971; to J.J. O’Brien; from Myron Anderson, Petroleum Ventures, Ltd.; regarding Belco location in Martin County
- Letter: Apr. 22, 1970; to Petroleum Associates, Inc. c/o Jerry O’Brien; from Blair & Raydon; regarding unpaid statements
- Letter: Apr. 7, 1965; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Myron Anderson; regarding extending line of credit for Odessa real estate subdivision
- Letter: Apr. 6, 1965; to Myron C. Anderson; from Louis Rochester, President, Murphy and Rochester Inc.; regarding loan
- Letter: Sep. 30, 1965; to Wixson Stevens and Ralph R. Frank; cc: Jerome J. O’Brien and Thomas M. O’Brien; from Myron Anderson; regarding sale of oil properties
- Letter: Sep. 17, 1969; to Myron Anderson; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding letter to Sitrin and acquisition of Reese interest in Lyter
- Letter: Jan. 15, 1962; to Myron Anderson; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Wimberley transaction
Letter: Dec. 14, 1961; to Leslie Byrd; from Ernesto Ancira; regarding Colonial statement sent to San Antonio

Letter: Oct. 30, 1961; to The Houston Chronicle, Special Feature Advertising Department; cc: Jerome J. O’Brien; from Myron Anderson; regarding insertion in Houston Chronicle

Letter: Oct. 13, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Myron Anderson; regarding call from Humble

Letter: Oct. 17, 1961; to Texas Pacific Coal and Oil Company, attn: Gene Adair, President; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding selling of working interest in subject lease

Letter: Oct. 17, 1961; to Skelly Oil Company; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed, executed division orders

Letter: Oct. 16, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Myron Anderson; regarding papers to be filled out and money to be returned

Letter: Oct. 30, 1961; to Myron Anderson; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed letters from Texas Pacific Coal and Oil Company

Letter: Oct. 20, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Eugene T. Adair, President, Texas Pacific Coal and Oil Company; regarding TP lease no. 3637 (S.P. Farish, Jr.) Reagan County, Texas

Letter: Oct. 11, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Myron Anderson; regarding business proceedings and money

- Report: n.d.; North Caesar Prospect; Bee County, Texas

- Folder: Singapore; Circum – Pacific Energy Council
  - Map: May/June 1986; Street Map; Hong Kong
  - Print: June 1986; image of group of men and women in Thailand
  - Document: June 1986; Mailing List
  - Maps: n.d.; [Hong Kong]
  - Map: 1986; The Map of Singapore
  - Business Card: n.d.; Nongluck Kalinnasak (Nancy)
  - Document: Aug. 17-22, 1986; Registration Summary; AAPG Circum-Pacific Conference Singapore
  - Map: n.d.; Thailand
    - Map: Cholburi and Rayong Provinces; Thailand
    - Map: n.d.; Philippines, Indonesia and New Guinea
  - Map: n.d.; Pattaya; Thailand
  - Map: 1985; Guide to Singapore
  - Map: n.d.; Hong Kong Island
  - Map: n.d.; China 1 Day Tour via Macao; Zhuhai; Zhongshan
  - Invoice: Jun. 20, 1986; to Sondra Biggs; from Travel Designs
  - Invoice: Jun. 20, 1986; to Sondra Biggs; from Travel Designs
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- Business Card: n.d.; Tong’s Sheets and Linen Co.; Tong’s Company
- Brochure: n.d.; Circum Pacific: Region of Promise; Meet in Singapore
- Article Clipping: August 1986; World Oil; “Far East: A Once Hot Area Begins to Cool”
- Business Card: n.d.; D. Daryani, Managing Director
- Program: Aug. 17-22, 1986; Circum-Pacific Conference Singapore; Program and Abstracts of Papers
- Memo: Jul. 10, 1986; to Conference Delegates; from AAPG Convention Department; regarding Circum-Pacific Conference
- Article Clipping: n.d.; Nations of the World; “Singapore”
- Brochure: n.d.; Automatic Flight Insurance
- Card: n.d.; Card for Taking Lodge; Tung Fang Hotel
- Ticket: n.d.; Touring the Huangpu River
- Program: Aug. 17-22, 1986; Circum-Pacific Conference Singapore
- Map: n.d.; Circum-Pacific Maps
- Document: Aug. 23-27, 1986; Extension C - Post Tour Hong Kong Itinerary
- Article Clipping: n.d.; Nations of the World; “Singapore”
- Article Clipping: n.d.; Nations of the World; “Singapore”
- Invoice: Jun. 20, 1986; to Sondra Biggs; from Travel Designs
- Document: c.a. 1986; Registration/Reservation Instructions
- Letter: Jun. 9, 1986; to Travel Designs; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding AAPG Singapore Circum-Pacific Meet
- Receipt: May 22, 1986; Registration/Hotel Confirmation
- Letter: May 12, 1986; to Travel Design; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding AAPG Singapore Circum Pac. Meet.
- Invoice: Mar. 6, 1986; to AAPG Singapore Circum Pac; from Travel Designs
- Form: ca. 1985; application for trip
- Receipt: Nov. 27, 1985; Registration/Hotel Confirmation
- Document: n.d.; Pre and Post Conference Excursions
- Letter: Jan. 23, 1986; to Circum-Pacific Conference Participant; from Travel Designs; regarding interest in pre or post conference tour
- Letter: Mar. 4, 1986; to Travel Designs; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding check for trip to conference in Singapore
DO NOT CITE


- Folder: Chancellors Associates
  - Receipt: Mar. 23, 1984; to Jerome Joseph O’Brien; the UCLA Foundation
  - Letter: Apr. 19, 1984; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Charles E. Young, Chancellor, University of California, Los Angeles; regarding acknowledgement of check
  - Letter: Jul. 2, 1984; to Chancellor’s Associate Member; from Barbara Romar, Donor Relations Coordinator and Assistant Director, University of California, Los Angeles; regarding Rose Bowl parking
  - Directory: n.d.; UCLA Chancellor's Associate Membership; Proof
  - Document: n.d. UCLA 7th Floor
  - Directory: n.d.; UCLA Chancellor’s Associates Membership; Sustaining Membership; Proof
  - Letter: n.d.; to friends of UCLA; from Alan F. Charles, Vice Chancellor, Public Affairs, University of California, Los Angeles; regarding courtesy parking card
  - Directory: n.d.; UCLA Chancellor’s Associates Membership; Sustaining Membership; Proof
  - Letter: Mar. 8, 1984; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from The UCLA Foundation; regarding annual contribution
  - Letter: Dec. 6, 1989; to Mr. and Mrs. Jerome J. O’Brien; from Keenan Behrle, Chairman, The UCLA Annual Fund; request for additional gift to Chancellor’s Associates
  - Manuscript: 1975-1984; list of balance
  - Letter: Mar. 8, 1983; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from The UCLA Foundation; regarding annual contribution
  - Letter: Apr. 15, 1982; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from The UCLA Foundation; regarding annual contribution
  - Letter: Mar. 17, 1980; to Jerome O’Brien; from The UCLA Foundation; regarding annual contribution
  - Receipt: Apr. 24, 1979; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Chancellor’s Associates, The UCLA Foundation
  - Letter: Apr. 16, 1979; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from the UCLA Foundation; regarding annual contribution
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- Letter: Sep. 21, 1978; to Chancellor's Associate; from Peter Frank, Chairman, The UCLA Foundation; regarding approved new policy regarding life membership categories of Chancellor's Associates
- Letter: Dec. 5, 1983; to John Sandbrook; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed check
- Letter: Jun. 20, 1983; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Stephen Goldberg, Chairman, The UCLA Foundation; regarding acknowledgement of gifts
- Letter: May 12, 1983; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Charles E. Young, Chancellor; regarding acknowledgement of gift
- Letter: Nov. 18, 1983; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Tom Loeffler, Congress of the United States House of Representatives; regarding thanks for communication regarding Tax Limitation/Balanced Budget Amendment
- Letter: Dec. 30, 1982; to Mr. and Mrs. Jerome O’Brien; from J. Richard Purdy, Executive Director, The John Wooden Center Campaign; regarding building of John Wooden Sports and Recreation Center; photographs attached
- Letter: Jul. 20, 1982; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Lunda Boyer, Associate Director, University Development; regarding announcement of resignation
- Letter: Jun. 7, 1982; to Mr. and Mrs. Jerome J. O’Brien; from Charles E. Young, Chancellor, University of California, Los Angeles; regarding acknowledgment of contribution
- Letter: Mar. 17, 1982; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Stephen J. Goldberg, Chairman, The UCLA Foundation; regarding enclosed contribution reminder
  - Letter: Aug. 17, 1981; to Charles Kenworthy; from Rich W. Turner, Director, The UCLA Foundation; regarding inflation and request for additional support
- Letter: Sep. 1, 1981; to Charles E. Young, Chancellor, University of California, Los Angeles; from Jerome J. O’Brien; request for tickets to UCLA game
- Letter: Aug. 21, 1981; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Charles E. Young, Chancellor, University of California, Los Angeles; regarding thanks for contribution
- Letter: Apr. 10, 1981; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Robert Reynolds, The Regents of the University of California; regarding invitation to luncheon for John Wooden Center Project
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- Letter: May 5, 1981; to J. O’Brien; from James A. Collins, Chairman, The John Wooden Center Campaign and Mark S. Greenfield, Chairman Founders’ Campaign, The John Wooden Center Campaign; request to become John Wooden Center founder
- Letter: Apr. 15, 1981; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Charles E. Young, Chancellor, University of California, Los Angeles; regarding acknowledgement of contribution
- Letter: May 2, 1980; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Charles E. Young, Chancellor, University of California, Los Angeles; regarding acknowledgment of contribution
- Letter: May 4, 1979; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Charles E. Young, Chancellor, University of California, Los Angeles; regarding acknowledgement of contribution

- Brochure: n.d.; U.S. Chamber of Commerce Member Participation Guide
- **Folder: Directors – CIPA Calif. Operators**
  - Manuscript: Apr. 21, 1986; various notes; possibly various dates (x4)
    - Letter: Apr. 7, 1986; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Steve Berg-Hansen, CIPA; regarding participation in annual meeting program
    - Document: n.d.; “Welcome to Monterey for The Dawn of a New Decade”
    - Document: Apr. 20, [1986]; Program
    - Document: n.d.; Business Session III: A New Natural Gas Market
    - Document: n.d.; Business Session V: Has the Tax Man Forgotten Us?
    - Document: Apr. 22, [1986]; Member-Staff Workshops Redwood Room
    - Document: n.d.; Acknowledgements
    - Letter: Apr. 7, 1986; to Michel T. Halbouty; cc: Jerry O’Brien; from Stephen Berg-Hansen, Executive Vice President, CIPA; regarding additional information and request for information
    - Document: n.d.; Brief Biography of Michel T. Halbouty
  - Document: n.d.; Trends – Myths and Realities; Donald F. Textor; Goldman, Sachs and Co., New York, New York
  - Document: 1985; CIPA Golf Tournament Pairings and Tee Assignments
  - Document: 1984-85; CIPA Officers and Directors
  - Document: 1984; Contributing Operators
  - Document: 1980-81; CIPA Directors
  - Manuscript: Mar. 26, 1984; regarding congratulations
  - Document: n.d.; list of presidents and officers
DO NOT CITE

- Document: n.d.; list of divisions
- Document: n.d.; list of nominees in divisions
- Document: n.d.; Afternoon General Session Supplementary
- Document: Sep. 13, 1977; California Independent Producers Association Board of Directors Meeting
- Document: Nov. 15, 1977; to Board of Directors; from Jerome J. O’Brien, President, CIPA; regarding recommendations for by-law changes
- Note: n.d.; list of cities and years
- Brochure: 1983-84; Independents Working Together; CIPA

**Folder: Jerome J. O’Brien – Welch Field – Dawson County, Texas**

- Document: May 1988; Notice of Appraised Value
- Letter: Sep. 11, 1991; to Royalty Interest Owners, West Welch San Andres Unit; from Vance E. Woolley, Landman, OXY USA Inc.; regarding revisions to the participating area of the West Welch San Andres Unit, Gaines and Dawson Counties, Texas
  - Document: Jun. 3, 1991; Fourteenth Amendment of Declaration of Unitized Operation
- Document: 1998; Notice of Appraised Value
- Document: 1997; Property Description
- Document: 1995; Notice of Appraised Value
- Document: 1995; Notice of Appraised Value
- Document: 1994; Notice of Appraised Value
- Document: 1993; Notice of Appraised Value
- Document: 1996; Notice of Appraised Value
- Document: 1992; Notice of Appraised Value
- Document: 1991; Notice of Appraised Value
- Statement: 1989; Tax Statement/Receipt
- Statement: 1990; Tax Statement/Receipt
- Receipt: 1988; Receipt in Payment of Total Taxes
- Statement: 1990; Tax Statement/Receipt
- Document: 1990; Notice of Appraised Value
- Document: 1987; Notice of Appraised Value
- Receipt: 1989; Receipt in Payment of Total Taxes
- Receipt: 1989; Receipt in Payment of Total Taxes
- Receipt: 1988; Receipt in Payment of Total Taxes
- Receipt: 1987; Receipt in Payment of Total Taxes
- Receipt: 1987; Tax Receipt
- Statement: 1987; Tax Statement/Receipt
- Receipt: 1987; Receipt in Payment of Total Taxes
- Receipt: 1987; Receipt in Payment of Total Taxes
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- Receipt: 1983; Receipt in Payment of Total Taxes
- Statement: 1983; Statement of Total Taxes Levied
- Receipt: 1983; Tax Receipt
- Document: 1983; Notice of Appraised Value
- Receipt: 1982; Tax Receipt
- Receipt: 1982; Receipt in Payment of Total Taxes; (x5)
- Receipt: 1981; Tax Receipt
- Receipt: 1981; Receipt in Payment of Total Taxes
- Receipt: 1981; Tax Receipt
- Receipt: 1981; Receipt in Payment of Total Taxes; (x2)
- Receipt: 1980; Tax Receipt
- Receipt: 1980; Receipt in Payment of Total Taxes
- Receipt: 1980; County Tax Receipt
- Statement: Mar. 21, 1957; to J.J. O’Brien; from Monterey Oil Company
- Note: Dec. 7, 1956; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Jack Hart; regarding #501 Dawson and Gaines Counties, Texas
  - Document: Oct. 19, 1956; Transfer Order; The Texas Company; (x2)
- Document: Sep. 12, 1956; Division Order
- Document: Sep. 12, 1956; Division Order
- Document: Sep. 12, 1956; Division Order
- Document: Sep. 12, 1956; Division Order
- Document: Sep. 12, 1956; Division Order
- Document: May 31, 1957; Transfer Order
- Document: May 31, 1957; Transfer Order
- Document: May 31, 1957; Transfer Order
- Document: May 31, 1957; Transfer Order
- Document: May 31, 1957; Transfer Order
- Document: May 31, 1957; Transfer Order
- Document: May 7, 1957; Transfer Order; The Texas Company
- Document: May 7, 1957; Transfer Order; The Texas Company
- Document: Apr. 16, 1957; Transfer Order
- Document: Apr. 16, 1957; Transfer Order
- Document: Apr. 16, 1957; Transfer Order
- Document: Apr. 16, 1957; Transfer Order
- Document: Apr. 16, 1957; Transfer Order
- Document: Apr. 16, 1957; Transfer Order
- Document: May 3, 1957; agreement
- Document: Apr. 2, 1957; agreement
- Document: Aug. 9, 1956; agreement
Letter: Aug. 31, 1998; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Buddy Gieb, Permian Basin Acquisition Fund; regarding West Welch Unit - .00017123 Dawson Co., TX
  - Document: Sep. 2, 1998; Mineral, Royalty and Overriding Royalty Conveyance

Document: Jun. 14, 1996; Division Order

Document: May 3, 1957; Conveyance, Transfer and Assignment

Document: Apr. 2, 1957; Conveyance, Transfer and Assignment

Letter: Dec. 7, 1992; to Petro Corp; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding West Welch Unit Tract 60 Petrocorp Property #27704

Letter: Dec. 3, 1992; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Kathy Wise, Senior Division Order Analyst; regarding West Welch Unit Tract 60 – Petrocorp Property No. 27704 Dawson County, Texas

Letter: Sep. 11, 1991; to Royalty Interest Owners West Welch San Andres Unit; from Vance E. Woolley, Landman, Oxy USA Inc.; regarding revisions to the participating area of the West Welch San Andres Unit, Gaines and Dawson Counties, Texas

Document: Jun. 3, 1991; Fourteenth Amendment of Declaration of Unitized Operation

Letter: May 10, 1990; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Buddy Gieb, Permian Basin Acquisition Fund 88; regarding all of your undivided net unit royalty interest in the West Welch Unit, Dawson Co., Texas

Letter: Aug. 19, 1988; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Jon M. Morgan; regarding an undivided 0.001899R.I in the Welch W UT TR 46, Dawson County, Texas; (x4 different properties)

Letter: Jul. 6, 1990; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Gary J. Lamb; regarding offer to purchase West Welch Unit Dawson County, Texas

Letter: Feb. 12, 1991; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Maryann Morgan, Senior Division Order Analyst, regarding West Welch Unit Tract 60 – Petrocorp Property No. W-27704 West Welch Prospect Dawson County, Texas
  - Document: n.d.; Instructions to All Interest Owners for Signing Division Orders or Transfer Orders
  - Document: Feb. 12, 1991; Division Order; W. Welch TR 60

Letter: Dec. 10, 1974; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Tom E. Johnson; regarding .001246 RI in cities service’s West Welch Unit, TR15, covering W part of Section 15, Block C-38, PSL and .000678 RI in Cities Service’s West Welch Unit, TR 21, covering S2 of Section 116, Block M, EL and RR
DO NOT CITE

- Letter: Jun. 7, 1974; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from F.L. Houghton, Jr.; regarding tracts of property and offer to purchase interest
- Letter: Jul. 1, 1969; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Done E. McInturff; regarding mineral interests in Gaines and Dawson Counties, Texas
- Letter: Jul. 31, 1970; to all royalty owners; from Joe B. Sparks, Supervisor Unitization, Land Department, Cities Service Oil Company
- Document: Jul. 20, 1970; Fourth Amendment of Declaration of Unitized Operation
- Letter: Aug. 27, 1970; to all interest owners West Welch Unit Dawson County, Texas; from W.L. Stokes, Landman, Ashland Oil, Inc.; regarding enclosed division orders to be executed and returned
- Document: Aug. 24, 1970; Gas Division Order; Ashland Oil, Inc.
- Document: Aug. 9, 1956; Conveyance, Transfer and Assignment
- Letter: Apr. 12, 1971; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from F.L. Houghton, Jr.; regarding tracts of land and offer to purchase interest
- Letter: Apr. 12, 1971; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from F.L. Houghton, Jr.; regarding tracts of land and offer to purchase interest
- Letter: Oct. 28, 1968; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Don E. McInturff; regarding mineral interests in Gaines and Dawson Counties, Texas
- Letter: Jun. 30, 1967; to Cecil Speck; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding no wish to dispose of royalty
- Letter: Jun. 27, 1967; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Cecil Speck; request to acquire royalty interest in Welch Field
- Document: 1961; Amendment to the Second Amendment of Declaration of Unitized Operation; West Welch San Andres Unit Dawson and Gaines Counties, Texas
- Letter: Aug. 8, 1961; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Joe B. Sparks, Land and Lease Department, Secondary Recovery Division, Cities Service Petroleum Company
- Letter: Sep. 1, 1960; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from M.S. Douglass, Supervisor, Land and Lease Department, Secondary Recovery Division, Cities Service Oil Company; regarding West Welch San Andres Unit, Dawson and Gaines Counties, Texas
- Document: August 1960; Amendment of Declaration of Unitized Operation
  - Document: Aug. 12, 1960; Second Revised Exhibit –A”
- Chart: 1956; Welch Property Purchase
- Document: Oct. 1, 1958; Welch: Rule Amendments, MER Redetermination
- Manuscript: Aug. 18, 1958; Welch Pool
- Letter: May 21, 1958; to W.O. Robinson; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Welch Pool Royalty, Dawson County, Texas
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Letter: May 18, 1958; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from W.O. Robinson; regarding offer to purchase minerals in Welch Pool

Invoice: Apr. 24, 1957; to Monterey Oil Co.; from Walter Buckel

Receipt: Oct. 15, 1957; State and County Tax Receipt

Receipt: 1957; Tax Receipt; Dawson Independent School District

Receipt: Oct. 21, 1957; State and County Tax Receipt


Letter: Jun. 4, 1957; to Cities Service Oil Company; cc: Jerome J. O’Brien; from W.B. Quesenbury, Monterey Oil Company; regarding leases nos. 410107 and 410112-Albaugh; leases nos. 410594 and 410598-Boldin; lease no. 412943-Gillet; and lease no. 417213-Scanlan lease

Letter: May 20, 1957; to County Clerk; from W.B. Quesenbury; regarding mineral and royalty interests, Gaines and Dawson Counties, Texas


Letter: May 8, 1957; to E.E. Reigle; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Welch Field, Dawson and Gaines Counties, Texas

Note: n.d.; to Jerry; from JH; regarding Welch Field; hand written

Letter: May 6, 1957; to Cities Service Oil Company, attn: Division Order Department; bcc: E.E. Reigle; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding leases nos. 417213, 410594, 410112, 412943, 410107 and 410598


Letter: Apr. 19, 1957; to County Clerk; from Jack Hart; request to record instrument

Letter: Apr. 22, 1957; to L.S. Melzer; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Welch Field- Dawson and Gaines Counties, Texas
  ▪ Letter: Apr. 16, 1957; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from J.M. Copenhaver, Supervisor, Division Order Department, Cities Service Oil Company; regarding various leases and transfer orders

Letter: Apr. 19, 1957; to County Clerk; cc: Jerome J. O’Brien; from Jack Hart, Monterey Oil Company; regarding request to record instrument

Letter: Apr. 9, 1957; to L.S. Melzer; bcc: W.B. Quesenbury; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed check for purchase of mineral interest
Letter: Apr. 11, 1957; to Cities Service Oil Company, attn: J.M. Copenhaver; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Welch Field, Dawson and Gaines Counties properties
Letter: Apr. 11, 1957; to The Texas Company, attn: Division Order Department; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding lease in Dawson and Gaines Counties, Texas
Letter: Apr. 10, 1957; to County Clerk; from Jack Hart; regarding mineral and royalty interests acquired from E.E. Reigle
Note: Apr. 5, 1957; to J.J. O’Brien; from Charles J. Cerf; regarding forwarded photocopy of recorded mineral conveyance
Note: n.d.; to Mr. O’Brien; from unknown; regarding payment for interest
Note: Apr. 2, 1957; to J.J. O’Brien; from Charles J. Cerf; regarding Welch Field-Dawson County, Texas
Note: Nov. 2, 1956; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Jack Hart; regarding MOCO #501 Dawson and Gaines Counties, Texas – Welch Field
Document: Aug. 23, 1956; Conveyance, Transfer and Assignment
Postcard: Apr. 12, 1957; to Monterey Oil Company; from Post Office Department
Letter: Oct. 15, 1956; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Jack Hart; regarding MOCO #501-Dawson and Gaines Counties, Texas-Welch Field Royalty and Minerals
Letter: Feb. 20, 1956; to H.E. Menger; cc: Joe B. Hudson and J.J. O’Brien; from Howard E. Davis; regarding overriding royalty and mineral interest, Welch Field, Dawson County, Texas
  - Letter: Feb. 20, 1956; to Howard E. Davis, Jr, Monterey Oil Company; from J.R. Jones, Fittings and Jones; regarding review of mineral and overriding royalty interests
  - Chart: n.d.; Welch Field; Dawson County, Texas
  - Graph: 1947-1955; Monthly Oil Production Per Well (Barrels)
  - Map: n..d; Welch Field Dawson County, Texas
Letter: Feb. 16, 1956; to H.E. Menger; cc: J.J. O’Brien, Joe B. Hudson and Colman Casey; from Howard E. Davis; regarding mineral and overriding royalty interest, Welch Field, Dawson County, Texas
Document: July 1949-December 1955; Runs on Wells in Sections 85 and 88
Map: n.d.; unidentified location
Chart: 1955; various figures
Folder: Seven Sisters Duval Co. Texas
Letter: Jul. 14, 1983; to James C. Durbin, Jr., Arvin F. Scott, Jerome J. O’Brien; from Robert H. Rex, Vice President, Heritage Oil Corporation; regarding overriding royalty on North ½ and Southeast 1/4, Z. Campos Survey #224, Duval County, Texas, containing 480 Acres of Land, more or less
  - Map: n.d.; McMullen and Duval Counties

Document: n.d.; Seven Sisters Field; Duval County, Texas
  - Map: n.d.; Seven Sisters Field; Duval County, Texas

Document: Aug. 24, 1982; to Colonial Production; from Superior Supply Company; Quotation; by Rick Wilson; (x2)

Document: Jul. 16, 1982; to Colonial Production; from Superior Supply Company; Quotation; by Rick Wilson

Document: n.d.; Jerome O’Brien – Colonial Production; String Design from Jeff Hogue

Document: Oct. 1, 1982; Estimated Casing Program

Map: n.d.; McMullen and Duval Counties

Document: May 27, 1982; Petroleum Information; Well: Hilliard Oil and Gas, Inc.

Document: May 8, 1970; information about well; well: Jake L. Hamon; Seven Sisters

Map: n.d.; McMullen and Duval counties

Map: n.d.; unidentified location

Map: n.d.; unidentified location

Chart: n.d.; Well: Campos I; Field: Seven Sisters; Duval County, Texas

Chart: n.d.; Exxon Smith #54

Chart: n.d.; Exxon Smith #52

Note: n.d.; various notes and numbers (x2)

Document: Jun. 25, 1982; Excerpts from Talk-South Texas Geological Society

Folder: Directors – Seaboard


Letter: Aug. 18, 1976; to all directors; from Jerome J. O’Brien, Chairman, McFarland Energy, Inc.; regarding data affecting Oil Producers

Letter: May 31, 1974; to Jerry O’Brien; from Henry F. Lippitt; regarding Annual Meeting Report

Letter: Aug. 7, 1973; to The President; from J.C. Thompson; regarding enclosed bulletin; regarding petroleum supply

Document: Nov. 13, 1979; Minutes of Director’s Meeting of Seaboard Oil and Gas Co.


Brochure: n.d.; Executive Investigative Programs; Norman R. Johnson, Investigative Consultant

Document: Jan. 9, 1979; Minutes of Directors Meeting of Seaboard Oil and Gas Co.

Document: Jan. 12, 1979; Officers and Directors; Seaboard Oil and Gas Co.

Document: Dec. 27, 1978; to L.C. McFarland, George J. Eckert, G. Scott Miller, John A. Gulick, Jerome J. O’Brien; from George J. Eckert, Secretary, Seaboard Oil and Gas Co.; Notice of Meeting of the Board of Directors

Document: Jun. 27, 1978; Minutes of Directors Meeting of Seaboard Oil and Gas Co.

Document: Jun. 21, 1978; to L.C. McFarland, George J. Eckert, G. Scott Miller, John A. Gulick and Jerome J. O’Brien; from George J. Eckert, Secretary, Seaboard Oil and Gas Co.; Notice of Meeting of the Board of Directors

Document: Feb. 7, 1978; Summary of Action at Seaboard Oil and Gas Co. Director’s Meeting

- Document: Feb. 7, 1978; Minutes of Directors Meeting of Seaboard Oil and Gas Co.

Document: May 8, 1978; Summary of Action at McFarland Energy, Inc. Director’s Meeting


Article Clipping: n.d.; The Wall Street Journal; –Pepper…and Salt”; comic

Letter: Jan. 27, 1978; to L.C. McFarland, George J. Eckert, G. Scott Miller, John A. Gulick and Jerome J. O’Brien; from George J. Eckert, Secretary, Seaboard Oil and Gas Co.; Notice of Meeting of the Board of Directors


Document: Nov. 8, 1977; Minutes of Directors Meeting of Seaboard Oil and Gas Co.; draft

Note: n.d.; various notes
DO NOT CITE

- Document: 1977; McFarland Energy, Inc./Seaboard Oil and Gas Co. Cumulative Crude Oil Production Report First Quarter
- Document: Feb. 8, 1977; Minutes of Directors Meeting of Seaboard Oil and Gas Co.
- Document: Dec. 14, 1976; Summary of Action at Seaboard Oil and Gas Co. Director’s Meeting
  - Document: Dec. 14, 1976; Minutes of Directors Meeting of Seaboard Oil and Gas Co.
- Folder: DOE – Crude Violations
  - Letter: Nov. 13, 1978; to James C. Langdon, Jr; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed chronological history of the disposition of crude oil from the Salt Lake Field
    - Document: n.d.; Chronology of Crude Oil Sales from Salt Lake Field – Los Angeles County, California
  - Letter: Feb. 6, 1978; to George W. Hubbard, Area Manager, Department of Energy; cc: William L. Theisen and Ruth J. Lappin; from W. Scott Lovejoy III; regarding Carson Oil Company notice of probably violation
  - Document: May 26, 1977; Affidavit of Lynn McArthur in Support of Carson Oil Company
  - Statement: Jun. 24, 1974; to T. Claes, D. Davidson, D. Jones, D. Martin, M. Schumacher and E. Wilson; from R. Edgington
  - Invoice: Jul. 15, 1974; to Carson Oil Company; (x2)
  - Letter: Mar. 10, 1978; to Ruth Lappin, Assistant Regional Counsel; cc: George W. Hubbard and William Theisen; from W. Scott Lovejoy III; regarding Carson Oil Company
  - Letter: Mar. 13, 1978; to George W. Hubbard, Department of Energy; cc: William L. Theisen; from W. Scott Lovejoy III; regarding Carson Oil Company
  - Letter: Mar. 14, 1978; to Carson Oil Company; from Dave Wharton III, Regional Counsel and Ruth J. Lappin, Assistant Regional Counsel, United States
Department of Energy; regarding notice of probably violation issued to Carson Oil Company, case no. 930H00138

- Letter: Mar. 17, 1978; to W.L. Theisen; from William C. Arntz, Acting Regional Representative, United States Department of Energy; regarding enclosed papers left in office
- Letter: Mar. 27, 1978; to William L. Theisen; from W. Scott Lovejoy III; regarding Carson Oil Company – NOPV
- Letter: Mar. 29, 1978; to W. Scott Lovejoy III; cc: Ronald J. Del Guercio; from Bill Theisen; regarding Carson Oil Co. - NOPV
- Letter: May 9, 1978; to William L. Theisen; cc: Jack Wood, Director, Enforcement; from Dave Wharton III, Regional Counsel, Department of Energy; regarding enclosed Escrow Agreement
- Letter: May 12, 1978; to Department of Energy, attn: Dave Wharton III, Regional Counsel; from Phillip Kelly; regarding Carson Oil Company; regarding Agreement
- Letter: May 19, 1978; to William C. Arntz; cc: Dave Wharton III; from W.L. Theisen; regarding meeting in San Francisco
  - Document: n.d.; Escrow Agreement
- Letter: Jun. 20, 1978; to William L. Theisen; from Dave Wharton III, Regional Counsel, Department of Energy; regarding status report on Carson Oil civil enforcement
- Letter: Jul. 17, 1978; to William L. Theisen; from Gordon W. Harvey, Acting Director of Enforcement, Department of Energy; regarding Carson Oil Company Case No. 930H00138
- Letter: Jul. 25, 1978; to Union Bank, attn: Christian L. Brant, Administrative Officer; from Gordon W. Harvey, Acting Director of Enforcement, United States Department of Energy; regarding Union Bank Escrow Number CD 1010-3634
- Letter: Jul. 26, 1978; to W.L. Theisen; from Glenn M. Anderson, Member of Congress, Congress of the United States; regarding letters delivered to Mr. O’Leary
- Letter: Jul. 25, 1978; to John F. O’Leary; from Glenn M. Anderson, Member of Congress; regarding Carson Oil Company case; request to insure full and complete review of case
- Letter: Aug. 16, 1978; to William C. Arntz; from W.L. Theisen; mailgram
- Document: Jul. 25, 1978; Request for Special Notice; Superior Court of California County of Los Angeles
  - Form: Jul. 25, 1978; Declaration of Claimant
  - Document: n.d.; Attachment 1
  - Document: n.d.; Proof of Service by Mail of Request for Special Notice
DO NOT CITE

- Letter: Aug. 16, 1978; to William L. Theisen; from Patrick W. Kearney, Area Manager, United States Department of Energy; regarding Carson Oil Company Subpoena and Oreck and Theisen Subpoena
- Letter: Aug. 16, 1978; to Honorable John F. O’Leary, Deputy Secretary of Energy, Department of Energy; from Glenn M. Anderson, Member of Congress; regarding follow up to letter on William L. Theisen and Carson Oil Company
- Letter: Aug. 17, 1978; to William L. Theisen; from William C. Arntz, Regional Representative, United States Department of Energy; regarding Carson Oil Company
- Letter: Aug. 18, 1978; to Honorable John F. O’Leary; from Glenn M. Anderson, Member of Congress; regarding Bill Theisen’s case
- Letter: Aug. 23, 1978; to W.L. Theisen; from Jack L. Wood, Director, Enforcement Division, United States Department of Energy; regarding upcoming meeting

- **Folder: L.B.O.D. Deposition**
  - Letter: Feb. 22, 1982; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Albert N. Wergley; regarding MDL-150 (Long Beach) and confirmation of agreement
  - Document: Feb. 11, 1982; Deposition Subpoena to Testify or Produce Documents or Things
    - Document: n.d.; Schedule A

- **Folder: Economics Reference Material**
  - Article Clipping: August 1985; Pacific Oil World; “Lost Your Way?” by James McDonald
  - Periodical: Nov. 13, 1961; The Oil and Gas Journal; “An Oil Man’s Guide to Washington”; duplicate discarded
  - Periodical: Spring 1985; Issues and Actions: A Public Affairs Advisory for Chevron Shareholders, Employees and Retirees; Vol. 1; duplicate discarded
  - Article Clipping: Jul. 22, 1985; Oil and Gas Journal: “Hodel-California Agreement on OCS Leasing an Energy Policy Disaster
  - Article Clipping: June 1983; Washington Report; “Industry Should Learn from Past” by Charles J. DiBona, President, American Petroleum Institute

- **Folder: Facts About Oil- Dept. Interior; Forbes 1983**
  - Publication: c.a. 1960s; Plain Facts About Oil; United States Department of the Interior

- **Folder: Florance – DOE Reports**
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• Letter: Sep. 9, 1987; to Douglas E. Florence c/o Colonial Production Company; from El Paso Natural Gas Company; regarding Jicarilla Florance D #4 (S/75430-01) B, S6, T 23 N, R 4 W Rio Arriba County, New Mexico; regarding notice of disqualification.

• Letter: Jul. 23, 1987; to Colonial Production Company; from Assistant District Manager, Minerals (illegible name); regarding enclosed Final Determination:
  - Form: Apr. 23, 1987; Determination of Status by the Authorized Officer Under Natural Gas Policy Act (NGPA) of 1978.

• Letter: Jul. 2, 1987; to Colonial Production Co.; from Assistant District Manager, Mineral Resources (illegible name); regarding enclosed Preliminary Determination:
  - Form: Apr. 23, 1987; Determination of Status by the Authorized Officer Under Natural Gas Policy Act (NGPA) of 1978.

• Letter: Jan. 15, 1979; to Federal Energy Regulatory Commission; from D.E. Florance; regarding enclosed forms:
  - Document: Dec. 21, 1978; Application for Determination of the Maximum Lawful Price Under the Natural Gas Policy Act (NGPA); (x3)
  - Letter: Dec. 27, 1978; to El Paso Natural Gas Company, attn: Mr. Rathwick; xc: Oil and Gas Supervisor; from James J. Florance, Partner D.E. Florance; regarding enclosed copies of FERC form.

• Letter: Aug. 17, 1979; to James W. Sutherland; from James J. Florance, Partner; regarding determination of maximum lawful price under NGPA, section 108; Well – Docket No. NM-0004-79 Jicarilla Apache 362 #D-2
  - Document: n.d.; Application Pursuant to Section 108 (b) of The Natural Gas Policy Act of 1978 (NGPA); Affidavit

• Letter: Aug. 17, 1979; to James W. Sutherland; xc: El Paso Natural Gas Co.; from James J. Florance, Partner; regarding determination of maximum lawful price under NGPA, section 108; Well – Docket No. NM-0002-79 Jicarilla Apache 362 #D-4
  - Document: n.d.; Application Pursuant to Section 108 (b) of The Natural Gas Policy Act of 1978 (NGPA); Affidavit.

• Document: Dec. 21, 1978; Application for Determination of the Maximum Lawful Price Under the Natural Gas Policy Act (NGPA) (x3)

• Letter: Dec. 27, 1978; to Oil and Gas Supervisor; xc: El Paso Natural Gas Company; from James J. Florance, Partner D.E. Florance; regarding D.E.

- Letter: Dec. 27, 1978; to El Paso Natural Gas Company, attn: Mr. Rathwick; xc: Oil and Gas Supervisor; from James J. Florance, Partner D.E. Florance; regarding enclosed copies of FERC form
- Letter: Dec. 27, 1978; to Chase Oil Company; from James J. Florance, Partner D.E. Florance; regarding notice that D.E. Florance is filing for "Application for Determination"
- Letter: Dec. 27, 1978; to John E. Schalk; from James J. Florance, Partner D.E. Florance; regarding notice that D.E. Florance is filing for "Application for Determination"
- Letter: Dec. 27, 1978; to Amerada – Hess Corporation; from James J. Florance, Partner, D.E. Florance; regarding notice that D.E. Florance is filing for "Application for Determination"
  - Map: n.d.; Florance 2-D; Ballard Pictured Cliff Field Rio Arriba, Co., New Mexico
  - Document: May 11, 1966; Application for Permit to Drill, Deepen or Plug Back
  - Document: Jun. 22, 1966; Sundry Notices and Reports on Wells
  - Document: Jun. 22, 1966; Well Completion or Recompletion Report and Log
  - Chart: n.d. D.E. Florance; Production – Jicarilla Lease 362
  - Map: n.d.; Florance D-3; Ballard Pictured Cliff Field; Rio Arriba Co., New Mexico
  - Document: May 11, 1966; Application for Permit to Drill, Deepen or Plug Back
  - Document: Jun. 22, 1966; Sundry Notices and Reports on Wells
  - Document: Jun. 22, 1966; Well Completion or Recompletion Report and Log
  - Chart: n.d.; D.E. Florance; Production – Jicarilla Lease 362
  - Map: n.d.; Florance 4-D; Ballard Pictured Cliff Field; Rio Arriba Co., New Mexico
  - Document: May 11, 1966; Application for Permit to Drill, Deepen or Plug Back
DO NOT CITE

- Document: Jun. 22, 1966; Sundry Notices and Reports on Wells
- Document: Jun. 22, 1966; Well Completion or Recompletion Report and Log
- Chart: n.d.; D.E. Florance; Production – Jicarilla Lease 362
  - Letter: Feb. 21, 1979; to Smith Production Company; from James J. Florance; regarding James J. Florance, et al filing Applications for Determination
  - Letter: Dec. 27, 1978; to El Paso Natural Gas Company, attn: Mr. Rathwick; xc: Oil and Gas Supervisor; from James J. Florance, Partner D.E. Florance; regarding enclosed copies of FERC
  - Letter: Dec. 27, 1978; to Amerada – Hess Corporation; from James J. Florance, Partner D.E. Florance; notice that D.E. Florance is filing Application for Determination of the Maximum Lawful Price
  - Letter: Dec. 27, 1978; to John E. Schalk; from James J. Florance, Partner D.E. Florance; notice that D.E. Florance is filing Application for Determination of the Maximum Lawful Price
  - Letter: Dec. 27, 1978; to Chase Oil Company, Inc.; from James J. Florance, Partner D.E. Florance; notice that D.E. Florance is filing Application for Determination of the Maximum Lawful Price
  - Letter: Dec. 13, 1978; to D.E. Florance c/o James Florance; from Jerome J. O’Brien, President, Colonial Production Company; regarding notice that Colonial Production Company is filing Application for Determination of the Maximum Lawful Price
  - Letter: Dec. 13, 1978; to Oil and Gas Supervisor; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Colonial Production Company; Jicarilla Apache Leases; Sections, 5, 8, 15 & 16 T23N, R4W Rio Arriba Co., New Mexico
  - Log: May 30, 1966; Electrolog; Company: Florence and Florence; Well: Florence D-3 Field: Ballard Pictured Cliffs; Rio Arriba County, New Mexico
  - Document: c.a. December 1978; Supplementary Application for Category Determination Under the Natural Gas Policy Act, Section 108
  - Document: c.a. December 1978; Supplementary Application for Category Determination Under the Natural Gas Policy Act, Section 108
  - Document: c.a. December 1978; Supplementary Application for Category Determination Under the Natural Gas Policy Act, Section 108
  - Document: Mar. 2, 1979; Affidavit of Publication; No. 5407
DO NOT CITE

- Report: January 1979; Summary of Selected Provisions of Interim Regulations Implementing the Natural Gas Policy Act of 1978; prepared by Independent Petroleum Association of America
- Document: Oct. 25, 1983; Assignment
- Document: Apr. 11, 1968; Assignment
- Document: Apr. 11, 1968; Assignment

- Folder: Florance – M Bank; Operating Agreement
  - Document: c.a. August 1991; Gas Division Order; Ratification and Rental Division Order
  - Letter: Jul. 1, 1991; to Ameritrust Texas N.A.; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding gas division order, Jicarilla Apache Lease
  - Document: n.d.; Gas Division Order; Ratification and Rental Division Order
  - Document: n.d.; Gas Division Order; Ratification and Rental Division Order
  - Letter: Jun. 13, 1991; to Colonial Production Company, attn: Jerry O’Brien; from Michael D. Merrill, Landman/Assistant Vice President, Oil and Gas Management, Ameritrust; regarding enclosed recorded deed and request for transfer orders
    - Deed: May 6, 1991; Mineral Deed, Assignment and Bill of Sale
  - Letter: Mar. 5, 1990; to Colonial Production Co.; cc: John Paul Jones, Marilyn Braithwaite, Dan Sawyer, Tom Smith and Jerome J. O’Brien; from D.L. (Chip) Myers, Administrator, Production Scheduling; regarding form letter for Offer of Credits
  - Letter: Mar. 9, 1990; to Mrs. Florence A. Florance and Mrs. Katherine M. Florance; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding El Paso Natural Gas Co. offer of credits lease #362
  - Letter: Jan. 3, 1990; to Mrs. Florence A. Florance and Mrs. Katherine M. Florance; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding working interest owners Jicarilla Lease #362
  - Document: n.d.; Offer of Credits
  - Letter: Dec. 28, 1989; to Colonial Production Company; cc: Richard Jordan; from D.L. (Chip) Myers, Administrator, Production Scheduling, El Paso Natural Gas Company; regarding enclosed copy of Offer of Credits form
  - Document: Jan. 5, 1990; Offer of Credits
  - Document: Mar. 12, 1990; Offer of Credits
  - Document: May 20, 1968; Amendment to Agency Agreement dated 28 December 1966; signed by Edward H. Tenison and James J. Florance
  - Document: May 20, 1968; Amendment to Agency Agreement dated 28 December 1966; signed by Edward H. Tenison and Florence A. Florance
Document: May 20, 1968; Amendment to Agency Agreement dated 28 December 1966; signed by Edward H. Tenison and Douglas A. Florance


Document: Dec. 28, 1966; Model Form Operating Agreement – 1956

Document: Dec. 28, 1966; Agency Agreement

Folder: Joseph B. Gould

Letter: Dec. 10, 1992; to Joseph B. Gould; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Jicarilla Wells 9 & 10 Lease #398

Letter: Jan. 20, 1992; to Colonial Production CO.; from Joseph B. Gould/Patricia Storey, Office Manager; regarding Jicarilla Apache #398 December statement of income and expense

Letter: Oct. 16, 1991; to Colonial Production Company; from Patricia Storey, Office Manager, Joseph Bernard Gould; regarding Jicarilla Apache #398

Letter: Aug. 10, 1990; to Colonial Production Co.; from Tamara Eaton, Joseph B. Gould and Assoc.; regarding no record of March sales on Jicarilla Apache #398

  • Letter: Aug. 2, 1990; to Colonial Production Co.; from Patricia Storey, Office Manager, Joseph Bernard Gould; regarding Jicarilla Apache #398; payment discrepancy

Letter: Jun. 5, 1986; to gentlemen; from Joseph B. Gould; regarding new address

Letter: Jun. 28, 1983; to Joseph B. Gould; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Jicarilla Apache Lease #398 Rio Arriba Co. New Mexico; regarding copies; hand written note at bottom

Letter: Jun. 28, 1983; to Joseph B. Gould; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Jicarilla Apache Lease #398 Rio Arriba Co. New Mexico; regarding copies

Letter: Jun. 4, 1983; to Colonial Production Company; from Joseph B. Gould; regarding Jicarilla Apache #398

Letter: Jun. 4, 1983; to Colonial Production Company; from Joseph B. Gould; regarding Jicarilla Apache #398
  • Document: Jun. 1, 1983; Outside Interest Summary

Document: Feb. 15, 1993; Outside Interest Summary; Jicarilla Apache #398; Outside Interest Summary

Document: January 1993; Outside Interest Summary; Jicarilla Apache #398; Outside Interest Summary

Document: Dec. 15, 1992; Outside Interest Summary; Jicarilla Apache #398; Outside Interest Summary

Document: Nov. 10, 1992; Outside Interest Summary; Jicarilla Apache #398

Document: Oct. 15, 1992; Outside Interest Summary; Jicarilla Apache #398
Folder: Insurance – Liability Woods Ins.

- Invoice: Oct. 15, 1993; to Colonial Production Co.; from Woods Insurance Service
  - Brochure: n.d.; Commercial Lines Policy
  - Document: n.d.; Important Notice to our Policyholder
  - Document: n.d.; Your Policy has been Written by a Local Independent Insurance Agent
- Form: Oct. 1, 1993; Commercial Lines Policy Declarations
  - Document: c.a. 1993; Bituminous Casualty Corporation; Designation of Premises Schedule
• Document: c.a. 1993; Bituminous Casualty Corporation; Commercial General Liability Schedule
• Document: n.d.; Commercial General Liability Coverage Form
• Document: n.d.; Exclusion-Explosion, Collapse and Underground Property Damage Hazard
• Letter: Oct. 18, 1993; to Colonial Production Co.; from Millie Howle, Woods Insurance Service; regarding general liability
  o Document: c.a. 1992; Policy Holder's Report; Bituminous
  o Letter: Apr. 22, 1991; to All Certificate Holders; from Millie Howle, Woods Insurance Service; regarding Smith Production Co., Tom Smith dba
  o Letter: Oct. 11, 1993; to Colonial Production; from Millie Howle, Woods Insurance Service; regarding general liability CLP2115312
  o Document: Nov. 6, 1992; Certificate of Insurance
  o Letter: Nov. 30, 1992; to Jicarilla Apache Tribe, attn: Jicarilla Apache Tribe; from Jerome J. O'Brien; regarding enclosed copy of 1993 policy outline
    • Letter: Nov. 24, 1992; to Colonial Production Company; xc: Company file; from Thurman Velarde, Oil and Gas Administrator, Jicarilla Apache Tribe; request for current Insurance Certificate
  o Invoice: Oct. 28, 1992; to Colonial Production Co.; from Woods Insurance Service, Inc.
    • Brochure: n.d.; Commercial Lines Policy; Bituminous
    • Document: n.d.; Important Notice to Our Policyholder; Bituminous Insurance Companies
  o Form: c.a. 1992; Commercial Lines Policy Declarations
    • Document: Oct. 1, 1992; Bituminous Casualty Corporation; General Liability Classification Schedule
    • Document: n.d.; Commercial General Liability Coverage Form
    • Document: n.d.; Exclusion – Underground Resources and Equipment
    • Document: n.d.; Nuclear Energy Liability Exclusion Endorsement
    • Document: n.d.; Endorsement; Pollution Exclusion
    • Document: n.d.; Exclusion (Asbestos)
    • Document: n.d.; Commercial General Liability Coverage Form; Schedule
    • Document: n.d.; Commercial General Liability Coverage Form
    • Document: c.a. 1992; Policy Premium Recap – CPP Monoline
  o Letter: Sep. 25, 1992; to Colonial Production Co.; from Millie Howle, Woods Insurance Service; regarding general liability # CLP2090896
  o Document: c.a. 1991; Policy Holder's Report; Bituminous
DO NOT CITE

- Invoice: October 1991; to Colonial Production Co.; from Woods Insurance Service, Inc.
  - Brochure: n.d.; Commercial Lines Policy; Bituminous
  - Form: c.a. 1991; Commercial Lines Policy Declarations
  - Document: Oct. 1, 1991; Bituminous Casualty Corporation; General Liability Classification Schedule
  - Document: c.a.; Commercial General Liability Coverage Form
  - Document: n.d.; Pollution Exclusion
  - Document: n.d.; Exclusion (Asbestos)
  - Document: n.d.; Nuclear Energy Liability Exclusion Endorsement
  - Document: n.d.; Commercial General Liability Coverage Form; Schedule
- Letter: Apr. 4, 1991; to all certificate holders; from Millie Howle; regarding Smith Production Co., Tom Smith dba
- Document: March 1988; Supplemental Lease Operator Questionnaire; Bituminous
- Document: n.d.; Members of the Texas Independent Producers and Royalty Owners Association (T.I.P.R.O.); Umbrella/C.G.L. Information Sheet
- Note: n.d.; various hand written notes
- Statement: Oct. 29, 1993; to Colonial Production Co.; from Woods Insurance Service
- Letter: Jul. 6, 1994; to Woods Insurance Service; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding policy #CLP214354 Bituminous Insurance Co.
  - Invoice: Dec. 9, 1993; to Colonial Production Co.; from Woods Insurance Service; copy included
- Invoice: Sep. 7, 1994; to Colonial Production Co.; from Woods Insurance Service, Inc.; copy included
  - Document: November 1990; Cancellation Information
- Statement: Oct. 30, 1992; to Colonial Production Co.; from Woods Insurance Service
- Letter: Jun. 22, 1979; to The Talbert Corporation; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Bond # 918729-0
- Document: Nov. 1, 1990; Certificate of Insurance; Acord
- Invoice: Nov. 1, 1990; to Colonial Production Co.; from Woods Insurance Service, Inc.;
- Brochure: c.a. 1990; Commercial Lines Policy; Bituminous
DO NOT CITE

- Form: c.a. 1990; Commercial Lines Policy Declarations
- Document: c.a. 1990; Bituminous Casualty Corporation; General Liability Classification Schedule
- Document: n.d.; Commercial General Liability Coverage Form
- Document: n.d.; Exclusion – Blowout and Cratering Hazards; Schedule
- Document: c.a. 1990; Policy Premium Recap – CPP Monoline
  - Document: c.a. 1989; Policyholder's Report
  - Brochure: n.d.; Commercial Lines Policy; Bituminous
    - Form: c.a. 1989; Commercial Lines Policy Declarations
    - Document: c.a. 1989; Bituminous Casualty Corporation; General Liability Classification Schedule
    - Document: n.d.; Commercial General Liability Coverage Form
    - Document: n.d.; Amendatory Endorsement – When We Do Not Renew
  - Document: c.a. 1988; Policyholder's Report; Bituminous
  - Invoice: Nov. 1, 1989; to Colonial Production Co.; from Woods Insurance Service, Inc.
  - Brochure: n.d.; Commercial Lines Policy; Bituminous
    - Form: c.a. 1988; Commercial Lines Policy Declarations
    - Document: c.a. 1988; Bituminous Casualty Corporation; General Liability Classification Schedule
    - Document: n.d.; Commercial General Liability Coverage Form
  - Document: Oct. 31, 1986; Renewal of Insurance
    - Brochure: c.a. 1986; Select-Cover Policy (General Provisions); Royal Insurance
    - Form: c.a. 1986; Texas General Liability Select Cover Policy; Royal Insurance
    - Document: n.d.; Compliant Notice
    - Document: n.d.; Important Notice
    - Document: n.d.; Absolute Asbestos Exclusion; Royal Insurance
DO NOT CITE

- Form: n.d.; Premium Discount Endorsement – Texas (General Liability Insurance)
- Document: n.d.; Deductible Liability Insurance
- Document: n.d.; Supplementary Exclusion (Contamination or Pollution – Described Operations)
- Document: n.d.; Underground Resources and Equipment Coverage
- Document: n.d.; Broad Form Comprehensive General Liability Endorsement
- Document: n.d.; Amendment – Limits of Liability (Single Limit)
- Document: n.d.; Endorsement Limiting Coverage
- Document: n.d.; Endorsement; Additional Insured Working Interest
- Document: n.d.; Endorsement; Blowout and Cratering Hazards Coverage
- Document: n.d.; Saline Coverage Endorsement
- Document: n.d.; Endorsement; Blanket Contractual – Oil or Gas Industry
- Document: n.d.; Exclusion
- Document: n.d.; General Liability; Amendatory Endorsement – Notice (Texas)
- Document: n.d.; Amendatory Endorsement – Additional Definition
- Document: n.d.; Pollution Exclusion
- Document: n.d.; Amendatory Endorsement
- Document: n.d.; Amendatory Endorsement Prejudgment Interest
- Document: n.d.; Explosions, Collapse and Underground Property Damage; Exclusions – Contractors Form
- Document: n.d.; General Liability Schedule
  - Invoice: c.a. 1987; estimated renewal premium for general liability policy-oil/gas lease operations
    - Document: Jan. 4, 1988; Insurance Binder

**Folder: Insurance – Compressor; Liability**
  - Print: Aug. 2, 1989; Jicarilla Apache Reservation; Gas Compressor #9 Well; Rio Arriba Co. New Mex.
  - Receipt: c.a. 1984; equipment floater renewal; Dunlap Insurance Agency Inc.
  - Receipt: c.a.; 1984; renewal oil and gas lease operator liability coverage; Luhn-McCain Insurance Agency
  - Letter: Apr. 29, 1985; to Jerry O’Brien; from Marietta McCain, President, Luhn-McCain Insurance Agency, Inc.; regarding rate change for compressor insurance
  - Document: Dec. 15, 1982; Comprehensive General Liability; policy enclosed
  - Document: Apr. 8, 1982; Insurance Certificate

**Folder: Q.C. Jicarilla Leases**
Letter: March 1982; to Superintendent of the Jicarilla Agency; xc: Gene F. Daniel, Deputy Conservation Manager; from Jerome J. O'Brien; regarding Jicarilla Apache Lease #398 T23N, R4W N.M.P.M. Section 15: S ½ Section 16: All
  - Document: Mar. 6, 1982; Statement to Accompany Partial Release; Jicarilla Apache Tribal Contract No. 398
  - Document: Mar. 6, 1982; Partial Surrender and Relinquishment of Oil and Gas Mining Lease Tribal Indian Lands; Jicarilla Apache Tribal Contract No. 398
Document: Mar. 6, 1982; Statement to Accompany Partial Release; Jicarilla Apache Tribal Contract No. 398
Document: Mar. 6, 1982; Partial Surrender and Relinquishment of Oil and Gas Mining Lease Tribal Indian Lands
Document: Mar. 6, 1982; Statement to Accompany Partial Release; Jicarilla Apache Tribal Contract No. 398
Document: Mar. 6, 1982; Partial Surrender and Relinquishment of Oil and Gas Mining Lease Tribal Indian Lands

Log: Apr. 21, 1982; Induction Electric Log; Company: W.B. Martin and Associates; Well: M&M No. One; Field: Ballard Pictured Cliffs; Rio Arriba County, New Mexico
Log: Apr. 21, 1982; Density and Neutron Borehole Compensated; Company: W.B. Martin and Associates; Well: M&M No. One; Field: Ballard Pictured Cliffs; Rio Arriba County, New Mexico

Folder: Liaison Committee
  - Document: n.d.; Liaison Committee of Cooperating Oil and Gas Association
  - Document: n.d.; Members of House and Senate Energy Committees
  - Document: May 1977; Cooperating Oil and Gas Associations; Independent Petroleum Association of America

Folder: Lease Forms
  - Letter: Feb. 11, 1977; to Jerry O'Brien; cc: Roger Nelson; from Lysle Snow, Commander Oil Company, Ltd; enclosed copies of forms
  - Letter: Mar. 2, 1977; to Jerome J. O'Brien; from Lysle Snow, Commander Oil Company, Ltd.; regarding enclosed copies of forms for assignment of lease and assignment of interest in lease

Folder: W.B. Martin Jicarilla #362
  - Document: Aug. 20, 1982; Assignment of Operating Rights
  - Document: Aug. 20, 1982; Assignment of Operating Rights
  - Letter: Oct. 28, 1982; to Colonial Production Company; from Billy Martin, W.B. Martin and Associates, Inc.; regarding enclosed assignment of operating rights and letter agreement for Jicarilla Contract #362 Lease
Letter: Jun. 28, 1982; to W.B. Martin and Associates; from Colonial Production Company; regarding Jicarilla Tribal Contract No. 362 agreement

Letter: Sep. 27, 1985; to W.B. Martin and Associates; from Jerome J. O'Brien; regarding Jicarilla Apache lease #362 Rio Arriba Co., New Mexico

Letter: Aug. 27, 1985; to unknown; from Drew Bates, Petroleum Engineer, W.B. Martin and Associates, Inc; regarding production report for M&M #2

Receipt: June 1986; M&M #2; W.B. Martin and Associates, Inc.
  - Chart: March-May 1986; Gross Production Less Production Taxes; Divided Among Royalty Interest Owners

Receipt: June 1986; M/F #7; W.B. Martin and Associates, Inc.
  - Chart: Feb-May 1986; Gross Production Less Production Taxes; Divided Among Royalty Interest Owners

Receipt: March 1986; M/F #7; W.B. Martin and Associates, Inc.
  - Chart: Oct. 1985-Feb. 1986; Gross Production Less Production Taxes; Divided Among Royalty Interest Owners

Receipt: October 1985; M&M #2; W.B. Martin and Associates, Inc.
  - Chart: Oct. 1985-Feb. 1986; Gross Production Less Production Taxes; Divided Among Royalty Interest Owners

  - Chart: November 1985; Gross Production Less Production Taxes; Divided Among Royalty Interest Owners

Document: October 1985; Production Report for October/November/December; Martin-Florance Wells #8-#7
  - Document: November 1985; Production Report of October/November/December; Martin-Florance Wells #8-#7
  - Document: December 1985; Production Report for October/November/December 1985; Martin-Florance Wells #8-#7


Receipt: November 1985; #2 M-M; W.B. Martin and Associates, Inc.
  - Chart: November 1985; M&M #2

  - Letter: May 30, 1985; to Colonial Production Company; from Tori L. Jimerfield, Comptroller, W.B. Martin and Associates, Inc.; regarding Martin & Martin #2 Jicarilla Contract #362 SW 1/4 , Sec. 6, T34N. R4W
  - Chart: Dec. 83-Sept. 84; various figures
  - Chart: Oct. 84-Apr. 85; various figures
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Letter: May 30, 1985; to Colonial Production Company; from Tori L. Jimerfield, Comptroller, W.B. Martin and Associates, Inc.; regarding Martin-Florance #7 Jicarilla Contract #362 NW ¼ SE ¼, Sec. 6, T23N, R4W

Chart: Oct. 84-Apr. 85; various figures


Letter: Sep. 30, 1984; to Colonial Production Company; from Tori L. Jimerfield, Controller, W.B. Martin and Associates, Inc.; regarding #7 Martin-Florance Jicarilla Contract #362 NW ¼ SE ¼, Sec. 6, T23N, R4W

Letter: Oct. 30, 1984; to Colonial Production Company; from Tori L. Jimerfield, Controller, W.B. Martin and Associates, Inc.; regarding #7 Martin-Florance Jicarilla Contract #362 NW ¼ SE ¼, Sec. 6, T23M, R4W

Receipt: June 1984; W.B. Martin and Associates, Inc.


Receipt: March 1984; W.B. Martin and Associates, Inc.

Letter: Jul. 30, 1984; to Colonial Production Company; from Tori L. Jimerfield, Controller, W.B. Martin and Associates, Inc.

Letter: May 30, 1984; to Colonial Production Company; from Tori L. Jimerfield, Controller, W.B. Martin and Associates, Inc.; regarding #7 Martin-Florance Jicarilla Contract #362 NW ¼ SE ¼, Sec. 6, T23N, R4W

Letter: Apr. 30, 1984; to Colonial Production Company; from Tori L. Jimerfield, Controller, W.B. Martin and Associates, Inc.; regarding #7 Martin-Florance Jicarilla Contract #362 NW ¼ SE ¼, Sec. 6, T23N, R4W

Letter: Jun. 30, 1984; to Colonial Production Co.; from Tori L. Jimerfield, Controller, W.B. Martin and Associates, Inc.; regarding #7 Martin-Florance Jicarilla Contract #362 NW ¼ SE ¼, Sec. 6, T23N, R4W


Receipt: January 1984; W.B. Martin and Associates, Inc.

Letter: Mar. 30, 1984; to Colonial Production CO.; from Tori L. Jimerfield, Controller, W.B. Martin and Associates, Inc.; regarding #7 Martin-Florance Jicarilla Contract #362 NW ¼ SE ¼, Sec. 6, T23N, R4W

Letter: Feb. 38, 1984; to Colonial Production Company; from Tori L. Jimerfield, Controller, W.B. Martin and Associates, Inc.; regarding #7 Martin-Florance Jicarilla Contract #362 NW ¼ SE ¼, Sec. 6, T23M, R4W

• Letter: Jan. 30, 1984; to Colonial Production Company; from Tori L. Jimerfield, Controller, W.B. Martin and Associates, Inc.; regarding #9 Martin-Florance Jicarilla Contract #362 NE ¼ SE ¼, Sec. 5, T23N, R4W

• Letter: Jan. 30, 1984; to Colonial Production Company; from Tori L. Jimerfield, Controller, W.B. Martin and Associates, Inc.; regarding W.B. Martin and Associates, Inc. #11 Martin-Florance Jicarilla Contract #362 NE ¼ SW 1/4, Sec. 5, T23N R4W Rio Arriba County, New Mexico

• Letter: Jan. 30, 1984; to Colonial Production Company; from Tori L. Jimerfield, Controller, W.B. Martin and Associates, Inc.; regarding #13 Martin-Florance Jicarilla Contract #362 NE ¼ NE ¼, Sec. 8, T23N R4W

• Letter: Dec. 30, 1983; to Colonial Production Company; from Tori L. Jimerfield, Controller, W.B. Martin and Associates, Inc.; regarding #7 Martin-Florance Jicarilla Contract #362 NW ¼ SE ¼, Sec. 6, T23N, R4W

• Letter: Dec. 30, 1983; to Colonial Production Company; from Tori L. Jimerfield, Controller, W.B. Martin and Associates, Inc.; regarding #13 Martin-Florance Jicarilla Contract #362 NE ¼ NE ¼, Sec. 8 T23N, R4W Rio Arriba County, New Mexico

• Letter: Dec. 30, 1983; to Colonial Production Company; from Tori L. Jimerfield, Controller, W.B. Martin and Associates, Inc.; regarding Martin & Martin No. 2 Jicarilla Contract #362 SW ¼, Sec. 6, T23N, R4W

• Chart: Apr. 1983-Sept. 1983; various figures
DO NOT CITE

- Letter: Dec. 9, 1983; to Colonial Production Company; from Tori L. Jimerfield, Controller, W.B. Martin and Associates, Inc.; regarding #9 Martin-Florance Jicarilla Contract #362 E ½ SE ¼, Sec 5, T23N, R4W Rio Arriba County, New Mexico
- Letter: Dec. 9, 1983; to Colonial Production Company; from Tori L. Jimerfield, Controller, W.B. Martin and Associates, Inc.; regarding #11 Martin-Florance Jicarilla Contract #362 NE ¼ SW ¼ Sec. 5, T23N, R4W Rio Arriba County, New Mexico
- Letter: Nov. 8, 1983; to Colonial Production Company; from Tori L. Jimerfield, Controller, W.B. Martin and Associates, Inc.; regarding #7 Martin-Florance Jicarilla Contract #362 NW ¼ SE ¼, Sec. 6, T23N, R4W
- Letter: Oct. 27, 1983; to Colonial Production Company; from Tori L. Jimerfield, Controller, W.B. Martin and Associates, Inc.; regarding #13 Martin-Florance Jicarilla Contract #362 NE ¼ NE ¼, Sec. 8, T23N, R4W Rio Arriba County, New Mexico
- Letter: Oct. 27, 1983; to Colonial Production Company; from Tori L. Jimerfield, Controller, W.B. Martin and Associates, Inc.; regarding #11 Martin-Florance Jicarilla Contract #362 NE ¼ SW ¼, Sec. 5, T23N, R4W Rio Arriba County, New Mexico
- Letter: Oct. 27, 1983; to Colonial Production Company; from Tori L. Jimerfield, Controller, W.B. Martin and Associates, Inc.; regarding #9 Martin-Florance Jicarilla Contract #362 E ½ SE ¼, Sec. 5, T23N, R4W Rio Arriba County, New Mexico
- Letter: Oct. 25, 1983; to Colonial Production Company; from Tori L. Jimerfield, Controller, W.B. Martin and Associates, Inc.; regarding #11 Martin-Florance Jicarilla Contract #362 NE ¼ SW ¼, Sec. 5, T23N, R4W Rio Arriba County, New Mexico
- Letter: Oct. 19, 1983; to Colonial Production Company; from Tori L. Jimerfield, Controller, W.B. Martin and Associates, Inc.; regarding #7 Martin-Florance Jicarilla Contract #362 NW ¼, SE ¼ Sec. 6 T23N R4W Rio Arriba County, New Mexico
DO NOT CITE

- Receipt: July 1983; W.B. Martin and Associates, Inc.
  - Letter: Sep. 1, 1983; to Colonial Production Company; from Tori L. Jimerfield, Controller, W.B. Martin and Associates, Inc.; regarding #9 Martin-Florance Well Jicarilla Contract #362 E ½ SE ¼, Sec. 5 T23N-R4W
- Receipt: July 1983; W.B. Martin and Associates, Inc.
  - Letter: Sep. 6, 1983; to Colonial Production Company; from Tori L. Jimerfield, Controller, W.B. Martin and Associates, Inc.; regarding #11 Martin-Florance Well Jicarilla Contract #362 NE ¼ SW ¼, Sec. 5 T23N-R4W
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- **Folder: Jicarilla Apache Tribal Contract #398**
  - Letter: March 1982; to Gene F. Daniel; xc: Superintendent of Jicarilla Agency; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Jicarilla Apache Lease #398 T23N, R4W N.M.P.M. Section 15: S ½ Section 16: All
  - Document: Mar. 6, 1982; Statement to Accompany Partial Release; Jicarilla Apache Tribal Contract No. 398
  - Document: Mar. 6, 1982; Partial Surrender and Relinquishment of Oil and Gas Mining Lease Tribal Indian Lands; Jicarilla Apache Tribal Contract No. 398
  - Document: Mar. 6, 1982; Statement to Accompany Partial Release; Jicarilla Apache Tribal Contract No. 398
  - Document: Mar. 6, 1982; Partial Surrender and Relinquishment of Oil and Gas Mining Lease Tribal Indian Lands; Jicarilla Apache Tribal Contract No. 398

- **Folder: Annual Shareholders McFarland 1981-82**
  - Document: May 11, 1982; Statement to Shareholders of McFarland Energy, Inc.; Los Angles Petroleum Club; by: Jerome J. O’Brien-Chairman of Board of Directors
  - Document” May 11, 1982; McFarland Energy, Inc. Agenda Annual Shareholders‘ Meeting
  - Document: May 11, 1982; McFarland Energy, Inc. Agenda Annual Shareholders‘ Meeting; hand written notes
  - Document: May 11, 1982; McFarland Energy, Inc. Agenda Annual Shareholders Meeting
o Document: May 11, 1982; Statement to Shareholders of McFarland Energy, Inc.; Los Angeles Petroleum Club; by: Jerome J. O’Brien-Chairman of Board of Directors
o Document: May 26, 1981; McFarland Energy, Inc. Agenda Annual Shareholders Meeting
o Note: n.d.; quote: Geology is the science of contemplation
o Manuscript: n.d.; Officers and Staff
o Document: May 11, 1982; McFarland Energy, Inc. Agenda Annual Shareholders Meeting
o Document: n.d.; for immediate release; regarding stock dividend on common stock

• Folder: McFarland Directors Meet; San Antonio 10-21-80
  o Manuscript: n.d.; Table I, Table II, Table II, Table IV; names listed
  o Article Clipping: May 19, 1956; unknown source; “A Past with a Present for the Future”
  o Manuscript: n.d.; list of names
  o Letter: Oct. 7, 1980; to T. Noah Smith, Pres.; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding plans for evening at the Argyle
  o Letter: Sep. 12, 1980; to Steve Gose; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding plan for evening at the Argyle
  o Letter: Sep. 12, 1980; to Robert V. West, Chairman, Tesoro Petroleum Corporation; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding plan for evening at Argyle
  o Letter: Sep. 12, 1980; to John E. Newman; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding invitation to join for dinner at the Argyle
  o Letter: Sep. 12, 1980; to Gene Ames, President, Venus Oil Company; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding plan for evening at Argyle
  o Letter: Sep. 10, 1980; to Martin F. Casey, Forrest Oil Corporation; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding plan for evening at Argyle
Letter: Sep. 9, 1980; to Louis Kocurek, Rauscher Pierce, Inc.; regarding plan for evening at Argyle
Letter: Sep. 2, 1980; to Steve Gose; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding plan for evening at Argyle
Letter: Sep. 2, 1980; to Robert V. West, Chairman, Tesoro Petroleum Corporation; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding plan for evening at Argyle
Manuscript: n.d; Directors Expense
Manuscript: 1979; MCFE
Document: Mar. 24, 1980; Notice of Annual Meeting of Stockholders to be held May 20, 1980; from J.C. McFarland, Secretary, McFarland Energy, Inc. preliminary copy
  - Document: Mar. 24, 1980; Proxy Statement; McFarland Energy, Inc.
Letter: Mar. 26, 1980; to Financial Statement Recipients; from J.C. “Mac” McFarland; regarding copy of internal financial statement
  - Chart: Dec. 31, 1979; McFarland Energy, Inc. Consolidated Balance Sheet; (x2)
  - Chart: December 1979; McFarland Energy, Inc. Consolidated Statement of Net Income
Letter: Mar. 10, 1980; to Jerome J. O’Brien, Leverett P. Sacre, Barclay Simpson, Maurice M. Goodstein, L.C. McFarland, H.J. Stroud and David Rome; from J.C. “Mac” McFarland, Secretary; notice of meeting of the Board of Directors
Document: May 20, 1980; McFarland Energy, Inc. Agenda; Annual Shareholders‘ Meeting
Invoice: c.a. October 1980; McFarland Directors; Plaza Club
Manuscript: n.d.; list of names
Manuscript: n.d.; speech transcript
Note: n.d.; hand written notes and quotations
Note: n.d.; hand written quotations
Document: n.d.; How to Know When You’re Growing Old
DO NOT CITE


- Letter: Sep. 25, 1980; to members of the Board of Directors; from J.C. –Mac” McFarland; regarding arrangements for Oct. 21, 1980 board of directors meeting in San Antonio, Texas

- Statement: Oct. 9, 1980; Hilton Palacio Del Rio

- Letter: Oct. 9, 1980; to Jerome O’Brien; from John C. Houser, Assistant Director of Catering, Hilton Palacio Del Rio; regarding enclosed final arrangements for upcoming function at Hilton Palacio del Rio

- Letter: Sep. 25, 1980; to Jerome O’Brien; from David Rome; regarding thanks for plans for upcoming board of directors meeting

- Letter: Sep. 4, 1980; to Jerome O’Brien; from Kris Starr, Tour and Conference Representative, Hilton Palacio del Rio; regarding booking of venue for meeting

- Form: Aug. 4, 1980; Hilton Palacio del Rio – Booking Form

- Letter: Sep. 3, 1980; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Carla Norwood, Sales Manager, La Mansion del Rio; regarding cancellation of reservation

- Form: Aug. 20, 1980; agreement with La Mansion Hotels

- Letter: Aug. 22, 1980; to J.J. O’Brien; from Cathy O’Connor, Corporate Account Executive, San Antonio Convention and Visitors Bureau; regarding enclose brochures requested on visitor attractions

- Letter: Aug. 20, 1980; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Carla Norwood, Sales Manager, La Mansion del Rio; regarding selection of hotel for meeting

- Folder: Annual Meeting McFarland 1978
  - Document: May 10, 1979; McFarland Energy, Inc. Agenda Annual Shareholders Meeting
  - Document: May 9, 1978; McFarland Energy, Inc. Agenda Annual Shareholders’ Meeting
  - Document: May 9, 1978; Minutes of the Annual Meeting of Stockholders of McFarland Energy, Inc.
  - Document: n.d.; Nomination for Directors
  - Document: May 9, 1978; Statement to Shareholders of McFarland Energy, Inc.
  - Document: Mar. 16, 1978; Notice of Annual Meeting of Stockholders to be held May 9, 1978; from George J. Eckert, Secretary, McFarland Energy, Inc.; preliminary copy
  - Manuscript: n.d.; Directors
  - Document: May 9, 1978; McFarland Energy, Inc. Agenda Annual Shareholders’ Meeting
  - Document: May 9, 1978; Statement to Shareholders of McFarland Energy, Inc.
• **Folder: Annual Meeting 1972-1977**
  o Report: Jul. 25, 1973; President's Report; Seaboard Oil and Gas Co.
  o Document: Apr. 4, 1977; Notice of Annual Meeting of Stockholders to be held May 3, 1977; from George Eckert, Secretary, McFarland Energy, Inc.
  o Document: 1979; Wells McFarland or Seaboard Drilled or Participated In
  o Document: Feb. 8, 1977; Stock Retirement Agreement and Related Life Insurance Summary
  o Letter: May 1974; to shareholder; from unknown; regarding update on 1973
  o Document: c.a. 1973; Fact Sheet; Seaboard Oil and Gas Co.
  o Document: c.a. 1973; Fact Sheet; Seaboard Oil and Gas Co.
  o Brochure: Sep. 30, 1973; Nine Months Report; Seaboard Oil and Gas Co.
  o Report: Jun. 27, 1973; Proxy Statement and Notice of Annual Meeting of Stockholders; Seaboard Oil and Gas Co.
  o Document: Jul. 25, 1973; Minutes of Annual Meeting of Shareholders of Seaboard Oil and Gas Co.
  o Document: Jul. 26, 1973; Stockholder Meeting Briefs; Seaboard Oil and Gas Co.
  o Document: Jul. 25, 1973; President's Report to Shareholders; Seaboard Oil and Gas Co.
  o Letter: n.d.; to unknown; from Johnny Mitchell; regarding invitation to visit with president of Seaboard Oil and Gas Co., Jerry O'Brien and board of directors
  o Letter: Jun. 5, 1973; to Securities and Exchange Commission; cc: Bruce M. Breitman, Corporate Finance; from Gene E. Gregg; regarding Seaboard Oil and Gas Co.; Commission File No. 2036843
  o Letter: May 16, 1973; to Ken Jewett, K.R. Jewett and Associates; from Gene E. Gregg; regarding Item F of Proxy Statement
    • Document: n.d.; Pursuant to the Amended Plan of Reorganization
  o Chart: n.d.; Revenue
  o Chart: n.d.; Expense

• **Folder: Old Soldier Mine Nye Co. Nevada**
  o Map: Nov. 30, 1994; Nye Co. Nevada
  o Letter: Jul. 15, 1993; to Participants in the Over-riding Royalty Interest in Old Soldier Mine Nye County, Nevada; from Jerome J. O'Brien; regarding abandoned operation by Standard LaFarge Mining
  o Chart: 1991; Barite Sales – Old Soldier Mine; Nye Co., Nevada
  o Map: n.d.; Old Solider Mine Nye Co., Nevada
  o Document: Jan. 16, 1978; Complaint
  o Document: Jan. 27, 1978; Summons
  o Map: n.d.; Old Soldier Mine
  o Map: n.d.; Nye County Barite Prospect Plan
Diagram: n.d.; Barite Prospect; unidentified

Manuscript: Jun. 20, 1968; Meeting; various numerical figures

Diagram: n.d.; hand drawn figure and description


Document: n.d.; Standard Specifications No. 730 Hurricane Pulverizer-Classifier

Letter: Apr. 24, 1968; to "sir"; from Earl Kessler, Exec. Vice President, United Minerals, Inc.; regarding installation of Mill and Milling cost of Barite Ore

Letter: Sep. 5, 1967; to Earl Kossler, Sr., United Minerals, Inc.; from R.N. Davidson, IMC Drilling Mud; regarding enclosed copy of delivered price schedule for barite into various West Coast and Rocky Mountain stockpoints

  - Document: n.d.; Delivered Prices on Barite from Nevada and California

Document: n.d.; Standard Specifications Bauer Controllers for Hurricane Pulverizers

Document: n.d.; Work Sheet for Bauer Hurricane Pulverizer-Classifier

Letter: Apr. 27, 1968; to United Exploration, Inc.; from S.H. Kilgore and Earl Kessler, Vice President; regarding agreement involving claims in Nye County, Nevada

Letter: Jul. 26, 1968; to Bill Hanan, Joe Heydorff, Bill Bailey, Vic Illig, Joe Illig, Bruce Farrow, Jerry O’Brien, Marv Johnson, John Hedorff; from Merv; regarding operations starting per agreement

  - Document: Jul. 24, 1968; Agreement

Letter: Jul. 19, 1968; to Jerome J. O’Brien; cc: Norman Lehman; from Joe P. Jemmett, Manager, J.R. Simplot Company; regarding United Exploration barite property in Cumberland District

Document: July 1968; signatures

Letter: Jul. 16, 1968; to Joe Jemmett; from Jerome J. O’Brein; regarding enclosed information on Barite deposit in Nye County, Nevada

Letter: Feb. 29, 1968; to Wm. H. LeRoy; from Arthur W. Goring; regarding Barite deposit Nye County, Nevada

  - Letter: Feb. 29, 1968; to Wm. H. LeRoy; from Arthur W. Goring; regarding Barite Mine, Nye County, Nevada


Article Clipping: n.d.; unknown source; “Barium” by Richard W. Lewis

Article Clipping: March 1968; E/MJ; “Nonmetals”

Map: Jun. 25, 1967; Aerial Map showing Barite Outcrop and Core Hole Locations; Jade Oil and Gas Co. P&S Barite Claims; Northumberland Canyon Nye County, Nevada

Diagram: n.d.; Red-Barite Expos

DO NOT CITE

- Map: n.d.; unidentified location
- Map: n.d.; unidentified location
- Chart: n.d. Oil Well Research Company; Barium Core Spectrographic Chemical Analysis
- Letter: Jan. 3, 1967; to United Minerals, Inc.; from Ed. Eisenhauer, Jr., The Eisenhauer Laboratories; regarding assays and specific gravity tests of barite ores
- Report: Apr. 26, 1966; Geologic Report of the P and S Barite Deposit, South Cumberland Canyon, Toquima Range, Nye County, Nevada; by H.J. Bissell
- Letter: Jan. 17, 1967; to C.E. Chrisite, Jr.; From J.R. Hassel; regarding Barite claims – Nye County, Nevada – Deal #1292
- Chart: November 1967; Barite Hauled and Sold; Mined from Northumberland Canyon Nye Co., Nevada
- Chart: December 1967; Barite Ore – Mined, Sold and Hauled
- Chart: January 1968; no title
- Chart: February 1968; no title
- Chart: March 1968; no title
- Diagram: Areal Map showing Barite Outcrop and Core Hole Locations; Jade Oil and Gas Co. P & S Barite Claims Northumberland Canyon Nye County, Nevada
- Map: n.d.; unidentified location
- Map: 1959; Sketch Map Kay Barite Prospect Nye County, Nevada
- Manuscript: n.d.; Proposal of United Exploration
  - Letter: May 14, 1968; to United Exploration, Inc.; from T.M. Kean, President, Sierra Chemical Company; regarding Barite Ore 4.2 gravity or better
  - Document: n.d.; list of numerical figures
  - Map: n.d.; unidentified location
- Letter: May 14, 1968; to United Exploration, Inc.; from T.M. Kean, President, Sierra Chemical Company; regarding Barite Ore 4.2 gravity or better
- Letter: Jan. 3, 1967; to United Minerals, Inc.; from Ed. Eisenhauer, Jr., The Eisenhauer Laboratories; regarding assays and specific gravity tests of barite ores
- Diagram: Jun. 25, 1967; Areal Map showing Barite Outcrop and Core Hole Locations; Jade Oil and Gas Co. P & S Barite Claims Northumberland Canyon Nye County, Nevada
- Report: Apr. 26, 1966; Geologic Report of the P and S Barite Deposit, South Cumberland Canyon, Toquima Range, Nye County, Nevada; by H.J. Bissell
- Folder: Oxy USA, Inc.
  - Statement: Sep. 25, 1998; Oxy USA Inc.; Oil and Gas Revenue Detail; Jerome J. O’Brien
Letter: Oct. 15, 1998; to Mineral/Royalty Owner; from Stacy L. Mathews, Statewide Minerals Co.; regarding offer to purchase your Mineral or Royalty Interest Listed on Exhibit –A” Dawson County, Texas
  • Document: n.d.; Exhibit –A”

Statement: Aug. 25, 1998; Oxy Usa Inc. – Western Oil and Gas Revenue Detail

Letter: Aug. 24, 1998; to Permian Basin Acquisition Fund, attn: Buddy Gieb; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding West Welch Unit

Letter: Aug. 21, 1998; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Buddy Gieb, Permian Basin Acquisition Fund; regarding offer to purchase MI/RI West Welch Unit Dawson County, Texas

Letter: Feb. 20, 1997; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from John R. Norwood, The Norwood Group; regarding mineral and royalty purchase West Welch Unit/Oxy-Operator Dawson County, Texas

Letter: Nov. 9, 1995; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Buddy Gieb, Permian Basin Acquisition Fund; regarding offer to purchase RI West Welch Unit Dawson County, Texas

Letter: Apr. 13, 1996; to Interest Owner; from Walter O. Hill, President, Hill Minerals, Group; regarding royalty purchase offer Dawson County, Texas

Letter: May 11, 1995; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Buddy Gieb, Permian Basin Acquisition Fund; regarding offer to purchase minerals/royalty West Welch Unit Dawson Co., Texas

Letter: Apr. 29, 1996; to interest owner; from Pam Scism, Statewide Minerals, Inc.; regarding offer to purchase Oil and Gas Interests listed on Exhibit –A” in Dawson County, Texas
  • Document: n.d.; Exhibit –A”

Letter: Aug. 18, 1995; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Patrick S. Sparks, CPL, Oxy USA Inc.; regarding proposed acquisition of royalty and overriding royalty interests within the surface boundaries of the West Welch Unit Dawson County, Texas
  • Letter: Aug. 19, 1995

Letter: Jun. 10, 1993; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Gary J. Lamb; regarding offer to purchase Welch Unit Royalty Interest Dawson County, Texas

Brochure: n.d.; An Explanation of your Oil and Gas Revenue Statement; Oxy USA, Inc.

Statement: Jul. 25, 1998; Oxy USA Inc.-Western Region; Oil and Gas Revenue Detail; Jerome J. O’Brien

Letter: Jun. 18, 1998; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from John R. Norwood, Packard Energy Group, Inc.; regarding mineral and royalty purchase offer Dawson County, Texas
DO NOT CITE

- Document: n.d.; Powell, et al. v. Oxy USA Inc. in the County Court of Panola County, Texas; Notice of Class Action and Proposed Settlement
- Statement: Jun. 25, 1998; Oxy USA Inc.-Western Region; Oil and Gas Revenue Detail
- Statement: May 25, 1998; Oxy USA Inc.-Western Region; Oil and Gas Revenue Detail
- Document: n.d.; Transmittal Notice; to: settlement class members in the class action described below; regarding distribution of settlement proceeds Mary Alma Powell, et al. on Behalf of Themselves and All Others Similarly Situated v. Oxy USA, Inc., cause no. 1997-015, in the county court at law of Panola County, Texas ("Class Action")
- Statement: Apr. 25, 1998; Oxy USA Inc. – Western Region; Oil and Gas Revenue Detail
- Statement: Mar. 25, 1998; Oxy USA Inc. – Western Region; Oil and Gas Revenue Detail
- Statement: Jan. 25, 1998; Oxy USA Inc. – Western Region; Oil and Gas Revenue Detail
- Statement: Feb. 25, 1998; Oxy USA Inc. – Western Region; Oil and Gas Revenue Detail
- Statement: Dec. 25, 1997; Oxy USA Inc. – Western Region; Oil and Gas Revenue Detail
- Statement: Nov. 25, 1997; Oxy USA Inc. – Western Region; Oil and Gas Revenue Detail
- Statement: Oct. 25, 1997; Oxy USA Inc. – Western Region; Oil and Gas Revenue Detail
- Statement: Sep. 25, 1997; Oxy USA Inc. – Western Region; Oil and Gas Revenue Detail
- Statement: Aug. 25, 1997; Oxy USA Inc. – Western Region; Oil and Gas Revenue Detail
- Statement: Jul. 25, 1997; Oxy USA Inc. – Western Region; Oil and Gas Revenue Detail
- Statement: Jun. 25, 1997; Oxy USA Inc. – Western Region; Oil and Gas Revenue Detail
- Statement: May 25, 1997; Oxy USA Inc. – Western Region; Oil and Gas Revenue Detail
- Statement: Apr. 25, 1997; Oxy USA Inc. – Western Region; Oil and Gas Revenue Detail
- Statement: Mar. 25, 1997; Oxy USA Inc. – Western Region; Oil and Gas Revenue Detail
DO NOT CITE

- Statement: Feb. 25, 1997; Oxy USA Inc. – Western Region; Oil and Gas Revenue Detail
- Statement: Jan. 25, 1997; Oxy USA Inc. – Western Region; Oil and Gas Revenue Detail

**Folder: Seven Lakes-Palm Springs Riverside Co. California**

- Letter: Jul. 5, 1983; to Mr. and Mrs. Jerome J. O'Brien; from Helen Patterson, Assistant Manager, Security Pacific National Bank; escrow no. 331-6917
  - Statement: Jul. 1, 1983; Escrow Statement; Security Pacific National Bank
  - Letter: Jul. 1, 1983; to Curtis-Kieley, Inc.; cc: Mr. and Mrs. Jerome J. O'Brien and Mr. and Mrs. Bryson Reinhardt; from Helen Patterson, Assistant Manager, Security Pacific National Bank;
  - Document: Apr. 25, 1983; Note Secured by Deed of Trust
- Manuscript: n.d.; list of numbers
- Letter: Jul. 28, 1983; to Mr. and Mrs. Jerome J. O'Brien; from Helen Patterson, Escrow Manager, Security Pacific National Bank; regarding enclosed original title policy
  - Document: n.d.; Policy of Title Insurance issued by First American Title Insurance Company
- Letter: Jul. 30, 1983; to Seven Lakes Builders, Inc.; from Jerome J. O'Brien; regarding owner #64; regarding transfer of property
- Letter: Jul. 39, 1983; to Bank of America; xc: Bryson Reinhardt; from Jerome J. O'Brien; regarding loan 0791-001-1969498
- Letter: Jul. 25, 1983; to Seven Lakes Homeowners Assoc., Inc.; from Jerome J. O'Brien; regarding 439 Desert Lakes Dr.; regarding transfer of title
- Letter: Jun. 30, 1983; to Mr. and Mrs. Jerome J. O'Brien; from Helen Patterson, Assistant Manager, Security Pacific National Bank; regarding escrow no. 331-6917
- Document: n.d.; Inventory for 439 Desert Lake Drive, Palm Springs, California
  - Letter: Apr. 26, 1983; to Mr. and Mrs. Jerome J. O'Brien; from Helen Patterson, Assistant Manager, Security Pacific National Bank; regarding escrow no. 331-6917
- Document: Aug. 25, 1978; Important Due-on-Sale Information
- Document: Jun. 27, 1983; Beneficiary's Statement
- Document: Apr. 22, 1983; Amendment to Deposit Receipt Dated
- Letter: Apr. 25, 1983; to Jerome J. O'Brien; from Western Union; thanks for using service; Western Union Mailgram
- Letter: Apr. 23, 1983; to Jerome J. O'Brien; from Western Union Mailgram; confirmation of message sent
DO NOT CITE

- Form: n.d.; Palm Springs Board of Realtors; Part II- Exclusive Right to Sell Listing Agreement
- Form: n.d.; Palm Springs Board of Realtors Multiple Listing Service; Publication Information-Listing Form
- Form: n.d.; Palm Springs Board of Realtors; Multiple Listings Service; Publication Information-Listings Form
- Certificate: Jul. 6, 1983; Certificate of Insurance
- Certificate: Mar. 16, 1983; Certificate of Insurance
- Statement: 1982-1983; Secured Property Tax Bill for Fiscal Year; County of Riverside
- Statement: 1981-1982; Secured Property Tax Bill; County of Riverside
- Statement: 1980-1981; Secured Property Tax Bill; County of Riverside
- Business Card: n.d.; "Millie" Svoboda Realtor Associate; Seven Lakes Country Club
- Form: Feb. 11, 1980; Change in Ownership
- Document: Mar. 25, 1980; Change in Ownership Statement (See Important Questions on Reverse); County of Riverside
- Document: n.d.; Explanation and Instructions for Riverside County Change in Ownership Form
- Letter: Mar. 18, 1980; to Mr. and Mrs. Jerome J. O'Brien; from Frank C. Seeley and Orval I. Miller, Chief, Technical Services Division, County of Riverside; regarding "Change in Ownership Statement"
- Statement: Feb. 11, 1980; Escrow Statement
- Document: Feb. 22, 1980; Agreement for Substitution of Liability
- Letter: Mar. 13, 1980; to Mr. and Mrs. Jerome J. O'Brien; from Cindy K. Loftin, Loan Officer, Bank of America; regarding enclosed copy of Substitution of Liability Agreement
- Document: Feb. 22, 1980; Agreement for Substitution of Liability
- Form: Jan. 10, 1980; financial statement
  - Form: n.d.; Residential Loan Application
- Letter: Mar. 1, 1980; to Bank of America, attn: Cindy K. Loftin; from Jerome J. O'Brien; regarding enclosed signed documents
- Letter: Feb. 22, 1980; to Jerome J. O'Brien; from Cindy K. Loftin, Loan Officer, Bank of America; regarding assumption of Cully real estate loan
- Form: n.d; Residential Loan Application
- Document: n.d.; Policy of Title Insurance; Safeco
- Receipt: Feb. 20, 1980; Escrow Receipt; to Mr. and Mrs. Jerome J. O'Brien; from Bank of America
  - Check: Feb. 5, 1980; Cashier's Check; to Bank of America; from Jerome J. O'Brien
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- Receipt: n.d.; Receipt for Certified Mail
  - Receipt: Feb. 20, 1980; Escrow Receipt; to Mr. and Mrs. Jerome J. O’Brien; from Bank of America
  - Document: n.d.; Lender’s Loss Payable Endorsement
  - Document: Jan. 15, 1980; Assignment
  - Letter: Jan. 28, 1980; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Cindy K. Loftin, Loan Officer, Bank of America; application for assumption of Thomas G. and Marie Cully’s Real Estate Loan
- Business Card: n.d.; Cindy K. Loftin; Bank of America
  - Letter: Dec. 27, 1979; to Mr. and Mrs. Jerome J. O’Brien; from E.M. Battan, Escrow Officer, Bank of America; transmittal letter
  - Document: Dec. 26, 1979; Escrow Instructions (Real Estate Transaction)
  - Note: n.d.; to Jerry; from Laddie Svoboda; regarding enclosed copies of inventory for 439 Desert Lakes Drive
  - Document: n.d.; Excerpts from Declaration of Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions, Seven Lakes Residential Community
  - Document: n.d.; Declaration of Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions Seven Lakes Residential Community
  - Letter: Jan. 15, 1980; to Bank of America, attn: Cindy Lostin; xc: E.M. Battan; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed data at request of E.M. Battan
  - Form: Jan. 10, 1980; Request for Verification of Employment; Bank of America
  - Form: n.d.; Residential Loan Application
  - Form: Jan. 10, 1980; Statement of Assets and Liabilities
  - Letter: Dec. 27, 1979; to Mr. and Mrs. Jerome J. O’Brien; from E.M. Battan, Escrow Officer, Bank of America; transmittal letter
  - Receipt: Jan. 9, 1980; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Bank of America
  - Letter: n.d.; to unknown; from Bank of America; regarding enclosed real estate loan application package
  - Form: n.d.; to Bank of America; from unknown; regarding loan application fee
  - Letter: Jan. 11, 1980; to all applicants for a loan for the purchase, construction, rehabilitation, improvement or refinancing of a one-to-four family residence; State of California Fair Lending Notice
  - Document: Jan. 11, 1980; Acceptance and Agreement
  - Letter: Dec. 27, 1979; to Mr. and Mrs. Jerome J. O’Brien; from E.M. Battan, Escrow Officer, Bank of America; Transmittal Letter
  - Document: Dec. 26, 1979; Escrow Instructions (Real Estate Transaction)
  - Document: Inventory for 439 Desert Lakes Drive, Palm Springs, California
  - Letter: n.d.; to unknown; from Western Union; telegram
  - Document: Dec. 24, 1978; Real Estate Purchase Contract and Receipt for Deposit
Document: n.d.; Inventory for 439 Desert Lakes Drive, Palm Springs, California
  - Diagram: n.d.; Seven Lakes Country Club 4100 Seven Lakes Drive #439
    Palm Springs, Ca 92262
  - Business Card: n.d.; Edna M. Battan, Escrow Officer, Bank of America
- Folder: Rothman 1990-94
  - Receipt: Jul. 18, 1994; Outside Interest Summary; from Colonial Production Company; to Mark L. Rothman
  - Letter: Jun. 27, 1994; to Billco Energy, attn: David Tentler; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed agreement to assign 0.1666 interest in Jicarilla Lease #362, wells 2,3 and 4
    - Letter: May 19, 1994; to Mark L. Rothman; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Jicarilla Lease #362, Wells 2,3 and 4 Rio Arriba, Co. New Mexico; signed
  - Letter: May 19, 1994; to Mark L. Rothman; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Jicarilla Lease #362, wells 2, 3 and 4 Rio Arriba, Co. New Mexico
  - Document: Jun. 27, 1994; to Mark L. Rothman; from Colonial Production Company; Outside Interest Summary
  - Document: May 20, 1994; to Mark L. Rothman; from Colonial Production Company; Outside Interest Summary
  - Document: Apr. 15, 1994; to Mark L. Rothman; from Colonial Production Company; Outside Interest Summary
  - Document: Mar. 15,1 994; to Sagewood Investments, Ltd.; from Colonial Production Company; Outside Interest Summary
  - Document: Feb. 18, 1994; to Mark L. Rothman; from Colonial Production Company; Outside Interest Summary
  - Document: Jan. 14, 1994; to Mark L. Rothman; from Colonial Production Company; Outside Interest Summary
  - Document: Dec. 15, 1993; to Mark L. Rothman; from Colonial Production Company; Outside Interest Summary
  - Document: Nov. 15, 1993; to Mark L. Rothman; from Colonial Production Company; Outside Interest Summary
  - Document: Oct. 15, 1993; to Mark L. Rothman; from Colonial Production Company; Outside Interest Summary
  - Document: Sept. 15, 1993; to Mark L. Rothman; from Colonial Production Company; Outside Interest Summary
  - Document: Aug. 15, 1993; to Mark L. Rothman; from Colonial Production Company
  - Document: Jul. 15, 1993; to Mark L. Rothman; from Colonial Production Company
- Folder: Permits Licenses Calif.
DO NOT CITE

- Receipt: Jun. 30, 1984; State of California Receipt; Department of Consumer Affairs
- Statement: 1970; tax statement
- Statement: Mar. 1, 1971; City of Los Angeles; Business Tax Statement
- Statement: 1969; tax statement
- Statement: 1968; tax statement
- Statement: 1967; Unsecured Property Tax Bill
- Statement: 1967; tax statement
- Statement: 1967; tax statement
- Receipt: Aug. 18, 1966; Field Receipt; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from City of Los Angeles
- Document: 1967-68; Annual Public Health License Renewal….1967-68 Fiscal Year
- Statement: 1967-68; Notice of Public Health License Fee Due
- Document: Oct. 5, 1966; Application for Directory Advertising with the General Telephone Company of California
- Document: 1968; Business Property Appraisal Record

- **Folder: Society of Petroleum Engineers of AIME; Distinguished Lecturer Corresp.**
  - Letter: Jan. 1967; to SPE member; from F.R. Wade, Chairman, Los Angeles Basin Section, Society of Petroleum Engineers of AIME; regarding enclosed report
  - Document: 1966; Annual Report, Los Angeles Basin Section; Society of Petroleum Engineers of AIME
  - Letter: Sep. 6, 1966; to [Jerome O’Brien]; from Joe B. Alford, Executive Secretary, Society of Petroleum Engineers of AIME; regarding SPE membership luncheon-Dallas
  - Letter: Nov. 9, 1966; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Dan K. Adamson, Assistant to the Secretary; regarding plaque for services as distinguished lecturer
  - Letter: Aug. 12, 1966; to 1965-66 distinguished lecturers; from Dan K. Adamson, Assistant to the Secretary, Society of Petroleum Engineers of AIME; regarding enclosed advanced registration form for SPE fall meeting; regarding complimentary registration and ticket; regarding plaque to receive
  - Letter: Aug. 5, 1966; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Dan K. Adamson, Assistant to the Secretary, Society of Petroleum Engineers of AIME; regarding
acknowledgement receipt of letter concerning plans for attendance at SPE fall meeting

- Letter: Aug. 29, 1966; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from W.F. Wilson; regarding inquiry about Petroleum Consultant for program booklet changes
- Letter: Jul. 28, 1966; to W.F. Wilson; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed script of proposed address to West Texas Geological Society
  - Letter: Jul. 18, 1966; to J.J. O’Brien, Vice-President, Union Bank; from W.F. Wilson, West Texas Geological Society; regarding request to receive manuscript by August 15th for printer
- Letter: Jul. 28, 1966; to Joe B. Alford; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding plans to attend Fall meeting; request to make reservation
  - Letter: Jul. 29, 1966; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Joe B. Alford, Executive Secretary, Society of Petroleum Engineers of AIME; regarding plaque for each Distinguished Lecturer; invitation to meeting
- Article Clipping: June 1966; “Society Announces 1966-67 Distinguished Lecturer Series
- Letter: May 26, 1966; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Joe B. Alford, Executive Secretary, Society of Petroleum Engineers of AIME; regarding appreciation for services as distinguished lecturer for 1965-66
- Letter: Mar. 30, 1966; to John R. Lewis; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed copy of speech
- Letter: Mar. 29, 1966; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from J.L. Oberseider, Pacific Lighting Service and Supply Company; regarding thanks for sending speech
- Letter: Mar. 28, 1966; to B.G. Thompson; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed speech
- Letter: Mar. 17, 1966; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from R.L. Evans; regarding presence at SPE section meeting
- Letter: Mar. 9, 1966; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from R.A. Loosley, Program Chairman, Continental Oil Company; regarding upcoming presentation of lecture in Evansville, Indiana
Letter: Mar. 9, 1966; to J.J. O’Brien; from Laurence R. Brown, Corresponding Secretary, Petroleum Engineering Club; regarding lecture to be given at the University of Kansas

Letter: Mar. 11, 1966; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Arlen L. Edgar, Society of Petroleum Engineers of AIME, Permian Basin Section; regarding appreciation for visiting section and presenting speech

Letter: Mar. 8, 1966; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from James T. Raleigh, Vice Chairman-Programs, Society of Petroleum Engineers of AIME Northern Plains Section; regarding reservations made and plans for visit


Letter: Mar. 1, 1966; to R.C. Johnson, Corresponding Secretary, Petroleum Engineering Club, University of Kansas; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding completed travel plans

Letter: Mar. 1, 1966; to R.L. Evans, Vice President, Chicago Section of SPE, First National Bank of Chicago; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding reservations for travel and request for hotel information

Letter: Mar. 1, 1966; to J.T. Raleigh, Northern Natural Gas Company; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding reservations for travel and request for hotel information

Letter: Feb. 28, 1966; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from James T. Raleigh, Vice Chairman-Programs, Society of Petroleum Engineers of AIME, Northern Plains Section; regarding plans for distinguished lecturer

Letter: Jan. 26, 1966; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from J. Rogers Pearcy, Program Chairman, Roswell Petroleum Section, AIME, United States Department of the Interior; regarding forthcoming talk to AIME


Letter: Feb. 15, 1966; to Stephen W. Nicksic, Chevron Research Company; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed copy of speech

Letter: Jan. 31, 1966; to Jerome J. O’Brien; cc: Tom Huddleston, AIME; from G.R. Dysart, Program Chairman, Society of Petroleum Engineers of AIME; regarding upcoming visit and lecture

Letter: Feb. 8, 1966; to Arlen L. Edgar; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding upcoming visit to Midland and request to make hotel reservation
Letter: Feb. 7, 1966; to Jerome J. O'Brien; from Tom Huddleston, Activities Manger, Society of Petroleum Engineers of AIME; regarding expense voucher and brief discussions

Letter: Feb. 4, 1966; to Tom Huddleston, AIME; from Jerome J. O'Brien; regarding enclosed itemized expenses for month of January and regarding difficult travel plans

Letter: Feb. 3, 1966; to G.R. Dysart, Program Chairman of the Society of Petroleum Engineers of AIME; from Jerome J. O'Brien; regarding travel plans

Letter: Feb. 2, 1966; to J. Rogers Pearcy; from Jerome J. O'Brien; regarding travel plans to Roswell

Letter: Jan. 5, 1966; to Jerome J. O'Brien; cc: A.G. Walsh; from H.E. McAnally, El Paso Natural Gas Company; regarding reservations for trip

Letter: Dec. 14, 1965; to Jerome J. O'Brien; cc: Tom Huddleston; from E.E. Clapham, Program Chairman, Trans-Pecos Section AIME; regarding schedule talk in Monahans

Letter: Jan. 6, 1965; to Jerome J. O'Brien; from Richard J. Bowman, Program Chairman, West Central Texas Section, AIME, General American Oil Company of Texas; regarding upcoming speaking engagement in Abilene, TX

Letter: Jan. 27, 1966; to Jerome J. O'Brien; cc: Tom Huddleston; from John E. Smith, Program Chairman, South Plains Section of the Society of Petroleum Engineers of AIME, Mobil Oil Company; regarding gratitude for presentation

Letter: Jan. 10, 1966; to Richard J. Bowman, Program Chairman, West Central Texas Section, AIME; from Jerome J. O'Brien; regarding travel plans

Letter: Jan. 7, 1966; to H.E. McAnally, El Paso Natural Gas Company; from Jerome J. O'Brien; regarding appreciation for travel plans

Letter: Jan. 6, 1965; to Jerome J. O'Brien; from Richard J. Bowman, Program Chairman, West Central Texas Section, AIME; regarding upcoming speaking engagement

Letter: Jan. 5, 1966; to Jerome J. O'Brien; cc: A.G. Walsh; from H.E. McAnally; regarding reservations and travel plans

Letter: Jan. 3, 166; to E.E. Clapham, Program Chairman, Trans-Pecos Section AIME; from Jerome J. O'Brien; regarding reservations and travel plans

Letter: Dec. 24, 1965; to A.G. Walsh, Chairman, Four Corners Section, SPE of AIME; cc: H.E. McAnally, Program Chairman; from Jerome J. O'Brien; regarding travel plans and speech information

Letter: Dec. 22, 1965; to Jerome J. O'Brien; cc: H.E. McAnally, Program Chairman; from A.G. Walsh, Chairman, Four Corners Section, SPE and AIME; regarding upcoming speaking engagement
Letter: Dec. 14, 1965; to Jerome J. O’Brien; cc: Tom Huddleston; from E.E. Clapham, Program Chairman, Trans-Pecos Section AIME; regarding upcoming speaking engagement and travel plans

Letter: Dec. 2, 1965; to R.C. Johnson, Corresponding Secretary, petroleum Engineering Club, University of Kansas; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding travel plans

Letter: Nov. 26, 1965; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from R.C. Johnson; regarding upcoming speaking engagement

Letter: Nov. 18, 1965; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Norman B. Clark, Jr., Program Chairman, Union Oil Company of California; regarding appreciation for presentation

Document: Nov. 15, 1965; AIME Society of Petroleum Engineers Los Angeles Petroleum Forum Reminder; regarding luncheon and speaker (Jerome J. O’Brien)

Letter: Nov. 4, 1965; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from D.L. Shoop, Secretary, Big Horn Basin Section, Society of Petroleum Engineers of AIME; regarding appreciation for presentation

Letter: Nov. 3, 1965; to Sam D. Lackland, Petroleum Engineer, Russell Maguire Oil Operations; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed copy of statement script
  ▪ Letter: Oct. 28, 1965; to J.J. O’Brien, Vice President and Manager, Petroleum Department, Union Bank; from Sam D. Lackland, Petroleum Engineer; request for copy of speech

Letter: Oct. 22, 1965; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Bob Hauton, Oil Editor, Dallas Times Herald; regarding request for text of speech to be given


Letter: Oct. 12, 1965; to members of the Los Angeles Basin Section Society of Petroleum Engineers of AIME; from John F. Bergquist, Secretary, Los Angeles Basin Section, Society of Petroleum Engineers of AIME; regarding nomination for officers and directors of the Los Angeles Basin Section

Letter: Oct. 15, 1965; to J.P. Moran; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding travel plans

Letter: Oct. 15, 1965; to O.T. Maxwell, 1st Vice Chairman, Society of Petroleum Engineers of AIME; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding travel plans
  ▪ Letter: Oct. 14, 1965; to Jerome J. O’Brien; cc: Tom Huddleston; from O.T. Maxwell, 1st Vice President, Hobbs Section; regarding travel arrangements for upcoming speaking engagement

Letter: Oct. 8, 1965; to Donald F. Taylor, Jr; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding travel plans
  ▪ Letter: Oct. 7, 1965; to J.J. O’Brien; cc: Tom Huddleston; from Donald F. Taylor, Jr., First Vice-Chairman, Dallas Section, Society of Petroleum Engineers of AIME; regarding travel plans
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Engineers of AIME; regarding travel plans for upcoming speaking engagement

- Letter: Sep. 29, 1965; to Donald F. Taylor, Jr., Otis Engineering Corp.; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding travel plans
  - Letter: Sep. 23, 1965; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Donald F. Taylor, Jr.; regarding upcoming speaking engagement in Dallas
- Letter: Sep. 29, 1965; to E.E. Comstock; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding travel plans
  - Letter: Sep. 27, 1965; to Jerome J. O’Brien; cc: Hal Dorman; from E.E. Comstock, Program Chairman, North Texas Section Society of Petroleum Engineers of AIME; regarding upcoming speaking engagements and travel arrangements
- Document: Sep. 5-10, 1965; Itinerary Jerome J. O’Brien
- Letter: Sep. 3, 1965; to Roy H. Guess, Newman Brothers Drilling Company; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding visit to Casper
- Letter: Aug. 30, 1965; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from James M. Gernert, Program Chairman, Continental Oil Company; regarding travel plans
- Letter: Aug. 25, 1965; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Tom Huddleston, Activities Manager, Society of Petroleum Engineers of AIME; regarding enclosed information sheets and expense vouchers
- Document: n.d.; Information for Distinguished Lecturers; Society of Petroleum Engineers of AIME
- Letter: Aug. 24, 1965; to Jerome J. O’Brien; cc: T. Huddleston; from J.P. Moran, Mid-Continent Section Society of Petroleum Engineers of AIME; regarding upcoming speaking engagement and travel plans
- Letter: Aug. 24, 1965; to James M. Gernert; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding travel plans
  - Letter: Aug. 18, 1965; to Jerome J. O’Brien; cc: H.R. Dorman; from James M. Gernert, Program Chairman, Continental Oil Company; regarding upcoming speaking engagement and travel plans
- Letter: Aug. 24, 1965; to W.R. Wilson; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding travel plans
  - Letter: Aug. 12, 1965; to Jerome J. O’Brien; cc: Frank Cordiner; from W.R. Wilson, Program Chairman, Big Horn Basin Section, AIME, Wireline, Inc.; regarding upcoming speaking engagement and travel plans
- Letter: Aug. 20, 1965; to J.J. O’Brien; from Tom Huddleston, Activities Manager, Society of Petroleum Engineers of AIME; regarding correspondence with Wyoming Petroleum Section
Letter: Aug. 18, 1965; to J.J. O’Brien; from Tom Huddleston, Activities Manager, Society of Petroleum Engineers of AIME; regarding congratulations for being selected as distinguished lecturer

Letter: Aug. 17, 1965; to J.P. Moran, Mid-Continent Section, Society of Petroleum Engineers of AIME; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed questionnaire, bio and photograph
  ▪ Letter: Aug. 13, 1965; to J.J. O’Brien; from J.P. Moran, Mid-Continent Section, Society of Petroleum Engineers of AIME; regarding upcoming speaking engagement


Letter: Aug. 11, 1965; to R.L. Dickson; cc: to H.R. Doorman and M.A. MacLennan; from Jerome J. O’Brien
  ▪ Letter: Aug. 5, 1965; to Jerome J. O’Brien; cc: H.R. Doorman and M.A. MacLennan; from R.L. Dickson, Program Chairman, Billings Section of AIME; regarding upcoming speaking engagement and travel plans

Letter: Jun. 23, 1965; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Henry Weigel, Program Chairman, Snyder Section, Monsanto Company; regarding upcoming speaking engagement and travel plans
  ▪ Note: n.d.; from Society of Petroleum Engineers of AIME; regarding attached material

Letter: Jun. 23, 1965; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from R.L. Evans, Vice President, The First National Bank; regarding upcoming speaking engagement

Letter: Jun. 21, 1965; to Jerome J. O’Brien; cc: I.M. McKenzie, J.C. Taylor, C.E. Downey and H.R. Dorman; from Norman B. Clark, Jr., Program Chairman, Union Oil Company of California; regarding upcoming speaking engagement

Letter: Jun. 21, 1965; to Harold R. Dorman, Business Manager, Society of Petroleum Engineers of AIME; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding acceptance to address September meeting
  ▪ Letter: May 26, 1965; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Harold R. Dorman, Business Manager, Society of Petroleum Engineers of AIME; regarding enclosed schedule for distinguished lecture program
  ▪ Document: 1965-66; Distinguished Lecture Tentative Schedule; Jerome J. O’Brien

Letter: Jun. 8, 1965; to Norman B. Clark, Jr., Program Chairman, Union Oil Company of California; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding date for speech
Document: 1965-1966; Society of Petroleum Engineers of AIME
Schedule of Los Angeles Petroleum Forum
- Letter: Feb. 8, 1965; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from R.F. Faull, California Research Corporation; regarding arrangements for talks
- Letter: Feb. 5, 1965; to R.F. Faull, Vice President, California Research Corporation; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed information related to speech
- Letter: Jan. 26, 1965; to R.F. Faull, Vice President, California Research Corp.; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding title of lecture
- Letter: Jan. 15, 1965; to R.F. Faull, Vice President, California Research Corp; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding acceptance of invitation to speak
- Letter: Dec. 24, 1964; to Safford Nye, Exec. Vice President, Union Bank; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding appointment as distinguished lecturer related to bank
  - Letter: Dec. 17, 1964; to J.J. O’Brien; from R.F. Faull, Vice President, California Research Corporation; regarding invitation to be distinguished lecturer
  - Article Clipping: 1960; AIME Directory Supplement; Institute Policy on Controversial Matters
  - Document: Nov. 19, 1964; Rules for Distinguished Lecturer Program and Information for Distinguished Lecturers; Society of Petroleum Engineers of AIME
- Map: n.d.; Society of Petroleum Engineers of AIME Regional Organization

Folder: Trust Deed – Delson 3859 Tilden Culver City
- Note: n.d.; fax number
- Check: Jan. 3, 1989; BST Escrow, Inc.
- Document: n.d.; Telefax Transmission; to Jerome O’Brien; from Julie Davis; request for conveyance
- Form: Dec. 12, 1988; Ticor Title Insurance
- Letter: Dec. 9, 1988; to BST Escrow, Inc., attn: Julie Davis; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding escrow # 885712-D
- Letter: Dec. 2, 1988; to A.F. Scott; from Julie Davis, Escrow Officer, BST Escrow Inc.; regarding escrow opening for Rodney Delson
- Document: n.d.; Exhibit “A”
- Form: Dec. 6, 1988; Beneficiary’s Demand
DO NOT CITE

- Form: Jul. 11, 1988; Short Form Deed of Trust and Assignment of Rents (Individual)
- Document: Jul. 19, 1993; Note Secured by Deed of Trust
- Document: Sep. 1, 1988; Assignment of Deed of Trust
- Letter: Dec. 7, 1988; to Maurice “Mac” Goodstein; cc: BST Escrow Inc.; regarding T.D. Note – 3859 Tilden Ave; escrow # 885712-D
- Form: n.d.; Beneficiary's Demand
- Document: Nov. 7, 1988; Beneficiary’s Statement
- Letter: Aug. 29, 1988; to Jerome J. O'Brien; from Patricia Ann Bath, Dibrell, Dodson, Dibrell and Dibrell; regarding enclosed deeds and title policy
- Letter: Nov. 3, 1988; to Jerome O’Brien; from Rod Delson; regarding selling of property to business associate
- Letter: n.d.; to A.F. Scott; from Edward Weiss, Global Trust Deed Co.; regarding offer to purchase note and deed of trust
- Letter: Jul. 29, 1988; to A.F. Scott Trustee; from Julie Davis, BST Escrow, Inc.; regarding enclosed documents title policy #885930-D
- Document: n.d.; Standard Coverage Policy 1973; California Land Title Association; Chicago Title Insurance Company;
- Letter: Aug. 19, 1988; to Walter Dibrell, Esq.; cc: Jerome O’Brien; from Maurice Mac Goodstein; regarding three enclosed forms of Assignment of Deed of Trust; regarding Jerome O’Brien
- Document: Sep. 1, 1988; Assignment of Deed of Trust
  - Document: n.d.; Exhibit –A”
- Letter: Sep. 1, 1988; to A.F. Scott; from Julie Davis, Escrow Officer, BST Escrow Inc.; regarding enclosed certified copy of recorded deed of trust
  - Form: Jul. 11, 1988; Short Form Deed of Trust and Assignment of Rents (Individual)
  - Document: n.d.; Exhibit –A”
- Letter: Aug. 17, 1988; to Mac Goodstein; cc: Jerry O’Brien; from Walter Dibrell; regarding A.F. Scott, trustee holder of Real Estate Lien Note and Deed of Trust with lien securing same for California property transfer and conveyance
- Letter: Aug. 18, 1988; to Maurice “Mac” Goodstein; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed documents to transfer trust deed note
- Document: Jun. 30, 1988; Note Secured by Deed of Trust
- Form: Jul. 11, 1988; Short Form Deed of Trust and Assignment of Rents (Individual)
- Letter: 1988; to A.F. Scott, Trustee of the O’Brien Real Estate Trust; from Julie Davis, Escrow Officer
- Deed: May 27, 1988; Grant Deed

- Folder: Avalon Property T.D.
DO NOT CITE

- Letter: Sep. 7, 1976; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Title Insurance and Trust Company; Liability Exclusions and Limitations
- Document: Jun. 30, 1971; Schedule A
- Deed: Feb. 23, 1971; Grant Deed
- Document: 1976-1977; Note Secured by Deed of Trust
  - Form: Aug. 1 [no year given]; Short Form Deed of Trust and Assignment of Rents
- Letter: Jun. 28, 1976; to unknown; from Jerome J. O’Brien; transfer of ownership
  - Document: Jun. 28, 1976; Assignment of Deed of Trust
- Document: n.d.; Note Secured by Deed of Trust
- Deed: Oct. 9, 1974; Grant Deed
- Form: Oct. 9, 1974; Short Form Deed of Trust and Assignment of Rents
- Form: Oct. 9, 1974; Short Form Deed of Trust and Assignment of Rents
- Document: Apr. 7, 1975; Lot Book Guarantee Title Insurance and Trust Company
  - Document: Jun. 30, 1971; Schedule A
- Letter: Feb. 18, 1975; to County Recorder; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed Trust Deed and check
- Letter: Feb. 19, 1975; to O’Brien Exploration Fund, Inc.; from O. Plair, Registrar-Recorder; regarding unrecorded deed of trust and request for additional information

- Folder: Speech Material; API-Long Beach
  - Article Clipping: n.d.; 4Q,82; "Educational Luncheon November 23rd," by Michael T. Halbouty
  - Letter: Jan. 28, 1983; to unknown; from A.O. Spaulding, Vice President and General Manager, Western Oil and Gas Association; regarding Natural Gas Policy Act of 1978 (NGPA)
  - Document: n.d.; Key Administrative Officials
  - Document: Jan. 1, 1982; Economic Importance of the West Coast Oil Industry
    - Chart: 1981; Economic Importance of the West Coast Oil Industry
  - Article Clipping: May 1985; The Digest; "Insider’s Letter” by Eldon R. Ball, editor and “Petro Notes” by James J. Berles, News Editor

- Folder: Standard Slag
  - Letter: Jul. 15, 1993; to participants in the over-riding royalty interest in Old Soldier Mine Nye County, Nevada; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding status of Old Solider Mine
Document: n.d.; Taxes on Mines and Minerals – 362.115: Statement of estimated gross yield and net proceeds for current calendar year; payment of estimated tax; credit against final certification or refund; quarterly report of actual amounts”

Document: July 1993; State of Nevada Department of Taxation Net Proceeds of Minerals Tax Bill; 1993-94 Central Assessment Roll

Letter: Mar. 1, 1993; to J.J. O’Brien; from Dino DiCianno, Supervisor, Centrally Assessed Properties, Department of Taxation; regarding Nye County P and S Barite Taxing District-General County

Chart: 1993; Actual Quarterly Amounts; Nye County P and S Barite


Letter: Jan. 28, 1993; to John D. Aikin, Esq., Witherspoon, Aikin and Langley; cc: Harland Fry, Jeffrey Lewis, J.J. O’Brien, Seaboard Oil and Gas and John Harmon; from Joseph M. Houser; regarding lease between Harland H. Fry and United Minerals, Inc. dated December 12, 1965

Document: 1992; Net Proceeds of Minerals, Royalties Received Calendar Year 1992; Department of Taxation Capitol Complex

Letter: Dec. 29, 1992; to J.J. O’Brien; from Dino DiCianno, Supervisor, Centrally Assessed Properties, State of Nevada Department of Taxation; regarding Nye County P and S Barite

Letter: Dec. 8, 1992; to participants in over-riding royalty interest Oil Solider Barite Mine Nye County, Nevada; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Old Solider Barite Mine

Document: 1992-93; State of Nevada Department of Taxation Net Proceeds of Minerals Tax Bill; Central Assessment Roll

- Letter: Jul. 1, 1992; to J.J. O’Brien; from State of Nevada Department of Taxation; regarding Nye County P and S Barite Taxing District-General County
- Document: 1992; Net Proceeds of Minerals Estimated Annual Taxes Due or Credit
- Letter: Jun. 10, 1992; to J.J. O’Brien; Net Proceeds of Minerals Certificate of Assessment; Department of Taxation
- Letter: May 1, 1992; to J.J. O’Brien; from Dino DiCianno, Supervisor, Centrally Assessed Properties, Department of Taxation; regarding Nye County P and S Barite Taxing District-General County
- Letter: Dec. 27, 1991; to J.J. O’Brien; from Dino DiCianno, Supervisor, Centrally Assessed Properties; regarding Nye County P and S Barite
- Document: 1991; Department of Taxation Capitol Complex Carson City, Nevada Net Proceeds of Minerals, Royalties Received Calendar Year
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- Document: Barite Sales Participants
- Letter: Jul. 30, 1991; to J.J. O’Brien; from Ellen Jane Driscoll, Secretary, The Standard Magnesia Company; regarding inquiry about check #7068
- Letter: Jul. 16, 1991; to J.J. O’Brien; from State of Nevada Department of Taxation; regarding Nye County P and S Barite taxing district-general county
- Letter: Jul. 17, 1991; to The Standard Magnesia Company; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding inquiry about check being cashed
- Document: 1990-91; State of Nevada Department of Taxation Net Proceeds of Minerals Tax Bill; Central Assessment Roll
  - Letter: Jun. 10, 1991; to J.J. O’Brien; from State of Nevada Department of Taxation; regarding Net Proceeds of Minerals; Certificate of Assessment
- Letter: May 10, 1991; to J.J. O’Brien; from Dino DiCianno, Supervisor, Centrally Assessed Properties, State of Nevada Department of Taxation; regarding Nye County P and S Barite Taxing District-General County
  - Chart: 1991; Calendar Year 1991; Net Proceeds of Minerals
- Letter: Jul. 18, 1991; to Ameritrust, Equity Services Division; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding check that has not been cashed
- Letter: May 1, 1991; to J.J. O’Brien; from Dino DiCianno, Supervisor, Centrally Assessed Properties, State of Nevada Department of Taxation; regarding Nye County P and S Barite Taxing District-General County
- Letter: May 1, 1991; to J.J. O’Brien; from State of Nevada Department of Taxation; regarding Nye County P and S Barite Taxing District-General County
- Letter: December 1990; unopened letter returned to sender; to Eugene Adcock; from Jerome J. O’Brien
- Letter: December 1990; unopened letter returned to sender; to Marvin Johnson; from Jerome J. O’Brien
- Letter: Dec. 21, 1990; to J.J. O’Brien; from Dino DiCianno, Supervisor, Centrally Assessed Properties, State of Nevada Department of Taxation; regarding Nye County P and S Barite
  - Document: 1990; Department of Taxation Capitol Complex; Net Proceeds of Minerals, Royalties Received
- Chart: 1990; Barite Sales – Old Soldier Mine; Nye Co. Nevada
- Chart: 1990; Barite Sales – Old Soldier Mine Nye Co. Nevada
- Document: 1990-91; State of Nevada Department of Taxation Net Proceeds of Minerals Tax Bill; Central Assessment Roll
- Document: Jul. 2, 1990; State of Nevada Department of Taxation Net Proceeds of Minerals Tax Bill; Central Assessment Roll
- Letter: Jul. 2, 1990; to J.J. O'Brien; from State of Nevada Department of Taxation; regarding Nye County P and S Barite Taxing District-General County
  - Letter: Jun. 22, 1990; to J.J. O'Brien; from State of Nevada Department of Taxation; regarding Nye County P and S Barite Taxing District-General County
  - Letter: Apr. 30, 1990; to J.J. O'Brien; from Dino DiCianno, Supervisor, Centrally Assessed Properties, State of Nevada Department of Taxation; regarding Nye County P and S Barite Taxing District-General County
- Letter: Mar. 9, 1990; to J.J. O'Brien; from Dino DiCianno, Supervisor, Centrally Assessed Properties, State of Nevada Department of Taxation; regarding Nye County P and S Barite Taxing District-General County
  - Chart: 1990; Calendar Year
  - Letter: Dec. 29, 1989; to J.J. O'Brien; from Dino DiCianno, Supervisor, Centrally Assessed Properties, State of Nevada Department of Taxation, State of Nevada Department of Taxation
    - Chart: 1989; Department of Taxation Capitol Complex; Net Proceeds of Minerals, Royalties Received
  - Chart: 1989; Barite Sales – Old Soldier Mine Nye Co. Nevada
  - Chart: 1989; Barite Sales – Old Soldier Mine Nye Co. Nevada
  - Letter: Feb. 11, 1993; to J.J. O'Brien; cc: S.M. Jaramillo and Carol Grimm; from Ellen Jane Driscoll for John R. Harmon, President, The Standard Magnesia Company; regarding no royalty check for month of January
  - Letter: Jan. 12, 1993; to J.J. O'Brien; cc: S.M. Jaramillo and Carol Grimm; from Ellen Jane Driscoll for John R. Harmon, President, The Standard Magnesia Company; regarding no royalty check for month of December
  - Letter: Nov. 16, 1992; to J.J. O’Brien; cc: S.M. Jaramillo and Carol Grimm; from Ellen Jane Driscoll for John R. Harmon President, The Standard Magnesia Company; regarding no royalty check for month of October
  - Letter: Oct. 12, 1992; to J.J. O’Brien; cc: S.M. Jaramillo and Carol Grimm; from Ellen Jane Driscoll for John R. Harmon President, The Standard Magnesia Company; regarding no royalty check for month of September
  - Letter: Sep. 11, 1992; to J.J. O’Brien; cc: S.M. Jaramillo and Carol Grimm; from Ellen Jane Driscoll for John R. Harmon President, The Standard Magnesia Company; regarding no royalty check for month of August
DO NOT CITE

- Letter: Aug. 11, 1992; to J.J. O’Brien; cc: S.M. Jaramillo and Carol Grimm; from Ellen Jane Driscoll for John R. Harmon President, The Standard Magnesia Company; regarding no royalty check for month of July
- Letter: Jul. 10, 1992; to J.J. O’Brien; cc: S.M. Jaramillo and Carol Grimm; from Ellen Jane Driscoll for John R. Harmon President, The Standard Magnesia Company; regarding no royalty check for month of June
- Letter: Jun. 11, 1992; to J.J. O’Brien; cc: S.M. Jaramillo and Carol Grimm; from Ellen Jane Driscoll for John R. Harmon President, The Standard Magnesia Company; regarding no royalty check for month of May
- Letter: May 14, 1992; to J.J. O’Brien; cc: S.M. Jaramillo and Carol Grimm; from Ellen Jane Driscoll for John R. Harmon President, The Standard Magnesia Company; regarding no royalty check for month of April
- Letter: Mar. 11, 1992; to J.J. O’Brien; cc: S.M. Jaramillo and Carol Grimm; from Ellen Jane Driscoll for John R. Harmon President, The Standard Magnesia Company; regarding no royalty check for month of February
  - Receipt: Dec. 16, 1991; $207.28; November – royalty
  - Receipt: Nov. 13, 1991; $442.70; October – royalty
  - Receipt: Oct. 10, 1991; $282.91; September – royalty
  - Receipt: Sep. 11, 1991; $306.96; August – royalty
DO NOT CITE

  - Receipt: Jul. 10, 1991; $86.47; June – royalty
  - Receipt: Jun. 13, 1991; $117.25; May-royalty
- Letter: May 14, 1991; to J.J. O’Brien; cc: S.M. Jaramillo and Carol Grimm; from Ellen Jane Driscoll for John R. Harmon President, The Standard Magnesia Company; regarding no royalty check for month of April
  - Receipt: Dec. 12, 1990; $40.13; November – royalty
  - Receipt: Nov. 13, 1990; $72.07; October – royalty
- Letter: Sep. 12, 1990; to J.J. O’Brien; cc: S.M. Jaramillo and Carol Grimm; from Ellen Jane Driscoll for John R. Harmon President, The Standard Magnesia Company; regarding no royalty check for month of August
Letter: Aug. 9, 1990; to J.J. O’Brien; cc: S.M. Jaramillo and Carol Grimm; from Ellen Jane Driscoll for John R. Harmon President, The Standard Magnesia Company; regarding no royalty check for month of July

Letter: Jul. 10, 1990; to J.J. O’Brien; cc: S.M. Jaramillo and Carol Grimm; from Ellen Jane Driscoll for John R. Harmon President, The Standard Magnesia Company; regarding no royalty check for month of June

Letter: Jun. 12, 1990; to J.J. O’Brien; cc: S.M. Jaramillo and Carol Grimm; from Ellen Jane Driscoll for John R. Harmon President, The Standard Magnesia Company; regarding enclosed royalty check for month of May
  Receipt: Jun. 12, 1990; $49.86; May – royalty

Letter: May 14, 1990; to J.J. O’Brien; cc: S.M. Jaramillo and Carol Grimm; from Ellen Jane Driscoll for John R. Harmon President, The Standard Magnesia Company; regarding no royalty check for month of April
  Receipt: May 14, 1990; $65.31; April – royalty

Letter: Apr. 11, 1990; to J.J. O’Brien; cc: S.M. Jaramillo and Carol Grimm; from Ellen Jane Driscoll for John R. Harmon President, The Standard Magnesia Company; regarding enclosed royalty check for month of March
  Receipt: Apr. 11, 1990; $55.30; March – royalty

Letter: Mar. 9, 1990; to J.J. O’Brien; cc: S.M. Jaramillo and Carol Grimm; from Ellen Jane Driscoll for John R. Harmon President, The Standard Magnesia Company; regarding enclosed royalty check for month of February

  Receipt: Feb. 14, 1990; $34.27; January – royalty

Letter: Jan. 10, 1990; to J.J. O’Brien; cc: S.M. Jaramillo and Carol Grimm; from Ellen Jane Driscoll for John R. Harmon President, The Standard Magnesia Company; regarding enclosed royalty check for December
  Receipt: Jan. 10, 1990; $114.39; December – royalty

  Receipt: Dec. 7, 1989; $76.95; November – royalty

Folder: Smith Prod. Serv. 92-94

Letter: Aug. 18, 1994; to Smith Production Services; from Jerry; regarding enclosed check stuff from El Paso

Letter: Feb. 14, 1994; to El Paso Natural Gas Company, attn: Phil Tibbets; cc: Colonial Production Service; from Thomas J. (Tom) Smith; regarding settlement statement request
DO NOT CITE

- Letter: Nov. 23, 1992; to Smith Production Service; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding deal with Billco Energy to sale lease #98, wells 9 and 10 and details thereof
- Letter: Dec. 3, 1992; to Smith Production Service; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed Sunrise statement and production on Lease #44
- Letter: Oct. 6, 1992; to Tom; from Jerry; regarding statements for July and August; regarding Sunrise statement; regarding operation of 365 and 398
- Note: Jun. 16, 1992; hand written notes regarding check 1169 and Smith Prod Serv.
- Statement: Jul. 12, 1994; Well Testing and Operating Service; to Colonial Production Co.
- Statement: Jun. 17, 1994; Well Testing and Operating Service; to Colonial Production Co.
- Statement: May 20, 1994; Well Testing and Operating Service; to Colonial Production Co.
- Statement: Apr. 14, 1994; Well Testing and Operating Service; to Colonial Production Co.
- Statement: Apr. 14, 1994; Well Testing and Operating Service; to Colonial Production Co.
- Letter: May 20, 1994; to Jerry; from Tom; regarding check to receive from EPNG for underpayment; hand written
- Statement: Feb. 17, 1994; Well Testing and Operating Service; to Colonial Production Co.
- Statement: Jan. 12, 1994; Well Testing and Operating Service; to Colonial Production Co.
- Statement: Dec. 16, 1993; Well Testing and Operating Service; to Colonial Production Co.
- Statement: Nov. 13, 1993; Well Testing and Operating Service; to Colonial Production Co.
Statement: Aug. 13, 1993; Well Testing and Operating Service; to Colonial Production Co.
Statement: Jul. 13, 1993; Well Testing and Operating Service; to Colonial Production Co.
Statement: Jun. 9, 1993; Well Testing and Operating Service; to Colonial Production Co.
Statement: May 13, 1993; Well Testing and Operating Service; to Colonial Production Co.
Statement: Apr. 13, 1993; Well Testing and Operating Service; to Colonial Production Co.
Statement: Mar. 12, 1993; Well Testing and Operating Service; to Colonial Production Co.
Statement: Feb. 16, 1993; Well Testing and Operating Service; to Colonial Production Co.
Statement: Jun. 15, 1992; Well Testing and Operating Service; to Colonial Production Co.
Statement: Nov. 9, 1992; Well Testing and Operating Service; to Colonial Production Co.
Statement: Jun. 15, 1992; Well Testing and Operating Service; to Colonial Production Co.
Statement: May 12, 1992; Well Testing and Operating Service; to Colonial Production Co.

- **Folder: T.D. Kleyman 439 Desert Lakes Dr.**
  - Statement: May 21, 1994; Stewart Title Company of Riverside
  - Statement: Jan. 15, 1987; Stewart Title Company of Riverside
  - Letter: Dec. 17, 1986; to Jerome J. and Mary H. O’Brien; from Melvena Schaefer, Escrow Officer, Stewart Title; regarding Reconveyance/payoff escrow #5850
    - Document: Dec. 17, 1986; Instructions; Stewart Title
    - Form: Dec. 17, 1986; Sanctity of Contract; Stewart Title
  - Letter: Oct. 25, 1986; to Kassel, Neuwirth, Geiger; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding Marta Kleyman Deed of Trust
    - Letter: Oct. 22, 1986; to Mr. and Mrs. Jerome O’Brien; from Ralph E. Lerner; regarding Marta Kleyman
    - Deed: Apr. 25, 1983; Deed of Trust
  - Envelope: n.d.; empty envelope; addressed to Mr. and Mrs. Jerome J. O’Brien
DO NOT CITE

- Certificate: May 23, 1984; Certificate of Insurance
- Letter: Dec. 12, 1983; to Mr. and Mrs. Bryson Reinhardt; from Jerome J. O’Brien; regarding enclosed tabulation of interest and principal payments on trust Deed note
- Document: Apr. 17, 1984; Sanctity of Contract; Stewart Title
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- Binder 1956-1960; Jerome J. O’Brien scrap book; various article clippings and photographs
- Binder: 1961-1970; Jerome J. O’Brien; scrapbook; various article clippings and photographs
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- Map: n.d.; Dijon D-115; scale: 1” = 4’
- Map: n.d.; Dijon D-115; scale: 1” = 4’; drawn on transparent paper
- Map: n.d.; Dijon D-115; scale: 1” = 4’; (x2)
- Map: n.d.; Dijon 115; scale 1” = 4’
- Map: May 30, 1979; Improvement Survey of Lot 17 through 22, Block 74, Alamo Heights, Bexar County, Texas; Macina, Bose Copeland & Assoc., Inc.; scale: 1” = 20’; 340 Montclair Survey; Montclair Joint Venture
- Map: n.d.; Montclair Apartment Study Plan and Profile; Macina, Bose, Copeland & Assoc., Inc.; scale: 1” = 20’
- Map: Jun. 17, 1988; Improvement Survey of Lot through 22, Block 74, Alamo Heights, Bexar County, Texas; Macina, Bose, Copeland & Assoc., Inc.; scale: 1”= 20’
- Prints: n.d.; Pete Sublett and Company Oil Patch Art Series; artist: Bob Wygant (x2)
- Prints: n.d.; Pete Sublett and Company Oil Patch Art Series; artist: Stanley Farnham (x3)
- Print: Jan. 22, 1950; Placenta Canyon Oil Field; Los Angeles County, California; mounted on board
- Poster: n.d.; The Endowment Fund of Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity; painting/drawing of various men with quotation:”Our strong band can ne’er be broken, formed in old Phi Psi”
- Report: Feb. 21, 1969; 1969 O’Brien Oil and Gas Exploration Program; Preliminary Prospectus
- Report: 1969; O’Brien Oil and Gas Exploration Program
- Report: c.a. 1969; Amendment No. 1 to Form S-1 Registration Statement under the Securities Act of 1933; O’Brien Exploration Fund, Inc.; registration no. 2-31839
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Folder: CIPA Independent; California Petroleum Association
  - Letter: Aug. 19, 1991; to Jerry O’Brien; from Shelley A. Jarvis, Director, Meeting and Member Services; regarding inquiry for membership in organization
  - Letter: n.d.; to Petroleum Industry Executive; from Dave Kilpatrick, Santa Fe Energy Resources, CIPA Membership Chairman; regarding association accomplishments and progress
  - Form: n.d.; Your Invitation to Join; The California Independent Petroleum Association
  - Business card: California Independent Petroleum Association
  - Booklet: January 1991; Health and Welfare Benefits; Diversified Industrial Group
  - Document: n.d.; What Will CIPA Offer to Its Membership in the 1990’s
  - Letter: Sep. 4, 1990; to Petroleum Industry Executive; from Shelley A. Jarvis, Manager, Membership Services and Meetings; regarding membership
  - Document: January 1989; Diversified Industrial Group
  - Document: 1991-1992; CIPA Executive Committee
  - Document: n.d.; California Independent Petroleum Association Board of Directors by Division

Map: Nov. 19, 1952; Grid Map showing New Mexico, Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Georgia, Florida, So. Caro[lina] and portions of Indiana, Virginia, West Virginia, Illinois, Kentucky, Colorado and North Carolina; Scale: 1” = 1,500,000; Edgar Tobin Aerial Surveys (San Antonio, Texas); portions of Eastern section missing

Certificate: Jan. 12, 1994; to Jerome J. O’Brien; from Republican Presidential Task Force; issued in honor of Republican Presidential Task Force Life Member

Folder: O’Brien Oil and Gas Exploration Program
  - Letter: n.d.; eligibility letter
  - Agreement: 1969; Joint Venture Agreement between O’Brien Exploration Fund, Inc. and unspecified